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Health Education 
DEPAR1MENT OF TilE lNTERIOR· . 

No. I 

BUREAU OF EDUCATION 

WANTED 
TEACHERS TO ENLIST FOR 
CHILD HEALTH SERVICE! 

(~of tlao Chilcltoo'• PlanroWld AaooiotioD, Boltlmo,..) 

T HE children of the country, over 25,000,000 strong, who 
represent our N ation'sfuture, are endangered. In all of. the 

warring countries-England, France, Belgiuni, Germany, etc.-the 
health of the children has already shown distinct marks of deteri
oration, due to war conditions. Our own country is no excep
tion. The physical impairment of the coming generation is one 
of the. most disastrous by-products of the Great War, and one 
whose aftereffects, once established, can never be fully undone. 
The ending of the war does not end this danger. These after
effects can1 however, be prevented, and the teachers of the 
country can make a big contribution to this work of prevention. 
It ·demands immediate activity. Hence this ~all to you for 
service. 
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You may be the teacher of a rural school, in charge of a squad of 
perhaps oruy twenty members of the creators cf our future. Or 
y:ou may be a superintendent, responsible for twenty regiments of 
children. In any case you Will hive an opportunity thls year, in 
connection with their health, which may never recur in the history 
of the countrY. A little energy ~;visely applied .at this time of crisis, 
will accomplish great results. 1 our opportunity is one which only 
you can develo.P· 

Enlistment m the health service will take as little time or as 
much time as yo-q are able to give . . It may mean simply an o~ening 
exercise some morning, involVing the weighing and measunng of 
all the children in your classroom. Or, ·if you are one of the men 
higher up, it may mean a carefully laid out health _program involving 
a correlation of several school activities-of work done in the depart
ments of physical education, medical inspection, domestic scien~e, 
the school lunch, hygiene-and the focusing of aU this work on ·the 
P!actical problem of brip.gin.g each child in your school up to the 
highest possible standard of physical efficiency. 

THE FIRST STEP. 
In any case, the first step involves the weighing and mea.sur4tg of 

the children in your charge, to find out how many of them are physi
cally below the standard· you must not be surprised if you find that 
from 50 to 60 per cent of them are below. The experiment involves 
no expensive apparatus, no detailed plans, for Its initiation. It 
requires m~rely a teacher of vision ana energy, who will take the · 
firSt step and set the ball rolling in .the community. The results 
will speak for themselves, and are sure to arouse further interest. 
It may not be so dramatic to weigh and measure children in a school
room as it was to drive an ambulance in France, or to do actual 
fighting in the trenches, but the service to the nation ~ quite as real. 

The insidio1JS attacks of malnutrition upon the children of the . 
country constitute a danger which is sapping our vital energy as 
truly as were the onslaughts of the Germans on the battle line. Our 
wea:Rons of warfare aga1nst this enemy at home are not the sword 
and bayonet, but the scales and measuring tape. What the plumb 
line is to the builder, what the measuring rod is to the en~eer 
that the scales are to the student of child health. Fortunate mdeed 
are we that our index is so simple, and that, although untrained in 
medical matters, we may become, if we will, Soldiers of the Measuring 
Brigade. · 

SIX MILLION 14ALN'OURISHED CmLDREN' IN' THE COUNTRY. · 
In any trul.J.: civilized country as rich and intelligent as our own it 

ought to be difficult to discover even a dozen children developing into 
manhood or womanhood under the handicap of even a single reme
diable physical defect. We all know perfectly well how suCh th~ 
as faulty vision or faulty teeth will affect the ph:ysical and mental 
development of an otherwise healthy child. But m spite of all our 
talk con,cerning the _preciolis asset of child health, such defects are so 
common .that nobody has ever taken the trouble to find out exactly 
to what extent they prevail among our children to-day. It is esti
mated by the best authorities that three out of every four children in 
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this country are suffering from some physical defect which might 
be prevented or corrected. This means that there are, perhaps, 
15,000,000 such school children in this country to-day. 

THE DRAFT REVELATIONS HAVE OPENED OUR EYES. 

The draft revelations showing, as they did, that at least one out 
of four of our young men who ought to be in the flower of their prime 
were physically unfit to bear arms for their countrr_,- recently shocked 
us out of some of our complacency: and apathy. We determined that 
such a sitUation should not overtake us again in the future. To back 

up our determination we must begin on the children who are now it). 
sChool. . 

Every one of these children, handicapped however slightly by some 
physical defect, is failing to attain quite the physical aild intellectual 
development of which lie is capable. When weighed and measured 
iJhese children will all be just a little below standard. Moreover, of 
these 15,000,000 handicapped children there is a large group, esti
mated at possibly 6,000,000, who are in such bad physical condition 
and who fall so decidedly below the normal standard of weight for 
their age and hei~ht that their condition demands immediate recog
nition and attentiOn. From one cause or another every member of 
this great group of children is suffering not merely from one but from 
many physical defects. They constitute the class of "malnourished" 

_ children, whose great number is a shame of our civilization, These 
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children who do not measure up to standard become, in later years, 
the men and women who do not "measure up"-the men wlio are 
physically unfit to bear arms in their country's time of need, the 
women who are physically unfit to become the mothers of men. 

WE MUST liELP OliiLDREN TO RESIST DISEASE. 
During the next year, moreover, the country can not afford to 

have any preventable illness. The war is over, but the scarcity of 
physicians and nurs~ available for the civilian population will con
tinue. The children will appreciate the sigi!ificance of this situation. 
They will realize that it is their patriotic duty to be as strong and 
well as possible, to build up healthy, disease-resisting bodies, whose 
cells are stronger than the disease germs which attack them, ready, 
like a well-drilled home defence army, to resist any attacks of the 
forces of ill health. Never before was there such a time as the pres
ent for driving home the lessons of personal hygiene. We must strike 
while the iron is hot. The ·call to health service is an emergency 
call. 

It is, of course, desirable that all of the children suffering from any 
serious physical defect whatever should have medical attention. As 
an emergency measure, however, we should give con.Sideration, first 
of all, to that great group of under-nourished children whose condi-
tion is strikingly below par. . · 

WHAT IS :MALNUTRITION' 
Malnutrition is a definite deJ>arture from health which should be 

recognized as much as tubercUlosis. It has certain definite causes 
and definite after effects. Moreover, some of these aftereffects can 
never be entirely overcome. An adult may be underfed for a long 
period without any serious result, but the child who suffers from 
serious malnutrition may never be so stro~ and capable as he ~ht 
have been. Malnutrition is something which in the great majority 
of eases is preventable and curable. Its detection requires no expert . 
medical kriowledge or careful microscopic examinations. The weight 
of the child and his rate of gain usually tell the story. 

In the best-regulated families the baby is regularly weighed every 
week, and great Is the concern of those interested if he does not gain 
his standard 4 to 6 ounces a week. It is a sad commentary on our 
health methods that we have so carefully weighed the baby but 
allowed the runabout and the school child to go with little or no 
attention in this respect. 

The malnourished child is always underweight. One may class 
every child who is as much as 10 per cent underweight for his height 
as a malnourished or undernourished child. Such children are usually 

· pale and anaemic, inattentive, listless in their studies, and disin
clined to run and play. They are easily fatigued, both mentally and 
physically, and are often retarded in their school work. The m~l
nourished child is peculiarly susceptible to · disease, he is always 
catching whatever disease happens to be making the rounds. His 
muscles are soft and flabby. 

HEALTH BEFORE BOOKS. 
' 

What folly to attempt to force such a child through the regular mill 
of school work! It results merely in time and money wasted by the 

\ 
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teacher and the school system, and failure and discouragement on 
the part of the child who can not keep up with his mates. We must 
in our school work learn to harness our energy where it will bring 
most fruitful results; and we shall find that in dealing with our 
·6,000,000 malnourished children, the most fruitful results, ,both 
mentally and physically, wil1. be obtained by directing our primary 

"FOLLOW THE PIED PIPER 
Join the United States 
School Garden Army 

attention toward the physical condition of these children rather than 
by attempting to goad them into mental work of which they are 
physically incapable. 

FIND THE CAUSE IN EACH CASE. 

Poverty and overcrowding, bad home habits, faulty school hygiene, 
acute disease--all these are common causes of malnutrition. The 
case of each child must be carefully considered and the causes of his 
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condition searched out and eliminated through proper medical at
tention and education in hygienic living, and especially by training 
in food knowledge and correct food habits. 

PHYSICAL DEFECTS SHOULD BE CORRECTED. 

First of all, the child's remediable physical defects must be re
moved. It is foolish to tell a child suffenng from enlarged adenoids 
that he must breathe through his nose and nave plenty of fresh air. 
The adenoids must come out :first. It is useless to impress upon a 
child the necessity of thoroughly chewing his food, if his teeth are 
carious and deficient. Eye strain frequently means nausea and loss 
of appetite, resulting in malnutrition. Lack of fresh air while sleep
ing and exercising, lack of cleanliness and proper clothing, fast eat-

ing, the indulgence in 
candy and sweets between 
meals, indulgence in tea 
and coffee-any one or all 
of t~e apparently simple 
causes may result in physi
cal disaster for the child. 
It is the teacher's privilege 
to help correct wrong con
ditions like these, which 
are so simple and so seem
ingly trivial that we have 
fa.iled altogether to regard 
them seriously. 

ROW TO COMBAT MAL· 
NUTRITION. 

How then is the teacher 
to go about his work in 

· rooting out the causes of 
,__ ____ ......;:;;_<rht:_G _ __,.:.>--==-------.J malnutrition 1 

· =· Let us suppose that you 
. are a grade teacher, responsible for a single class of children, or, if you 
are a: man hlgher up, tlia£you wish to try out some simple plan on a 
single class fust of all. The :first thing to do is to interest the chil
dren in the game of getting weighed and comparing their condition 
with the average condition as shown in the accompanying height 
and weight taoles. . This is not a difficult thing to do, because all 
children occasionally drop in at the butcher's or grocer's to get 
weighed, simply for the fun of knowing where they stand With 

· relation to eacli other. . 

SCALES IN EVERY SCHOOL. 

If you are fortunate enough to have scales in your school, have 
them brought into your room and do the weighing and measuring as 
a part of some opening exercise, or special exercis!'l on Friday after
noon. There should oe scales in every school, but at present only 
one school in a thousand possesses them. It may, therefore, be 
necessary for you to enlist tbe cooperation of som.e butcher, grocer, 
or _hardware dealer and get him to lend you scales for the purpose. 
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Since the significance of a child's weight lies in its relation to his 
height-some children being naturally shorter of stature than others, 
with no detriment to their general health-the height of the children 
must be carefully ascertained. A tape measure tacked to the wall is 
all that is necessary for this purpose. 

GAIN IN WEIGHT. AND HEIGHT. 

While the relation of weight to height is s~cant as a starting 
point to determine a ohild's condition as r egards nutrition, his rate 
of gain in weight and height is even more important as showing his 
progress . . In healthy children growth in height and gain in weight 
go on together and usually at the same rate. In neither. of these is 
the increase uniform or continuous for long periods of til!le. There 
are seen with nearly all children periods of a few months in which 
gr:owth and gain in weight are more rapid, followed by months in 
which both are slower. Gain in weight is usually more rapi{l_ in the 
faU and s-pring 'TYW'nths; less rapid in W'/,nter and midsummer. Children 
who are much below normal weight usually gain rapidly when the 
oause of the low weight can be removed. 

THE CIDLD MUST DO IDS PART. 

In a simple weighing contest there is o~1e definite thought which 
you can easily get to the children, namely, that there is such a thing 
as an average weight for a given height and age, and that if they fafi 
below that average they are below :Rar. H they are so unfortunate 
as to be as mucli as 10 per cent below par (and from about ·15 to 
20 per cent of your chilili-en will probably show this result), they 
must as patriotic citizens make a special effort to bring themselves 
up. The discussions which will r:esult, as to the th!ngs which make 
a child grow, and the things which keep him from. bemg strong and 
healthy, will make the child realize that his future health and effi
oiency lie lf!,rgely within his own oontrol. 
· Wliere ph_ysical defects are found, exert your influence to have them 

removed. Here is your opportunity to erilist the interest of the man 
higher up to set g:oing your machinery invol~ the sohool doctor 
ab.d schoo\ nurse, if your school is equipped with this sort of medical 
service. H your scliool is not so equij>ped, could any demonstration 
more clearly point out the need, and the immediate need, of insti-
tuti?g it~ . . 

H m your weighing contest you simply get the idea of the standard 
weight jor a ![iven ~/,t firmly establislied.m the minds of the children 
and your prmcipal-if you do this one thing and nothing more-you 
will have :Rut m the entering wedge. Other teachers will aln:iost 
certainly follow your example, and the ground will be prepared for 
other constructive work later on . 
. Let us sup_pose, however, that you are able and will~ to devote a 

little more tme to the matter, and make the weigb.iD.g contest a 
re~ar monthly feature of your schoolroom. In that case you will 
WISh to keep a schoolroom. record of the gains in weight, which you 
can hang on the wall in plain sight, as a constant incentive for ·the 
underwexgh t children. The Bureau of Education will supply copies 
of these schoolroom records to teachers who request them. 



. ORGABIZE A liUTRITIOll CLASS. 

One of the most interesting results which could follow 
the k~ep~ of such a cl~~room weiJ?ht record would b~ the 
orgaruzat10n of a "nutritiOn class' for the malnounshed 
children. In order to organ!.ze such a cl~s it will be essen
tial to enlist the services of a Rhysician who l.inderstands 
and sympathizes with the childs point of view. The idea 
underlying such a class is to secure the active cooperation 
of the chila and its parents in raising the health standard of 
the child. The game of gaining we.~ght is made interesting 
and ~P.hio thrOugh the use or individual weight charts for 
each child, and the group spirit, and spirit of rivalry are 
apr>ea.led to. 

The Bureau of Education is ready to advise you in regard 
to the diet of children and to help you with yo"J.r problems 
if you will write to us concerning them.. If you organize a 
weighing contest tell us about your results. We wish to 
keep in touch with you. 

Address ~uiries to Division School Hygiene, Bureau of 
Education, Washington, D. C._ 

Lucy 0PPEN. -

HEALTH ESSENTIALS 
TO :BE EMPHASIZED EVERY SCHOOL DAY. 

A full bath more than once a week. 
Brushinlz the teeth at least once every day. 
Sle1~\%glong hours with windows open. . 
Dr· · gas much milk as possible, but no coffee or tea. 
Eat~ some vegetables or fruit every day. 
~at least four glasses of water a aay. 
Playing_ part of every day out of doors. 
A bowel movement every morning. 

TRESE ARE THE RULES OF THE GAME. 

The child whose monthly rate of gain is below average is 
losing points in the Game of Health. 

EVery child wants to rlay a winning game. To do so he 
must obey the rules of tlie game. 

WASHINGTON: GOVJmNMJlNT PBll'ITlNG OJ'J'ICJI: ltUI 
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DIET FOR THE SCHOOL CHILD. 

GOOD FOOD HABITS. 

The child is the adult of to-morrow. _The kind of food a child 
has tQ-day determines to a considerable extent the fitness of the 
future citizen. Those, who direct the feeding of the child have a 
reSponsibility which can not be overlooked. Good food habits should 
start to-day. To-morrow may be to.o late. 

1. M eal8 shoulit be given at regular Pimes.-There should be regu
larly appointed hours for eating. Do not allow children to eat 
except at these hours unl~ ordered by a peysician. If the child gets 
very hungry two or three hours before time for the next mea1, give 
him a slice of bread and butter. Do not give a child candy, fruit, 
nuts, cake, and cookies between meals. 

101447°-19 

2. Plenty of water should be ·given.-Children 
as well as adults should drink plenty of water 
between meals. Water will often satisfy the crav
ing which many mistake for hunger. Food should 
not be washed down with water during meals. 

3. Ohildren often lw,ve to be taught to Zilce 
things which are good for them.-Be pa-· 
tient, but firm, in teaching a child to like 
new foods. Begin by giving a small 

Ohtldren requ,re at lead 
four qkiBB68 Of Water be
tween mcal8. TMrtt it 
often mutakm for a cra11-
'"ll for food, and a habit 
ot eating at an «me• u 
thus de11eloped-. 

1 
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DINNER 

amount of new food; give but one new food at a time, and repeat 
it regularly until the child learns to like it. 

4. OMldren slwuld not be forced to eat when not hwngry.-Forced 
feeding causes more harm than light eating for a few days. If the 
appetite does not return, consult a physician. 

5. They should be happy while eating.-Let the mealtime be a 
joyous occasion, without undue excitement just before, during, or 
after eating. 

6. Plenty of tinne should be allowed for meals.- Insist on thorough 
chewing so that the stomach may not be overtaxed. 

7. Dirt is datngerou.!.- Children should have clean hands and faces 
while eating; they should sit down to a clean table and eat in an 
orderly manner. Flies should not be allowed to alight on the food 
either before or during meal time. 
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THE CHILD'S FOOD. 

A child should not be allowed to ·make his entire meal from one 
ot two ·articles; he. needs a variety of foods to supply all kinds of 
growing· material. He ca,n not develop normally unless he has this . 
variety. · Every day the diet of the child should contain some of 
each of the following types of fo_ods : 

l. Milk, which is the best and most important food for growing 
children. No other food can take its place. Children over 5 years 
of age should have at least three .cups a day, and more where possible. 
Milk should not be given very col~. Warm milk is more easily 
digested. Oftentimes milk can be taken warm when it causes dis
tress i£ taken cold. If children rebel against drinking milk alone, it 

Bt~erifone 10110 10otdcl 
hatle. a qood df(lestW. 
"""' eat •l010lfl and tiWB
Ucate hi• toocl thor
otlfhlfl: 

may be given in the form of cocoa, milk soups, custards, etc. Where 
it is impossible to get fresh milk, dried milk or evaporated milk 
IJ?.ay be _used. If dried sJqmmed milk is given, give the child plenty 
of vegetables and, if possible, some cream or butter. Tea and coffee 
should·rwt b13 given to growing children at all. 

The first food a family should buy is mllk. 
The last food to be dispensed with is milk. 

-Dairv Bureau of Massach'U/Jettl. 

2. Eggs, {i8h, fowl, or meat, or their equivalents.-Where plenty of 
milk and an egg a day are included .in the diet of the child, very little 
meat need be given before the seventh year. Allow {lot more than 2 
ounces of meat daily for a child from 7 to 10 years; 3 ounces·daily 
~rom 10 to ~4 years_ The broth from stews may be given on vege
tables and bread. Where meat and eggs ca.n not be purchased because. 
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of cost and scarcity, th~ diet should contain a quart of milk, with pea 
or bean soups, spinach and other green vegetables, oatmeal, and dried 
fruits. Vegetables and 'fruits are also excellent sources of iron and 
other elements necessary for growth, and, combined with milk, will · 
supply food value more than equal to meat. 

3. BreCul, cereals, aJ1I..d other grain products.-These should furnish 
at least one-third of the food required by the child. The most nour. 
ishing ones should be included in the diet; cereals and flours with 
some of the outside of the grain are more nourishing t.han the refined 
flours. Hence, entire wheat flour and brown rice are better than 
white flour and white rice. They also help to prevent constipation. 

How man11 bottte~ of mil"k are 4elltlered at f(OUr 4oort Dr. Orahom Lu•"k •Gfl•: " No 
familll of ft1JB • houl4 buy meat unu.l thell hafle bought three quart• o/ mm~." 

The following list gives the cereals and fl.ours in the order of the 
amount of nourishment which they contain, and their rating, based 
upon the. proportion of the chief elements in the food which an 
necessary for growth : 
OatmeaL-------"'------------- 2, 500 MacaronL __________ __________ 1, 350 
Force _________________________ 2, 300 Cream of wheaL .. ____________ 1, B" 
Shreaded \Vheat _______________ 2, 200 Farina ________________________ 1,350 

Graham fiour--- -------------- 2,200 White wheat 1lour ____________ 1, 250 

BarleY--- - ------- - -------- --- - 1, 450 Hom1nY---------- ----------- 1, UiO 
R7e 1iour-----~------------ 1, 450 Rlee (white)----- - ----------- 1, ~ 
Cornmeel_ ___________________ 1, 3:sO Corn 114kes------------------- 1,100 

To reduce this to a cost basis, divide the rating given above by tbt 
cost per pound a.nd compare the food value with the money spent. 
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Oatmeal at 8 cents a pound gives 310 food units for every cent spent. 
Hominy at 7 cents a pound gives 164 food units for every cent spent. 
Then, oatmeal is much more economical than nominy. For o\der 
children (over 10 years) cereals and breads may be varied and ~he 
food value increased by the addition of dried fruits. 

Dates at 25 cents a pound are cheaper than fresh apples at 5 cents 
n. pound and make a valuable addition to cooked cereal. (To prepare 
dates, wash, chop in small pieces, and stir into any cereal.) Stewed 
prunes may be used in the same way. They are especially good with 
hoi:niny and other white cereals. Mixed cereals o:ffer a great variety 
of flavors. Two or three kinds may be cooked together. 

Ouok lfOur child'• break/lUI oere4lw4th the dinner tho night before, In tl1e morning U 
onltl need• to be heated. .4. well-oooked oercal thould Jorm an utcmt~l part of a oMld'a 
breakfatt. 

Cereals should be thoroughly cooked. If children do not like them, 
it is usually beca~se they have not been properly cooked and served. 
They need long, slow cooking over boiling water or in a fireless 
cooker. The cereal may be cooked the night before, and reheated 
in the morning in a double boiler, or by setting the dish in a pan of 
hot water. 

Di'reotU>n8 /01' cookitng ce7'eal8: Stir the cereal into the right amount 
of boiling salted water, and cook over .direct heat until the cereal 
thickens, stirring constantly. Then set into boiling water ·or the 
fireless cooker and cook a.s long as directed without further stirring; 
proportions are as follows: 

1 eup of cornmeal, 6 cups water, 1 to 2 teaspoonfuls salt; cook 8 hours. 
1 eup wheat preparations, 4 to 6 cups water, 1 to 2 teaspoonfuls salt; cook 

1 hour. 
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1 cup hominy, 4 cups water, 1 teaspoonful salt; cook 8 hours. 
1 cup rolled oats, 2 to 21 cups water, one-halt teaspoonful salt; cook 2 to. 

3 hours. 
Uncooked or" dry" cereals may be given occasionally, if cost can 

be disregarded, and with milk and fruit make an agreeable supper. 
dish. It should be remembered that it takes two or three times as 
much of these dry cereals by volume to supply the same amount of 
food as of cooked cereal. 

Cereals should be served with milk and not more than one tea
spoonful of sugar to a saucerful of cereal. For those who take them 
well without sugar it may be omitted altogether. 

Flours and cereals may be made into bread, puddings, soups, 
cookies, etc. 

4. Vegetables form a very essential part of the diet. They are · 
especially necessary if milk is lacking. There is little danger of: 
eating too much of the right ~d· of vegetables in a well-balanced 
diet. They are very important in helping to guard against consti
pation. Oftentimes hunger is due to the absence of vegetables in the 
meals, and children who crave more food .find their appetite satisfied 
where vegetables are given regularly. They give volume or bulk to 
the food. Potatoes, baked, boiled, or mashed, should be given prac
tically every day. They are economical even at 5 cents a pound 
Other valuable vegetables are dried and fresh peas and beans, spin· 
ach, onions, string beans, squash, cauliflower, asparagus,· carrots, 
stewed celery, and for ol~er children parsnips, oyster plant, and tur
nips; and in summer all kinds of "pot greens" such as beet tops, 
turnip topS, dandelions, chard, and cooked lettuc~. Dried and 
canned veg~tables if of good quality may· also .be given in winter. 
Almost all vegetables except cabbage, cucumbers, and corn may b6 
used freely after the fifth year; corn should not be given before the. 
twelfth year. ~ soups and stews more vegetables and less meat 
should be used than is common practice. Meat should be used 
chiefly for flavoring. . . 

Much valuable food material dissolves in the water in which veg
etables are cooked. This decreases their value as food. So far as 
possible this water should be used in the. making of meat gr~vies and 
soups. Vegetables should be cooked only long enough to become 
tender. 

5. Fruit.- There should b~ some fruit in the die.t every day. Where 
fresh fruit is not possible, use dried fruit. Fresh fruit should be 
given only in season; it should be very ripe, but not decompos~." 
Bananas are not ripe until the skins have brown spots. If served 
before this stage, they should be baked or boiled. They should no.t 
be given raw before the tenth year. Jams and preserves should be 
avoided. 
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6. Sweets.-There· is great danger of children getting too much 
1mgar and spoiling the appetite and the digestion. Children should 
pot have, all told, more than the following amounts : 

5 to 7 years---------------------------1 tablespoonful dally. 
7 to 12 ·years------ -----------------------2 tablespoonfuls dally. 

Sugar is less likely to be harmful when taken in cocoa, rice, or other 
simple puddings, custards, or in dried fruits, fresh fruits, and vege
tab~es. Molasses has a higher food value than sugar. Its larger use 
should be encouraged. Whatever sweets are given should be a.t the 
end of a meal ; never between meals or. at the beginning of a. meal. 
They spoil the appetite for other necessary food. · 

7. Fat is essential for growing children. - Milk fat (cream and but
ter) is the most important kind. Children should, if possible, have 
unsldmmed milk. If the cream is removed from their milk, they 
should have plenty of butter; or butter substitutes, such as nut but
ter or oleomargarine, may be used. Vegetable oils may be given to 
i.Ii.crease the energy of growing children; corn, olive, cottonseed, and 
peanut oils are all good. Fat is more easily digested uncooked. 
Children should not have cooked fat ~xcept bacon. All fried foods 
should be avoided. 

PLANNING THE MEALS. 
The meals of a school child should be planned to give enough 

variety and proVide all the growing material needed. The following 

.4 hot lunch at 
tohool 48 mort de
rirable for cMI
dren t11ho can not 
DO home at noon. 
B11 meant of U 

cMidren ma11 be taught food 
11aluet ana alt o the11 become 
accuatomca to eatlng t he kina .. 
of footJ th1111 thoula ha11e. 
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suggestions will help to provide well~balanced meals for school ~hiJ. 
dren: 
. I. BREAKFAST should contain milk, bread and butter, and, whe~· 

possible, in addition, cereal, fruit, or egg. 
Milk.-Part may be eaten on a cereal, the rest drunk plain or wiU 

cocoa. . , 
Bread should be stale or toasted (whole w'4eat, oatmeal, corn mea\ 

rye, barley, or white bread or any other simpl~ bread). 
Butter may be,oleomargarine, nut margarine, or some other butter 

substitute; it should always be given freely if cr~am has been ri 
moved from the milk used. . ' . 

Oereal.-The best· are oatmeal, wheatena, _pettijohn, corn meai; 
samp, hominy, rice, farina, cream of wheat.- . . 

Fruit may be orange, stewed or fresh apple, ripe pear or peac~ 
thoroughly ripe or cooked banana, stewed dried fruit, such as dates, 
figs, prunes, apples, or peaches. . 

The fresh fruits in season are to be preferred where it is possiblt 
to obtain them; they are usually expensive, however, and one o:ftea 
gets much better return for the money in dried fruit. All fruiu 
except orange should be cooked for children under 7 years old. · 

Eggs may be given soft boiled, poached, scrambled (plain or iD 
milk) and omelet. Fried eggs should not be given. 

II. DINNER, or the heaviest meal, should · preferably be . in tht 
middle of the day. This is not feasible when the child must hurry 
home from school, eat rapidly and rush back; nor when the child 
must carry his lunch to school; nor when the mother can prepare 
but one dinner a day and the father must have his at night. For 1 

light: midday meal, give a vegetable soup, bread and butter, a simpl& 
dessert or the meals hereafter indicated ·for supper . 

. An ideal dinner should consist of souP., meat or eggs, vegetables, 
bt;ead and but~r and dessert. · 

:Clear _Pleat soups or broths have very little nourishment. Soups for. 
children should, be made from dried peas or bean~, or with fresh 
vegetables, such as poato, spinach, carrots, peas and onions; such 
soups with the addition of rice or barley and ·a small amount. of mill 
make a very nourishing dish. 

-Me;at should be given but once a day, and the quantity should not 
be large. Lean beef, mutton, lamb, chicken, and such fish as co<lt 
haddock, and, halibut, but not salt or dried fish. .A.s a rule cold 
meat should be a voided by young children because it iS rarely 
chewed properly. 

V egeta;bles should form a large part of the diet, especially in sum· 
mer. A ·list of those available has already been given. 

Bread and butter should always be given. 
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Dessert.-With plenty of bread and butter and vegetables, d~ 
sert is not essential . . When given -it should always be plain and 
simple. The most wholesome desserts are cereal puddings with fruit, 
such as rice, oatmeal, .baked Indian or bread pudding or plain cookies, 
or cake and cocoa or fruit custards, funkets, ice cream or i~, stewed 
dry or fresh fruit, sliced orange or sweet chocolate. 

Suggested dinner combinations are given in later pages . 
. m. SUPPER.-The supper, when the hearty meal is given at mid

day, should be a simpler meal. Give dishes ~~de of milk, . eggs, 
strained vegetables, cereals, and fruit, rather than meat, whole vege
tables, and sweet desserts. 

Some suggestions for supper a.re as follows: 
Bread and milk, baked potato, stewed fruit. 
Cereal and milk, bread and butter, baked banana. 
Poached-egg on toast, baked potato, bread and butter, apple sauce, 

and ginger bread. 
IV. BAsKET OR ScHooL LUNCHEON.-The child needs at least three 

good meals a day. I£ he has to carry a luncheon to school, it should 
be a substantial one, which will give him nourishment enough to 
keep him from getting exhausted during the afternoon. The hot 
midday meal is to-be preferred; but it is better to carry a well
ba}.anced luncheon than to hurry home, bolt hal£ the dinner for fear 
of being late, and get exhausted before the end of the day. · It is 
desirable to have hot soup or cocoa at school; it is then easy to sup
plement this. If, however; he must carry the whole luncheon, it 
must be a nutritious as well as an appetizing one. · _ 

Suggestions for a basket luncheon : The most feasible are sand
wiches, dessert, fruit, and a bottle of milk. 

BAD 
Do uou ¢11e JIOIW 

oh41cJ oandJI or do 
uou ql.11e him whole
some food wh.m ho 
is reatzu h•mof'tl be
~-en meals t 
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For ·sandwiches use the most nourishing kinds of bread, such as 
whole wheat, oatmeal, brown, raisin, or nut bread. Appetizing fill. 
ings may be egg, chopped meat, cheese (American), fresh cottag! 
cheese plain or combined with dried fruit, sliced tomatoes, chopped 
vegetables such as beets or lettuce and jelly, or peanut butter and 
chopped raisins or dates. 

When a. hot lunch (II not 
turn(llhed a.t school, sand
'IMcheB with jam or pea
nut butter, fruit, custard 

or Bimple pudding, a"d a. 
cup of milk make a su4t
a.ble basket lunch, ca.Bilv 
preptwed.' 

Where possible, a baked custard adds variety. 
If fruit is not included in the filling, a small glass jar of some 

stewed fruit or apple sauce may be added, or some fresh ripe frui~· 
or a few dates. 

For dessert plain cook;ies, ginger cookies, or these with che~ 
date cookies, sponge cake, gingerbread, or sweet chocolate. It :is 
easy to get a small jar with a tight screw top for sauce, puddings, and 
custards and to get a bottle for carrying milk. 

The chUa wlw bolts h(ll midda.y mea.l cmd t.hlm rushes· ba.ck to school ocm 
neither work nor digest properly. 
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SUMMARY. 

The conservation of the health of the child is more important than 
the conservation of food. . 

Every child should have at least 1 pint of milk a day either tv 
drink or in his food. It is the very best food there is. He should 
drink plenty of water between meals. Children slw'!dd not drink tea 
or coffee at all. 

There should be plenty o~ bread and cereals, particularly oatmeal 
and whole-wheat breads, which should be used freely. They are 
better for the growing children than w bite bread. 

Children can not be healthy and strong unless they have plenty of 
vegetables every day. Fresh vegetables are to be preferred, but 
when these are unobtainable, dried or canned vegetables should be 
given. Fruits are necessary and should be given every day if 
possible. 

Fish may be substituted for meat, and eggs at 50 cents a dozen 
should not be considered a luxury when over 40 cents a pound is paid 
for meat. 

Mille, vegetables, and cereals .are more necessary than meat and 
should be provided first. 

Lucy H. GILLETT. 

Hiuh"lv setJsoned foods are usually preferred 1111 cMldrcn, but rimpler foods are much 
more wholesome. 

NO! YES I 

LOI.IPOPS LIT"r .. l: ME~T · 
I'I~NY VEGET ... BL£5 



SAMPLE SUMMER DIET FOR A WEEK FOR CIULDREN '1, TO 12 YEARS • 

BREAKFAST. DINNER. . I SUPPER 

Oatmeal, i to t cup, with milk. Lamb atew, with vegetables, rmiall portion. Potato soup, with mllk, 1 cup. 
Stewed trult, 2 to 3 tablesPoonfuls. Squash or string beans, 2 t o 8 tablespoonfuls. ~oached eu 9n toast. 
Bread and butter, ·2 to 8 aUces. Bread and butter, 2 to 8 .1iUces. ·Brown bread &ll.d butter, 2 to 3· 1ilfces. 
¥Jlk to drink, 1 glass. Bread pudding, 2 tablespoonfuls. Stewed· prunes, • to 15. . MUll: to drink, 1 glass . 

Force or corn tlakes, 1 cup, with milk. Chicken with rice, smaJI ·port1on. Spinach soup with mllli, 1 . cup. 
.Egg._ Maahed potato, 2 to 8 tablespoonfuls . Cor~ bread and sirup, 2 to ~ pieces. 
Brown bread and butt~, 2 t o 8 slices. Dlllldelfon greens, or boUed onions, 2 to 3 table:, Cottage cheese, 1. level tablespoonful. 
Mllk to drink, 1 glass. spoontula. Ginger cookies, 1. 

Stewed fruit, 2 to 8 tablespoonfuls. 
Bread and butter, 2 to 8 slices. 

Hominy, i to ~ cup, wlth milk. Bacon, 1 slfce. .Corn :i!akes, 1 to 2 cups; with mUk. 
'l'oast and butter, 2 to 8 slices. Poached e11;g and spinach. Puree ot lima beans, I Clip. · 
Baked banana, 1 . Spaghetti with tomatoes, 2 to 8 tablespoonfuls. Ginger ccioldes, 1 to 2. 
Milk to drlnk, 1 glass. Green peas or string beans, 2 to 3 tablespoollfuls. Milk to drink, 1 glo.ss. 

B.read o.nd butter, 1 to 2 sllcea. 

CorQ meal, l to t cup, with sirup. Rice pudding, 1 to 2 tablespoonfuls. Milk toast or rice, 1 cup, with milk. 
Scrambled egg, 1. Hamburg steak, 1 small ball. . ~ked potato, ·1 ; 
Bread and butter, 2 to ~ slices. Stewed potatoes, 2 to 8 tablespoonfuls. Bread and· butter, . 2 to a sllcea. 
Mllk to drfnli, 1 glass. New beets and beet-top greens, 2 to 8 tablespoons. 

Stewed fruit, 2 to 8 tablespoonfuls. 
MUk to drink, 1 glass. 

Bre!ld and butter, 2 to a slices. 

Shredded wheat, 1, with mllt. -Fish or clam chowder, I cup, or egg. <?,atmeal soup, 1 cup. 
Corn bread and butter, % pieces. New beets or spinach, ~ to 8 tablespoonfuls. Sqnaah, chard, or canota, 2 to 8 tablespoonfdls. 
Ap~h~ sauce or stewed pears, 2 to S tablespoon- BoUed potato. Stewed truft, 2 to • tableapoo!lfu.la. 

ule. Bread and butter, 2 to 8' sUcee. Bread and butter, 2 aUces •. 
Milk to drink, 1 &laBS. Custard or junket, i cup. MUk to · drink, 1 ~· 

.. - .. 'PlaiA coold .... 1. - ,. .. . 



Force or corn !lakes, 1 to 2 cups, wl th milk. 
Poached egg on toast. 
Brown bread ind butter, 2 to 8 sllces. 
:M~k to drlDk, 1 glaaa. 

B1c:e, j cup, wlth mlllt. 
Breed and butter, 2 to 8 slices. 
Stewed fruit, 2 to 3 tablespoonfuls. 
:MUk to c)rlnk, ·1 ;lass. 

Lamb hash or veal cutlet, small portion. 
BtrlDg beans, 2 tableepoontula. 
Baked potato. 
Bread and butter, 2 to 8 allcee. 
Apple 11.nc:e, 2 to 4 tableepoonfola. 

Dried pea or bean aoup, 1 cup. 
Baked potato. 
Bread and butter, 2 to 8 sJicea. 
Lima beans or new beets, 2 tableiiJ)oonfulB. 
Ice cream or fruit sherbert, a tableiiJ)oonfols. 

' For tbe·younger children use more milk and less meat. 

B1ce and mllk, I cup. 
Corn bread and butter, 2 sllcea. 
Ginger cookies, 1 to 2. 
:Mllk to drink, 1 glaaa. 

Baked potato, 1. 
Poached egg on toast, ; 
Stewed prunes, 4 to 5. 
Plain cookies, 1 to 2. 
Milk. 1 l:laaa. 

SAMPLE WINTER DIET FOR A WEEK FOR ClllLDREN 7 TO 12 YEARS~ : . 

BREAKFAST. SUPPJ!IB. 

oatmeal, 1· cup, with mllk. Boast lamb, amall sllce; baked potatoes. Scrambled egg, .1.· 
Bread and butter, 2 to 3 sllcea. Beets, onions, or oyster plant, 2 to 3 tableiiJ)OOn· Bread and butter, 2 to 8 sllcee. fuls. · . . 
Baked apple, L B1ce pudding, 2 to 8 tablespoonfuls. Oatmeal cookies, 1 ·to··2; 
Mllk to drink, 1 glaas. Bread aud butter, 2 to 8 sllces. Mllk to drink, 1 glass. 

liomtny, I cup, wltb mllk. Vegetable soup, wltb· earrots, beans, onions, 1 cup. Baked potato, 1. 
Bread and butter, 2 to S slices. Spinach with poached ~.· 2 to S tablespoonfuls. Bread and butter1 2 to. S ~Uces. 
Bacon, 1 sllce. Corn bread and butter, 2 to 8 sllcea. Stewed . apricots, .2 to S . tableiiJ)oontuls. 
Cocoa with mlllt, 1 cup. Dates, 4 to 5. Cottage cheese,• 1 tabl~oontul. 

Corn meal, i to I cup, with mllk. Rlce and meat loaf, small portion. Rice a~d muk; i ciJp, · 
Toast and butter, 2 to 8 sllcee. Stewed celery or caulltlower, 2 to' 8 tablespoonful&. Baked banana, 1.· 
Apple sauce, 2 to 4 tableapoonfuls. Bread and butter, 2 · to 8 sllces. · irrait cookies; 1' to 2. 
Mllk to drllik, ; irtasa. Baked Indian pudding, 2 tableiiJ)oontulB. Bread and b~tter, 8. to. 4 .. ~~c~?~· .. .. 



SAMPLE WINTER DIET FOR A WEEK FOR CHILDREN 7 TO 12 YEARS-Continued. 

Oatmeal, I cup, with milk. Beet stew wlth vegetables, small portion. Corn bread a~d sirup, 2 to 8 pieces. 
Bread and butter, 2 to 8 slices. Bread and bntt,er, 8 to 4 slices. Soft ecr. 
Stewed prunes or ftga, 8 to 4. Rice pudding or custard, 2 to 8 tablespoonfuls. · Bread, 2 to 8 slices, and peanut butter, i table-
Cocoa. with milk, 1 glaBB. . spoonful • 

Cocoa with mUll:, 1 glass. 

Force or corn 6akes , 1 to 2 cups~ and mtlk. Chicken, small slice; potato soup with mtlk, 2 to 3 Milk toast, 2 to 8 slices. 
Bread anrl butter, 2 to 3 sllcee. cups. Cottage cheese, 1 tablespoonful. 
Soft egg and bacon, 1. Creamed carrots or onions, 2 to 8 tablespoonfuls. Stewed prunes, 4 to IS. 
Milk to drink, 1 glaBB. Ginger bread and tbtn ~ream, 1 small piece. Cookies ; mtlk to drink, 1 glass. 

Bread and butter, 2 to 3 slices. 

Pettijohn or malt breakfast food, ! cup, with mUk. Creamed or t.resh bro~ed fish, small portion. Spinach or bean soup, 1 cup. 
Bread and butter; 2 to 8 slices. Baked sweet potato, 1. Bilked potato, 1. 
Soft egg; milk to drink, 1 glaas. Bread and butter, 2 to 8 tablespoonfuls. Corn bread and butter, 2 pieces. 

Baked apple, 1. Mllk to drink, 1 glass. 

Corn meal, I cup, and milk. Lamb stew with vegetables, small portion. Celery soup with mllk, 1 cup. 
Toast and butter, 2 to 3 slices. BoUed potato, 1. Bread and butter, 2 to 3 slices. 
Stewed dried peaches, 2 to 8 tablespoonfuls. Bread or rice pudding, ·2 to 8 tableapoontuls. Custard or junket, i cup. 
Cocoa with milk, 1 cup. Brend and butter, 2 to 3 slices. Ginger cookies, 1 to 2; mtlk to drink, 1 glaBB. 

1 Toward spring, when eggs a.re abundant, they may be given more frequently, replacing some meat and mUk. Cottage cheese should be made at 
. home or the best grade purchased and used only when fresh. 

0 
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The SIX DOORS of 
CHILD HEALTH 

} A ICAle in every tchool 

2 TDne allowed in every achool day for the teach· 
ing of health habits 

3 A hot sc.hoollunch available for every child 

4 Teachers ltained in Nonnal Schools to teach 
health habits 

5 Every child's weight recoi<l eent home on the 
monthly report card 

6 A thorough phy•ical examination, with the 
clothing removed to the waUl, at least twice a 
year for all achool children 

Demonstrate through the 
Summer Health and Play School 

lww your community can open 
the doors of Child Health 







Courtesy of People' s Institute. 

Finding- Health, Strutgth, and joy Far Ahooe the City Streds. 

THE NEW GOSPEL OF 
CHILD ·HEALTH 

~ undernourished child has become a dramatic national 
·1 fi~e, awakening country.-wide interest in a new standard of 

child health. In many towns and rural districts a feeding 
experiment for an undernourished group has resulted in a hot lunch for 
the whole school. As simple an undertaking as a weighing contest 
has roused a school board to undertake the keeping of weight 
records in their schools, and the teaching of health habits. Nutri
tional classes· conducted in clinics and in schools have inspired 
hundreds of teachers to give to all children this new gospel of child 
health. 

The summer demonstration.-!t is now late in the school year and 
the communities. are asking how to conduct their campaign for 
child health during the summer months. New York started to 
solve it.c:i own problem last summer by the development of the 
health play schools for the aU-day care of undernourished children. 
Under the leadership of the Federation for Child Study, :five organi
zations conducted seven centers where boys and girls spent the hot 
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iiiil!!oiliiiii~ -
Courtesy of for Child Study. 

Some Interesting Hand Wor~ Eoery Day of the Summer Vacation Helps 
Children, Both Mentally ana Physically. 

summer days from 9 in the morning until 5 at night, learning con
sciously and unconsciously how to eat, rest, play, bathe, and :work. 

Tl:e summer vacation of no benefit to many children.-Thousands 
upon thousands of tb,e city's children every summer get worse 
physically in their vacatiol} instead of better, because of the neglect 
and ignorance of parents-and of the community. · 

When the schools are closed and mothers are gone away to work
as they have been going in evet:-increasing numbers-the children 
do not know what to do with th~mselves. They swarm in the 
streets and loaf and fight. They do not lmow what to eat or how
and too often they have nothing to eat. Thousands upon thousands 
of th,em lose weight and become weak in body and in will, and 
grow up into poor specimens of manhood and of womanhood-into 
poor Americans-in short, not at all fit or safe for democracy. 

A .solution.-The play schools kept the children off the streets, 
and this alone prevented a vast amount of deterioration. But 
children do not grow by merely being kept. They must be active 
and they must have experience with all kinds of things-including 
people. Therefore the play schools gave the opportunity for play 
and for work. 
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Courtesy of Federation for Child Study. 

Careful Superoi8ion of Play Protects the Und_ernourished Child From the 
Expenditure of Too Much Energy. 

Keeping the Kiddies Happy 
~ activities.-The youngest children had the kindergarten; 

plus the' inspiration of en~husiastic volunteers and a free atmosphere. 
Girls as well as boys made toys and useful objects in the wood 

shop. Boys as we.ll as girls made baskets and frames ~d pictures 
and lamp shades and other objects of use and beauty, under the 
guidance of arts and crafts teachers. The girls sewed and knitted
not merely for practice and not merely for themselves. They made 

· dresses· and caps, and Red Cross supplies, and sweaters and blanket 
squares and scarfs . . And the older boys learned 'to cobble shoes 
to their own satisfaction (and the teacher's), and so saved money 
for their families. 

The children sang and danced and dramatized and heard stories 
and read them. They played games in small groups and in large 
ones, indoors and outdoors, organized and free. They went forth 
on excursions and saw something of the world beyond the end of 
the street. And they were happy: 

3 



Courtesy of Federation for Child Study. 

The Wor~ Periods Should Be Carefully A"anged to Saoe the Children From 
Ooer$lrain. 

But food is an essential, and so the play schools fed the children. 
Food arul food habits.-Every day at noon a luncheon of approxi

mately a thousand calories was served, prepared under the direction 
of an expert dietitian. In the afternoon they had milk with 
crackers. .After lunch there was a rest hour, often with sleep for the 
younger children, with qui'et games and reading for the older ones. 

This appropriate · nourishment was of immediate benefit to · the 
children. To insure proper feeding and living habits in the years 
to come, this work had to be educational as well as nutritional. The 
children took part in setting the table and in serving the food; they 
learned something of decorum and cooperation; arid they learned 
something of the composition of a meal; and they learned to like 
proper food. 

Quite as important as the day-by..<fay feeding was the education 
of the homes through· the daily experience of the children. .And 
in addition to this, special appeal was made to the mothers. 
· How to recruit the pioneers.-Through the medical school records 

of the bo~~trd .of health the names of children suffering from malnu
trition were secured so that before the closing of the schools in June 
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Courtesy of People' s Institute . 

Gir/3 and Boys Both Quickly Learn How to Handle Too/3. 

these children "might be invited to join the health play centers. 
Care was taken not to let membership be in any way a stigma, for 
the children were made to feel that they were piQneers in working 
out the rules of this new game, the great game of health, which 
children are being asked to play throughout the whole country.,.
the whole world. 

Correction of physical defects.-Before the opening of the health 
play school every child was given a thorough physical examination 
so that those suffering from physical defects might have treatment 
as soon as possible. For such treatment the children needed a 
moderate-priced or free medical service. But it W!J.S possible to secure 
this for only a small percentage of children in. the case of dental and 
eye work, and in adenoid and tonsil removal, thus revealing the great 
neea of a further extension of such service in New York City . .. In 
most American communities an adequate low-priced and free medical 
service for the correction of physical defects of school children is 
a crying need which the health play school can help to demonstrate. 
. Thor01JI]h physical examination.-Another service which it ·can 

· render is to show the need of a more thorough physical examination 
than can be usually given through medical school inspection. Few 
.schools are equipped with scales or tape measures, and the children 
are usually examined fully dressed, though all doctors recognize the 
importance of examin~g children without clothes. 
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Courtesy of People's. I nstltute. 

Future Mothers. No Seatless ~hairs Will Be Found in Their Homes. 

No formal name was given to the children of these centers, but 
they quickly christened them the "Health Schools." 

Teaching the rules of the game.-The kindly doctor who knew u just 
how tO talk to children, told them what foods were good and what 
were bad for growing children. The smiling nurse who weighed 
them once a week helped them keep a daily health record of just 
what they ate, how long they slept, etc., and made out a wall chart 
for each child, showing the number of pounds underweight, the 
weekly normal gain and the actual ga~. Every other week the 
children· met in groups· with the doctor and nurse to talk about the 
losses on: the charts. The mothers, too, were invited to attend these 
nutrition classes so that they might share with their children these 
lessons on health. The doctor's advice took on a real meaning 
when both child and mother saw that the weight line remained 
stationary or even dropped as long as the child was constipated, 
drank coffee or tea, went to bed too late at night, or failed to have 

· adeno'ids removed or teeth filled. The study of these charts in the 
group at once made ~ore marked the individual gain or loss and at 
the same time took away any sting of personal failure and brought 
~ the wholesome spirit or rivalry. 
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Courtesy of People' s Institute. 

The Lillie Chi/Jren Benefit hg Lots of Free Play in the Open Air. 

During the school day the children put into practice many of the 
rules of health learned in the nutritional clinic. At the noonday meal 
they learned to eat new foods, and food in proper quantity. At 
the daily shower the pleasures of cleanliness were discovered. Such 
daily practices as the hour's rest after the noonday meal, the dr~g 
of water between meals, the washing of hands and face before. eating_, 
built up health habits. 

Watching the Undernourished Child 
The work and play of the school was carefully planned so as to 

give the children stimulation of new interests and free expression, 
but care was taken that the children's effort did not exceed their 
physical strength, the fact always being kept in mind that the under
nourished child trying to put on weight and height can not give out 
the same energy as the normal child. Cobbling, chair caning, 
bnsketry, shopwork, and knitting were· taught by teachers skilled in 
securing· good workmanship plus individual expression. Singing, 
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rtesy of Peopl.e' s 1 nstltute. 

The Seroing of the Hot School Lunch Can Be Planned to Interest the Children 
· in "How" and "What" to Eat. 

· group games, and interpretative dancing built up the play spirit and 
helped the children to understand what the doctor meant when he 
said that "Health means fulness of life." · 

The children's actual scale record.for a two months' period is not so 
significant as the spirit that was built up in the schools. The careful 
organization of· the day, the routine performance of certain health 
duties, the rotation of activities so as to interest but not weary, the 
order underlying the freedom, banished lassitude and relaxed over
strained nerves. Almost unconsciously the children learned the 
meaning of health and how to work for it. 

Direct work in the homes.-To reinforce the healt4 .influence of 
the summer school, the nurse made visits in the home to interest the 
mother and to give her individual teaching and advice. These home 
visits also revealed causes of failure to gain which could not be learned 
from the child in the school. 

.A distinctive pZan.-Now, all the things the play school did had 
been done before in detail. Bqt what we tried for was' the child's 
complete and normal life. We did not want to offer fragmentary 
benefits, but a whole. We were trying to make the whole day 
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Courtny of Or. Hendee Smith-Bellevue Hospital. 

The ChilJren Meet in Groups Once a Wee~ to Learn the "Rules~~ the "Game~" 
Ducussi~ Their Weight Charts With Doctor and Nurse. 

worth while -a.nd wholesome for every child, instead of providing a 
few hours of health or-happiness and ignoring the rest of the day. 

;Furthermore, the work was carried on by no one single agency. 
No existing agency can possibly give the child all he should have. 

· For a whole day of wholesome living the child needs the services of 
many institutions and organizations. The fullest cooperation of 
public and private organizations also serves the twofold purpose of 
reducing the cost to any one or~anization and of focusing the atten .. 
tion of many groups on the demonstration. 

' . 

Varied Interests of Play Schools 
How varied were the interests of the groups contributing to the 

su~ of the play schools may be seen from the following: 
The Board of Ed'!UXJi,ion gave the use of two school buildings, the 

use of a kitchen, two woodworking shops, and baths in ·public-school 
buildings, steamer chairs, and kindergarten supplies. The· board 
also furnished 39 teachers. 
- The Department of H.ealth sent the district nurses of its children's 

· bureau for home visiting and for follow-up clinical cases. 
· _The Department of Charities secured ·free transportation for _the 

children's outings through the public-service corporations. 
8 



Courtesy of Federation for Child Study. 

The ChilJren Await Their Week_ly Weighing With the Keenest Interest and 
Rioalry. -

The settlements gave the use of their plants for three centers, one 
of which they financed and operated. · 

The .A.cailemy of Medicine, through a special committee of doctors, 
arranged for the medical examinations and for general medical 
supervision. 

The pUblic libra'l'Y furnished story tellers and loaned books. 
The Federation o.f Ohild Sfludy financed and operated one center and 

provided a supervisor to assist in the organization of other centers. 
The Ethical Oulflure Society financed and operated two centers. 
The Mayor's Committee of Woinen financed and operated one center, 
The People's Institute financed and operated a center. 
The Educational Dramatic League financed and operated· one center. 
The Y. W. 0 . .A.. gave the use of a plant. 
The Red Oross gave supplies of many kinds . 
.A. ·school lunch committee loaned equipment for serving the lunches . 
.A. community kitchen purchased, prepared, and distributed the 

food for the children's lunches. 
The People's Music League furnished a leader for choral singing, 

with accompanist, in five centers. 
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of Federation for Child Study. 

A~Hour's Re.st After the Noonday Meal Is a Vital Part of the Program. 

1ndividual cooperatwn secured the use of private automobiles for 
taking children to clinics, etc., and special donations from individuals 
made it possible to charter busses by the day. 

The women's clubs secured volunteers. 
The socialA»dfare organizations cooperated in improving the living 

C?nditions in some of the homes by securing employment, etc. 
DATI.Y PROGRAM AT HEALTH SCHOOLS. 

For younger girls (8 to 11 years): 
9.00 to 10.00. Dancing. 

10.00 to 10.15. Milk and crackers. 
10.15 to 10.30. Games on roof. 
11.30 to 12.00. Shower baths. 
12.00 to 12.45. Lunch. 
12.45 to 1.45. Rest on the roof. · 
1.45 to 3.00. Handwork: Making toys, 

. knitting bags, chair 
caning, basketry. 

~.00 to . 3.15. Milk. 
3.15 to 5.00. Games. 

Singing twice a week. 
Nutritional class once a 

week. 
Story hour twice a week. 

11 

For boys (8 to 11 years): 
9.00 to 10.00. Shopwork. 

10.00 to 10.15. Milk and crackers. 
10.15 to 12.00. Games in the yard. 
12.00 to 12.45. Lunch. . 
12.45 to 1.45. Rest hour in the gymna.-

eium. 
1.45 to 2.15. Shower baths. 
2.15 to 3.00. Games in yard. 
3.00 to 3.15. Milk and crackers. 
3.15 to 5.00. Games or handwork: Toy 

making, cobbling, chair 
caning. 

Singing twice a. week. 
Nutritional class once a. 

week. 



Organization of volunteer service.-A salaried director was in charge 
of each center, and professionals, either volunteer or paid, directed 
the various activities, but as far as possible intelligent laymen weie 

· used as volunteers. 
Most of the volunteer work was done by women who had only .a 

few hours a week to give; but by registering the available time in 
advance, it was possible to make detailed assignments, avoid l9ss of 
time, and utilize all to best advantage . 

. Tke cost.-Every year i}l our-city thousan~s of children are se11.t 
away for a two-weeks' outing.- The A. I. C. P. of New York allows 
as an average $5 a week per child as the cost of such a holiday. It 
is interesting to compare this with the per capita cost of $17.72 for 
the health-play school, which cares for children for a two-months' 
period. In ·considering this per capita cost it must be borne in mind 
that there was much volunteer service and that the board of edue&
tion bore the e:xPense o~ 39 teachers. 

Poncl·usion-Re,SUlts.-It has been repeatedly shown that a large 
·part of our child population suffers regularly from malnutrition. 
We have seen that a large part of the juvenile delinquency arises 
from the neglected leisure of the children. The play schools have 
shoWD: the feasibility of dealing with the children's health and with 
their leisure time in an organization that adequately handles both. 
The play schools have shown the feasibility of utilizing a variety of 
civic ag~ncies for the promotion of the health and the education of. 
the children at a comparatively low cost to the community. And 
they have shown that it is possible to carry the educational results 
of dealing with children into the ho~es much more effectively than 
is usually done. The net results of such coordination of activities 
is the preservation of the young citizens-the human resources of 
the community-and their assimilation into the ways of civilized life. 

A Challenge to You! 
In building up the health of . the undernourished child you but play 

up in bold relief the needs of all school children. Where the com· 
munity service fails the undernourished child, it also fails all children. 
Let tha play-health school demonstrate to your community the vital 
points where the development of the individual child is dependent 
upon community action. 
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RULES OF 

THE HEALTH GAME 

1 A full bath more than once a week 

2 Brushing the teeth at least once every day 

3 Sleeping long hours with windows open 

4 Drinking as much milk as possible, but no 
coffee or tea • 

5 Eating some vegetables, or fruit every day 

6 Drinking at leaat fo':"' glcwes of water a day 

7 Playing part 1>f every day out of doors . 

8 A bowel movement every morning 



The Jeoelopment of " oul-of-door-mindcdness" and a looe of vigorous, free play is 
one of the first aims in teaching health. 

"H EALTH FIRST IN 
TH E SCHOOLS!" 

THIS is the call which is heara with increasing frequency in 
every community which has been touchetl by the great .Ameri
can .. awakening to the value of health. The determination is 

widespread that tho publi'c schools of the country must neYer again 
in tho future, as in the past, place book learning before physical fit
ness. Everywhere there is a demand for teachers who cnn teach 
health. 

We have at last discovered that health, like happiness, is ton large 
extent a matter of habit, and t ha.t it can be taught. To the teachers 
who are ambitious for professional recognition, ns "·ell as to those 
who are desirous of being vitally helpful to the youn~ lin~" com
mitted to their cbn.rge, the stimulation of health activities in school 
offers a great opportunity. Our stereotyped aims and methods in the 
teaching of hygiene h:we to a large extent been cliscanled. The 
new aims are very definite, but our methods of attaining these aims 
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wor~ through tire 
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are largely undeveloped. In health work in the schools every teache1 
must be a pioneer. There is a. great responsibility and at the sam1 
time a. great opportunity. 

The successful teachers of health can be no routinists. They musi 
be at once resourceful and enthusiastic, possessing those qualities o· 
mind and spirit which enable them to be leaders. Since question 
of health are as broad as life itself, they can not hope to do their bes 
work while sitting within the four walls of the classroom. The: 
must cooperate with all of the other persons and agencies in th 
community whose influence in any way affects the health of schoo 
children. They must learn to work with parents, with family physi 
cians, and local health agencies, and to utilize the services of new! 
paper men, of ministers and churches, women's clubs, and other civi 
organizations. 
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Health Education in a New Light. 
What then, are the aims and guiding pr:inciples of this new edu-

cation in health 1 · 
The time has passed when a glib recitation of the names of the 

bones of the body, or the stages of digestion, can be ·regarded as a 
test of successful teaching. The end to be aimed at is not informa
tion, but action; not simply lcnowledge of what things are desirable, 
but rather the hahitual practice of the rules of healthy living. 

A second principle which must underlie all successful health educa
tion is that it shall be positive rather than negative. We must learn 
to think of health in terms of strength and beauty and' joy, rather 
than of weakness and disease. We must imbue the attainment of 
health with the spirit . of a glorious game, following the laws of 
health as we would obey the rules of the game. "Thou shalt!" 
must take precedence of" Thou shalt not!" We must not say" Don't 
forget to brush your teeth or they will decay and you will have .a 
bad digestion." Rather, we must. say " Brush your teeth regularly 
so that you may enjoy the feeling of a fresh, clean mouth, and have 
a sweet breath, and a fine shinin,g set of strong teeth ! " 

Next, health must not be 
taught didactically, but by , 
personal example and ob
ject lesson. Frequently it . 
must be taught indirectly 
rather than directly. The 
child has no\ interest in 
health for health's sake, 
and it is not unnatural that 
this should be so. But 
every girl desires to be 
beautiful, and every boy 
desires to be strong and 
athletic, and the wise 

. teacher will build on these 
natural interests of the 
children, and inspire them 
to do the things which will 
result in physicai beauty 
and strength. 

The teaching of health, 
moreover, caD. not be con
fined to any one lesson 
period, but can be intro
duced into almost every 

is for Milk which 
makes Muscle and Bone; 

Not less than a pint 
every day till you're grown. 

A page from "The Child HealthAlphahet," which 
may he used as a supplementary reader for the 
younger chi!Jren. 
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Oesle:ned by a student of the Trenton, New Jersey, Normal School. 

lndioidual health calendars are helpful fn ~eeping score of the systematic formai.V, 
of health hahils. The reward of perfect adherence lo the rules for one day 
mar~etl hy pasting a picture on the dale space. 

study in the curriculum. It is often chiefly a matter of emph&Sl 
rather than formal instruction. The consideratioiJ. of questions ,~ 
diet, of ventilation, of the spread of transmissible disease, are all ~ 
portant, but it may be desirable to treat of them in connection wit 
work in domestic science, in physics, or in nature study. Risto~ 
civics, English, and geography all offer opportunities for the inculci 
tion of health lessons. The important thing is that teachers theii 
selves shall have acquired the hygienic point of view, so that thE 
will be able to see and make use of these opportunities. 

Finally, a definite amount of time should be allowed every sch~ 
day from the kindergarten upward for health inspections, the dj 
cussion of health problems, and for other health activities. In d 
lower grades this time s~ouid be devoted wholly to the promotlo 
of health habits. It is the what rather than the why which sho~ 
be i_mpressecl on the younger children. With the older children, tl 
reasons £or h~alth r_ules take more prom~nence, and in the up~ 
grades the habits 'YhiCh have been formed m the lower grades sho~ 
be reinforced by accurate scientific know ledge. The material of il 
struction in hygiene should be taken from li£e; and textbook il 
struction, if any, should be merely incidental. In the upper grad 
the pupils should be interested in public health movements, ai 
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much information of personal value can be thus indirectly con
veyed.. For instance, in studying the phases of the campaign against 
tuberculosis, the pupil learns many facts ' about the .disease and its 
prevention, with the advantage that his attention is directed outward 
arid is not morbidly turned upon himself. 

We have been too much accustomed te regard health as some
thing arbitrarily given or withheld from us by Providence....,.-some
thing over which ~e ourselves have no control. We now know that 
in order to obtain health we must earn it by obeying the laws of 
health. The most" fundamental of these laws relate to cleanliness, 
within and without, proper diet, exercise, rest, and fresh air. Obedi
ence to these laws must become almost automatic in the child's life, 
so that he will be uncomfortable unless, for instance, his hands are 
clean, his bowels thoroughly evacuated, his food simple and whole
some-so that he will be uncomfortable in foul air, and will auto
matically seek fresh air and enjoy playing and sleeping in it. 

In the development of health habits the first step is to make the 
child desire health, not necessarily for its own sake, but because it is 

· an avenue to success and happiness in life. It is ea$y to illustrate 
from the lives of men successful in business and politics the value 
of a strong body in the attainment of success. Theodore Roosevelt 
began life with a weak body an~ developed systematically all of its 
possibilities for physical vigor. In the case of the gi.rls good looks 

'· WASh THE: 11~N DS BEFORE: EACH MEAL . 
'- KEEP THE TEE.TH AND GUMS CLEAN. 
3. [ AT SLOWLY AUD GHtw THORP~tiLy. 

't. STAND AND SIT ER ECT. 

Deslr~ed by a student of the T renton, New Jersey, Normal School. 

Very liUle children can make a calendar like this, with the help of hrightly colored 
pictures cui from adoertisemenls. The rules chosen for emphasis depend on 
the age of the children. 
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are a great social asset, and every girl as well as every boy sho~ 
be taught to value properly such signs of good health as bright eJ!! 
rosy cheeks, a clear complexion, •glossy hair, and an erect, co~d 
carriage. We need to make pride in personal appearance res 
once more. We need to make our boys and girls feel something 
the fineness of the old Greek ideal of a sound mind in a sound bod! 
All children want to be popular with their mates, and they 'd. 
readily see that the exuberant spirits which go with abounding bed 
are a factor in popularity, and that there is a good reason for the~ 
saying, "Laugh and the world laughs with you," while the "grouch 
is left to nurse his grievances in solitude. Every child in the pu~ 
schools should be made to understand that his first and most · 
portant patriotic duty is to make and keep himself as strong . 
vigorous a.s possible, so that he may serve his country well: -~ 
present interest in the ways in which the health of soldiers has bell 
built up can be utilized advantageously in this connection. 
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Credit /or Health. Habits. 
One of tha first needs in developing school training in healtn 

habits is to give credit for practicing the laws of health. The fol
lowing scheme of credits for school and home work in physiology 
and hygiene was devised by the State Normal School at Trenton, 
and has been used most suCcessfully in the schools of Westfield, N.J. 
It is reported that the personal habits and appearance of the children 
were improved for the better immediately' and that evep. little tots 
in the kindergarten might be seen sewing on buttons or scrubbing 
their hands in order that they might come up to standard. The plan 
does not pretend to be exhaustive, but the general plan of credit is 
sound and suggestive, for in order to give practical work in hygiene 
a. respectable place amop.g the other studies of the curriculum, one 
of the first steps is its adequate representation on the monthly ·report 
card of the child. · 

Class work----------------- ------ ---- - -------- ------------- ------ 50 
I. Personal appearance------------------------- -- -------- - ---------- 10 

L Neatness of dress, 
(a) Buttons on. 
(b) Clothes brushed. 

. (c) Shoes shined. 
2. Hulr neatly arranged. 

II. Personal habits-Hygienic________________ _________________________ 10 
1. Cleanliness. 

(a) Face. 
(b) ~ands. 
(c) Nails. 
(d) Teeth. 

2. Exercises at home. 
. 3. Sleeping with window open . 

. III. School housekeeping_______________________________________________ 10 
1. Neatness of desk (Inside, outside). 
2. Neatness of tl.oor near desk. 
3. Neatness of cloakroom. 
4. Appearance of book covers. 

IV. ~nnners---------------------------------------------------------- 10 · 
1. Attitude toward teacher. 
2. Attitude toward classmates. 
3. Attitude in the home. 

V. Posture---------------------- --- ----------------------------- - - --- 10 
1. Standing. 
2. Sittln·g. 
3. Marching. 

In any attempt to ·inculcate health habits in school some form of 
~orning inspection is essential. This inspection may be a rapid re
VIew by the teacher, or it may take the foFIIl of a health club in which 
the children are inspected by one of their own self-appointed health 
officers. In the latter case the school beoomes a small community, 
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Made by VIrginia Towell, High School of H ot Springs, Ark. 

Drawing and domestic science may he correlated and focussed on health problemJ 
through .the conslrudion of gay posters for the school lunch room. . 

and its health officers are in a position parallel to the health officers 
in the larger community outside the school walls. In a democracy 
there is much to be said for the idea of making children self-govern· 
ing in matters of health. The public schools of Rochester have devel· 
. oped a most successful group of health clubs throughout the grades, 
with a gradation of rules and regulations appropriate to the ages of 
the children. The following outline of the work of a health club ill & 
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rural community illustrates the plan in its simplest form. Teachers 
·and parents in Hunter_don County are enthusiastic regarding the 
~fleet of this work on the health habits o£ the children . 

. HUNTERDON COUNTY HEALTH ASSOCIATION. 

A. .Th~ Association and Its Purpose.-The Hunterdon County Health Asso
ciation comprises all the Himterdon County Health Clubs in the rural schools. 
its purpose is to make Hunterdon County boys and girls Healthy, Clean, Happy 
Citizens. (This meaning of the club initials, H. C. H . C., mar be a secret 
kn-own to club members only.) · · 

B. Th~ Huntercton County H ealth Club.-The pupils of each school shall or
ganize their own Health Club. Each room shall elect at least once a month its 
~iealth officers. The officers may appoint assistants to help them with their· 
~ The chief health adviser is the teacher. . 

0. The duties of the pupil health officers and their assistants shall be--
1. To keep the schoolroom well aired. 
2. To assist in keeping room and school ground clean, but not to con-

fiict with the work •of a paid janitor. 
3. To keep qutbulldlngs clean. 
4. To assist with games on playground. 
5. To assist in making the daily health inspection. 

b . Method of Making Daily Inspection. 
1. The chief pupil officer takes the chair and asks the daily inspection 

questions. Each pupil scores ·one point for himself and school 
when he answers " yes " to a question. The club secretary keeps 
a daily record of points scored by the room. The teacher is judge 
of all doubtful cases. 

2. If a pupil Is absent he does not score. 
3. At the end of the month the total number of points made by the room 

Is to be divided by the number on rolL This will give the average 
number of points for the room. A percentage can be found by 
dividing the average number by the greatest possible number that 
could be made by a pupil during the month . 

. 4. At the close of the month .any school having 75 per cent or over 
. wins a -County Association certificate. The school having the high
est percentage wins the highest honor of the County Association, 
a red and white H. C. H. C. banner. 

E. The Dai~1(!,'lnspection. 
1. DiN' you sleep with your windows open last night? 
2. Did you bntsh your teeth last night and this morning? 
3. Did you wash your face, hands, neck, and ears before coming to 

school? 
4. Are your finger nails clean? (If a pupil bites his nails he does not 

score until the habit is broken.) 
5. Did you do without tea and coft'ee yesterday? 
6. Did you play at least one game yesterday? 
7. Did you practice at least three physical training exercises yes

terday? 
8. Did you try to sit, stand, and walk correctly yesterday? 
9. Did you keep your desk and surroundings in good order yesterday? 

10. Did you do at least one helpful deed yesterday? 
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This poster, showing the caloric value of some common foods, was made hy a 
/4-year-olrl girl in a 48-hour ~chool contest. The pictures are cut from colored 
adoertisements. 

F. The Weekly Inspection. On Monday ten extra points may be given as 
follows : 

1. Dld you take a bath last week? 
2. Did you use your own towel and drinking cup every day last week1 

G. At the close of the month 5 per cent may be added to the school's record 
if the Health Club officers and their assistants have faithfully performed 
their duties. 

H. The club colors are red and white. The club pin is white with the 
letters H. C. in red. 
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L. The Healili. Club pledge is: 1 will· work to make my body healthy, clean, 
'and strong so that I shall be a good ci~izen und a happy, useful member of my 

- home and community. · 

The following " Good Health Card," devised by the Department of 
School Lunches, Louisville, Ky., and printed by the students of 

, the vocational school, contains on the reverse side a· score card for 
recording the pupil's progress and standing; it has proved very effec
tive_-in ~timulating their interest and the interest of their parents in 
matters of health. 

MY GOOD HEALTH CARD. 

Name •........ . . . . . .. . ............ . ............................. 

Age •• •• •••• .•. ••• .• : • ••••••• ••••• .•.•.•.•.•.. . ...••.• ••••••• • •••• 

Height ..................•.•. ••••.•. ... . .... . ... . ................. 

Weight ••.... .. .......•. , • . • • •• . •.•.• .. .................... . .. .... 

I should weigh 
month. · 

pounds. I should gain one-half pound every 

Ja.n. 
Feb. 
March. 
A_pril. 
May. 
June. 
July. 
Aug. 
Sept. 
Oct. 
Nov. 
Dec. 

Tl:!ese TEN things I do for my body so as to serve my country : 

1. Drink a glass of water before each 
meaL 

· 2. Drink, at least, two glasses of milk 
each day, but never drink tea or 
coffee. · 

3. Eat regularly three times a day, 
Chewing slowly. 

4. Eat some leafy vegetable every day. 
5. Eat sweet foods only. after meals ; 
· never between meals. 

6. Brush my teeth every day. 
7. Clean my finger-nails every day. 

Wash my hands before each meal 
8. Sleep ten hours every night with 

my windows open. 
9. Have a bowel movement every 

morning. 
10. Take a full bath more than once a 

week. 

Much of our training in health must be informal and incidental, 
rather than formal. In history, for instance, the teacher may dwell 
on the feats of strength and endurance of the savage Indians, or show 
·how some great military leader depended for his success on steady 
nerv~ and a body hardened to the utmost. In arithmetic occasion 
~ay be found for working out health problems, such as the computa
tion of the caloric values of certain foodstuffs and comparison of their 
cost. Drawing offers splendid opportunities for the making of health 
_charts and posters. Domestic science, if properly taught, becomes 
instruction almost pure and simple in fundamental health matters. 
~nglish offers many opportunities for the dramatization of health 
activities. It is important to note, by the way, that most of the 
lessons in first aid: as well as other health activities, can best be taught 
through dramatization in which the pupils "make up" their own 
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lines. The following jingles, patterned af~r7fPt~W~~~~ery rhym~; 
were a product of the Modern Health CrusaC!e in Atlantic City, New 
Jersey: 

Libtle Jack IIorner 
Sat in the corner 

Cleaning his finger nails, 
IIis face was washed clean, 

His hair was combed straight, 
And he certainly did look great. 

Mary, Mary, quite contrary, 
IIow does your health card grow? 

Very well, I'm glad to tell, 
I have 12 marks in a row: . . · · . . 

To market, to market, away with a rash; 
Home again, home again, witll a toothbrush. 

B. B., 9 years. 

C. S., 10 years. 

J. S., 8 years. 

The following composition is self-explanatory, arid shows how 
health activities may be made the subject of class work in English: . 

SOUTHOLD, L. 1., April 11, 1919. 

" THE KING GOOD HEALTH WINS." 

The fifth grade invited us in their room yesterday afternoon, and gave us a 
lovely little play, the name of it was, "The King Good Health Wins;" it was 
about good health and bad health. 

The first scene was where a lot of mothers came in with shawls on, and 
they were talking JJ.bout the bad monster that was taking all their children 
away. And after they had a little chat, one of the mothers suggested they 
tell the King of Good Health about it. 

The second scene was when the·King•had come. And after him came a lot 
of kids carrying dtirerent things. One had a tooth brush and another had a 
glass of water and another had n brush and box of Dutch cleanser, while the 
other had a towel and soap, and the last had a window stick. And they all said 
something about good health. And then the King ordered his men to go and 
get the monster. So they went outside and got him. And when they came 
back on the stage they were all tired. out. And the mothers were very glad 
that their children had been freed from t)le monster. 

So that was the end of the play. And that play sMwed that the fifth-grade 
people are trying their best to be knight bannerets, and beside being knight 
they will always be healthy and well. 

(Signed) 

The regular work in civics may include participation in many 
community activities of .a health nature, such as the extermim.i.tion of 
mosquitoes and flies, and Clean-Up Weeks. Questions of public 
health should receive much attention here, and pupils should learn to 
know the names and functions of the city, county, and State health 
officers. They should know the more important laws which protect 
the health of the public, including for instance the pure-food laws, 
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o.rid they may make investigations and surveys which will show the 
desira;bility and necessity of health protection. The following sug
gestive outline for the sanitary survey of a bakery is given in 
" Health Work in the Schools " by Hong and Terman. Similar sur
veys· m.ay be made of school and home, of grocery stores; meat 
markets, and creameries. 

SANITARY SURVEY OF A BAKERY. 

L LocatiOn and construction. 
1. Is the building in a sanitary location? 
2. Is it a sutliclent distance from stables nod outhouses? 
8. Is barnyard refUse frequently removed? 
4. Is the cellnr rat-proof? 

II. The salesroom. 
1. Are the doors screened? 
2. Are they double-hinged (swinging)? 
8. Is the food kept covered under glass? 
4. Is the store clean o.nd free from flies? 
ts. Are the clerks protected by clean aprons ? 

IlL The l>ckef'V. 
1. Is the dough mixed by mnchine? 
2. Are the floors of the bakery clean and dry? 
8. Is the bread wrapped before sending It out In the wagon? 
4. Hns the baker or o.ny of his employees tuberculosis, or o.ny other 

contagious disease? · 
ts. Are they clean o.nd careful in personnl habits? 
6. :A.re pet o.nlmals kept out of the bakery? 
7. Is there night work in the bnkery? 
8. Is the ceUing free from dlrt and cobwebs? 
9. Is the ventilation good? 

10. Are l:llere windows enough? 
11. Are the storage ·facilities good? 
12. Are there toilets? 
13. Are they properly located?. 
14. Is there n place for people to wash their hands? 
1ts. Are 'individual towels used? 
16. Is the bakery free from cockroaches o.nd other vermin? 
17. Are utensils and mnchines kept clean? 
18. Are rues kept out? 
19. Is garbage kept covered in metal cans? 
20. Is it frequently removed? 

Of all school activities the school lunch offers the most fruitfui 
opportunity for educating children in the important matter of what 
to eat, and why, and how to eat it. Many schools where excellent 
food is served fail to develop the full educational value of the school 
lunch service because no effort is made to guide the children in their 
choices of food. Since the necessity of selecting food is one which 
falls upon both men and women throughout a_large part of their lives, 
and since their habitual choices exert a powerful influence on their 
h~lth and general well-being, the educational opportunities of the 
school lunch should be developed to the utmost. Every school lunch 
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room should ·have a bulletin board showing the food value and the 
price per portion of the items in the day's menu. 

In arousing the child to an active realization of his responsibility 
for his. own health, one of the most useful of devices is the Class
room Weight Record, which the Bureau of Education is issuing free 
of charge to all schools that request it. The Weight Record, as 
illustrated, is designed to be hung on the wall of the schoolroom, 
and the children themselves fill in the spaces indicated with the ap-. 
propriate data. It does not matter if, at the end of the year, the 
chart is much blotted and smudged, as it is almost certain to be. The 
important thing is that the children shall consider it their chart, and 
gather around it in interested little groups at spare moments to dis
cuss weights and rates of gain, normal and actual. The matter of 
making the proper gain in weight becomes almost a point of honor, 
and takes on the spirit of a game in which competition plays a stim
ulating part. Parents and teachers find that children who "hate 
milk" and" can't bear oatmeal" become glad to eat these and other 
foods which may not tickle the palate, but are good to make children 
grow. Boys and girls who desire to achieve the gold star which 
indicates the attainment of normal weight for height become willing 
to go to bed when they should, to obey the rules of cleanliness for 
skin, teeth, and bowels, and to observe all the other laws of health. 
Thus fundamental habits of health which should continue through
out life are formed. 

Since the weight of the child and his rate of gain are the best 
indices to his general health, it is important to interest the child's 
parents in the weight. The tag illustrated tells its own story. When 
a child who has been weighed for the first time in school comP.s 
proudly home wearing the tag, questions and discussions are entered 
into which result in parental cooperation. The necessity for open 
windows at night, or for the weekly bath, may be considered a. 
nuisance in some homes, but parents almost without exception want 
their children to grow up strong and healthy, and even the most 
ignorant will do everything within their power to this end. Tags 
may be obtained from the Child Health Organization, or, as in the 
Kansas City and Louisville schools, they may be printed on the school 
presses by students in manual training, or the children may design 
their own tags in their drawing classes. 

Although the tag will be mainly used in connection with such gala 
occasions as weighing contests, or the opening shots in health cam· 
paigns, the child's weight should be regularly reported to the parents, 
month by month, on the usual report card, along with his standing in 
arithmetic, spelling, and other school subjects. This may be an in
novation, but surely it is as logical to report the child's progress in 
physical development as it is to report his mental progress. The 
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parents of the child who is persistently underweight will be likely 
to receive with open minds any suggestions from the school regard
ing the details of their child's health regime, or regarding the correc
tion of .Physical defects which may be interfering with his normal 
development. .· 

A weighing contest, organized last summer in connection with the 
annual school picnic in Mercer County, New J ersey, by a Home 
Demonstration Agent of the Department of Agriculture, resulted in 
a county-wide campaign for the promotion of the health of school 
children in which the Women's Clubs, Schools, Granges, and Healtli 
Authorities have shown a splendid capacity for working together to 
improve the health of the children. 
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FRONT BACK 

As an illustration of what can be done by a single teacher of 
energy and enthusiasm for health work, it may be helpful to tell 
how one teacher in Southold, a conservative Long I sland community, 
succeeded in stirring up the interest of her coworkers. She started 
by giving a ta.lk in chapel to the pupils, appealing to them on 
patriotic grounds on the importance of keeping fit. Certain boys 
m the fourth grade were habitually disorderly and unkempt, and 
she gave this little group a series of four-minute talks on such sub-
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jects us "Why and How Aviators Truin." · The local paper publ 
lished an appeal to parents, calling upon them to attend a publi~ 
meeting for the purpose of promoting the health of school childre~ 
This resulted in the revival of the Parent-Teacher Association, whic~ 
had lapsed several years before. 

Then a Teachers' Meeting was held, at ,·vhich were formulated 
:for ' the School Board some needs for comfort and efficiency, in; 
volving recommendations regarding the establishment of a school 
ltmch, a better system of ventilation, a rest room for teachers, and 
other needed henlth improYements. .All of the teachers have entered 
on a definite program for the trnining of their pupils in health habits; 
a campaign for the correction of physical defects in the school chil· 
dren has been launched with the cooperation of the local health 
officer a.nd the town editor; the Board of Education, in response t( 
a request of the . Pa.reri.t-T eacher Association~ has appointed a com
mittee of mothers to visit the schools, inspect health conditions, and 
confer with the teachers on the health needs of the children, and the 
town generally is fully awake to the health problem. 

There is a need for more teacher::; with the courage and initiative 
and tact which will produce similar results in other communities. 

Lucy OrrEN. 

0 
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FOREWORD 

The first issue of Health Education No. 5, a Child Health Pro
gram for Parent-Teacher Associations and Women's Clubs, was 
prepared by the Child Health Orga~tion of America for the 
United States Bureau of Education to answer a country-wide 
demand. Parent-teacher associations and women's clubs felt 
the need of definite study along the lines of child health, in 
order to guide adequately the health program of their own 
schools. 

Since this bulletin was first published, many suggested pro
grams have been devised for parent-teacher associations and 
women's clubs; but the demand for this bulletin still continues. 
It has therefore been revised. 
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SCHOOL HEALTH PROGRAM 

A
LOCAL orgarmation can undertake the fuldy of all or a part of this 
child health program, giving one meeting to each topic. If the organi~ 
:r.ation is divided into fuldy groups, it is suggeSted that all groups give 

an initial meeting to the consideration of "Teaching health in our schools," 
as the other special topics of the program are considered from this particular 
viewpoint. The meetings should take the form of conferences rather than 
leCtures. 

Teaching Health in Our Schools 

_ALL women are potential mothers. In every community a large propor• 
£"\_ tion of women are mothers of school children, or mothers of children 

who soon will be school children, or mothers of yeSterday's school 
children. The women who do not fall within these three groups are the 
spiritual mothers-women who are doubly responsible for all children. 

To all women to-day we give this challenge: What are you doing to bring 
"health, strength, and joy" to every child in your community? 

It is suggeSted that a general survey of local conditions be presented at this 
initial meeting. Some one should be prepared to answer the following queStions: 

Do we have medical examinations in our echools? 
What opportunities are there for remedial work for the children who need it? 
Ate our children weighed monthly? Are there scales in the schools? Are the reports sent 

home monthly to the parents? 
Do our schools help or hinder our children in attaining to health and l!t:rength? What do we 

know about the seating, lighting, heating, and sanitation of our school buildings? 
Do our schools train in essential health habits? 
Ate all high-school pupils given a thorough schooling in physiology and hygiene, including 

home and community sanitation? 

It muSt be apparent to everyone that if our children are to grow and thrive, 
the essentials for health and growth mu~ be provided, and our parents and 
our children mu~ be taught how to make use of these essentials. 

A house can not be built without necessary materials and tools; but these 
alone do not make a house. The builder mu~ be taught how to use his tools, 
and he must then build the house. Actual work mWI: be done. 

Our children can not build healthy bodies without proper and sufficient 
material and conditions that make for health. But these alone do not make 
healthy children. They mu~ be trained in health habits and in health 

·knowledge. 
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The Child's Nutrition 

THE child's nutritional requirements are of firSt importance. Besides amp 
food of the right kind, sufficient reSt is needed for growth. Much canb 
done to create a sentiment in favor of more sleep and sufficient and bette 

breakfaSts for children. Where adequate breakfaSts are not provided, it is I'm 
quently because of ignorance of their importance. 

Mere weight is no indication of good feeding. A child may be of averat~ 
weight for his height and yet be suffering from malnutrition. He lias perbaji 
had a sufficient quantity of food, but it has not been of the right kind; it has lld 

contained a sufficient amount of all the conStituents needed for body buildiii 
and aCtivity. 

There are several things which parents can do to improve the nutrition,~ 
school children. 

&hool Lunches 

It is suggeSted that local facts be presented at this meeting, answering til 
following questions: . 

Do some children fail to go home to the noonday meal? 
What do these children eat in place of the home meal? 
Does the noon recess give sufficient time for children to go home for lunch? 
Do the homes provide an adequate lunch? 
Do a considerable number of mothera go out to work, and are thus unable to prepare lunchi 

their children? 

The school lunch is rapidly becoming a r~cognized part of our school syStelii 
and should therefore be eStablished where needed through the use of schoo 
funds, with the overhead expenses of conducting the lunch supplied from $. 
same source. No. school lunch should be conducted at a profit. Even in tli 
larger schools the receipts from the lunches should at the moSt only cover thl 
coSt of the raw food, of service, and other running expenses. 

A careful Study of school-lunch problems should be made in every school whid 
is planning to serve lunches, as it is of the greateSt importance that the lunq 
or~tion should be developed along the beSt unes. The cooperation and 

· intereSt of the school boys and girls themselves should be aroused and main 
tained. Good or~tion is necessary for successful work. The knowledge, the 
intereSt, and the enthusiasm of the teacher will determine the success of the 
undertaking. 

The lunch should afford opportunity for health teaching in every school. The 
children who Stay at school for lunch need good food at the noon hour, but that 
is not all. An excellent opportunity is offered for inStruction and training in 
right food habits, and teachers should take advantage of this to the fulleSt extent. 
The lunch at school should never become a perfunctory matter. It is not juSta 
queStion of providing food but is a means of teaching the boys and girls to eat 
in the right way the foods that are good for them. 

The school lunch should be an important factor in reducing malnutrition, 
but special attention should be given to children who are seriously under• 
nourished. The intelligent intereSt and cooperation of the parents are neces' 
sary here. · 
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The School Nurse 

THE weighing and measuring of children and annual physical examinations 
are but first steps in school health work-not the goal. 

To test the success of monthly weighing, annual examinations, and 
other health work in the schools, and to measure their effectiveness, ask your• 

_ self to what extent the interest aroused has been used
To promote the formation of health habits in children. 
To secure the correction of physical defects. 
To awaken the community to its health needs. 

CHILDREN ARE ACCOMPANIED BY THEIR PATHER OR MOTHER 

Unless there is a good school n?fse on the ground, whose constant attention 
;tQ health keeps alive community interest and secures results in health work, 
ihterest in health campaigns is likely to be spasmodic and comparatively unfruit· 
~- For this reason a good school nurse constitutes the best health investment 
anv community can make. If no other health work has been undertaken, a 
gqod nurse will set the ball rolling by organiting a demonstration to awaken the 
community to its health needs. 

A good school nurse is the health teacher of children, school-teachers, and 
parents. She is the connecting link between the school, the home, and the 
community. 
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Correction of Physical Defects _ 

UNTIL the time comes when children enter school in good physical 
condition and free from remediable defects, time and money will have 
to be used, as now, in correcting these defects and in building up 

clrildren who are undernourished or otherwise in poor condition. It is lack of 
-economy to wait until the child enters school to look to his physical state. 
·Many communities are making special efforts to have children examined before 
they Einter school in order that all remediable defects may be corrected prior to 
the opening of school in the fall. There ought to be a closer connection between 
infant; preschool, and school health work, so that the child may have health 
au~on until he is grown. Here is a great opportunty for parent-teacher 
associations, for such associations can do what the school can not do. The 
sclioolcan not look after the health of the preschool child. Until the· school 
demands certain pealth standards for entrance, the child must be received in 
whatever condition he presents himself; and, if he is in need, the school must 
do all in its power to put him into good physical condition, if for no other reason 
than-that only a well child can profit by instruction, and retardation is more 
exi>erisive than school health work. 
· Even -if school health work were not economical-and it is-parents and 
teachers surely desire that every child shall have as good a start in life as possible. 
To J?ermit a child to go through his.school years handicapped by physical defects 
and malnutrition is not giving him a good start. 

Suggestions for Practical Work 

Start a health campaign for preschool children as well as for school children. 
Give the school physician sufficient assi$tance so that he can get all the children 
eiamined. If you have no school physician take up the matter with your local 
physicians and dentists. 
· You may perhaps be distressed at the physician's findings; other communities 

have been. But if the children of your community are suffering from remediable 
~. such as malnutrition due to improper feeding, insufficient sleep, or other 
~.c!itions which should have attention, then it is fitting that your community 
ah~d be distressed until the improper conditions are remedied. 
· ~th in~rudions should be given in the schools. All the children will 
probably need some assistance in forming health habits. If anything is to be 
aqp!nplished, parents and schools must cooperate in growing healthy children. 
Methods of cooperation may be a subject for profitable discussion in the parent
~cher meetings; bow the teaching of one may supplement the teaching of the 
other.in respect to food, sleep, and health habits. 

Provide for dental work. It might be worth while to have a school dentist and 
~portable dental chair. It is less wasteful· of school time to take the dentist to the 
acbool, when it can 1:>e done, than to take <1 group to an office where many mu~ 
wait while few are served. A medical clipic might be established in like manner. 
Children or parents with special preferences as to dentists or physicians could 
always attend to their dental or medical work outside the clinic. 
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Recreation 

D ESPITE the widespread intere~ and enthusiasm in physical educatii 
many of our children are without opportunities for vigorous out-of-do 
physical exercise. The playground movement has done its part, but wi1 

the exception of a few cities children are not given opportunity to take part 
supervised games and sports after school, on Saturdays, and in the summ 
holidays. 

Physical exercises, no matter how skillfully devised, taken for a few minut 
each day or for ~ted periods a week are not sufficient for mo~ children. 

The children need out-of-door activity emotionally as well as physically. } 
the present time the majority of our children literally loaf about the ~eets wilt 
school is dismissed. Country di~rids are as much in need of this opportunit 
for organiz.ed play ~ are the cities. After-school athletic leagues, providin 
baseball, basket ball, etc., are partly meeting this need. Girl Scout and Boy Sax 
movements and +H Clubs have also done much. The school, with an all-da 
program, as worked out by some of our private schools, solves.the problem. He! 
children can hike or play out of doors in groups for two or three hours ever. 
afternoon. 

Communities should not leave it to chance that children are taught out-of-doo 
spo.rts, such as swimming, skating, hiking, etc. Every opportunity for out-0 
door activities should be fully u~d. 

In order to find out the recreational needs of the children in your commuruty 
it is sugg~ed that the following data be gathered before the meeting fa 
discussion: · 

How do your boys and girls spend the afternoons of school days? 
How do your boys and girls spend their Saturdays? 
How do your boys and girls spend their Sundays? 
How far does the playground, Boy Scout, Girl Scout, Camp Fire, +H Club, Y. M . C. A 

andY. W. C. A. meet this problem in your own community? 

Our Teachers' Health 

OUR teachers are as much in need of health teaching as our children. 
As with the children, the health problem is not solved by mere instruc
tion in the "rules of health." Communities should give their teachen 

practical help in both attaining and maintaining the utm~ physical vigor and 
efficiency. Of not 1~ ass~ance is an adequate salary. 

There is often a need for a teachers' hot school lunch and adequate r~ roo[J].I. 
Teachers as well as children are in need of opportunities fqr recreation. 
Rural communities have to face the problem of providing adequate board and 

lodging, not to speak of home atmosphere for their teachers, often very young 
girls. When we realize that many teachers in the country schools have only 
passed through the eighth grade, we can better under~d the rural probleJJL 
The teachers boarding out in local homes are often obliged to live without tht 
bar~ comforts of life. A large proportion are malnourished, because their food 
is insufficient, badly chosen, and badly cooked. 
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Some communities are building cottages adjacent to schoolhouses which serve 
both is community centers and as actual homes' where the teachers can do their 
own housekeeping. In small towns where the teachers come from a d~ce 
communities should provide both homes and social life for their teachers. 

Schools should offer their teachers a thorough physical examination every year. 
The be$!; treatment by speciali~ for the correction of all physical defects, such 
as eye Strain, decayed teeth, etc., should be made available at prices commen
surate with teachers' salaries. 

It is suggeSted that the following data be gathered and presented at this 
conference: 

Do your teachers live at home or in boarding houses? 
Ia there any provision in your school for hot lunches for teachers? 
he there adequate and clean toilet and lavatory facilities? Is there a reSt room? 
What are the salaries of your teachers, and are these salaries adequate for healthful living in 

your community? 
Does your school board offer annual physical examinations of your teachers? 
Does your community make arrangements with your local cliillcs, hospitals,. or specia~ for 

your teachers to receive medical care at special rates? · 
What opportunities do your teachers have for out·of·door recreation? 
What opportunities for wholesome social life? 

School Sanitation 

HEALTHFUL schools make for healthy children. Healthful schools tend 
to raise community and home standards. To-day women can demand for 
schools the same standards for conStruction, equipment, and care as are 

maintained in our best homes. 
School sanitation, however, covers too wide a field for adequate discussion in a 

single meeting. · It is suggeSted, therefore, that the principal or teacher be con
sul~ and the local schools be visited to determine immediate needs. Changes 
in conAruction or equipment often necessitate a campaign of years; minor altera
·tions and changes in care of school buildings can often be secured at little co~ 
of time or money. 

The following are topics for round-table discussion: 

Ia the t~thoolhouse externally well kept? Are the grounds clean and safe? 
Ia the. building well lighted? Are the windows clean; how often washed? 
Is the building well heated and ventilated? 
How are the floors cleaned-with broom, vacuum cleaner, or cleaning fluids ? 
How is the duSting done-with feather duSter, dry or damp cloth? 
Are the blackboards washed; are the erasers beaten? 
Are there plenty of exits in case of fire? 
What is done with w~ material- papers, rags, etc.? 
Ia any combuStible material, such as paint, packing material, scenery, etc., Stored away in 
· unaafe places? Are ashes placed in a safe place? 
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Cooperation 

I N planning for school health work the cooperation of all those who Ill 
professionally inter~ed should be assured. Fir~. of all, the school ~ 
and school principal should be made participants in the project. } 

least, there should be no opposition from this quarter. The-interest and~ 
of the local physicians, or association of physicians, should be secured, as all 
that of the dentiSts. If there is a health department, its officers should be gb 
to be of assistance, if they are properly approached. Whether direCted. by til 
board of education, as is the case in most cities, or by the department of heald 
school health work is always an important phase of public health work. 

CONS!!RVING THJ! VISION OP THE PA!lTI ... LLY SIGHTED 

Beginnings need not be large. The " summer round-up " would make· 1 

good start. Though begun apart from the school organization, it should be tht 
aim of its promoters to have the examination of prospective school children taken 
over by the school as a part of its routine procedure. The business of health 
teaching· centers in the regular teacher, and such teachers are always present. 
Special supervising teachers, or regular teachers with special training, will ~ 
needed in large schools. Except in cities of considerable s~. the provisioo 
of special classes for physically and mentally handicapped children will require 
the cooperation of a number of school districts. Methods of organization f<t 
small communities are suggested in "Ten Steps in the Promotion of Health 
in Rural Schools," published by the Office of Education. 
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City. 8 cts. 

*What every teacher should know about the physical condition of bee pupils. United States Office 
of Education. (Health Education Series No. 18.) 5 cts. 

BooKs WHICH TREAT THESE SuBJECTs IN DETAIL 

Health Education in Rural Schools, ]. Mace Andress. Houghton Miftlin Company, Boston, M ass. 
Health and Physical Education. Williams and Brownell. Teachers College, Columbia University. 
Healthful Schools. Ayres, Williams, and Wood. Houghton MiHlin Company, Boston, Mass. 
Medical and Sanitary Inspection of Schools. S.]. Newmayec. Lea and Febigec, Philadelphia, Pa. 
Nutrition Work with Children. Lydl~ J. Roberts. University of Chicago Press. 

·Physical Welfare of the School Child. Charles H. Keene. Houghton Mifllin Company, Boston, 
Mass. 

'Ordero abould bt acnt to the Superintendent of Documents, Government Printing Of!ic:e, \Vaabingtoo, D. C. 
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FOREWORD 

The first issue of Health Education No. 5, a. Child Health Progn 
for Parent-Teacher Associations and Women's Clubs, was prepan 
by the Child Health Organization of Americn. for the United Stab 
Bureau of Education to answer a country-wide demand. Paren 
teacher associations and women's clubs felt the need of definite stud 
along the lines of child healt.h, in order to guide adequately the heali 
program of their own schools. 

Since this bulletin wns first published, many suggested prograo 
have been devised for parent-teacher associations and women's cl~ 
hut the demand for tills bulletin still continues. It has therefore bee 
revised by Harriet Wedgwood, of the Bureau of Education, in coop 
oration with the Child Health Organization. Inasmuch as som~ 
the pamphlets in the original bibliography are no longer obtainab 
and many new books on child health have been published, anent" 
new bibliography has been made for this revision. 

(IV) 



CHILD HEALTH PROGRAM. 

A LOCAL orgaillzation can undertake the study of all or part 
of this child health program, giving ene meeting to each 
topic. If the organization is divided into study groups, it 

is suggested that all groups give an initial meeting to the considera
tion ~f "Teaching health in our schools," as the other special topics 
of the program are considered from this particular viewpoint. The 
meetings should take the form of conferences rather than lectures, 
the lea4ers preparing themselves by means of the special bibliography 
outlined. · . 

A. spe'cial topic is devoted to methods of publicity and organization 
that have been found effeetive in awakening the interest of communi
til'il and public officials. 

I. Teaching Health in Our Schools. 

ALL women are potential mothers. In every community a 
large proportion of women are mothers of school children, 
or mothers of children who soon will be school children, or 

m_others of yesterday's school children. The women who do not fall 
within these three groups are the spiritual mothers-women who are 
doubly responsible for all children. 

To all women to-day we give this challenge: What are you doing 
to bring ' ' health, strength, nnd joy" to every child ill your com
munity~ 

It is suggested that a general survey of local conditions he pre
sented at this initial meeting. Some one should be prepared to 
answer the following questions: 

· Are our children gaining in weight every month? 
Have they remediable defects? What per cent of these have been cor-

rected? • 
Do our children eat proper and sufficient breakfasts every morning? Or 

do they eat only bread and coffee? P o they mince o.t meals and eat all 
sorts of things between meals? 

Do our children have each a bowel movement every day? Or are they fre-
quently constipated? 

Are they robust and strong? Or are they underweight? Are they resistant 
to disease (colds and the like) or do they "catch everything that comes 
along"? 

Are they energetic ariel cheerful, or are they fretful and nervous? 
(J) 
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What are we doing about it'/ 
Do we have medical examinations in our schools? 
What opportunities are there for remedial work for the children who neediU 
Are our children weighed monthly? Are there scales in the schools? ·An 

the reports sent home monthly to the parents? 
Do our schools help or hinder 'our children in attaining to health &1111 

strength? Wliat do we know about the seating, lighting, heating, IIi 
sanitation of our school buildings? 

Do our schools train in essential health habits? 
Have we seen to it that all children have hot luncheons? 

It must be apparent to everyone that if our children are to grow 
and thrive, the essentials for health and growth must be provid~ 
and our parents and our children must be taught how to make ll8l 

of these essentials. 

A HOT LUNCH FOR EVERY CH I LD. 
Courtesy American Child Health Association. 

A house can not be built without necessary materials. and tools 
but these alone do not make a house. The builder must be taugh 
how to use his tools, and he must then build the house. Actual worl 
must be done. 

Our children can not build healthy bodies without proper ani 
sufficient material and conditions that make for health. But tha!il 
alone do not make healthy children. They must be trained in healil 
habits. 
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2. The Child's Nutrition. 
·rHE child's nutritional requirements are of first importance. 

If there are children who need to gain in weight, it will be well 
.. to remember that additional sleep and additional food (pro-

vided it is of the proper sort) will do more than any other two factors 
to increase the children's weight. Sometimes a larger breakfast every 
morning will alone effect an increase in weight. Much can be done to 
create a. sentiment in favor of more sleep and sufficient and better 
brea.kf88ts for children. Where adequate breakfasts are not pro
Vided, it is frequently because of ignorance of its importance.· 

THE SCHOOL LUNCH . 
Courtesy Trenton, N. J ., Public Schllofs. 

Achild may, however, be of average weight for his height and yet be 
suffering from malnutrition. He has perhaps had a sufficient quantity 
of food, but it has not been of the right kind; it has not contained 
a sufficient amount of all the constituei1ts needed for body building 
and activity. 
, There are several things which parents can do to improve the 
nutrition of school children. 
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School Lunches. 

It is suggested that local facts be presented at this meeting, 
swering the following questions: 

Do some children fail t o go home to the noonday meal? 
What do these children eat in place of the home meal? 
Does the noon recess give sufficient time for children t o go home for lo 
Do the homes provide an adequate lunch? 
Do a considerable number of mothers go ont to work , a nrl are thus unabli 

prepare lunch. for their children? 

The school lunch is r apidly becoming a recognized part of 
school system, and should therefore be established through the~ 
school funds, with ~the overhead expenses of conducting the lt 
supplied from the same source. The day of the concessiona.h 
passing, and it can not pass too quickly, as it turns the lunch in 
commercial enterprise, with the welfare of the children not the': 
an:d only consideration. No school lunch should be conducted 1 

profit. _Even in the larger schools the receipts from the lunt 
should at the most only cover the cost of the raw food, of serv 

. and other running expenses. 
A careful study of school-lunch problems should be made in ev 

sch~ol which is planni-ng to serve lunches, as it is of the great 
importance that the lunch organization sl).ould be developed alt 
the best lines. The cooperation and interest of the school boys 1 

girls themselves should be aroused and maintained. Good organi 
tion is necessary for successful_ work. The knowledge, the intere 
and the enthusiasm of the teacher will determine the success of I 
undertaking. 

The lunch should afford opportunity for health teaching in eve 
school. The children who stay at school for lunch need hot food 
the noon hour, but that is not all. An excellent opportunity 
offered for instruction and training in right food habits, and teacht 
should take advantage of this to the fullest extent. The lunch 1 
school should never become a perfunctory matter . It is not jus\ 
question of providing food, but is a means of teaching the boys an 
girls to eat in the right way the foods that are good for them~ 

Special Nutrition for Undernourished Children. 

Reports show that in some places hot lunches have been start« 
to relieve conditions of malnutrition. One report states: 

Among 184 children who were measured and weighed 174 were 2 pounds • 
more under average weight. These, in most ·cases, reported a diet of brei 
macaroni, t ea, coffee, and little or no milk. A hot lunch was started by II 
local home economics committee, t he farm bureau having appropriated Sll 
towarcl P.qnipment. 
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Special nutrition work for undernoirriShed children is as important 
·in . rural ·communities as in towns and cities, for investigations 
show a higher percentage of malnutrition among country children 
than among city children. Statistics concerning health defects 
of school children show a percentage in malnutrition of 16.6 ·for 
country children, compared with 7.64 for city children. These 
s~aiiStics~ai'e based on the reports of over half a million children, and 
lirirpublished by the National Council of the Education Association 
and of'the American Medical Association. The school lunch should 
b~' an important factor in reducing malnutrition, but special atten
tion .should be given to children who are seriously undernourished. 
Tlie intelligent interest and cooperation of the parents are necessary 
li8te also, .and expert aid and advice are essential. The work may 
b:e;~a.rried on under the supervision of the doctor and the school nurse. 

3. The School Nurse. 

THE weighing and measuring of children and annual physical 
examinations are but first steps in school health work-not 
.the goal. The records gathered must be used, not pigeon

holed, or theirgathering will be only a public nuisance, not a public 
benefit. 

To test. the success of monthly weighing, annual examinations, and 
other'health work in the schools, and to measure their · effectiveness, 
ask · yourself to what extent the interest aroused has been used

To promote the formation of health habits in children . . 
·To secure the correction of physical defects. 
·,To awaken the community to its health needs. 

Unless there is a good school nurse on the ground, whose constant 
attention to health keeps alive community interest and secures 
results in health work, interest in health campaigns is likely to be 
!!pasmodic and comparatively unfruitful. For· this reason a good 
school nurse constitutes the best health investment any community 
'ea.h:make. If no other health work has be.en undertaken, a good 
nllrs.e will set the ball rolling by ·organizing a demonstration to 
awaken the community to its health ,needs. 

·A good school nurse is the health teacher of children, school-teachers, 
apd parents. She is the connecting link between the school, the 
home, and the community. · 

4. Correction of Physical Pefects. 
·u· NTIL the time comes when children enter school in good 
· physical condition and free from remediable defects, time 
· and money will have to be used, as now, in correcting these 

·defects and in building up children who are undernourished or 
otherwise in poor condition. It is lack of economy to wait until 

72100°-24-2 
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the child enters school to look to his physical state. Many com. 
munities are making special efforts to have children examined bef011 
they enter school in order that all remediable dental and eye defect! 
may be corrected prior to the opening of school in the fall. That 
ought to be a closer connection between infant, preschool, and schoal 

SCALES IN THE SCHOOL PLAY AN IMPORTANT ROLE IN THE DRAMA OF. CHILl 
HEALTH . 

Courtesy Tren•on, N. J .. Public Schools. 

health work, so that the child may have health supervision unUI 
he is grown. Here is a great opportunity for parent-teacher SSSO' 
ciations, for such associations can do what the school can not do. 
The school can not look after the health of the preschool child. 
Until the school demands certain health standards for entran~ 
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the child must be received in whatever condition he presents himself; 
and, if he is .in need, the school must do all in its power to put him 
into good physical condition, if for no other reason than that only 
a well child can profit by instruction, and retardation is more ex
pensive than school health work. 

Even if school health work were not economical-and it is
parents and teachers surely desire that every child shall have as 
gopd a.start in life as possible. To permit a child to go through his 
sch~J years handicapped by physical defects and malnutrition is not 
giV!Dg h.iin a good start. · 

Suggestions for Praciica{ Work. 

Stii.tt a health campaign for preschool children a8 well as for 
school children. Give the school physician sufficient assistance so 
that he can get all the children examined. If you have no school 
physician, or other physician that can assist, write to your State 
dep~¢tment of health and ask whether they can not send a physician· 
to Jnf!.ke these examinations. 
Yo~'D,lay perhaps be distressed at the physician's findings; other 

oom.Iil.unities have been. But if the children of your community 
are sufferi.I,ig from remediable defects, such as malnutrition due to 
i$prt>,per feeding, insufficient sleep, or other reasons, or .other condi
tiOns which should have attention, then it is fitting, is it not, that 
yolli' con1m.unity should be distressed until the improper conditions 
are remedied ~ . 

·~egm health instructions in the schools. All the children will 
prob·anly need some assistance in forming health habits. If anything 
istv b'e ·accomplished, parents and schools must cooperate in growing 
he_s.ithy childre~~. Methods of cooperation may be ~ subject for 
p~fitl}.ble discussion in the parent-teacher meetings; how the teach
in~ m one may supplement the teaching of the other in respect to 
foqa: ~leep; and health habits. 

f..ii6'Vi<l~for den til work. It might be worth \vb.ile to have a school 
denJ,iji't : al).d a portable dental chair. It is less' wastef~l of school 
thXt:e t~ -.take 'the <lentist to the school, when it can be . done; ,than 
to ta~e a group : to .lin office ~here many must · wait while fe,-r sire 

·served:· ·Perhaps each dentist in .your town or county will be willing 
to give three hours a week, or a half day a week, with or without 
pay, and a dental clinic may be established. A medical clinic might 
be established in like manner. Children or parents with special 
preferences as to dentists or physicians could always attend to their 
dental or medical work outside the clinic. 

These are suggestions of methods that have been used in some 
places. There are many others. Write to the division of child 
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hygiene in your State department of health and ask for pract; 
suggestions. Write to· your State director of physical · educalil 
in the State board of education, and ask for suggestions as to 11 

rective work for children who have crooked backs, round should, 
one shoulder higher than the other, flat feet, and other postal 
defects. If you have no State director of physical education, ~ 
to the United States Bureau of Education, Washington, D. C. 

A SCHOOL DENTAL CLINIC. 
Courtesy Trenton, N. J., Public Schools. 

If malnutrition is your special problem, there are many sou~ 
of helpful information: your State agricultural college, State deparl
ment of education, State department of health, United States Dt 
partment of Agriculture, United States Public Health Servict. 
United States Bureau of Education, and many others. You cer 
tainly will want to begin the monthly weighing of the childreD; 
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liot lunches in the schools; earlier bedtime for the children; and'. 
probably a milk lunch at the morning recess. If these undernour
ished children are working too hard out of school, they should have 
less work and more rest. Food that is used for activity can not at 
~he same time be used for growth. Growing children need large 
amounts of food, and too active children should be made- to rest. 

5. Recreation. 

D. ESPITE the widespread interest and enthusiasm in physical 
. ·training in America to-day, the majority of our children are 

·· without opportunities for vigorous out-of-door physical exer
cise; . The playground movement has done its part, but with the 
ex~"Dtion of a very few cities children are not given opportunity after 
sch®l tO take part in vigorous group games and sports. 

SW} M M ING f'OQL AT STOCKTON (CALIF.) HIGH SCHOOL. 

·Note't~e veritl.latlng facil ities. Swimming pools shou ld be well ventilated and sanitary. 

Physical exerCises; n() ma~ter how skillfully devised, taken for a few 
~utes.ea.ch · day or' foi._"stated periods a week can not give the full 
physical development. All the breathing exercises, all the posture 
work U;l the ~o:dd, can not· do so much for the circulation and the 
lungs ae! a vigor~>Us athletic game or cross-country walk. 

The children need this outr.-of-door activity emotionally as well as 
physically: At the present time the majority of our children literally 
loaf about the streets when school is dismissed. Country districts 
~~as mtrch in need of this 9pportunity for organized play as are the 
Clties. .Aiter-school athletic leagues, providing baseball, basket ball, 
etc., are partly meeting this need. Girl Scout and 'Boy Scout move-

721000-24--3 
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:-menta have also done much, but the school, with an all-day program, 
;as ~orked out by some of our private sch"ols, really solves the 
~problem. Here children can hike or play out of doors in gro':lps 
•for two or three hours every afternoon. 

Communities should not leave it to chance that children are 
taugh~ out-of-door sports, such os swimming, skating, diking, etc. 
Every opportunity for out-of-door activities should be fully utilized. 

In·order to ·find out the recreational needs of the children in, your 
·community, it is suggested that the following data be gathered before 
the meeting for discussion : 

How do your boys and girls spend the afternoons of school days? 
How do your boys and girls spend their Saturdays? 
How do your boys and girls spend their Sundays? 

:·il:ow~artioe:f~heplayground, ·Boy Scout, Girl Scout, Camp Fire, Y. M. C. A., 
:&nd ·Y: w. C.·A: ·meet this problem in your own community? . 

6. Our Teachers' Health. 

OUR te-achers are as · deeply in need of ·health .teaching as our 
·ehildren. As ·with the ·children, the health ·problem is .not 
~olved ~y mer~ instruction in the "Rules of health.'; Com

lD.Uiiities · .Sh_ould ·give their teaphe~;s inspiration R.I)d practical help 
~':t,·oth a~tai.lling and m8intailiing the utmost physical vigor and 

.¢tiei~cv, 
lfuachers ·as weil as children eat inadequate breakfasts and lunches. 

There·IS a crymg need for a teachers' hot schoolliinch and adequate 
'~~~'rooms . . ·The time will come when comtnunities will demand 
·tMNeachers as well as children be provided with cots or steamer 
chairs for a noon siesta·. 

Teachers as well as children are in need of organized play and 
recreation. Normal schools throughout the country are beginning to 
recognize this need, and are making an effort to give their students 
"outrof-door-mindedness," which means loving and making use of the 
great out-of-doors. 

9ommunities <?an help the teachers by providing for out-of-door 
sports, week-end camps and hikes, rowing, canoeing, etc. 

Rural communities have to face the problem of providing adequate 
board and lodging, not to speak of home atmosphere for their teach
ers, <;>fte~ very young girls. When we realize that 80 per cent of the 
teachers in these country schools have only passed through the 
eighth grade, we can better understand the rural problem. The 
teachers boarding out in local homes are often obliged to live without 
the, barest comforts of life. A large proportion are malnourished, 
because their food is insufficient, badly chosen, and badly cooked. 
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Some communities are building cottages adjacent to schoolhou~ 
which serve both as community centers and as actual homes where the 
teachers can do their own housekeeping. In small towns where the 
teachers come from a. distance and even in our cities, communities 
should pro.vide both homes and social life for their teachers. 

Precious time can be saved by making health teaching a vital 
part of normal-school work. The State normal school at Trenton, 
N. J., in the spring of 1919, gave over an entire week to health con
tests, exhibits, and lectures. The student body was divided into 
committees to prepare the lectures and exhibitS of the following de
partmen~: (1) Biological department (personal health); '(2) History 
department (public health, Federal, State, and municipal action); 

COMMUNITY HOUSE. 

Some rural districts provide comm uni ty houses where teachers are spared the difficulties of boa~· 
I ng In private homes. 

(Courtesy Vacation .Association, Inc.) 

(3) Domestic science (nutrition, hot school lunches); (4) Department 
of school management (school hygiene, equipment, and ventilation). 

Communities should give their teachers a thorough physical 
examination every year. The best treatment of specialists for the 
correction of all physical defects, such as eye strain, decayed teeth, 
etc., should be made available at prices commensurate with teachers,. 
salaries. It ought to be possible to refuse advancement to a teacher 
with uncorrected physical defects. 

How can the t eachers of the country lead the children in this great 
new " game of health" if they can not themselves to some degree 
embody health, strength, and joy~ 



It is suggested that the following data be gathered and presented 
:at this conference: 

Do your teachers live at home or in boarding houses? 
What is the average breakfast eaten by teachers? What is the average 

lunch? · 
Is there any provision in your school for hot lunches for teachers? 

· Are there adequate toilet and lavatory facilities? Is there a rest r.oom? 
What are the salaries of your teachers, and are these salaries adequate for 

healthful living in your community? 
Does your school board regulate and secure annual physical examinations 

of your teachers? 
Does your community make arrangements with your local clinics, hospitals, 

or specialists for your teachers to receive medical care at special rates? 
Wh'at opportunities do your teachers have for out-of-door recreation? 
What opportunities for wholesome social life? 

THE ROAD TO HAPPINESS. 

Hikes for teachers make for better classroom teaching. 

(Courtesy Vacation Association, Inc.) 

7. School Sanitation. 

HEALTHFUL schools make for healthy children. Healthful 
schools tend to raise community and home standards. To
day women can demand for schools the same standards for 

eonstruction, equipment, and care as are maintained in our best homes. 
School sanitation, however, covers too wide a field for adequate 

discussion in a single meeting. It is suggested, therefore, that the 
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local schools be visited to determine immediate needs. Changes iJ 

construction or equipment often necessitate a. campaign of yean 
minor alterations and changes in care of school buildings can oita 
be secured a.t little cost of time or money. 

The following topics may be suggested both for conditions to lx 
looked for in the schools and as subjects for discussion. As u 
example of how any one of these topics may be considered, n. speci~ 
section is hero given on "Good .housekeeping in the school." 

Choice of school site. 
Water supply. 
School construction. 
Classroom equipment. 
Lighting-natural and artificial. 
Heating and ventilation. 
Toilets, lavatories, a.nd school baths. 
Sanitary towels and drinking devices. 
Good housekeeping in the school. 
Fire protection. 
Open-air schools. 

WH.ERE SANI.TATION FLOURISHES. 

One;story-school 1 Portland, Ore!Z. 

The ·'Qibliogra.phy has been. carefully selected from the viewpoint. 
of lay readers who wish authoritative but condensed' discussions of 
technical subjects. 

8. Good Housekeeping in the Schools. 

AGOOD housewife keeps her house spick and span at all times. 
If she has electric lights, vacuum cleaners, and other modern 
devices, so much the better ; but at all events her house is 

neat and clean. 
The schoolroom, where many children spend many hours each 

day, should have the same high standards of cleanliness, nnd the. 
teacher is the housekeeper. She does not have to attend to the 
dusting, the washing of floors and windows, the heating and lighting, 
but always she is the overseer of all these details, and ns "tenant" 
of the room she is responsible for good housekeeping in her domain. 
Her room should be neat and clean, with a minimum of flying dust. 
and chalk, no smudgy windows, no cluttered desks. 
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In a large sense the principal_ and janitor are joint housekeepers, 
for they are ·responsibl_e for _ the heating, ventilating, and ge':leral 
hygienic conditions of the building, They must see that the build
ing and grounds .are so kept as to avoid f!]l ~ecessary fire risk. 

The following are topics· for round-table discussi~n: 
Is the school house externally ~ell kept? _ Are the grounds clean and safe? 
Is the buildiQg wellligh~ed? Are the windo'Ys c~ean; how often washed? 
Is the bui~dlng well heated ·and ventil~~;ted~ . :-. _ _-, ~ · ." .. 
Is the air .in the room f.re~h; _,how -often is.-the r?om ·aired? 
How are the fioors cleahed-'-wl.th brdom, ,.vacuum cieaner, or cleaning fluids? 
How is thEs dusting .doiill-:"'witli f~ther duster, qry or damp cloth? 
Are the blackboat.d& washed; .are the-.erasere beaten? 
Recipe for an orderly room--& place for ~vkrything and everything in its place. 
Are there plenty of exits in case of fire?.">,' . . 
What is done with-waste materili.l~pap~; .rags, etc.? 
Is any comb~stible material, such_ ~ paint,' pit.c\ling material, scenery, etc. , 

stored away· in ·u~e p~cesT ~ ashes _plaeed in a safe place? 

9. Strategy and P ublicity -~n C_ommunity Health Work. . . .• 

STRATEGY plays an important rOle in any proposal calling for 
community acti~n. ~ ;Local co~siderations determine the prac
tical steps to • be taken, b.ut certain methods for awakening 

public opinion nnd intorestmg public· officials have become classic 
through successful use: · _ · 

Publicity. 
Before approaching community groups or boards of health or 

education it is well· to have preliminary publicity in newspapers, 
magazines, etc. It is often necessary to create ''news" in order to 
get a given subject in the papers. "The Demonstration and Its 
Application," published by the Child Health Organization, gives in 
detail an elaborate. piece of work that was carried out mainly for its 
publicity vnlue. For example, if you wish to interest a community 
in providing scales for its -public s_chools, amp~e publicity can be 
secured through carrying out a ·weighing and measuring contest in 
·one or all of the local s~hools.· Public officials .and important indi
viduals can assist in . this contest in order to provide a legitimate 
reason for the papers' daily stories. · . 

Reaching Public Officials or Other Important Individuals. 
In mappbg out nny he-alth campaign it pays to spend time nnd 

energy to make as careful a plan of attack as. that of a military staff 
before battle. In order to secure the interest of the president of a 
school board it may be necessary to have the matter presented by the 
local board of trnde. The only approach to the board of trade may 
_be through a prominent business man, or perhaps the bonrd of trade 
may be renched socially through a luncheon or dinner. But this 
always should be borne in mind, that the interest of a public official 
or prominent individual can seldom be secured through the direct 
appeal of the given work. · 



HEA LTH PAGEA.NTS HAVE GREAT EDUCAT IONAL VALUE 
Both f o r the children who take part and for the community which looks on. 

(Courtesy !'lationnl He11lth Coi.n~ll Demonstration, Mansf ield, Ohio.) 
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Health! Strength! joy! 

RULES OF 

THE HEALTH GA.ME 

A full bath more than once a week 

2 
Brushing the teeth at least once every day 

3 
Sleeping long hours with windows open 

4 
Drinking as much milk as possible, but no 

coffee or tea 

5 
Eating some vegetables or fruit every day 

6 
Drinking at least four glasses of water a day 

7 
Playing part of every day out of doors 

8 
A bowel movement every morning 
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FOREWORD 

FOR the teacher who 
has taken the First 

Step, who has weighed 
and measured her pupils, 
and who writes to ask 
11 What shall I do next'" 
this booklet has been pre
pared. 

The steps suggested in 
the following Health Pro~ 
gram are but a beginning. 
That they are a sound 
beginning is vouched for 
by the fact that they are 
the result of the serious 
deliberations of some fifty 
of the most practical and 
successful workers in the 
health field, including ad- · 
ministrators of school 
systems, school doctors, 
nurses, and classroom 
teachers, who met in con
ference from all parts of 
the country to ~~in 
this matter. 



Health iJ tlzal. a6utulance of life and ooerflowing oigor wlziclr are foundatiom ~ 
Juccus and happinuJ in life 

WHAT IS HEALTH~ 
Health is not merely freedorp. from i)lness. 

Health is not merely sufficient vigor. 

HEALTH MEANS THE POSSESSION OF A RESERVE 
FORCE OF STRENGTH AND ENERGY. 

Reserve Force is necessary to meet the emergencies which 
arise in every life. 

Reserve Force is the physical capital which is so large a 
factor in personal success. 

CHILDHOOD IS THE TIME TO BUILD UP THIS 
RESERVE. 

It is the aim of health teaching to train every child in 
those habits of life which are essential to the best possible 
physical development. 

2 



T eackts nwi clamful rest ant! lunch rooms where tlzeg can rJax from · tlze 
ncroow strain of tlzeir Ulor~ 

BE HEAL THY YOURSELF! 
If you would teach health successfully you, yourself, must 

furnish an object lesson in health. Measure your efficiency 
by your enthusiasm. Determine to be as nearly 100 per cent 
physically fit as your natural endowment will permit. 

Y ~u need an annual physical examination as much as your 
pupils do. If one is impossible; you can at least weigh your
self once a month, and strive to keep your weight near the 
standard for your age and height. Many teachers are un
dernourished as a result of bad conditions of work, poor 
boarding places, lack of opportunity for regular physical ex- . 
ercise, recreation, etc.; but quite as many from failure to 
obey the simple rules for healthy living which they know per
fectly well. Obey all of "The Rules of the Health Game," 
not only to inspire your pupils to obey them, but to further 
your personal happiness and ambitions in life. 

See that your noon lunch is warm and satisfying. 
See that the room in which you teach .is well ventilated. 
Spend as much time as you can in out-of-door sports and 

recreation. 
Try to make an opportunity to lie down quietly and relax · 

for at least 20 minutes at the noon hour. . 

8 



In lraining leaclrers to teach lrealllr much oi the wort of the normal achooh r.o~n 
~ indired and tfuigned to raise the personal health standards and practices ~ 
future teachers 

THE TASK OF THE NORMAL SCHOOL 
The success or failure of normal schools in · equipping 

teachers to teach health may be measured by three stand
ards: 

Are the normal school students themselves in good phys-
ical health' · 

Are they enthusiasts for health! 
Are they equipped with the technical information as to 

how best to pass on to their pupils their enthusiasm 
for health practices~ 

All normal school students should be weighed and meas-· 
ured once a month, and should have a full physical examin.a.
tion at least once a year-not merely for the sake of their 
personal health-but to teach them how to use this work in 
stimulating health habits in "the grades. 

Through bird walks and botanical excursions they should 
be stimulated to become enthusiastically "out-of-door 
minded." Through well-planned school lunch and domestic 
science departments they should be taught what are nec
essary foods for children and to eat such foods themselves. 

Normal schools should develop and present a body of tech
nique dealing with motives and psychology of habit forma
tion, applicable to children of all grades. Prospective teach
ers should also be trained to make sim:ple tests for defects of 
the sense organs and even to recogruze the beginnings of 
common acute health disorders. They ~hould know and use 
the best health records available, and cooperate intelligently 
with the school physician and school nurse. 
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Tile fir8l rlefJ in any ~11-rounJed health program I! to weigh tire clrilJren once a 
monl1z anJ lraoe them record their r.Oeight3 on the C1au-Room Weight Record 

CHILDREN SHOULD BE WEIGHED 
MONTHLY 

BECAUSE-

The routine monthly weighing furnishes a motive for 
practicing ·health habits. Children who record their 
monthly gain on the Class-Room Weight Record, as 
indicated on the back inside cover of this book, can 
not fail to see the connection between normal gains and 
an observance of ttThe Rules of the Health Game." 
Children who desire to achieve the gold star which 
fudicatesthe attainment of normal weight for height are 
more willing to go to bed on time, to oqey the rules of 
cleanliness for skin, teeth, and bowels, and to observe 
all the other laws of health. 

In the case of the school child, as in the case of the baby, 
the weight and rate of increase form an accurate index 
to general .health. 

By sending to the home a monthly report of what the 
child weighs compared with what he ought to weigh, 
the community can be aroused to the need and 
value of thoroughgoing health work in the schools. 
including the services of school physician and school 
nurse. If your school is not equipped with scales, 
try to secure them through your school board, Parent
Teacher Association, the Red Cross, or other private 
organizations. 

As a last resort borrow scales. 
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7le ,..,{,. of tlze 1chool Jay 1ltould he 10 organiwl tlzal. it will ajforJ an oppor· 
tunitg for centinuou1 pradice i~ t.lze way1 of lzealtla 

THINGS EVERY TEACHER CAN DO 

SBJ: CAN S:JCE THAT-

A warm noon lunch is available for every child in her 
room. If a well-balanced school lunch is not possible, 
at least one hot dish, such as cocoa or soup, can be 
cooked by the children themselves, to supplement the 
cold lunch brought from home. 

The children wash their hands before eating their lunches 
and after visiting the toilets. 

The children spend the recess periods playing out of 
doors; that those who lack strength or confidence are 
encouraged, while exceptionally delicate children are 
given the opportunitY to lie down and rest. 

Every child is weighed and measured ~mce a month, and 
that he records his gain in weight on the Class-Room 
Weight Record. Use the interest so aroused to stimu
late observance of "The Rules of the Health Game," 
and to arouse community interest in getting an annual 
physical examination for every child by a competent 
physician. 
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It u the purpose of tlae play&ical examination to di&eooer a child'' •lront polnh. 
a coell a& /au latent t.oeaknuse.s and incrpirnt phy&lcal defecb, 10 tlzat /au 
/wJlJr relimrn may he clO&~lg adjwtul to /au intlloiJual nud& 

AN ANNUAL. PHYSICAL EXAMINATION 
In a good physical examination the physician takes note 

not only of the boy with defective teeth or the girl with dEr 
fective eyesight or weak heart, but he goes into the case of 
the indulged child, or the child with chronic constipation; 
who needs special direction as to diet and exercise, and the 
conscientious child who gets too little sleep because he is 
sitting up too late to do his home work. 
· In making physical examinations the following rules 
should be observed: · 

The physical examination should be _made at least once 
a year-:-twice a year if possible. This examination should 
P.recede promotion in grade; which might not be advisable 
if a child is much below par physically. · · 

The child should be stripped to the waist. 
One of the parents should be present, so that the exami

nation may partake of the nature of a conference between 
the pa_rent, the school physician, and the school nurse· or 
teacher. Many suggestions and bits of advice can then be 
given which would not be understood and might be resented 
by the parent under other conditions. 

A copy of the child's previous health record should be in 
the hands of the teacher to enable her to understand the 
child both physically and mentally. 

On graduation the child's complete health record should 
be considered in advising him regarding his life work. A 
physical examination should be passed before issuance of 
working papers. 
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The school lunch offers an opportunity for developing right food hahits and for 
applying knowledge ahoul foods 

THE SCHOOL LUNCH 
Good food habits are one of the most 1m.portant factors 

in promoting health, and all children should, as an essential 
part of their education, acquire a taste for essential foods, 
chief among which are milk, cereals, and green vegetables. 
The group spirit which may be developed in a school lunch 
helps many a child to overcome a fancied dislike. 

The teacher should correlate the school lunch closely with 
the other health work of the school, especially with domestic 
science and the annual physical examination and the routine 
monthly weighing of children; reinforce the child's interest 
in the school lunch· by his weight record, and give special 
advice and direction in the selection of school lunches to 
children who are underweight . 

Good spirits aid digestion. Then, let every child help 
make t he lunch room a place of cheer and pleasant table 
manners. Attractive health posters made in the drawing 
classes should be hung on the walls of the lunch room to 
drive home food facts at the psychological moment. 

The school lunch is an educational measure of prime 
importance, and it should not be operated for profit; although 
pupils should pay the cost of food materials. It has been 
proved that school lunches can, with careful management, 
be made to pay their own expenses. 
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Vigorow /ree play in tire open air is one o/ the most important health lrallib 
to be cullioalul 

HOW CAN YOU TEACH HEALTH~ 
. I. Am TO EsTABLISH HABITS-Do NOT BE SATISFIED 

MERELY TO IMPART INFORMATION ABOUT HYGIENE.-The 
essential health habits are as simple as they are important. ·. 
They are printed on the inside front cover of this book as 
the ~'Rules of the Health Game." From the kindergarten 
up, their daily practice constitutes the test of successful 
health teaching. 

II. MAKE THE CHILD DEsmE HEALTH-not for its own 
sake but as a condition of success in ·work and joy and play. 
Make the acquisition of health interesting and attractive. 
The price is self-control in eating and drinking, in work and 
play. The child who has learned to control himself in these 
physical matters has learned one of the most important 
lessons of life. . 

III. GET THE HEALTH PoiNT OF VIEw YoURSELF, and 
you. will see and grasp a score of opportunities every day 
for driving home health lessons. Health can not be taught 
from textbooks, or confined to any one lesson period. 

IV. MAKE YOUR HEALTH TEACmNG PosiTIVE RATHER 
THAN NEGATIVE.-Do not say: "If you forget to brush your 
teeth they will decay and you will have the toothache;" 
rather, "Brush your teeth regularly, so that you may enjoy 
the feeling of a clean mouth, and have sweet breath and a 
shining set of strong teeth." 

V. GIVE CREDIT ON THE MoN.rBLY REPORT CARD for the 
practice of health habits, and especially for perseverance in 
the face of adverse home conditions. 
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The morning health inspection is an I 
training in health. This should be jol~ 

OBSERVANCE OF HEALTH HABITS MUST 
To check up health habits, some form of morning health 

inspe~tion should be organized. This inspection may be a 
rapid review of the children by the teacher, or it may be one 
of the functions of a health club, in which the children are 
inspected by one of their own self-elected health officers. 
In t he latter case the school becomes a self-governing com
munity, and its officers have a position comparable to that of 
the health officers in t he larger community outside t he school 
walls. In a democracy there is much to be said for the idea 
of making children self -governing. 

The health teaching in every school should be progressive, 
from the kinderga1'ten up, and the methods by which habits 
are formed in the lower grades should be continued through 
the upper grades. The "Rules of the Health Game" should 
receive emphasis in every grade. But there should also be 
others added appropriate to the child's psychological devel
opment for every year of his school life. 
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~· o/ lA~ daily period allowed for formal 
~ to stimulate the chiltl' 8 desire for health 

lrEMATICALLY CHECKED UP EVERY DAY 
, · ·No hard and fast graded course can be formulated which 
will be suitable for all schools. The instruction will vary 
accord~ to the child's environment and interests-whether 
he lives m the city or country, in Massachusetts or Florida. 
The syllabus of the Boston Public Schools contains an excel
lent course, U;t which the habits to be emphasized in each 
~e are placed in columns parallel to the mstruction given 

. Jil that grade. 
f The morning health inspection, no matter by whom made, 
:. sho~d not be considered complete if it takes account only 
;, of such conditions as cleanliness of hands, teeth, and clothing. 
~ It should be supplemented by questions as to diet, hours of 
sleep, and exercise in the open air. Requiring parents to 
sigJ;l a weekly report to teachers, such as that developed by 
the Health Crusader movement, is a most valuable means 
of securing home cooperation. 

9F~THE HEALTH GAME" 
'-S ~FOR EVERY GRADE 
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Mornirzl inspection in 1M ~inJergarlen-Are you on 1M 1iJe o/ i.IJe totO or lA 
wJ/u poO Thou who lraJ milt /or lmaldad lrolJ up tlreir lrantb 

HEALTH TEACHING IN THE 
KINDERGARTEN 

The morning inspection, not only in the kindergarten but 
in all grades, should be. made an occasion of joy and interest 
and frequent surprises, to which children look forward with 
expectation. The songs and exercises of the morning greet
ing in the kindergarten may involve the showing of clean 
hands, clean teeth, clean clothing, and clean shoes. During 
the lunch period practical lessons may be given in cheerful, 
courteous table manners and in the careful protection of 
the milk and crackers. Personal habits which affect othem 
should receive attention from the very first, and the kinder
garten child should be taught how to use his handkerchief in 
coughing or sneezing and also to use individual drinking 
cups and towels. Fairy tales and ·other stories which con
vey health lessons in a delightful way may be told by the 
teacher and subsequently dramatized by the children. Aa & 

special treat, a Health Clown or a Health Fairy may visit 
the kindergarten. 
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TAu is the Way we muir ~, teeth. bruslr OW' tutlr. hrwh our leetlr-all on a 
Motulag momi1t1l 

FOOD TEACHING IN THE PRIMARY 
GRADES 

Singing games may be adapted to health purposes and 
used effectively to help establish right habits. 

However, something regarding food values should be 
taught from the very first, but this does not mean that such 
words need be used as "carbohydrates, " or "calories." 

This practical lesson was given in a rural school: 
"Oh, . but it's cold today! What do we need on cold 

days7" · · 
11 We need coal and wood to bum, to keep us warm." 
"Yes, and what kind of fuel do we need for our bodies to 

keep them warm and get up plenty of steam to make us go~'' 
"Oatmeal, eggs, bread and butter, and potatoes." 
The children of her class learned to call foods valuable 

chiefly for fuel and energy "go-materials." Proteins were 
called " building materials." The favorite simile for the 
human body was the automobile, and the vitamines were 
called simply "machine oils." · 

A lesson on green vegetables was given as follows : 
"For health and strength we must have iron in our blood. 

Where does iron come from~ " 
"Out of the ground." . 
"Can we dig it out of the ground and eat it~" 
"No." · 
"But vegetables send their roots down, down into the 

ground and get iron into their stems and leaves. How, 
then, can we get the iron' " 

" Why, eat the vegetables, of course." 
13 



"LoJy, this liUle hoy has no motllerl" -a dramalization hy the children of · 
one of the stories /rom "Cho Cho and the Health Fairy,, 

HEALTH CORRELATIONS WITH STUDIES 
IN INTERMEBIATE GRADES 

ENGLISH.-Have the children dramatize ·health stories 
which they have ·read, or let them make up their own plays 
and-lines. Have them write compositions or reproductions 
illustrating many applications of their health knowledge. 
Jingles and nursery rhymes may be parodied and given a 
health turn. 

"To market, to market, away with a rush; 
Home again, home again, with a tooth brush." 

(By J. S., age 8 years.) 

DRA WING.-Make health poSters illustrating such slogans 
as "The Milk way is the health way" or "An Apple a day 
keeps·the doctor away." 

Make illustrations of good and bad posture, and of beauti· 
ful human bodies. 

AmTHMETic.-Work out the comparative costs of dif· 
ferent kinds of foods and their relative food values. Com
pare the cost of raw foods and of cooked foods as sold at the 
school lunch counter and at public restaurants. Consider 
the cost and value of careful sanitary handling of foods. 

If you buy clean milk from a clean dairy at 17 cents a 
quart, and unsafe milk from a dirty dairy costs 15 cents a 
quart, how much do you pay a year for the sake of having 
safe milk' Is this form of health insurance worth while' 
Why1 

If John earns $25 a week, and he gets typhoid fever 
through dirty milk and has to give up his job for ten weeks, 
how much does he lose in salary alone on account of unsafe 
milk' 

14 



InsPection of a Jiary Jy a clau in citJia to see if the mil~ supply is prolecteJ 
in accorJance with the law of the city anJ Stale 

HEALTH CORRELATION IN THE UPPER 
GRADES 

· · Crvrcs.--Study the connection between personal and pub
lic health matters. Inspect bakeries, cold storage ware
houaes, meat markets, dairies, creameries, grocery stores, 
and other places where foods are prepared, sold, or stored, 
in order to find out whether they are being conducted in 
a.Ceord with the laws designed to protect the health of the 
public. Learn about different occupations and their effect 
on health, as an element in the wise choice of vocation. 
Learn what the Qovernment is doing and what it ought to 
do·to protect the health of workers in mines anq factories. 
Study and· discuss the campaigns in the· modern warfare 
against disease and premature death. Learn to know the 
lives of its great generals, like Pasteur, Walter Reed, Gorgas, 
Qr Trudeau. Learn how yellow fever was stamped out in 
Panama, and how the great fight against tuberculosis · is 
being waged to-day, and how everybody can have a share 
~ winning the great battle. 

GEOGRAPHY.--Study the home life, the food· habits, and 
the sanitary customs of other races in many lands, under 
differing conditions of climate and civilization. Compare 
·them with our own. Study food production and cost. 

HISTORY .-Emphasize the feats of strength and of en
durance of the savage Indians. Show how some great mil
itary leader depended for his success on steady nerves and a 
body hardened. Show the value of a strong body in the at 
tainment of success in business and politics. Tell how The
odore Roosevelt developed his body. 
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Tire nutrition class for untlmoelllzl clrilJren 

THE NUTRITION CLASS 
If the monthly weighing and measuring of the children hE 

e&refully carried . out, it will be found that there .is a largt 
percentage of children who are seriously underweight. Any 
child who is as much as 10 per cent below the normal weigh! 
for his height and age is to be classified as a malnourish~ 
child. To facilitate the intensive work which children of 
this group require, the nutrition cla.sa method has bee~ 
developed. '. 

It is the business of the nutrition class to discover the 
cause of undernourishment and to secure its removal. Often 
the simple correction of some physical defect is all that is 
needed. More often the cause is found in wrong habits of 
eating or sleeping or working or even of thinking. 

The nutrition class includes a small group of under· 
nourished children who meet weekly under the direction of a 
physician, nurse, dietitian, or specially trained teacher or 
social worker. The children's physical condition should 
always be closely supervised by a physicial). Weekly 
weight records are recorded on individual weight chaits and· 
causes of gain or failure to gain are explained to the entire 
class. Mothers should be present, so that the demonstrations 
of the weight charts and the leader's talks can secure the 
cool?eration of both :parents and children in forming health 
hab1ts and in correctmg physical defectR. 
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Tlae iiiulemourl&hed ·child h(l$ &mall rue roes of energy, is ~i[y tired out, and until 
· . he h(l$ huilt up hi& physical rueroes he needs frequent rut periods 

REST PERIODS FOR UNDERWEIGHT 
CHILDREN 

·. It ·requires no expensive apparatus to try the experiment 
o( introducing rest periods for underweight children into the . 
school routine. The gain in weight and energy which some 
children make will prove both astonishing and convincing. 
· · Some- schools use the gymnasium as a rest room. The 
children may use camp cots to lie on, or tP,ey may simply 
wrap up -in a blanket and lie flat on the floor. No pillows 
are needed. In some schools the principal sets aside one 
classroom as a rest room for certain periods, and the children 
simply roll up in blankets and lie on the floor. In one city 
school the children rest in the school yard, and the cots, 
when not in use, are piled in a corner of the yard by the 
janitor and covered with a canvas. In a one-room country 
sqhool the cots are kept in the woodshed, and during the 
warm weather the. children take their rest out of doors; in 
winter, .however, every normal child should be required to 
pla,y out of doors, while the underweight children roll up in 
pl,ailkets and lie on the school-room floor. 
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The uhoollunch may often educate a child' a parenb and effect an entire reor1a 
ud{on of the home life in order to make certain health uacntiala poasfhle 

THE SCHOOL - NURSE 

The weighing and measuring of children and annUl 
physical examinations are but first steps in school healt 
work-not the goal. The records gathered must be use< 
not pigeonholed, or their gathering will be only a publi 
nuisance, not a public benefit. 

To test the success of monthly weighing and annu8 
examinations, measure the effectiveness of the follow-u1 
work. Ask yourself to what extent the interest aro~ 
has been used-

To promote the formation of health habits in children; 
To secure the correction of physical defects; 
To educate the community to its health needs. 

Unless there is a good school nurse on the ground, whose 
business it is to see that the follow-up work is done, interest 
in health campaigns is ·likely to be spasmodic and compara
tively unfruitful. It is for this reason that a good school 
nurse constitutes the best health investment any community 
can make. If no other health work has been undertaken, 
a good nurse will set the ball rolling by organizing a demon· 
atration to awaken the community to its health needs. 

A good school nurse is the Health Teacher of children, 
school teachers, and parents. She is the connecting link 
between the school, the home, and the community. 
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·CHilDREN'S HYMN TO TilE FLAG 

Dear Fla!l, on thee we fix our hope 
That earili may yet be free, 
Give little children equal ecope 
And opportunity ! 

Where'er thy colore are unfurled 
Between the fartheet poles 
Give all the children of the world 
Strong bodies and strong souls! 

Let no child toil in mill or mine 
Or languish in a eluml 
Let school and play and health divine 
Our heritage become I 

Dear Flag, we long to serve thee well, 
Ohl shield us while we grow, 
In strength and wisdom we would dwell, 
Teach us the way to gol 

-Mas. FREDERICK PBTl!IBSON. 

Prepared for tire Bureau of Education hg Lucy Oppuz. under tire Jirtdlon of tire 
Child Healtlr Ort aniUII.ion of America 
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. FOREWORD 

The campaign for child health has given n ne"\1 

impetus to the school-lunch movement in America 

Teachers are beginning to regard the school lunch at 

a health project that should be given a significant plact 

in the curriculum. This authoritative presentation of 

the organization of school lunches is therefore recom

mended to teachers and all others working in the in

terest of child health. Before this bulletin was written 

a survey of school lunches in various parts of the 

country was made, and much of the information re

ceived is here included. 

It has not been possible, within the limits of one bul

letin, to discuss the administration of school lunch 

systems in large cities, as these involve problems re

quiring special consideration. 
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School Lunches and Health Education 

"So the Bird, whose IWIIe was Education, atarted on bia 
journey. He took hia brother Rumor with him to help teD 
the Teachers, becauae there were a great many Teachers te 
be told about the Childrena' Health." 

-Cho-Cho and the Health Fairy. 

THE school lunch is rapidly becoming a recognized 
part of our school system, and should therefore 
be established through the use ·of school funds, 

with the overhead expenses of conducting the lunch 
supplied from the same source. The day of the conces
sionaire is passing, and it can not pass too quickly, as 
it turns the lunch into a commercial enterprise, with 
the welfare of the children not the first and only con
sideration. No school lunch should be conducted at a 
profit. Even in the larger schools the receipts from 
the lunches should at the most only cover the cost of 
the raw food, of service, and other running expenses. 

A careful study of school-lunch problems should be 
made in every school starting such work, as it is of 
the greatest importance that the lunch should be de
veloped along the broadest pos;ible lines. The co
operation and interest of the entire community are 
necessary, and the interest of the school boys and girls 
themselves should be aroused and maintained in every 
conceivable way. Good organization is necessary for 
successful work. The problems of organization and 
administration are here discussed, while the food prob
lems themselves are not considered in detail. Valu
able references on diet are available, and a selected list 
of these is given on page 60 for the benefit of teachers 
.who wish to inform themselves in regard to all aspects 
of the . work. The krwwledge, the ~interest, and the 
enthusiasm of the teacher will determine the success 
of the undertaking. 
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Happiness 
aids digestion 

The lunch work should be a vital part of the health 
teaching in every school. The children who stay at 
school for lunch need hot food at the noon hour, but 
that is not all. An excellent opportunity is offered for 
instruction and training in right food habits, and 
teachers should take advantage of this to the fullest 
extent possible. The lunch at school should never be
come a perfunctory matter. It is not just a question 
of providing food, but is a means of teaching the boys 
and girls to eat in the right way the foods that are 
good for them. 

Through the school lunch teachers may work very 
closely with the homes of the community and should 
know something of home conditions in their own dis
tricts. Common errors in the feeding of children are 
frequently revealed when teachers secure the interest 
and cooperation of the mothers. 

The children may not be drinking their pint of 
milk a day. 

Some children may come breakfastless to school. 
In some homes the bowl of breakfast cereal may 

not be given its share of attention. 
The diet may be lacking in vegetables. 
Other children may be given tea and coffee freely 

and may be allowed to eat too much meat and 
pastry. 

Tnct and patience in securing the interest of both 
mothers and children will gradually correct these 
errors, and better conditions of nutrition will 'i:!e estab
lished. 

The knowledge of home conditions is particularly 
important among foreign-born families, who usually 
do not know how to adapt their national food habits to 
American conditions. We know comparatively little 
about the various national dishes and their preparation 
and we do not yet realize how these foreign dishes may · 
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contribute to our own dietaries. Miss Bertha Wood, 
of the Boston Dispensary Food Clinic, who has recently 
made an inYestigation of the diets of foreign-born 
families, feels very strongly that such studies are neces
sary in helping foreign .... born mothers with their food 
problems. Where there is a fair representation of cer
tain nationalities among the pupils, some of their na
tion'\} dishes should be ser,·ecl at school from time to 
time. It will please and interest both parents and chil
dren, and the former will be eager to supply recipes 
and information ns to the preparation of the dishes. 

Teachers need not be afraid of teaching food values." 
Calories, proteins, . carbohydrates, and "vitamines" 
may be new terms for the children, but they can easily 
be made interesting ones. Lessons should be graphic 
and should appeal to the imagination. Posters, pic
tures, songs, and stories .should be used freely. The 
Child Health Organization publishes some attractively 
illustrated booklets and bulletins which are a delight to 
all children. In Nebraska a physiology play let, "How 
Joe's Lunch Disappeared," is sent out to the boys' and 
girls' clubs with the suggestion that the clubs use it as 
o. part of their Achievement Day program, and other 
State colleges send out literature which will interest 
the children. 

Principals of schools can do much in promoting an 
interest in food and diet throughout the school by in
cluding this subject in their talks at assembly periods. 
Where household science is taught, qujte often only the 
girls receive instruction in food values and in diet. 
Both boys and girls n~ed this, and the boys as well as 
the girls should take an active part in assisting with 
the lunch work. 

Proba:bly one of the most difficult things to accom
plish is to persuade children to eat and like the foods 
which are best for them. Through mistaken kindness, 
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ignorance, or carelessness on the part of the homE 
people they acquire likes and dislikes which become so 
firmly established with them that they seem at times 
impossible to change. It is most important that all 
foods served at school should be appetizing and at
tractive. In order to tempt the children to acquire a 
taste for vegetables, a resort to " camouflage" is some
times necessary. The taste is more easily acquired 
through the use of full-flavored cream soups and purees 
instead of through the use of Yegetables in more ob
vious forms. As stated above, a friendly cooperation 
with the parents should be carried on, as children must 
be impressed with the importance of eating the same 
types of food at home. · 

Special Nutrition Work /or 
Undernourished Children 

THIS is a problem closely related to, and, indeed, 
often a part of, the school lunch. Reports show 
that in some places hot lunches have been started 

to relieve conditions o£ malnutrition. One report states: 
Among 184 children who were measured and weighed, 174 

were 2 pounds or more under normal weight. These, in most 
cases, reported a diet of bread, macaroni, tea, coffee, and little 
or no milk. A bot lunch was started by the local borne eco
nomics committee, the farm bureau having appropriated $100 
toward equipment. 

This work should be carried on just as actively in 
the rural schools as in towns and cities, as investiga
tions show a higher percentage of malnutrition among 
country children. Statistics concerning health defects 
of school children show a percentage in malnutrition 
of 16.6 for country children, compared with 7.65 for 
city children. These statistics are based on the re-
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ports of over half a million children, and are published 
by the National Council of the Education Association 
and of the American Medical Association. All school
lunch work should be an important factor in reducing 
malnutrition, but special attention should undoubtedly 
be given to children whO' are seriously undernourished. 
The intelligent interest and cooperation of the parents 
nre necessary here also, and expert aid and advice are 
essential. The work may be carried on under the 
supervision of the doctor and the school nurse. The 
following are some useful references on the conducting 
of nutritional classes: 

How to Conduct a Nutrition Class. Charles Hendee Smitb, 
M. D.-child Health Organization, 156 Fifth Avenu.e, New 
York, N. Y. 11 cents. 

Nutrition Clinics anu Classes. Frank A. M:anny.-Nutrltion 
Clinics for Delicate Children, 44 Dwight Stl·eet, Boston, 
Mass. 10 cents. 

Class Methods in Dietetic and Hygle.ntc Treatment of Dell
cote Children in Pediatrics. W. R. P. Emerson, M. D.
Nutrition Clinics for Delicate Children, 44 Dwight Street, 
Boston, Mass. 10 cents. 

Standardized Physical Examination. W. R. P. Emerson, 
M. D.-Nutrition Clinics for Delicate Chlldren, 44 Dwight 
Street, Boston, 1\Iass. 10 cents. 

The Social Aspects of the School Lunch 

THE eating of food has a social as well as a physio
logical aspect. The lunch hour at school may be 
made a cheery, orderly hour for the pupils; and, 

without unnecessary restraint, good deportment and 
tab~e manners may be maintained. A visit to some 
schools during the lunch hour will convince one of the 
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importance of this. The room should be left in good 
order by the pupils, and dropping lunch papers or food 
on the floor, leaving these on the tables, or throwing 
them at instead of in the waste receptacles, need not 
be tolerated. Teaching pupils or.derly habits and re
spect for school property is, irtdeed, an important fac
tor in training for citizenship. One consolidated rural 
school reports: 

Through the school lunch we are trying to find a means oC 
helping our community and shall feel, when it becomes a me~e 

mechanical process, that we have lost sight of one of our vital 
alms. We have already found it our greatest factor in soclaliz.. 
ing a school whose work was entirely apart from the children's 
interests. · 

The decorations and furnishings of the lunch room 
should be as attractive as possible, with surface fin
ishes that are easily cared for. Plants and flowers add 
much and can be obtained in various ways. 

The school lunch offers a rare opportunity for sound, 
. spontaneous correlation of the nutrition and health 
work with other school subjects. The simple account 
keeping, in connection with the lunch, presents good 
problems in arithmetic. Applications to geography · 
are very obvious when we consider the distribution of . 
foodstuffs, and posters provide splendid scope for the 
~~- . . . 

Hygiene teaching should function very actively dur
ing the lunch hour, much moPe than it now does. 
Much difficulty is experienced in maintaining satisfac
tory standards in personal hygiene, as provisions for 
washing the hands are limited a~d in many cases en
tirely lacking, even in some city schools. In some of · 
the more remote country districts all water used at the 
schools has to be carried there, sometimes from quite 
a distance. Naturally this water will not be used, to 
any great extent, for washing hands, and very little will 
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be available for washing lunch dishes. Some schools 
report that only flagrant cases of lack of cleanliness 
are given attention. From the Los Angeles elementary 
schools comes this encouraging report: " The ~achers 
insist on all hands being washed before entrance to 

, lunch counter; this is closely watched." 

Securing Funds for the School Lunch 

THE entire community should be brought to realize 
the value of the school lunch and of its possible 
far-reaching influence. Difficulty is sometimes 

experienced in securing funds for establishing a school 
lunch. This difficulty will very soon disappear, how
ever, as the school lunch is rapidly coming to be con
sidered a part of the regular school work. At present, 
funds for equipment and other initial e~"Penses are not 
always supplied by the board of education. Various · 
means of securing these have been adopted. Entertain
ments and "showers" have been given, and the inter
est of local organizations is frequently gained. The 

. Parent-Teacher Association has made many o. school 
lunch possible, and school lunch associations have 
financed and organized this work. in a number of cities, 
the aim, no doubt, being to demonstrate the educational 
value of the work and so have the board of education 
eventually -assume the responsibility. Promoting the 
work in this way has its advantages, as it may gain the 
sympathy and interest of a larger number of people in 
the community, and so be more of a community activity 
than if it were first established by the school author
ities. Ultimately the school lunch should be under the 
direction of the school authorities, and all overhead 
expenses should be supplied from school funds. 
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Supplying Lunches to Poorer Childre1 

PUPILS who can not afford to pay for the luncl 
at school should ·be especially considered. These 
cases should be investigated and it should not b1 

merely a question of "free-feeding." H ere the schoo: 
nurse, as well as "home visitors and other social-servic( 
workers, plays a most important part, as she is ablt 
to form the link between the school and the home. 
Reports show that in some schools these children are 
allowed to earn their lunch by assisting in the lunch
room. This is a good I.Ilethod if other children also 
assist, as otherwise it singles out the poor children and 
makes them objects of charity. If special financial 
provision is made for these children and they can be 
given checks entirely unlcnO'W/1, to the otlwr cM:Ul?·en, 
it would seem to be one solution of the problem. This 
appears to be a legitimate school expense, although it is 
frequently provided for through private philanthropy. 

School Lunches tn Rural Schools 

I T is encouraging to find that hot lunches are being 
rapidly established in rural schools. Where no hot 
lunch is provided, the children taking their lunch 

are usually unsupervised at the noon hour, and have 
the liberty to eat it where and how they choose. There 
is great temptation to bolt the food and to get to games 
quickly, and the shy, diffident children may be left to 
eat their lunch in solitude. The serving of even one 
hot dish, therefore, is of great value, as it gathers the 
children together to take lnnch under more healthful 
conditions. 
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· As there is a greater tendency to malnutrition among 
the country children, as· compared with those in towns 
and cities (see p. 9), any help in selecting a better 
diet is of the most vital importance. The box lunch 
may well form a basis for this. One report states that 
"The lunch is commonly carried without wrappings 
of any kind, where it acquires the taste of tin; often it 
is wrapped in newspaper and gets. the added flavor of 
paper and ink." A teacher in a North Dakota school 
reports that " Quite often in cold weather the lunch 
brought from home is frozen. When opened it is fre
quently founn to contain cold pancakes, salt pork, cold 
potatoes, pie, and a hottle of cold tea or coffee," all of 
these foods except the potatoes (and we may include 
cold ones) having a very poor reputation in a diet for 
children. 

For the box lunch, sandwiches are the great staple, 
easily portable and generally liked. Instead of the tra
ditional slice of roast beef or ham, from which there 
is sometimes no variation, nutritious and appetizing 
fillings may be made from cottage cheese, chopped 
raisins, figs, dates, nuts, celery, eggs, or meat, which 
for spreading may be mixed with a little mild salad 
dressing, cream, or milk. Fruit is easily carried, and is 
an excellent supplement for the sandwich. A sweet of 
some kind may· be included, such as gingerbread or 
plain cake with raisins, made into muffin form for easy 
packing; baked custard, jellied prunes, or figs in cups. 
A tomato and celery in season add variety. The lunch 
should be simple, as the busy mother must be consid
ered, and nothing should be added that will crush 
easily in packing. The regulation tin lunch box, with 
handle, is the best container, and paraffin paper is indis
pensable for wrapping the food and keeping each kind 
separate. In extremely cold weather the food is more 
protected agai nst frost by lining the box with several 
layers of wrapping paper. 
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Demonstrations in suitable materials for the lunch 
box and in the packing of these may be given. wit~ 
success. In many parts of the country the school au
thorities allow the home demonstration agents to go 
to the schools and demonstrate lunches and suitable 
daily dietaries to parents and children. The results 
more than justify the plan. Many reports, however, 
state that no instruction whatever has as yet been given 
in regard to suitable diet or to the preparation of the 
box lunch. 

Many rural school teachers, through lack of any spe
cialized training or experience, find it difficult to assist 
in improving nutrition conditions or to establish a 
hot lunch. Bulletins on school lunches and on nutri
tion may be obtained from the United States Bureau of 
Education, United States Department of Agriculture 
(through the Superintendent of Documents, Govern
ment Printing Office, Washington, D. C.), and from 
the various State colleges, through the cooperative ex
tension service in agriculture and home economics. In 
a number of States, the promotion of school lunch work 
is one of the projects of the boys' and girls' clubs, or
,ganizecl by the extension service, and this has proved 
to be an excellent way in which to develop interest in · 
the school lunch. In some States a school lunch special
ist is i11 charge of tllis phase of the . extension work. 
The cooperation of the county superintendent is usually 
secured before the lunch work is started in a county, 
and schoolluncl:t exhibits are taken to county institutes. 
In other schools the teachers and mothers cooperating 
supervise the lunch work. The closer this cooperation 
the more successful the lunch will be. 

One of the problems of the hot-lunch work is how 
to do it in a way that will not add greatly to the already 
heavy burden of the teacher. The Extension Service 
in Nebraska, Ohio, Oregon, and New York State sends 
out very complete directions for the organization o£ 

Raising home standards 
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the work, inc1uding. necessary equipment, division of 
work 'UDOng the pupils, methods of Work, preparation 
of food, and bookkeeping. Other States also do this. 

Equipment.-This may be very simple if only one 
hot dish is served. The following list is given as o. 
very complete one for sen·ing 24 pupils, but a simpler 
one may well be used in starting the work. The pupils 
may · contribute the individual soup bowl, cup, and 
spoon, but a uniform set of these bought for the pur 
pose will, of course, prove more satisfactory. A 
double boiler is a convenience but is expensive, and one 
may be improvised by setting the smaller saucepan 
inside the soup kettle, if the latter is not being used at 
the same time. Present prices for enamel ware are 
quoted as this is cheaper, but aluminum will prove a. 
better investment if sufficient funds are available. This 
equipment may be stored with the supplies in a. corner 
cupboard or in a low cupboard made from a packing 
box. The top may then serve as a table, if varnished 
or covered with white oilcloth. A drop shelf attached 
to a side wall has been used to advantage as a work
table. One supervisor had a special cupboard designed, 
into the lower part of which the oil stove and portable 
oven fitted, and in one side of the upper part the sup
plies were stored, in the other the equipment. In some 
schools the pupils carry their own dishes back and for
ward each day, but this is a poor practice, as they may 
forget these at any time. 

Equipment for a One-Room Rural School 
CKAY EXA:UEL WARE. COlt. 

1 soup kettle, 8-quart-------------------------------------- $2. 00 
1 saucepan, 6-QuorL----- ----- ---------- - - ----------------- l. 75 1 ladle, No. !iO____________________________________________ . 45 
1 water poll, 12-quort- ------------------ ---------- --------- 1. 50 
1 -p dlsb_______________________________________________ . 45 
1 double boUer (lt poalble), 6-quart---------- - - - - -- - ------ - · :1. 00 
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TIN AND WIRE WARE. 
· Coal 

2 dish pans, 14.quart, heavy tin, at $1.50-- ------ - - - --------- - $3.00 
1 milk can, !-gallon, covered- - - - - - - --- - - - ------- ---- ----- - - - 1, 50 
1 sieve, with masher---- ---------- - - ------ ----------------- . 5n 
1 measuring cup, !-pint---- - - ----- - - - ---- - --------- - - - ----- . 20 
1 quart measure---- ------- - - -------------- --- ------ --- - --- .40 
1 Dover beater, large size ______ ·----- -- - - --- - - - -- - ------- --- . 30 

CUTLJ>RY, WHITt~ METAL. 

2 teaspoons, at 14 cents-- ------- ---------- - ------- - - ---- --- . 28 
2 tablespoons, at 23 cents-- -------- - ------ - ---- - - - ----- --- . 46 
2 dozen teaspoons (or dessert spoons), " nickel silver," at $1.10- 2. 20 

) IISCELUNEOOS. 

1 oil stove, blue flame, 2-burner--- --- --------- - --- - -------- 18.75 
2 pairs aluminum salt and peppers, at 25 cents--- ------ ------ . 50 
1 can opener----------- - - --- - - ------- - ------------------ - .• 25 
2 asbestos mats, at 15 cents---- ----------- ------- --- ------- . 30 
2 vegetable brushes, at 5 cents--- --- - ------------ --- - - --.---- . 10 
2 wooden 8poons, 18-lnch, at 12 cents ______ :_________ _____ ___ _ . 24 

2 paring knives, at 25 cents--- --- - --------------- - --------- - . 60 

CHINA, VIT.RIII'IED, SE~!IPORCEL.US. 

2 dozen cups or mngs, at $2.50 ____ _:___________________ ___ ___ 5. 00 
2 dozen saucers (optional), at $1.40--------- ------- ---- ---- - 2. 80 
2 dozen soup bowls, 5)-lnch (or the cups may be used !or soup), 

at $3-- ---------- ----------- - ------ - -------- --- ----- - - - 6. 00 

TOWET.!NG. 

(All pieces should be hemmed.) 

3 dishcloths, red stripe, 1-yard---------------------- ------ - - . 40 
8 scrub cloths, blue stripe, !;-yard--------------- - ------- ----- . 40 
6 dish towels, 1-yard--------- ----------- ----- --- - ------- - -- 1. 50 

Containers for staple supplies are necessary ; empty tins, secured 
from homes in the district, mny be used. A supply of paper hand 
towels is recommended, and wash basins a~e a necessity. 

Supplies.-The furnishing of supplies is a problem 
which will be solved according to the special conditions 
in each community. Staple supplies, such as cocoa, 
sugar, flour, and seasonings, may be stored at school. 
Many reports state that the perishable supplies are sent 
from the various homes. This sending in of supplies 
should be systematized, families taking turns according 
to tb:e number of their children having lunch at school. 
In some schools the children bring individual supplies 
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each day, but this means a tedious routine of daily 
attention to a small matter. In a district where all 
supplies can be bought, parents sometimes prefer to 
ho.ve the children bring the money and have the sup
plies bought by the pupils who are in charge for the 
week. 

Whatever system of furnishing supplies is used, an 
account of the daily cost of the lunch should be kept. 
A price list of the staple supplies should be available 
for reference, and children bringing in perishable foods 
may be given credit for these at prevailing m&.rket 
prices. In this wny a record of the per capita cost of 
the lunch is obtained whether the children bring money 
for it or not. 

Division of work.- The children, both boys and girls, 
large enough to work may be arranged in groups or 
committees of four or six, each committee taking the 
work in turn for a given time. In a committee of six, 
two may prepare the lunch, two prepare the table or 
desks for the meal, and two wash the dishes, the duties 
to rotate among the members of the group. These 
duties may be · outlined in detail on sheets or cards 
and the directions so carefully worked out that little 

, verbal instruction is necessary after the pupils have 
studied the sheets assigned to them. This plan re
lieves the teacher from much detailed work and teaches 
the children to work together, and to look upon the 
lunch as their own project. The teacher will, of course, 
supervise the work and see that good housekeeping is 
done. 

The menu.-Teachers find that the chief desire of 
the children is to have something hot and something 
liquid. Cream of vegetable soups and purees have 
many variations and have the advantage of combining 
milk and vegetables in mi appetizing way. Cocoa 
is easily prepared. Instead of having the children 
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bring hard-boiled eggs in their boxes, it is much better 
to prepare soft-cooked eggs at school. If the children 
have acquired a decided taste for vegetables, they may 
be served in more obvious forms, such as in creamed 
and scalloped dishes, and one teacher reports that care
fully cooked prunes and figs have become popular 
dishes. Poor cooking will create a bad reputation for 
any food. A small oven for one burner of the stove 
will make baked dishes possible. Baked apples, baked 
custard, and scalloped dishes a.re easily prepared and 
add interest and variety to the lunch. Recipes for a 
given number of servings should be prepared on 
sheets or cards, and these may be gone over very care
fully by the teacher and the committee each week. All 
plans should be made at least one week ahead. 

Serving.-The lunch may be served cafeteria style, 
each pupil passing before the serving table to receive 
the prepared dish. If there is room, a table may be set 
up, even in the aisle, with the children sitting at their 
desks; otherwise the lunch may be served at each desk. 
Paper napkins may be used under the lunches, or cir· 
cles of oilcloth stenciled with an attractive design in 
oil paint are a delight to the children. These will last 
a long time if wiped off carefully after being used. If 
possible, the teacher should stay for lunch, and with 
tact and kindliness control table manners and courtesies, 
and develop a lively, happy interest in the lunch hour. 

Clearing away.-Dishwashing and clearing away 
afterwa.rds offer good lessons in sanitation and genenl 
cleanliness. Those cooking and clearing away should 
wear aprons, and the committee for the week should 
look after the weekly laundering of the towels. Dish
cloths and towels, however, should be well washed each 
day and hung out to dry. Disk mops shouU be 
avoided. It will be noted that scrub cloths are included 
in the equipment. This is to a~oid the possible use of 
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the dishcloth for wiping off tables, chairs, and dusty 
· surfaces, a most insanitary practice and a frequent one! 
The oil stove needs careful attention, as the wicks must 
be kept trimmed and clean to preserve a smokeless 
flame. The room should be kept neat and clean and 
should be well aired, to clear away any lingering odors 
of cooking. 

The Hot Lunch tn Consolidated Schools 

THIS is a very similar problem· to that in the one
room rural school. Supplies are obtained much 
in the same way, the menu is similar as well as 

arrangements for serving and clea-ring away. The divi
sion o£ the work will be a little more complicated, as 
larger numbers are taking lunch, and additions to the 
equipment will be necessary. 

EQIDPMENT FOR A. CONSOLIDATED SCHOOL SERVING 50 
PUPILS. 

GRIIY ENAMEL WARII. 

1 f!OUp kettle, 16-quart------------------------------------ - $4. 50 
1 saucepan, 12-quarL-------- ------------------------------ 3. 25 
1 ladle, No. 60----------- ---- --- ------------------------ -- . 45 
2 water palls, 12-quart, at $1.50 ...... --- ----------------------- 3. 00 
1 soap dlsb____________________ ___________________________ . 45 
1 double boller (It possible) , 12-quarL-------- ------------ --- 4. 25 

TIN AND WIRE WARII. 

4 dishpans, 14-quart, heavy tin, at $1.50------ --------------- 6. oo 
2 milk cnns, covered, 1-gallon, nt $1.50------------- ---- ------ 3. 00 
1 sieve, with mnsber------ ------ - -- -- - --- ----- - --------- --- . 50 
2mensuring cups, ~-pint, at 20 cents---- ------ ------------ --- . 40 
1 quart measure----------------- ------------- - ------------- . 40 
1 Improved Dover beate1·, large size-------------------- ------ . 30 

8 teaspoons, at 14 cents-- - --- ----- - --- ------------- -------- . 42 
3 tablespoons, at 23 cents--------------- - ------------------- . 69 
4~ dozen teaspoons (o1· dessert spoons), "nickel silver," nt $1.10. 4. 95 
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MISCIILLANlDOUS. 

1 on stove, blue-tlame, 3-burner----- - - ------------- ---------$30. 00 
4 pairs aluminum salt and peppers, nt 25 cents- - ------ - ------ 1. 00 
1 cau opener--- ---- --------------------------------------- . ~ 
3 asbestos mats, nt 15 cents----- -------------------- - ----- . 45 
2 vegetable brushes, at 5 cents--- ------ --- ------ ------------ .10 
2 wooden spoons, 18-lnch, at 12 eents------- ------ ------ ----- . 24 
3 paring knives, at 25 centS------------------ ---------- --- -- . 75 

CHINA, VITRII'JJI)D. SIJMIPOSCELAIN. 

2l dozen cups or mugs, at $2.50--- --- ---------- -------- --:--- 6. 25 
2~ dozen saucers (optional), at $1.40--------------------- - - - 3. 50 
2~ dozen bowls (or the cups may be used), at $3-------------- - 7.6Q 

TOWEL! NO. 

(All pieces should be hemmed.) 

4 dishcloths, red stripe, !·ynrd______________________________ • 50 
4 scrub cloths, blue stripe, ! ·yard--- ------------ ---- ---- - ---- . 50 
8 dish towels, 1-yard------------ - --- ---------------------- 2. 00 

Containers for staple supplies are also necessary. Empty cane, 
secured from homes in the district, are adequate. A supply of paper 
hand towels is recommended. Washbasins are also a necessity. 

Division of work.-Reports show that in many con· 
solidated schools the teachers have taken a large part of 
the responsibility for preparing the lunch, with the aid 
of the pupils. There are, however, schools where a paid 
worker is employed. Where the number taking lunch is 
large, this latter plan is almost necessary, as both pupils 
and teacher may find this additional work too great a 
burden to carry. This does not mean that the pupils 
will not help with the lunch. Plans may be made so 
that they may assist with each part of it, much in the 
same way as when no paid worker is emp~yed. 

In those States where the laws require that every 
seventh and eighth grade be taught some phase of home 
.economics work the home economics teacher may super· 
vise the lunch, provided that her class work takes up 
only part of. her day. If cooking is taught, this helps 
to solve the problem of equipment. Frequently the 
work may bo done in the classes. but care must be taken 
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not to sacrifice the class work to the preparation of ths 
lunch. 

A grade teacher reports-

I have the third, sixth, and eighth grades in my room and 
they serve for the entire school, always having n.n eighth-grade 
pupil, either boy or girl, as chairman. Each Friday I appoi.nt 

' three cooks, who do the cooki.ng for the coming week. The 
chairman is responsible for the cooking and order in the kitchen. 
It l.s an honor to be on the cooking force. One of the smaller 
boys acts as chair monitor each week, when his business Is to 
place the chairs around the table. 

In this school the mothers take turns in sending in 
the perishable supplies. Menus are made out . three 
weeks ahead, and each mother is sent a card, which 
gives her day for furnishing supplies and the list of 
supplies necessary. 

From another school comes this report: 

Our problem here was to establish an Immediate means of 
relief for conditions showing malnutrition among the chlldren. 
A. group of pupils from the four upper grades plan the working 
scheme, schedules, menus, and elect the special workers. All 
work is referred to them and they dellght in bearing the re
sponsibility. They may at any time make suggestions for the 
lunch hour, and a recent one . was that we have music during 
the hour. 

As in the smaller mral school, in dividing the work 
duties should be outlined in detail on cards or sheets 
and directions so standardized that they may be passed 
on to the group each week with very few instructions. 
(See p.l7.) This is part of any good organization and 
relieves the teacher of detailed instruction and constant 
supervlSlon. Recipes for given numbers should also 
be carefully worked out on cards. In no case is it wise 
to have the teachers do the work and take entire charge 
of the lunch. The boys and girls will be more inter
ested i:f it is worked out as their own project. 
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A happy, 
sociable 
lunch 
hour 

Se'IWing.-If classrooms are used for eating tne lunch, 
the pupils may gather in one classroom large enough to 
comfortably accommodate all those taking lunch. In 
one school visited tables were set up in the corridor, 
which was quite wide enough and served the purpose 
very well. Quite frequently an assembly or playroom 
is available. Whatever arrangements are made, the · 
pupils should eat in comfort at tables or desks set up 
in an orderly way .. 

Where larger numbers are served there may be a 
tendency to disorderliness, and there should be super
vision of a kind that controls this and that develops 
a happy, sociable lunch hour. In many schools the 
pupils are required to remain at table 20 minutes at 
least. This should reduce the temptation to "bolt" 
food and hurry off to play. · 

Bookkeeping.-When supplies are bought and the 
lunch is paid for by the ir~dividual pupil, a different 
system of account keeping is necessary. Tlie cost of 
each dish served is computed, the number of portions it 
served noted, and the cost of each portion found. A 
small margin will have to be allowed for the cost of 
soap, oil for stove, and other small items of expense. 
If a worker is paid out of the receipts from the lunch, 
this must, of course, be added to the total selling cost 
of the dishes. The following simple record sheet for 
bookkeeping is then adequate: 

Disbursements. 

Date. Items. Receipts. 1---.--.----
Food. Labor. Other supplle!. 

Total ... . .......... .. ..... .. .. . . .. . .. ....... ==1--- ----- ......... .. .... . 
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In this way the exact distribution of expenses is easily 
seen, and the selling price of each portion readily com
puted. Care should be taken that the same number of 
portions are always secured from a. given recipe; a. 
standard serving should therefore · be worked out. 
These principles are applicable to a. lunchroom of any 
size, if the lunch must be self-supporting, a.s far a.s 
labor, raw food, and other supplies (fuel, soap, etc.) 
are concerned. The receipts from the lunch are rarely 
expected to cover any other expenses, except such ones 
as la~dry and ice. This bookkeeping should be done 
by the pupils, a.S it is an excellent training in arithmetic 
and account keeping, and may be for them the begin
ning of an interest in the home budget and expense 
account, as well as an education in thrift. 

The E I em en t a ry Schoo I Lunch 

I N a. number of cities the lunches in the elementary 
schools have been started by one of the city organi
zations or by a group of citizens devoted to the best 

interests of education. In Indianapolis a School Lunch 
Association has recently been organized, the aim of 
which is to make school lunches permanent · in all the 
grade schools of the city. The director is a woman with 
a home economics t raining. Plans have been made to 
serve a mid-morning meal, at that part of the d1ty 
which, for so many children, is the " hungry hour." 
St. Louis has a Children's Lunch Association, and 
Louisville now has a lunch established in 27 grade 
schools of the city, as a regular part of the school sys
tem. In Louisville the two directors of the lunch de
partment have the same rank in the school system as 
those of any other special division, and the lunch serv-
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Equipment 

ice is considered an important factor in the health teach
ing. The lunch here is a simple mid-morning one, as 
Louisville has the single session system with two short 
recesses. In some schools provision is mane for serv
ing milk at school, and this plan is of value, even 
though no other lunch work is done. 

Equipment.-The equipment should be carefully se
lected with a view to the needs of the school. The fol
lowing equipment list is given as suitable for serving 
250·pupils, and may be modified to suit particular needs 
and numbers. The work may be started with simpler 
equipment than this, and additions made from time to 
time as the work develops and funds are provided. 

EQUIPMENT FOR AN ELEMENTARY SCHOOL LUNCH SERVING 
250 PUPILS. 

L&RGII IDQOIPKilNT. 

1 range, 8-biJl'ller gas; 2 ovens; blgh abe1L------------ -- $22(}. 00 
1 gas beater and boiler (It no other supply of bot water) ---
1 cupboard, wltb removable wire sbelves. for bread, etc. (spe-cial order) __ ___: _______________________________ _ 

1 cook's table, ash top, or zinc covered, 6 by 8 feet; drawers 

and &belt ~OW----------------------------------
1 '1\·ork table, 5 by 2i feet; ash top or zinc covered------ ----
1 refrigerator, galvanized-iron lining, tile ftoor ____________ _ 
1 alnk, 48 by 3(} by 18 Inches; galvanized iron ; two compnrt-

45.00 
20.00 
80.00 

mP.nta, each w ith drain boards, 36 by 24 lncbeB------- -- 58. 00 
1 towel rack, 8-screen ___ _..__________________ ----------- 3. 00 1 

BlLo\LL IDQO IP){IINT. 

1 bread sllcer------------ ------------------------- ---- 22.50 
1 meat grinder, large size-- ----------------------- ------ 7. 00 
1 double boiler, agate, 8-quart---- ------- --------------- - 4. 60 
1 double holler, ret!nned steel, 12-quart---- ---------- - - - - - 8.10 
1 donble bo!ler, ret!nned steel, 16-qunrL--- - ---- ---- ------ 9. 90 
1 double boiler, ret!nned steel, 24-quarL-- - --------------- 12.60 
1 stock pot, ret!nned steel, 40-quarL-------------------- 15. 00 
1 stock pot, ret!nned steel, 116-quart------------------ - --- 24. 35 
1 stock pot, retinned steel, 25-qunrt-------------- - ------- 13. 35 
1 stew pan, retlnned steel, 12-quarL------- ------ -------- 10. 40 
1 scale; table; platform------- - ------------------- - ---- 10. 50 
2 garbage cans, galvanized tiD, large slze, at $G.GO_________ 13. 20 

12 cans, for kltcben supplies; empty Un lard cnns, from r. 
to 25 pounds--------- ------------------ --- --------

2 pnlls, agate, 14-quart, nt $1.50-------------------- ----- 3. 00 
0 bowls, 12-!Dcb, wblte agate, at $1.10----- ----- ------- - -- 6. 60 
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2 d!Jbpane, heavy till, 17-quart. at $2.50----------------- -
1 mlxiDr bowl, retlllned steel, 7-quarL-------------------
1 eaubl pan, 18-lnch, sheet lroD------------ ------ --------
1 tlour sl!ter, tiD---------------- --- --- - -----~------- --
6 IDinDg bowie ; crockery i nest 8-18 IDcbe&---------------
8 wooden IIP()ODS, 18-lnch, for stirring, nt 12 ct>nt&--------- -
1 work board, wood, 24 by 20 Inches ____________________ _ 
1 measure, tin, 1-gallon ____________________________ ~---

1 measure, tin, 1-quarL--------------------------- -----1 rrater, cylinder ___________ .:. ________________________ _ 
1 colander, 12·1Dcb, enamel wo.re __________ :_ _____________ _ 

1 Dover beater, lnrre slze---------------- ------- --- ----
1 spice tray, japanned, 6 can•----------------------------
1 salt box, wooueD------------ -------------------------
1 pair salt and peppers, kitchen size, nlumlnllm------------
1 puree sieve, with masher------ ------------------------
2 acrub pall&, galvanized tiD, 12-quart, !It $L- - ------------
1 chopping bowl, wooden, 16-lnch------------------- - - ---
1 potato masher, wire, large size ________________________ _ 

6 baking pans, agate, 22 by 14 Inches, at $1.25-------------
8 muJIIn pans, heavy tin, 12 to a pan, at 95 cents----------
2 measuring cups, tin, ;-pint, at 20 cent•----·- -------------
2 ladles, i -plnt, retlnned steel, nt 45 cents- ----------------
2 aervlng spoons, 13-lnch, aluminum, at 65 cents __________ _ 
1 Lee-cream server, nlc.keL------------ ------------------
8 pitchers, agate, 1·gnllon, at $1.85----------------------
2 can openers, "Ncversllp,'' at 25 centB-------------------
1 lemon reamer, glass, Juice rlm..-------------------------
8 asbestos mats, at 15 cents------------ ----------------

12 trays, 24 by 18 Inches, japanned, at $1.50---------------
1 kitchen fork, 2-tlncd, large, steeL--------------------- --
1 steel, for eharpenlng lmlves------------------------- --
1 apatnla, 8·1Dch blade-------------- -------- ----------
3 paring lmlves, at 25 cents------------------------ -----
2 brend knives, saw blade, at 75 cent~--------------------
2 cue knives, at 20 centB---------------------- ------ ---
1 French cook's knife, 10-lnch blade _____________________ _ 

1 chopplnJi knlfe---------------------------------------1 butcher knl.fe, 9-lnch blade _ _: _________________________ _ 

1 deck scrub brush, 10-IDch----- - -------- - --------------
1 mopstlck--------------------------- ----- --- - --------· a scrub bruehes, tiber, 8-lnch, at 25 cents ________________ _ 
ll corn brooms, at $1.50- - ---------------------------
8 nretable brushes, at 5 cents--------------- - --- -------
1 dozen mop heads, at $4-------------------------------

LlNBN. 

' dozen dish towels, 1-yard, hemmed--- ---- - - -------------
2 dozen dishcloths, ; -yard, hemmed- - - ------- --------- --
2 dozen 1crub cloths, i -yard, bemmed ____________________ _ 
6 only, oven holders, 10-lnch squn.re, 4 layers _____________ _ 
8 only, ftoor cloths, woven cord __________________________ _ 

6 only, duatera, 1-yard, cheesecloth------------------------

nuu·-~ 

$5. 00 
2. 40 
1. 50 

0 so 
6. 50 

0 36 
. 90 
• TIS 
. 40 
.25 

1.20 
0 30 
. 75 
0 50 
.ISO 

1. 60 
2. 00 

. 05 
0 50 

7. 50 
5. 70 
.40 
. 90 

1. 30 
2. 00 
5.55 

0 50 
0 25 
0 90 

15. 00 
. 25 

1 . 00 
0 90 
. 75 

1. 50 
0 40 

2.15 
0 60 

1.75 
.60 
. 40' 
0 75 

3. 00 
0 30 

2.00 

12. 00 
8. 00 
8.00 
1. 00 
1.:50 
.84 
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DISHES AND CUTLERY. 

10 dozen custard cups, fireproof china, at $1.21!---- - -------- $12.1!0 
22 dozen teaspoons, nickel silver, nt $1.10------------------ 24. 20 
10 dozen forks (dessert size), nickel sliver, at $2.15--------- 21. ftO 
22 dozen plates, 8-iDch, ·hotel china, at $2.80------------ ---- 50.·80 
22 dozen mags, hotel china, at $2.50--------- ----------- -- 55. 00 
20 "dozen sauce dishes, hotel cblnn, at $1- ------------------ 20.00 

For saucepans, dquble boilers, and kettles, aluminum 
is most durable and satisfactory, . if sufficient funds are 
available. Retinned steel, however, is very satisfac
tory; enamel ware is the least desirable. Bread lmives 
may take the place of a bread slicer , but the latter is 
a labor saver. Containers for store room supplies 
also necessary. For the lunchroom a steam table and 
an, urn for cocoa are convenient but not necessary. The 
hot soup an~ cocoa kettles may be carried out to o. 
serving table and set on asbestos squares. A supply 
of drinking water in the lunchroom is important. 
Tables covered with an impervious finish are, of course, 
p~rt of the lunchroom furnishings. They may have to 
be set up each time if the room is used for other pur
poses. One school has covered the table tops with 
white oilcloth, but two coats of hard spar varnish with 
a dull finish make a durable, attractive,- and easily 
cared-for covering. Benches or chairs are also pro
vided. Trays for each child are not necessary, but are 
a convenience. These may be of japanned tin, which 
is not very durable, however. If fun~ are provided, 
aluminum is the most durable for these. 

. The ment~-This will necesarily be simple, particu
larly for the mid-morning meal. Cocoa, milk, purees, 
chowders, cream of vegetable soups, creamed and 
scalloped vegetables, baked beans, macaroni dishes, 
stewed, baked, or raw fruit, sandwiches, ice cream, 
milk and chocolate and cra,ckers are suitable dishes. 
Simple desserts, such as tapioca pudding with apples 
or other fruit, rice pudding with raisins, brown betty, 

Forming 
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r.nd light cake in muffin form are acceptable. "Inasmuch 
as the child has ordinarily a £ree choice between bring
ing his lunch or patronizing the school lunch, the latter 
must win by perstiasion rather than force." The little 
shop across the street and the street vendors have also 
to be reckoned with. Any candy for sale should, of 
course, have the last place on the serving counter, and 

. candy which can be eaten "on the spot'.' is preferable. 
This would eliminate such sweets as aU-day suckers, 
lollipops, and small candies carried around in · a paper 
bag or in the hand. Children should be aided in their 
choice in a cheerful, kindly way as they pass along the 
counter, and all servers should be instructed in this 
work. The "penny portion " lunch has increased to 2 
cents in all schools, and some dishes are 3 cents and 
more. In the elementary schools, however, prices must 
be kept low, as otherwise they will be prohibitive for 
many children. 

Suppliu.-These should be bought at wholesale 
·prices and staple materials in as large quantities as 
possible. In giving orders, each article should be care
fully specified as to grade, etc., and the market watched 
for possible changes in prices. Only stock which will Supplies 
keep and which cari not be bought to advantage in 
autumn should be carried over the summer. Through 
investigation and inspection the lunch room should be 
protected from any food that is not pure or that has 
been prepared under insanitary conditions. This is 
particularly important in purchasing bread, rolls, iee 
cream, and milk. There is always n. risk in buying 

.milk in bulk; if this is done, the bacterial count and 
sediment should be watched, and it must be carefully 
handled in the lunch room. The law sometimes con
trols this by not allowing milk to be served except in 
bottled form. Goods should be inspected when re
ceived, and weight, measure, or number checked. 
·Storage space should be large enough to store all food 
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' 
properly as soon as received and supplies placed in · 
classified form so that they will be readily accessible. 
The storeroom should be kept cool, clean, and free 
from any insect pests and should be kept wnder lock a'Tid 
key. In order that an inventory of stock may b6 
easily taken, a not~ may be made, on slips attached 
to containers, of amounts taken out and of balance on 
hand. Small amounts may be kept in containers in 
kitchen cupboard. Galvanized iron or heavy japanned 
tin containers are satisfactory for the storeroom. 

Supe1'1Jision.-I£ the lunch room is under the super
vision of the home economics department, there should 
be a thoroughly competent person in direct charge of 

::>upn'Vision the preparation and serving of lunch, the home eco
nomics teacher controlling the general organization, 
the character of the menu, and the educational aspects 
of the lunch work. I£ the lunch room is part of a city 
system, the director of lunches should be trained in 
nutrition work, both in theory and practice, and should 
have a reliable assistant in each school. In Philadel: 
phia Miss Smedley, director of lunch rooms, has dieti· 
tians in charge of certain groups of schools throughout 
the city, w1th a practical·woman in each school look· 
ing after the preparation and serving. Close coopera
tion on the part of the principal and teachers at each 
school is a very necessary part of the supervision work. 

Student ll8sistants.-The principal of Wells School, 
Chicago, reports concerning student assistants: 

It is well to enlist the help of every boy and girl in the 
. Student grammar grades of the school in selling, serving, and keeping 

Assistants the lunch room tidy. Both boys and girls delight to act as 
clerks, and a tactful teacher ·can easily put the desire to be of 
service so enticingly before her pupils that it is extremely rare 
to have anyone decline to help. An upper-grade pupil, prefer· 
ably a girl, may for a week at a time act as manager of the 
volunteer helpers. She may assign them to stations, explain 
prices, show the size of portions to be served, as well as see 
that the helpers . have washed their hands and put on serving 
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aprons. Educationally, -u is desirable that there be prepared 
and mimeographed rather specific dlrectlons to guide the volun
tee~ helpers toward clea.nllness and tidiness of the person, a 
businesslike attitude toward the pupils In line, and honest 
loyalty toward the material Interests of the lunch room. In 
addition, on separate sheets, moun~ _and numbered, there 
may be specific directions for pouring milk, handling food, 
and keeping the dining tables clean and clear. Where this 
volunteer service rotates among a great many children 1t is 
blghly necessary thnt the same stnndnl'd nnd the same instruc
tion. be given to the various puplls who do any one specific 
thing in the lunch room. It is unfair, however, to ask anyone, 
without recompense, to be faithful in the performance of 
monotonous or perfunctory ts,sks, and these are just the tasks 
tliat are most often asked of volunteers. With the plan out
llned above for volunteer lunch-room service, each child must 
needs learn from the printed page such details of hls work as 
will challenge hls thought and secure his Interest 

These volunteers may be paid through receiving their 
lunch in return for the service. 

Lu:rwhrroom record8 and btl.8ineasfornuJ.-Good. busi
ness administration of any lunch room is very neces
sary. Suitable forms for the various records should 
be established and carefully kept. 

Order book.-An order book, where one or two car
bon copies of every order are made, saves the labor of 
recopying when goods are .received and checked. If 
the director of a city lunch, system does most of the 
ordering of supplies, it is wiser to order for each 
school separately and send one copy of each order to 
the school concerned. When supplies are received, this 
copy of the order is checked and returned to the direc
tor. If supplies are ordere9- by each school, a copy of 
these orders when checked should be sent to the direc
tor. In this way the director has a complete record of 
nll supplies ordered, either daily, weekly, or at longer 
intervals. The invoices may all be checked fro~ these 
records. 
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Stock cards.-Stock cards are· a great convenien~ 
as they represent in classified form the record of aJJ 
supplies received, with prices. A 5 by 8 inch card 
may be k;ept for each foodstuff or supply, showing da~ 
amount ordered, source, and price. These are kept in 
a card-index box in alphabetical order and are of great 
assistance in keeping track of prices or in taking stock. 

Daily reports.-Forms for recording the bank . de
posits, the daily mru;tus, the · daily receipts, and. the 
daily attendance, and a form for a monthly summary 
of these, are necessary. 

Recipes.-Recipes on 5 by 8 inch cards showing the 
caloric value and the portions served and careful direc· 
tions for preparation are also an important par~ of the 
records on file. 

Wage schedule.-A wage schedule, weekly or semi· 
monthly, shows the persons employed, the wages paid, 
and total wages due. A record of the amount of 
lunches given to student helpers should also be kept 
and included in the monthly labor expense account. 

Guest tickets.-These will represent another expense 
item and should be recorded. 

Oost of serving.-A form for calculating the cost of 
each dish served, with the number of portions actually 
served and their selling price, will show the profit or 
loss on each dish. In some schools this is ch~cked up 
each day, but in others this is only worked out from 
time to time to check changing prices and to control the 
size of portions served. 

Petty cash account.-!£. a petty cash account is al· 
lowed, it should be as small as. possible, as much time 
may be poorly spent in recording items on petty cash 
sheet and in keeping it balanced. All other orders 
should be paid by check, promptly ·enough to secure 
any available discount. 
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Fuing.~.All these forms should be kept on file, either 
at each school or in.the office of the director if the school 
is part of a city system. 

Bookkeeping.-The bookkeeping is sometimes done 
by an outside bookkeeper. When the lunchroom is 
part o£ n. large city system, the bookkeeping is more or 

· less complicated and is a special problem. A simple 
method for a single lunchroom is the classified or colum
nar cash book showing daily receipts and a classified 
·account of expenditures. ' A monthly " distribution 
sheet" giving the monthly totals of these receipts and 
expenditures should be used. A convenient classifica
tion ·of expenditures is: Groceries, dairy products, 
fruits _and vegetables, meat, laundry, fuel, other sup
plies, labor. Invoices should be filed away when paid. 

System used in one city.-One director of a city sys
tem orders all supplies for each school, using an order 
book such as the one mentioned above. Each W ednes
day a list of supplies for the coming week is sent in 
from each school, and on Thursday the director orders 
these, sending copies of orders to the schools. These 
are returned to her when checked. Bank deposit slips 
areal~ sent to her, as are also the daily receipts and 
attendance records. Every month stock is taken, show
ing 'amount of supplies on hand in the storeroom at 
each school. A bookkeeper is employed, who receives a 
statement each week of the amount of each invoice 
checked and discounted. He sends out the . checks for 
these, fills in the statement sent him by the director, 
and returns this to her. 

In depositing money in bank, pennies and dimes must 
be wrapped in rolls of 50 and nickels in rolls of 40. 

Serving the lunch.-If a series of lavatories is placed 
conveniently near the lunchroom, washing of hands is 
easier to control, as, of course, this should be done just 
before the child has lunch. The children sometimes 
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buy metal checks from the teachers in the various 
classes1 and as they pass in front o£ the serving table 
at each section locked boxes are provided with a slot 
through which these checks are dropped by the servers. 
At other schools the children bring their pennies di
rectly to the table. A rail keeps the children in line 
until they pass to the tables. The director at Louisville· 
sends this report : " Each class has its own table, where ·. 
the teacher acts as hostess. Without the cooperation of 
the teachers, lunch service can have no cultural value." 

The principal of Wells School, Chicago, makes this 
comment: 

Once the lunch has filled a social need for the children and 
they have acquired the habit of eating together in groups and 
enjoying themselves they will submit to a good deal of direction 
without resenting it. The habit of filling the mouth with bread 
or other dry food and of washing the mass down with a drink 
will yield to public opinion if this and other improper eating 
habits are discussed in the classroom and followed up by a 
word from an adult passing in and out among those who are 
eating. If there is space for it, an excellent idea is to r eserve a 
table for any group of children who wish to eat together and 
who have shown themselves capable of maintaining good man· 
ners at the table. A table runner, paper napkins, or lunch 
·cloths pay for themselves in increasing the self-respect of the 
group. It is an unfortunate fact that a considerable portion ot 
our population· is not acquainted with the family meal. It is 
possible to have an upper-grade child whose manners are good · 
sit at a table with younger children and gradually bring them 
up to a higher standard of habits of eating. Likewise, a teacher 
who i;s willing occasionally to preside over a table of upper· 
grade pupils may assist in helping the nearly lost art of table 
conversation. It would not be out of place to call such efforts 
as these Americanization work, no matter whether the children 
are. foreign or native born. The most huiriiliati11.g element in 
the management of an average lunch room is the lack of factJ. 
itles for washing hands. That children who have come from: 
home, perhaps, with dirty hands and nt school have played in 
the dirt and have gone to the toilet should be invited to the 
lunch table by the school authorities without having the oppor· 
tunity to clean their bands is a r eproach. 
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Lunches in High and Normal Schools 

T UNCH rooms in rural high schools, in town and ci~y 
l.....J high schools, and in normal schools all present 

much the same problems of organization, and 
should correspond in their administration to that of a 
well-ordered cafeteria. In the normal schools, however, 
an additional problem is presented. The teachers in 
training, as they may establish and carry on school 
lunches in the near future, should receive instruction in 
nutrition work, and should be given an opportunity for 
some practice work in the lunch room in order that they 
may know something of how a school lunch is con
ducted. One North Dakota normal-school teacher 
writes: "In our teacher-training classes we make a 
study of the school lunch, its need, methods of estab
lishing, suitable equipment, suitable foods and food 
values, cost of maintenance, packing of the box lunch, 
and methods of instructing the motners." In a New 
Jersey normal school (Trenton) the students spend 
:from 8 to 20 hours working in the lunch room and act 
as hostesses at the children's tables. 

The lunch room is too frequently located in rooms Location of 
that can not well be used for any other purpose. Quite Lunch Room 

often this is a dark basement, where the problems of 
cleanliness and ventilation are difficult, and where arti-
ficial lighting is always necessary. · In addition to this, 
it is often impossible to keep the odors of cooking from 
permeating the whole school. It is particularly regret-
able to so place the lunch room, since the school lunch 
affords the only opportunity to place daily before all the 
school children American standards of living. The 
lunch room should be one of the lightest, airiest, and 
most attractive rooms in the school building. The lunch 
period should afford not only food for the body but 
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congenial social fellowship and an opportunity to 
establish standards of courtesy and good manners. 

By making the lunch room period the same length 
as a regular class period, students can be fed in· relays, 
so that sma.ller lunch space will be required. In thus 
relieving the regular classrooms the school lunch room 
makes possible an economy in the use of the plant . . The ' 
top-floor location is in many respects ideal, especially 
if there are windows on two or three sides. A high 
ceiling and cross drafts from outside windows assure 
good ventilation. Two doors, one for entrance and the 
other for exit from the lunch room, are a convenience. 

The kitchen should be on the same floor and adjacent 
to the lunch room, but as near as possible to stairs or 
elevator, for convenient delivery of supplies. 

Floor Floor space.-The kitchen should be large enough to 
Space provide for a convenient placing of equipment, with 

just enough .space left in which to work comfortably. 
A serving room beside the kitchen, where the cold foods 
are prepared, is ao great convenience but not a necessity. 

It has been estimated that for the dining room at 
least 8 square feet of floor space should be allowed 
for each person. The serving counter should, of course, 
be placed near the kitchen, and the steam table set 
in that part of the counter where it can be most easily 
supplied with hot food. The serving counter should 
not be less than 18 feet long, and should be placed in 
such a shape as will best fit the room. In estimating 
the number of persons standing in line at one time 
18 inches per person is allowed. A handrail 3 feet 6 
inches f~om counter controls the line before counter. 

In large lunch rooms a good location for the refriger
ator is to have it set in the wall between the kitchen 
and dining room, to the rear of the serving counter. 
Some college lunchrooms are now placing the serving 
counter so that it can not be seen from the dining 
room, either by havin~ it in a separate serving room or 
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by screening it effectively. This adds very much to 
the ~ppearance of the dining room, particularly if the 
latter is used-much for special social functions. 

This will depend upon several things. The type of 
menu is one. If this is simple, with little choice offered, 
less time will be spent in selection. If a light meal is 
served the time will also be reduced. As stated before, 
in some schools where a hearty meal is served the pupils 
are asked to spend 20 minutes at the table, in order to 
prevent the tendency to bolt food. Where large num
bers are served and there is not adequate accommoda
tion for all in the lunch room at one time, the pupils 
may be divided into two or more relays. The time 
allowed for each relay will depend upon the above
mentioned factors, but from 30 to 40 minutes will 
usually be sufficient. Tables must be cleared, and some
times dishes must be washed between relays. If the 
pupils themselves clear the tables,· this is an economy in 
every way. The menu boards should also be in a con
spicuous place, as this facilitates the selection of food. 

Selecting.-Before selecting the equipment for these 
lunch rooms the type of menu, the fuel available, the 
number to be served, and the floor plan should be care
fully taken into account. The equipment lists given here 
are considered quite complete ones for serving 150 and 
850 pupils. It is not necessary to start with such a com
plete outfit, but the lunch work will be made much easier 
if adequate equipment is supplied. Every labor-saving 
device installed means much in helping to solve labor 
problems, but these devices are expensive, funds may 
not always be available, and it may be wise to· start 
with a very simple equipment and add to this later. 

Materials.-As stated before, aluminum is the most 
durable for saucepans, double boilers, stock pots, ladles, 
etc., but it is the most expensive. Retinned steel ranks 
next, is cheaper, and can be easily refinished. Enamel 
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ware does not wear well, especially in such large pi~ 
as it does not always receive gentle handling. 

Cabinet work.-An intelligent carpenter will be 1 

great help in planning the serving counter, kitchen 
shelving, and storage space. All carpentry should ~ 
of a hard, washable finish, and for this two or three 
coats of hard spar varnish are most satisfactory. Th' 
varnish must be allowed to dry well between each coa~ 
and the last coat rubbed down to a dull finish. 

Se1'Ving equipment.-Where gas or live steam is nol 
availa:ble, a "steam table" heated by compressed char· 
coal is satisfactory. It may be necessary to set up the 
serving equipment each day, if the lunch room is us00 
for other purposes, and tll.is may mean considerable 
portable equipment, such as steam table, serving 
c~>Unter, etc. At the Scarsdale High School, Scarsdale, 
N.Y., the domestic science classroom table is now used 
for a serving counter, with a portable charcoal-heated 
steam table. The tables and chairs are set up in a wide 
corridor outsic!e this room. This temporary arrange
ment has served to introduce most successful lunch 
work, and plans are now being laid for more permanent 
equipment. 

Duplicate se1'Vice for large numbers.-For numbers 
over 300 it is better to have a duplicate counter service, 
especially for the steam-t8:ble section. This is whera 
the line will be "held up" at a crowded hour. If the 
whole counter service can not be duplicated, duplicat· 
ing the steam table-that is, using two steam tables side 
by sid.e and having half the line pass on to the secon4-
has proved satisfactory. This equipment may be ad· 
justed to serve numbers above 350 by increasing range 
space, ~ven and refrigerator space, and by adding more 
lnbor-saving machines, such as a beating machine, n 
slicing machine, an electric meat chopper, and a Bain 

!rainiug 
tn 

better food 
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Marie beside the range. for keeping food hot until 
needed to refill steam-table containers. 

Dining tables and chairs.-The number, size, and 
arrangement of these will depend upon the floor plan 
and the number to be seated at one time. Very long 
tables should be avoided, as their use prevents the 
pupils brea.king up into small social groups and may 6 
develop a noisier lunch hour. A table for six is a good · • 
size, and the width should correspond to the width of · 
two trays, ~f the latter are used. 

Other equipment.-A cash box and the necessary 
record forms will complete the equipment. A cash 

.register is a labor saver where the numbers are large. 

EQUIPMENT FOR A SCHOOL LUNCH ROOM SEf\VING A..'JOUT 150 Equipment 
PUPILS. for 150 

1 range, gas, 2 sections, solld top, hlgh &belt--------------- $210. 00 
1 beater and boiler (If no other supply of water) - - - --- - ---
1 cook's table, 10 by a feet, metal legs, ash top _____________ _ 
1 pot rack, triple bar, supported on table------------ ---- --
1 work table, 8 by a teet, metal legs, a sh toP------------ ---
1 table (beside range) , zinc-covered t op, 5 by a feet, same 

80. 00 
26. 00 
65.00 

height as range- - ------ -------- - --- ------- ------------- 15. oo 
1 cupboard, high, removable wire shelves, for bread and cake--
1 dlehwasbJ.Dg slnk, galvaDlzed iron, two compartments, 48 by 

80 by 18 Inches; galvanized-Iron drain boards, 86 by 
24 inches---- - --- ----- ------ - - - ---------------------- 811. 00 

1 supply cupboard, wood or galvanized Iron, SO Inches high by 
8 feet wide by 16 Inches deep, t o be placed 80 Inches from 
floor;' shelves (special order)----- ----- ---- -------------

1 butter cutter, Elgln--- ---------- -------------------- - - -
1 breed slicer------------------------ - ------------- - ---
1 meat chopper , large slze------------ - --- ----------------
1 scales, counter , platform-------------- - - --- --- ---------
1 "Ycgetable pnrer, small slze--------------~---------------
1 nretable masher, 9-lnch cylinder, heavy t in ______________ _ 
1 refrigerator, galvanized-Iron lining, wire shelves, H feet_ __ 

B!IRVTNO l!QOU'IIU!lNT. 

1 a.erving counter, top of bard, Impervious Jlnlsh : length suit
able to type of menu and lloor plan; counter rall lncluded--

1 Iteam table, with 2 trays, 4 Insets, Monel metnl, contalncn~ 

9.00 
16.1!0 
7. 60 

18. 00 
100.00 
11. 110 

180.00 

included, dlshwarmer ot Russia Iron below_______________ ~:.!u . 00 
.1 Ice creum cabinet, 1 can, 15-quarL-- - - - ------ - - ------ --- 20. 00 
1 cocoa urn, 10-~:allon, nickel plated----------------- - ----- . 50. 00 
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1 water cooler ------------------- ----- ------------------
2 menu boards, with set ot letters and figures, at $7.50 _____ _ 
1 dish truck, with rubber-tired wheels--- - - --- - - - --- -------
2 tablee, tor cashier aud checker, plain oak, 4 feet, at $10 ____ _ 
2 chairs, for cashier and c.hecker, at $4.75 ___ ____ .: ________ _ 

ALUl!INUM EQUIPMENT, 

1 stock pot, no faucet, covered, 40-quarL----------------
1 sauce pot, covered, loop handles, 2~quart-------- --------
2 flllUce pots, covered, loop handles, 14-quart. nt $13.20 _____ _ 
2 saucepans, 6~-quart, at $8.30-------- --- -- - - - --- - -------
1 saucepan, 2l-quarL------ ---- - --- - - - - - - - - - - - - ---- - - - -
2 double boilers, inside pot 11-quart, at $19.20-- -.- - ---- - - ---
1 double boiler, lnslde pot 4-quart- - - - ----- - - - - - - - - ---- - - -
2 ladles, 811-inch, at $1.50---------------------- ---- ~-----
1 palr salt and peppers, kitchen slze- ---- - - - ------- - - - - --- -
6 trays, fot· cutlery, sandwlcbee, etc., 18 by 14 inches, a t 

$2.50-- --- ------- ---- - ------ - -------- - --- ----- --- - - --

ENA.lofiiL WAU, WHITII. 

1 pall, 14-quart-------------------------~- -- ------------
2 pitchers, 1-gallon, at $1.711--- - - - - - --- --- - --- - -------- --
1 pitcher, }·gullon--- - - - - - - - --- ------------------- - - - --- -
4 bowls, 10-lncb, for refrigerator, at 90 cents _____________ _ 
1 colander, 12-lnch.. ___________________________________ _ 

S'rO:-IEW AJU\. 

$6G.OO 
lUI 
36;~ 
20.00 . 

9.11 

29.11 , 
22.15 
26. 40 
16.~ 

3. 70 
38.40 
10.20 
3.00 
• 50 

16.00 

2. 00 
3. 58 
1. 30 
3.60 
1.20 

1 bowl, 16-lnch, for mixing ___________________ :.__________ _ 2. 25 

2 bowls, 12-lncb, for mJ:dng, a t 65 cents---- - ---- - - - - ---- 1. 30 
1 bowl, 9-lnch, tor m!Dng_______________________________ • 30 
2 butter jars, l O·lncb, at 75 cents-- -------- - ------ - - - ---- 1. GO 

WOODIINW.&llll AND BRUSHES. 

1 chopping bowl, 16-lnch-- --- - - - - - --- - - --------- - - - - - - --- • 90 
1 pastry board, 80 by 24 Inches----- - - ------ - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 1. 00 
1 meat board, 24 by 18 Inches-- - - ----- - --- --- - - - --- - - - - .15 
1 ro!Ung pln, 11-lnch--- - - - --- - ------ - - - --- --- - ------ - - -- .60 
8 spoons, 18-lnch, mixing, at 12 cents---- ------- - - - - - - - - - - - .88 
1 corn broom--- - ---- ----- - --- --- - --- - - - --- - - --- - - - - - - - 1. GO 
2 scrub brushes, fiber, 8-lnch, at 25 cents- - ------ - - --- - - ---- . 60 
1 deck scrub, fiber, 10-lnch_________________ __ _____ _______ .60 
1 haJr broom, 12-lnch block..-------- --- - - - - - --- - - - ------- 3. 86 
6 vegetable brushes, 4-lnch, nt 5 cents --- - --- - - - - - - --- - - --- - . 30 
1 towel rack, 3-screeo... __________________________ __ :. _____ 3. 00 
1 mop et1ck, wrought iron..________ ____________ _______ __ .40 
6 mop beads, cotton, at $4.65 per dozen- - - - ----- - - ---- - - - - - 2,33 

IRON, TIN, .lXD WIBII WAJIJI. 

1 ronstlng pnn, Russin Iron, to fit oven~---------- -------- 1. 85 
4 rnke pans, Russin Iron, 12 by 12 Inches, or to fit ovens, 

at 85 l~DtS- ------------------------------- -- --------- 3,40 
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a mumn,.p1111, heavy till, 12 to a pill, at 95 cents___________ $15. 70 
lJ Ja7er cake tine, 10-lllcb, heavy tin, at $1.05 per dozen____ 1. 06 
1 fr71ni pan, heavy steel, 15-lnch------------------------ . 90 
1 meuure, tin, 1-quart- ---------------------------------- • 40 
1 mueure, tin, l ·ca.llon________________________________ • 6IS 
2 me110rtng cups, tin, 11-plnt, at 20 cents_________________ . 40 
2 prbace cans, galvanized iron, large size, at $6.60------ ---- 18. 20 
1 duet pan, japanned tin-------------------------------- . 4G 
1 ICI'IIb pall, galvanized tin, 12-quart----- - ------- -------- . 55 
1 btatlDg bowl, retlnned steel, 14-quarL------- ------ - ----- 2. 00 
2 dllb pane, retinned steel, 21-quart, nt $1.60_______________ s. 20 
1 dllh pan, retlnned steel, 14-qunrt --- - ------ - --- ------- -- . 95 
1 potato maeber, large size, wire----- --------- ---------- - - . 60 
2 Do?er egg beaters, large size, at 30 cents- ---------- --- --- . 60 
1 French wire whip, 20-lnch------ --------- ---.- - --------- . 75 
1 grater, 4 by 9 ln('bes------------------------------ ---- • 20 
1 Chloeee stralne1·, 6-lnch--------------- ---- - - ------- ---- 2. 80 
1 puree strainer, tin, 10-lncb, wooden mnsber_______________ 1. 45 
1 IJ)lce tray, japanned, 6 cans ________________ :____________ . 75 

1 Jlour litter, tin--- - --------- - ------ ---------------- ---- - 25 
1 Jlour Clll, japanned tin, 100-pound--- ----~--------------- 8. 85 
1 lOp!' ca.n, japanned tln, 50-pound_______________________ a. 9(; 

1 wire buket, for wnsblng greens--------------------- ---- 1. 40 
12 aupply cans, empty lard cans, 15 to 25 pounds--- ----------- -------

TOOLS, BAJUIWAIUl, AND C01'LIIH¥. 

1 French cook's knlfe, 10-lnch----- ------- ---- - - - ----- ---- 2. 16 
1 bllte, 8-ll1cb, "tltcben slicer," pointed blade______ _______ . 715 
1 knl!e, 14-lncb, " bam slicer"----- - --- - ----- ----- ----- - 1. 90 
2 partnc knives, at 25 cents------------- - - - ----- - ------- • 60 
1 cue lm.Lte - ---- ----------------- ---- - ----- ---- --- ---- • 20 
1 IJ)&tula, 6-loch------------------------ - - - - - ------ --- -- . 55 
1 IJ)atula, 8-loch_________________ ____ __________________ • 90 
1 eteel, koJte ahllrpcner__________________________________ 1. 00 
1 cbopplnc knife, steeL------------------- --- - --- -------- . 60 
2 forks, large, 2 tln('d, steel, at 25 cents-------- ---- - - ----- - • 50 
2. epoona, 13-lnch, aluminum, serving, at 65 ccntil- - - ----- - - - - 1. 80 
1 Ice cream server, Gilchrist-- ---- ------------- ---------- - 2. 00 
1 bllcult cutter, 211-lncb__________________ _______________ .10 
2 CID openers, "Ncvcrsllp," at 25 cents- - - - ---- ---- - - - - - - - - .50 
1 polr shears, 9-lnch--------------------------- - --- - - ---- 1. SG 
8 tobleepoons, nickel sllver, a t $2 per dozeD--- ------ - - - - ---- . 50 
8 teoiJ)OOus, nickel silver, at $1 per dozen__________________ • 25 
1 knlfe grinder, grindstone, 6-lnch___________ ______ ________ 2. G5 

1 ICreWdrher, 8-loch---------------------------------- • 60 
1 cblleJ __ _____________________________ ________________ . 75 
1 nail puller_______________________ _____________________ 1. 25 

1 ha.auDer ----- ------- ------ ------- ----- ------ --------- 1. 40 

Gl.&SS A.!fD CHINA. 

1 ltmon reamfr, joice rlm---- ------------------- - ------- -
15 dosen ~rlnld.oc clo88es, "cupped In" top, at $1.20-------
111 doaen ealt ebakere, Dickel silver cops, at $2.711-----------

3~ 
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11 dozen pepper shakers, nickel silver caps, at ~2.7~>---------~ $4. u 
3 dozen sherbet glasses, footed, at $2.15-------------------~ 6.'1 
8 dozen ra.miklns, 36·inch, fireproof chlna, at $L-- --- ------- 3.~ 
5 dozen custard cups, 3}-lnch, fireproof china, at ~1.25_______ 6.21 
10 dozen soup bowls, 5!-inch, vitrified hotel china, at $2.70___ 27.01 
12 dozen cups, vitrified hotel china, at $2.80------- - ---- - - - 33.11 
12 dozen saucers, vitrified hotel china, nt $1.40- --- -------- - 16.11) 
8 dozen fruit saucers, 5-inch, hotel china, nt $1.30__________ 3.11 

& 15 dozen plates, 8-inch, hotel china, at $2.8~--- ------------- 42.110, 
15 dozen plates, 6-inch, hotel china, at $1.8"------- -- - ----- 27.~ 

SILVER.. 

-=- .. ·· 
1
18
0 

dozen teaspoons, heavy nickel silver, at $1.35-------- ---- 17.21 
dozen dessert spoons, heavy nickel silver, at $2.35_______ _ 23.10 

10 dozen dessert forks, heavy nickel silver, at $2.35_________ 23.10 

Equipmtnt 
for 300 to 
350 

:S:ITCIIIlN IdNilN (ALL PIECES HIIMMEn). 

8 dozen dish towels, 1-yard, union crash, red border, at 24 cents_ 8.61 
1 dozen dlsh<llotbs, j-yard, union crash, red border, at 24 cents_ 2. 88 
1 dozen scrub cloths, ~-yard, union crash, blue border, at 24 
cents----------------~-------------------------------- 2.88 

1 dozen towels, ~-yard, " Russian homespun," for pots and 
pans, at 27 cents------------------- -------------- - --- - 2.43 

1 dozen fioor cloths, 1-yard, woven cord, at 25 cents---- - ---- 3.00 
1 dozen dusters, 1-yai·d, cheesecloth, at 14 cents____________ 1. 68 
i dozen pot and pan holders, 10-inch square ( 4 iayers) - - ---- l.liO 

EQUIPMENT FOR A SCHOOL LUNCH ROOM SERVING FROM SOO 
TO 350 PUPILS. 

LARGlil KITCIIE:.N !lQUIPME:.NT. 

1 range, gas, 2 sections, solid top, with high shelf, hood and 
ventilating fnn-------------------- - ------ - ----------

1 beater and holler (If no other supply of hot water) - --------
1 oven, cabinet, 4 sections, uprlshL---------- - ----------- -
1 cook's table, Monel metal, steel or ash top, drawers, and 

metal legs, 10 by a feet (ash top quoted) --------------
1 pot rack, tl'lple bar, supported on table----- --- - - --------
1 work table, ash or metal top, metal legs, 8 by a feet (ash 

top quobd) ---- - ------- -------------------------- --
1 table (beside range), zinc-covered top, 5 by S feet, same 

height as ra nge------------------ --- ---- ---- --------
1 cupboard, blgb, removable wire sheh·es for bread and cake 

(special orderl------ - ------ - ------------- - --- -------
1 cook's sink, galvanized Iron, 2 compartments, 48 by 30 by 18 

lnches, with galvanized iron drain boards, 24 by 30 inches_ 
1 supply cupboard, wood or galvanized Iron, 30 Inches high by 

3 feet wide by 16 Inches deep, to be placed 30 inches from 
floor, fitted with shelves (special order> ----- --- -------

1 vegetable sink. same as cook's slnk- ----- - ------------ ----
1 dishwasher, covered spray type, similar to Crescent .AA 

mod~---------------------------------------------

,250. 00 

126. 00 

80.00 
26.00 

65.00 

15.00 

85.00 

85.00 . 

375.00 
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1 vegetable masher, Sterling or similar modeL-------------
1 bread .. llclng machlne----------------------------------
1 butter cutter, Elgill--------- - ------------- -------- -----
1 meat chopper, large slze..---------------- ------- --------
1 acelea, counter, plattorm----- --------------------- -----
1 ve&'etable parer, medium size-------- - ---------- - - - - -----
1 refrigerator, galvanized-iron lining, tiled tloor, 5 feet, wire 

shelves----- --- - - - --- ------------------------ --- ----

SERVING EQOIPloUl~T. 

1 eerviDg counter, top of hard Impervious finish, length sui table 
to door plan and type of menu, counter raU included ___ _ 

1 steam table, 8 toot, Monel metal, 3 trnys ancl 6 Insets, con· 
talners Included- - ------__ --.------ __________________ _ 

1 Ice-cream cabinet, with 2 cans, each 20 quarts-- ----------
1 cocoa orn, 11)-j;allon, nickel plated-------- - ---------- ----
1 dish warmer, galvanized Iron, 4 by 6 feet by 24 lncheS-----
1 water coolet· ___ :_ _____________________________________ _ 

2 menu boards, with set of letters and figureJ, at $7.50------
1 dish · truck, rubber-tired wheel&-------------------- - - - ---
2 tables, for cashier and checker, plain oak, 4 feet, at $10----
2 cllairs, for cashier and checker, plain oak, at $4.75 ___ ___ _ _ 

SlU.LL EQOIPl\IENT, ..U.OAIINOlll. 

1 stock pot,• no faucet, covered, 60 quart--------- ----- --- -
1 etock pot, no faucet, 40 quart---------- --- --------------
1 uuce pot, covered, loop handles, 34-quarL- ------ ---- - ----
1 uuce pot, covered, loop handles, 25·qunrt _________ ______ _ 
1 uucepan, 14-qunrL- - --------------------------------- -
2 aaucepons, 6~-qunrt, a t $8.80 ____________ :.. _____________ _ 

1 saucepan, 2i·qnarL-------------------------- - -------- -
2 double boilers, Inside pot 17!-quart, at $28.90---- - - -------
1 double boller, Inside pot 4·quarL----------------- - ------
2 ladles, Si·lnch..- ----------------- - -------- ------ ---- --
6 trays, for cutlery, sandwiches, etc., 18 by 14, at $!!.60------
1 pair salt and pepper, kitchen size------ ---- - --- - - - - - ----

EN.U.f!lL WAII1l, WliiTI'l. 

2 palls, 14·quart, at $2-- - -------------------- - ----- - -----
3 pitchers, 1-gallon, at $1.71L------------ -- -------- ----- -
2 pitchers, one-half gallon, at $1.30--------- - --------------
4 bowls, for refrigerator, 11-lnch, at $1.10----- --- --------
.t bowls, for refrigerator, 10-lnch, at 90 cents _________ ____ __ _ 
1 colander, 12-lnch------ - -------- - -------- ------- -----

$81.150 
22. 150 
9.00 
9.150 

18.00 
210. 00 

200. 00 

1 8215. 0() 
25.00 
60.00 
80.00 
65.00 
15.00 
35.00 
20.00 
1>.50 

37.50 
211.30 
25.90 
22.40 
13.20 
16.60 

8.70 
57.80 
10.20 

3.00 
15.00 

. 50 

4. 00 
6. 25 
2.60 
4.40 
3.60 
1. 20 

1 RetiDned copper table, wltb galvanized Iron shelf, Ia about one-half · 
tb1s price. 

1 One double-jacketed steam kettle, 20 to 30 gallon, cast Iron or copper, 
wtll be eaaler to handle If live steam l.s available. Copper, 20-gallon, 
$116; caat Iron, SO-gallon, $77.50. 

One upright vegetable steamer, 2 sectlous, w111 prove a valuable 
labor anver In cooking vegetables. Price, $160. 
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S'l'ONJIWARII. 

2 bowls, 16-inch, for mixing, at $2.25------------------ ---- $UO 
2 bowls, 12-lnch, for mixing, at 65 cents___________________ 1. ao 
2 bowls, 9-incb, at SO cents---- - ---- ---------------------- .flO 
3 butter jars, 10-lncb, at 75 cents- - ------ ----------------- 2. ~ 

WOODENW.A.Rl!l AND BRUSHES. 

1 chopping bowl, 16-lnch--------------------- -------- - --- .&( 
1 pastry board, 30 by 34 Inches---------------- --:_-~------ 1. 00 
2 meat boards, 24 by 18 inches, at 75 cents--------- -------- 1.50 
1 rolling pin, 11-lncb________________________ ____________ . 50 
3 spoons, mixing, 18-lnch, at 12 cents------- ------ ----- - --- ,36 
2 corn brooms, at $1.50------------------ ---------------- 3.00 
3 scrub brushes, fiber, 8-lnch, at 25 cents_______ ____________ .11 
1 deck scrub, fiber, 10-inch ___________ :____________ ________ • 50 

1 hair broom, 12-lnch block-------------------------- --- - 3. M 
6 vegetable brushes, 4-inch, at 5 cents---- - ---- ------- ----- • aG 
1 towel rack, large, 3·Qcreen---------------------~-------- s. 00 
2 mop sticks, wrought Iron, at 40 cents_________ ___________ . 80 
12 mop beads, cotton--------------------- ---- ----- ----- - 4. 65 
1 salt bo:r, 1-quarL-------------------------- ------------ . 50 

IRON, TIN, AND Wlltll WAJUD, 

2 roasting pans, Russia iron, to fit ovens, at $1.85----------- 8. 70 
6 cake pans, Russia Iron, 12 by 12 inches, or to fit ovens, at 

85 cents------ ---------------------------------------- 5.10 
8 muflln pans, heavy tin, 12 to a pan, at 95 cents------------ 7. 60 
24 layer-cake tins. 10-incb, heavy tin, at $1.05 a dozen______ _ 2.10 
1 frying pan, heavy steel, 15-inch----------- -------------- . go 
1 measure, tin, 1-quart-~--------------------------------- • 40 
1 measure, tin, i-gallon _______ ~-------------------------- .65 
1 measure, tin, 1-gallon----------- ------ - ------- - ------ - - 1. 33 
3 measuring cups, tin, l-pint, at 20 cents--- ----- ----------- • 60 
2 garbage cans, galvanized Iron, large size, nt $6.60--- •------ 13.20 
2 dust pans, japanned tin, at 45 cents---------- --------- -- . 80 
2 scrub palls, galvanized tin, 12-quart, at 55 cents______ _____ 1.10 . 
1 beating bowl, 21-quart, retlnned steel-------- - --- - ------- 3.10 
1 dishpan, retlnned steel, 40-quarL- --- ---- ---------------- 3.110 
1 dishpan, retinned steel, 21-quarL------------------------ 1. eo 
1 dishpan, retlnned steel, 14-quarL--- --- - --- --- - ------ --- 1.15 
1 potato masher, large size, wire--- ---------- - ------------ . 50 
2 Dover egg beaters, large size, at 30 centS----- - ----- ------ . eo 
1 French wire whip, 20-inch-------------------------- ---- . 75 
1 grater, 4 by 9 inches----- -------------------- ----- ---- - . 20 
1 Chinese strainer, 6-lnch-~------------------------------ 2. 80 

· 1 purt!e strainer, heavy tin, 10-inch, and wooden masher_____ 1. 45 
1 flour sifter, tin--------- - ----- ------ - - ------ - - ---- ----- . 25 
1 wire basket, tor washing greens------------- ------- ---- - 1. 40 
1 spice tray, 6 cans, japanned tin------------- ------------ • 75 
12 supply cans, empty lard cans, 5-25 pound, mny be used __ _______ __ 
1 11our can, japanned tin, lOO·pound----- ------ ----- ------- 8. 85 
1 sugar can, japanned tin, 50-pound _________ ·______________ 3. 95 
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TOOLS, BAIIDWAilll, AI'ID CUTLUY. 

1 French cook's k.nl1e, 10-inch--------------~------------
1 knife, 8-inch, " kitchen sllcer," pointed blade--------------
1 knife, 14-lnch, " ham slicer " ________________________ _: __ _ 

3 paring knives, at 25 cents------------------------------
2 case knives, at 20 cents----------------- ---- -----------
1 spatula, 6-lnch----------------------------------- ---- -
1 spatula, 8-lnch-------------------- --------- ---------- -

r 1 steel, for sharpening knlves---- ----------------- --------
1 chopping knife, steeL------------------------------ ---
2 forks, large, 2 tined, steel, at 25 cents-------------------
2 spoons, basting or serving, 18-lnch, nlumlnum, ut 05 cent s __ 
2 Ice-cream servers, Gilchrist, at $2-:.---- -----------------
2 biscuit cutte•·s, tin, 2}-lnch, at 10 cents---- --- - - ----------
2 can openers, "Neversllp,'' at 25 Cl'nts ______________ ____ _ 
1 pair shears, 9-inch-- ----------------------------------
8 tablespoons, nickel silver, at $2 per dozen _______ ________ _ 
3 teaspoons, nickel sliver, at $1 per dozen ________________ _ 
1 meat saw, 18·inch----------------------- --------------
1 lnllfe grinder, grindstone, 6-inch---------- --------------
1 screw driver, 8-lnch- -------------------- --------------
1 cblsel---------- - -------------------------------------
1 nail puller, lorge size---------------- ------------------
1 hammer, heavy ----- ---------------------------- ------

OLASS AND CHINA. 

2 lemon reamers, juice rim, at 25 cents--------------------
30 dozen drinking glasses, "cupped-In" top, at $1.20 _______ _ 
3 dozen salt shakers, nickel sliver caps, at $2.75------------
8 dozen pepper shakers, nickel silver caps, at $2.75 _________ _ 
4 dozen sherbet glasses, footed, at $2.15-------------------
5 dozen ramlklns, 3i·inch, fireproof china, at $1------------
10 dozen custard cups, 3!-inch, fireproof china, at $1.25 ____ _ 
15 dozen soup bowls, 5l·lnch, vitrified hotel china, at $2.70 __ _ 
30 dozen cups, vitrified hotel china, nt $2.80----------------
30 dozen saucers, vitrified hotel china, nt $1.40----- --------
5 dozen fruit saucers, 5·1nch, hotel china, nt $1.30----------
80 dozen plates, 8-lnch, hotel china, at $2.80-------------- -
80 dozen plates, 6-inch, hotel china, at $1.85----------------

SILVER. 

SO dozen teaspoons, heavy nickel silver, at $1.35------------
20 dozen dessert spoons, heavy nickel sliver, at $2.85--------
20 dozen forks, heavy nickel silver, at $2.8lL _______________ _ 

KITCH&N LINEN (ALL PIJ:CIIS HIIMl'dED). 

8 dozen dish towels, 1-yard Union crash, red border, at 24 

$2.15 
• 75 

1. 90 
. 75 
.40 
.55 
.. 30 

1.00 
.60 
.50 

1.30 
4.00 

• 20 
• 50 

1.35 
• 50 
. 25 

1.60 
2.55 
. 60 
. 75 

1. 25 
1.40 

. 50 
36.00 

8. 25 
8.25 
8.60 
5.00 

12.50 
40.50 
84.00 
42.00 
6.50 

84.00 
li5.li0 

40.50 
47.00 
47.00 

cents------------ ----------------------------- - ------- 8. 64 
1 dozen dish cloths, 1-yard Union crash, red border, at 24 

cen~------------------------------------------------- 2.88 
1 dozen scrub cloths, i -yard Union crash, blue border, at 24 

cents------------------- -------------- - ---------- ----- 2.88 
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1 dozen towels, for pots and pans, " Russian Homespun," 
i -yard, at 27 cents--------- -------- ------------- - - ---- ~2. 43 1 

1 dozen f!oorcloths, 1 yard, woven cord, at 25 cents_ _________ a. 00 · 
1 dozen dusters, 1 ynrd, cheesecloth, at 14 cents____________ 1. 68 
i dozen pot and pan holders, 10-lnch square ( 4 layers)--- - - - 1.110 

Lunch-Room · Standards 

THE lunch room can be made a cheerful place 
where well-cooked food is neatly served without 
much noise or confusion. The interior finishes 

and furnishings, including the dishes used, should be 
planned with a view to making the room bright, attrac
tive, and easily cleaned. High sanitary standards must 
be maintained, both in cleanliness o£ the room and in 
the· preparation and serving o£ food. As in the other 
schools, already discussed, the social aspects of the 
lunch demand attention. The lunch period should be 
orderly and sociable, with table courtesies not neglected. 
The development of this spirit will depend upon the 
principal and staff of each school, as well as upon the 
director. FQod standards must be kept high, with the 
best of cooking and attractive serving constantly main
tained. Attractive serving of food is a. real social 
service. 

The director should know food values and food costs, 
but she must also know what well-cooked food is, and 
be able to serve only this in her lunch room. It is also 
just as important here as it is in the elementary schools 
that the health teaching be carried into the lunch room, 
and an effo;l't made to maintain good standards of 
hygiene. The necessity for clean hands and leisurely 
eating of food should be stressed, and instruction in 
nutrition and food habits is a question of great im· 
portance for high-school girls and boys. 

toothbrush drill 
naturally 
follows the 
school lunch 
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Cafeterias in general have been justly criticised for 
their lack of restfulness, the evidence of baste through
out the meal, and for the necessity of forming in a long 
line for serving. With the comparatively simple 
menu of a school cafeteria there is little excuse for a 
very long serving counter, and the counter rail may 

'be divided into sections, each with an entrance and 
exit, so that pupils wishing to buy only one or two 
dishes may go directly to the sections of the counter 
nt, which these are served without forming in line at 
the beginning of the counter. With a simple menu, 
trays may also b~ dispensed with, especially if the 
counter rail is divided into sections as above. This 
plan is followed very successfully in the Pfuladelphia 
high schools, and necessitates the buying of checks 
outside and the use of locked boxes, with a slot at each 
section, into which the servers drop the check before 
filling the order. In some schools, also, pupils have 
definite places at tables, thus avoiding much confusion, 
as well as encouraging the forming of social groups. 

Relation to Home Economics Department 

8upervi8ion.-There are conflicting opinions nt p~·es
ent concerning this relationship. In a large nrunber 
of schools this department takes entire charge of the 
lunch work, and this would appear to be by far the 
wisest arrangement. Adequate provision should, ·of 
course, be made for supervision and labor. The home 
economics ten.cher, with the average school program, 
should not be asked to take this additional responsi
bility without competent assistance. When this work 
is carried on by the home economics department there 
is greater opportunity to make it a very real part of 
the work of the school, as the director may apply her 
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specialized know ledge and correlate it with her teach. 
ing work. And here, again, it may be said that in 
the majority of schools having a home economics de
partment only the girls receive any instruction in food 
values and other nutrition work. This teaching is 
needed by the boys also, and it should be given in the 
classrooms or at assembly periods by the home eco
nomics teachers or under their direction. The school 
nurse is always willing and anxious to cooperate, par· 
ticularly in attention to individual cases where fo&d 
habits are seriously in need of modification. If the 
principals themselves aid directly .in promoting this 
educational work, it will stimulate very greatly the in
terest of all students. Plays, posters, etc., as stated 
before, may also make a distinct contribution, and the 
interest of the parents should be secured. 

The h()'J'fl,e economics classes.-Where the home eco
nomics classes prepare and. serve the lunch, there is 
sometimes a tendency to sacrifice the whole course to 
the lunch-room work, unless the menu is limited to one 
or two hot dishes. In some of the schools visited this 
was quite evident. Without a doubt advantage should 
be taken of this splendid opportunity to _have the 
pupils prepare dishes in family quantities and to dis· 
pose of these in the lunch room. It is one way in which 
cooked food may be disposed of and it solves an eco· 
nomic problem for the cookery classes. This food must 
also nieet the tests of good lunch-room standards. If 
the lunch room is part of the home economics depart· 
ment, this cooperation with the class work is more 
easily arranged. The director of the lunch in one 
high school, where the lunch is conducted by the home 
economics department, writes: "I do so emphatically 
feel that this arrangement is the most satisfactory one 
and some day will be the rule rather than the exception 
in all schools." 

The 
domestic science 
pupils 
may prepare part 
of the food 
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The l!urwhrroom director.-Where there are several 
teachers in the home economics department and the 
lunch room caters to large numbers, the teacher directly 
in charge of the lunch should be prepared to meet the 
problems of such administrative work, and so should 
have had previous experience fitting her for this. Lunch-room 

Many have not had this experience and often learn at. Director 

great cost to the~elves and sometimes to the lunch 
work while carrying this heavy responsibility. In 
Philadelphia, in Pittsburgh·, and no doubt in other 
places at least three months of practice work, as an 
assistant, are required before women with a home 
economics training are allowed to direct a lunch room. 
Practical knowledge of organization and of the prin-
ciples of management are most necessary. Waste must 
be carenllly controlled, employees must be supervised, 
all work must be arranged carefully, and this requires • . 
good executive ability. Teaching experience does not · · 
necessarily develop this. 

The Labor Problem 

How some sclwols are solving this.-Arrangements 
.for labor will depend upon local conditions and upon 
the numbers catered to. As usually only one meal is 
served, part-time workers may be employed to advan
tage. From the Montreal High School comes this 
report: 

I have found it advisable to have as small a staff as possible, 
helpers of a good class at a higher wage. My regular staff 
consists of first and second cook, who do their own pots and 
pans, stove, and kitchen floor ; three maids, who take care of 
the lunch-room equipment and trays, serve behind the counter 
and wash dishes, and an extra helper, who comes in from 12 
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to 2 o'clock. About 660 persons are served in an hour and it' 
half; Senior boys and girls do the checking and cashiering, in . 
return for their lunch. 

In the East Orange High School, where 1,000 people 
are served daily, there are 10 workers on an eight-hi>Ul' 
schedule, and students do the checking and cashiering . . 
Here there is a four-unit service at the serving counter. 
Highland Park (M~ch.) High School employs one 
chef and three women on an eight-hour-day schedule 
for 260 pupils and 55 i;eachers. Students are em
ployed for checking, cashiering, and for some of the 
serving. For a lunch room serving 100 to 150, two 
regular workers, a . cook and an assistant, would be 
adequate, provided students assisted at serving time 
and that the menu was restricted to three or fo~ pre
pared dishes. 

Student assistants.-1£ much student help is em
ployed, this is a problem in itself, as duties and holll'fl 
must be arranged, remuneration in lunch or in money 
must be checked up and recorded, and substitutes are 
often necessary. Students should be held strictly re
sponsible for being prompt, and, if possible, for send
ing substitutes in case of unavoidable absence. Defi
nite regulations as to student help should be drawn up 

. and each student provided with a copy. Duties for 
each position should be Standardized and put in type
written form, so that verbal instructions may be mini
mized when changes in student help are made. Other
wise, student labor may prove a very troublesome 
question. 

Schedules of work.-For the regular staff, duties 
should also be outlined in detail and schedules of work 
arranged with considerable thought. Definite instruc
tion and directions are an important part of the organi
zation, and these, with time schedules and duties, will 
be much more e1fective if made available in typewritten 

Duties 
should be 
standard iuJ 
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or prin.ted form. This is particularly helpful if quite a 
nu,mber of workers are employed, but is a simple matter · 
when there are only one or two paid workers. Weekly 
oonferences with employees, to discuss informally 
Standards and plans for the following week, are helpful. . . 

Serving the L unch 

When large numbers are served, they should come in 
·retays to prevent crowding or waiting in line. .Where 
numbers are smaller and all come at once, a successful 
pla.n is to have the various rooms take turns in leading 
the line. Staff members by their presence alone should 
oontrol any tendency to disorder or pushing. . 

DOOnite counter arra.ngements should be decided 
upon and adhered to, so that the same sequence in 
types of foods ma.y be maintained. Hot foods ta.ke 
longer to serve, and if given first place tend to "hold 
up " the line. Again, if served last they will be hotter 
when eaten. If the counter rail is broken into sections, 
as described above, the sequence of foods on counter is 
no special problem. It is better to place cutlery and 
n~J.pkins at end of line. 
· :r'he counter should not be crowded with food, ns 
many cafeteria counters are. Tiers of shelves and draw
ers- that pull out easily, if arranged under the counter, 
provide space for a large number of individual orders 
xudy for service. From these the counter is kept sup
plied, but servings. are allowed to stand only a. very 
short time. This is a sanitary measure as well as a. 
more artistic arrangement. 

The servers should be immaculate in appearance, with 
aprons, and at least washable waists, if not an entire 
cotton uniform. This la.tter is more difficult to control 
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with student helpers, but for these ample aprons Shouldl 
be absolutely required. Men or boys should be supplied! 
With white coats. These servers contribute much to the'; 
spirit of the lunchroom through their immaculate uni-;. 
form, courtesy, alertness, and cheerfulness in serving: 
Rapid service is usually necessary, and neat service of· 
hot foods is most important. All servings, of co~\ 
should be carefully regulated as to size. 

The room may be cleared by ha:ving all pupils take 
their trays to a well-located place, or by having these 
collected by the workers. If trucks are used, they 
should be inconspicuous and should move noiselessly, 
and no noisy scraping of dishes should be tolerated . 
. Some one person may be responsible for the general 
appearance of the dining room and the work of clear
ing away, which should be done quietly and neatly. 

Where a number of teachers come to the lunchroom, 
it is well to make special arrangements for them. In 
many schools a separate room with either a separate 
serving table or waitress service is provided. In some 
the teachers are allowed to pass along behind the serv
ing table, but this is not desirable for either servers or 
teachers, as it distracts the former and interferes with 
counter service. 

Checking and Cashiering 

Where the menu is simple the checking presents no 
difficulties. If it is more varied, the checker must be· 
come familiar with the prices and· be on the alert for 
double orders and any extras. As stated above, some· 
times metal or celluloid checks are sold outside the class, 
room and handed in at the counter. Unless these are 
washed after each meal, they are not highly sanitary. 
Paper checks are most satisfactory when checking and 
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. cashiering are done in the lunchroom. These should be 
'Ntimbered consecutively and the first and last number 
:Pi 'the lot given to the checker noted. The unused ones 
·ke returned, and a note made of the number used; an 
·fudelible pencil should be used to mark the amount on 
the check. The familiar restaurant check, with the 
ltwlounts printed in rows on it, beginning with a pos
sible minimum and ending with a possible maximum, 
may have the proper amount punched and is satisfac
.rory. ·In the event of a second serving this check is 
punched at the higher figure. It is not wise to do the 
cashiering and checking at one point or . to have the 
same person do both. The best location for the cashier's 
desk is near where the pupils leave the room. 

These are discussed rather fully on pages 29-31 with 
reference to elementary school lunches. Practically the 
same methods apply to the business administration of 
the high school and normal school lunch. In many 
schools the commercial department takes over the work 
of keeping records and all accounts, and this appears 

· to be a most satisfactory and logical arrangement. 
These questions have also been disclll?sed, though 

rather briefly, in connection with the elementary schools 
on page 27. This whole consideration of lunches aoes 

; Mt attempt to outline tlw organization of larue city 
B1JBtems, as these are distinctly a problem by themselves, 
particularly in reference to their business administra
tion. 

The Menu 

The menu may be very simple. In some schools only. 
f;oups and cocoa ·are served, to supplement the lunch 
brought from home, but usually one other hot dish 
at'least is included, and sandwiches, rolls. bread, and 
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muffins are easy to provide. The wisest rule is to begin 
with a modest form of menu and progress slowly to 1 

more pretentious one. It is well to remember that lahor 
and equipment requirements, marketing and accountin~ 
and all incidental details are controlled by the menu. 

The character of the menu and the excellence of the_ 
cooking are the greatest factors in promoting any 
educational work carried on in the lunch room. The 
pupils should be encouraged, in every way possible, w 
choose wisely and to taste dishes unfamiliar to them. 
It is difficult. to overcome. food a versions, but once a 
dish is tasted and found delicious, this alone proves a 
strong incentive for taking it again and persuading 
others to "try it." The caloric value of each serving 
may be indicated on the menu board, but calories are 
not the only consideration. Building material and 
" vitamines " are needed as well as fuel, and vegetables 
and milk dishes should have prominent places on the 
menu. Tea and coffee should of course not appear. 

For hearty boys a fairly concentrated diet is desirable, and 
large volumes of fluid should not be permitteu with meals. 
Desserts, like baked Indian meal or poor man's pudding (rice), 
where milk is concentrated \Yith the cereal in baking, are ideal 
for growing boys. Pastr y should be used vet·y sparingly. 
Custard or prune pie, having but one crust and conveying m1lk, ' 
eggs, and fruit, with a minimum of pie crust, are examples of 
the best kinds. Cake may be served as a desser t and should 
nevet· be rich.' 

Heavy dishes are out of place, as the pupils are 
usually returning to the classroom. 

A very large number of schools report that " potatoes 
and gravy" are the popular dish. There is a grain of 
comfort in knowing that usually this "gravy" is e. 
sauce made :from soup stock and so not greasy and 
heavy. In many of the menus there is a. lack of variety 

1 Dr. M. S. Ro~..,, Feet! in~; tile l•'uwily. 
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in the vegetables offered. In several sets of menus re~ 
ceived, potatoes are the only vegetable served. Some~ 
times potato soup and mashed potatoes appear on the 
same menu. 

Sometimes a " plate lunch" is offered at a special 
price, consisting of a small .portion of meat or meat sub
stitute with a generous serving of vegetables. In many 
localities it may be difficult to encourage the pupils to 
eat vegetables. The appearance of a dish on the counter 
has much to do with its sale. Food served in individual 
ramikins ()r custard cups is more attractive than when 
served from a baking pan and has stimulated the sale 
of suitable foods very considerably in some schools. 
Milk and egg desserts, if served in sherbet glasses, will 
be accepted more readily. If to this is added a piece of 
cherry, brightly colored jelly, or a little whipped cream, 
even a prosaic rice custard will "go" rapidly. The 
use of artificially flavored jelly powders is not ad
visable. 

Sandwiches are popular m1d serve their purpose if 
the filling is really nutritious and if Graham or whole 
wheat bread is often used. They add greatly to the 
work of food preparation, however, thus making their 
use sometimes questionable. They are also one type of 
food that may be easily brought from home. One 
school reports that sandwiches are served from time to 
time to demonstrate a good .filling, and recipes are given 
for this, so that pupils may be. encouraged to bring these 
in their lunch boxes later. 

l{eep the menu simple. Even in a large lunch room 
it is not advisable to have a long one. It is only con
fusing to the pupils and also makes a variety from 
day to day less possible. The menu therefore loses its 
"freshness" and interest, much as the long hotel menu 
does. A lonq nwnu also 1•aise.s the cost of p1·eparation 
and is thus unwise from an economic standpoint. 
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In all references given on page 60 only tested recipe! 
are included, so that these may be used in menu mak; 
ing with confidence. 

Some Typical Dishes 

1. Soups-Cream of vegetable; chowders; split-pea, 
bean,. and tomato purees, and sometimes a vegetable 
soup with a meat stock. 

2. Hot dishes serving as meat substitutes or "meat 
extenders." 

Egg dishes.-Scalloped eggs and peas; scalloped' eggs 
with cheese; creamed eggs; fresh spinach with egg; 
scrambled eggs with minced ham or bacon; scalloped 
ham with eggs and rice; creamed potatoes au gratin; 
corn a la southern. 

Fish.-Scalloped fish; 'fish cakes; fish cutlets; salmon 
loa£. 

Macaroni and rice dishes.-Macaroni and cheese; 
creole spaghetti; macaroni and tomato sauce; spaghetti 
and tomato sauce. 

Other aishe&.-Rice and cheese; scalloped potatoes 
with bacon; Spanish rice; shepherd's pie; macaroni 
and chicken pie; stew with vegetables; mashed potatoes 
with tomatoes and pe~ ; creamed chipped beef on 
toast. 

3. Vegetable dishes (not included above): Creamed 
vegetables, scalloped vegetables, buttered vegetables. 

4. Salads: Fruit, vegetable, egg, and cottage cheese. 
5. Fruit: Raw, stewed, or baked. : 
6. Prepared desserts : I ce creams; rice and other cereal 

puddings ; brown betty; cottage pudding; tapioca and 
apple or other fruit; gingerbread and plain cake; fruit 
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eup .. Custards: Baked custard; jellied custard (Span
ish cream); tapioca custard; cornstarch custard; prune 
whip and custard sauce. 

7. Beverages: Milk and cocoa. 
8. Candies, if sold, should occupy an inconspicuous 

.place on the counter. 

SOME SAMPLE MENUS. 

1. Scalloped eggs with peas---------------- - - - ----- ---------
Vegetable salad------------------- --------- -- - ---------
Rye bread-------------------------------------- -------- . 
Butter ------------------------------ - ---------- - ------
Apple sauce and cream----------------------- --- - - - - - ---
Cocoa ----------r-------------------------------------
Mllk ---------------- --------------------- -------------

2. SpUt-pea soup--- --------------- -----------'------------ -Fresh spinach timbales _______________ ____________ ______ _ 

B111n mufti.Ds----- - ------------------ - -----------------

Rru~-------------------------------------------------
Butter ------------- - - - ---- - ---- --------- - - - ----------
Fruit CUP---------------------------------------------
Cocoa ---------------------------- ------- ------------ - 
Mllk --------------·· - - --------- --------- ---------------

3. Creole sparhetti----------- - ---------- ---- - --- ---------
Buttered beans - - --- - ----------------- ----- - - ------ ----
Corn mullins-·----- - ------------- --------------- --------
White and brown bread-------- - ---------- ---------------
Butter -------- ----------------------------------------Pmeapple delicious------------------ - - ---- ----------- - --

Cocoa ------------ - - - --- - - ----------- ---- - --- ------ - --
MUk -----------------------------------------------~--

Mmsu8 usetJ in. a. 80hool 8ervin.g e50-300 pupUs. 

L Vegetable soup-----------------------------------------
Minced ham with scrambled eggs _________________________ _ 

Scalloped corn and tomatoes------------------ - - -----.: ___ _ 
Salmon loa!--------------------------------------------Rolls __________________________ ___________ ___________ _ 

"Brown bread-----------------------------------------
Butter-------------------- --- -----------------------Cottage pudding, chocolate sauce_ ________________________ _ 

VanUla lee cream------------------------- --------------lltlk _________________________ ________________________ _ 

Cocoa---------------------------- - --------- ----· ··---- -

615 
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2. Mongol soup--------------- - - ------- ------------------- $0.1 
Shepherd's pie-----------------'-------- - ---- - ------- --- - . ~ 
VVlnter squash----------------------- --------------- ---- .1 
Beet and celery salad--------------------------- --------- .1 
Bran mu1Bns------- ------------------------ -----------
Bread ----- -------------------------- - --- - --- - - - ---- --
Butter--- ----- - --------- - -------- - - - --------- ---- - - --- 
Baked cnstard---~--------------------------------------
Fruit j elly, whipped cream---- ------ -------'--- - - ------- --

blilk----------------------------- ·--------------------
Cocos------------------- ---- --- --- -- - - - --------------- .i 

S. Cream of lima bean soup ___ .: _______ ------- - - - -------- - - - :~ 

Spaghetti with cheese--------- --- -- --~------- - ------ ----- .~ 
Buttered carrots and peas ________ ___ ·---- ---- - - ---------- .01 
Scalloped potatoes with bacou---- - - - - - ------ -- - - --- ------ .• 
Corn mumns - ----- --------- - - --- ---- - - - -- ------ - - ------ .« 
Eiread--------~--------- --- ---------------------------- . ~ 
Butter- -------- -------- - - ----- - - - - - - - - -- - - - ------ - ----- .~ 
Chocolate ice cream--------J---------------~ - ----- - - --- - .111 
Tapioca and apple pn!ldlng _______ ___ ________ __ _____ ------- .« 
Milk - - -------- --- ---------------- ------ ------ - -------- .01 
COCOS -----------~------ ------------- ------ ------------ .• 

Menua u8ea in IJ school Bervin6 1,006 pupil•. 

1. Corn chowder---------------------- - - ------------------ .II Hot roast beef sandwich ____ :_______ _____________________ .u 
Scalloped eggs and peas- ------ ----------- - - ------ --- - - - - - .a 
Buttered carrots--------------- - - __ - --- - --- - ----- ------- .II 
Peanut butter and raisin sandwich _____ __ _:________ __ ______ .01 

VValdort salad------------------------------------------ .U Rice pudding ___________________ ___ - - ----- --- --- - - - - ---- • 05 

Homemade cake ----------- - - - --- - - --- ------------------ .Ill 
Bananf!. and apricot ice cream------------------------- - -- .II 
Milk --------------------------------- ------~--------- .01 
Cocoa ------- ----- ----- --- -- - - - - - --- --- - ------- - ------ - . 01 
2 rolls and butter----------- -------- - - - ----- - --- ----- --- . 01 

2. Cream ot celery soup ____ _____ _____ _ - - ------ - ---- - - - ---- . 01 
Baked ham and spinach- ------ - - - - - - ---- ---------------- - . 11 
Macaronl'and tomato sauce-- - - - -- -- - - --- ----- - ------ ----- . 01 
Succotash---------------- - - ------- - - ------- - - - - - ------- .01 
Cottage cheese and nut sandwiches ____ ________ ___ ----- ---- . 0$ 

MiXed fruit salad--- ------ - -------- ------ - - ------------ - .11 
Baked apple- ---- ----------------- - ____ _________ .:._______ • Oi 
Graham mumns and butter- - - - ------ - - - - ---- - ----- - ------ .06 
Milk------ ------------------ -------- - - - - - --- - - - - - - ---- ,01 
Cocoa------------- - - ------- ------- ------- - - ----------- . 01 
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A FEW SELECTED RECIPES. 

1 eup cocoa 
I to 1 eup sugar 
1 pint water 

3i quarts milk 
! teaspoon ealt 

llh the eoeos, sugar, and water together and boil 5 minutes. Add 
"'" milt and· eoolt Ill a double boiler for 10 minutes or place the 
'kettle on an asbestos mat over gentle heat. Beat wlth a Dover beater 
ontll trotby. 

Total calories, 4,000. 

S quarts diced potn toea 
8 1Uees salt pork 
2 onions (medium) 
2 quarts bol11og water 
Bi quarts milk 

Calories per serving, 160. 

8 (No. 8) cans corn 
1 ounce flour 
3 tablespoons salt 
l pound butter 
Pepper 

Cut the pork Into small cubes. Cook slowly until light brown. Add 
Olllooa and cook slowly 5 mlDutee. Drain olr fat. Add to onions the 
diM potatoes aod water and cook until potatoes are sdft. Add corn 
and eooll: a few minutes longer. Make a white sauce u11Dg the tat 
tried oat from pork. Add to corn and potatoes aod sene chowder 
onr battered crackers In soup bowl. 

Total calories, 7 ,920. Calories per eervlng, 816. 

Oream of Pea Soup (25 eert~(ngt). 

1 (No. 10) cao peas 
1 tablespoon sugar 
2 quarts water 
1 teaspoon salt 

1 gallon mUll: 
! cup butterlne 
! cup llour 

Boll pelts 5 minutes and rub through sieve. Melt butter, stir In flour, 
and add peas, water, and mtlk, and cook until 1t thickens. Season 
to tute and cook gently 10 mlDutes. 

Total calories, 4,577. Calories per serving, 188. 

Mongol Soup 1 (100 6en~(nOI) . 

4 pounds split peas 1~ quarts shredded cabbage 
26 quarts water 1l quarts sliced carrots 
1 ponod onions 6 ounces salt 
I pound celery tops U pounds butter substitute 
G Quuta tomatoes lt pounds flour 

Soak peas overnight, drain, add 15 quarts water, onions, salt, and 
eeltf7, Cook 2 hours, add tomatoes, and cook one-half hour longer. 
Pr!a through steve. Cook cabbage and carrots until tender In remain
IDe water, combine two mixtures. Thicken and aeaaon, add milk and 
reheat. 

Total calories, 19,639. Calories per serving, 196. 

' " One Hundred Portion War Time ~dpea," B. m. Nettleton. 



Garrote and Peae (60 eervfnqe) . 

1 (No. 10) can peas 
4 pounds diced carrots 
Pepper 

i pound butter 
1 tablespoon salt 

Arrange vegetables In alternate layers and boll or steam until tender. 
Drain and add butter and seasoning. 

Total calories, 3,366. Calories per serving, 67. 

Veuetab!e Hash 1 (100 aervtnu•> . 

14 pounds potatoes 2 pounds ground onions 
41 pounds carrots 4l pounds beets 
4i pounds turnips 1 pound bacon fat 
4i pounds cabbage Seasoning 

Cook all vegetables but onions. Drain and mix with onions a.od 
seasoning. Add fat and some water In which vegetables were cooked, U 
moisture Is needed. Put Into !!uttered baking dishes and bake until 
brown In o. hot oven. 

Total calories, 18,128. Calories per portion, 181. 

8paM8h 8oup 1 (100 aervlnqa). 

6i quarts baked beans 
1! pounds onions 
1 pound celery tops 
11 pounds butter substitute 

7 quarts tomatoes 
4 ounces salt 
U pounds flour 

Cook all vegetables, In water t o cover, one hour. Thicken and' &eaiKID 
and strain through a sieve. 

Total calories, 16,185. Calories per serving, 162. 

Succotash ( 35 servtnge). 

1 (No. 10) can corn 
1 quart dried llmo. beans 

~ pound butter 
Salt and pepper 

Soak beans overnight. Drain, add boiling water, and cook .untD 
tender. Drain and add corn. Beat slowly; add butter and seasonlnf. 

Total calories, 6,800. Calories per serving, 180. 

K 'dney B ean Stew ( t5 6er'l/£1tgs). 

2 quarts red kidney beans 1 gallon water 
1 gallon tomatoeP i pound butterlne 
1 quart chopped celery 4 quarts diced potatoes 
2 cups sliced onion Salt and pepper 

Soak beans over night. Drain and add tomatoes: celery, onlolll, 
and water. Simmer slowly until beans are nearly tender. Add potatoes 
and butterlne and cook until potatoes are soft. 

Total calories, 2,266. Calories per serving, 116. 

1 " One Hundred Portion War Time Recipes," B. E. Nettleton. 
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4 (No. 8) cans corn 
2 tAblespoons sugar 
1 tablespoon 81\lt 
8 eps 

• ounces butter 
ll pound llour 
2 quarts milk 

:ldd be&ten yolks, sugar, and salt to corn. Make a aauce ot butter, 
&our, and mUk, and add corn mtrture. Fold 111 stUDy beaten egg whltea. 
Poor Into greaaed baking dlsbea and bake ln a moderate oven. 

Total calories, 6,473. Calories per aervlng, 129. 

Sn1:orv l ' euetable LoafS (100 partiOM). 

10 pounds dried beans 
• pounda bread crumbs 
1 pound bacon tat 
Pepper 

12 eggs 
2 ounces salt 
4 quarts stock from beans 

Soak be&ns over night, drain and cook untll tender. Drain, aavlng 
~e at~k. Beat eggs nod mlx all Ingredients, adding more stock lt 
Deeded. Put mixture Into buttered pans and bake one-half to one 
hoor 1n a. moderate oven. Serve with tomato sanee. 

Total calorii!S, 27,082. Cslorlea per portion, 271. 

Creole Spaqhet1£ (l!S aen~fnga). 

quart spaghetti 1 teaspoon salt 
1 quart stewed tomatoea li cup butterlne 
1 cup allced onion i cup llour 
2 pounda Hamburg steak 1 cup grated cheese 

Cook apaghettl In 8 quarts boiling salted water. Draln and rinse 
111 cold water. Brown onion In butterine, stir 111 flour, o.nd add tomato 
preased through sieve. Stir until t hlckene:d. Stir to cheese and add 
to epaghettl. Saut(\ steak unUl slightly brown, add to spaghettl mix
ture and bake 111 to 20 minutes. 

Total calories, 8,427. CaloTies per servln~:, 187. 

Scalloped Eoo• wtth Pea• (25 •er11fnQI) . 

lt quarts milk 15 eggs 
I cup butter or butterloe 2 (No. 10) can peas 
I cup llour 2 cups bread crumbe 
U teaspoons salt Pepper 

Cook til:l hard, and boll the peas for 10 minutes. Prepare a wmte 
aeuce With milk, flour, butter, a.od seasoning. Add 111lced eggs and 
Ptls. Cover wlt.b lightly buttered crumbs o.od bake until crumbs brown. 

Total calories, 4,006. Calories per serving, 106. 

'" lnetltutlon Recipes," Emma Smedley. 
1 " One Hundred Portion War Time Recipes," B. E. Nettleton. 



1 quart diced carrots 
1 quart peas 
1 quart diced celery 
1 quart diced beets 

Jlaoedofne Salad.t 

1 quart diced potatoes 
6 heads lettuce 
French dressing 
Mayonnaise 

All vegetables are cooked. Marinate them with French dressing aod 
let stand one hour. Mix lightly with mayonnaise and serve on lettuce • 
leaves. Any cold cooked vegetables may be used In this way. 

Total calories, 6,977. Calorie~ per portion, 140. 

1 " Institution Recipes," Emma Smedley. 
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1. Rot Lunch Michigan Agrl· The school lunch innual 
Project cultural College schools as a proJect tor the 
(bulletin). Extension Di· boys' and g~rls clubs. II 

Vision, 1919. Includes a study of ~ 
ment, organization, • 
keeBing, ro.portion 1110ipeL 
We Illustrated. 

2.Bchool Afeicultural Col· A series ot20 lesso11leafi~Y. 
Lunches ege Extension lng In detail the pre ·ca 
(bulletin). Service, Ohic! pi dlllerent ~ of food far 

University, 1917. rural school unches 8lld lht 
lunch box. 

3. The School Gera ldine Extension Depart. An excellent reference on lbl 
Lunch. Radley. ment, Purdue rural school lunch. 

Universltj;, La 
Fayette, nd. 

4, Su~gested T. E. Kallfl· Extension Depart. Study of equipment, IIWII&t' 
Pans for man. ment, Purdue ment; 50-portion recipes. 
Serving of University La 
Lunches in Fayette, lnd., 
Central· 1918. 
!zed Schools 
ot Ohio 
(bulletin). 

6. Cho.Cho and Eleanor Child Health Or· Fairy stories which willdollg!ll 
the Health Glen dower ~tation, 156 the children; attract ivelY Jl. 
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YorkCity, 919. healtblul diet is preseutecll.D 
a fascinating way. 
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School 
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lh~B. Iowa State Col· Twmty-«lx 18S!Oilll I.D food 
Ri rd· lege of .A¢cul· l::P&r11UansulteblefocgiVUlg 
son. tun~ Extensloo rural schools I.D connection 

De par tmmt, with the prezetlon of the 
tg16. hot lunch. ustrated. 

Mrs. Fred· Child Health Or· Rhymes for the children tavtnt! 
erick Pe- ganlzatlan, 1918, "the rules of the 1 
tersoo. 156 Filth Ave., game.'' 

New YorkCity. 

F . .A. Twiss. D~artmont of A detailed study of tho sub-
ducation, Re- jort I.D regard to equi~eut, 

g!oa, Saskatcho- reclpes, and organ tian. 
wan, Canada, A very ~ type of storage 
191!1. cupboar is shown here. 

N.W.Fams- Webb Publishing The equipment used 1s well 
worth. Co., St. Paul, illustrated. A eood plan or 

Miim.., lg1&. liiBDilgemmt 1s fth·en, and roctc;:, foods an teeebers' 
pro lemsaredlscussed. 

Lu~Wood Child Health Or· Dosmptlon or 8 school-lunch 
Coller. ~%atlOD, 156 experlmentcarrled out chien y 

hAve., New forltsnews valuefOt ane .... 
YortClty. E;'jper campal~ to arouse 

terest I.D licllooll uncbes. 

E:ctenslon Serv· A verycompletasotofmlmeo-
Ice, University graphed study sheets sent 
of Nebraska, out to boys• and girls' clubs 
CoUega of A¢· reving tho details of school· 
culture. unch man&geml'-Dt. Phys-

lology ~ylct, •• How Joe's 
Lunch lsappearod," IS J.n. 
eluded. 

Sarah W. Tho.\utbors, 1915. Directions for stl\rtlng and 
Maurr: coud~Jcttns:n "penn/a lunch," 
J.eua • llCCOtding to plans eveloped 
Tachau. bft the autbOtS in the Louis-

v Ue schools. 

lHanohe National » oard, A valuable book for those 
Geary. Y. W. C. A., st.anln~ 8 school Cllfeterill. 

New YOtkClty, It inc udes an account of 
1917. essentials in oreanizatlon, 

equipment, service, menus, 
and cle3nlng to."Otk. 

May B. Van Teachers' CoUefe, A valuable collection of recipes 
.Arsdale NewYorkCI y, for foreign dishes tested in 
and Day 1917. the department of foods and 
Monroe. cookery, Teachers' College. 

Dr. MaryS. Teachers' CoUTf:: A study or the food require-
Rose. NewYorkCI y, ment or school girls and 

1914. boys. 

Useful 
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USEFUL REFERENCES-CoNT00111:D 

Reference. Author. P ubllsher . Contents. 

16. Diet !or the Luti{e H. Bureau of Educa· WAll-presented facts relat!l!gti 
Sahool G ett. tion, Wash.infi· children's food; attract!"' 
Child. ton, D. C., 191 . illustrated !or the ~ 

17. F=..the Mary s. Macmillan Co ., This book presents in a ,J 
F . Rose. New York City. practical way the nulrllttl 

values of foods, the ~ 
of the dally menus, the 1 
expenditure of money 
toods; a valuable guide II 
tha housekeeper and teacher, 

18.Newe r E. V. Mo- Mac mlllan co·. , Gives results or recent researdl 
Know!· Collum. New York City, work on value of certa11 
ed~ of 1918. foods. 
Nu 'tlon. 

19. school Feed· Louise s . LipEincott co., History or this movement IJ 
ing. Bryant. P lladelphia, all countries. ! 

W13. 

20. Ev~day Mary s. Macmillan Co. , This book is equally sultabi 
F in Rose. New York City, as a reference in peace tillll 
WarTime. 1918. and should prove invala~ 

to the busy teacher wba mar 
n ot always have the timelo 
consult a book giving a om 
extended treatment or 1111 
subject. 

21. Institution Emma The author, 6 East A complete collection otteslal 
Recipes.t Smedley. Front St., Media, recipes, many or which 111 

Pa., 1919. most suitable for the scboa1 
cafeteria. The caloric ml 
protein value of each redll 
IS gtven and nearlfn Ill 
recipes are made out 1J 
portion quantities. 

22. One Hun· Bertha E. L!pgincott Co., These recipes are equaUA d 
dred Por· Nettleton. P iladelphla, able !or peace time an ben 
tlon War 1918. au been well tested in schom 
l.l'lme Re- lunchroom work. R!celicg 
clpes. and cornstarch are used tar 

thickenmg, but in each reclPI 
the combined weight oftba 
in wheat fiour may be Wid 
Instead. 

23, Recipes and Frances L. Whitcomb & Bar· 
Menus for Sm.ltb. rows, Boston, 
Fifty. Mass., 1918. An excellent collection ol 

24. More Rec· Frances L. Whitcomb & Bar- tested recv;: suitable lor 
fpes and Smith. rows, Boston, schoollunc es. 
Menus for Mass., 1918. 
FUty. 

'Mi.'IS Smedley will soon publish a book on "8ehool Lunchroom M8118geDUIIII,~ 
wtth pt\rtlcular reference to elementary and high school lunches. 
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HEALTH TRAINING 
FOR TEACHERS 

THE Re,LE OF NoRMAL AND TRA.mrno SCHooLs IN THE 

ADVANCEMENT OF HEALTH EDUCATION. 

BY RoBERT G. LEAVlTl', PH. D. 

ABOUT 300 institutions in the United States are engaged 
exclusively or principally in training teachers. A 
considerable number in addition, in rank ranging from 

secondary schools to universities, give pedagogical instruction 
in departments of education. 

The influence of -these institutions upon the hygiene 
teaching of the common schools is great, but is capable of 
beco:ining immensely greater. The_ world is awakening from 
ita old apathy to the problems of life and death, health and 
disease. All public institutions of this class must speedily be 
forced to give the desired amount of time and attention to 
health education. . 

The field is new. The art of training for health is develop
ing . . It seems well at the present moment to gather up 
some bits of experience in the training of teachers of hygiene 
and to formulate guiding principles which may serve until 
fuller experience shall supply something better. 

The following suggestions toward organizing the work of a 
Normal department of hygiene are therefore offered: 

· NORMAL stUdents, future teachel's, should at the 
1. very beginning of their course become convinced of 

the value to themselves of good health, in relation to 
8Ueeess and happiness. 

The students' introduction to the subject should be set for 
the first days of their connection with the school, both for the 
sake ~f makirl.g the maximum impression and for the further 
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purpose of inducing the students to form at the start right 
habits of living. Some kind of hygienic activity and 
occasional return to the subject should be planned for the 
subsequent year, or years, in order that the interest aroused 
at first may not die out. 

The opening discussion may follow some such lines as the 
following : 

These young people have come to the institution with 
expectationS of success. They are attended by fond hopes 
of parents. Some of them, however, will fail. What are the 
usual causes of failure! Experie::1ce shows that a frequen~ 
perhaps the most .common, cause is lack of energy, active 
ill-health, or poor physical. tone. Suc~ess. in the Normal 
School calls for daily attention t() healthy living. Likewise 
success in the profession is conditioned on physical vigor. 
Facts regarding teachers' health seem to show that the work 
is often too hard for one who will not care for her health. 
Teaching is no job for a weakling. 
. Beyond a mere technical success, is the matter of happiness 
in life. Herbert Spencer's dictum is to be considered: 
"Good health and its atte;ndant high spirits are larger ele
ments of happiness than any other whatever." In ·one's 
dreams of life, what have been the imagined factors of 
happiness 7 Win all these but lose health, and what is the 
net result'/ Is Spencer right or wrong' . 

("YTUDENTS should be llrought to see that good health 
2. lJ is a~ indispensable part of the teachers' special 

equipment. 
The teacher's own health is basis in education. It is so 

for two reasons. The first has to do with the force of example. 
The preacher must practice what he preaches. A sickly 
teacher is as poor an apostle of good heal"th as a scoundrel 
would be of personal righteousness. 

In actual practice it is found that children look to teachers 
for . living illustration. They ask the question, "Do you do 
this!" 

"The great thing," says Edward Devine, "is an enthusiasm 
for health." One is very unlikely to have any genuine 
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enthusiasm for a good which he himself iS too indolent tc 
work for. The ideally effective teacher of hygiene will be 
the teacher who literally enjoys good health, who. willingly 
and religiously practices the health habits offered to the 
'children, and who demonstrates in appearance and by vigor 
and good nature the beneficent effects of good health conduct. 

The second reason has to do with the teachers' general 
influence upon the developing child. 

The teacher who is physically below par, who is not .quite 
equal to her task, who constantly feels a sense of partial 
defeat, becomes irritable and unjust. Her influence upon 
.developing childhood may be like that of a blight upon 
growing plants. Even if she does not lose her position, she 
really fails. Would a mother like her own child to be placed 
in the hands of such a teacher1 Does one wish to be such · 
a teacher for any other woman's child' 

The healthy teacher is more generally cheerful, happy in 
all her relations, likely to be just in discipline, inclined to 
stimulate by encouragement, and exerts upon the growing 
child the influence of sunshine. "We need more robust 
teachers," says Eliot. 

We are indebted to Prof. Burnham, of Clark University, 
for having pointed out the influence of success and failure 
upon the development of the child. ("Success and Failure 
as Conditions of Mental Health," pub. Massachusetts Society 
for Mental Hygiene, Boston.) He enumerates factors which 
ahnost surely foredoom many a child entering school to 
repeated failure. 

The student should be led to understand the very serious 
consequences of the conditions described by Prof. Burnham; 
and further to realize that the sickly teacher is likely to be 
a "failure teacher," contributing to the child's sense of 
failure. 

In a few conferences along lines indicated above, students 
will convince themselves that health is foundational. · The 
teacher . will bring facts and his · wider experience to the 
disc~sions. Perhaps thefvllowing, the presentation of noble 
and large ideals and the winning of the students to a 
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steady loyalty to these ideals, will depend somewhat more 
upon the teacher's own breadth of view, his clearness and. 
earnestness. 

STUDENTS should become possessed of the best'Q'Wdern ' 
8. ideals of healthy living and develop a steadfast loyalty 

to these ideals. 
The modern ideals of health, exuberance of life, physical 

perfection, the duty of being as strong and sound as nature 
will allow one to be, the worth of the body as companion 
of the spirit, are directly opposed to the medieval concep
tion which led ascetics to mortify the flesh-conceptions 
based on a false philosophy now discarded by intelligent 
people. The modern view is more nearly that of ancient 
Greece, enlarged by modem science and modem philosophy, 
and expressed in terms of modem life. The ideally perfect 
personality is beautiful in spirit, mind and body. It is 
healthy in spirit, mind, and body. 

Winning the student's assent to these ideals is usually an 
easy matter. The present ·universal admiration for athletic , 
prowess helps powerfully, and should be used to lead the 
young people back to the best resthetic Greek conception. 
Securing the actual adoption of these ideals by the students 
as their own, and the development of loyalty thereto, will 
be the task and the fruit of the whole hygiene course. 

T HESE students slwuld at the outset definitely be led ta 
4. form good health habits, to recognize good and po(Jf 

physical tone in themselves, and be aided in every 
way to reach and to keep perfect physical condition. 

THEY should become enthusiastically" outdoor-minded." 
6. The better psychological order may be to take up 

recommendation 5 before 4. 
It is easy to kindle the flame of enthusiasm when one 

begins to discUBS outdoor life with a company of youths. 
They will readily tell what are their favorite sports, what 
skill they have acquired, what enjoyment experienced in 
camping, tramping, and boating. Some have athletic 
prowess; many will be able to measure ·up to fairly good 
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standards in walking, running, or endurance tests; some 
have enjoyed special opportunities in one or another line 
of outdoor recreation. A few will know birds or wild flowers 
or have worked at farming. The teacher will lay before the 
newcomers some of the outdoor recreational activities and 
opportunities offered by the school. 

The practical result of this discussion is to be the laying 
of plans by each individual for outdoor exercise. A certain 
time each day is to be devoted to outdoor exercise as a 
part of the regular schedule. 

As a concrete illustration, the program of the New Jersey 
State Normal School at Trenton in encouraging the out-of
doors spirit may be cited. _ 

( 1) An association of students, graduates, and teachers 
owns a camp with bungalow 6 miles up the Delaware, 
serving for week-end camping parties and affording hiking 
terminal facilities. 

( 2) The nature-study course uses outdoo!' natural history 
as a means of increasing enjoyment of the country. Stu
dents in large numbers take early mc;.rning bird walks, besides 
making ma.ny trips for collecting~ · 

( 3) Ail-day-Saturday hikes are organized; in the winter, 
skating parties. . 

( 4) Besides- the usual sports of tennis, baseball for girls, 
etc., physical prowess is honored by the award of a distinc
tion (a chevron) for qualifying in a certain percentage of 
~-walking, running, swimming, bicycling, skating (ice 
or roller), rowing, paddling a canoe, riding a horse, high 
jumping, throwing a ball, climbing the rope, dancing. Con
ferring the chevron is made a school function, and the dis-
tinction is much coveted. . 

( 5) A camera club, a swimming class, and a summer farm 
school should be mentioned in this connection. There is 
probably nothing better than the cultivation of vegetable 
and flower .gardens. 

From the hygienic effects of outdoor exercise we pass natu
rally to other details of daily healthy living (recommenda
tion 5). Habit formation should be briefly studied. Then 
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a set of practicable rules will be arrived at, probably no\ 
differing greatly from the following, modified from Fisher & 
Fisk's admirable "How to Live :" 

. RULES OF HYGIENE. 
I. Am. 

1. Ventilate your room for working and for sleeping. 
If the air is cpol, see 'that your clothing is warm 
enough. 

2. Seek outdoor recreations and occupations. 
8. Breathe deeply. 

II. FooD. 
4. Eat slowly and chew thoroughly. 
5. While eating take no liquid while food is in the 

mouth, to moisten the food or to help in swallowing. 
III. PoisoNs m INFECTIONs. 

6. Evacuate the bowels regularly, frequently, and thor-
oughly. · 

7. Keep ~he teeth and gums clean. 
8. Wash the hands before eating. 

IV. GENERAL CoNDITION. 
9. Stand, sit, walk erect~ 

10. Bathe often. 
V. ACTivrrY. 

11. Work, play, rest, and sleep in moderation. 
12. Keep serene. 

The use, by school children, of t he daily health chart as a 
device for developing regular observance of health rules is 
explained. Students are asked to make and keep charts for 
their own sakes and in order better to understand the child's 
problem later. (See Health Education Bulletin No. 4, 1919, 
U.S. Bureau of Education, p. 5.) This self-marking is con
tinued for one or two months only, but the habits them
selves are persisted in until formed definitely. 

An important point in the control of one's health is some 
me~ of determining one's actual condit ion. Of course, the 
entering Normal student will receive a physical examina
tion by the medical inspector. This examination should be 
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planned to be educational for the student. In the hygiene 
clBsses the age-height-weight tables will be used and ex
plained. Later the physiological signs of good and of poor 
tone should be understood by the students. (See Dr. 
Thomas D. Wood's "Fit to Fight," Columbia University, 
·New York City.) 

No intelligent modem persists in any practice unless con
vinced of the reasonableness of the action. We must under
stand the reasons for habits. Hence at some time, either 
when the rules are formulated or later, the theory must be 
gone into very clearly, even if briefly. What are the facts 
behind the maxims adopted? How far is the theory scientif
ically well grounded~ In the schools the students will meet 
doubters and obstructionists, whom they should be able to 
deal with on the basis of definite knowledge of the facts. 

THEY should become convinced of the supreme value 
6. of good health ffYr school children, and of the urgent 

need of improving the health teaching. in our schools. 
A round table discussion on prevalent neglect of hygiene 

may be held, if students will relate their own observations. 
"How much you have been taughU How oftent At what 
time of the day-the best or the worst' If any subject has 
been passed, what one has it been' What have the teacher's 
pedagogical methods been 1 Have teachers seemed inter
ested, or made the subject interesting'" (Read from 
Address, "Teaching Hygiene in the Grades," and as to the 
need of instruction, Terman, "Hygiene of the School Child.") 

Ty E NfYrmal teacher should acquaint students with the 
7. immensely interesting and richly fruitful health 

movements of to-day and enlist them whole-heartedly 
in the cause of better health ffYr America and the wfYrld. 

Deeply interesting subjects for a few lectures, some of 
them illustrated, are to be found in the triumphs of modem 
medical science over some of the worst forms of disease 
(see W. Osler's "Man's Redemption of Man" and the stories 
of Jenner, Pasteur, Koch, Wa1ter Reed, and others); the 
success of child-saving campaigns in certain towns (e. g., 
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Jersey City); the work of district nurses, milk stations, 
children's clinics, nutrition classes, open-air schools, anti
tuberculosis associations, local and national; and the operation 
of local, State, and national health boards. Visits should 
be made if possible to places· where work is being done, and 
talks secured from leading workers. 

The work itself, with the demonstrated results in hw:nan 
happiness, constitutes the best argument for enlistment in 
the cause. Most youths will hear the call. But motives 
had best be clearly expressed, the underlying ideas defini~ly 
uttered, in some explicit appeal, however brief, such as the 
following: 

''Most of us, the people of our class, think at least a little 
of helping toward better things. We feel some satisfaction, 
perhaps much, in leaving the world a bit better than we find 
it. And how shall one count most for progress 1 Probably 
by allying himself with others in furtherance of soxr..e great 
cause. Ally yourself to some noble cause. As educated 
people you will be influential, whether as teachers or as 
members of communities. To what better cause can you 
lend this influence in life than to the cause of good health 1" 

Substantial loyalty, however, is developed by working fer 
the cause. The teacher will probably be able to fi~d even 
during the Normal course some means of allowing students 
to feel that they are already taking part in the great world 
movement for good health. In fact, of course, they are 
doing so in preparing themselves to train children in health. 

A plan promising much both for the Normal students and 
for the schools is being organized in one of the States. 
Students have undertaken a mission to the numerous local 
parent-teacher associations. They are invited to speak, 
their expenses being met by the associations, and bring the 
latest "news" in hygiene training. They speak for the 
better care of the teachers' physical welfare. 

Parents are led to see the relation between the teacher's 
health (for which the community is in part responsible) and 
the welfare of their own children in school. The local 
teacher may be put in touch with advanced method.s and 
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recent literature. As a means of arousing popular interest 
in health activities a "Better Health Week" was suggested 
by a student at a large eastern Normal School and carried 
through successfully with the following leading features: 

(1) Daily short talks at assembly by students on what 
various departments of the school are doing for hygiene, 
including a platform demonstration of the hot lunch for 
school children by the Domestic Science Department. 

{2) Tables in corridors with displays of free (and other) 
literature from a variety of sources, ranging from the United 
States Government to commercial dairies and insurance 
companies. 

(3) Posters throughout the building, changed daily, 
together with some striking printed charts. 

Some of the posters were worded as follows: "The best 
hygiene lesson you can give your children will be a rosy
cheeked, cheerful teacher." "A dead fish makes a very poor 
object lesson in hygiene." "To be sickly when you could be 
well is as disgraceful as it is to be wicked." "Good health, 
the bed-rock foundation of success." 

( 4) A large display of daily health-chart designs for chil
dren originated by students. 

(5) Large cartoons by students, picturing plans for swim
ming, skating, ·canoeing, and other outdoor activities. 

( 6) Two add~es by workers from outside the school, 
representing the national and the State child-health work. 

(7) A round table at assembly on Friday, led by a student, 
at which students told briefly what they had got from the 
week. 

S TUDENTS should become acquainted in a practical 
8. way with the best methods and devices for training 

children in healthy living. . 
This will include the practical details of the use of daily 

health reports. Notable developments of the health club 
idea, as in Rochester, N.Y., and Hunterdon County, N.J., 
will be heard. The use of the weighing scales Will be 
demonstrated. 
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DURING their course they sluruld acquire an amotmt 
9. of material, such as suggestive notes, actu.allesson 

plans, printed bulletins, etc., for use in the school~. 
Of course the student will obtain bulletins from State and 

National Government bureaus. While much of value in 
the way of news may be obtained in the form of clippings, 
the student should not be left unguarded against the de
ceptive character of much newspaper information on scien
tific subjects. One can not rely upon statements. made by 
transient publications. 

T1IE Normal School sluruld utiUze the ingenuity and 
10. originality of the students in developing old and 

devising new methods. 
TP,e field is new and the opportunity for originality un

limited. 

· TrnE Students' judgment and power should be irn,. 
11. proved by the acquirement of important facts of 

personal and public hygiene. 
As far as time limitations will permit, . future teachers 

must be well grounded in the facts of the human body and 
.so much bacteriology as has a practical bearing on health 
conduct. Their functions as teachers will not be to retail 
these facts very largely; though there must be thorough 
teaching of a limited number of facts to the public while 
it is in school. But the teacher must answer questions, and 
take certain general positions of theory. She should know 
enough not to bring the subject (if she is to teach it at all) 
into ridicule, in matters of practical advice. Given first 
the right spirit as a hygiene leader, the more the teacher 
knows of the basal facts of physiology, hygiene, sanitation, 
bacteria, and transmissible disease the better. Some parts 
of this field offer extremely attractive illustration of the 
human mind at work, in the story of a discovery, or in pic
tures of experimental method. Always, as a student of 
the subject, the teacher will ask "How do we know7" 

In bacteriology definite information as to the conditions 
{)f life and growth of bacteria (foods, temperature, etc.) 
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will dispel some of the nonsense that finds its way occa
·sionally even into print. 

T'HE student should be taught 1ww most effectively to 
12. use some of these facts for increasing the inteUi

gence of American citizens in meeting the prob
lems of individual and public heaUh. 

Here the case method of teaching will be followed. H 
the necessity for disinfection of excreta in typhoid is to be 
taught, an actual case from sanitary history will be cited, 
for example, the Plymouth epidemic, described in Sedg
wick's "Principles of Sanitary Science." Abstractions are 
relatively weak; facts, powerful. Flesh and blood ex
amples are remembered, if anything is. Telling eXperi
ments and original facts will be presented, often by lantern 
or picture. 

In public health, the great problem of detubercularizing 
humanity will be taken up. All such questions will be 
treated with the social (or altruistic) motives uppermost in 
the child's mind. He is to learn about the causes of dis
ease, not tha~ he may save his own precious skin (for that 
is the motive which oftenest engenders morbid fear), but in 
order that he may know how best to protect the younger 
brothers and sisters at home or the father's health in the 
factory. 

T'HE students should be trained, in the elements of 
13. school hygiene, and as far as possible be fitted to 

cooperate with the school medical inspector and 
school nurse. 

This includes taking a part in managing schoolroom con
ditions; knowing by seeing, doing, and reading; watching 
the doctor and nurse at work; talks by the nurse, perhaps, 
a slight practical experience in inspection. Wherever an 
o~servation school is combined with a Normal School, "big 
SISters" may be used in the follow-up work, after medical 
inspection, for their " little brothers " and "sisters," with 
very great practical benefit to the "big sisters." 
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STUDENTS of the domestic science course should be 
14. well trained in the theory and practice of hy[/i.ent,; 

so, probably, should those in commercial, manual 
training, and other specialized departments. 

The warm school lunch will, of course, be studied in the 
domestic science department. 

TIJIE Normal School should be expected and enabled 
15. to help teachers in service in the State to do good 

health teaching. 
Since the progress of educational hygiene will nc;>t be 

alone a matter of reforming the Normal Schools but of slow 
improvement in the actual processes of the ·public schools, 
this extension work is of first importance. The Normal 
School should be the center for conferences. 

T'HE Normal School should influence the High Schoo~ 
1~. to offer the kind of courses in hygiene needed by 

those high-school graduates who become teachers. 
At the present time the Normal School is compelled to do 

what the High School should do. Correlation should go 
even further to include the State University, whose graduates 
teach the High Schools. · 

T'HE Normal School should influence the public in the 
17 · direction of correct ideas. of education arul endeavor 

to build up a body of public opinion demaruling 
adequate health work. in all schools. 

T'HE Normal School should seek to come to an under-
18. standing with county superintendents and other 

administrators as to the content of a feasible hygiene 
program for the common schools, and then secure their 
support in encouraging Normal graduates to carry 
out the program agreed upon. 

Too often it happens that the young graduate entering a 
school of conservative type allows herself to be pulled down 
to the general level of bad method or sheer neglect. If the 
truth were known, it seems likely that more than half the 
work of the Normal Schools is neutralized in this way. 
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T'HE NCII"'1Ull Sclwol should set an example of good 
19. hygiene, in the way of scJwollunches, teachers' rest 

rooms, lavatories, lighting, heating, and ventilating. 

T'HE Normal ScJwol should play an important, per-
20. ·haps leading part in perfecting the art of teaching 

hygiene. . 
It may do this chiefly in two ways: First, by collecting, 

preserVing, and circulating successful experience of gifted 
teachers in the service. In this way successes of resourceful 
workers, which would have merely lor.al influence, may be 
magnified a thousandfold. Secondly, by conducting experi
ments of its own in its subsidiary attached schools. 
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YOUR OPPORTUNITY IN THE SCHOOLS. 
By L. EMMETT HOLT, M.D. 

WHILE there can hardly be two opinions among us in regard 
to compulsory education, we may perhaps differ as to how 

far this should be extended. There can· be no question that the State 
should educate the individual so as to prepare him for his public 
duties and responsibilities as a citizen, nor that' the time and effort 
spent upon his education should be so used as to enable him to get 
the most possible out of his life. 

The importance of health in relation to both national and individ
ual prosperity, contentment, and comfort we haYe only recently begun 
to realize. That the State has a duty in relation to the health of its 
citizens is something only a few have as yet appreciated and most 
of our people have still to learn. 

Our public education in the past has failed most conspicuously in 
matters of health. One evidence of this is the great amount of pre
ventable illness which exists. Practically all who have studied the 
subjects are agreed that preventable disease costs more lives and 
disables more men than does war. Further evidence of our failure 
was the result of the selective draft, in which so large a number of 
men were rejected because of remediable physical defects, and also 
the· findings in the surveys made among school children which h\1-Ye 
shown both in city and in country an average of fully 20 per cent 
who were so much undernourished as to be considered in a serious 
condition. · 

Health Must Be Taught 

THE economic value of health to an individual or a nation we 
have been slow to grasp; yet illness is one of the greatest causes 

of poverty .and family misfortune. Not only is there a premature and 
nn unnecessary sacrifice of life, but there is a very short period of 
full physical efficiency in the life of. the average individual. This has 
been estimated by an authority on life insurance to be only 10 years. 
The problem is, How are we going to be able to get a proper appre
ciation of the value of health .into the mind of the average citizen ? 

24801°-21 
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A knowledge of the laws of health is not instinctive. Health is a. 
vital subject which must be taught. About the laws of life an.d health 
we know only what we have learned either from our own experience 
or from that of others. Some of this health knowledge represents 
:family practices or racial customs. -Much of it is based upon· preju
dice and even superstition or ·upon ideals long proven by modern 
science to be entirely erroneous. 

T HE idea that bad conditions affecting health can be removed by 
passing laws has long since been exploded; for unless the public 

has been taught the. meaning and the necessity of health rules it is im
possible to get them enforced. Health education we all realize to be a. 
fundamental need of our day, if we would permanently improve 
either public or personal health. Indeed, upon health education as 
a means of promoting health and preventing disease the whole 
modern heal~h movement centers. 

Teaching health to adults is always difficult and usually unsatis
fa.ctory. The greatest mistake made in health education in the past 
has been that the instruction has been directed almost entirely to the 
adults of the community. But adults are proverbially poor pupils in 
any school. It is hard for them to unlearn what they have been 
taught in childhood, whether in this country or abroad; and any 
modern health instruction given to them must begin by removing 
many of the bad health habits which they have practiced all their 
lives. They are often grossly ignorant in regard to the nature of 
disease, how it is caused, how it is spread, how it can be prevented. 
Their superstitions and prejudices make it difficult to influence tbem. 
Their minds are very resistant to new ideas which affect such funda
mental things as their food a"nd their health habits. It is found 
most difficult to make them follow the simplest rules, even for the 
protection of their personal health in the so-called dangerous trades, 
in 'vhich special precaution~ are necessary to prevent disease. 

Health Education Must be Begun in Childhood. 

IT is becoming increasingly evident that we have begun too late 
with our health instruction. The child is the fittest subject in 

which to instill proper health knowledge. He ·has no prejudices to 
overcome; his mind is virgin soul. He delights in the knowledge of 
the simple things which relate to his daily experience. It is easy, if 
right methods are employed, to interest the child in health, and it 
is not very difficult to influence him in the formation of good habits. 
The twig is so easily bent. In most matters habits are not yet formed, 
and it is almost as easy to form good habits as to form bad ones. 
All of·these things combine to make childhood the golden period of 
life in which to teach health. 
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HEALTH 
IN PLAY 

Cowtut~ of TM C4iltiii.UA Orva"i.:alMil o/ A ....,...:CO 

By the education of the mother in the ca re of her well infant a 
great reduction in infant mortality has been effected all over the 
country through the national cnmpnign which has been carried on 
during the last 12 or 15 years. In New York City the infant death 
rate has been reduced in a generation to less than one-third the 
former figures. But the education of the mother, so far ns affecting 
the health of the older children is concerned, has up to the present 
time accomplished very little. This has been in consequence of 
several things: First and perhaps the most important. a luck of 
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knowledge by the mother herself in regard to the health rules which 
should be taught and the health habits which should be practiced 
by older children; and secondly, a lack of interest ori the part of the 
mother in this problem. She can more easily grasp the importance 
of obeying the health rules taught her regarding her baby, for unless 
the baby is properly fed and cared for she can see that he does not 

. thrive and often that he dies. But she does not so readily appreciate 
her failure in regard to the older children, the results of which are 
less obvious but which may be shown in such conditions as general 
malnutrition, slowness in growth, anemia, chronic · indigestion, ex· 
treme nervousness, want of concentration, poor work in school, etc., 
things which have so important a bearing upon the ultimate physical 
development and vigor. of the individual child. Jt must be confessed 
that the medical profession as a whole has fallen short of its full 
duty ~ instructing. the mother as to the care of her older children. 

The Opportunities Offered in the School. 

AGAIN, the home control by the average mother of the child after 
he has reached the school age is usually lax, and in very many 

cases is entirely lost. When a child has reached this period in his life 
some other influences than those of the home must be brought to bear, 
if a strong impression is to be made upon his life, certainly in matters 
of health. We are forced to the conclusion that the school is the 
place where health instruction must. be given to most children if they 
are to get any proper health instruction. Although it may perhaps 
seem to many that the curriculum is already overcrowded and that 
schoolteachers are overworked, still I believe a place muSt and can be 
found for such instruction of the right sort in the schools, displacing, 
·if necessary, something less vital. Certainly the opportunity which 
the school offers for health education has hardly been recognized. In 
the school the child is under continuous observation for eight or nine 
years ; his attendance is compulsory; he can not, if he will, altogether 
escape the influences of education; he goes to school to learn; he is at 
a teachable age, in a teachable mood, and the school has the machin· 
ery for teaching. The opportunity here to give instruction to chil
dren in groups is very important, for it is usually found that instruc
tion to groups can be made· more impressive and commands more 
attention that that given to an individual child. Again, the long 
period of school life permits a great variety of health teaching, from 
the simplest things taught the youngest, with graded instruction for 
those who are older, to the wider knowledge which can be given the 
oldest. Much n:tore can be done in school than even in the most en- · 
lightened homes. In fact, the home itself is often best reached 
through the child. 
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Health I nslruclion. 

NOW, exactly what do we include under health teaching? How 
much health knowledge can be imparted to children by teachers 

who. are not health experts and who have not had the advantages of 
special training? · 

·There are clearly two distinct kinds of health instruction. One of 
these relates to matters of public or social health, and is largely con
cerned with the l)revention of diseases which may spread through 
the community. The relation of these scourges to faulty hygitme 
and sanitation, the fact that they may be spread by . unhealthy per
sons who handle :food, or through contaminated milk or water sup
ply, or by mosquitoes, flies, rats, lice, or other vermin, and that many 
of these diseases can be communicated from one person to another
all these are things which may easily be understood by older children. 
They then come to recognize the importance of sanitary laws for 'l 

community, and will generally be found to be the most conscientious 
observers of these laws. They' can appreciate what it means to have 
the milk and water supply of their city closely watched by experts, 
the value of clean streets, the necessity for proper disposal of sew
age, garbage, etc. They can understand also why quarantine is 
necessary in communicable diseases, and will readily accept this 
curtailment of individual liberty for the sake of the rest of the com
mimity. THE results of the campaigns against tuberculosis, malaria, 

typhoid, yellow fever, or smallpox should be made famili.ar to all, 
and there is no reason why much of this should not be given in the 
schools. These stories, when properly presented by one who knows 
how to write for children, can be made interesting and even thrilling. 

The economic value of health is something even .a child can be 
made to appreciate when he is shown, for instance, what it has meant 
to the prosperity of some parts of the world to get rid of malaria; 
how this made possible the building of the Panama Canal; what it 
meant during the war to keep soldiers fit for duty who were serving 
in a malarial country. An Italian physician tells us that in the 
Greek Army at Saloniki, which took no precautions, 100 per cent of 
officers and men were attacked with malaria; while in another army 
in the same place, which took the trouble to drain its camp, to 
cover stagnant pools with oil, and to protect its m~n. against the 
mosquito, and to give them quinine, only 3 per. cent of the officers 
and 6 per cent of the men were attacked. 
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CHILD HEALTH ORGANIZATION 
OF AMERICA 

CourteJJy of Child Health Oroatlfzatlo•• of America. 

c 
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A Health rentriloquist. The dt·atiW.tic clwractrr makes « v ivid im Jwessioll. an4 
fttrlllet· teacM11g <ts simplified. 

Much good health literature :for children has appeared in the last 
:few years, but very little of it has ns yet :found its proper place in 
the schools. I:f only we can get the children in our schools inte1·ested 
in the great public-health problems, it is not going to be difficult to 
secure adequate hea~th legislation or public supp01t :for the enforce
ment of any advanced health measures which may in the future be
come necessary. The older children in our schools will very soon 
form our voting population, and their education n.long the line.s 
suggested is most important if we are to have a public intelligent 
in these health matters. 
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The other phase of health instruction is that which might, in con
trast with the foregoing, be termed private or personaL To my mind 
it seems much more important even than the foregoing. It is con
cerned with the promotion of health rather than the prevention of 
disease. It is to be carried on along quite different lines from those 
-employed in instruction in public health. It should be begun with 
litt]e children of 6 or 7 yea.rs. Here the chief purpose should be to 
stimulate the :formation of good health habits; the aim, to rouse to 
action, not simply to teach rules. For this end only such knowledge 
of the functions and needs of the body is required as to make the 
child understand what is necessary for its protection .and care, or 
enough to form the basis of good health habits. One of the first 

. things to be taught is respect for the body, so that· it will not be 
abused, i. e., to establish an ideal of health. ' HOW to awaken the interest of children in health matters is one of 

the objects for which such an organization as the Child Health 
Organization has been formed and to which it is now devoting its best 
efforts. Much interest can be created by the credits given for regu
lar performance of the so-ca.lled "health chores" of the Modern 
Health Crusade and various health leagues. ·when these " chores " 
have been repeated a sufficient number of times, the hope is that they 
may become fixed habits. The practical objection to many of these 
organizations is their complexity and the amount of time required 
not only by pupils but by teachers in carrying out the scheme. Be
sides, the novelty of these things wears off after a· few weeks or 
months, and something more than the reward of the gold star is 

· needed to secure the effort nece~sary for permanent results. H eaZth 
teaching must be made a regula.?' pm·t of the school CU1'1iculum. 

The child can easily learn the essential needs of his body, such as 
proper food, cleanliness, fresh air, exercise, rest, regular bowel move
ments, etc., also the things that do harm-improper food, decayed 
teeth, excess in eating or drinking, lack of proper sleep, tea or coffee, 
alcohol, drugs, etc. It is self-evident that before children can be 
influenced they must be interested. 

Means of Awakening Interest. 

TO arouse interest in health nothing is more effectiYe than a visit 
of the" Health Fairy" or of Cho-Cho, the "Health Clown." His 

part is like that of the brass band which heads the procession. He 
.serves the purpose of introducing the subject of personal health to 
{!hildren, but his work must be followed by other forms of teaching. 

The use of the dramatic instincts of children in the production of 
' little health plays and even writing such plays themselves is another 
way of arousing interest and incidentally of imparting much useful 
information. regarding foods and variot~s health matters. In brief. 
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the more health instruction can be made play in some form, the 
greater the interest that can be roused and the deeper the impression 
made. The children should be encouraged to make health posters of 
their own. These have for them far greater value than those done 
by the best arti~ts. This work must be stimulated and guided by 
those who have a knowledge of child psychology. The essential facts 
regarding necessary foods and food values and important health . 
rules which are really very simple can thus be impressed upon the 
child, who is quite unconscious of the fact that he is being taught . 
physiology and hygiene. 

Scales 1 n Eoery School. 

THE simplest and the most widely useful means of interesting 
children, and one which involves the least time and labor in its 

application, and the most potent influence in maintaining an interest 
in the observance of the rules of health, is group competition based 
upon the record of height and weight. By means of the scales the 
mbther has been taught the meaning of the weight of infants and the 
importance of an increase in weight as a measure of her baby's 
progress in health. It is not an exaggeration to say that the manu
facturer of scales has saved many more infant lives than the manu
facturer of drugs. 

It is the state of nutrition which the scales record, and normal 
nutrition in infancy spells health. In older ·children also the same 
thing holds true. Here also the condition of nutrition is a general 
index of health, the best index we believe. This.is shown first by the 
child's weight for his height and . afterwards by his regular prqgress 
in weight. Normal growth and development depend upon the nutri· 
tion of the body; the conditions which affect nutrition are therefore 
the vital things which must be emphasized in health education. To 
the physician the essential habits of daily life which are necessary to 
healthy growth are known as the conditions of normal nutrition; to 
the child they are taught as the rules of the game and practiced by 
them in the spirit of a game-a competitive game, too. The value of 
the Class Room Weight Record distributed through the Bureau of 
Education by the hundred thousand is very great in influencing the 
child, because weight is· something concrete, the significance of which 
his mind can grasp. Such weight records and the health teaching 

. which can be tied up with them should be continued throughout 
school life, in fact, throughout the entire period of growth. 

NOW, let us see how this works out in· practice. There must be 
scales in all schools, so that every child is weighed and measured 

at the beginning of the school year and weighed monthly thereafter. 
The weighing time is a solemn· occasion-a sort of monthly day of 
judgment. Each child is anxious to maintain his standing and to 
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make progress. When the results of the weighing are known, one 
teacher comments to the class somewhat as follows : 

" Now 1 will all the children who are up to their normal weight for 
height st and up~ Children, I could tell it by your looks-your 
bright eyes, your rosy chee~. I could tell it by the way you play at 
recess, by the way you stand, by the way you carry yourselves when 
you walk, by the kind of work you did in school last month, etc." 

"Now I want all who gained in weight last month to rise." 
"That is fine." 
"Now, boys, won't you tell us how you did it?" 
Many hands go up, each anxious to tell his exper ience. 
"No comment is made upon those who are below weight, nor on 

those who have lost weight in the month. It may not be the child's 
fault. There is constant praise and encouragement for those who 
succeed, but no word of condemnation nor reproof for those who fail. 
It is not needed. In such a school health becomes " the thing," and 
a public opinion has been created which nothing can withstand. The 
child is competing not so much with his mates as with his own rec
ord. One child came to his teacher and said confidentially, "Some.
thing dreadful has happened." 
· " Why, what is it, Henry~" 

'' Do you lmow, I lost a pound and a half last month 1 ~ · 
"I'm so sorry," said the teacher. 
"But," Henry contil).ued, "I think I lmow just what did it. I was 

going to bed at half past 9 when I knew I ought to be in ~ed at 8. 
I'm not going to be caught that way again." 

The Child's I nleresl. 

WHEN a child is found much below weight, when he is not gain
ing or when he is losing weight, he is at once anxious to know 

why. Which rule is he breaking, t he one relating to food, to hours of 
sleep, tea and coffee, or what 1 ~ow is the occasion to stress the 
health rules. He is eager to learn ; he wants to be in the healthy 
group. He is ready to submit to a medical examination, willing even 
to have tonsils· and adenoids removed or teeth extracted if these seem 
to be the cause. As these records of health progress go home to the 
mother and father on the monthly report card, their interest is· soon 
awakened and their cooperation can, with little difficul ty, be s!:'cured; 
in fact, the child's zeal often makes this inevitable. 

When a child has learned in school that to get up to his normal 
weight or to gain weight he must go to bed at 8 o'clock and not play 
in the streets t illlO or 11; that he must drink milk, not tea and coffee; 
eat regular meals, and not fill his stomach with trash between meals; 
must eat a variety of food-cereals, green vegetables, f ruit, etc.
does anyone for one moment belieYe that such hahits formed in 



A full bath more than 
once a week.· 
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P,rushins the teeth at feil.St 
once every di!}' · 

51eeping Ions hour:5 
with window-s open· 

-Dnnkins as much:milk as pos· 
.sible. but no coffee or tea· 

E atins some vegetables 
or fruit every d4Y · 

Drinking at least four 
glasses of water a dzy· 

playin~ part of evel)' ooy 
out of aoors · 

t\ bowel movement 
evel)' day· 

UOUI'LC~IJ uf Uflittl 1/cuHIL 01'1/<JII I.::uti.016 of .d.mcric<J. 

childhooJ Juring school life will not make 11 lusting impression upon 
the life of the individual1 We can not too strongly emphasize the 
fact that the essentiab of personal health tu ·e such simple things as 
these, and that even the untrained teacher, once she is interested, can 
carry them into effect. 
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The Nutrition ·Class. 

FROM what we have just referred to has sprung the movement for 
nutrition classes all over our country-a most important health 

movement and one destined to have a wide influ.ence. Nutritiort 
classes, however, are needed no~ ·simply for the undernourished, to 
bring them up to normal, but for those whose condition is now good, 
that they may be kept well and reach the best physical development 
of which each child is capable. 

Let us not deceive ourselves with thinking that already there is 
sufficient health teaching in the schools through instruction which 
is given in physiology and hygiene and in domestic science, or even 
in much of the physical education as now carried on. This instrur
tion has not brought about the results which we are seeking. The 
reason :for failure is that it has not been linked up with practical 
life. It has influenced the every-day health habits of the child little 
more than his study o~ arithmetic or botany. Other methods than 
thpse previously employed must be used if the end we seek is to be 
attained. 

Graded Heal~h Teaching. 

JUST now one of the greatest needs is the de,·elopment of system·· 
atic graded courses for health teaching :for children of all ages 

from the primary grades up to the· normal 'schools. With the 
youngest we must begin with the simple, the dramatic, and the pic· 
turesque-thos~ things which touch the child's imagination. Other 
more serious things taught in other ways must · follow. In all this 
instructi.on the emphasis must be placed upon the promotion of 
health, not upon the importance of the avoidance of disease. We 
must appeal to the play spirit and learn to utilize it in our health 
teaching. · 

In this brief paper it has been possible to do little more than sug
gest ways and means of bringing the subject of health teaching to 
the minds of children and how this may be done in the schools. Much 
has still to be learned by future experience, but it is believed that a 
start at least has been made along lines which have great possibilities 
and which may mark the beginning of a new era in health education. 

Systematic and effective teaching of health in the s~hools is not 
only possible, but it is practicable, and in the present state of knowl
edge (or rather ignorance) in essential health matters it is indis
pensable. Upon the health of our people very largely depend not 
only their comfort, contentment, and happiness, but also our physi'cnl 
efficiency; in a certain sense, our future as a nation. The educators 
of this country certainly can not ignore th~ claims of health teaching 
in a system of compulsory education. 
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Health! Strength! joy! 

RU LE S OF 

THE HEALTH GAME 

A full bath more than once a week 

2 
Brushing the teeth at least once every day 

3 
Sleeping long hours with windows open 

4 
Drinking as much milk as possible, but no 

coffee or tea 

5 
Eating some vegetables or fruit every day 

6 
Drinking at least four glasses of water a day 

7 
P laying part of every day out of doors 

8 
A bowel movement every morning 
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PURPOSE OF THIS PAMPHLET. 

Probably no field of education within the last two years has 
shown more originality and vitality than that of health education. 
Experiments have been made not only by individual teachers but 
by groups of teachers on a large scale. In the midst of such inter
esting developments the need of a sound program of health educa
tion extending through the grades has become insistent. In this 
pioneer field certain ideals, principles, and methods have earned 
merited approval, but the worl$: done has been limited to particular 
problems. Every serious student of the health situation feels this 
keenly, but the time is not yet ripe for a definite and complete course 
of study in health teaching. The whole field is still in a somewhat 
uncertain state. Educators in general have lost faith in the old
fashioned methods. 

This pamphlet is presented merely as a sane basis for wider 
experimentation. It attempts- . 

1. To define the goals for an effective program of .health educa
. tion in the schools . 

. 2. To analyze the various factors ·of school and community that 
-form an integral part of this program, such as board of 
health, school physician, family physician, school and family 
dentist, school nurse, teachers, and parents, and the contri
bution that each, if properly cooperating, may be expected to 
offer. 

3. To outline in a general way the school health activities and the 
. methods of teaching that may prove successful. · 

While the cooperation of clubs and various organizations with the 
school is desirable, it can not be made too emphatic that school · 

. programs must emanate from the school itself. Any other policy is 
doomed almost inevitably to failure. School people are likely to 
resent" meddling with the schools." Any program imposed upon the 
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schools by outside influences will be likely to promote a. formal 
rather than a vital reaction in health education. . 

The obvious limitations of the program suggested by this pamphlet 
have a.lrea.dy been pointed out. Teachers, parents, and others infer. 
ested in the heal.th of the school child are asked to study it with 
care; to test it through school and home practice wherever possible. 
After doing so, kindly communicate with the Division of Hygiene 
of the United States Bureau of Education. Make definite and con. 
structive criticisms and suggestions. These will be carefully filed, 
and this pamphlet will be revised as soon as the occasion justifies. 



GENERAL SUGGESTIONS RELATING TO HEALTH 
EDUCATION IN EVERY GRADE. 

The Goal of Health Education is Healthy OMldren. 

THE worth of any educational process is to be measured by its 
product. Health teaching in the school is successful to the de
gree that it conserves and promotes the health of the school 

child. The mere acquisition of information, no matter how important 
it may be, is worthless unless it leads to hygienic habits o! living, a 
reserve force of energy, mental poise, and all the other conditions 
involving happy robust health. This means that children who enter 
sehool in first-class health should retain it, and those who are not 
in good condition should improve steadily, so that at the end of every 
child's school career he may be as nearly perfect and physically 
fit as possible. Such an achievement would contribute most effec
tively to the learning processes of the school. It would save much 
time and add to the happiness, efficiency,' and prosperity of the indi
vidual citizen, the home, and the Nation. 

Every Ohlld Entering Sclwol Needs a Th()1'ough Physical and 
Mental Err:aminatiun at Sclwol Enttrance. 

The strategic moment to begin health education in the scho.ols is 
when the child first enters school. The chauffeur would not think of 
going on a long trip without first having his car thoroughly exam
ined. Likewise we should have as thorough a knowledge as possible 
of the child who starts his long educational journey from the kinder
garten or first grade through the high school. The physical ·exami
nation should be made, if possible, in the presence of family physi
cian, teacher, and at least one of the parents. This insures a common 
basis of understanding and sympathy between those most concerned 
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with the child's welfare. It also makes possible the continuation o 
the work of the home and intensifies the teaching through the influ 
ence of the group of what was formerly individual instruction 
Children who drink milk unwillingly at home are often keenly inter 
ested in drinking milk with their companions at school through tht 
influence of the group. _ 

It is also desirable that each child should have a mental examina. 
tion at school entrance. The attractive picture-game tests noll 
available make it possible to detect serious mental defects and t< 
adjust the child to a curriculum suited to his capacities and inter
ests-a necessity for robust mental health. 

lndwidual Health Training Through ail the Grades' is Va8tly More 
Important than Any Orystailized Oourse of Study. 

The h~alth instruction and training most valuable for any boy or girl 
depend on the needs of the individual. The girl with bad posture 
needs personal help. A. boy much underweight may n~d suggeStions 
on taking more rest rather than doing strenuous work in a gym
nasium. If we could deal with each child according to his needs 
from the kindergarten through the high school, we might expect ~o 
get a product in health at the end of his school life to be proud of. 
This principle of instruction should be the core of the health work 
through all the grades. 

Every teacher and parent is hereby wa.trned against acceptilng the 
most perfectly worked out course of study in health teaching m place 
of attention to the individual needs of the individ!ual child. 

Weigh and Measure School Ohildren Regularl;y. 

We have long known in the case of infants that weight in proportion 
to age and height is an index to health. We now know that this same 
principle applies also to older children. Children who do not gain 
normally in weight or who are as much as 10 per cent below the 
standard weight for age and height probably have bad habits of 
living or some physical defect. Regular weighing and measuring 
of children indicate (1) the general condition of health and (2t
whether, in comparison with the previous records, there has been 
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any improvement. All children should be weighed every month and 
measured at least twice a year. 

Report Weight to Parents each Month. 

The height and weight should be sent to parents regularly, and both 
children and parents should be impressed with its significance and 
the desirability of making the normal gain in weight. This is one 
of the best ways of securing the interest and cooperation of parents. 
These report cards are being sent out now by several school systems 
in this country. In one city the card sent out has on one side .a place 
for two years' records, and on the other the Rules of the Game, the 
habits which every child . needs to form to gain in weight and be 
healthy. The card looks like this: 

NEWTON PUBLIC SCHOOLS. 

WEIGHT CARD. 

Height Standard Actual To gain 
· weight. weight. · H · h Standard Actual 

elg t. weight. weight. To gain. 

Sept ............................................... . ......................... . 

::::·_·:.·.~:: : :::::::: ::::::·:: ::::::::::::::::::::::::1:::::::::::::::::::::::: 
Dec .... · ..... ..... .. . ...................... ............................ .... .. 

Jan .... .' .................................................................. .. 

Feb .. .............. ....... ............................ . ........ .......... .. . 

~:~u::::•• :::::•:• :::::: ':: :::::::1:: ::•: •t•::: ::•:: ::• ::: •.: :::•: '::: ::::: 
A range or 10 per cent or average weight below and 15 per cent above is satisfactory. 

Sept. age ........ 19 .... 

.. .. ...... 19 ... . 
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THE RULRB OP THE GAllE • 

.A. full bath oftener than once a week. 
Brushing the teeth at least once every day. 
Sleeping long hours with windows open. 
Drinking as much milk as possible, but no coffee or tea. 
Eatin~ some vegetables or fruit every day. 
Drinking at least four glasees of water a day. 
Playing part of every day out of doors . 
.A. bowel movement every morning. 

SIONAT11Rl! OP !'AAENT Oil OUUD!A.N. 

. . . .................. . .. . ........ ........ .... .... . . . . . . ... ... . ..... ... . . ........... ... ..... .. . 

·· · ········· ··· ··· · ·········· --···· -··· .......... .... .. ... .. . .... .... .. . ...... -.. 

AaaociaJte Pleasure with the Practice of Health Hal>ita. 

The formation of a habit usually requires considerable repetition 
and a long period of time under the most favorable conditions, and 
unless pleasure is in some way associated with its practice it will 
not be established. It may lapse. One of the most important <lis
coveries in modern teaching is the comparative ease with which 
habits may be established when play is involved. The most pro· 
gressive work in health teaching in the grades within the last few 
years bas been done by those teachers who have made the ·practice 
of health habits an enjoyable game. Composing health rhymes, 
stories, and songs, making posters, and dramatizing have been used 
in playful but effective ways. The pages that follow will offer many 
illustrations of the application of the play spirit. 

Utilize Opportwnities a;t School to Establish H ealth Babita. 

Children at school may be trained in a number of desirable health 
habits. There are those habits of a personal nature, such as having 
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clean hands and faces, cleani~g the teeth, an.d having correct posture. 
Then there is another group of habits that might be regarded as a 
part of school housekeeping, such as dusting, erasing blackboards 
properly, consulting thermometer, and adjusting window shades. At 
school, on the playground, and' going to and from school there is 

· need of cultivating habits of safety. Not only should all children 
b6 instructed about the danger of crossing the street directly in 
front of a moving car or automobile, but;. older children may be 
encouraged to help the younger children. 

Aaaign.aDefinite Amount of Time on the School Progrann for Health 
'Inspection and Instruction. 

Some kind of inspection of children, either by the teacher or a com
mittee of pupils, to find out whether puplls have cleaned their teeth, 
slept with their windows open, drunk their milk, and eaten green 
vegetabl~ should be made frequently in the lower grades, perhaps 
daily, and as often as may be necessary in the upper grades, so that 
habits will not lapse. The time required in any grade will vary with 
the kind. of homes the children come from and their previous training. 
From 5 to 10 minutes daily are usually necessary for such inspections. 

Most courses of study provide for instruction in physiology through 
most 9f the grades. An average of about 30 minutes per week is as
signed to the lower grades and an hour to the higher grades. In 
many schools the material presented has been so distasteful to both 
teachers and pupils that this time has been easily diverted to the so
called fundamental subjects. This amount of time if now used for the 
most progressive and fascinating health teaching will prove satis
factory. 

Many teachers are finding a splendid opportunity to impress ide!l.s 
· of h~alth by correlating the health work with other subjects of the 

school curriculum. The subject matter of language, drawing, arith
metic, and manual training can often be illuminated with health 
material. 

Making health posters, writing health rhymes or ~ompositions on 
a~tual work done, computing the number of calories consumed for 
different meals, making an iceless refrigerator-all such activities 
help to vitalize the regular school subjectS as well as r.r oromote health 
knowledge ap.d habits. 
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Enli8t cooperation of parems and commu'TIIity. 

Since many of the fundamental health habits must be formed outsid1 
of the school, the successful teaching of health depends in largt 
measure on the cooperation of parents. One of the best ways t< 
get this support is to send home each month a report to the parellb 
of the height and weight of the children, and a statement of whal 
the weight ought to be. The parent-teacher association, the news
papers, the school physician, and school nurse may all be useful in 
enlisting the interest of the parents and community. 

Philanthropic and social organizations, like women's clubs, the 
Red Cross, antituberculosis associations, and others, invariably are 
willing to give assistance if they are shown· just what they may de 
to cooperate. Scales for schools, milk for malnourished children: 
hospital attention for poor children, and additional school nurses 
have been provided for in this way. 

Many a community will find means to meet the health needs of 
school children if school departments will only reveaf'these needs, 
invite cooperation, and lead the way. Too long have school officials 
been concerned with mental development alone. We now lmow the 
importance of a better physical foundation on which to build for 
mental development. 

The following letter, sent to parents in one city, illustrates a 
method of securing their cooperation : 

To the parents: 

REPORTS on the weight of school children are now being sent to the homes 
each month by the schools. An effort is being made to get children inter
ested in their own health habits and growth and to find out which children 

are definitely underweight and so need special attention. It is desirable that 
parents know more about just what the schools are trying to do and the signifi
cance to be attached to underweight as an indication of health conditions. 

There has been prepared by Dr. Thomas D. Wood, of Columbia University, 
one table for boys and one for girls, showing the average weight for each height 
of each age from 5 to 18. To be slightly underweight means nothing, but tor 
your boy or girl to be as much as 10 per cent of the average weight underweight 
means that a careful inquiry should be made by his parents to determine whetl1er 
or not there are other evidences of undernourishment and poor health habits. 
This responsibility is not met simply by taking the child to the physician. It 
means also careful nttentlon to the formation of correct health habits In the home. 

The child within the margin of safety, 15 per cent aboYe or 10 per cent below 
the average weight, should be assured of his success physically and should be 
encouraged to maintain u: Those below this 10 per cent range sliould be stlmu· 
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lated to form better health habits, and so to gain steadily in weight. Growth 
and good health habits are fundamental and are far more important In his life 
than simply the ch!ld's progress 1n the traditional school subjects. In every case 
success and gain are to be emphasized, not failure and underweight. All the 
children are working toward the goal of greater strength and beauty-some to 
maintain, others to gain. 

Let us hope that the day is near when all school officials and teachers will 
place health as the highest ideal i.n education. 

We ask your cooperation along the line of the health habits we are trying to 
teach. The " Rules of the Game " are: 

L ·A full bath more than once a week. 
2. Brushing the teeth at least once every day. 
S. Sleeping long hours with windows open. 
4. Drinking as much milk as possible, but no coffee or tea. 
5. Eating some vegetables or fruit every day. 
6. Drinking at least four glasses of water a day. 
7. Playing part of every day out of doors. 
8. A bowel movement every morning. 
It there is no other important evidence of undernourishment than underweight, 

this condition may sometimes be a family characteristic or a race characteristic. 
The schools are trYing to call to your special attention your child's underweight 
where it amounts to more than 10 per cent of the average for children of his 
height, and they are also assuring you of your success in your child's physical 
development . 

If your child Is not over 15 per cent above average weight it is not an indica
tion that need give you concern. As one teacher said, " It is money in the bank." 
A reasonable percentage of overweight as the child approaches adolescence is 
considered a physical advantage If such overweight is not due to soft, flabby 
fat and wrong health habits. . 

Mid-morning luncheons at school are a strong factor in bringing about good 
health conditions. It is interesting to see many children who do not like milk 
or soup at home take it at school with no objections, through the influence of the 
group. It is also interesting to see the change in attitude toward " eating be
tween meals." Many children do not get enough food by eating only three times 
a day. They do not eat enough at one time; they do not want it. 

Conferences are !melted with parents who wish to discuss the new trend In 
health .education. All parents will find the pamphlets issued by the United 
States Bureau of Education, Washington, D. C., helpful. Many of these are 
free; others can be purchased frow the Superintendent of Doct•ments, Wash· 
ington, D. C. 

Very truly, yours, 

(Signed by prlnclpo.l.) 

In Kansas City, Mo., the department of physical education and 
hygiene of the public schools sends home "A Suggested Health Pro
gram for a School Child's Day " to the parents. This program is 
the basis of much of the health teaching in the grades and is sent 
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home to enlist the support ~f the parents for the work with the chi 
· dren. The following is a copy of the program for the child's day: 
Rise. 
Clean teeth. 
Drink glass of water. 
Wash (bath, if possible). 
Play out of doors a short time. 
Visit toilet. 

BREAKFAST: 
Cereal (well cooked) or eggs. 
Fruit. 
Milk or cocoa. 
Hard toast and butter. 

Mid-morning lunch (for undernourished children) of milk or bread and rea 
butter. 

Wash hands. 

LUNCH: 
A simple melll, which should include milk and fruit (or a green vegetable). 

Clean teeth. 
Mid-afternoon lunch (for undernourished pupils ) of milk or bread and ~I 

butter. 
After school drink a big glass of water (drink water nt each recess time at 

school). Play and work out of doors an hour or more. 
Wash. 

DINNER-(1) For older children: 
Soup (cream of vegetable soups are especiully 'vholesome). 
Small piece of meat or meat substitute (eggs, milk, cheese, nuts, beans). 
Potato or potato substitute (rice, macaroni, hominy, etc.). 
Another vegetable, frequently n green one. 
A simple dessert-fruit preferred. 
Mllk to drink. 

(2) For small children: 
An early, light supper of cereals, fruit, and milk. 

A short, happy evening at home. 

Clean teeth. 

Early bedtime, from 7 to 9 o'clock, according to age. 

Sleep long in fresh air. 

The Teaching of llealth Should B e Connected with Citizemltip. 

Getting children to realize a personal need for following the 
"Rules of the Game" is an effective motive,· but another which 
should not be neglected is that of doing something for the general 
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good-being of service to one's playmates·, ·school, and commul\i4t. 
Stilnulating chiJdren to organize ·into health ctihs to look after 
personal .~leanliness and the sanitation of the schoolroom and yard 
has ·p~_oved popular and satisfactory among many teachers, par
ticularly in the upper grades, but fostering the ideas of health service 
to others can be carried out in the lower grades without any special 
social organization. One danger in correlating health with civics 
is obvio~he civics may be emphasized to the exclusion of hygiene, 
but we must .re!Llize that health with civics is more important than 
civics without health. 

Physiology and anatomy should be taught for the purpose of en
couraging health habits and to satisfy children's interest in their 
bodies. 

The teaching of physiology and anatomy in our public schools has 
~n so barren of results that we are now in danger of discarding 
them entirely. This would be a serious mistake, because all are in
terested in their own bodies. Such knowledge within certain limits 
is just as legitimate as a knowledge of trees or flqwers, and much 
more important. Such information when properly organized shows 
the desirability of forming certain fundamental health habits. 

While physiology should never be taught for its own sake, some 
of. it, if carefully selected, might be taught with profit ·in all grades, 
particularly beyond the fifth; but in every case teachers should re
member that doing rather tlw,n knowing is the final goal. 

Encourage and Definitely Plan for Physical Exercises auui Play in 
· Every Grade. 

Vigorous, happy, physical activity is a necessity for health. It 
develops strong muscles, good lungs, a keen appetite, good digestion 
and elimination, stimulates efficient mental activity, is a preventive 
of bad posture, gives standards of good posture, and promotes robust 
health. In the form of play it particularly contributes joy and hap
piness to life. While the formal gymnastic exercises may be de
sirable to correct bad posture or to give some sort of relief between 
recess periods in school, they are too often regarded as work. Such 
.exercises when given should not be toci formal, but playful, some
thing in which the children participate joyfully. 

Plays and games in the open air are to be especially encouraged. 
Nothing can take their place. The school should look beyond the 
sch?ol life of the child and try to encourage and develop such an 
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interest in physical activity in the out of doors that it will extend 
later into adult life with its fruitage of health and me~tal poise. h 
contributing to such an end, nature clubs, walking parties, skating, 
and photography are invaluable in developing an "out-door-mind
edness." 

The physical director should be a powerful factor in the health 
work of any school system. His influence in furthering morale in 
life, in encouraging a lasting interest in wholesome out-of-door ac
tivities, is incalculable. In this sphere his influence may touch all 
the children of a. school system. 

Strive to Develop Wholesome Interests and Attit1.Ules in Your Pupih . . 
Health does not mean simply having a healthy set of or.gans or 
even observing the rules of hygiene, such as getting· fresh air, exer
cising, and eating nourishing foods. Human beings often ha.ve 
sound physical bodies and observe all the rules of physical hygiene, 
and yet in life become excessively nervous, and suffer what is 
known as a breakdown. The prevention of these unfortunate con· 
ditions is in the sphere of mental hygiene. It can not be taught 
from books or in any particular course in the grades, because it finds 
its application in all the activities of the school and life itself. 

Contrary to popular belief, the causes of strain and breakdown 
are not usually hard work. According to Dr. Dearborn, they have 
their basis-
rather in the overambitions and disappointments, In the worries and mental 
conflicts, in the humdrum and monotony of the daily tasks, which offer little 
chance for Individual initiative and selt-expreBBion. • • • Mental stress 
and strain begin when one's work Is not the expression of desires, but conflicts 
with them. 

The adjustment of the work of the child to his varied interests 
and capacities, the elimination of worry, allowing freedom of emo
tional expression in music, art, dramatization projects, and other 
work of the school, the cultivation of normal social relations, power 
of self-control, the spirit of service and cooperation, and a sense 
of personal honor-all these make for balance, sanity, efficiency, and 
happiness. 

One principle of mental hygiene in connection with regular health 
teaching which every teacher should remember is the desirability of 
stimulating pupils to think about the satisfactions of healthy living 
rather than about disease. 
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The' teacher who realizes that she is teaching li:fe, not subjects, 
and children, not facts, i$ likely to deal with pupils sympathetically 
and effectively so they can cultivate and realize their better selves. 
Children soon forget the facts they learn at school, but attitudet!l 
remain. 

School P M.;sieians are Needed. 

Except in our larger cities and towns school physicians are not 
generally employed. They are exceedingly. rare in the rural dis
tricts. Invariably they are employed only part of the time and are 
poorly paid. In most cases their work must therefore be very super
ficial. We are .in great need of school _physicians who can sympa
thetically devote as much time as is needed to the health of the 
children in the schools. 

When the school physician first made his appearance he spent his 
time, as he does now in most cases, in detecting and preventing con
tagious diseases. This is highly desirable and should continue, but 
the school physician is now seriously needed in helping to build up 
the vigorous health of boys a.nd girls. He should have adequate 
time to advise teachers, school nurses, and parents; and he should 
be adequately remunerated. 

In some communities the Red Cross or some other social agency, 
on the invitation of the school department, can do no better work 
than to furnish school physicians and nurses until the health of the 
school children is established or until the people realize the value of 
the work and assume its responsibility. 

School Nurses are Needed as a Connecting Link Between the Home 
and the S chool. 

The school, if properly administered, should look after the child's 
~ealth while in school, but school training is inadequate unless the 
home cooperates with the school. The teacher may have some con
ferences with parents and inspire cooperative effort through parent
teacher associations, but she does not have the time and usually not 
the training and prestige in health matters which fit her for the 
intimate home conferences with parents that are so vitally necessary 
for success. It is here that the nurse is necessary. She has training 
and prestige in the community in health subjects, and can be in 
touch with school physician and teacher. She may convince the 
parent of the need of removing Frank's diseased tonsils or seeing 
that he gets plenty of fresh milk to drink every day. 
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Carefully checked-up experiences in the schools show a tremendous 
difference in results between those schools that have no school n~ 
or an inadequate number, and those in which the service is satis-
factory. . 

In some schools the school nurses are expected to do all the health 
teaching. This is a serious mist_ake. The teacher is with the children 
constantly, and with her leadership children will be much more suc
cessful in health matters. The teacher, however, needs the advice 
and hearty cooperation of the school nurse. The teacher is not· 
expected to be equipped for diagnosis of disease, since that responsi
bility should rest with the medical profession. 

There Should be Standards for Promot·ion and Graduation in Health 
aa in any School Subject. · 

In order to get the best results in health teaching we must demand 
that children come up to certain standards iD. health for promotion 
and graduation. It is a noticeable fact that, in those States where 
children are required to be in a certain condition physically before 
they are given their working papers, both parents .and children 
become interested in the child's development in health. The general 
public is not yet ready to adopt such a procedure, but there are 
schools where doubtless such a plan· could be inaugurated. It would 
vitalize all the work in hygiene tremendously. The intelligent use 
of scales in every school office where working papers are issued would 
have a far-reaching influence. 

To be Successf~l in Health Teaching, the Teacher Needs to Exemplify 
What She Teaches. 

It is about as inconsistent for an anemic, stoop-shouldered, dis
gruntled, and underweight teacher, or a heavy, flabby, loggy, lazy 
teacher to t each health as it is for a moral reprobate to teach ethics 
and inspire "moral living. The teacher who is healthy-mentally 
and physically-teaches health by contagion. 

Every teacher should try to build up for herself a vigorous body, 
a serene and well-balanced mind, and a buoyant spirit. If you are 
trying to teach health, are you yourself following the Rules of the 
Game¥ The evidence is growing that teachers who take a keen in
tl!rest in health teaching inva~iably gain robust health and establish 
more normal weight. They can't do otherwise. 
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Iriteresting teachers in their own health is a to~c . for health 
teaching. Improving and conserving one's own health is a new goal 
for the teacher as well as for the children. To realize the fun in 
playing the Rules of the Game, properly to inspire the children, the 
.teacher needs to participate in the activities of the children. To be 
weighed when they are weighed, to drink milk with them at recess, to 
get proper hours o£ sleep and recreation, to wear hygienic shoes, the 

. right kind o£-clothes on rainy days,-to meet the disagreeable situa
tions of the day with confidence and good cheer, to do these things 
is to be not only a better teacher of health but a better teacher in 
every !fay. 

_ Some H ealth Teaching Every Teache1• May Do. 

There are thousands of schools without school nurses or school 
physicians, in school buildings that are inadequate and unhygienic, 
and in communities that are ultraconservative. Yet even with these 
handicaps every teacher may do something. Here are a few sugges
tions: 

· 1. Read the pamphlets on health teaching issued by the United 
· States Bureau of Education, Washington, D. C. 

2. Read at least one good book on health each year. (See Bibliogra
. phy on pp. 103-106.) 

3. Get children interested in forming h~alth habits, like cleaning 
t~eir teeth, bathing more than once a week, eating green vege
tables, and sleeping and resting properly. 

4. Try to weigh and measure all your pupils. If you do not have 
scales, perhaps somebody in the neighborhood has some you 
might use-a groceryman or a farmer. 

· 5. Try to get cooperation of parents. Organize a parent-teacher 
· association, or, if you already have one, see that health topics 

are introduced. Invite your county superintendent of schools 
or a physician who has standing in the community to speak. 
Try to get parents to the schoolhouse, so that they may see 
unhyiPenic conditions and take an interest in their correction, 
also in- discussing the health of the children and what they 
may do to help. 

6. Have the children discover the conditions and plan the remedies 
by their own work and by enlisting the cooperation of the 

·community. 
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A Course of Study for any Grade Should be Worked out with, th 
Cooperation of Successful Health, Teachers in tkat Grade. 

Such a plan will educate and interest the teachers, because they wil 
feel that they had some part in making the program. It is als< 
likely to be better adapted to the needs of the community. Childret 
living in a community whel,'e malaria and hookworm are prevalent 
will need to have certain things emphasized that would be unneces. 
sary in another community having good sewerage and drainage. It 
is also more likely to be adapted to the interests and capacities of the 
pupils, because it will contain many suggestions that have been tried 
out with children of that particular grade and locality with success. 

The working out of a course of study in health for any system of 
schools should involve the cooperation of n large number of teachers 
for at least two or thl,'.ee years. 

A Good H ealtk Sloga:n. 

Fashion plays an important part in life. One system of schools has 
taken as its slogan, "LET'S MAKE HEALTH FASHIONABLE., 

In these schools children talk about what they are doing and what 
they intend to do to gain in weight. Health is on the tongues, in the 
hearts, and in the homes of the children. 

What will you do to make health fashionable in your school and 
in your community-~ · 

Special H ealth, Classes Are Needed for Malnourished OMldren. 

There is a class of childr~n habitually 10 per cent or more under
weight. that can not be. helped sufficiently in every case by the ordi
nary class work. For such pupils a health class should be organized, 
with an experienced physician as adviser and health nurses for 
follow-up work in the homes. Such classes are sometimes called 
"nutritional. clinics," a name which suggests to the child, parent, 
and general public something which savors of disease and is gener
ally distasteful. Special health classes is a· better name. 

In some communities these so-called nutritional cli,nics have been 
established, unrelated to any health teaching in the schools; but there 
has been no campaign to promote the general health of all the school 
children. Such a general educational campaign would give both 
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children. and parents a wholesome and valuable point of view and' 
ms.ke way for the special health classes on a broader and more suc
cessful scale. 

DomesUc Science OO'Urses Should Deal Defoniitely With H ealt lt 
Habits. 

Courses in domestic science, like other courses in science, have so 
often been satisfied when pupils gained a rertain amount of informa
tion. They ha.ve seldom, if ever, checked up results in terms of the 
actual health achievements of the pupil::;. This should be considered 
of vital importance. If pupils a1·e weighed and measured with regu
larity, they may study the problem of foods and marketing from 
the point of view of their own in~ividual needs. One teacher of 
~omestic ·science found that 64.7 per cent of her pupils were under
weight. At the end of five months the percentage had been reduced 
to 29.8 per cent by exactly this kind of work. 

These same girls, as a part of the domestic-science course, assumed 
the care of younger brothers and sisters who were underweight. 
They helped prepare the kind of food that children should eat, 
and watched other health habits of these children at home. Such 
a knowledge of the feeding of children · is of great practical value 
and should be incorporated in every course of study in domestic 
science. 

It is also true that many of the girls who study domestic science 
.in the grades will never go into high school. Because they will 
ultimately assume the responsibilities of a household and children, 
there are added reasons for the study in the grades of the feeding 
of children. · 

Boys should be encouraged to study domestic science also. There 
are many occasions in the life of every boy and ·man when such a 
knowledge and art wou~d be very helpful. Then, too, it is another 

· way of getting boys interested in the practical study of their own 
health and that of the family and community. · By skillful man
agement the traditional and conventional prejudices against it may 
be disposed of. 

School Fwrniture Sho'IJ:ld be Adjustable and Adjusted. 

1Jpon entering a schoolroom it is pitiful to see how many children 
are sitting on seats where their feet do not touch the floor. It is de-
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plorable how many teachers expect good penmanship and good po 
ture from children who are sitting in seats utterly unfitted to them 
at desks entirely the wrong size. Many teachers are not even COl 

scious of the necessity for comfortable, properly adjusted scho 
furniture, so long have they been accustomed to poor, ill-fittiD 
chairs and desks. They have no standards. They take what : 
given to them. They must learn how to secure ~hat the child neei 
for his best physical development. Sometimes the remedy is as ea.i 
a.s !mowing how to adjust the desk and the chair to the need oft~ 
individual child. This adjustment should be made twice a year b 
the teacher without waiting for the uninterested janitor. 

" Healthful Schools," by Ayres, Williams & Wood, contains definil 
directions for adjusting desks and chairs for school children. 

The Hygiene of the Eye and Ear. 

The normal functioning of the eyes and ears of school children i 
important for at least two different reasons: First, they are two o 
the most important sense organs involved in the learning process 
and, second, any defect in these organs is likely to be accompanie 
by conditions having a far-reaching effect on the general health. , 

The teacher should know whether her children have perfect sigh 
and hearing. These facts may be determined largely by an examina 
tion given by the school nurse or teacher. For the eye the SnelleJ 
chart is commonly used. Another chart for school use has beei 
prepared by Dr. Frank Allport. Complete directions for the ex&Jlli. 
nation of the children's eyes accompany the ch.art. Such an examina 
tion is particularly good in revealing shortsightedness. However, 1 

child may read the chart perfectly and yet have a very serious kinl 
of eyestrain. He may b~ farsighted or have astigmatism and st1 
only with the expenditure of a tremendous amount of energy. Chil· 
dren should not only be tested by such a chart but an inquiry should 
be made as to whether the eyes ever itch, burn, run, or are sensitive 
to light. The teacher should see whether the eyes twitch or cross, 
whether the child frowns much .or has peculiar positions when look· 
ing at things. She should ask whether the !otters seem to run to
gether, look crowded, blurred, or foggy; whether they jump up a.nd 
down and seem jumbled; whether two lines are ever seen in place of 
one. She should notice whether short, easy, familiar words are often 
miscalled in reading. Complaints of headache, dizziness, and nausea 
are often due to eyestrain. 
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It is the business of the oculist to make a diagnosis of the eye trouble. 
When necessary, as a result of thE'! school examination of the eyes, 
p&rents should merely be advised to consult an oculist. When parents 
do not respond in a reasonable length of time the school nurse should 
do follow-up work in the home. Charitable organjzations and hos
pital clinics will often assist materially in providing for an oculist's 
examination and the necessary glasses when parents are unable to bear 
the expense. No child should suffer from eyestrain, whatever the 
parents' circumstances. It is far more necessary to provide a child 
who needs them with glasses than it is with books. 

A committee of the National Education Association has recom
mended the following rules for the preservation of the eyesight : 

Take care of your eyesight; upon it depends much of your safety and success 
in lite. 

Always hold up. your head when you read. 
Hold your book 14 inches from your face. 
Be sure that the light is clear and good. 
·Never. read In the twilight, in a moving car, or In a reclining position. 
Never read with the sun shining directly on the book. 
Never face the light in reading. 
Let the light come from behind or over your left shoulder. 
Avoid books or papers printed indistinctly or in small type. 
Rest your eyes frequently by looking away from the book. 
Cleanse the eyes night and morning with pure water. 
Never rub your eyes with your hands or an unclean towel, handkerchief, or 

cloth. 

These are rules which we know should be followed, but let us en
courage the children to form the habits which secure these results 
rather than impose rules upon them. One interesting way of taking 
this up in class would be to get the children to write a play involv
ing some of the habits referred to. Let them sit around, as a family 
and demonstrate the correct position and habits in regard to the light. 

A ·simple method of testing the hearing is the whisper test. The 
pupil stands with his back to the teacher at a distance of 20 feet. 
The teacher whispers several things which he is asked to put down 
on paper, or he is instructed to do certain things, like holding up his 
right hand, touching his head, etc. 

Another test is the watch test. The teacher holds an ordinary 
stop watch 3 feet from the pu;pil, on a level with his ear. The dis
tance between the watch is varied from time to time so that the 
teacher may find out the least distance at which the pupil may hear 
distinctly. The .stop watch is better than an ordinary watch, be-
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cause it is more accurate. Often the pupil thinks he hears when\ 
does not. 

If pus or foul odor proceeds from either ear, or there is frequs 
complaint of earache, something serious is involved and should b 
attended to. Children must not be allowed to suffer from eara.cb~ 

Reports on the ear, like those of the eye, should be sent to parenll 
and the procedure in getting results should be similar. 

Look After the Oare of OMldren's Teeth in Every Grade. 

One of the essentials of happy, healthy living is good mastication« 
food. This depends in part on the habit of properly chewing th 
food, but this can not take place unless, first of all, teeth exist m 
are in a proper condition for chewing. 

The investigations of the teeth of school children show that I 
out of every 10 children have decayed teeth. This condition il 
deplorable. Many of these children suffer from toothache, absem 
themselves from school frequently, and carry on their work wiU 
difficulty. Recent studies emphasize the relation between decayed 
teeth, rheumatism, chronic joint diseases, heart disease, and 9thel 
disorders. Often, too, it is found that permanent teeth, especially 
the 6-year molars, are missing or are very crooked in their arra.ngt
ment, making ugly faces which might otherwise be beautiful. 

From the point of view of health and personal appearance; tht 
hygiene of the mouth is one of the most important and persistent of 
health problems, yet a normally healthy mouth is possible for evel'j 
child. 

The first step in this educational campaign is to get children in tht 
habit of cleaning their teeth regularly at least twice a day-a.fta 
breakfast and before retiring at night. 

Among some families and in some schools one difficulty ~s that of 
supplying the children with tooth brushes and paste. But tooth 
brushes and paste can be bought by the school at wholesale at very 
reasonable prices, and in only rare instances will parents refus& to 
furnish the money. Sometimes children may be urged to save a felf 
of the pennies which they spend for candy and buy a tooth brush and 
powder. The regular commercial tooth powder or paste is not a.bs6 
lutely necessary. Water made salty to the taste, or precipitated\ 
chalk, will answer. It is the brushing o£ the teeth that counts most. 
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It is very i¢portant to get children to brush their teeth so as to 
make them clean, and also to prevent the pushing back of the 
gums from the teeth, thereby facilitating decay. The most suc
cessful teachers find it desirable to demonstrate to a class personally 
just how the toothbrush is to be held and used, first by holding 
the toothbrush in mid-air and going through the movements and next 
by actually brushing the teeth. Then the chitdren may be led to do 
the same thing under the watchful eye of the teacher. The tooth
brush drill is now required from time to time in the lower grades 
in many cities. 

The habit can not be established unless the children brush their 
teeth at home. The best way to bring this about is to have daily 
morning inspection of the teeth in the lower grades, and, as the 
habit becomes more nearly automatic m the higher grades, to have 
inspections less frequently. The children may often do this and 
give their report· to the teacher. Teachers resort to various devices 
to encourage class pride in clean teeth. One teacher draws a number 
of squares on the board, each one referring to a school day in the 
month. If all report having cleaned their teeth, the square is made 
white; if anyone fails, the square is colored red. The game is to 
keep the squares w~ite. 
~though the actual inspection of children's mouths in most cases 

may be made by class inspectors, the teachers should occasionally 
make 8. ·personal inspection, complimenting those who have clean 
mouths and cautiously advising those who have not. It is part of 
the teacher's job to know the condition of the children's mouths. 
· If every teacher will occasionally carefully inspect the mouths of 
her pupils and make a record of the number of teeth decayed, she 
will be surprised to find how few children have no decayed teeth. 
She will be painfully surprised to find the large number of teeth 
that are decayed down to the gums and surrounded by inflamed
looking tissue or pus. The aid of the dentist is then imperative. 
Decayed teeth that can not be saved should be extracted and the 
others should be filled. In many cases the teeth need to be cleaned 
by the del).tist. Although the teacher need not always report her 
findings directly to the parents, her inspection will make her realize 
the. need of caring for the children's teeth and stimulate her to do 
more effective teaching concerning the proper care of the teeth. 

Every school system should have an examination of children's 
teeth at least once every year by dentist or nurse and a report made 
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to the parents. The follow-up work in the homes is the privil~ 
of the school nurse. When parents are unable to take their childn 
to a regular dentist, a dental clinic connected with some hospita! 1 
under the direction of the board of health or school board is ofiA 
available. Such clinics must be much more generally provided: 
the future as a most important means of preserving health. 

Cooperation A'TJU)ng all of Those Agencies Working- for the Heti;, 
of Children is Imperatitve. 

Among those .people that touch the health of school children 8! 

parents, teachers, school nurses, school dentists, school physiciaD 
physical directors, domestic science teachers, and special nutriw 
workers. Each of these forces probably has an exaggerated notio 
of its own importance. · The school physician, "for example, ofu 
thinks that his part in the health·work is all important. The phyx 
cal director is likely to have the same misconception about his COl 

tribution to the health program. The truth is that they are dealin. 
with the same children and cordial cooperation among the~ is at 
solutely imperative. 

Since the teacher has daily contact with the children, the initia 
tion and supervision of health habits should be largely under be 
direction. Any plan which neglects this important aspect of train 
ing in health habits is defective .. The teacher recognizes, however 
her frequent need for the advice of the school physician, who shoull 
have a vision beyond simply the prevention of contagious diseas 
and the removal of physical defects, toward the building up of thl 
general health of all the children. There should also be the fin~ 
kind of cooperation between the teacher, school physician, schod 
nurse, parents, and family physician. The physical director, tht. 
teacher of domestic science, the music teacher, and the dra~ 
teacher shoul~ all eagerly search to find the way to make their wo~ 
fit into this great plan. 

In a very few cities splendid cooperation of all these agencies ~ 
being secured by a director of health education who is responsibh 
for the health of the school children. 
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MORE SPECIFIC SUGGESTIONS RELATING TO 
HEALTH EDUCATION IN THE GRADES. 

IT is possible in many school subjects to outline specifically the 
work of the various grades . . In arithmetic plans may be made in 
each grade to cover so many pages of a textbook and to gain a 

certain skill in handling particular combinations, and so definite work 
may be accomplished. 

Health T ea(Jhing Is II abit Formation. 

Health teaching is quite .different. Subject matter in textbooks 
may be planned for, it is true, but the essential thing in hygiene is 
the ~practice of health habits until they become automatic. The es
tablishment of such habits can not be planned for as systematically 
as the learning of facts and the gaining of skill in arithmetic. First, 
children vary greatly in different schools. The children in one school 
may come, from unfortunate homes, where cleanliness is not common; 
they may come to school with dirty hands and faces, heads infected 
with pediculi, and little evidence of bathing. In another school con
ditions may be reversed. The problems of habit formation are quite 
different in these two schools. Second, 'individuals vary so widely in 
learning capacity that it is impossible to predict how long it will 
take each one to form a particular habit. Mary may have learned 
before coming to school to clean her teeth; even with the teaching of 
the schools helping the home, it may take Frank two years and 
George three. Intensive concentration on the teaching of a small 
nllillber of habits in a grade may be successful in getting those habits 
formed, but there is grave danger that it may lead to nagging the 
~hildren and to the serious neglect of other habits of fundamental 
unportance. 
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It seems wisest to recommend a general attack for the establil 
ment of ali the fundamental health habits at the very beginning1 

the child's school career and to continue the attack from ditfera 
angles until they have been made automatic. 

M orwtonous Repetition Must be A voided. 

One of the obvious defects of health.teaching is the monotonousn 
petition which is so evident in the various grades. This has been ·d! 
largely to the fact that habits have not been established in a pre~ 
ing grade, jtnd so repetition is necessary. This was reflected reced 
in a conference on health habits. A teacher in the seventh and eigli\ 
grades said, "We need to emphasize cleanliness in our grades." Bq 
the teachers of the fourth, fifth, and sixth grades exclaimed,"~ 
our pupils need cleanliness as the main subject," and the first-gn 
teacher protested, " But we must teach our children cleanline 
They need that most of all." So there seems to be need of trainr 
in this habit all along the line. Cleanliness seems to be so diffi.ct 
a matter. that school children are not able to form the habit in t 
primary, in the middle grades, or frequently even in the upper grll 
mar grades, and yet all that we can do for them from the kindt 

· garten on through the elementary schools, working in cooperatit 
with the home will help to produce cleaner, healthier, happier cil 
zens for the high school. The evidence is overwhelming that chi 
dren do not form their health habits easily. It takes years to for 
these habits aright. We are amazed to discover lapses even amoE 
the children in our own families-serious lapses. We may even ~ 
member them in our own lives. 

We must continue to expose our school children to definite healt 
influences with specific results in mind, hoping that they will catc 
the right kind of contagion of spirit and break out with enthusi 
astic health. ~ 

Ap1Jroach the Work f1•om Different Angles. 

In some way we must prevent this monotonous repetition of traininl 
in various grades. The remedy seems to be to approach these· saDll 
habits in the different stages of the child's development from differ· 
ent angles. Take cleanliness as an example. In the kindergarteJI 
and first grade the teacher may show her approval of the childrel 
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who have clean hands by granting them special privileges because of 
their Cleanliness, such as passing the crackers, handing out the milk 
cups, or pa.Ssing the straws. In the other grades the practice of this 
habit may be associated with other new and interesting ideas. In 
the -whole early elementary group the approach may be ma·de 
through the fairy story. Through the fourth and fifth grades the 
health teaching can use the child's love of stories by presenting to 
him actual experiences of children in accomplishing miracles in their 
own lives and in the life of the community. Books must be written 
which will illustrate health experiences in the daily liveS of children 
that will give zest and stimulus to each pupil's own health endeavor. 

The need ..of cleanliness may be clinched still further and applied 
more widely to tpe community life in the upper grammar grades, 
where community hygiene may be taken up more vitally. There 
the problems of taking care of the sewerage, a clean milk and water 
supply, clean markets and clean streets, clean homes and schools will 
be prominent. In this more detailed study of the community the 
pupils find the problem of cleanliness becoming wider and wider in 
its scope, showing its relationship to a community as a whole, and re
. acting upon: the 'individual to promote his own health. In these same 
upper grade!) the need of bodily cleanliness may become more impera
tive. through the study of physiology in which the physiological 
aspects are· subordinated to the necessary habits. The need of bath
ing, cleaning the teeth, and a daily evacuation of the bowels all as
sume added importance properly related to the physiological back
ground. Any treatment of this subject would be incomplete which 
did not also emphasize the glory of a clean mind. A clean mind is 
the gteatest achieveoent of all habits of cleanliness. 

The Rules of the Game.'l 

It would be possible to enumerate a long list of desirable health 
habits. It has seemed wiser , however, to t ake n. simple program 
which is called the 'Rules of the Game. There are eight in number. 
Because Qf the simplicity of the platform many people hardly dare 
to believe in its power. Those of us who have seen the miracles that 
can be accomplished in the health life of the children of a community 
~here these rules are in force must acknowledge the efficiency of so 
snnple a_ plan. It takes faith to believe in so simple a thing as the 
Rules of the Game, but the biggest things in life can be stated simply. 

1Beep. H. 
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An analysis of these Rules of the Game show that three of the 
refer to cleanlin~ss -(bathing, cleaning the teeth, and daily bo11 
movement) . Three of them refer to food (drinking plenty of mil 
eating vegetables and fruit, drinking water). These rules u 
emphasize sleep and play. 

It has been suggested frequently that posture should be added 1 

these Rules of the Game. The desirability of good posture is un& 
niable, but it seems quite probable from studies that have been mal 
that malnu'trition is one of the foremost causes of bad posture. 'n 
stoop shoulders and general " slump " in many cases is undou.b~ 
due to a child's lack of strength. The teachel'S of the country m 
be fortunate when some one has made a thoroughgoing study of ~ 
relation between posture and Lutrition. If 1,000 children chosen1 
random could be divided into three groups-good, fair, and poor· 
according to posture, and a careful study made of the nutritio 
conditions of each group, some illuminating conclusions might I 
reached that would guide us in knowing what kind of physia 
training to·. gj.ve our children. There are careless habits which pn 
mote bad posture. These should be prevented and corrected as h 
as possible.- It is doubtful, however, whether any 'child seriou9. 
underweight with bad posture can be trained satisfactorily in ~ 
ture until the condition of malnutrition has been overcome. 

'J;'he importance of rest as a daily health habit for children <Yf al 
ages can not be overestimated. This is particularly true of undu 
weight children. There is considerable evidence to show that JI181! 
children are being overstimulated. 

In the establishment of health habits through the grades til 
health work revolves itself around several different foci, which 11 

might note briefly. 

Weighing and M ea:.<Juring. 

I . The important thing for us to get is some standard concernin! 
the physical condition of the child. This may be furnished by careH 
examinations by the school physicians and follow-up work in Ill 
homes by school nurses, b~t where this is not possible the teacli8 
gets her first revelation concerning the condition of the chil4 ~ 
measuring and weighing each one of her children. Height shouN 
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be takeB at least twice per year. September and March are the best 
months. 

The data upon which the figures of the height and weight of pupils 
ar!l based in the height and weight table are given in order that the 
importance and accuracy of these tables may be understood. Theso 
'are the best that are yet available, according to eminent authorities. 
The tables were compiled by Thomas D. Wood, M. D., director of 
physical training, Columbia University, New York, from the fol
loWing sourCElS : 

1. Statistics of American children obtained by Bowditch, Holt, 
Hastings, Porter, Boas, and others. 

2. Statistics gathered from 10,000 records of Horace Mann school 
children collected during the last 18 years. 

3. Life insurance statistics for the 15 to 20 year age periods. 
4. Statistics by Dublin of school children in New York State 14 

to 16 years of age examined for issuing of working papers. 
Children should be weighed each month as nearly as possible on 

the same day, and recorded oli the classroom records of the United 
States Bureau of Education. 

It is desirable to make no deductions for the clothes of the 
children, the tables given having been provided for these variations. 
However, there may be cases of extremely :heavy boots or clothing 
which, ·in the teacher's judgment, should be allowed for. Although 
the class record sheet suggests that shoes be removed when the 
height is taken, -since the child's height is never con-pared with 
any except his own, and the height of his heels does not vary to 
any great extent, it has been deemed wise in some places to have the 
children both weighed and measured in their shoes because of two 
elements involved-the extra time necessary and the children's occa- · 
sional humiliation because of holes in their stockings. 

The important fact to be learned is how much the child has gained 
since he was last weighed. His gain is to be emphasized, not the 
amount that he lacks of being the average weight for his height 
and age. If he is within 15 per cent above or 10 per cent below 
his average weight, there is no cause for concern, all other condi
tions being satisfactory, and he should be assured of his success. 
H he is not, however, within this margin of safety, he should re
c~ive the attention of the school physician, and the school nurse may 
visit the home, conferring with his parents, securing their coopera-
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tion, and reporting to the teacher and principal the results of I» 
visit. 

Reports concerning the weight of all ·children should be sent horn 
once a month either on the report card or on a special card provide 
for this purpose. (For sample of such a card see p. 13.) 

Right height and weight for boyB. 

Height 5 - 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 H 15 16 17 1_11_ 
(inches). years.:::::::: years. years. years. years. years. :::-years. years. ::_: ~~= 

39.... .. ... .... 35 36 37 .w ..... :. ...... 37 38 39 
{!............. 39 .w n 
42. ............ {! 42 43 44 
43............. 43 44 45 46 
44....... ..... . 45 46 46 49 
45............. 47 47 48 48 49 
46............. 48 49 50 50 51 
47............. ...... 51 52 52 53 54 
48........... .. .. .. .. 53 54 55 55 56 57 
49.. ........ . .. .. .. .. 55 56 57 58 58 59 
50.. ........... .. . .. . .. .. .. 58 59 ' 60 60 61 62 
51............. .. .. .. .. .. .. 60 61 62 63 64 65 
52............. . . .. .. .. . . .. 62 63 64 65 67 63 
53. ............ ...... .. . .. . ... ... 66 67 63 69 70 71 

. 54............. .. .. .. .. . .. . .. .. .. 69 70 71 72 73 u 
55..... .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. . .. .. .. . .. . .. 73 74 75 76 77 78 
58............. .. . .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 77 78 79 80 81 82 
57............. . ..... .... .. ...... ...... ...... 81 82 83 84 85 86 
58............. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 84 85 86 87 88 90 91 
59.......... . .. ...... . .. .. . .. .. .. . .. .. . .. .... 87 88 89 90 92 94 96 '¥1 
60............. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. . .. 91 92 93 94 97 99 101 102 
61............. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. . . .. .. . .. .. .. 95 97 99 102 104 106 108 II 
62............. .. .. .. . .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. . .. .. .. 100 102 104 106 109 111 1131 
63.... ...... .. . ...... ...... .. ... . ...... ...... ...... lOS 107 109 111 114 115 ll7 
64.. .. .... ..... .. .. .. . .. .. . .... .. .. .. .. .. .... .. .. .. .. .. .. 113 115 117 118 119 120 
65............. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 120 122 123 124 125 
66............. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . . .. 125 126 127 128 129 
67.... . ..... .. . . .. . . . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 130 131 132 133 134 

~L::::: ::: ::: :::::::::::: :::::: :::::: :::::::::::::::::: :::: :: ~~: g~ ~:g m ~~ :· 
70........ .. ... .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 142 144 H5 146 
71...... .. .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. • .... . .... .. .... . . .. .. .. .. .... 147 149 ISO 151 IJ 
72_............ . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 152 154 155 1S6 ~ 
73............ . .... .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .... .... .. 157 159 160 161 
74............. ...... ...... ...... ...... ...... ...... ............ ...... 162 164 16S 166 IC, 
75.. .......... . ...... ...... ...... ...... .. .... ...... ...... ...... . ..... ...... 169 170 171 l:l 
76... .... .. .. .. .. .... .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 174 175 176 J 

Courtesy o! Child Health O~ganiza~ion o! America. Prepared by Thomas D. Wood. 

ABOUT WliAT A BOY SHOULD 0-UN EACH MOXTH. 

~~~~::: : :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: :::~~ces~ I ~~~k:: :::::::::::: ::::::::::::::::::: ::~~1 
Weigh on the same date each month about tho samo hour o! the day. 

Regular weighing and measuring will stimulate children to prac· 
tice health habits and give them keen interest in their physical im· 
provement. The Rules of the Game contain excellent principles to 
be taught during the elementary grades, while the Modern Health 
Crusade furnishes suggestions for varying the FOrk. 
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Daily Teaching of H ealth Habits. 

n; There should be teaching of health habits every day, both inci
dentally and directly, in many ways, and through many subjects. 
Means and methods are presented in detail in the pages that follow, 

Right height and weight for girls. 

Height 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 
(Inches). years. years. years. years. years. years. years. years. years. years. years. years. years. years. 

- --.--ll-----·- --l-·---- ------l-------
39...... ....... 3' 34 36 
·40............. 36 37 38 
41... .......... 38 39 40 
c ............. 40 41 42 43 
~--······· · ··· 42 42 43 44 
44. .. ... .• . . . . . 44 45 45 46 
f.S. .• •• • • • • • • • • 46 47 47 48 49 
46............. 48 '8 49 50 51 

-~::::::::::::: :::::: ~~ ~g ~ ~: ~ 56 
49... .. . . .• . . . . . . . . . . 53 54 55 56 57 58 50............. . . . . . . . . . . . . 56 57 58 59 60 61 
5t.:. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 59 60 61 62 63 !14 
52 .... ..• .•.. ....... ·. . . . . . . 62 63 64 65 66 67 
63... . ......... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . !16 67 !18 68 69 70 

.64.... .. .. . . . . . .... .. . . . ... .. .. . . 68 69 70 71 72 73 
55............. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 72 73 74 75 76 77 
66.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 76 77 78 79 80 81 
57....... .... .. . . .. .. . ..... .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 81 82 83 8{ 85 
58.......... .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 85 86 87 88 89 
69............. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 89 90 91 93 9{ 
6(l.... . . . . • • . . • . . . . • . . . . . . . . • • • • . • • . . . . • . . . . . • • • . . . 94 95 97 99 
61.. •• • . • • . • • • . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . • • • • . • • • • . • • • • . . • 99 101 102 104 
611.. ... . . • . • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • . • • • • . . • • • • . • • • • • . • 104 106 107' 109 :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: :::::::::::: - -~~- m m m 
65 117 119 120 

i. : :::: ::::: : H ::. •: •• ••• • • ••• • •• :: ::: : •. • •• :F ~~ ~~ 
72 ••. ••••• ••••..•..•..•• •••.•••..••••.•••••••. • .••.•.•..• ·•·•·• ........... . 

86 
90 91 
95 96 98 

100 102 104 106 
106 108 109 .111 
111 113 114 115. 
115 117 118 119 
119 120 121 122 
122 123 124 125 
124 126 127 128 
127 128 129 130 
130 132 133 134 
133 135 136 137 
136 138 139 140 
140 142 143 144 
145 147 148 149 

Courtesy or Child Health Organization or America. Prepared by Thomas D. Wood. 

ABOUT WHAT A GIRL SHOULD GAIN EACH MONTH. 

f~~~i:::: ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: :~0c~~ I ~~i1'~:::::::: ::::::::::::::: : ::::::: : :::: ~:~cesi 
Weights and measures should illl taken without shoes and in only the usual indoor clothes. 

thereby answering the insistent question as to how time is to be 
found for a new subject and how it may be presented. 

llf ilk Lwncheon. 

III. Supplementary work for nutritional purposes for some children 
and for educational ourooses for all is found in the mid-morning 
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lunch.eon of crackers and milk. In one city that has made. a. reco 
in building up the health of its school children, a. school ·princil 
said to his teacher, " If ·90 per cent of your children are not taki 
the milk lunch, either you are not awake to the importance of t1 
work or you are not on your job." Both teachers and parents ha 
observed with satisfa.ction that children who refused to drink mi 
at home wished to join the luncheon at school and that they grad 
ally learned to drink milk with the others. The educational valJ 
of the mid-morning luncheon is only dimly appreciated as yet 
this country. 

The children's capacity for work is greatly increased by t.he m 
morning luncheon, and so valuable time is added to every day. 

One school district of 946 children in a. progressive city is no 
buying about $5,000 worth of milk and crackers a year. In spite c 

a fear on the part of some teachers that the distribution and drinkiD 
of milk and eating of crackers takes too much time, this is done i 
this city so systematically and with so much ease that the reguh 
program is not upset, and the children are taught a rare lesson i 
health and good citizenship. Older children take turns in gettin 
the bottles and pouring out and passing the milk. In good weathE 
many of the children di-ink their milk out of doors. The children i 
the upper grades find a valuable project in keeping the books, doin, 
the arithmetic, and looking after the financial relations involved. L 
this city many teachers find this mid-morning lunch a great help iJ 
their work and would be very unwilling to give up this experience. 

The relation between this luncheon and increase in weight i 
interesting. In most cases the children have gained steadily ii 
weight, and they have more concentration and ability to work tbt 
last part of the forenoon. Needless to say, in those cases when 
children have come to school without any breakfast, whether th6} 
were in too much of a hurry to stop to eat it or for any other rea· 
sons, the value of these luncheons is unquestionable. The educa· 
tional aspect of the luncheons is also valuable. Children can be 
taught to eat in groups food that is good for them which they often 
refuse at home. They drink milk and eat vegetables in soup because 
all the other children are doing it, and so are helped to estab~ 
the habits of eating these foods. The luncheon should be paid for 
by the· children wherever possible, but a fund can often be arranged 
so that each teacher can take care of those children who need it but 
who Ca.n not afford the luncheon. 
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It is often possible for some children ·whose parents prefer it to 
bring their own milk and other food from home. The hot lunch at 
mid-day also offers a splendid ·opportunity for health lessons. ·A 
cooperative plan may be inaugurated whereby the children make 
contributions for this meal. This should involve a discussion of 
food values, so that there may be a balanced and nutritious meal. 
The question of cooking would also be included. Many schools have 
been able to get the necessary equipment at a reasonable expense, 
ruid often it is contributed by patrons of the school. 

Those children whose parents do not yet understand the value of 
n:iilk are encouraged to bring apples, thereby strengthening the 
fruit habit. Other children whose parents still prefer ·that their 
children should not eat between meals may at least rest at· this time, 
with their heads forward on the desk and their eyes closed. 

Special H e<ilth O"laases. 

IV. Our health teaching in every school should include the various 
elements we have mentioned, finding out the child's physical condi
tion by weighing, and the physical examination by school physi
cia.ns, . follow-up work by school nurses-, regular daily teaching of 
health habits, and mid-morning luncheons for nutritional and edu
cational purposes. But after this has been done we shall find some 
children who have not brought their weight up within the margin 
of safety. These children must have special attention. This is not 
the big thing in health education; it is only a part of the work 
designed for those who are not able to gain and do not respond to 
the regular methods already mentioned. It is more intensive work 
for the. few who need it. The greatest work is the improvement of 
the health of all . 
. In every school system there should be one or more of these special 

health classes. Where the school department cw not assume the 
management 9f these health classes there can always be found in 
every community philanthropic people, or the Red ·Cross, or some 
other fine-spirited organization, which will come to the rescue of 
this group of children . by giving them a chance to be p-ut under 
the influence of scientific study, proper feeding, and special rest, and 
thereby saved for gteater. happiness and efficiency. 
- An admirable outline for conducting such special healt_h classes 

was suggested in "Commonhealth," published by the Massachusetts 
Department of Public Health. 
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AN OUTLINE FOR NUTRITION CLASSES. 

MARGERY M. SMITH, DIRECTOR, DIETETIC BURIIlAU, BOSTON, MASS. 

The aim of nutrition class work with children is to establish good heala 
habits. Methods vary, but at present there seem to be two distinct types i 
nutrition classes. One of tlu~se emphasizes the relation of food to beall 
through the preparation of foods essential for growing children. Other ·heslll 
habits may or may not be, considered. This type of class offers possib!lltles Ill 
the home-economics work in our public schools, and is also etrective amoq 
children of foreign nationalities. 

The second type of nutrition class emphasizes other health habits as wei 
as food habits, and without any preparation of food. Through friendly groQI 
competition indiviCJ.ual children are stimulated to improve poor habits alii 
to- continue right habits of living. This latter type of class is adapted to larger 
groups of children than is the first, since it may b~ conducted with very llttl! 
equipment, as suggested in the following outline : 

E11ential eqwipment. 

A pair ot scales. 

Measuring rod or tape. 

Weight tor heigllt :10d age tables. 

Individual weight charts. 

Individual records of physical exa mination 
and social history. 

Stars of several colors. 

Chairs or benches. 

Wall space \vitb wire tor banging charts. 
Paper clips. 
Table. 
Blackboard. 
Crayon. 

Deli rable additional equipment. 

Sink with running water. 
Soap. · 
Scrubbing bruabea. 
Individual towels. 
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Scales tested frequently to Insure accurab 
weighing. 

A. measuring rod on the scales, or a tap 
measure pasted on the waiL 

Weight tables and record sheets obtai.M 
from Child Health Organization, Ne1 
York City; Bureau of Education, Depart· 
ment ot I nterior, Washington, D. C. 

Sample weight chart: 
(See Ulustratlon .) 

Different colored star s given for a gain or 
loss In weight, with a gold star for tbrtl 
successive gains. 

Choirs properly constructed tor chlldreD~ 
use. 

Washiog bands a part or each Jpsson. 
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Gf'apMo and m ... trat~1ie material. 

Booklebl. 
ClwtB. 
FoodaUdes. 
Plqa. 
Ptnrten. 
RhJIIIetl, 
Stories. 

Food .exblbltll. 
Menu booll:l tor a week. 

Printed reci,es on mounted cards. 

Tap tor record!Dg weight. 

Home vlalt. 

Phyalcal examination of children. 

Sp~lal dlrectlona trom doctor ?oted. 

Routine cltJBa work. 

Firat meetlne : . 
Height measured. 
Average weight tor age calculated: 
·Charta made. 

Ea!!lJ aucceaaive meeting: 
Weights taken and recorded on charts. 
Exhibit and study of Individual charts. 
Health talk-

One good food habit. 
One other health habit. 

Conferences with mothers present. 
Follow-up work In homes. 

Material prepared by chlldren themselvea 
or obtained !rom Child Health Organiza
tion, New York City; Association tor 
Improving the Condition of the Poor, 
New York City; .Antltnberculosls League, 
Boston, Mass. ; New England Food and 
Dairy Council, Boston, Mass. ; Massachu· 
setts Department ot Public Health, State 
House, Boston, Mass. 

Colored magazine advertisements for health 
posters: 

.A basket of real fruit or of vegetables. 
Dally food babltll learned through menu 

book, kept by children. 
Recipe taken home weekly by each child 

for mother to try. 
To Interest parents In gain or loss In weight. 

Value ot nutrition class explained to 
mothers. 

Retarding physical defects corrected, I! pos· 
slble, before tlrat lesson. 

.Average weight line probably raised at end 
of three months by increased height. 

Interest stimulated through group rivalry 
and through discussions o! gains and 
losses In weight. 

With younger children the play instinct is usually so strong that a successful 
appeal to them can be made to Improve their health habits under the guise of 
'earning the rules of the splendid gnme of henltb. Each of the following hubits 
Is considered a rule of the game : 

,Rulea of th11 llealtl• game. 

~leanltnesa : 
Band~.Always wasb your bands be-

tore eating. • 
Teeth-Bruah your teeth at least twice 

a day, 

Batbing-Take n full bath more than 
once a week. 
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Actual washing o! bands when possible, or 
pictures of children washing their hands. 

A mock toothbrush drill. Distribution of 
tooth-paste samples and printed instri!C· 
tiona on the home care of the teeth. 

Pictures and rhymes In A Child's Book of 
the Teeth, published by World Book Co., 
Yonkers-on-Hudson, N. Y. 

Suggestions made appllcable to homes with 
no bathtub or running water, as well aa 
those with bathing facilities, 
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Bowel movement: 
At least one bowel movement a day Is 

necessary, preferably In the morning, 
after breakfast. 

Regular exercise : 
Take some regular exercise out of doors 

every day. 
Rest: 

Rest a while each day. Sleep long 
hours at night, with windows open. 

Posture: 
Sit straight. Stand straight. Go 

straight. 
Breathing: 

Practice regular, deep breathing. 
Food: 

Regular meals--Eat three regular 
meals a day. 

Chewing-Eat slowly. Chew your food 
well. 

Food likes and dlsllke&-Learn to 
like all good, nourishing foods. 

Milk-Take at least a pint of good, 
clean milk a day. 

Vegetables--Eat at least one vegetable 
besides potato every day. Potatoes, 
root vegetables, and leafy vegetables 
nll necessary. 

Fruit-Eat some fruit every day l1' 
possible. A comparison. of fresh and 
dried fru its. 

Cereals and bread-Eat plenty of 
bread or cereal at each meal. 

Eggs-Ent at least four eggs a week. 

Water-Drink at least six glasses of 
water a day. 

Rwieio of food rules. 

Eat mtlk, vegetables, trult, and cereals 
every day. 

Take eggs occasionally. 
Meat and fish are not necessary, but may 

be used sparingly. 
Have a substantial breakfast, a hearty 

dinner, and a light supper • . 

Exercise In form of both work and Plil
dolng errands, carrying wood, coaattD& 
and playing ball. 

Forms of quiet recreation for both glrla u1 
boys-reading, sewing, and games. 

Food suggestions should be ln11uenced bJ 
fnmlly "Incomes. 

Importance of breakfast. Mid-morning • 
afternoon luncheon. 

Story of tortoise and hare 
A chewing Jesson with plain cookies or Bt.lt 

pie sandwiches. 
Story of child who did not like proper 

food. 
Cblld Health Alphabet ; Child Health Or· 

ganlza tton ; milk fairy story ; food charts, 
Nos. 2 and 3, Association for Impromc 
the Condition of the Poor. 

Taking milk through a straw or from a 
new cup. 

A basket of vegetables. 
Chart showing les.fy vegetables. 
Stories about the vegetable. famtly. 

A basket of fruit. 
Nature's sugar bowls the best kind. 

Chart showing relative value of boll!& 
cooked and ready-to-eat cereals. 

Whole wheat and oatmeal breads especlalll 
emphasized. 

Eggs with milk, vegetables, and cereals !I 
combination dishes. 
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WZIQflf' CffAIJ:F OF HAIJY ~JJOW"N. 
A(JE. 
H.EICJH:J'. 

.tc n;s. tS .MOJ. 

----AV.El2A6'.E V.CI(Jff2'. 
~----AC'J'l/AL V.£f(Jff:J'. 

Food Ola8ses. 

StEt Iff. 
b?' Ll3J. 
'0 Ll3J.60 

V. Added to this work will come for the seventh and eighth. grades 
the peculiar opportunity of the domestic-science teacher in classes 
formerly called " cooking classes," but now in some places called 
"food classes," whose aim is to teach grammar-school boys and girls 
a. knowledge of their own physical condition as revealed by the rela
tion of their weight to height, a knowledge of the kinds of food 
children should eat, and a knowledge of how to buy and prepare that 
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food. This work also includes the care of younger brothers u 
sisters along the same lines, and special attention to curing const 
pation through diet. 

In food classes where these ideals have been prominent the respo111 
has been most encouraging. 

The Physical Director. 

VI. Lastly, we come to the unique opportunity of the physical di 
rector. Some physical directors have already realized that thei 
work is an important part of the health program and are mucl 
interested in the general health of the children as well as in pn 
scribing exercises and giving occasional attention to posture. H 
should also be equipped to deal with the question of proper schoo 
furniture. 

We are looJpng forward to the time when physical directors wil 
all understand that they are responsible for the development o: 
health habits as well as for the training in certain physical activities 
responsible for such excellent habits as they demand when they an 
training a teaJil. Physical directors can do work hitherto tm 
dreamed of in training both teachers and children in a program thai 
counts for health in a broad way. 

The physical director at all stages of the child's life should 
encourage a happy, joyful interest in playful physical activity, which 
is one of the fundamentals of healthy living, and should stimula!t 
the glorious achievement as far as possible of 'perfect physical 
condition. 

The Work is Plan~d for Tlvree Growptt, not for each G·rade. 

Because of the generally chaotic and experimental nature of the 
health teaching throughout the grades and the ~tal need of adjtJ.St. 
ing the teaching to the needs of the individual children no attemp 
is made here to outline the work for each grade. Some general sug· 
gestions are given for groups of the grades, and the various methodl 
and devices that have been successful in particular grades are pre. 
sented with considerable detail. 

The work will be considered ·under three different headings: (1) 
Kindergarten through third grade; (2) fourth grade through sixtb 
grade; and (3) seventh grade, eighth grade, and last year of the 
junior high school. 
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P;.yclwwgy of Hea1th Teaching in the Early Elementary Grades 
Dea1s with Playful Spirit. 

The child on entering school has little concern for matters pertaining 
to health. He lives largely in a :world of the present, with its keen 
joys and equally vivid sorrows. The goals to be attained are the 
goals ofJ>lay. Health activities and interests do have a real place in 
his life to the extent that · they may become a part of his world in 
which fancy, imagination, and action predominate. 

It is a simple thing to tell a child that he ought to drink milk and 
the reasons why, and to get him to reproduce these facts verbally; 
it is quite a different matter to get those facts to fuse with his emo
tional life and express themselves through the channels of action 
and habit. 

The mere correct repetition of words often has little to do with 
meaning. It is a fundamental principle of educational psychology 
that a thing takes on meaning through the reactions we make to it. 
Let us illustrate with teaching a child to drink milk: If we can asso
ciate the drinking of milk with many responses, interesting playful 
reactions, ~ shall not only get the right habits involved but those 
habits will take on a deeper and deeper meaning with emotional 
col9ring. The child who is not only told that he ought to drink milk 
and why, but begins actually to drink milk and then uses his creative 
fancy in making health rhymes about milk, and composing and sing
ing songs about milk, writing compositions, doing construction work, 
reading, and dramatizing with the drinking of milk as his central 
idea, begins to have an attitude amounting to a conviction that the 
drinking of milk is vitally important. These varied reactions take 
on an added significance in the child's life when they are also coupled 
wit~ the idea of regular gaining in weight, which is rapidly becom
ing one of the slogans of many progressive schoolrooms. 

It is important for every teacher and school principal and super
intendent to remember that real health education can not be secured 
~hrough -the usual mechanical processes so common in the teaching 
lf physiology. The teaching must be vitalized, must be related to 
~hildren's interests. The starting point of such vitalizing in school 
;ystems must be with the school superintendent or school principal, 
n close cooperation with an efficient board of health, and with the 
?&:rents of the children. Let that superintendent or school princi
pal become convinced that actual achievements in health are funda-
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mental and are equal to, if not superior to, the advancement made 
the traditional school subjects. Let them impress this upon th 
teachers and the health program will begin to move forward and 
have meaning and power. Let ·the teacher become filled with the ii 
and it will spread like a contagion among her pupils. 

The Wark tar the Barl'V BZemtmtary Group, 

How can the child's beginning days of school life be used to in~ 
sify and give greater significance to health habits already begun 
the home~ . 

How . can the school program supply the right kind of heal 
teaching to those children whose homes are inadequate along th! 
lines~ . 

Habits take timEr-a long time. What is begun in the home, in { 
kindergarten, may not function until the child is in the third 1 

fourth grade,- or even higher; but faith and work must be persistel 
a.ttack must be varied, and many opportunities must be furnished n 
the children to use the ideas with which their minds and hearts ha1 

. been filled. There are many such opportunities in the daily life i 
the pri,mary grades. 

The Program. 

The following program, part of which has been explained in det.· 
on pages 34-44, constitutes the essential elements for work in U 
kindergarten and first three grades, and an UJlderstanding of tb 
application of each, agency to her needs marks the efficiency of th 
teacher: 

I . Measuring and weighing. 
II. Cooperation from the home, the family physician, the attendance depan 

ment, school physician, and nurse where such .services are furnished. 
III. Teaching health habits. 

Rules of the game. 

1. A full bath more than once a week. 
2. Brushing the teeth at least once every day. 
8. Sleeping long hours with windows open. 
4. Drinking as much milk as possible, but no coffee or tea. 
5. Eating some vegetables or fruit every day. 
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6. Drinking at least four glasses of water a day. 
7. Playing part of every day out of doors. 
8. A bowel movement every morning. 

IV. School lunch for educational and nutritional purposes. 
v. Special health classes for seriously underweight children. 

VI. Cooperation from physical director, if one is available. 
vii. Expression in school work through songs, posters, games, languages, drama

tization, drawing, and construction work. 

Weighing and Measuring. 

All little children are naturally interested in everything that con
cerns themselves personally. They ttike a keen interest in their own 
height and weight, especially when it .is a part of the school game. 
· The health habits to· be taught are suggested by the Rules of the 
Game. All should be taught and especially stressed, because all are 
needed by all children. The.best teachers make this whole question 
of measuring, weighing, and gaining a recreational part of the school 
work. It is all a game; it appeals to the play instinct. In the sec
ond and third grades special drives may be made on some one habit 
when needed. In spite of difficulties, primary teachers must secure 
the help of the school doctor and nurse when possible. 

One second-grade teacher makes these suggestions for weighing 
day: 

Weighing of children must be made a pleasurable time. Joke with them 
about it .a day or two before weighing day. Take time, two or three days, to 
prepare for it. Tell them to eat extra and get more sleep than usual, so they 
will weigh more. ·Make a gala day of it. Teacher must be weighed, too. 
Each child who gets up to normal weight receives a gold star. Those who flo 
gain are questioned by those who do not gain, and the children are Interested 
to find out why some do gain and the reasons why those who are a·head of the 
game are up to weight. 

Daily Inspection. 

In the checking up of health habits the daily inspection must play 
an important part. · This will include clean hands and clean nails, 
clean faces, clean teeth, clean ears, clean noses, clean handkerchief, 
clean clothes, and reports concei·ning the personal baths. The carry
ing out of this inspection depends upon the originality and initiative 
of the teachers. It depends upon their ability to hand over to their 
children all the responsibility of which they are capable in cooper
ating with the teacher in securing clean companions. 
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Sometimes it may be done by rows, one child in each row h~vn. 
charge of the children. That child may wear a Red Cross on hi 
arm, or a cap. These badges may be made in the drawing perioo 
This child only expresses his disapproval to the children. If therei 
need of anything else, the inspector calls the teacher. After snd 
an inspection there is a general cleaning-up period. This may so~ 

,times be anticipated before school in the morning by having all ih 
children who come to school with dirty hands wash them befill! 
school. . 

This inspection must be made pleasurable, not painful. So!f 
may be sung while the inspection is going on. The children th~ 
selves may make rhymes, set to music with, which they are familiar: 
to accompany the inspections. 

Let there be a corner to which the children may retire to cleu 
their nails. Some teachers furnish toothpicks for this purpooe 
Soap and water and towels in the schoolroom are excellent iJnme. 
diate aids to cleanliness. The vast majority of schools in Ameria 
have not yet f!.ppreciated the need of having soap, water, and towels 
in the schoolroom. 

Many cases need the help of the school nurse or visits to the homr 
by the teacher, unpleasant though these visits may sometimes be. 

The aim of class inspection in these grades is to encourage t~ 
children and help them to keep clean, not for the sake of keepin! 
individual records of their shortcomings. In the third grade a claa 
rec~rd might b~ kept of the number of pupils who successfully paa 
inspection. 

The same principles for inspection follow through the kinder· 
garten and first three grades. The work must have variety accordint 
to the good sense, the imagination, and originality of the teacher. 
She can make a game of it; she can have a slogan from month~ 
month. "Down with the Grimyjoes" is a good one. 

GRll\1YJOES SONG. 

(To the tune of " Chop Down the Christmas Trees.") 

We can beat the Grimyjoes! 
We stepped right on their toes! 
We made them fall and bump their nose! 
Down wltb the Grlmyjoes! 
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IS ERtCT 

THE WA~TO STAND · 
TO BE A SOLDIER 
IN AN·Y LAN ·D. 

A cut-out picture and a printed verse. 

fS FOR JOY 
lN E~ERY .CWlLtiS 

HEART. . 
'N KEEPING 
GOOD HEALTH 
IT PLAYS 

A BIG PAI?T. 
A child can color posters charmingly. 
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Much n triety is possible in t h is morning inspection, so that it sha 
not lose its power of appea l. The most important thing is that te 
teacher sha 1l helie,-e in its necessity as a strong influence in healt 
teaching. \\' c purpose in this plan t o show how the !Subject math 
of the different health habits can he used to illuminate the regub 
school subje<:ts. T he material suggestetl is a means of vitalizing th<r 
as well as a means of teaching health. 

H ealth ;lla tr rial in. Otlt r r Srltoo /. B ubjcc·/8 . 

Let us now turn our attention t o the work of the chilcl in dr:rwinf 
language, stor ies, songs, games, story plays~ number wor k, and othe 
subjects t hat can help to establish health habits through mot~ 
ncti,·it ies. 

There will follow illustrations of ,- itnl work that has been tloc 
where this kind of t cachin:.r is f-un ction in:.r in t he li,·es of t he childre 

Th is is a class exercise by second-gr ade children. 

No matter how cruck thc r esult. if it· is thr rh il1l's ow n hest. \'iOrl 

it is n mt'nn:; of secu ring his inter£>st and tooperntion through i 
personal accomplishment . 

Before I drank milk. After I drank milk. 
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Thin plas milk eqaals lat. 

Before· he has learned to write, or spell, he can do this work, "for 
he ·cat:t C9PY with a rubber sign and price marker what the ~acher 
has :written . 
. He· can continue this work in the second-grade after he is able to 
write, and can. make very effective alphabet rhyme and story books. 

Opportunities for paper cutting .as illustration of health ideas are 
many .·and va~ied. They give much possibility for humorous ex
pressi,op. Surely Bob who cut and mounted the figures " Before I 
Drank Milk" and "After I -Drank Milk" understood and chuckled 
over. -the contrast. 

A -booklet illustrated with free-h~nd paper · cutting and colored 
pictur¢s was made in one school as a class exercise. From this the 
foll6WU:ig is taken: 

pne, two. 

~k's good for you ! 

:Three, four. 

_.Plily out of doors. 

Five, six. 

Bread·ntce and thick. 

Seven, eight. 

Stand up straight. 
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Nine, ten. 

Eggs from the hen. 

Eleven, twelve. 

Brush your teeth well. 

And so on to

Nineteen, twenty. 

Healthy children are plenty. 
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T¢ke ~bath f!\lfi!(Y dayJ 
t"Jve the Gnmyjoe a a.y! 

"Take a bath ever y day 
Drive the Grimyjoes away!" 

This picture of the little girl sucking her fingers was used ver 
effectively to break one little second-grade girl of that habit. 'Th 
picture made her so uncomfortable it was hard tp induce her to d 
the printing on it : "Do you do this? " 
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By u11zy of warning. 
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. -
The posters in the third grade may be very beautiful, artistic it 

their arrangement, with effective slogans worked out in the langtag~ 
classes. Some of these problems require weeks "for their accomplish 
ment, but there is no hurry. · 

A variety of the combination of the study of the alphabet,_irt 
work, writing, printing, and language work can be seen in pic~ 
Nos. 2, 3, 4, and 5, illustrations of work from the first and ~nl 
grades. In each case a class book was made, a different child·~n-
tributing each page. . ·: 

The rhymes were made in language class as a class exercise. ;,tfu 
whole book was planned as a class problem, all cooperating in:f.lu 
illustrations and the planning of the whole, different pages wor.~~ 
out by different children. Colored pictures added greatly to :,tht 
beauty of the book. Art principles are applied in the arrangem~ 
of the page, the placing of the illustrations, the margins, and col~~ 
margin lines. The accomplishmep.t involves a successful comb~
tion o'f art, language, and motor activities. 

Original Rhvmes, anJl, Rhymes Based on Mother Goose. 

Although some people consider this use of Mother Goose rhym~ 1 

desecration, the rhymes furnish inspiration to children to make fli¥· 
lar ones. Only a few illustrations can be given out of a wealt~~of 
material at hand, but they will be suggestive to the real teachers ~ 
can understand and . who· are eager for help. 

Peter, Peter, Orange Eater, 
·Every day your smile grows sweeter. 

Mary, Mary, quite contrary, 
Bow does your garden grow ~ 

Carrots and lettuce, spinach and peas, 
Green vegetables, all in a row. 

New rhymes ~an be made by individual children o'r as a cl~ 
exercise, based on the first line of some familiar . rhyme j or origin~ 
rhymes can ?e mad~ even by first-grade children. See the illustn· 
tions on pages 58 and 59. 
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Fruit eating praised in original rhyme. 
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n ar~, t1 o..ry, q !Lite. c onira.•y I 

Ho~ does you; ga-r--den §r-ow.? 

c~nots CLnd leTtuC!e.. I spt'nach and. peas, 

Willa apologica to Mothtr Goolt. 
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Health Rhymes. 

Tony Toothbrush keeps our teeth 
White and smooth and clean ; 

If we use him after meals, 
How pleasant it does seem l 

Old Mother Goose said, " What Is the use 
To fly on a broom through the sky? " 

Well, I know I shall see 
Who's in bedy early, 

· And If not, I can find out why. 

Songs. 

In preparation for the milk luncheon hi one first grade, two children 
stand before the class and sing: 

Come for your milk, 
Come for your milk, 
Oh, don't you hear me s ing? 
Come for your milk, 
Come for your milk, 
You hear me sing to-day. 

(To tune of "Cherries Are Ripe," Progressive Music Reader.) 

The children respond to the in.vitation, stand in a circle, and 
are served. Then each child tells what he is drinking in his milk that 
morning. · It may be sunshine, rosy cheeks, smartness, height, fat
ness, or quietness. Qualities the child most needs are sometimes sug
gested by the teacher or his mates. 

Other health songs follow : 

What shall we do when it comes lunch time, 
Comes lunch time, comes lunch time? 

What shall we do when it comes lunch time. 
In our school each day? 

We shall have some crackers and milk, 
Crackers and milk, crackers and milk, 

We shall have some ct·ackers and milk, 
In our school each day. 

(To tune ot "What Shall We do When We nll go Out? "-Progressive Mualc Reader. l 
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. ·a..s ou ct~ . ·. . . . 
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I ron 
J/Urrt/ 

A writing leuon with a beaatifal 
slant. 

We sing of the milk, 
That is best for us to drink, 

We do, 
Yes, we do, 
We do. 

For milk makes us l'trong, 
Makes us happy, 
Makes us think, 
That's true, very true, quite tt·ue. 

There ' re red cheeks nnd health, 
And magic strong, 
In every cup we drink, 
And then comes the cracker 
That we need, 
So we boys and girls all think. 

(To tune of " We Sing of the Day that II 
Best of all the Year.") 

Come! Come! Corrre! 
Come on and get your milk now, 
Come let's race, 
To see who grows the faster. 

(To tune o! "Bow·Wow·Wow.") 

Weighing song for Grades I and II : 

Hurrah! Hurrah! weighing day Is coming, 
Eat ! Eat ! hear the fairies call, 

Sleep! Sleep ! see the children growing, 
Gain ! Gain! forward soldiers all! 

ITo t une ot " t.iarcblng Song." p . 32-" Songs of tbe Cblld World," Riley & GaJII!l 
No. 1.) 

Repr esentations of Weight Records. 

The weight facts seem to have a fascination for the children. Tht 
like to record them in many ways. Ladders, thermometers, an 
graphs can be worked out. 
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Vegetable Charta. 

Many children have to learn to eat vegetables. One of the great ain1s 
of health teaching · in the grades is to make the eating of vegetables 
popular. 

In Grade III an artistically arranged border of brightly colored 
·vegetables from seed catalogues can be placed around the room. One 
device that was used in a third grade was an illustrated vegetable 
chart. The object in each case was to keep the record of the number 
of children who had eaten each vegetable each day~ The vegetable, 
exclriing the potato, that secured the largest number of eaters won 

· the race for that week and became the vegetable hero. The ultimate 
object of the vegetable chart is to see at the end of a certain time the 
number of vegetables each child has learned to eat. 

I 

~. s 

no..r.j ' 3 1 

I I 

s I 

~HO is the ~irrner? 

The interest in eating vegetables and fruit may he intensified by 
personifying the v~trious vegetables and the curious pranks they play. 
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The following rhymes were written by third-grade children: 

If we eat Billy Beet, 
He will taste nice and sweet. 

Peter Parsnip, you nnd I 
Will be friends by and by. 

Dan_ny Prune, when on n spoon, 
Looks ugly, brown, and fat, 
But when we taste we then make haste, 
To eat him, just like that ! 

Charlie Carrot likes to ent, 
Iron from the ground, 

If we ent him, we shall be 
Big and strong and round. 

Scrapbook8. 

During the second and third years aU the health work might be ce1 

tered around the making of a scrapbook to contain pictures illustn 
ing health habits, with appropriate messages underneath. The pi 
tures they gather for their individual scrapbooks show keen intere 
on the part of the children. 

In one book the child selected attractive colored pictures illustratin 
a good breakfast, dinner, and supper. Under each combination wa 
written an appropriate suggestion: "A good breakfast for a goo 
little girl"; " This dinner will make me strong"; "Do you eat a goo 
supper every night"~ These were exceedingly attractive colored pic 
tures. In addition to the pictures illustrating the health habits an1 
the proper kinds of meals to eat, was his 'veight record for the ye11 
and a graph showing-his increase in weight month by month, also th 
songs which the children and the teacher composed to familiar tunes 
By the end of the year the book will be a real personal treasure aDI 
will contain much health stimulus, with its blue .covers and its highiJ 
colored picture of children at play on the front page. 

Each child in the third grade also made a scrapbook in which thl 
descriptions and rhymes almost rivaled the colored pictures in interet 
In the beginning of the book the health rules were written. A baba· 
his bath begs, "Please don't take me out yet I " A child who is be' 
measured asks eagerly, "Am I as tall as Jim~ " Of a roly-poly c · 
the story is, " No wonder she looks well, she drinks milk I " 
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The following is an illustration of a third-grade song: 
(Sing to tbe tune of "Carolina Sunshine.") 

Be sure to brush your teeth in the morning, 
Be sui:e to brush again at night, 
Then when boys and girls are smiling, 
Teeth are shining bright. 
No one wants to have a toothache, 
So, of course, we must try ; 
All of us must keep on brushing, 
You, and you, and I. 

Games. 

These games were worked out on the summer playground and were 
described by Agnes Early in the Commonhealth. 

The children made some games themselves. These were made under the 
direction of the handwork supervisor as part of the handwork program. The 
younger children cut out pictures from magazines of foods good for them and 
pa.sted them on cards. This game was called Foods, and Incidentally it taught 
the player what foods were good for him. The game was played like Authors. 
The older girls printed the names of a group of foods at the top of a curd, 
such as puddings. The younger children cut out and pasted a picture of a 
pudding good for children underneath the title. Underneath this the older 
chll(lren printed the names of three kinds which would be suitable for all 
children. For example, under puddings they had rice, custard, and junket. 
These three .cards made a book, and the one who got the most books won the 
game. There were 30 cards in the set, and whe• five .played the game was most 
!nt~resting. 

Another game, also developed on the playground, was one played like Old 
Maid. It was called Trouble Imps, and the Tt·ouble Imps would get you if you 
didn't watch out. These imps were on a card similar to the Old Maid card 
and consiste(l of bad habits, such as the tea pot, the frying pan, all-day suckers, 
late hours, etc. The other cards had pictures of fruits and vegetables good fot· 
children. Again they printed the names. They had Letty Lettuce, Parson 
Parsnips, Auntie Apple, etc., with the words "Eat me," and nndemeath the 
Picture good methods for preparing them before they were eaten. 
·When they tired of quiet games the children often enjoyed a snappy game 

of Beast, Blrd, or Fish, only they had to think of Fruit, Cereal, oi: Vegetable 
before they counted 10. · 

And so the game was played with the idea of spontaneous play, which is the 
tnly practical playground method. ' 
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"o.ry Ann awoke wit.·h t.he 

The 

First. sh~ put. on her and her 

and h!\1" 

Then she w~shed her a ond her . 
l 

p1.eke<1 up her = 

Fo~ breakfast. she hRd a baked 

a bowl or 

After breakrast. sne went t o 

lier face looked lilte this tf:.~~. ~~(~~ 

and cleaned hP.r ~ 

DOOOD(l. :J Q o 
ODD D 0 0 

Similar stories can be written and illustrated by the children cot! 
cerning other phases of the child's da.y. 
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More health in writing. 
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A dumb show with obvious sjgnificance. 

FRUIT AT 
RECESS 

A fruitful reminder, 
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G1•ades JV.:..VJ.-Psychology of Health Teaching in the ilfiddle 
Grades Deals With Life 'of Real Children. 

In those schools where the pedagogy of the subject is being seri
ously studied there has been some progress along the lines of 
effective health teaching, but the most original and inspiring plan~ 
have been 'developed by the teachers of the lower grades. 

It is important that the middle-grade teachers make themselves 
very familiar with the work accomplished in the formation of health 
habits in the primary grades and continue along the same lines, but 
necessarily from a different angle. 

In the middle grades the fairy story makes less appeal, but there is 
a greater interest in stories of real children. Such stories in the 
fourth and fifth grades may be followed in the sixth grade by the 
stories of great health heroes like Pasteur, Reed, Gorgas, Dr. Grenfel, 
and· others, and simple narrations of the dramatic achievements in 
modern preventive medicine and sanitation. 

In these grades, as in all the grades, it is essential to remember 
that the self-activity of the children must be aroused. They must 
get beliefs strongly tinged with emotions which help them to estab
lish more firmly the habits already begun in the primary grades. 
Teachers must present the work in new ways in these grades so that 
children will not become · deaf to the appeal. There is danger that 
they may become as bored by the Rules of the Game as they some
times are by the oft-repeated stories of our national heroes. 

The complete program for health work is here repeated to make 
the relations clear. 

Prograrn tor heaUh work. 

I. Measuring and weighing. 
II. Cooperation from the home, the family physician, and from the attendance 

department, school physician, and nurse, where such services are fur-
nished. · . 

III. Teaching health habit~. 

RUU.:s OF THE GAME. 

1 . . A full bath more than once a week. 
2. Bt·ushing the teeth at least once every day. 
3. Sleeping long hours with win1lows open. 
4. Drinking us much milk as possible, but no coffee or tea. 
5. Eating some vegetables or fruit every day. 
6. Drinking at least four glasses of water a day. 
7. Playing part of ever~' day out of doors. 
B. A bowel movement every morning. 
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IV. School lunch for educational and nutritional purposes. 
V. Special health classes for seriously undenvelght children. 

VI. Cooperation from physical director, If one Is avallable. 
VII. Expression in school work through songs, posters, games, langu 

dramatization, drawing, and construction work. 

Let the teacher take account of the habits that can be counted UJ 

as already formed, and stress those that need particular attenti 
watching especially for lapses that a.lways occur in children of t\ 
ages. Regular bedtime, eating vegetables, and drinking milk need 
be checked up with great care. 

Dr. Thomas D. Wood gives the following advice about sleep: "I 
as many hours in bed each night as this table indicates for y1 
age. Keep windows in bedroom well open." 

. Hours ot sleep (o1· different ages. 

Year of age. Houraot~ 

5 to 6------------------~------------ - ---------~- - -------------------
6 to 8-------------------- ---------------·· ---------------------------
8 to 10---------------------------------------------------------------: 

10 to 12---------------------------------------------------------------: "1.2 to 14 ___________________ _; ______ ___ ----------------------------------; 
14 to 16---------------------------------------------------------------1 
16 to 18---------------------------------------------------------------

Weighing and .Measuring. 

Since the weir/hing and rMasuring is so important as an index 
health and improvement in health, it should continue regular 
through all these grades. As in the primary grades the childn 
should be measured twice each year; in September, and possiblyi 
March ; and should be weighed each month, and the parents shom 
be notified of the results. Each child's individual health work 1i 
center around his weighing and measuring. It can not be made t· 
emphatic that mere weighing and measuring will amount to little 
nothing unless it is connected with the definite needs of the childn 

The time for weighing should be an intensely interesting mollll 
· in the health teaching of the month. Philip steps upon the scal1 
The weighing reveals the fact that he has gained 1 i pounds durir 
the last month. Two methods of procedure are now open to d 
teacher. She can simply record this result and say, "Nextl" l 
the child who is waiting, and Ph Hip can go back ,indifferent toN 
classroom. On the other ha.nd, she can make his gain in weigbl 
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point of vital contact between what they have been studying and 
what he has been doing. Now is the time to get some serious reflec
tion on the health teaching of the month. Philip is asked to tell 
why he thinks it happen~d. It may be that he has had his milk 
every day, maybe he has eaten more cereal, or maybe he has had 
more :sleep. · 
· His success stimulates not. only Philip to greater effort, but it will · 

have a direct effect upon the other children. · 
The teacher finds that Barbara has not gained as they hoped she 

would. The child must not be discouraged, but she must be helped 
to realize, if possible, why she has not gained. She may reveal the 
fact that' she has not been drinking her milk, or that she has not been 
going to bed early, or possibly she has had a cold. All these may 
be e:x;planatioris for her failure to gain. As the children may learn 
from the gain they can also be helped to gain from the failure. 
Barbara really wants to play the game; she has been careless but now 
she sees that she must work to win. She will work and she will 
win! 

Girls of this ·age have an increasing interest in their appearance. 
-Boys are tremendously anxious for growth and muscular develop
ment. These interests may be used · to spur pupils on. They may 
sometimes be told how much better they are looking. It is never de
sirable to tell children who have not gained that they are not im
proving in their looks, or that they are not looking well. The 
positive results of good health should always be stressed and the 
appearance of ill health ignored. 

A good health slogan at this time might be 

WATCH US GAIN I 

Careful treatment must be given to the children who have not 
gained. It is very important that children who hu.ve failed to gain, 
or who are seriously overweight, should be treated tactfully and 
wisely. 

When the pupils return to the classroom after being weighed, let 
there be rejoicing. Let all children who are within the margm of 
safety stand. Comment enthusiastically upon their improved physi
cal appearance. When those pupils are seated, ask for all who have 
gained this last month to stand. This is an occasion for rejoicing 
for the whole room. Failure to gain on the part of the few is usually 
understood by the teacher and should be ignored at this time. 
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At this time a graph representing the accumulated gain for U. 
whole room for the month can be worked out in an arithmetic clas 
and later placed upon the board. Competition can be stimulaW 
with some other room of the same grade. 

Now the teacher has discovered where she must ·place her emphasis 
in her teaching of hygiene for the coming month. It may be it 
arousing them to a keener responsibility through n new npproatl 
in teaching health habits. It may be through some new device fa 
stimulating interest in the daily inspection and individual recordi111 
of results. · 

Health Hab-its. 

Although the health habits begun in the home before entering schoa 
have been practiced in the lower grades, they have not yet becom 
automatic. The results of our teaching now will not be so SpoD 

taneous and so spectacular. Indeed, the teacher in the middle grade 
will often be disappointed and feel that her health teaching is DO 

bringing results, but she is helping to establish more firmly the hab~ 
begun in the earlier grades. We must still use posters, rhymes, Ill 
songs, but this work will now express the more reflective type d 
mind. Not only the choice of the picture but the words undernead 
will portray a deeper insight. A child'!-' beliefs must be expressed nrl 
only on paper but in his own life. 

As educational material for other school subjects this kind of worl 
is valuable because it furnishes opportunity for steady i.mprovemeJI 
in technique and final results. 

The newer forms of expression that we find in these grades~ 
original stories, plays, written and dramatized reports on ac 
conditions and ideal conditions in their school and their town, a 
discussions of personal experiences in these health adventures. 

Inspection. 

The teachers should realize that any kind of teaching, no matter h 
interesting, will fail of its purpose unless there is follow-up w 
to see that children are really practicing what they have been taug 
Although they have been practicing the Rules of the Gam~ in 
lower grades, some of these have not been made automatic, and · 
some of them, as in the case of cleanliness, eternal vigilance will 
needed. A higher ~xcellence must be demanded. It is at this po' 
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that daily inspection becomes invaluable. Just as drill is necessary 
in teaching fundamental subjects, so daily inspection is the drill work 
in the teaching of health habits. We should look for results each 
day. 

While frequent inspection is necessary to induce children to pay 
proper attention to personal cleanliness, yet the teacher should shift 
the responsibility to the children themselves as soon as they can 
aSsume it. Class inspection should be made as soon as possible less 
frequent and with less regularity. 

This inspection may be made t\ kind of military proceeding with 
captains for each row. The ingenuity of the teacher has its oppor
tunity in preventing this inspection from becoming monotonous 
and mechanical. An informal health club may be formed to take 
this daily inspection entirely out of . the hands of the teacher. A 
splendid stimulus for the accomplishment of r~sults in these middle 
grades is the cooperation of the principal or the superintendent in 
occasional inspections. Excellence of results in forming health hab
its will be greatly furthered when the principal of the building or 
the superintendent of the town will take as much personal interest 
in the formation of health habits of the children as he does in their 
arithmetic and their spelling. His occasional inspection of the chil
dren and his commendation of clean hands, clean nails, clean teeth, 
and good general appearance o£ the children will be a great help to 
the teacher and also an inspiration to the children. A request for 
reports to be sent to the office will not accomplish these results. 
Personal interest and influence are necessary. This, of course, takes 
for granted the understanding of this great problem by the prin
cipal .and his hearty cooperation in the movement. 

The Modern Health Crusn.de has giYen suggestions which many 
teachers will find helpful in their daily inspection, but the teacher 
must always fit her devices to suit the special needs of her children 
as she sees them. 

.Mid-M orn.inu J.wwl!. 

Th~ question of a mid-morning lunch needs a little stimulus in these 
grades, for many people have believed that milk was a food only for 
little children. The special point was made in the primary grades 
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that the mid-morning lunch of whole milk was not only a nutritiollll 
but an educational matter, for the purpose of teaching boys IIIli 
girls to use milk more generally as a food. It is important t}qj 
children of thE} fourth, fifth, and sixth grades should continue u 
realize its value, and when the teacher appreciates this importanu 
and makes the right kind of appeal the mid-morning lunch takes ib 
proper. place in the health program of the middle grades. 

Time. 

The question of time for this work may be answered in two ways 
In all programs a certain amount of the time is assigned for th; 
teaching of hygiene and physiology. Unfortunately it often happen 
that this time is used in various ways for the traditional school sub 
jects. This invariably happens when the school superintendenl 
or principal or teacher fails to realize the i~portance of heaiU 
teaching. When the time comes when such definite results are n 
quired in the teaching ·of ,hygiene as are now required in the regula! 
school subjects, then hygiene will be taught in the time assigned to it 

One day each week let the material in language work be heaiU 
material. Let at least one health problem a month be worked out iJ 
drawing, one health poster a month or scrapbook for definite assi~ 

We are on our way to the top! 

Heavy square tnci•. 

ments. There may also be voluntary work for especially interesft 
and enthusiastic pupils. 
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Supplementary reading and incidental discussion of the modern 
books on hygiene alone will not be effective in forming health 
habits. There must be personal application and the definite check
ing up of individual results. 

Besides the response which the child makes in the supplementau
reacling, there are other reactio~ which he may make with different 
material and opportunities so as to vitalize the teaching necessary 
for his personal needs and. interests. Such vitalized material will 
furniSh thought content for many other school problems. The fcl
lowing a~e some suggestions of ways in which health material may 
be. use(Ho illuminate other subjects in the • school curriculum in the 
middle. grades and take,no extra time: 
J. La'fl..guage, both oral and written compositions; " How I Gained," 

or ·"Why I Lost," " Milk Lunch for School Qhildren " ; re
ports of school and of neighborhood conditions, original stories, 
plays, rhymes, songs, and slogans. 

2. DraJI.Ding, individual graphs for recording height. and weight. 
The drawing lesson can arrange and illustrate health material. 

3. Arithmetic, making menus or ordering meals in a re!)taurant, in
volving choice of proper foods for children for different meals, 
with the cost of these meals to be found and reckoned in the 
arithmetic lesson. 

We have reached the top ! We have ar;one over the top! 

Average weight according to age and height in September. 
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4. ScrapbookB containing original drawings or colored pictures :frc. 
advertisements in ma:ga.zines to illustrate all the health habiis
the choice and the arrangement an art problem. 

5. Vegetable charts illustrated with pictures from seed catalogues a 
with colored drn wings. 

A health slogan for cz rcll boJ. 
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!i. Reco-rdR of tl H• lllts in ('S!:-i tran s:11·tion in p 11r!'h:1sin!.! 111il k a nd 
t rackers for till' m id m oru in!! lu nch fo r t he roo111 or h uil<ling. 

i . fl~raphit lJI'eScll /fll ion on chart.· OL" lJlat:kl •o:l rd ~lHnr i ng tot a 1 ga j U 

in pounds for whole room month J,y month. 
Fl. Stinin~ health so'll'fls written for special otcas ions. 
n. Suppleme'll.tm·y 'I'Ntdi11,11 u l' in ten•st ing h l•:tlth lll:tl"l' l'i:d: Jun ior H l'd 

Cross Maga~inc, reports of thl' work of th<· Hl'<l C ross. a nd 
other social agent il's folln tl in thl' da ily lll'\\·spaprrs. 

10. Err.ltibits to repn •spnt tlw work of tiH• grade , in t he l'OtTi t1or o r 
assembly hall. 

11. fh·ama.tizi·ny of pla ys writtt>n l,y IIH• t·h ildr<'ll or sui table om•s 
found el~ewhere. 



. I 

· liEA!JI'H TEACHlNG • 

EARLY TO "BED 
EARLY TO RISE 

Health messages gleefully illustrated by children. 
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BEETS 
~w.-/1-J - 4 -~ .u- ._. 

" IS" I~ • • 
,. I fr .:1. J..:.1..... • • 
" 19 I • 

;I.D 3. 

A class tally. 
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HEALTH SONGS. 

HE WOULDN'T USE HIS TOOTH BRUSH. 

(Published by M. G. Lcebrlck, Burllngton, lowa. ) 

J"ittle J ohnny had a toothbrush, and he bung it on the wall. 
Morning, noon, and night it hung there, and he used it not at ull; 
Then one day while at the table, he began to scream and cry, 
" Oh, my teeth, my teeth, they hurt me, mother dear I know I'll die." 
So she took him to the dentist, but the dentist shook his head, 
"Oh, 'tis too bad, too bad, Johnny, you must lose them all," he saitl, 
It's too late for little J ohnny, but lt may not be for you; 
Use your toothbrush three times daily, now will you, and you, and you? 

Written by a teacher for her children. 

A VISIT TO THE HlllALTH KING. 

H ealth Fairy: 
What a beautiful world this is! I feel so happy, I think I will go and vlsl 
our king and tell him how hard the little eHrth children are working tl 
make their bodies strong and their minds briglit. 

l•'i rs t Child: 
Where are you going, llttle Health Fairy? 

H eaUh Fairy: 
I am going to visit our king, to tell him of the good work the little earth 
children are doing to make their bodies strong and their minds bright. 

F·irst Child: 
May I go with you? 

H eatth Fairy: 
Yes. I saw you going t o bed early lnst n ight, and you slept with your 
window open. I nm glad to have you come with me. 

Second Child: 
Where are you going, little H ealth Fairy ? 

'Health Fairy: 
I am going to visit our king; to tell him of the good work the little enrtb 
children nre doing to make their bodies strong and their minds bright. 

Second Child: 
May I go with you ? 
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Health Fairtl : 
Yes. I see you have a clean face and clean hands and na ils every day 
and your hair is nicely combed. I am glad to have you come with us. 

Thva Chad: 
Where are you going, Health Fairy? 

Heal:th Fairy: 
I am going to visit our king, to tell him of the good work the little earth 
children are doing to make their bodie_s strong and their minds bright. 

TIIVd Ohild: 
May I go too ? 

Health Fairy: 
Yes. I see you always remember to brush your teeth every moming and 
night. I am glad to have you come with us. 

Fourth Ohfld: 
Where are you going, little Health Fairy? 

JI ea.lth Fairy: 
I am going to visit om king, to tell him of the good work the little earth 
children are doing to muke their bodies strong and theit· minds bright. ~ 

Z.'ou.rth Child.: 
May I go, too? 

H ea.Lth Fairy: 
Yes; I see you drinking milk every day, both at home and in school. I aw 
glad to have you come. 

Fifth Ohild.: 
Where are you going, little Health Fairy? 

Ream, Fairy: 
I am going to visit our king, to tell him of the good wo1·k the little earth 
children at·e doing to make their bodies strong and their minds bright. 

Fifth Ohild.: 
May I go with you? 

Health Fairy: 
Yes. I see you are trying to eat the vegetables that your teacher tells 
you are so good for little boys and girls. I am glad to have you come. 

Health Fairy: 
Here we are at the king's palace. Won't ~·ou please sing your health song 
I hear you singing every morning in your schoolroom? 

{Children sing Henlth Song.] 

King: 
Do you hear those little childt·en singing, my queen? 

Queen: 
Yes. Let us go out and thank them for the good news they bring to us. 

ICing: 

· We thank you, little earth chlldreu, for the good new!; :vou have brought 
to us. When you go home please tell the other little child ren to lteep on 
doing the good work you have just told us about in your song, and always 
to remember that "The good American tries to gain and keep perfect 
health." 

[Children sing Health Song ngllin.] 
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HEALTH SONG. 

(To the tune o! " Cherries Are Ripe," Progressive Music, Book I.) 

I. 

· Healthy and strong, 
H appy and bright, 
We children grow each day, 
Doing the things, 
That good health brings 
In work and rest and play. 

II. 

Plenty of sleep, 
PI~ty of play, 
And drinking milk each day, 
Face and hands clean and white, 
Teeth brushed morn and night, 
We're good Americans! 

(Children o! Grade IV.) 

Rhymes made by individual children in a fourth-grade lan~ 
class. 

Hurrah to1· Hyde !lout·! 

We are physically strong! 
We are mentally awake! 

We are growing very wise, 
For our mid-morn lunch we take . 

. Bleanm· Savage. 

Drink Milk. 

Sister did not dr·ink her milk, 
Brother drank his glass. 

When these children get to school, 
Who will lead the class? 

Helen Russo. 

Dr·ink Milk. 

Bobbie d rinks his milk each day, 
Teddie doesn't, so they say, 

Bobbie's growing big and tall, 
Teddie doesn't grow at all. 

Shirley Somes. 
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GOOD HEALTH. 

A cion e::erclae tcrltten 1111 a teacher, Grace Atken, for her fourtll,·urade children. 

f en eblldren bearing cards on which are Inscribed letters spelling " Good Health " stand. 
Each recites one verse. 

I wonder what these patriots of long ago would say, 
, If they could see our army, in all its full array? 

I wonder if they wouldn't laugh, perhaps they'd think it fun, 
To see us marching by without a sign of sword or gun. 

But we are strong as strong can be, 
And we can whip the enemy. · 

.You wonder how-well, I will show 
The way we make our strength to grow. 

First, every IIWrning when we wake, 
We at the open window take 

Three mighty breaths, a one-two-three, 
It makes us feel, oh, splendidly. 

Then wash with care, oh, such a lot, 
You couldn't ever find a spot 

On any of us when we're through ; 
But still there's something else to do. 

Our teeth we brush, round, up and down, 
As Cho Cho does in New York town; 

The clown you've heard them tell about, 
Who's never known to frown or pout. 

Then down to breakfast we all go, 
A~d sit ·at table-all just so-

Oh, how we eat, oatmeal and eggs, 
And each for second helping begs ! 

At last we hurry oft to school, 
For promptness is, -Of course, our rule; 

There happy all the livelong day 
We make of our work merely play. 

At luncheon vegetables we eat, 
Bread, butter, milk, and boiled went; 

We don't drink tea or coftee, no! 
For then we shouldn't stronger grow. 

At seven we are oft to bed, 
And when at last our prayers are said, 

We dream of armies great and strong 
· To which Americans belong. 
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Don't you suppose those patriots 
Of long ago would cheer 

Our Ob.ildren's Good Health Army, 
It tb.ey were only here? 

Vegetables Children Have Learned to Eat Thu Term. 

[A report made by one clue ot Grade IV.] 

Ruth ____________________ carrots. 

Mary -----------------~--Lettuce. 
Robert_ _________________ .Onions, spinach, parsnips. 
Vlrglnhl----------------- Spinach, asparagus. 
Marjorle _________________ Lettuce, onions, beets. 
Glorla ___________________ carrots, parsnips. 
Ca rollne _________________ Asparagus, carrots. 
John ____________________ .Onions, greens, asparagus, spinach, carrots, parsniJI 
Walter ___________ .: _____ .Onions, carrots. 
Addra ___________________ Beets, turnips. 
J,ydla.. __________________ .Carrots. 
J eremlah _____________ Onions. 
Edward ________________ . String beans. 
Ralpb _____ __________ earrots, lettuce. 
Kenneth_ _______________ Carrots. 
George __________________ .Turnips. 
EtheL __________ ______ L_Beets. 

Harold------ ------------· Onions, turnips. 

Children's Reports on Markets-Grade IV. 

(CbUdren's work before there wae any revision ot English.) 

S 's market is on Summer Street near the South Stati1 
Everything is nice and clean there. The meat is kept in a refrigl 
ator room. When anybody comes in to buy meat the man will go w 
the cold room and cut it. The other meat that is out in the store 
kept covered in showcases. The vegetables and fruits are alw& 
fresh. They are kept covered with nets. 

This store just opened up. They have a place where they mal 
doughnuts. It is clean. The floor is clean. But the back room 
dirty, and they have a lot of flies in there. But outside there is 
nice place where the p~ople come to buy. I think these people ai 

sneaky, to have such a dirty back room. 
There are a grocery store on Howard Avenue. This man does no 

keep his meat covered. Mr. B--- keeps his fruit covered. II> 
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keeps all his pies, coo~es, and bread covered. There is not many 
fiies in his store. I think he is a very clean man except his meat. 

I went into a grocery and saw that the walls were dirty . . Flies 
were on the apples, bananas, and potatoes. The wood was all over 
tl!e floor. They had some o·f the flour on· the floor and coal w~s on 
the floor. The glass cases were dirty. The dust was over the things 
that were in the glass cases. Some of the barrels were uncovered 
and flies were in them. Cakes were dirty and flies were on them. 
Pies were dirty. Some of the dust went on them. Candy was dirty, 
floors wez:e dirty. Floors were not swept. The fruit was all dirty. 
Flies walked over it. I would not buy in this store. 

Grades VII, VIII, and Last Year of the Junior High School . . 
· P8'Jjchology of H ealth Teaching in the Upper Grades Deals with 

Group Interests. 

THE fact that some teachers ar~ getting from grammar-grade chil
dren the response of vigorous interest in personal health proves that 
success in this subject is the result of the teacher's appreciation of 
the use of hygiene material in the daily life of the school subjects. 
The.newer health movement, which has gained impetus in the low·er 
grades and has inspired originality on the part of both teachers and 
pupils, has, made less progress in the upper grades. Here in the 
majority of schools the work seems to be going along the ordinary 
formal chimnels of recitation from textbooks. Yet some kind of · 
program of a practical character has been started in various parts 
of the country. 

The most suggestive work has been done by those schools that 
have recognized the peculiar mental characteristics of children of 
those grades. This is the period of belonging to the group. The 
individualistic competitive tendency which has been so marked in 
previous years still exists, but it has become subordinate to another 
impulse, that of becoming a member of a group. This is the time 
of team games, like baseball and football. It is also the time when 

-boys fornt school gangs that may become the terror of neighbor
hoods, or, when properly directed, as in the case of legitimate clubs 
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or Boy Scouts, may prove of rare educational value to the boys and 
of unusual worth to the communities in which they li've. The Girl 
Scouts and the Campfire Girls are simiiar organizations for the 
girls. The problem of education at all times is to guide the im· 
pulses of the children along the lines leading to good cij;izenship. 
The most far-seeing educators have realized that this interest in and 
loyalty to group organization is a tendency with far-reaching possi: 
bilities if properly directed, for the good citizen is one who func
tions helpfully in the smaller and larger community life of J hich 
he is a part. This early adolescent period offers, then, a unique 
opportunity for training in community life. 

In many schools where there has been a keen appreciation of this 
psychological, social, and educational point of view the higher grad':~ 
have been organized into Civic Clubs. Many of these deal willl 
health proble~s. In the State of Utah these ~lubs are called Civic. 
and Health Clubs. In these clubs the health questions have promi· 
nent consideration. Naturally these clubs differ in various places iD 
their origin, organization, and scope of activities, but they arc all, 
essentially alike in th~ir purpose of getting children to organize 1 

social group, elect their own officers, and with the help of the teachen 
make a .study of the narrower community needs, such as the scpool· 
room and grounds, and the larger community life of the children, 
such as the town, city, county, State, and Nation, and to do some
thing through such an organization to solve those problems neal'eS 
at hand. Such a procedure when guided by wise teachers insures 
interest, worthy action, and a certain amount of individual respon· 
sibility, a fundamental characteristic of good citizenship. 

Organization ot Health Clubs . 

.As an iUastration of a plan of a civics and health club for the upper 
grades that might be regarded as typical of the best, we quote from 1 

bulletin issued by the State department of education of the State of 
Utah: 

I. What are Ci'l>ics and Health Clubsf 

Civics and Health Clubs are student organizations for the pupils of junl« 
high schools in which, under wise d iFection, the members undert.ake activltlel 
in civics and health, 1n vocational training,· and in music and art appreciatloo. 
which .ten<l definitely in the direction.of such physical fitness, goo~ citlZP.nsbl~ 
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vocational efficiency, and leisure-time employment as we now regard as desirable 
educational objectives for junior high-school pupUs. 

These clubs may be organized in any regularly constituted junior high school 
or by combining seventh and eighth grades in such schools as retain the old 
type of organization. 'l'he plan can also be adapted to those schools in the 
State In which grammar grades are combined under one teacher. Any number 
up to 100 makes a workable group. Where there are more than 100 students 
two or more groups should be organized, and the element of group competition 
taken care of. -

Meetings should be held at least once each week at a time provided for in 
the weekly program within the regular hours o-f school work. Evening ses
sions should be held only when desirable to secure the cooperation of the com- · 
munlty and stimulate community Interest in the work of the club or the school. 

IT. What Re8ults May Reasonably be Expected from Work ot this Kind? 

The club work Is bused on the recognition of the fact that junior high school 
pupils are entitled to a difrerent type of training and discipline from that given 
In the elementary school. Here we must begin the work of developing initia
tive, making the individual feel responsibility for his own conduct, leading him 
to establish some control of conduct, increasing his responsibilty for the welfare 
of others. In the matter of personal health it is to be noted that satisfactory 
health habits have been formed in the elementary schools, but they have not 
become so automatic that further attention need not be given. In the club 
work there will be regular checking up on the health habits of the members, the 
club members assuming this responsibility. 

IIL. What Will These Clubs Undertake to Do 

The fundamental idea underlying the organization of these clubs is that the 
best ktnd of education is education through participation. Students will learn 
to become good citizens by doing the things expected of good citizens. The 
members of the club will therefore engage In their own organization and the 
conduct of their own meetings. They wUl check up on the health habits of 
members. They will make school and community service in matters pertaining 
to pubiic health, sanitation, pests, community needs, prevailing types of amuse
ment, vocational possibilities, and other matters of community interest. They 
will also engage in the study of art appreciation ·and music appreciation. 

The emphasis of this year's work could well be directed along the following 
lines: 

a. CIVICS. 
1. The town beautiful, the school beautiful, the home beautiful. 
2. Public sanitation. 
3. Survey of preYaillng types ot amusement and recreation. 
4. Responsibility of the individual and the group in determining types 

of recreation. -
5. Rural sa.nitary survey as outlined by Dr. H. J. Sears. 
6. A clean school contest under direction of Utah Public Health .Asso· 

elation. 
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b. HEALTH . 
. 1 . Checking up of health habits of members concerning cleanllnll, 

self-control, practice of health laws, physical exercise. 
c. APPRECIATION-MUSIC, ART, LITERATURE. 

1. Music interpretation ; appreciation of good music; use of Victroll 
or other instrument in teaching music appreciation. 

2. Art appreciation, through display ilnd explanation of a number 01 
the world's masterpieces of art. 

3. Literatur~selections of good literature under direction of English 
teacher. 

All rural schools in the State will be expected to conduct the rural sanitarr 
survey as outlined by Dr. H. J. Sears, of the University of Utah. AU schooll 
of the State will also be expected to participate in the clean-school contest eon· 
ducted under the direction of the Utah PubUc Health Association. 

Civic pride and responsibllity wlll be developed in the pupils through thelz 
participation in surveys, clean-up campaigns, and other matters of communi!J 
welfare. The pupils must be made to feel that they are a part of the communltJ, 
and as such have definite responslbllltles to the community. 

IV. Orgamzati<Jn. 

The underlying principle in the organization of the clubs should be "Edue 
tion through participation." Students should be encouraged at the earliest po 
sible time to assume responsiblllty and take initiative in the conduct ot U 
club work. The officer's of the groups should be those suggested in the const 
tution and by-laws and such other officers as local conditions may make nece 
sary. No offices should be created which do not have definite functions to pe1 

form. 

The orrra.nization of Health Olubs at Rochester, N. Y.; has beei 
most carefully worked out, and with marked success. Each club, o: 
room, is organized into teams. Wholesome competition betweer 
teams and individuals is encouraged. The achievements of individ 
uals and groups are based on a system of points. 

These are the regular questions ~ked by inspectors daily for whicl 
points are given: 

INSPECTION QUESTIONS. 

1. How many have clean faces, ears, neck; and hands to-day? 
• 2. How many have clean and neatly filed finger nails to·day? 

3. How many have clean shoes and neat laces tcrday? (Face sideways and 
show shoes in aisle.) 

4. How many brushed their teeth last night before going to bed and before 
coming to school this morning? 

5. How many have a clean handkerchief to-day? (Show.) 
6. How many present a clean and neat appearance relative to their clothes! 

(This means neatly combed hair, orderly necktie, ribbons, blouses, and 
dresses.) 
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1. How many removed their rubbers at the school entrance and left them wlth 
their sweaters (tf they wore one) in wardrobe this morning? (A ward
robe Inspector may be appointed to help team Inspectors in checking up 
their Inspection.) . 

Note: Every unclean child must wash before beginning c~ss work. 
Extreme unhygienic cases should be sent home under direction of the 
principal. (See School Form No. 5 on cleanliness.) 

HONOR Qt;ESTIONS. · 

8. How many ate breakfast this morning and refrained from d.rinking tea 
or coffee? 

9. How many slept at least,nlne hours last night with their windows open? 
10. How many played outdoors at least one hour yesterday ? (The Boys' and 

Girls' Recreation Club meetings shall be counted in this questlon as one 
ho)lr, whether in~oors or out.) 

The Health Creed. 

In the early elementary grades the Rules of the Game furnish the 
goals for the practical health accomplishments. 

The Health Creed issued by the Massachusetts Board of Health 
brings to the zeal of the older boys and girls for their physical well
being spiritual meaning and community interest. 

llY BODY IS THE TEMPLE OF MY SOUL. 

Therefore: 
I wllJ keep my body clean within and without; 
I will breathe pure air, and I will live In the sunlight; 
I wlll do no act that might endanger the health of others; 
I wlll try to learn and practice the rules of healthy living; 
I wlll work and rest and play at the rlght tlme and in the right way so that 

my mind will be strong and my body healthy, and so that I shall lead a 
usetullife and be an honor to my parents, to my friends, and to my country. 

Essentials ot the Program . 

.A.s in the early elementary and middle grades, the teaching in per
sonal hygiene centers around the following program, here given for 
tQe third time : . 

I. Measuring an~ weighing. 
II .. Cooperation from the home, the family physician, the attendance depart

ment, and the school physician and nurse, where such services are 
furnished. 

· III. Teaching health habits.' 

'llulea er the Game (aee p. 46) . 
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IV. School lunch for educational and 'nutritional purposes. 
V. Special health classes for seriously underweight children. 

VI. Cooperation from physical director, if·one Is available. 
VII. E:~..-pression in school. work through songs, posters, games, language 

dramatization, drawing and construction work, and cooking classes. 

Weighing and 1Jfea81tring. 

As in the primary and intermediate grades, the weighing each month 
should be one of the features of the health work in these upper 
grades. All the pupils should be interested in the weighing of each 
one, the increase in weight being a matter of class pride. Individual 
graphs should be carefully kept in health notebooks. The weighing 
day comes once a month; the measuring day twice each year, once in 
September and once in March. The weighing day should be a dra· 
matic occasion. It is the testing time for one evidence of health 
accomplishments during the month. 

Let the whole class assemble and watch the weighing of each pupil 
Have each one as he steps upon the scales hold in his hand his weight 
card. Before he is weighed let him announce, " I should weigh 97 

· pounds. Last month I weighed 92 pounds." The tea·cher sets the 
scales at 92 pounds. All the children watch to see whether the boy 
has lost or gained. The teacher adjusts the scales to his exact 
weight; then the boy announces," I weigh 95 pounds. I have gained 
3 pounds." He records it on his card. All the children are interested 

. in his accomplishment. 
As in the middle grades losses in weight can be discussed person· 

ally with the children and not publicly in class. Many times the 
children can account for them easily. 

After all the class is weighed let there be some kind of recogni· 
tion of the complete class accomplishment in gain in weight for the 
month. Each pupil will register his gain or loss on his individual 
graph in his health notebook. The accumulated gain of the entirt 
room may be recot;ded on a class graph as in the middle grades. 

Directly following the weighing the cards are sent home that 
the '}:>arents may be notified. At this time of the month, when in· 
terest is keen in weighing, health material can be used effectively in 
other subjects, and not continuously throughout the whole month. 
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Beauty and Strength. 

An;ong girls particularly there is an interest in personal appearance, 
which frequently becomes one of the most powerful motive f.orces 
in their.lives. It is strong also in boys, although possibly not out
wardly so marked or so insistent. The appeal to the boys is largely 
through greater strength and endura"nce. These attitudes offer a 
splendid chance to connect personal hygiene with the goals of beauty 
and strength. Let them know aright the fundamental truth that 
good health always promotes attractive physical appearance and 
power in the game of life and the desire to practice the rules of 
healthy living will naturally follow. Rosy cheeks and sparkling 
eyes are always preferable to dull eyes and a pale, sallow, or manu
factured complexion. The question of an attractive complexion 
naturally relates itself to the discussion of fresh air, exercise, sleep, 
food, bathing, digestion, elimination, etc. · 

The cultivation of the spirit of "out-door-mindedness" may suc
ceed in making even proper shoes and warm clothes fashionable. 

Training for the team. 

The _strong interest in being a member of a team, which prevails at 
this time, may also be turned to account admirably. A room may 
l?e divided into teams or rooms may be pitted against each other. 
The goal may be that of the greatest increase in weight and the lowest 
number of absences because of illness. In such a contest the study 
of the training of an athletic team may be used effectively. T~e 
necessity of every member of a college or high-school athletic team 
taking the best care of his health could be made to stand out promi
nently. In connection with such team play health practice would 
take on a new and significant interest. 

Conspicuous among such team requirements are the following: 
1. Each member must have plenty of sleep. 
2. He must eat plain nourishing food regularly. 
3. He must bathe daily. 
4. He drinks no tea or coffee. 
5. He must not smoke. 
6. He must have a movement of the bowels daily. . 

·Some boys realize for the first time the real.personal value of their 
health habits in being a member of a team. They know they have to 
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be physically fit to play the game. They realize that milk is ~t jwt 
a baby food when they hear that Ty Cobb drinks a quart of milka 
day as part of his training, and that each midshipman in the Unit6l 
States ~ava.l Academy drinks a quart of milk daily. 

Organization of Informational Course. 

Up to this point we have been considering the functioning of tJ. 
health wo~k of the upper grades rather than its informational COD· 

tent. The connection should be very close naturally. It is customary 
in all schools to assign a given amount of time in each of these grades 
for class work in what is included in the general captions of physi
ology, hygiene, science, or civics. The namE! giv~n is unimpo~ 
as long as the work functions, but there are often unfortunate associ
ations with particular words. Physiology suggests the old formal 
dry static instruction which we ought to have outgrown by this tim~ 
a kind of instruction which is self-satisfied with the mere acquisition 
of information. Hygiene is a better word, but does not carry the 
positive attractive suggestion of health. Whatever these courses 1m 

called, it seems desirable to have the word "health" appear. Often 
the informational content in hygiene is worked into a course in gen· 
eral science. This is usually unfortunate, because the aims · of gen· 
eral science are often academic, theoretical, unrelated to the every· 
day life of boys and girls. Knowing rather than doing is too o:fUD 
the conscious or unconscious aim of such courses. The union of 
health with instruction in civics seems to be more appropriate. FirS 
of all, hygiene in these upper grades should be a social study rather 
than a scientific study. Civics as it is now being taught more and 
more is directed more emphatically toward social activity and social 
service than ever before. Into such a program health activities na~ 
urally fall. Whether the informational courses take the name of 
health, or civics and health, it is undebatable that information pre
sented should be attractive to the boys and girls, carefully organized 
with reference to response, colored with a civic spirit and often find· 
ing its civic expressio:a in action through some sort of club which 
has much power of self-direction under the supervision of the teacher. 

Physiology that Works. 

Although the work of the upper grades should be dominated by • 
social and civic attitude, the necessity for the teaching of personal 
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hygiene still remains. It should be remembered also that unless 
the i.Iidividual has robust health he can not play his part in com
munity ·life as he should. During this period of the child's life
possibly in the seventh grade-the~e is an opportunity to approach 
personal hygiene, individual health habits, from a different angle. 
Every child before graduating from the elementary. schools should 
have enough knowledge about the structure and functions or his 
own body to satisfy his normal curiosity and also to make him more 
intelligently interested in the eare of his own body. This is not a 
recommendation for the old:style teaching of physiology, which was 
c01icerned with the collection of a great mass of facts often having 
little relation to healthful living. ·The newer physiology, with a 
minimum of anatomy, probably ought not -to be called physiology, 
becati.se of the traditional prejudice and weaknesses associated with 
the name. It needs a different content and more definite health aims. 
A good plan would be to consider first the various health habits and 
principles which could be more clearly comprehended with the aid 

rof physiology. Second, an organization of the subject matter in 
such a way to accomplish this end and also to inspire a greater 
interest and confidence in healthy living. Such topics as breathing, 
respiration, clothing, posture, foods, digestion, exercise, care of the 
feet, ·and immunity, natural and acquired, are examples of topics 
that could be taken up in such a course with profit. 

Oont1nu1tity Health Problems. 

In the eighth grade and the last year of the junior high school there 
should be a more· direct and a broader study of community health 
problems than in the previous grades. The boys and girls have 
reached that age when they begin naturally to take a greater interest 
in.the community. Then, too, many of them during this period will 
drop. out of school and in preparation for complete and active citi
zenship need to consider community problems and the relation of the 
individual citi~en to those problems. 
~ a consideration of these community health problems there 

shpuld be a study whenever feasible of the community at first hand. 
F.or example: They may study the work of the board of health in its 
different phases and become acquainted with the ways in which it 
tnkes .care of their personal health. The study of the milk supply is 
of fundamental importance everywhere. This gives an opportunity 
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not only to study about the character of a good milk supply and.tli 
injurious effect of a bad supply, but also to visit some of the near-~ 
dairies. This first-hand study of the milk problem in some C&S!£ 

may be extended even further by making a survey to find out how 
much ·milk was consumed per capita. This would lead naturallJ 
to the questioa as to how much milk ought to be consumed and ~ 
general value of m~k in the diet. 

Different Types ot School Work. 

One result of the study of concrete health problems in the com
munity is the report in oral or written language lessons. Ma:ny con
crete problems of personal hygiene and the health of the community 
may be helped toward solution by actually getting children to do 
something to improve their own health and the sanitation of schoo~ 
and school grounds. Many communities need to have examples pre. 
sented-to them in a concrete form. The written reports of the chi!· 
dren's investigations and recofi?.lllendations reveal conditions ofte 
unknown to their parents. 

While many of the same kinds of work done in the lower grade 
can be continued in drawing, writing and dramatizing plays, ani 
making posters, somewhat different types of work are now added u 
illustrate possible associations of health study with the other "'subject! 
of the .curriculum. One day each week let the material in languagt 
work be health materi~tl. Let at least one health problem a month~ 
worked out in drawing, one health poster a month, or scrapbooks f01 
definite assignments. There may also be voluntary work for espe
cially interested and enthusiastic pupils. The frontispiece and the 
final poster were made in the eighth grade. 

Compositions and Bongs. 

This is a copy of an eighth-grade composition describing the way iD 
which milk lunches were secured in one district: 

1ULK LUNCHES FOR SCHOOL CHILDREN. 

By Anna G. Horton. 

Januaf'11 !5, 19!0. 
To the parents of pupils in our school: 

We feel that nearly all pupils will receive benefit from eating a light Junli 
between 10 and half past each school morning. Some chlldren now brim~ 
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lunches, but JI\aDY others do not who would be better off pbyslcally, and in a 
more alert condition mentally, if they bad them also. · 

After careful consideration we have decided to institute lunches for all 
pupils whose parents care to pay the actual expense which would be involved. 
A chlld will be supplied with a glass of milk and two crackers. The milk costs 
15 cents per quart and each quart contains five glasses, so that the cost of five 
glssses per week will be 15 cents. For 2 cents more we antiCipate we can 
suPPlY each child with two crackers per day. The milk will be brought to the 
school directly from the farm each morning. As· each quart contains five 
glasses we can supply any number. of the children with a glass, provided that 
the total number of these children is a multiple of five. 

Parents who wish to take advantage of this arrangement may do so by 
signing and detaching the lower part of this page and returning it to me at 
the school. 

(Signed) _: ______________ ., Principat 

I wish. my child to have a lunch under the conditions named in the above 
letter. 

(Signed) ---------------

C9pies of the above letter were sent to all the parents of pupils in 
three schools in the district. 

Before the lett~rs were sent out much time was spent on consider
ing several points. The first question that came into the minds of 
the principal and his assistants was: What shall the lunches be~ 
Knowing the tremendous food value of milk, it was agreed to have 
milk as the base of the lunches. It was then remembered that plain 
milk might be rather distasteful to some ; so it was decided to serve 
two crackers with each cup of milk. ~ext came the question as.to 
the kind of milk to be purchased and who the milkman should be. 

After consulting the board of health it was decided to purchase 
pasteurized milk. Then came the task of finding a milkman, and 
this question was answered by one of the large' milk corporations in 
Boston. Paper cups seemed the easiest and most sanitary way of 
!ierving, and these the company were only too glad to furnish as an 
advertisement. Crackers were purchased at wholesale. 

After all the arrangements had been made the letters were sent 
home, and the working out of the plan began a.Qout the 1st of 
February. • 

As was promised in the letters, the milk is delivered directly from 
lhe farms each morning and arrives at the school building between 
8.30 and 9 a. m. 
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It is then delivered at the different rooms by two boys under fh 
supervision of a teacher. 
· At recess the children taking the milk take seats on one side ol 

the room. In the uppe!" grades the older girls do practically al 
of the serving. Two girls · are assigned to the tasks of shakin& 
cleaning, and opening the bottles. A third girl· prepares the cracbn 
for serving by placing them in a basket and· passing up and dowm 
the aisles, stopping at each desk, where the consumers take them. 
During this same period of time a fourth girl is passing the p·a.pe~ 

cups, which are sent in large pasteboard cartons. When everythin« 
is in readiriess the milk is poured and it is drunk by the pupils. 

Every possible precaution is taken to do everything in the bel 
and most sanitary way. · 

The proofs of success are many and varied, but the most import&D 
is the decided gain in weight, some children having gained from 5 ~ 
8 pounds during the month of February. 

In the district covered there are about 650 quarts of milk consumtd 
per week, and it is hoped that the amount will iricrease as time goes oa.! 

Good H eaZtk Language Work . 

. Good health language work has been done in Grade VII on the fo~ 
lowing topics suggested by pupils. Some papers were prepared ~ 
directions for young~r children. 

What I am doing this summer to gain better health. 
The good health habits I learned las t year at school. 
Why are we trying to form good health habits? 
Why I should take good care of my teeth. 
Why should we swat the fly? 
Foods that are good for us. 
Our rules of the health game. 
The proper way to brush your teeth. 
Why should I play out of doors every day? 
What must I do to gain weight? 
My favorite out-of-door game. How to play. it. 
Why should you. try to sit and stand correctly? 
Write the names of all "the vegetables and fruits yon have learned to like. 

Suggested Topics tor Language tor Grades VIII and IX . 

Suggested topics for language for Grades VIII and IX are : 

What this school is doing to exterminate flies. 
How we earned the money 'to btJY screens for our schoolhouse windows. 
The value of clean milk, and how it may be produced. 
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Ideal health conditions on a farm. 
Danger from rats, and how we may get rid of them. 
Wby we should sleep with our windows open. ' 
Some good health habits, and how they may be formed. 
How I have improved in health through the practice of the Rules of the Game. 
Tbe value of clean hands. 
What our school has done to make the schoolhouse and grounds a better place 

in which to live. 
Why I keep my teeth clean. . 
One day's experiment in cheerfulness. 

These songs are typical of many of the songs that are being composed 
and sung by many children throughout the country. 

OUB HEALTH CAMPAIGN. 

(Tune--Tbe Lo11g, Long TraiL) 
v 

Oh, the health campaign Is with us, 
And we must strive to see it through, 

So it's eat and eat lind eat some more 
F.or me and you ; 

We must always keep on caring 
For our bodies strong and true, 

For we mean to show our country 
What the boys and girls can do. 

Oh, the health campaign's not easy, 
As some of us may think, 

For there's milk and milk and then more milk 
Fdr us to drink; 

We must grow up strong and wealthy, 
Do our parts in being healthy, 

:For we mean to show our country 
What the boys and girls can do. 

KE!:P THE GOOD WORK GOING. 

(Tune--Keep t he H ome Fires Burning.) 

Keep the good work going, 
While we tall are growing, 

Though the sun has not gone dovrn, 
We go to bed. 

There•s a body growing. 
Seeds of joy we're sowing. 

Keep the good work going on 
Till we grow up. 
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FOODS. 

(Tune--Smiles.) 

There are foods that make us happy, 
There ·are foods that make us blue, 

There are foods that steal a way the rosebuds, 
.As the sunbeams steal away the dew. 

There a~;,e foods that have a hidden magic, 
That the eyes of God alone may .see, 

.And the foods that fill my heart ,V'ith power, 
.Are the foods that God gives to me. 

ManuaZ T ·raininu. 

Courses in manual 'training inay be utilized in making hygienic de
vices, such as fireless cookers, iceless refrigerators, fl.ytraps, fly swat· 
ters, paper drinking cups, rat traps,. drainage trough for pum~ 
window boards, and pla}\ apparatus. Many of such devices can I:E 

used in schools themselves, especially in rural schools, and many of 
the children may take home what they have made or continue their 
work there. In many parent-teacher association's meetings then 
have been most effective exhibits of hygienic apparatus. 

Coo'lving. 

On preyious pages (p. 25) 'reference has been made to the desin· 
bility of domestic science courses, preferably " food courses," for 
both boys and girls and the general content of such courses: 

This course, planned along the new lines in health work, has been 
successful in interesting the girls in improving their own physiCil 
condition and helping them to a sense of responsibility for the under· 
weight children in their families concerning whom they make are 
port each month. 

PLAN FOR ONE-HALF YEAR IN COOKING FOR SEVENTH GRADE. 

A study of food that Is good for children. 

For breakfasts: 
Co<:oa. Milk makes muscle, bone, and gives vltamines for growth. Drlnl 

1 pint of mil~ every day, etc. 
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Toast. 
CerealS. (Oatmeal and Wheatena.) Eat some cookeu cereal every morning. 

· It makes you warm and gives you energy to play hard and work hnt·d. 
Cereals should be cooked a long time--three to four hours In a double 
boi.Jer, or better-overnight. 

Eggs. (Soft and harll coo~l, dropped, scrambled.) Eggs, like milk, make 
muscle, bone, nnll give vitumlnes. Eggs also contain Iron for healthy 
red blood. Eggs should always be cooked slowly. · Fried eggs arll not 
good for children. 

Creamed Codfish and Creameu Beef. Eggs are expensive; so we can some
times ·heat "left overs" or codfish or chipped beef in white sauce. 
White sauce is ronde of lll'ilk so it will gil·e us what? 

Apple Sauce, Pt·unes. The inside of your body should be kept clean as the 
outside. It is not clean inside if it is clogged up with waste. To keep 
it clean you should have a bowel movement every day. Do not take 
''.pills," but eat some fruit every day. Fruits contain cellulose, min
era.! salts, and n,cid, which make them good regulators. 

Breakfast for two or four, including their teacher. Each girl prepared one 
. thing. Some did the buying, some the serving. · 

~or dinners: 
Milk Soups. (Tomato Bisque, Spinach Soup.) Review of white sauce and 

food.value of milk. Way of using vegetable water (in which mineral 
salts are lost if water is not used) and su~all amounts of Ieft-ovet· 
vegetables. 

Potatoes. (Mashed, riced, boiled, baked.) A starchy vegetable, therefore 
giving heat aud energy. Mineral salts close under skin of the potato. 
To retain mineral, cook with skins on. Cook in boiling salted water, 
covered. After draining off water when .done, shake .over gas to drive 
otr steam. 

Vegetables. (Spinach, carrots, onions.) Spinach and carrots gl\·e much iron. 
Most things strongly built were built with some iron. You need to be 
strongly built. You need iron.' Spinach and cnrrots w ill give it to you. 
Spinach, a leafy vegetable, will also give you. vitamines. 

llfent Loaf. Meat, lll{e millt, Is n builder, but it is not nearly so good and it 
costs a lot more. Eat less meat. Drink more milk. 

Desserts. (Baked custnrd. Junket with soft custard sauce, chocolnte bread 
pudding, brown sugnr tapioca.) 
Egg plus mllk-Gustards} 
Milk-Junket Building foods. . 

Bread, plus sugar and cocoa-pudding } 
.Tapioca (starch plus sugm·) - tnpioca puddlug Heat anu energy food. 
In choosing your desser·t you must look over your meals and see what 
'the foods you have Jllnnne<l give. If you hnve many that give heat and 
energy, choose n building dessert. If you have mostly regulators and 
bnllders In the first ports of your menl, choose n heartier heat and 

· . energy-gi_ving dessert. . 
Dinner served to teachers and guest or pupil as bre.akfnst wus served. 
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For Suppers: 
Spaghetti and Macaroni (baked with cheese or baked with tomato.) Re~ 

of method of adding cereal to boiling salted water. Review of will 
sauce. Food value like cereals-but lacking~lneral salts. Made frt1 
wheat. 

Salads. (Potato, veget~ble, very ripe banana ant'! nut; boiled salad dresallliJ 
Salads B.{e cool and inviting in summer, and if made of the right t~ 
give us, though cold, the heat and energy and building foods we mi 
have in summer if we a re going on gaining. Oftentimes,_ if these thlal 
were hot, we would not eilt them. We must eat in ~ummer or we Bill 
lose. 

Gingerbread. Gives energy nod heat because it is made of tl.our, and it all 
contains molasses, which is a good regulator. · 

Sugar Cookies. 
E.xtras: · 

Milk Sherbet. Made from milk with just lemon juice and sugar !!dill 
.Another way to get in .your milk, even if you do not like to drink It 

Candies. · (Stuffed dates, chocolate-dipped nuts anrt·ralslns, puffed-rice caridJ 
(Taught at Christmas.) Candy takes away your appetite for go1 

better-balanced food if you eat between meals. Eat it after meel 
Home-made candy is best. · 

Picnic. · (Boys of room Invited.) Stuffed egg, date and peanut.butter 88!1 
wlches, prune and cream cheese sandwiches (with graham bread 
lettuce sandwiches (boiled dressing) ; sugar cookies; milk sherbfj 
fruit (not prepared but brought by each child). 

SUGGESTED FIVE-MINUTE TALKS. 

1. Why are you ·being weighed? 
2. What makes some children underweight? Wliy are some children pale! 
3. What makes some children overweight? 
.4. Teeth. 
5. Rest-Sleep. 
6. Exercise. 
1. Food-kinds-value. 
8. Growth of building material-Milk. 
9. Regulators-Leafy vegetables. 

10. Buying- Planning meals. 
11. Laying table-Serving. 

(Many others nre "possible.) 

N ote.-In this course we are trying to teach the children how 6 
live and to make the work in cooki~g contribute to health, gro~ 
and right living conditions. -

Other combinations of foods that are good for children are ta.ugM 
during the. ?rst half of the eighth year. They prepare a whole Ill~ 
each lesson, made up of the kinds of foods children should eatk 
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become· 'Stronger and more beautiful. Other health habits· are em-
pli~ed . as they are needed. · 
·. Some other ways in which he&:lth material may be used to vitalize 
the ·f~pnal.subjects of the curriculum in the upper grades are sug
gested by one of the fellowship contestants, as follows: 

. · PiipuS in an eighth grade arithmetic class were led to discover that by their 
absences on account of sick headaches, billious attacks, and other avoidable 
diSorders they

1 
were not only having to' pay the doctor and druggist, but were 

reducl.ng the apportionment of school funds, based in that State on the number 
o~ days attended. 

Food lillls and receipts were made and market reports were used as the basis 
o! many interesting problems, one of which was the·ma.king out of an order for 
n well-balanced picnic lunch. In this way foods, as well as their prices, were · 
considered. . 

In .English classes the children made cookbooks for their mothers, in which 
they wrote the.modelrecipes previously discussed and tried out in the domestic 
sclenc.~ .. classes. Covers ,for U1ese were designed and made in the drawing 
cJasl!es. Instead of the usual letter-writing practice, letterS were written to 
Colgate's for samples of their material and to the Superintendent of Documents 
at Washirlgton . for Government health bulletins, info~maUon on .flies, fruits, 
and vegetables, which they later distributed to their parents: 

A tegruar correspondence wns kept. up with children in schools in the Philip
pine Islands and other States In order to find out wha~ they were doing along . 
he!Ut4 and civic lines. The children also wrote to their little friends in the 
near-by tuberculosis sanitarium and learned from them how they were by 
b~alth habits growing well again. . 

Advertisements of toothbrushes, soap, out-door sleeping equipment, nutri
tious !oods-in fact, everything the children might choose as having to do with 

· health were brought in, exhibited, and , studied, and original a<lvertisements 
written in the English classes and illustrated by drawings. Many of these con
tained (!9mparatlve food values nn<l prices worked out in the arithmetic classes. 

The plan, charter, and ordinances of the miniature city government put in 
o(l6atton in the civics Classes were worked out in the English classes. It 
provided for a mayor, boar<l of aldermen, board of health, street commissio'ner, 
etc. It was the duty of the commissioners to see that citizens kept a isles, 
blackboards, halls, and desks clean; while a joint committee from the different 
gradeS supervised the cleaning of park and playground, drafting for service, so 
that each citizen did his bit throughout the term. At stated intervals the mayor 
·sent out a proclamation for Clean Up Day, the posters and publicity for which 
were .workt;<I out in the English and drawing classes. It was the duty of the 
boar~ of health to look after the weighing and measuring an<l daily inspection 
of cbi)dren, to record findings on the Health Crusade Chart, and report all cases 
o! absence to the teacher, who, as senior health adviser, then called upon the 
PRtle~t at his home. 

At regUlar intervals the garbage collector brought into the classes the re
mains_ of·sch?Ol lunches !ound in the garbage .cans. These furnished a basis 
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for lessons in food values as well as in economy, matters of great concern 
during the war, and in which we should all l>e Interested ut any time. The food 
was weighed and measured before the pupils. Enough scraps were found In 
one can in one day to mal\e three loaves and a hulf of brea.J1, as well as pickles 
of all of t he 57 varieties, and quantities of meat, jam, hard boiiPd eggs, and 
as ha.rd-bal\ed biscuit. 

This led to the Inte1·esting of the children in lllOI'e wholesome and economic 
lunches, and before long the garbage . collector complained that his office had 
becollle a sinecure. The parents were also interested, though not always 
sympathetic, and later helped through their association to institute a plan for 
furnishing wu·m lunches. 

In studying the gro,wth and effects of civilization in the history classes, the 
effects upon he11Ith of the change from the open-ai r, active lives of the pioneers 
to the present office and factory life of so many workers was particularly noted, 
while in the lower grades these same facts were noticed in the lives of such 
heroes as Hiawatha and Daniel Boone. Modern ideas of sanitation and methods 
of preventing and combating disease were also studied as offsets to the health 
disadvantages of our present-day civilization. 

A health display and program was made a pa rt of ah exhibition of vegetables 
grown by the children themselves. Clowns bearing appropriate placards made 
things merry for grown-ups as well as children. An extremely fat clown bore n 
placard which read, "Eat less." One stm·dy fellow beaz:ing the placard, "I 
was raised on milk. What are you'/" went hand-in-hand with the smallest boy 
In the class, who for the sake of the cause consented to have his plncar~ say, 
"I was raised on coffee." 

In one corner two 6-months' old pigs donated by the teacher and an inter· 
ested friend still further demonstrated the value of milk as foocl, one having 
i.>een fed on milk and the other on garbage. The clown in charge explained how 
each had been fed and pointed to a sign above their pen, "Which. pig do YOU 
want to be'/" 

The doors to the vat·ious classrooms were marked Dr. Sunshine; Dr. Fresh 
Air; ·Dr. Exercise; Dr. Good Food, and Dr. Rest. "Consultations Free from 
Dawn until Dark" was the legend on each door. In a little dark room at the 
end of the same hall was the office of Dl'. Bad H abits and Dr. Grouch, who 
a ttempted to ·undermine the influence of the other ph~·~ician~. In each office 
a child appropriately dressecl distributed health bulletins nne! talker! to the 
Yi;;ltol's on his particular specialty. These· children were chosen by members 
nf the class ln an open competition based on three points: Best written ideas 
for carrying out the exhibit, best 4-minute speech for the character to make, 
and best acting of the part. 

In t he hall where the garden products were exhibited were charts and 
posters made by the chlldr·en featuring the general subject of malnutrition and 
how to correct it. On a table nPar by was an exhibit of foods in hundred 
calorie portions, with their mllk equhalents and the prices, which were changed 
from day to day in keeping with the market report which the children secured 
from the merchants of the town. 

In order that the girls might share In the exhibit, s ince the preva111ng senti· 
ment against women doctors had caused the boys to.be chosen for these rOles, 
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model meals were displayed at another table by girls uressed as cooks and 
waitresses. Recipes, such as proper method of cooking oatmeal and meat tiUil

stitutes, were also distributed. The younger girls prepared dolls properly 
dress~ for the different seasons. Samples of good and bud shoes were pre
r,entetl, and literature and pictures from the National Young Women's Chr istian 
Association shO\ving the e ffects of improper shoes were e~--plained by another 
interested pupil. 

In the afternoons demonstrations in weighing nnu measuring of the children 
were given. The gain s ince the last monthly weighing rather than the actual 
weight was emphasized .a s an index of the child's general condition. I t was 
shown that as many undernourished children come from the country distl·icts 
~~~from the town, probably due to the fact that although they l1ave the much
needed sunshine anti fresh air, milk, butter, a nd eggs, they uo not always use 
tbelle foods ot· enough of them to nourish their bodies properly. 

Health S tandm·ds /01' Elementary Sclwols. 

Every pupil on leaving the elementary school should be as carefully 
trained in the fundamental habits of health ns in the three R's. 
Without the first, the others are of little value. 

The real test of health education in the schools is in the health of 
the children: If there were excellent classroom teaching of health 
from the kindergarten to the high school, and this were properly 
supported by coordinated activities of school physician, school nurse, 
parents, teachers, and all others playing a part in the training of 
children, what ought we to expect~ This is difficult to say, becau13e 
the experiment has never been tried consecutively for eight or nine 
years with the same children. Some day the time will come when 
the great majority of children, possibly 80 or 90 per cent of them, 
will reach a standard something like this: 
All children well nourished, none mor e than 10 pe1· cent below the reqnired 

standard Of weight according to height and age. 
Habits of personal cleanliness established. 
Bodily resistance. 
Freedom from pbysi<::al defects secured. 
Good sitting, standing, and walking posturH maintnineu. 
AU teeth kept clean. 
Permanent teeth all present and in good conditiou. 
~ally recreation in the open air. 
Habit of daily evacuntiou of the bowels. 
Practical health knowledge that works. 
A sense of buoyant physical well-being. 
Partnership in the solution of school, home, :nul couuuunity prohi<'IIIS In health. 
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This goal may seein Utopian, but it is just as practicable alii 
possible as it is to apply the scientific rules of agriculture and gi'Ol 
125 bushels of corn from an acre of land that formerly produced onlj 
40 bushels. A few have ·dabbled with the health education of ·chi). 
dren, but they have done very little along the lines of a coordinated 
and humanly scientific program for the health education of the scho« 
child. · Utopian as our goal may seem, many practical people han 
the vision and are dedicating their lives to its realization. 
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BIBLIOGRAPHY. 

REFERENCE BOOKS FOR TEACHERS. 

THE teacher who wishes to achieve a marked success in her pro
fession will form the habit of. reading the latest and best books 

bearing on her work. The teacher who has access to a ·large city 
library during the year will be able to read many 'desirable books. 
Such an opportunity is, however, lacking to many teachers, for few 
school boards as yet seem disposed to buy such books. The teacher 
who wishes to keep abreast of the best thought in regard to health 
will plan to invest money for a few prof~ssional books each year. 
One of these should be ·a good book on practical health problems. 
Any of the foH.owing books will prove useful: 

Andress, J . Mace. The Teaching of H ygiene in the Grades. Boston, Houghton 
MUllin Co. 1918. 176 p. 

A brtet practlcal presentation ot the teacher's problems and suggestions tor their 
solution. 

-Health Education in Rural Schools. Boston, Houghton Mifflin Co. 
1919. 321 p. 

Newer aspects ot health teaching for the rural scbool·teacher. Psychology of 
health habits, projects, methods, devices, etc. 

Ayres, May, Willlams, J. F., and Wood, T. D. Healthful Schools; bow to build, 
equip, and maintain them. Boston, Houghton Mifflin Co. 1918. 292 p. 

A liook on the hygiene and sanitation of the school plant. 

Bancroft, Jessie H . The Posture of school children with its home hygien \! 
and new efficiency methods for school training. New York, The Mncmillau 
Co. 1913. 322 p. 

- .Games. for the Playground, Horne, School, and Gymnasium. New York, 
The Macmillan Co. 1918. 456 p. 

· Brewer, Isaac Williams. Rural Hygiene. Philnclelphin, J . B. Lippincott 0 1. 
1909. 226 p. 

An Interesting treatment of the health problems of the country. . 

Curtis, Henry S. Play and Recreation for the Open Country. Bosto~, Ginn & 
Co. 1914. 265 p. Illus. 

Special consideration ot the problems or rural recreation. One part devoted to 
the play ot the rural school. Excell£>nt. 
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~resslar, Fletcher B. School Hygiene. New York, The Macmillan Co. 1913. 
369 p. 

Fisher, Irving, and Fisk, E. L. How to Live; rules for healthful living based 
ou lllOdern science. New York, Funk & Wagnalls. 345 p. 

Gillett, Lucy H. Food Primer for the Hollie. New York, Association for Im
pi·oving the Condition of the Poor. Bureau of Foou Supply. 1918. 19 p. 

A book containing helpful py<>scl'iptiom; for the health needs of the chUdren. 

---Diet for the School Child. Washington, D. C., Government Printing 
Office. 1919. 14 p. (U .. S. Bureau of Education, Health E<lucntiou No. 2.) 

Gulick, Luther H . The Efficient Life. New York, Double!lay, Page & Co. 
1907. 195 p. 

Hoag, E. B., and Terman, L. 1\f. Health Worlt In the Schools. Boston, Hough. 
ton Mifflin Co. 1914. 321 p. 

Contains helpful matter for the grade teacher. 

Hough, T., and Sedgwick, Wm. T. The Human Mechanism, its physiology and 
hygiene and the sanitation of its surroundings. Boston, Ginn & Co. 1906. 
564 p. 

Hutchinson, Woods. Preventable Diseases. Boston, Houghton Mifflin Co. 
1909. 442 p. 

Keen, W. W. Medical Research and Human Welfare; a record of personal 
experiences. Boston, Houghton MifHin Co. 1917. 159 p. 

An account of the achievements of preventive medicine in the last 50 years. COD· 
talus much material which the teacher could use. 

Rapeer, L. W., eel. Educational Hygiene; from the pre-school age to the uni
versity. New York, Scribner. 1915. 650 p. 

A contribution to the hygiene of the school by various experts. 

Terman, Lewis M. The H ygiene of the School Child. Boston, Houghton Mifllin 
Co. 417 p. 

Latest information on the health of the school child. 

Walters, Francis M. The Principles of Health Control. Bosto1,1, D. 0. Heath 
& Co. 1916. 476 p. 

Durera from usual textbooks in hygiene in emphasizing correctlvp work. 

Walton, George Lincoln. Why Worry? 2d rev. ed. P hilatlelphia, .T. B. 
Lippincott Co. 1919. 295 p. 

A popula~ and interesting t~eatment of a bad habit. 
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. ·in addition to the above books every teacher will find the pamphlets 
on health education issued _by the Division of Hygiene of the United 
States Burem1 of Education valuable. Many of these are free; the 
others may be ordered from the Superintendent of Public Docu
ments, Washington, D. C., at_ a nominal price. 

The Child Health Organization, 370 Seventh Avenue, New York, 
is a good source of health material for · children and teachers. · 
·Other helpful health literature for children and teachers can be 

secured from the following associations: 

.Metropolitan Life Insurance Co., New York City. 
The International Harvester Co., Chicago. 
The American Social Hygiene 'Association, 370 Sev.enth Avenue, New York 

City. 
·'The American Medical AssoCiation, 535 North Dearborn Street, Chicago. 
Boston Association for the Relief and Control of Tuberculosis, 4 Joy Street, 

Boston. 
:Health Education League, 8 Beacon Street, Bo!!ton. 
Playground and Recreation Association of America, 1 ~1ad1son Avenue, New 
· York City. 
~urean of Educational Experiments, 16 West Eighth Street, New-York City. 
National Committee for the Prevention ot Blindness, 130 East Twenty-second 

Street, New York City. · 
Modern Health Crusade, National Tuberculosis Association, 370 Seventh Avenue, 

New York City, 
Nutrition Clinics for Delicate Children, 657 Boylston Street, Boston, Mass. 

SUPPLEMENTARY READING FOR CHILDREN. 

Andress, J. Mace and. Annie T. Rosy Cheeks and Strong Heart. New York, 
.Child Health Organization of America. 1920: 47 p. · 

Bussey, George D. Manual of Personal Hygiene. Boston, Ginn & Co. 1917. 
156 p. 

·Presents concisely tbe fundamental facts that children ought to know about 
hrglene. Suggestive for both teachers and children. 

Coleman; Walter Moore. The Handbook of the People's Health; new ed. New 
York; The Macmillan Co. 1915. 870 p. Dlus. 

,. General hrglene. Refers to rural hrgiene. 

Griftlth, Eleanor. Glendower. Cho-Cho nnd the Health Fairy. New York, 
'Ohlld Health Organization of Ameri(.'B.. 

Gulick, Charlotte Emily. Emergencies·. Boston, Ginn & Co. 1909. 173 p. 
Tells just what to do In every ordlnarr kl.nd of emergency. 
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Hutchinson, Woods. Community H ygiene. Boston, Houghton Mit!Un Co. 191J. 
310 p. 

Shows how a helpful and cooperative spirit i s the mark ot good cltizenshlp. 

--The Child's Day. Boston, Houghton Mlftl.in Co. 1912. 184 p. lll1111. 
A textbook on hygiene tor grades a, 4, and :S. 

--A Handbook of ;Health ; revised. Boston, Houghton Mifflin Co. ~ 
341 p. Illus. 

Jewett, Frances Gulick. Good Health. Boston, Ginn & Co. 1908. 174 I!C 
· A book tor little children. 

Kinne, H., and Cooley, A. M. Clothing and Health; an elementary textbool 
of home making. New York, The Macmillan Co. 1916. 302 p. 

---Food and Health; an elementary textbook of home making. New Yoit, 
The Macmillan Co. 1916. 312· p. Dltrs. 

---The Home and the Family ; nn elementary textbook of home ~ 
New York, The Macmillan Co. 1917. 292 p. Illus. 

A. serles ot books on home making. 

Morris, Josephine. Household Science untl Arts; for elementary schools. Nn 
York, American Book Co. 1913. 256 p. Illus. 

A brlet, practical book on dom~ic science. 

O'Shea, M .• and. Kellogg, J. H. Health Habits. New York, The Macmill~~ 
1915. 216 p. Illus. 

A simple and direct presentation ot the peed of he&;l.th habitlr and a detailedj!f 
cusslon ot a large number o! habits. 

Peterson, Mrs. Frederick. · Child Health Alphabet. New York, Child H!!llj 
Organization of America. 1920. 82 p. 

--Rhymes of Cho-Cho's Grandma. New York, Child Health Or~ 
tion of A.meric~. 1920. 20 p._ 

Prudden, T. Mitchell. Drinking .Water and Ice Supplies. New York, Q!(J'. 
Putnnn:a's Sons. 111 p. Illus. 

Tells or conditions necessary tor pure ice. For older children. 

Ritchie, John W. Primer of Sanitation. Yonkers-on-Hudson, N. Y., Weill 
Book Co. 1917. 216 .P· Illus. 

--- and Caldwell, J. S. Primer of Hygiene. Yonkers-on-Hudson, N!IY, 
World .Book Co. 1919. 184. p. 

Deslgued to tea.ch the lower-grade pupil what he himself can do to keep bia.l!llt 
in health. 

Winslow, C. E. A.. Healthy Living; the body and how to keep well. New·Y~ 
Chas. E . Merrill Co. 1917. 383 p. Illus. 

A textbook tor older children. 
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HEALTH EDUC.A'l'IOX SERIES. 

CL.:18S·ROOll WEIGHT RECORD. 
Single copy, r; cents . 
.Additional copies, 1 cent each. 

Xo. 1. W A...~TED! TE.ACIIERS TO ENLIST FOR HEALTH SERTICE. 
Single copy, 1> cenl1:1 . 
.Additional copies, 1 cent encll. 

~o. 2. DIET FOR TilE SOIIOOL CliiLD. 
Single copy, G cents . 
.AtldHlonnl copies, 2 CI'UtH each. 

No. 3. SUMMER IIEAI~TH AND Pf.JAY SCIIOOL. 
Single copy, 15 cent11 . 
.Additionnl cople~. 2 cents encb. 

No. 4. TE.ACID...~G HEALTH. 
Single copy, IS cents. 
Additional copies, 2 cents eacb. 

No.6. OHILD HEaLTH PROGRAM FOR P.A.RE~"T-TEACHER AS
SOCU.TIONS .:\XD WOME.a."'S CLuBS. 

Single copy, 15 cente . 
.Additional cople.", 8 cents each. 

:Xo. 6. FURTHER STEPS IX 'l'EAORI:XG HEALTH. 
Single cop~·. 5 cents . 
• .\ddltiODill CO[lles, 3 l't!nts eRCh. 

No. 7. THE L~Cll ITOUR A'l' SCHOOL. 
Single copy, 5 l'eUIH . 

.A.d<litionol copies, ·I cents ench. 
No. 8. HEALTH TRAINING FOR 'riMCfiERS. 

Single copy, Ci ceut1:1 . 
.Additional coplcs, 2 cents each. 

No. 9. l'OCR OPPORTU~ITY IN TIU.l ~C'TIOOLS. 
Single copy, ::; cents. 
Additional copies, 2 eenh1 eucll. 

No. 10. St;GGESTIOXS FOH A PHOGHA~t FOR HEALTH TUCB· 
L"G L~ THE ELE~IE::\T.AflY ~CHOOLS, 

Single copy, 10 cents . 
Additional copies, 6 cents each. 

HEALTH EDUCATION POSTER XO. 2. RIGHT HEIGHT ..L'\'D 
WEIGHT FOR GIRLS. 

Single copy, 6 cents . 
.A.dditlonnl copies, 1 cent each. 

HEALTH EDUC.A.TIOX POSTER NO. 3. RIGHT HEIGHT a..\'D 
WEIGHT FOR BOYS. 

Single copy, 5 ccnte. 
Additional copies, 1 cenl encll. 

Material in quantity may be purchused trom the Superintendent ot 
Documents, GoYernruent Printing Oillce, WaKlllngton, D. C. 

Remittance must accompany order. ~tumps nrc not accepted. 
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Health I Strengthl Joy I 

RULES OF 

THE HEALTH GAME 

1 A full bath more than once a week 

2 Brushing the teeth at least once every day 

3 · Sleeping long hours with windows open 

4 Drinking as much milk as possible, but no 
coffee or tea · 

· 5 Eating some vegetables or fruit every day 

6 Drinking at least four. glasses of water a day 

7 Playing part of every day out of doors 

8 A bowel movement every morning 
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FORE WORD. 

- The material presented here was prepared by Miss Bernice Reant 

as a thesis for a. master's degree. As it was not possible to publiS 

the entire thesis, owing to lack of space, it has been necessary n 

editing the publication to omit and abbreviate certain sections. 
, 

Part I of the thesis contained a very careful and detailed exph.' 

nation of the method by which the data regarding the extent ol 

the use of milk by school children was obtained. The facts brougtl 

out are of significance and importance, but it has seemed best to sUJJI. 

marize these r ather briefly, in order that greater space may ~ 

given P arts II and III: which offer so much in practical suggesti01 

and concrete material. 

This problem of how to interest children in drinking milk Wi 

have as many solutions as there are ingenious teachers who will 

'vork out the answer in the light of the individual needs of their 

respective pupils. 

This pamphlet describes the steps by which one teacher in Grade 

III solved her particular problem. Facts about milk were P~ 

sen ted, but_ the success of her work lay not in the facts taught or 

remembered but in the lesson learned: These children are nil' 

drinking milk. 
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T H e ¥ WONT GeT C 0 L D . . 

FAT IN M I L K Kee PSTHeM WA~ 
Poster Made by a Child in Grade III. 

PART I. 

HOW MANY SCHOOL CHILDREN DRINK MILK} 

What are the facts~ 
The best way to find out is to ask the children themselves. That 

is juSt what was done in a recent investigation, the results of which 
are thoroughly disturbing. 

Imagine a group of 7,738 American school children representing 
a fair cross section of a. number of elementary schools covering 
several States. In this group are children of all grades from the 
first to the eighth. They are the boys and girls we all know so well, 
some bright and gay and attractive, some a little ragged, most of 
them full of the quick response to suggestion that is characteristic 
of the .American school child. 

They were asked whether they drank whole mill{. The question 
was· printed on cards, and answered at" home. Only 50 per cent 
responded·'' yes " to this question. . 
~~~idering the recognized food value of milk, it see~s to be a 

·critical situation that 3,856 children out of the 7,738 are not drinking 
whole milk. 
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But that is not the only fact that the investigation unearth! 
•Seventy-five per cent reported liking milk. Fifty per cent h~d 
chance to drink it, and drank it, as has been stated. Twenty-five~ 
cent reported liking to drink it, but never having a chance . . . 

DIAGRAM No. 1 . 

.;hlldren drinking sweet 
milk-dally 
·-59% 
(50.2%) 

Chlldre.n NOT drlnklni sweet 
mllk<!ally 

50% 
(49.8%) 

It was found that in practically all cnses in which children said 
they liked milk, and yet did not get it, there was no milk bought iB 
the home. The problem is not entirely economic in these cases-it 
reflects a general lack of knowledge of the food value of milk. 

Tea and coffee were found to be freely used by the children. 
Eighteen and a hal£ per cent are drinking tea regularly, and most of 
these are children of the first four grades. Of these tea-drinking:: 
babies, 54 per cent did not drink milk. Thirty-eight and a half per 
cent of the 7,738 children drink coffee regularly. Some of the coff~ 
drinking was in the upper grades, but there was plenty of it ·-amo}lg 
the smallest children. Thirty-four per cent of the children ·oi .:~ 
first grade drink coffee regularly. And of the coffee drinkers, .58 
per cent do not drink milk. The investigation furnished many inter-, 
esting details, but it teaches one big lesson : American parents ant 
children must be taught the nutritional value of milk. 

PART II. 

WHY SCHOOL BOYS AND GIRLS NEED MILK. 

Nature provi<;les milk for the feeding of the young of all highe( 
types of animals. Cow's milk for the calf, mare's milk for the CQI~ 
and mother's milk for the baby are almost perfect in food value. 
Cow's milk for the baby does not contain nature's exact proportions 
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• Qf necessary ~ood elements, although each class of foods is repre
sented. The word milk in this country generally denotes ·cow'~ whole 
milk. . 

Childhood is the period .of growth. If children are to have strong 
bodies, it is important that they use the best building material. We 
have no food which contains as many of the elements necessary for 
growth and· repair as does milk. 

, In addition to material for growth, children need fuel to keep the 
body warm and to supply energy for muscular activities. Milk con
tains those substances which provide good fuel. 

Foods Contained in Mil~. 

Protein is essential for building and repairing the muscle tissue. 
Milk contains 3.5 per cent of this valuable class of food. 

Protein is also found in meat, fish, eggs, cheese, peas, beans, and 
cereals, but some protein from milk and animal foods seems to be 
necessary for good health and bodily resistance. 

·As the curd of milk contains most of the protein, cottage cheese is 
rich in this muscle-building food. If more protein is obtained tlian 
can be used f9r tissue building it is used as a fuel- giving heat and 
energ:r to the body. HoweT"er, for fuel it is generally considered 
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best not to use protein foods in the place of carbohydrates or fll 
as this puts too great a tax upon the digestive activities. 

Skimmed milk and buttermilk are a source of inexpensive prote~ 
even though all or nearly all the fat has been removed. 

As soon as the milk reaches the stomach it is formed into curtk 
by the action of the gastric juices. This process of coagulation Dllf 
be illustrated by the making of junket. The commercial preparati011· 
of rennin used in making junket is generally obtained from u;; 
stomach of the calt 

Falin Mil~. 

The fat found in milk is a very valuable food. It supplies heat f« 
warmth and energy to the body and builds adipose tissue. The m(i 
important sources of fat in large amounts are crellJil, butter, oliveo~ 
cotton-seed oil, bacon, and fat meats. 

Food materials are often referred to in relation to the amountol. 
heat which they are able to produce. The unit of measuring heafii 
called a calorie. A calorie is the amount of heat required to raise·'l 
kilogram (2.2 pounds) of water 1° C. Fat yields nine calories-of 
heat for every gram · used. About five-eighths of a glass of niilk 
will yield 1,00 calories . 

. Sometimes unscrupulous milk dealers add water to milk, or skiD 
the cream from the milk. For this reason the majority of our States 
haYe legislation requiring a standard minimum of fat in milk. 'Mill 
containmg 3.75 per cent fat is considered good· milk. 

Mineral Elements. 

Ahout. seven-tenths per cent of milk is mineral matter. 
One ,(>f the most valuable of these minerals is calcium or lim!. 

Lime helps to, ~uild b(me. If children are to have strong bones and: 
firm white teeth, they must have lime and plenty of it. Milk is nol 
only rich in lime but is also perhaps the cheapest food for supplyi~ 
lime in the necessary quantity. . 
· Phosphorus, necessary to the tissues of the body, is also found in 

'milk. 
M_ilk contains a very valuable form of iron, but i~ small ·amoun~ 

so that it is necessary for children to eat plenty of other foods, whit,!( 
will also supply iron, such as green vegetables, fruits, egg yolks, and. 
whole grains. · 

Carhohydrales in Milk. 

Milk contains a sugar called lactose, which makes it sweet.: When 
milk bacteria act on lactose, an acid is formed known as lactic aei~ ' 
Sour milk is milk which has begun to separate. into curds and whey. 
The whey of milk cont~~ns most of the sugar. Lactose is easily 
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digested and giYes "·armth and energy to the body. The aYerage 
amount of lactose in milk is 5 per cent. 

This sugar of milk belongs to that group of foods including all 
sugars and starches called carbohydrates. Although lactose is more 
quickly and easily cligeste(l titan the starch found in cereals and 
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regetables, carbohydrates may be obtained with less expense from 
the latter, and these foods also help to keep the digestiYe tract in 
good condition. Therefore, cereals and wgetables should ~upple
ment milk in the diet. 
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Vitamines. 

In milk are found also the accesso.ry food factors which have~ 
called vitai?ines. Beyond the fact that vitamines a~e essent!~i 
the promotwn of health and normal developme~t, httle is lmOJi 
about their exact nature and composition. At least three of ~ 
food factors have been distinguished because of the different elf~ 
produced by their absence from the diet; these three have been C&IW 
fat soluble A, water soluble B , and water soluble C vitamines. ·1 

Fat soluble A was first detected in butter fat and egg yolk, and iti 
also found in a lesser degree in tomatoes, carrots, and l~~fy v~ 
tables. The presence of this food factor in the diet seeins to k 
essential to normal .growth. 

Water aoluhle B is found in milk, milk products, whole gru 
products, citrus fruits, orange juice, nuts, tomatoes, and most veg. 
tables. This food fact.or seems to be essential in maintaining life aa1 
it has been shown that the disease known as beri-beri is a result of; 
diet deficient in this vitamine. 

The presence of water soluble 0 in the diet prevents scurvy. SiM 
fruits and tomatoes are especially rich sources for this vitamine, iti 
advisable to include some of these foods in the diet to insure 1 

sufficient amount of this valuable substance. 

Water in Mill. 

About 87 per cent of milk is water. Water is necessary to everJ 
living tissue and to the fluids of the body. However, one should JXt 

use milk for its water ·content; milk is a food, not a drink. If om 
should drink enough milk to supply the amount of water needed,~ 
rest of one's diet would have to be much reduced. 

In making evaporated, condensed, and dried milk, part of ttl 
water is removed ; therefore, when milk in concentrated form is~ 
sufficient water to replace that lost should be .added. When the abo11j 
forms of milk are used, tomato or fresh fruit should be added to till 
diet in order to supply water soluble C which is. lost. 

DO SCHOOL BOYS AND GIRLS NEED MILK EVERY DAY? 

Yes-because milk is the best and most important food- in ~ 
diet of the school child. No other food can take its place. It COt 

tains the elements necessary for the growth of the different structunlj 
of the body and supplies heat and muscular activity. 
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As the fat of milk is especially Yaluable for its growth-promoting 
qualities, children should, if possible, ha ,.e unskimmed mille If for 
any reason the fat of mille (cream) must be removed, fat should be 
supplied in the form of butter. Butter substitutes may be used, but 
should not be given as the sole fat unless plenty of green or leafy 
vegetables are used every day. 

Children over fh·e years of age should usually have one pint of 
milk a day. If children will not drink milk readily, it may be given 
in the following forms: Creamed soups, sauces and vegetables, cocoa: 
eggnogs, junket, milk puddings, milk cooked with cereals, cottage 
cheese, frozen creams, and milk sherbet. 
It is better not to give very cold milk to children. 
In addition to milk, the diet of the school child should always con

tain cereals, vegetables, and fruit. 
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Children at Work Demonstrating Milk Facts in the Classroom where these Ia 
were Deoeloped. 

PART III. 
MILK FACTS MADE REAL. 

(Outlim of a aeries of 12 lessons gioen in tire tlrirJ graJe of tire PeaboJy Demorutrallon SeA. 
. Naslzoflle, Tenn.) · 

The classroom where these lessons were given might have been anJ 
classroom,. in any school, in any locality. In one corner was aa 
improvised kitchen containing an oil stove, a table, cooking utensil!, 
spoons, etc. Each child was asked to bring an apron. The boys 
were not "aproned ·'' the first two days, but the third lesson foUDd 
them completely equipped. 

Perhaps the one person who contributed most largely to the 
success of the project was the enthusiastic and cooperative grade 
teacher. She saw the educational opportunity, welcomed it, and 
utilized it. 

During the twelve days of milk study, the spelling, language, srith· 
metic, and drawing lessons were correlated, and milk problems crept 
skillfully and beguilingly into every crack and cranny of the regu}ll 
work. The interest was intense. 

At the first lesson it was found that three children in the clDS~ of 
thirty-six did not like milk; five others were not drinking it although 
they liked it. By the end of the eighth lesson every child was drink· 
ing at least one glass of milk a day. . 

By making the work simple and concrete, these third-grade chil· 
dren s~emed .to grasp the meaning of the composition of milk as 
completely as any sixth or seventh grade pupil. Through an oral 
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test uiven three months later, the teacher found that the funda-'"' .. mental facts were remembered with surpnsmg accuracy. 
· In three of the following reports the exact words of both in
structor and pupils are given, just as they were recorded by a sec
retary. No alteration has been made except to add an occasional 
word necessary to complete a sentence. 

Lesson I.-The Use of Milk as a Food. 

Demonstration: Pictures were used to illustrate this topic. 
Points emphasized: Young animals depend upon milk for de

velopment during enrly stages of growth. Countries where milk is 
used. Description and pictures of dairy farms. Regulations regard
ing milk in the Strite and city. Amount of milk used in the home. 
Disnes in which milk is the main ingredient. Care of milk, ''"ith 
$pecial emphasis on cleanliness. 

Lesson 2.-Ejfecl of Heal on Sweet Milk. 

This lesson is giYen in detail on page 14. The important fact here 
taught the children is that they can enjoy milk and get its benefits 
when it is cooked as in cocoa or soup. 

Lesson 3.-Ejfecl of Heal on Sour Milk. 

Lesson is given in detail because its chief Yalne to the child is the. 
lmowledge he gets of the muscle-building substance in milk-namely~ 
the curd. · (See page 19.) 

Recipe used in making the cottage cheese : Heat sour milk slowly 
until the whey separates from the eurd. Pour off the whey, and 
put the curd into a bag of cheesecloth~ and let the whey drip out 
for several hours. Do not squeeze the curd. Break the curd with a 
spoon or fork, and season with salt. Enough cream or butter is used 
to make the curd moist. 

Lesson 4.-Fat in Milk. 

Demonstration: Making of butter. Recipe used: Beat sweet thick 
cream in a bowl, or shake it in n. glass jar. After the butter separates 
from the milk, wash it in cold water until all the milk is removed. 
Salt is added, if desired. (Butter sen·ed on saltines. 1\fost of the 
children buttered an extra saltine to take home to show parents.) 

Points emphasized: The difference in appearance and taste be
tween whole milk, skimmed milk, and cream. 'iVhy cream comes 
to the top, and the skimming of cream. Heavy cream beaten 
thoroughly forms butter. Value of butter in the diet. Amount of 
cream necessary to make a pound of butter. · · 

Scales were used and the children were taught to read them accu
rately. 
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Lesson 5.-Water in Mil~. 

Demonstration: A small amount of milk was cooked in ern~ 
over Bunsen burner to drh·e off moisture. Samples of evaporat.j 
milk and condensed milk were shown. The children tasted these ia 
the original form-then added water and tasted again. Discussioa. 

Points emphasized: Value of drying milk. Disadvantages of~ 
dried milk instead of fresh. The cost of each in comparison will: 
fresh milk. Value of water in the diet. Approximate amount-of 
water in milk. · 

Lesson 6.-Use of Dried Mil~ in Coo~ing. 

Demonstration: As the children did not like concentrated milk·ia 
the raw state, a lesson was given to show use in cooking. Cream oi 
tomato soup made from evaporated milk. The ·children preparai 
the soup and served it in cups with saltines. 

Points emphasized: Value of milk as an ingredient in cooking. 
Other dishes which may be made with evaporated milk. 

Lesson 7.-Sugar in Mil~. 

Gi ,·en in detail on page 23. 

Lesson B.- Value of Mil~ as a FooJ. .(Reoiew). 

Demonstration: Junket was made to illustrate curd formation. 
Points emphasized: General review on the composition of mill 

and its value as a food. Stomach action on milk forms curds. Neces 
sity for drinking milk slowly. 

wson 9.- Food Value of Milk in Comparison with That of Other Food MaLerioh 

Demonstration: Samples of other common food materials, such t 
bread, potatoes, meat, green vegetables, fruit, sugar, etc., were plaeei 
on a table each in 100-calorie portions. It was shown that these an 
equivalent in energy value to five-eighths cup sweet mille Th 
children weighed and measured each portion of food material 
Discussion. 

Points emphasized: The ad•antages of milk. 

Lesson 10.- The Economy of Milk. 

Demonstration: Food materials used in lesson 9. Food mate
rials arranged according to protein. content to show the value ~f 
milk as a cheap source of nourishment. Rearrangement of food lD 

order of calcium content, to show milk as a cheap source of lime. / 
Points emphasized: The prices of dairy products compared with 

those of other food materials. 
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Lesson II . 

The children made plans for an exhibit and party to demonstrate 
to their parents the value of milk as a food. All suggestions for 
posters, play, music, ref reshments, etc., cnme from the class. 

Lesson 12. 

Exhibit and party. (See page 29.) 

I SH EM u 5 T E A T 
,fLo A F oF 8 R E A D 
TO GET THE/'{ 0 U RiSHMtNJ 
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liSTENING IN ON ACTUAL CLASSROOM LESSONS. 

Lesson 2. 

Instructor. What did we say yesterday about milk as natur 
method of :feeding animals? 

Milton. We said milk is used by lots of baby animals to ma 
them grow. 

Instructor. What baby animals did we mention~ 
Eleanor. Calf and colt. 
Joan. Pig. 
Baxter. Puppy and kitten. 
Isabelle. Bunny. 
Instructor. 'Vl1en we speak of milk, we think of milk from wb 

animal? 
Rob. Cow. 
0 harlie. Goat. 
Instructor. How many think of cow's milk if I say, " I drank 

glass of milk this morning? " (All hands but one.) What kind 1 

milk do you think of, Ch!irlie ~ 
Oharlie. I guess I think of cow's milk, but ~ wouldn't if I livt 

in a country where they used goats. Then I'd think of goat's mil 
Instructor. What country would Charlie be living in if I 

thought of "milk " as goat's milk~ 
Nelson. Texas. 
Runcie. They don't use goat's milk in Texas. 
Instructor. No, I don't believe they use much goat's milk i 

Texas. . 
N aney. Last night, I looked in a book about goat's milk, and i 

said in France a.nd Switzerland the goats came around to the doo1 
and people went out and milked them. WheneYer they wanted mill 
they would order goats to come around. 

Sam. I thought every :family had their own goat, and milked i 
whenever they wanted some milk. 

Geraldine. Probably e,·erybody couldn't afford to own a goat. 
Instructor. Yesterday I asked you to think of the names of otbe 

animals besides the cow and goat, which give milk :for people !I 
drink. What ones can you name? 

Baxter. Camel is one. 
Instructor. Yes, indeed. Where did you find out about !hi 

camel's milk being used for people to drink~ 
Bamter. My daddy told me. 
A111n Ross. Buffalo is another. 
Whitworth. Reindeer. 
Martha. Mare. 
M a1'Y B ell. Llama. 
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Instructor. We have a long list, haven't we~ Mrs. Cow isn't the 
only friend we have who supplies people with milk. ·w·hat did we 
say yesterday, that we were going to begin to do to-day~ (AU 
hands.) 

Eleanor. Find out why milk is good for us. 
Lawrence. "\Ve were going to find out why milk is nourishing. 
Bert. We were going to find out how to make Joan and Charles 

like milk. 
Nancy. I looked in the Book of Knowledge about milk, and it 

said milk contained salts and sugar. 
Instructor. I am glad Nancs thought about looking in the Book 

of Knowledge. I am sure she can help us a great deal. 
. Nancy. I brought the book to show you. 
Instructor. Let's describe this milk ns we see it here. 
Mary. It's white. 
Nelson. Milk is a liquid. 
Richard. It's got cream on top. 
Instructor. 'Which is heavier, a cup of cream, or a cup of milk1 
All. Milk. 
Instructor. Why does the cream come to the top 1 
Several. Guess it must be light. 

·Instructor. Those are good points. We will heat this sweet milk 
and see i£ it changes any with heat. Three of yon may come to the 
table and each one put a pint of milk on the sto\·e to heat. 

Ann Ross. Shall we use this double pan 1 
Eugene. That is called a double boiler. 
George. Shall we put milk in the top or bottom part~ 
Helen. Put it in the top. · 
Mary. You put milk in the top and water in the bottom. 
Instructor. vVhy not put the milk in the pan right next to the fire 1 
Geo'rge. It will scorch. 
Instruct01'. Yes, and some of the important parts of the milk 

might stick to the pan. (Children p1d the double boilers on the 
stove. Inst?"'Uctor lights the bu1-ners.) 

Bert. How are we going to teach Joan and Charles to like milk 1 
Amanda. Could we make hot chocolate? 
Helen. We could use that hot milk after we are through with it. 
lnst?uctor. What materials do you use in making chocolate or 

cocoa~ 

W Mtworth. Millr. 
Elizaheth. Sugar. 
Geraldine. Chocolate. 
Eleanor. My mother uses cocoa. 
Instructor. What is the difference in cocoa and chocolate~ 
Overton. Cocoa is in a box and powderlike; chocolate is in a cake. 
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Instructor. Which is richer~ 
Ohester. Chocolate. 

Poster Made by a Child in Grade J/l. 

I nstr:uctor. Yes; cocoa has some of the fat removed. Look througb 
our supplies, and see if we have the necessary material. 

George-. The milk is getting too hot. (f:feveral go to see.) 
Mary Todd. It has bubbles on it. 
John. It's thicker. 
Ma:rtha. Yes, much thicker. (Instructor talces spoon and mo'1161 

scum to one side.) · 
Lawrence. It's got a funny, loose skin on top of it. 
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Jmtructo1·. Pass the pan of milk around, so everyone can see the 
little thin layer on top of hot milk. That little scum is an important 
part of the mill{. The children with aprons on will make the cocoa, 
if Amanda finds we have the materials. . 

Amanda. I think we have everything that we will need. 
Mrcrtha. How much cocoa shall we use? 
ImtructO'r. Martha wants to know how much cocoa to use. \Ve 

want to have enough after it is made, so that each one of us may 
have a small cupful. 

Joan. Use one teaspoon of cocoa for each cup. 
Riclw:rd. I'd think it would take a tablespoon. 
Amanda. My mother heats sweet milk, and puts cocoa in it, and 

cooks it a little while. She doesn't use sugar. 
Nelson. That would taste bitter. 
Amanda. Well, we put sugar in it before we rlrink it. 
lmtructo1'. How much sugar do you use? 
Amanda. Almost two teaspoons. 
Ohm·lie. My mother uses about one-fourth cup of cocoa and a 

quart of milk, when we have it for Sunday supper. 
lnstructm·. Shall we try Charlie's recipe? 
All. Yes. 
Instructor. Does your mother put sugar in the cocoa~ Charlie? 
Oharlie. Yes, I think she uses about as much sugar as she does 

cocoa. 
Imtructor. How many cups of milk will we need? 
William. We will need 36. 
Geraldine. That will make too much. 
Bert. I think 12 would be enough. 
Imttructor. How many quarts of m,.ilk would that be? 
Bert. How many measuring cups are there in a quart? 
Elearwr. May I measure cups of water in that empty quart 

bottle? 
Instructor. Yes, I wish you would. Bert may help yon. Let's 

make out our recipe to serve six people, six regular cups of cocoa. 
Since we are going to have but one-half a cup, a recipe for six 
would serve how many half-cups? 

Tom. Six times 2 are 12. 
Instructor. Yes. How many recipes will we have to make if 1 

recipe will serve 12 ? 
Tom-Three times 12 equals 36, so we will need 3 recipes. 
lnstrueto1'. Good. 
Elearwr. Bert and I found that there are four cups in a quart. 
Instructor. That is correct; there are four measuring cupfuls to 

a quart. ·write on the board the proportions for our cocoa, Eliza
beth. (Elizabeth writes "t cup cocoa.") 
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l!.'lizal>eth. I forget how much sugar. 
Helen . . Use one-fourth cup of sugar, too. (Elizabeth wf'itt. 

"i cup BUgar, 1 qua1·t m#k, 1 cup water.") 
InJJ~nwto1·. To make the cocoa seem a little rich we often add 1 

teaspoon of something which makes the cocoa a little thick. Whati 
this "something~" 

Geo1•ge. Egg. 
lnstruct01·. That is good but expensive. 
William. Flour. 
l nst·,•uctor. Yes; flour would d?, or we could use something vel) 

much like flour in appearance, but which is mnde from corn. 
11! artha. Cornstarch. 
Elizabeth. Shall I add a teaspoon of cornstarch on the board! 
lnJJtruct01·. Yes, Elizabeth. 
Tom. How do you mix the things together¥ 
Eleanor. My mother mixes sugar and cocon. and adds some water 

and cooks that, then she puts the milk in. 
tnsf1'UCto?'. I think that is a good method to bring out thebeS 

flavor of cocoa .. It is best to stir it, while it is cooking, so it won\ 
burn. 

0 harles. Shall we mix this now~ 
Instructor. Yes, and add the cornstarch to the cocoa and sugar. 

(Four· child1•en work together on one recipe, mizing and cooki11g.J 
Uharles. It's cooked now. Shall we mix the cocoa and the hot 

milk together~ 
1 nstructor. Yes; put the cocoa mixture into the hot milk, then 

we are ready to serve. We will go to our desks now, and 12 childl'ellt 
who did not help in making the cocoa, may act as our hosts and 
hostesses·. After they have sE',J'ved you, they may sene themselves. 

Geraldine. Will we get to pour it in cups, and pass it~ 
I r1JJtruct01·. Yes; we have some saltines, too, which we will ~ 

with the cocoa. ( Oocoa is passed; saltines are passed.) 
Be1·t. Charles is drinking cocoa. 
Olutster. So is Joan. 
Imt?'UCtor. Do you like the cocoa, Charles~ 
0/l.ades. Yes, Miss Reaney. 
Instructor. Do you get the same nourishment from the milk as 

you would if you were drinking plain milk~ 
0 harles. I am getting the same nourishment, but it don't tasU 

like milk. 
Inst1--uctor. Joan, do you like the cocoa~ 
.T oa.n. Yes, I like i~ very much. . 
Instructor. The hosts and hostesses will please stay a little w~ 

after the class is dismissed to wash the dishes. To-morrow we will 
see if other things may be found out about milk. 
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Lesson 3. 

Jmtructo1·. Let's try heating this milk to see if we have the same 
thing happen to it that happened to the sweet milk yesterday. 

EleaM1'. It is sour, isn't it ~ 
Ba:eter. Looks like clabber. 
Inst-ructor. Yes, it is the milk we left in the room during our 

first lesson, and it has become sour. 
Nancy. May I put the milk in a pan O\'er the boiling wated 
lnsfr'IJ.ctol'. Yes, Nancy; you may watch one quart of milk and 

Lawrence may watch the other qnart while it is getting hot. (J/ilk 
1mt in double boiler.) 

JnstJ•ucl01'. What did we do in our last milk lesson~ 
Tom. Made cocoa. 
Imtructor. ·what was the reason we wanted to make cocoa~ 
Tom. To find out more about milk. 
Nelson. To show how other things may be added to milk. 
Geraldine. To see the skim on top of milk. 
Bert. So Joan and Charles would drink some mille 
Helen. We wanted to make cocoa so that we could see how milk 

could be changed so it didn't taste like milk, or look like milk, yet 
the milk was still there. 

Instructor. How did we make the cocoa 1 
Belen. "\Ve mixed the cocoa, sugar, cornstar<'h; then we added 

water and cooked that a little while. After that "·e added the hot 
milk. 

ln8tructo?'. That was a splendid answer. "Wbat were the pro
portions we used, Elizabeth? (Teacl1er writes on tile board.) 

Elizabeth. One-fourth cup of <'Ocon; one-fourth ~up of sugar; 
one teaspoon of cornstarch; one cup of water; one quart of milk; 
a few grains of salt on end of tea -:- ~ :·von. 
ln~tructo1·. How clicl you happen to remember the recipe so well, 

Elizabeth? 
Elkaueth. I sabel and I made some last night. 
Oha?·les. Lawrence made some last night. 
Instructor. That is fine, Lawrence. 'iV as it good ? 
Law1'ence. Everybody thought it wns the best they eYer had. 
Tom.. rm going to make some when I get home to-day. 
lnst?·uctor. ""\Vhen we heated the sweet milk for the cocoa, what 

did we discover about milk~ 
illm"!J. It has a skin come on it when ifs hot. 
Geraldine. That's the best part of the milk, isn't it~ 
lnst1'Ucto1'. It is a very important pnrt and should never be 

taken oft', but should be stirred into the mille 
Nancy, Miss Reaney, come here quick Some of the water from 

the lower part of the pan has got in top with the mille ( (' hild1·en 
go to stove to see.) 
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Lawrence. I think that's water on top. 
Nancy. Where did it come from1 
Torn. It's water in the milk. 
M a1·tha. It is, Miss Reaney~ 
Instructo1·. Look at the pans carefully to see if the water coul~ 

have gone from the bottom to the top. · 
Lawrence. No, it couldn't even if there was a hole, because wat« 

can't go straight up. 
llfa1'Y Todd. It's water in the milk. I know milk has water-in 

it: or else you couldn't pour it. 
Instructor. We will strain the heated sour milk through a cloth. 

(Children do so.) 
Lawren-ce.-Look at the lumps. Looks like cheese. 
Geraldine. Maybe it is cheese. 
Torn. It ain't cheese. They make cheese in a factory. 
Joan. It is funny looking. 
Martha. My uncle is a milkman, and when his milk becomes sour 

he makes cheese out of it. , 
Inst?'Uctm·. I want some one to taste this liquid , which we call ' 

whey. Do you remember wh.at Miss Muffet ate~ 
Martha. Curds and whey. 

· .Zifary. That's what we make, isn't it1 
Ba:JJter. It tastes sweet. 
W hitwm·th. I think it tastes sort of sweet. 
EletmOr. It hasn't any taste to me-maybe it is a tiny bit sweet 
Instructor. What makes things sweet 1 
Milton. SugaF. 
I nstro<ftor. Yes, ·milk contai~s sugar, and most of it is found in 

the whey. I have a box of milk sugar here. We will pass it around 
and you can look at it, and taste it. The water is all taken from the 
whey and sugar is left. 

John. Looks like powdered sugar. 
lnstroctm·. What is the use of sugar in our diet~ . 
Eugene. Makes things taste good. 
Instroctor. Yes, and sugar gives us power to do work, unless we 

eat too much. What do you eat that is sweet 1 
All. Candy. 
I nstroctor. Candy is most all sugar and is good for us, ii we 

don't eat too much: and if we eat it at the right time. If we eat too 
much it will ferment in our stomachs. When is the best time to 
eat sweet things 1 

llfa1'1J. My mother won't let me eat any candy except after n. meal. 
Instructor. Your mother is very wise, Mary. Why does she not 

allow you to eat candy whenever you choose? 
Mary. I don't know. 
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lnstructm·. Did any of you ever eat some candy right before din-
ner, and then when it cam.e time for your dinner you didn't feel 
hungry1 

Several. Yes, I have-I have ! . . . · 
ln8tructor. Well, that is becailse sugar IS so quickly digest~d that 

you feel satisfied for awhile, but after an hour or so you become 
very hungry. Sugar alone wouldn't make you healthy; i11. fact, 
you couldn't live if you ate sweet things all th~ time and nothing 
else. When is the best time for eating sweet things1 
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Eugene. Wfth your meals, or right after. 
Instructor. What are the reasons? 
Btwter. So you won't eat so much candy, and then not get o!M 

things to eat, which are better for you. 
I nstructor. Would the sugar in milk be good for you~ 
Martha. Yes, sugar in milk would be good for you, because Ylll 

get other parts of milk with the sugar. · 
Eugene. How much.sugar would you get in a glass of milk? 
Instructor. A little over a tablespoonful in one measuring en~ 

The whey bas all dripped out now, so let's"take the bag down a;ndst! 
what the curd looks like. What is tbis1 

Baxter. Cheese. 
Nelson. It's the curd of milk. 
I nstructor. This curd is very important. · It represents the pad 

of milk which builds muscles. Girls and boys who want · gooi 
muscles should be sure they eat much building food. 

Eugene: Can you get it from drinking milk. I don't like cheer. 
Instructor. Yes; in the war hospitals the wounded boys wen 

given milk so that it would heal their wounds. . 
lawrence. My brother bad fever and he drank milk to build hill 

up. 
Instructor. This part of milk, which builds and repairs our 

muscles, is called protein. Protein is a difficult word to learn. 
(Teacher writes word on bo.ard.) I'm going to see if you can re
member such a difficult word. 

Elizabeth. If Miss Kelly gives it to us in our spelling lesson, we 
can learn to spell it. 

Instructor. · That would bs splendid. Miss Kelly may think it~ 
'too difficult. 

Bert. I can spell it without looking on the board now. 
I nstructor. Well, we will see to-morrow what you can tell about 

the word-protein. What shall we do with this curd 1 
Oharlea. Mash it with a fork. 
Geraldine. May I mash it 1 
William. May H 
Instructor. Yes, Geraldine and William may put the curd into a 

bowl and ID;J.Sh with a silver fork. 
lVilliam. Don't you put salt in iU . 
Instructor. Do you think it would be better with salt added? 
1V illiam. Yes. 
Instructor. All right, you add the salt. 
Oha;-les. At home we have pepper and cream in the cheese m 

19ake. 
Instructor. That does improve the cheese, Charles. Suppose yoo 

add the cream and pepper. Do your 'vork right here so e,·eryone 
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can see. What do you think of this cottage cheese as a part of a. 
· lunch! · 

La'IJJ1'e11Ce. It would be good, because it builds you up. 
Jmtructor. Let's weigh the cheese to see how much two quarts of 

sour milk will make. (Teacher derrunuJtrate.s the weighing. ilft"lton 
ana Mary weigh the cheese.) 

Milton. It weighs about a half of a pound. 
' JmWIL:~-: · . We will serve our cottage cheese on crackers. (Se·v

eral are cl; : :en to spread crackers with cheese/ to pass c1•ackers, etc. ) 
Martha. .t.iay I take mine home~ 
Inatructor. Yes, if you wish to do so. Would it be cheaper to 

make cottage cheese at home than to buy it? 
.All. Yes. 
Instructor. What would we have to know in order to answer that 

question correctly'# 
LawreT~Ce. How much it costs when you buy it. 
Richard. How much is milk a quart 1 
William. It j,s 40 cents a quart. 
Margaret. I think it is only 5 cents. 
Martha. I can ask my mother. · 
Imtnwtor. Shall we find out how much milk and cheese cost for 

our next lesson 9 
A~. Yes. 

Lulon7. 

lmtructO'r. Will someone write on the blackboard the different 
things we have found milk to contain 1 

(All hands. Runcie writes, "ill ilk contains water.") 
Will someone else write on the blackboard, besides Runcie, how we 

founq out that milk contains these things Runcie is writing 9 
(All hands. Nancy writes, "All the water may be taken out of 

milk rmd the dry tldngaleft. Then water may be added again to the 
dry things and make 'ITI£k again." Rwncie continues," M-ilk contains 
fat." Nancy writes," We made butter to alww lww fat is in milk." 
R~ 'lbri.tea, "Milk contains sugar.") 

Nelson, take Nancy's place at the board and write how we found 
sugar in milk . 
. -(Nelson writes," We tasted the way. It was sweet. We.saw milk 

tugar in a boat.") 
Oharl.ea. He means whey- w-h-e-y. 
(Runcie continues," Milk contains protein." Nelson writes," lVe 

made cheese from sour milk, and lots of milk protein is in cheese." 
Instructor. That is very good. I wonder if we know the use of 

t~ese parts of milk in our bodies. Let's begin with the first one 
Runcie wrote. 
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Whit/worth. The water in milk keeps our body well by keeph 
our blood moving, and keeping the parts of the body from dryD 
out. 

Overton. Water washes the inside of our body as well as the~ 
side. 

Nancy. You said it was better to have a dirty face than a dirt 
stomach. (Teacher writes the uses of each part of mille in the bod 
as children name them.) · 

Instructor. What is the use of eating foods contni:-- · ,g fatt 
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ifmanda. Keep us warn1:. 
J: O>verton. Fat keeps us warm. 

George. Fat keeps us healthy. 
Hilton. Fat keeps us well. 
Eleanor. If you don't eat fat in milk you might get sick. · 
Instructor. Some fatty foods are better for us than others. But-

U!r fat is especially good. What is the use of sugar in the diet~ 
Helen. Makes us work fast. 
Geraldine. Too much sugar will make you sick. 
Arm, Ross. You should eat candy with your meals, or right after. 
Runcie. Sugar keeps you from getting hungry. 
laabeZ. I save my candy and eat it after my meals now. 
Imtructor. That is fine. How many of you are being .careful 

about when you eat candy~ (Every hand.) The next part of milk 
which Runcie has mentioned is protein. How does protein help us~ 

ElizalJet"'- Protein is one of the best parts of milk. It builds 
muscle. 

Richard. Protein makes us fat. 
Instructor.. We don't get very fat on protein. Fatty foods, 

sugars, and starchy foods make us fat. 
·. Amanda. We couldn't make sores or cuts better without protein, 
and we have to get it by eating foods that have protein in them. 

· Milk does. . 
RQbert. We would die without protein. 
ImtructO?'. Now let's see, milk contains food materiah1 that build 

mqscles and fat. Is there anything else in the body which needs 
building up besides muscular t issue and the fatty tissues~ 

Charles. Foods that build brain. 
lmtructor.. The foods we have mentioned build brain too. All 

foods t~at build other parts of the body build brain too. There is 
something else in our bodies too, which must be nourished especially. 
If we did riot have this something else we would all be little heaps 
on the floor. (Deep thinking for several winutes. Two hands 
upheld.) 

·Overton. Bones. 
lmtroctor. Yes. Do you suppose milk can build bon~¥ 

:· ·Nelson. It must have or babies couldn't get strong enough bones 
to walk on. 
· Imtroctor. How do the bones of a baby compare with yours~ 

Na1'UJY. They are smaller. 
Eleanor. They aren't so stiff. 
lmtructor. Did you ever see little children with their legs look

ing like this () 1 
· Manha. My little cousin's legs are like that. 
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/ n,"Jfructo-r. ,;vill you tell us what made them that way. Martha? 
.lladl!rt . I ~uess she "·alked on them before she got enough milk 

to make tltem stiff. 
Tum. I s~m a little boy on our street the other day, and he was 

just as bowlegged! 
[(,.u·,·e nce. Do some foods keep you from ueing bowlegged? 
r,~.~trucfo,·. " 'hen you an• little you neetl to be sure you !me 

f oods which buildnp the bone. 
J[(l.l·y. I broke a bone in my finger once. 
fi:·urfel!e. Mary shoulll eat milk so her finger would grow back 

r ight. 
I nJfructo?'. One of the college g irls took enrything out of O!lf 

cup of milk except mineral: she boiled the water out aml then burned 
the rest of the dried substance. untl she ha d this left. (!folds up 
te.~t tube tciflt the asl!. of mill·.) 

TrMtlco?·tlL 'Youldn't that hmn: too? 
! JI.Sfl'uctor. X o, this wonlcl not burn. It is what we call the ash 

o~ milk. "'hen you burn coal, or wood, what do you have left1 
.l/ m·y. Ashes. 
f11sfnu·to1'. That is what this is; the part of milk which will no! 

bum-the ash of mille One of the important parts of this ash i; 
<'allt.>~l cakinm---c-a-1-c-i-n-m. (1r1·ite.~ 1cord on bow·cl.) Calcium 
is one of the main pn rts of bone. ~fi lk contn ins lots of calcium, >o 
it ean lmild bone. I ''ill pass this tube of milk ash arontHl so you 
<'an see it better. 

S a·m. Looks like ground bone. 
Tlun/1((8. L ooks like a po,rtler we g i,·e out· <' hickens. 
fllsfl ·ut·fo,·. 'Yhat other hanl tissues do you lmnl in the hotly be· 

sides bone? 
C hesta . Finger nails arc hard . 
. l nw.ttda.. So are toe nails. 
I /I.Stntcl ol·. .\nything else? It would be ditTicul t for us to eat 

if "·e didn't ha,·c this other htH'Ll tissue that I am thinking about . 
.'>everal. Teeth. 
f wilructol'. X a me the hartl tissues of the hotly again, l\Iary Todd . 
.111/l'ff· Finger nails: teeth. and bones. 
! nsh·ud oJ'. Ash not only builds ancl repairs the h ard tis;ucs o{ 

the bmly. but it also aids in keeping all of the organs in good con· 
dition. One in tportant mineral : iron. howen•r, is not fountl in large 
e!Hlugh quantity to keep the l.Jlood in gootl condition. Xamc sorot 
foods we can eat "·ith milk "-h ich contain this necessary mineral. 

('11este1'. Bread. 
r,,.~t,·u<:tor. Tireatl doesn't contain much iron. Spinach ~ turnip 

g reens. lettuce. egg yolks: some meats . ancl fruits contain iron. Spin· 
adt has lots of iron. 
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Na11C'!f. May I write ash on the board under water, fat, sugar, 

protein~ 
: [118tructor. Yes, Nancy, I wish you would. When we made but-

ter I told you something about the use of butter f.at, which made but
ter fat so valuable. Can anyone tell me about that~ 

· Lawrence. You said that in Denmark little children, one time, all 
. bad soz:e eyes, and the doctors found out it was because all the cream 

was taken out of milk, and the butter then was out. 
f [Mtructor. Yes, butter fat contains something which we don't 

know much about, nobody does, but if you don't .get butter fat your 
eyes get sore, and you don't grow well. I ba ve some pictures here 
showing ·Some rats. Some of them got butter fat, and some didn't. 

Tom. ·I guess those little ones didn't get any. 
IMtructor. You are right, Tom. Although these little rats are of 

the same age and are brothers to these nice fat, big rats, they didn't 
gr~w strong and well because ~hey didn't get this property of milk. 

Tom. Shall we add t'l,lat to list on· board 1 
·1118tructor. Yes, Tom~t Will you write it~ What shall we say of 

the use of butter fat 1 · 
Geraldine. Makes us grow and be well. 
Bamter. Keeps our eyes from getting sox:e. 
Instructor. I baYe something here which I hope will interest you. 

This is the third grade's milk chart. Each one of you will have a 
colull)Jl of little squares. Under your column will be written your 
name and your w.eight. Each day that you drink two glasses of 
milk you may fill in your square with colored crayon. Each one will 
have a certain cqlor. It might be pretty to use the rainbow colors
red, orange, yellow, green, blue, and violet. 

Ele(lhU)r. I want red. 
Inst'T"UC~or. You and Miss Kelly can decide about the colors. 

·William. If I drink only one glass of milk, how would I mark it 
nn the chart 1 

R'lllneie. He could fill in half of the square. 
Geraldine. Suppose I'd only drink on~: half a glass 1 

· lnst'I"Uet()f. That is a splendid arithmetic problem. Think about 
that. Geraldine asks how she would mark the chart if she should 
drink only one-half a glass. 

Tom. She would fill only one-fourth of the square. 
George. I drink milk every chance I get now. 
H(JUJard. I used to bate milk, but I"lik~ it now. 
Oharles. Milk used to make me sick, but it doesn't any more. 
A'1114nda. If you drink cocoa, will that count 1 
lnat'T"UCtor. What does the class think about it 1 
Eugene. I should think it would, if the cocoa is made of milk. 
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lr !tit worth. ·w ould soup made with milk count 1 
I nstructm·. Yes, if yon know how much milk is used. I am go

ing to arrange a convenient .time for you and Miss Kelly, so thai 
I may weigh all of you tomorrow, then the next day we can stnn 
our chnrt. 

Lesson 12.- The Exhibit and Party. 

The final lesson was an entertninmcnt which the children them· , 
sch es planned for their· mothers and teachers. Forty guests came I 
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to the "party" and were entertained with milk exhibits, posters, a 
milk song, a play, and refreshments. 

The following exhibits were arranged by the children on tables 
in different parts of the room : 

Food materials equal approximately to 1 pint of milk in the 
amount of muscle building material-30 walnuts (in shell); 6 me
dium sized potatoes; 3 eggs; 1~ cups rolled oats (not cooked) ; 1 
cup of rice; ';. slices bread; 32 apples; 2 square inches of cheese. 

Food materials equal approximately to 1 pint of milk in the 
amount of heat and energy-giving power-1 head cabbage~ i cup 
sugar; 3 tablespoons butter; 2t portions beef; 4 eggs; 2 large apples; 
4figs; 4 cups toasted cornflakes. 

A glass of milk (l pint) with the approximate amount of butter 
(! tablespoon), sugar ( 1 t tablespoons) , protein ( 3! tablespoons, 
represen.ted by· cottage cheese) , mineral ( i teaspoon) , and water 
(i cup) was exhibited by the children, to give a general idea of the 
composition of the whole milk. 

'Another table contained the different brands of condensed, evapo
rated, powdered, and malted milk. 

Each child explained the exhibits to his invited guest, in a tour 
around the room. 

On the walls were hung the posters. A poster had been made by 
each child, who was entirely responsible for ideas, wording, printing, 
and selection of the pictures used. 

After the guests had seen the exhibits and posters, the children 
sang the following song: 

"A milk weed, and a buttercup, and a cowslip," said sweet Mary, 
"Are growing in my garden plot, and these I call ruy dairy." 

A little play, arranged by the children, was presented after the 
song. The play was divided into two parts. The scene was in a 
cloctor's office, the nurse and doctor being in the room. The nurse 
announced the first patient, a very thin boy, who entered the office 
in a very weak condition. After diagnosis, the doctor advised the 
use of milk daily, and asked him to report again in a month. The 
~ext patient•was a little girl dressed as a young woman, and carry
mg· a sick child (doll). The doctor examined the child and sug
gested the use of milk, which he explained would help to build the 
bones, and thus prevent the child from being so bowlegged. H e 
asked the mother to bring the child back in a month. 

The second scene was a month later. The first patient entering 
was a fat, robust boy, who said he was the same boy there a month 
ago. .The doctor could scarcely believe him, as he had changed so 
very m~ch. He dismissed the boy. after charging him $10. The 
second patient was the young child, who had gained remarkably, 
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a nd " ·as less bowle~ged than before. .After charging the moth11 
$10. the child was dismissed. 

The nurse and doct or discussed the man-elous Yalue of milk. u~l 
t hen left the office. 

In one corner of the r oom the children prepared hot cocoa. whit!. 
they sen ctl with l>utterecl saltines to the guests. The children mad! 
the bu tter that " ·as used. 

The crucsts thanli:ell the children for im·iting them. ~t llll \Yere \'ell 
~ . 

appreciatiYe of both the exhibit and the pa rty. 
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SLEEP. 

-.~ po~, from the very earliest d~ys! have taken n?te of the 
'~- r~tormg power of sleep; but 1t 1s only because modern 
:~ ' scientific discoveries have reinforced the observations of the 
j)OO~ that :people of to-day have begun to give the subject serious 
cii~~eration; The scientist of to-day has discovered how great a 
J'•hourisher iii life's feast " this same sleep is. Doctor Emerson, 
whm·haS done much work with malnourished children, asserts that 
(rV.imf~9gue is a frequent cause of malnutrition in children, and 
~~'',;upon additional sleep and rest as a necessary part of the 
~tx@D.t . for malnourishment in cases where overfatigue is the 
Ca.use;: .Doctor Holt explains that food taken into the body must 
~;~e :care· of t~ body activities necessary to life and "basal 
~ets:l!?:lj.sm ·" ·or daily wear and tear. After these two needs are 
ta:k'ep;::care ·of, whatever of food material is left over may be used 
.~iQ!!-~·o.f two ways-for growth or for further activity; it can not 
:~~;~Aor . both. What sleep does 1s to prevent activity for a 
tielitairl period, allowing the body to grow after it has caught up 
~t}J.'lits ; necessary repair work, which sometimes gets behind. Re
~~ir"ork is going on constantly, but during strenuous or continued 
~tiviwjt ,does not keep up with the wearing out of tissues. Ac

'~ivi~i:~ necessary for the chi~d; but food and sleep are necessary 
l.ll ;~rge .amounts if the child is not only to replace worn-out tissue 
wit.h. n~W' · tissue but to ·replace worn-out tissue with larger amounts 
o£ tJs$ue_ . Bones can not be lengthened and strengthened, muscles 
.~~nP:t l:le made ·larger and firmer, unless new food material is 
!mw.~,into the proper kinds of cells and built into those bones and 
~~J~~ .; That requires a great deal of food and much sleep. 
{ffl-your child ~ailing to gain in weight~ His sleep may be at 
.. %JYh~ well as his food. 
Jtl~ii'~:u.r'.,cltild doing well at school~ Dr. David Forsyth says that 
~:p~y Jhe child who obtains sufficient sleep will respond satisfactor
U)(&>:~4o9l instructions." He further states that: 
~~:~~en,.~th a full allowance (of , sleep), frequent intervals of rest will be 
~liit:ed throughout the day, and these must be allotted according to the 
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psychological Ilecessities of a lterna ting effort and fatigue. The most reat 
we<lricd mental attitude of children is their powe- of attention. · 

Ho" much sleep does the growing child need~ To quote D()(:t": 
Emerson once more, " the amount of sleep varies with the :individiiil 
but e\·ery malnourished child should spend at least 10 to 12 hour: 
in bed eYery night," and this amount of sleep he would supplemt~ 
by rest periods during the day. For children in good health, gnin. 
ing regularly in weight, a sufficient amount of sleep is indispensabh 
ior their continued health and gain in weight. The amount pr~ 
ably differs somewhat with the individual, and no doubt differ; 
' '"ith the conditi ons under which the child sleeps. Full reeu~n· 
Lion is less rapid in air depleted of oxygen, because oxygen is nece:. 
sary in body building. The child "ho has formed the habit of 1 

regular early bed hour, and who falls t o sleep as soon as he goes lt 
bed, gets more out of his " rest in bed " tha.n does the child ~ho 
has not formed the habit of a regular bedbme and can not go to 

sleep readily when occasionally he goes to bed at an early hout 
The habit of sleep is a habit hard to break when it is once esta~ 
lishell: and mny sta-nd the individual in good stead th rough man: 
emergencies and times of stress. One author says that a runner 
who seems to be in g-ood condition but who has been losing slee' 
can not " ·in the race that he could haYe won hall he been getting 
regularly his f ull amount of sleep. 

Yarious stnd ies haYe been made in re!!ar<1 to the number of hours 
chihlren of n 1rious ages shonld sleep. ~Authors <lo not agree. But 
the minimwn given by any of the authors is laq!H than the amount 
of sleep some children get; an<l there is no di sagrre1nent in regarJ 
to the need of a .~uflh:ient amount of sleep fo r children, whatevert.hut 
amount may he. The circular prepared a few years a:,ro by the 
Lon<lon County Council and sent out t o tenchers by the Board of 
Education gaye the following table : 

H ours oC 
.Ages•in~rc:tr~. ~Jecprcquired. 

4-------------------------------------------------------- 12 
!i to ' ------------------------------ ·--------------- ----- 11-12 
8 to 11----- - ---- --------- ----- ------- - ---------------- -- 10-11 
12 to 14----- --------------- --------------·------ ------ --- 9- 10 

Does yonr child of 7 sleep 11 hours every night ~ If he rises at. 
7 n. m., he must be asleep at 8 p . m. every evening. If he is under 
weight, he might with profit to himself go to sleep at 7 p.m. and rise 
at 7 a. m., besides having a rest during the day. 

I s your girl of 12 sleepin~ 10 hours every night~ For another 
year she can well sleep 10 hours, going to sleep at 9 p. m. and rising 
at 7 a.m. 

If the ch il <l rises earl ier , then the bed hour shouhl uc earlier also. 
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It uni.:murtllrctl chiltl lra1 small ruullt.S o/ tnUI!J, 11 etU{/y llrctl out, anti unUl Ire hal 6ullt up 
· · · Af1 plrgJical rauDt.S Ire ncctl1 frequent rut puloJ1. 

How Qzn the Teacher Help to &aue More Sleep for Her Pupils} 

First, paren~ must be interested. .And before they will become 
!:nterested, they must be informed. Dorothy Canfield Fisher in & 

recent magazine article maintains that anything which a nation as 
.a.whqle firmly }>elieves, that nation will insist on being carried out. 
She cites the custom of eating cereal by American children and soup 
~1 ~ncb children. There is & very strong nation-wide feeling in 
-fav9r of cereals for children in America, while the French, she says, 
be.~e~e. without any shadow of doubt that soup should be eaten 
by every French girl and boy. .As a result, every French boy and 
girl e.a~s soup, and by no means every child likes soup at the outset. 
She 'also mentions the well-known fact that even the tenderest
hearted pa.rent will force a dose of medicine down a child's throat 
·if that parent firmly believes that that medicine is necessary for that 
child. If this be true, and it seems reasonable, it would appear that 
American parents are not firmly convinced that long hours of sleep 
regula~ly every night are necessary to the health and growth of 
children. How can they be convinced of this factt 

The Parent-Teacher .Association should be helpful in this, and 
fathers as well as mothers should attend the meetings. It is just as 
necessary to convince fathers on points touching the child's welfare 
18 to convince mothers, and sometimes more so. Dr. Frances Sage 
B~~ey gives many of her talks ·on child welfare to fathers because 
of :this fact. .At the meeting held to discuss the place of sleep in 
cJrild hygiene, some one may present the ·facts as stated by various 
authors . . A list of references is given in th!s publication. .Another 
person may present local facts in regard to the hours children sleep, 
whether the children are underweight and whether they are gaining 
regularly every month. Methods for interesting the children and 
the p«ople in the community may be discussed. The possibility of a 
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rest hour for school children, directly before or after lunch, mayY. 
considered, and ways and means of proYiding cots and blankets. 1 
&tucly can be begun to determine by practical experiment and obserr1. 
tion ·what relation sleep has to grO\Yth. At this meeting also someOI' 
may present one or more of the many charming poems and quotalitli 
on sleep, and several lullabies may be sung. From the literary aoo 
musical angle the subject of sleep presents many possibilities for sud! 
a meeting or for a public enter tainment. 

The Parent-Teacher ~\..ssociation can cooperate with the school in1 

public exhibjtion and entertainment the object of which is to tead. 
facts about sleep and stress the importance of sleep for the healtl 
and progress of every child in the community. P ost.ers ·or lantel!: 
slides may g iYe quotations from different authorities in regard li 
amount of sleep needed, the importance of sleep, the conditions undt! 
which sleep yields the greatest amount of recuperation. An exhibi
tion of posters made by the school children, illustrati11g either scie11o 
tific facts about sleep, or quotations, will interest both parents anl 
pupils. Other suggestions in regard to the children's participatio• 
in an entertainment are giYen further on. It ma.y lJe poss ible, at sucl 
an exhibition. to show by models (or if that is not feasible, by pit· 
t11 res) a model nursery, a child's crib nr becl, nncl how it should ~ 

matlc up, a bed for sleeping outdoors (a'' Klondike :' betl), etc. Hon· 
~trable mention or e\'Cn prizes may be offered for the best slee1 
rhymes, songs~ posters, slogans, or sera pbooks, or :£or the best design 
for a. model nursery or child's bedroom (from the angle of health). 

What Can the Teacher Do to I nterest the Children and Secure Their Willing 
Cooperation! 

Lyclin. .J. Robert<>, in reporting hc•r Health School experintent~ s.,y;: 

I n order tha t the children might he encouragetl hy a gain of weight 11 
[be hPginnin;.:, t ltP lt-ssons first given covered hcaltl.l poiuls whidJ if follow~\ 
would hm·e the most irnmedlate efTect on flte weight curve. A fter tlle fir;t 
general l essou <"a me one ou the amnnnt o( ftWI r eqnit·etl to nm the bod)' en· 
giuc * " *. A ll'ssnn on sleep fnllowed uext, sinc·e prc1·iou:; cxpet'ieilrl 
had shown that an ill<Tease in the total :lllwunt (calories) of food ea te~ 
toucthcr ·u: ith a louver pcri r,a of NICCfJ, will tnorc quiekly tltau any olher 
two tllings cause an irH:rease in weight, Jlrovidetl, of crllH'Se, suitahl<> foods nr! 
chosen. 

She further explains that as n. result of this lPsson and their desire 
to gain the children themsr.h-es fixed the hour nt which all chil· 
dren of the H ealth School should go to bed and dill mnch to keep 
each other np to the mark 

This suo·o-esl:; one C'itective method of interPsli n cr ch ildr(.'n in 
~~ ,..., 

s leeping enough and of en listing thei r cooperation, namely, a lesson 
on sleep from the angle of jts relation to growth and how lo apply 



T..An null U.eerful rut rooiiU t.Dhue they can relax from the ncrooru atraln of their rDOr~ • 

. the..lesson to their own problems. Other methods may need to be 
resorted to in order to keep up the child's interest and stimulate his 
.endeavor, for as Professor Ro~rts points out in another place "the 
early and regular bed hour was undo~btedly the most difficult re
q_nirement of the Health School," and children can not be expected, 
'wi~out encouragement and assistance, to do regularly something 
whiCh is so opposed to all the "desires of the flesh." In seeking 
after methods, however, it may be remembered that the teachings 
th&t .JU'ise from natural situations in home and school life are more 
effective tha.n artificial situations. A child does not always make 
the deduction you think inevitable from a fairy story or teaching 
derice, but a real situation when used for teaching purposes has 
possibilities for teaching beyond anything you can foresee. 
If a. teacher is to see and grasp her opportunities for teaching 

health or any phase of it she must herself be informed and have 
resources at her command. She should be alive to her opportunities. 
A. profitable study would be of how, in the teaching of history, or 
the tea.ching of literature, or the teaching of music, any particular 
truth can be brought out. And the more ways a truth can be empha
sized; the more of other knowledge that can be linked up with it, the 
more certatn it is that that fact will not be forgotten. If ths facts 
linked up with that truth be pleasant ones, the more likely it is that 
the truth you are teaching will be interesting and pleasant to the 
c¥Jd, and therefore willingly put into practice-which after all is 
~ ~tial thing that we are aiming at . 
... :])lrthermore, if the teacher is to teach any phase of health, she 
must'herself exemplify that phase of health. Teachers should them
·116lves have sufficient sleep and cheerful rest rooms should be provided 
:fdt them in the school. 
... ~a~ are the teacher's opportwrities for interesting the child in 

.,~P. and impressing the truth about sleep~ It will be well to make a. 



list of what can be done in each subject taught. The following 
form a nucleus: 
English Hterature. 

Stevenson's " Child's Garden of Verses." The poems: LtWd of Nod; .. Bil 
Summer, Northwest Passage, Time to Rise, Young Night Thougbt,"l 
others. 

Eugene Field's poems: Japanese Lullaby; Wynken, Blynken, andJi 
the _Rock-a-by Lady ; Lady Button-eyes, and others. 

Quotations from Shakespeare, Spenser, the Bible, Walt Whitman;~• 

many others. Bartlett's "Familiar Quotations" gives many good·qwi 
tions on sleep. The first lliles of the Man-of-War-Bird, by Walt Whlbm 
are beautifuL 

James Whitcomb Riley's "Baby-by." 
Tennyson's "Dream of Fair Women." (A. portion is suitable for rl!d 

tion.) 
Margaret Sangster : .A. Cra.dle Croon. 
Victor Hugo: " Good Night, Good Night.." 
Tennyson's "Sweet and Low" and "What Does Little Birdie Say 1" 

Engli8h. composition. · 
Essay on sleep and what it does j original verses and songs (lullabll 

Little word pictures ("pastels". they might be called) of a child's ~ 
Geograph1J. · _ 

How the children sleep in other countries, with pictures of their ho111 
beds, bed coverings, and the like. What they do in other countries! 
prepare for bed. 

Histor1J. 
There are many historical incidents that have some reference to sle!J 

Napoleon's "five hours a night; " "the sentry that slept at his post.•. 
Music. . 

Silent Night ("rests in heavenly peace"). 
The lullaby songs of dl.1!erent natlons. 
Old and new: carols about the sleep of the child Jesus: Away in a Man&~. 

There's a Star in the Sky, the Sleep 'of the Child Jesus (modern), etc. 
Wagner:s music in Siegfried that accompanies the sleep of Brunbild. 
Kipling's "The Seal's Lullaby." 
Brahms's "The Little Dustman." 
Music from" Hansel and GreteL" 

Stories for the stor11 hour. 
Jacob's dream. His sleep under the stars, in the fresh night air; ld 

assurance of God's care over him ; his wonderful dream. Com~are will 
. the ladder to heaven in Hansel and Gretel. 

The Little Girl Who Grew Smaller. (Printed ln. this leufiet.) 
The Sleeping Beauty. Miss Caroline Crawford has put this story !mil 

a charming game "The Princess was so Beautiful," with music. 
Art work. 

A study of old masters' pictures of the manger bed of Jesus; ot ill~ 
trations for poems and songs, such as the illustrations for stevenson\ 
Child's Garden of Verses, by Charles Robinson, Jessie Wilcox . Smi~ 
Ruth Mary Hallock, and others, and Maxfield Parrish's picture ~ 
Eugene Field's Wynken, Blynken, and Nod. This last is printed ~ 
arately and is appropriate as a wall picture. Also Rembrandt's "Ho~ 
Family." · 

Posters on sleep. These may picture sleep as a " Rule of the Game.' 
may illustrate poems and songs about sleep, or quotations from d1lfe$J 
authors. 
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The Sleep Book. Among other things, this book may contain the child's 
original illustrations for his own or other verses on sleep. · This may 

. wen follow after a study of boOk Ulustrations by dltrerent artists. 
!IJ. eXhlbitlon of a1t work may include an exhibition of pictures col

lected by the school, including book illustrations; and of original work 
by pupils, scrap books, posters, illustrations, etc. 

Pli,,tology and Hy~e. 
A. study of what sleep does for us, in repair work and in growth. 
The best conditions for restful and refreshing sleep: Open windows (and 

why we need air) ; warm covering, and warm bedding underneath; 
· sleep before one becomes fati~ed ; regular habits of sleep and rest; 
not . going to bed hungry, nor with a stomach too full; morning toilet 
and night toilet, etc. 

The Sleep Book may contain a record, over a period of a number of 
weeks, of the sleep record and the weight record. The sleep record 
would need to be kept daily for that period. The total amount of 
sleep for the week might be compared with the total for other weeks. 
Re&Ularlty, as well as the number of hours slept in a week, has its 
bearing on the health. 

These are simply suggestions. Each teacher can best work out 
her oWn. plan, and the more nearly it bears upon actual conditions 
the more useful it will be. A study of the sleep of animals may 
be helpful, how they sleep, what animals hibernate, and the fact 
that all animals do sleep. For the younger classes all the facts 
which a child should know about sleep ma.y be taught by means of 

· thei_! dolls; the early bed hour, dark room, open window, night and 
morning toilet, cheerfulness about going to bed. For children who 
are lear.ning Stevenson's poems, " Bed in Summer" may be used to 
show the children we appreciate the fact that early going to bed 
is hard for them; but it should be followed with the courageous and 
che~~rfullines from Northwest Passage: 

"Must we to bed, indeed? Well then, 
Let us arise and go like men." 

As an added way of giving emphasis to the need of sleep, and 
th~ beautiful things that have been written and sung about it, a 
~orp1al en~rtainment may be given; but this can not take the place 
in ~ching value of exercises in which all children take part and 
teaching that is repeated from day to day. Following are a few 
suggestions for the children's participation in a pageant or public 
en~rtainment. 

A RECITATION BY SEVERAL CHILDREN. 

(Wlth appropriate gestures; or with appropriate pictures or models.) 

First Ohild. Peregrine White in a cradle slept. 
You can see it in Plymouth-town. 

Soootad. . Ohild. Jacob slept under the open sky, 
And hls pillow, they say, was a stone. 

Third OMI<l. But n wonderful Baby once slept on the bay 
In a manger-bed, far, far away. 
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Fourth Child. I sleep in a little white bed by myself: 
My windows I open wide; 

But I've warm things above me and warm things beneath, 
So I'm snug and warm inside. 

My pillow is, oh, so soft and small ; 
And sometimes I have no pillow at all. (Cheerfully.) 

Fifth Child. Stevenson said that his bed was a boat, 
And he sailed to the Land of Nod. 

Sia;th Child. Jacob dreamed of a ladder that reached 
From the earth right up to God. 

Seventh Child. And over the manger a star shone bright 
And the angels made music all through the night. 

Biqhth Child. I too sail away for the Land of Nod 
Every evening just at sev.en,1 

And I dream sweet dreams as the silvery moon 
Looks down at me from Heaven; 
.And over me, too, the stars shine bright, 
And God watches over me all the night. 

ILLUSTRATED QUOTATIONS AND PROVERBS. 

A boy, carrying a small clock, repeats : "Schopenhauer says," pausing as he 
winds the clock, " that·• sleep is to a man what winding up is to a clock.' " 

Midnight, dressed in black or dark blue, with silver stars and a silver moon 
pinned upon her gown. She leads a smaller child, dressed in black or dark 
blue and covered with a veil. Somebody in the wings repeats : 

"Midnight brought on the dusky hour 
Friendliest to sleep and silence.'' (Milton.) 

FATHER TIME AND THE TWENTY-FOUR HOUBS. 

Father Time, dressed appropriately. The Ttoentv-tour Hours wear white 
dresses and over these wear dark blue or deep purple veils that cover. them 
completely. They stand in a semi~ircle across the stage at the rear. Father 
Time in front of them. Children sit about on floor of stage. A mother with 
babe in arms is the first to speak to Father Time, asking how many hours 
her baby.should sleep. After Father Time bas answered her the children ask 
Father Time, "How many hours should I sleep?" 

Father Time must know his table well in order to make appropriate replies. 
He asks the age and then gives hls answer. Each time that Father Time 
gives an answer the Hours illustrate the answer, so that the children and the 
audience may have a visual picture of the proper number of hours and connect 
that number with a child of a certain age. 

In illustrating the answers the number of hours which any child may have 
for waking hours are represented by white hours i i. e., a certain number of 
hours (always at the same end of the semicircle) throw o1f their dark veils. 
All. the other hours, the "dark hours," represent the number of hours for 
sleep. 

1 For children whose bed hour should be 8 instead of 7, the verse may run: 
" I too sail aw~cy too: the Land of Nod, 

I sail every night at eight; 
For that Is t.lle time my bo&t should sa.ll, 
And I shouldn't want to be late ! 
I dream sweet dreams while the stars shine 'bright, 
And God watches over me all the nigbt." 
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RECITATIONS. 

The Little Dark Pony. Maud Lindsay. 
The Little Girl Who Grew Smaller. Emily H. Leland. 
Psalm 104; either portions of it or the entire psalm. It tells of God's care over 

all his creatures, by night as well as by day. 
Poems by Stevenson, Field, Rlley, Tennyson, and others. 
A Song at Nightfall and A Song for Morning. Harriet Wedgwood. 

SONGS. 

Lullabies of different nations. (The singers may wear national costumes.) 
Rocked in tlie Cradle of the Deep. 
The Rock-a-by Lady and other songs from Eugene Field and Stevenson col

lections. 
The Little Dustman. Brahms. 

OHABACTERS ASSOCIATED WITH SLEEP OR WITH SONGS A.BOUT SLEEP. 

The Rock-a-by Lady ("with poppies that hang from her bead to her feet ") 
may announce,. " I am the Rock-a-by Lady, from Hush-a-by Street," etc. 

The Little Dustman (or Little Sandman), Policeman Day (from the Brush
wood Boy) ; Wynken, Blynken, and Nod are others that may be used in the 
same way. 
Or the songs may be sung (for all these have been put to music) by some 

one not on the stage and the figures may pass across the stage. Or there may 
be chlldren sitting or reclining on the stage while the Rock-a-by Lady strews 
·poppies about and the Dustman sprinkles dust. Wynken, Blynken, and Nod 
may be drawn across the stage (invisibly) in their wooden shoe. 

Children dressed in the national costumes of dtiferent countries may tell in 
their own words how the children of those countries sleep. 

For example, " I am a little girl f rom Holland. I sleep in a warm oven," etc. 
Some· girl may demonstrate the proper way to make a child's bed for indoor 

and for outdoor sleeping. 

TA.BLEAUX AND LIVING PICTURES. 

These may illustrate famous pictures of sleep. A final tableau may be the 
"end picture" (by Charles Robinson) in the volume of the Child's Garden of 
Verses, published by Scribner's. 

A SONG .AT NIGHTFALL. 
All day and all day. 

Bird Blue hopped about and twittered in the treetops; 
Flower ·Blue nodded and smiled at the bees; 
Little Blue Wave skipped and danced ln the sunshine. 
And Boy Blue and Girl Blue, happier than all these, played in the big 

grassy yard and worked hard at their play. 
That was all day and all day. 
Then day went away a nd twilight came. Twilight came softly. She darkened 

the world, gently, quietly; she lit the stars and called to the night wind. 
Then the night wind came. 

Night wind swayed the treetops, gently, ever so gently, rocking, rock.lng, 
rocking the baby birds to sleep. 

Night wind passed over the meadows, swaying the grasses; rocking, rock
ing, rocking the baby flowers to sleep. 

Night wind passed over the ocean, gently rocking, rocking, rocking the 
little waves to sleep. 
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Night wind came to Boy Blue and Girl Blue and whispered sleepy things 
about sleep and dreams, and their eyellds grew heavy and their heada 
nodded sleepily. 

Then Boy Blue and Girl Blue left their play and crept into Mother's lsp. 
She gathered them into her arms and sang them a soft, hummy, croon1 
song; all the time rocking, rocking, rocking her little children to sleep. 

Boy Blue and Girl Blue did not know when Mother tucked them into their 
little white beds and raised the window wide so that night wind could sing 
to them and bright stars could shine to them. But all night the stars shone 
and the night wind rocked the cradles of their sleep. 

That was all night-and-all-night. 

A SONG FOR MORNING. 

All night and all night, 
The night wind ran softly here and there rocking the cradles _of sleep, and 

brought dreams to those that slept. 
There were dreams for tl.owers and for trees, 
Dreams for · birds and dreams for bees, 
And sweeter, happier than all these were the dreams for little children. 

And lest the light should waken the sleepers and their dreams, there was 
darkness over all the world, save only for the light of stars; 

And lest a sound should waken the sleeepers and their dreams, there was 
a great hush ; 

And lest a trouble should frighten, there was happiness and peace, 
for all those that slept. 

That was all night and all night, 
From early starlight to morning twilight. 

But when the morning twilight came, which is dawn, light came to waken the 
sleepers and their dreams. 
Birds waked and sang in the treetops, 
Flowers waked and shook the dew from their petals; 
Blue waves raced up and down the sands, clicking the pebbles; 
And little children waked and looked at the great gold sun 

coming up over the rim of the world. 
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Bat not all the birds nor all the flowers nor all the waves nor all the 
cbUdren waked with the light. Boy Blue and Girl Blue were among 
the sleepy-heads and were still asleep holding fast to their dreams. 

'l!len the morning breeze came, laughing and teasing and singing and prancing. 
Morning wind played pranks on the sleepy-beads. 

The bird sleepy-beads were shaken out of their nests; 
The flower sleepy-heads were sprinkled with cold dew; 
The wave sleepy-heads were tossed about and had sunlight 

flashed In their faces ; 
ADd Boy Blue and Girl Blue had the covers pulled oft' thei r beds ! 

But when sleepy-heads have slept all night and all night, they are rested in 
·' the morning and are happy and gay as soon as they have waked. Soon 

they were all awake, singing and dancing with those that bad waked 
at dawn. 

Boy Blue and Girl IUue were so gay they could not wait to dress, but 
ran out to say good morning to the world. They sang with the birds, 
danced with the flowers, and raced with the waves along the sandy 
beach, clicking the pebbles as th.ey ran. 

All the world was full of light and of singing and of dancing and of joy. 
That was morning. 
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POEMS, STORIES, AND PICTURES FOR INTERESTING CffiLDREN IN SLEEP. 
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Gives over 70 quotations on sleep. Note especially the references under Sbakea-

peo.re, Spenser, Cervantes, Scbopenhauer, Milton, o.nd Job. · 
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Jacob's dream. Picture his sleep under t.he stars In tl:.e fresh o.ir, and bla 
beautiful dream. God's care through the night. The sleep of the child Jesus may 
be o. project In Itself. There are pictures, songs old and new, o.nd the testimony that 
he " grew In stature II,Dd in fa. vor." Even the baby Jesus must s leep, us other 
children must, to grow in stature and in favor. 

Psalm 104. God's care ovet" all bJs creatures by day and by night. 

Booth, Stella. Mary Gay theater. 
A miniature theater (a "suitcase theater") Invented a.nd made by Stt'lln Booth, 

of New York. Tb.e figures are moved by wires manipulated by the sto1·y teller. 
One story Is on sleep with Fresh AJr, Open Window, and Mary Gay as characters. 

Brahms's Lullabies. The dust man; Lullaby nod goodnight. 
Dicken's. Charles. A child's dream of a star. In his Works. 
Field, Eugene. Wynken, Blynken, and Nod: Japanese lullaby; Rock-a-by Lady; 

Lady Button-Eyes ; Shut-eye t rain; Little blue pigeon, nncl others. In hi• 
~~. . 

See illustrations of Field's poems. Ms.xfleld Parrish's Wynken, Blynkcn, nod Nod 
Is suitable for n wall picture. 

--- and others. The sleepy song book. London, G. C. Han·ap & Co. 
Twelve songs by Field and ot.hers. 

Leland, Emily B. The little g].rl who grew smaller. St. Nicholas, vol. 4, Novem
ber, 1876-November, 1877. 

Printed m this Bulletin by permission of lbe publishers of St. Nicholas. 

Lindsay, Maud. The little dark pony; Little sleepy head. 
Longfellow, H. W. The light of the stars. In his Poems. 
MacDonald. The wind and the moon.· 
Riley, James W. Baby-by. In volume 2 of his complete works, published by 

Harper Bros., New York. 
See illustration of the lines, "And the lid ot night Is falling o'er the sky, 

Baby-by." 
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'Rocked 1n the cradle of the deep." 
In many old song books. 

Sangster, Margaret Cradle croon. Belmont, Mass., Elsen Art Pub. Co. 
Other sleep poems and a sleep picture on the aame art sbeeL 

Sherman, Frank D. Daisies. In A. treasury of verse for little children, comp. 
by M.A.. Edgar. New York, T. Y. Crowell & Co. 

Small, Willard S. Song of the Naps. J"unlor Home Magazine, vol 3, November, 
· 1922. (D. C. Kreidler Co., Chicago, llL) 

Stevenson, Robert L. My bed is a boat; Land of nod; Young night thought; 
Bed In summer; Northwest passage; Time to rise, and others. In his A 
child's garden of verses. 

See lllustratlons for "A child's garden of verses," by Charles Robinson, Jesaie 
Wilcox Smith, Ruth Mary Hallock, and others. The various artists have chosen 
dllferent poems to !Uostra.te. 

Stevenson's a.nd Field's verses ha.ve been set to mulll.c, as have many of the other 
aleep verses. " Wee Willle Wilikie " may be found Jn Crowninsbleld's "Mot'ber 
Goose songs for little ones " (Milton Bradley Co., Springfield, Mus.), and "Every 
NJgbt," In Tomllna's "Souvenir song book," B. W. Gray Co., London, England. 
" When Little ChJldren Sleep " may be fotzDd In " Thirty Songs !or Children," Ollver 
Dltson, Chicago, Dl. 

Story and pictures of the Sleeping Beauty and of Brunhlld's sleep. 
A picture of Sleeping Beauty by Edmund Dulac will be found in Sir Arthur 

QoUier·Couch'a "The sleeping beauty and other fnlry tale&" London, Hodder & 
St.oughton. 

Tennyson, Alfred. Sweet and low. In hi& Poems. 
Whitehead. Cradle song. In hi& Folk songs and other songs for children. Chi· 

cago, Oliver Ditsoo Co. 

Tilts i11!1e picture of a realliUle tiT I wlro 1/eep$ clifTY nitlli alliJJc lrour1 iJJat 1hc 1houlJ. Ami 1he 
tains in rDdthi, also, as she should. 



The Little Girl Who Grew Smaller .. 
By EMII.Y H . LELAND. 

This story appeared in St. Nicholas Magazine, Vol. IV (November, 1876-November 
1877), and Is used here with pel'misslon ot the publishers. It has been somewhat eui 
aown to shorten it f?r story relllng. 

Once there was a. little girl. She was three years old, and if you 
asked her what her name was she always said "Kittyman Tanny
man." Her real name was Kitty Taine, but she never liked that 
nam~she said it was" too quick"; and one day, after she had been 
sitting very quietly in the sunshine for several minutes, thinking 
and thinking with all her might, she called out to her mamma that 
she had " longed " her name, and made it over into IC Kittyman Tan
nyman." 

So, after this, she was called Kittyman Tannyman, except when 
she was naughty, and then she was called Kitty Taine, and the 
name sounded quicker than ever. 

However, Kittyman Tannyman wasn't naughty very often. 
Sometimes, to be sure, she didn't like to wear a " dingham " apron 
in the morning, but wanted to put on a white one, with crimped 
ruflles and pink bows on the pockets, and then run out to make 
sand cakes in the back yard until she wasn't fit to be seen. And 
sometimes she wanted to go everywhere her mamma went, and . 
would stand in the hall and cry with her mouth open so wide you 
would think she could never shut it again, and angry tears jumping 
down . her. cheeks like raindrops in a thunderstorm. But, taking 
all the days together, Kittyman Tannyman was more good than bad, 
and no one in the house could bear the thought of living without 
her. She was good and kind to all her dollies, and never left 
them lying about the floor to be stepped on by the big people, and 
when she gave them baths she was sure to have the water just right, 
and never put soap in their eyes. If she spilled ink, or went to 
the sugar bin, or cut off her front hair, or picked the prettiest buds 
from her mamma's plants, she always looked so sorry, and said she 
" didn't fink about it," and was a good girl for a great many hours 
afterwards. This was the sort of child Kittyman Tannyman was 
before her big fault came. 

You would never guess what that dreadful fault was, so I will 
tel! you. It was the fault of not going to sleep. First, she didn't 
want her afternoon nap any more; and, after a while, she didn't 
want to go to bed when bedtime came. As weeks went on she sat 
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up 'later and later, and her eyes grew rounder and rounder, until 
her big brother told her if she didn't go to bed like other children 
he would feel obliged to call her an ow:l. Kittyman Tannyman, 
however, did not care. Every evening she sat up a little later than 
the last evening, and although her mamma put on her loveliest night
gown, told her every story under the stars, and sung her every song 
she ever knew, still Kittyman Tannyma.n lay wide awake in her 
little bed, looking at the lamp with eyes that never so much as 
winked. · 

Her papa would say, "Don't bother with her; she will go to 
sleep by and by I" Then her mamma would go out into the sitting 
room and Kittyman Tannyman would kick about and sing soft, 
small songs to herself, and talk to the three dolls lying beside her 
until-well, nobody ever knew when she went to sleep. Certainly 
she was awake when everybody else was in bed and asleep, and the 
first sound in the morning was the voice of Kittyman Ta.nnyman 
singing to her three dolls. 

Papa, mamma, and the big brother began to be frightened. No 
matter how nice a little boy or girl may be, they can't litve and grow 
witlwut sleep, and plenty of it, too; and very soon everybody noticed 
that poor Kittyman Tannyman was beginning to grow smaller. 
The doctor was called in. He looked at the little girl's tongue, took 
her chubby wrist in his fingers, talked with her, and watched her 
as she ran dancing out of the room. 

"Well, what do you think, Doctod" said both her papa and 
mamma together. 

"She doesn't need any medicine," he sa.id. "She's perfectly well 
' from head to foot. It's just a clear caJJe of won't go to sleep. She'll 
get tired of it after a while, you may depend. The only danger lies 
in her growing so small that she will get stepped on, or eaten up by 
the cat, or something of that sort. When she gets so small that 
the situation will have become disgusting to her, there will be a re
action. This is very rare among children. I never knew but three 
who grew smaller. One of them was swept up in the dust-pan by 
a careless servant and almost smothered to death ; but they are all 
living now, and are as big as anybody. Good morningl"-and the 
doctor picked up his shining hat and went away without leaving 
even one tiny sugar pellet. 

When Kittyman Tannyman ran into the room again she looked 
all about for the "sugar meds," as she called them, and when her 
mamma said she was not to have any, her eyes were almost ready 
to cry. But her papa took a lovely, curly-headed .boy doll from his 
pQcket, and wondered how it came there, and whom it was for, and 
seemed so puzzled about it ·that Kittyman Tannyman forgot the 
sugar meds, and climbed up in his lap to help him solve the problem. 
As her papa placed the doll in her. hands he was grieved to see 
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bow small they had already grown, and how loose and large her.· 
pretty button boots had become. 

"I shall have to make her clothes all over," said her mamma: 
And sure enough, she not only had to make them smaller, but there· 
was no end to making them smaller. Every day an ap:r;-on or a dress, 
or a hat, or a broidered skirt had to be made smaller, until mamma's 
fingers ached, and the sewing machine got out of patience and broke 
its needles; and · every day her papa had to buy ·a smaller pair of 
shoes and a smaller pair of stockings, until he· said it was no use, 
he couldn't spend so much money on Kittyman Tannyman's small
ness. So finally her mamma made up a lot of cheap calico frocks, 
worse than any " dingham " aprons that ever were worn, and, in
stead o:f having new shoes every day she had to wear just flannel 
stockings, for these her mamma could cut and sew, several pairs in 
an hour, being careful to make each pair a little smaller than the last. 

At night, when it was time :for everybody to be in bed, her mamma 
undressed her and put her in a doll's cradle, but no one ever saw 
her asleep. 

So she went on growing smaller. When she sat in her high chair 
at the table only her curly topknot, her two round eyes, and the tip 
of her nose could be seen. Her mamma put the big dictionary in 
the chair, with a pillow on the top o:f it, and :for a day or two Kitty
man Tannyman's whole face was visible, but after that she was as 
low down as ever. So her mamma said if she would be very nice 
and quiet she might sit on the table, in a doll's chair, close by the 
sugar bowl, and use a doll's plate and spoon) since her own had 
become too large for her tiny hands. Kittyman Tennyman enjoyed 
this change very much, and for a few days sat very quietly in her 
place, but one night she hid behind the sugar bowl and played bo
peep with her big brother until she became very wild and gay, and 
before anybody could say " Kitty Taine " she skipped across the 
cheese plate, ran around the castor, and tripping against a saltcellar, 
fell headlong into a dish of clear, bright, shaky lemon-jelly. 

Of course, such conduct was not to be allowed; but after Kittyman 
Tannyman was sufficiently punished by being washed and combed 
and curled for a whole hour, she was ready to promise that she 
would never, never, run away on the table again. But every few 
days some shocking accident would occur at the table, and Kittyman 
Tannyman was sure to be at the bottom of it. The flowers were 
upset, in the soup, the milk spilled over the salad, the pickles drowned 
in the water-pitcher, and one day a doll's leg was found in the gravy. 
H er mamma said it was impossible to watch such a little thing all the 
time, and as there were no whippings in the house small enough to 
apply to her, she would be obliged to tie her fast in her chair at meal 
times. 
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A::fter this the table was orderly enough, but I could never describe 
tlie ·amount of mischief done about the house. Everyone knows what 
~van' one little mouse can do if given the whole house to live in. They 
'W6re all talking of what could be done with Kittyman Tannyman 
~hen something occurred to convince them that something must be 
·done. 
" Kittyman Tannyman had grown so very small she could now 
hide herself in the most unheard-of places, and when she was called 
she would often decline to answer, and make her poor, tired papa 
and mamma have a grand hunt for her. One night, when an 
elegant supper had been prepared and her mamma had dressed her
Self in her prettiest dress and was watching from the window for 
Kittyman's papa-it being a bu·thday or something of the sortr
Kittyman Tannyman got down from the swing which her brother 
had made for her under the rose geranium and running softly over 
the carpet crawled into one of papa's slippers that were warming by 
the fire and squeezed and crowded herself into the toe of it com
pletely out of sight. Then she put her wee hand over her wee mouth 
and laughed a little laugh, thinking what a task they would have to 
find her this time. · 

Presently in came her papa, and he and her mamma both stood 
before the door talking a vast amount of nonsense, it seemed to 
Kittyman TaD.nyman. Then her mamma said : "Mercy-the dinner ! 
Now, where is that mouse~ " 

"Dear me," said her papa in a discouraged voice, "is she hiding 
again~ " .And then he went into the dressing-room, and Kittyman 
Tannyman never dreamed that he was taking off his damp boots. 
He came back in a moment,. put his foot into one slipper, and stamped 
it on-for he was very hungry and knew that the baked whitefish 
was cooling. He put his foot in the other slipper, and st-- But 
before he had quite stamped it on there came a funny, frightened 
little squeak from the slipper. If her papa had been her mamma, 
he would have screamed and perhaps kicked the slipper into the 
fire, but being a man he only snatched off the slipper and looked 
into it. 

There was poor Kittyman Tannyman away down in the toe gasp
ing for breath. 

Was this the last of Kitty man Tannyman ~ Oh, no; she had hurt 
her papa much more than he had hurt her. After she had been 
carried to the open air and had a drop of cologne on her head and 
chest she was quite herself again. Her papa, however, could barely 
taste the elegant supper; he had experienced such a '' shock," he 
said, and added there was very little use in living if we were never 
tQ know what was going to happen next. The result of this little 
game of hide-and-seek was that Kittyman 'fannyman found herself 
next day under a large glass goblet, with a little rocking-chair, a 
few playthings, and no way of getting. out again. 
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"It is the only way to keep her from worrying our lives out!" 
said her papa as he sadly shoved a cluster of white currants under 
the goblet and turned away. 

Instead of feeling badly about it Kittyman Tannyman was quib! 
charmed with life under glass and danced gayly about her little 
crystal house until she was glad to sit down in her tiny rocking. 
chair to rest herself and drink the juice of a currant or two. Then 
she looked about her, and said to herself how nice it was to have a 
house all windows, and felt very sorry for the big people who had 
to live in great, monstrous wooded rooms full of dust and draughts. 

The doctor called, and stood by the table talking with her papa 
and mamma and looking at Kittyman Tannyman now and then. 
Her mamma had just been asking if the reaction ever would come. 

"It will be queer enough if it doesn't," said the doctor. "If she 
continues to grow small for another week, I fear--" 

But her mamma cried out, " Oh, don't, Doctor ! " 
"Still there is hope-there is hope!" said the good doctor, hurry

ing out of the room. 
" Oh, Kitty man Tannyman ! " said her mamma, " Why won't you 

sleep~ Don't you see how small you have grown~ Do you want to 
grow so small that we can never see you any more, or kiss you, or 
have any little girlie again as long as we live? And-oh, just think 
of your beautiful bronze boots, Kittyman Tannyman !" 

Kittyman Tannyman thought of her bronze boots, and looked 
quite serious for five seconds. 111en she shrugged her little shoulders, 
helped herself to another currant, and said : 

"Don't hover me, mamma! Me don't :feel s'eepy !" 
Then her mamma ahd papa both went out of the room, and both 

held their handkerchiefs to their eyes. 
It was, indeed, quite pleasant under the goblet, for a day or two. 

Everything was so nice and clean and quiet. The crimson table· 
cloth on which the goblet sat made a fine, soft carpet for Kittyman 
Tannyman's feet ; a small hole conveniently broken out near the top 
of the glass supplied her with fresh air; she had a tiny silver bell 
to ring whenever she wanted anything, and her big brother brought 
her now and then a slice of strawberry. But no one likes to be shut 
up for long-no matter how pretty one's prison may be-and she was 
very glad when her brother brought her lunch in a hurry one day, 
carelessly left the goblet tilted up on the rockers of her little chair, 
and ran off for a game of baseball. 

Now was Kitty man Tannyman's time. She did not wait to eat 
her dinner, but crawled out from under the goblet, and ran dancing 
and leaping about the table as happy as a sunbeam. Her mamma's 
workbox, with the lid thrown back, showing all the delightful silks 
and buttons and worsteds, was on one end of the table, and it wasn't 
half a minute before Kittyma~ T~nnyman had climbed into it and was 
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having great fun. She had never been permitted to touch this work
box, but she didn't stop to think of that. Then she wished she could 
get down on the floor and find new worlds to ·conquer. It seemed 
a great distance, and she had to think matters over for three minutes. 
Then she remembered once seeing her brother slide down a long way 
on a rope in the barn. She climbed into the workbox again, and 
finding some tape, she spent many minutes in trying to tie one end 
of it around the key of the workbox. It was a funny knot when it 
was done, but it held very well, and Kittyman Tannyman immedi
ately proceeded to slide down on the tape. 

She found herself on the floor a little sooner than she expected, 
and her hands felt tingly, but she was soon scampering over the 
carpet, looking out for whatever mischief might offer itself. She 
pressed her little nose against the window, and wished she could run 
outside, like big people. "I will try," said Kittyman Tannyman out 
loud. She ran to the door leading into the hall; it was open half an 
inch. " I can sideways fru it," she said, and sure enough she did. 
The outer door was wide open, and in a moment Kittyman Tanny
man was out in the big, big world, all by herself. "The strawberry 
patch?" said the little voice in her heart. "All right!" said Kitty
man Tannyman. 

Now when she was a nice, large child, wearing bronze boots and 
crimped aprons, she could easily reach the strawberry patch; but 
to-day it seemed a long way off, and twice she came near getting 
lost outright in the winding garden path, overhung, as it was, by 
forests of mignonette and candytuft. A great, scratchy grasshopper 
nearly knocked her down as he jumped across the path, and a burly 
bumblebee touched her with one of his loud-buzzing wings as he 
was hurrying home with his bags of honey. All sorts of queer 
bugs peeped out of the candy tuft forests at her, and she was glad 
to hurry on and reach the shelter of the broad strawberry leaves. 
As she sat there with a beautiful red-ripe strawberry in her lap, and 
had just taken the second bite from it, she heard a sound that 'is not 
pleasant to hear when out strawberrying, and that sound was-
thunder! Such a pity, when she had on:ly taken two bites! The 
next thunder that came seemed just around the corner, and down 
came a drop of rain on her head and ran down her back in a very 
unpleasant way. 

"Oh, my! Me must have a yun1hella !"said Kittyman Tannyman, 
looking about her; but there was nothing to be seen but the great 
broad strawberry leaves bending and nodding under other drops of 
rain. 

Kittyman Tannyman pulled with all her strength, and succeeded 
in breaking off a fine large leaf, which she held over her head, but 
the drops fell thicker and faster, and very ofte1,1. one would strike 
the poor child so hard that it would almost make her cry. 
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The reel rmmcl strawberries bent toward her, but Kittyman TaJUn·. 
man was afraid, and Yery nncomfortabh', too. It ·was clark and w'et 
out in the big world, the thunder was uncommonly loud, and Kitty
man Tannyman wished-yes, she actually wished-that she had never 
grown smaller, but was her manuna's fine large girl again, helping 
dust chairs and gather bouquets, and wearing her dear, dear bronze 
boots and sky-blue sash. And then Kittyman Tannyman put both 
her little hands to her eyes and cried and cried. 

And while she was crying under the strawberry leaves everybocly 
in the house was hunting for Kittyman Tannyman. They knew 
she had not been eaten by the cat, for the cat had been sent away 
when the little girl first began to grow small. They kne"· she had 
n'ot been swept up in the dustpan, for her mamma was too careful 
for that. They looked in the water pitchers; they poked-very 
softly-under the bookcase; they even looked in their other pockeli!, 
and in all the boots and shoes and rubbers in the hall closet, but not 
a sign of Kittyman Tannyman. Night ·was coming on. The tlnm
der had stopped, but the rain still came down. 

"If she went out of doors, where do you think she "·ould be likely 
to go'?" asked her father. 

"She is very fond of strawberries," suggested her mamma. 
The big brother had returned from his baseball game and was 

hunting for her everywhere; while he lighted a candle and pro
ceeded to the garret, her papa took the lantern and started for the 
garden. 

"Be very careful where you step-both of you!" said her mamma. 
Kittyman Tannyman's papa went very slowly clown the garden 

path, holding the lantern near the ground and looking sharply among 
the wet flowers and grasses on either side while he called, and in a 
soft voice, "Kittyman Tnnnyman." 

Presently he reached the strawberry patch. It was a large patch, 
and he had walked all about, taking care not to step on anything 
that looked like a calico frock with flannel stockings out of it, and he 
was just going to give up looking any longer-for he did think that 
with all her nonsense his little girl had intelligence enough to go into 
the house in case of a rainstorm-when he fancied he heard a faint 
little cry, not much louder than the cry of a 5-cent doll, just before 
him among the strawberries. 

" Kittyman Tannyman," he called, " are you here? Don't you 
want some beautiful cream toast, Kittyman Tannyman? " 

And up came the little wee crying voice: 
" Me wants ma-ma-." 
Her papa set the lantern down very quickly. There, close beside 

a big strawberry with only four bites taken out of it, was Kittyman 
Tannyman, sopping wet and cold as a snail, her curls all dripping, 
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her face and hands so stained with tears and strawberry juice that 
no one but her own papa would have known her, and oh, so small. 
Her papa took her tenderly in one hand, covering her with the 
other-just as some kind boy would pick up a young bird that had 
fallen from its nest-and carried her to the house. 

" She's here-and alive," he said, hurrying into the dining room, 
where her mamma was just beginning to search the last shelf. 
"Bring some warm water and dry flannels, please, and just half a 
drop of blackberry wine-she's about chilled through." 
·In a few minutes Kittyman was bathed and rubbed dry and . 

dressed in a soft flannel wrapper, and, lying back in her papa's hand, 
stretched her tiny feet toward the fire that had been kindled on 'J>Ur
pose for her, and breathed a long deep breath. Papa saw her lips 
moving, and he bent his head to listen. 

"Me's perfectly tomfortable," she said. 
Then her papa covered her with his other hand, an~ sung a low- · 

gentle song about the" Wind of the Western Sea." 
About this time her mamma happened to think of the poor big 

brother still hunting about in tlie garret, and she went up to tell 
him that it wouldn't be necessary to search any longer. When they 
came down again into the sitting room-you can never guess the 
surprise that a waited them there : Kittyman Tannyman was sound 
asleep! Yes, there she lay in her papa's hand, her hair all back into 
curls again, her small fists cuddled up under her chin just as they 

r used to be when she slept, and breathing soft, comfortable, regular 
little breaths. With one impulse, papa, mamma, and the big brother 
drew out their handkerchiefs and, waving them in the air , gave 
three silent cheers. Then, going about on tiptoe, and hardly daring 
to breathe, her mamma prepared a little cradle of white cardboard, 
made a soft mattress of cotton batting, with a white silk handker
chief for sheets, and then her papa gently laid Kittyman down in 
·it, and they covered her with the prettiest doll quilt, and set the 
cradle away in a quiet, shadowy corner. 

:They took off their shoes, they tied up the door bell, and the even
ing paper remained lmtouched upon the table, for fear its rustling 
might awaken Kittyman Tannyman. 

Such care was quite needless, however. Kitt yman Tannyman 
not only slept all the evening and all night, but slept all the next 
forenoon, and as her papa and mamma stood watching her, every 
moment convincing them it was time to send for the doctor-this 
prolonged sleep was so alarming-Kittyman Tannyman sighed, 
yawned, and stretched herself out, until pop ! went the foot of her 
paper cradle. 

Kittyman Tannyman had begun to grow bigger! The reaction 
had come! 
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The news was all over the neighborhood in 20 minutes. Every. 
body was talking of it. Everybody called with congratulations. 
The doctor came and went away again, sn;Uling and rubbing }ili 
hands. Her papa walkei uptown ns if be owned a bank. ·Her 
mamma warbled over her work as if it were all play. Her big 
brother whistled louder than ever. 

And Kittyman Tannyman-you can imagine how 
0 

quickly she 
kicked out one cradle foot after another, and how she outgrew her 
calico frocks so fast that they had to be changed twice a day, until 

0 her mamma declared with tears of gratitude in her eyes, that by 
the ~ime grapes were ripe her dear little girl would be big enough 
to wear her pretty white aprons and button boots again. For 
every day after lunch Kittyman took a fine growing-nap on tlie 
sitting-room lounge, and at night her mamma could barely finish 
one story before Kittyman Tannyman was sound asleep, growing 
on, like a sweet healthy child, toward the glad, beautiful morning. 

Good night, good night, 
Far fties the Ught; 

But still God's Ion 
Shallfl.ame above, 

Ma.k:l.ng all bright; 

0 
Good night, good night. 

'Vktor Hugo. 
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A FEW SUGGESTIONS ABOUT TEACHING 
HEALTH BY MEANS OF PLAYS. 

In Primary CJnd Lower Elementary Grades. 

THE health play in the first grade may be the dramu.Lization of 
a single incident, or a. series of incidents fnmili,u· to the child. 
acted spont11neously in precisely the wuy children constantly 

dramatize their fancies when they say, " You be father, I'll be mother , 
she can be our little girl. She' ll be s ick and " ·c'll take her to the 
doctor. He'll tell her what to do to get well, and we'll say she'll 
do that." 

A class in Louisville, Ky., used just thn.t story. The children 
suggested it, and the teacher allowed it to be act<·d. She mn.<le sug
gestions as to the health lessons which could be brought out in the 
play. The class discovered the relation of food n.nd sleep to growth 
and n feeling of well-heing. 

Ia acting this play the parents sat in two ch airs placed at an 
imaginary breakrast ta,blo. The child's chair was empty, for the 
child was fnst asleep in hed. Another chn.it· placed n.t 11 little dis
tance from the other two. represented the hc<l. A ch air pln,ced at 
one side of the room represented the doctor's office. Tho fn ther n.nd 
mother comnwnt on tlw child's lml,itunl btcness t.o breakfast. and 
decide to consult n. doctor. Aft.rr the fa.thrt· has gone to work and the 
child has appenrccl and refusctl the foo<l supposctl to he St't hefore 
her, the mother tn.kt•s the ch ild to tho doctor. The doctor . of course, 
asks what the child usually eats and when she goes t0 hed ; he then 
gives appropriate advice. The moiht•r an<l child promise to heed t his 
advice. 

A child may lcnrn from a pby of this sort tlmt there is cause and 
effect in matters of h ealth ; that there is n, reason why certain rules 
of living are called 1·ult's of thAJ lwalth. qame. lie mn.y loam what 
these rules arc. H e may even como to desire healt h so keenly that 
~c will cheerfully decide io ohey tho rulPs o( honJLh; /11! may-th1tt 
1s, if the pln,y makes n.n associ:ttion in his min<l bt•t\\'ecn the "·ord 
"health" and something h e would like to he or do. 

In the Upper Elementary Grades . 

. A search among biographies and histories for charn.ctors and sto
rtes suitable for use ns hcn,lth pln.ys will teach the hoy more of history 

83021'-24 (:1) 
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and biography than he would learn from many regular lessons, and 
concentrating upon the health truth to be illustrated will fix that 
also in his mind. A play could be built about the experiences of the 
Arctic or Antarctic explorers. o.nd such a play would give opportu
nity to leo.rn o. good dealo.bout foods, for these explorers were obliged 
to know what foods it was necessary to take with them for health's 
sake; the 11 balanced meal," for them, \Vas a matter of common sense 
and of daily practice. Boys and girls may readily lear~ from some 
person's experience what is meant by a 11 balanced meal." and why 
it is necessary to health. 

The health plays for the upper grades may be a pantomine, a 
pageant, a clown play (with one or more clowns), a marionette show, 
an allegory, or a spontn.neous dramatization. 

In High Schools and Normal Schools. 

The construction of a play may be a project in several classes in 
the high school. The English class may write it, tho manual train· 
ing and sewing classes provide costumes and properties, the art class 
paint the scenery and posters. 

The health play may bring in demonstrations of method or tech· 
nique in first aid, home nursing, good housekeeping and cooking, and 
the method of teaching a health lesson. 

A pageant may illustrate achievements in health work throughout 
the centuries, or may present men and women who have done some
thing to promote the health of the world- physicians, engineers, 
scientists, nurses, ten.chers, mothers, missionaries, and others. 
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A project in the normal school may be an experimental study of 
the effectiveness of the play as a method of health teaching and its 
relative value as compared with other methods of health teaching. 

How Nurses and Other Health Workers Have Used Plays for Health 
Teaching. 

The· public health nurses of Providence, R. I ., presented at one of 
the Providence theaters a play which showed the activities of the 
VISiting Nurse Association of that city. 

The Massachusetts State Department of Public Health frequently 
presents a play in which the members of the department take part to 
show the value of health inspection and remedial work. 

Public health nurses in North Carolina presented at one of the 
annual meetings of the State Nurses' Association a demonstration of 
a. special kind of nursing visit. The demonstration showed what 
was the best technique and method to be used and the points that 
should be covered in such a visit. The frequent interruptions were 
like those that occur in real life, as were also the questions asked by 
the nurse who played the part of the mother ; these often proved 
amusing to the audience. They were included in the play, however, 
with the very definite purpose of showing that in spite of interrup
tions and diversions a nurse could and should keep in mind the 
definite objects of her visit and the points to be covered. Such 

And health f airies 
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The school doctor and the school nurse lake part in a health play in Trenton, N. }. 

demonstrations are useful to the nurse who has never been instructed 
in visits of this particular kind as showing her how they may be 
done a.nd done well, and to the nurse who has previously been 
instructed in order to check up on her own work a.nd give her 
additional points. 

Nurses in rural communities have frequently used plays in their 
h~alth work. One public health nurse decided she needed a play to 
teach the children and their parents the importance of dental care 
and proper foods in order to se~ure good teeth for children. Ferguson's 
11 Child's Book of the Teeth"1 gave her suggestions for costumes and 
incidents, and she added nutrition facts from Doctor McCollum a.nd 
others. She called her play "Orris Castle."2 The following year 
she used a clown play and stressed all the rules of the health game. 
Happy's Calendar 3 and literature from the National Dairy Council 
and others gave. her material which she wove together with lines of 
her own. She used two clowns and named them Gil I and Gil ll. 

I World Dook Co. 
• Copyrlgbt.cd. 
• Amertcnn Cblld llealth Association. 
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A health pageant in Spokane is mentioned in the Health Pilot, 
published by the Washington TuberGulosis Association, Seattle, 
Wash., vol. 4, No. 3, March, 1922. A " physiology playlet," called 
"How Joe's lunch disappeared," is mentioned on page 7 of Health 
Education Bulletin No. 7, The Lunch Hour at School,' and the 
author states that this playlet was sent out to boys' and girls' clubs in 
Nebraska with the suggestion that they use it as part of th~ir 
Achievement Day program. 

Health Teaching. 

Health teaching, by whatever method, aims at three things : To 
teach what is meant by health-i. e., to build up the health concep~; 
to show the means by which health may be secured; and to awaken 
in the child a desire for health. 

A child does not naturally desire health. Why should he~ Health 
is an abstract term and me&.ns nothing to him. What is it, anyhow~ 
Is heo.lth something he can see, or feel, or hear, or taste, or smell¥ 
The child's language is the language ci sense perceptions, and health 
must be translated into this language if health is to mean anything 
to him. Moreover, health must be associated in his mind with 
pleasure and reward, if he is to desire it and strive for it, and the 
reward must not be too far removed. What are the child's desires~ 

The lmp-oNate-hours can 
not persuade Plenty-of-sleep to 
sit up late. She prefers to keep 
her health and good looks. 

Courte3y of School Department, 
Trenton, N.j. 

'U. B . .Bureau of Education. 
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"Eating milk" hecomes the fashion 

Which of these desires do you wish to encourage~ What relation is 
there between health and these desires~ Can you show the child 
that health will help him to get this thing or that thing that he 
wants~ Can you make a little play to show this relation~ Real 
characters and real situations are better for this purpose than alle
gorical ones or fairy tales. 

To give meaning to the word health why not associate it with all 
growing things that are free from blight and disease and growing 
lustily-the perfect flower; the fine, sound apple; the prize animal a~ 
the fair; the perfect human body~ The uninformed person does not 
appreciate the fine points of the prize cow or horse or dog. No 
more docs the child understand or appreciate the fine poin&s of a 
healthy body and a fine physique. Marble statues, paintings, and 
living human bodies are easily available for demonstration purpose. 

Among M i/k.' s loyal subjeds Coffee hangs his head 



A Fairy Queen that brings heallh 
and good loo~s to her loyal subjects. 

At the recenl Health Show in 
Loui3oille, Ky., the school children 
gaoe a health play each afternoon. 
The children's participation in the 
performances was neoer at night-for 
children of this age should be in bed 
at night/or health's sake. 

9 

It is of course ridiculous for a 
child's own health to suffer in order to 
lake part in a health play or pageant 
or gymnastic drill or dance. Let 
health be first in fact as well as in 
word. 

Foods and health arc demonstrated 
·by the Chef and the Cook at the Louis~ 
oil/e Health Show. 
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When physical education and health combine in a health play of grace and beauty 
(Louisville, Ky.) 

Point out to the child that in a person of abounding health the hr.ir 
has a luster, like this; the white of the eye is clear and the eye~ 
bright; the skin looks thus; the muscles are firm; the posture is thus 
and so. Point out that the healthy body has endurance, whether .of 
man or other animal. 

It is an easy step from this building up of the health concept··W 
the next one, that of calling the child's attention to the means by 
which this health and endurance and growth have been brought abouL 
One teacher found that her boys refused to be interested in health 
by any means she knew. Then she listened to them; all their talk 
was about the races and the money won there. That must be her 
starting point. So she talked about the races, too. She began f:o 
tell interesting things about the winners and about that greatest 
winner, Man-of-War. Those boys were interested; they wanted ro 
know what Man-of-War ate, and how much; how much he slept; 
how much exercise he had; and how he was cared for. When Man· 
of-War won his greatest race the boys were interested in nothing 
else; a health lesson had become the most absorbing lesson in the 
school. It paid to take care of one's diet and develop a sound, fine 
body. Here was tangible evidence that such training and intelligenl 
care may win money and success for its possessor. 
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If your health play can use an interest which the child already has, 
just as this teacher turned the races to account, the health play will 

. be more likely to teach health th~n ii it approaches health from the 
negative side and tells about disease and warns against disease. 
Health is more than an absence of disease. Health is a positive, 
vital thing. We have painted on many walls realistic pictirres of 
disease. It is time that we paint equally vivid pictures of health and 
therewi\I'ds that health brings to those that possess it. When the 
picture of disease is torn from the wall, what remains is not a picture 
of health but a blank wall. On this blank wall the mosaic picture 
of health must be built in, bit by bit, in glowing colors and with 
exquisite lines. It must be made so beautiful that children will desire 
to possess it. It must be truthful, so that children will not think 
they have been deceived by glowing colors. The actual re,vards of 
health are sufficient to tempt any child if they are made apparent to 
him. 

Miniature theatre made by the pupils of the Gir/3 High School of Louisville, Ky. 
The paper-doll characters, mounted on slicks of wood, were moved from below 
across the stage in front of the picture in the background. 

SOURCES OF INFORMATION. 

TEXTS. 

The child's day. By Uary Swartz Rose an<l Geraldine Gorton. New York, Teachers 
College, Columbia University. (Technical Education Bulletin, no. 40.) 

"An entertainment to impress dnily hnbits lor healthy life." 

The clock and the child. By E . R. P. I n Bulletin of the Chicago School of Sanitary 
Instruction, vol. 14, no. 12, March, 1!J20. 

A short play to tcnch the need lor cn•·c of c!lilclrcn's eyes, 3 churnctcrg, 3 scenes. 

Eating milk. By Myrtle L. Barger and C. Ellwood Carpenter. Chicago, National 
Dairy Council, !JlO Routh Michigan Avenue. 

Stresses milk n~ a loo'l. 

From Danger Valley to Safety Hil l. By Lydia J. Roberts. I n liygeia, Yol. 2, 110. 1, 
January, 1924. 
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The hoys give a health play. 

Five playlets. By Hester Donaldson Jenkins. Containing: Mother Goose up-to-dalej 
Judith and Ariel (fresh air); Our friends the foods; Baby's godmothers; In 3 

tenement. Written for the Department of Social Betterment of the Brooklyn 
Bureau of Charities, 69 Schermerhorn St~eet, D:ooklyn, N. Y., and published 
by them. 25 cents. 

Following the milk can. By Myrtle L. Barger. Philadelphia, Philadelphia Inter· 
State Dairy Council, 721 Head Building. 

Teaches about milk as a food. 

The goblins will get you if--. A h ealth play. By E. :M. Agte. New York, 
Tullar-Meredith Co. 

A health play from Georgia. In School Life Supplement No. 9, 1921, published l:y 
the U. S. Bureau of Education. Washington, D. C., Government Printing 
Office. 

This play Is also published in Ungraded, val. 7, no. 2, November, 1921. (17 Lexington AveuUI, 
New York City.) 

Health plays. By Eleanor Glendower Griffith. New York, American Child Health 
Association. 25 cents. 

Four plays arc in~luded : The house the children built; The wonderful window; The magie oal 
field; The little vegetable men. Intended as suggestions for original plays by children. 

Health plays, games, and assemblies. By Louisville school children. Edited and 
published by the State Board of Health of Kentucky. Louisville, Ky. [192~.} 
242 pp. 25 cents. (Bibliography.) 

Health plays for school children as developed by teachers and pupils in the public 
schools of Greater New York. New York, American Child Health AssociatioD, 
370 Seventh A venue. 25 cents. 

This pamphlet gives the text or 17 short plays, all built around the idea or miik as the "m&Sttr 
carpenter" In body building. 

The house that health built. By Sarah Bower. Kew York, Board of Education, 
Domestic Scienre Departmr-mt. 

Teaches ,·nluc of milk as a food. 

A lesson in dietetics. By :Marie Stacker Ellie. Lebanon, Ohio, 1\farch Eros. 
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Row Dick outclas1ed Tom. A play in four act3. By Ora M. Conley. Reprinted 
from the Farmer's Wile. October,l920. (Webb Publiebing Co., St. Paul, Minn.) 

The jewels of Cornelia. By James A. Tobey. Reprinted from the Journal of Out
door Life, February, 1922, for James A. Tobey, Waebington representative of 
the National Health Council, Washington, D. C. 

Tbls play brings out the ro.ct that children are still moro precious than jewels. 

Mary Gay stories. By Stella Boothe and Olive I . Carter. Yonkers, N. Y., World 
Book Co. 

A bedtime adventure; The morning circus; nnd other plays to teach health habits. 

YiJk fairies. By Jennie Van Heyson McCrillis. West Medford, Mass. , Jennie Van 
Heyson McCrillis. 

Cblldren lake the part or tho different clements in milk-protein, fnl, etc.-as "milk fairies." 

llilk for the whole world. By M)'Ttle L. Barger and C. Ellwood Carpenter. Chicago, 
National Dairy Council. 

Stresses the \'Blue of milk as a food. 

A pageant in the interest of good health. By pupils of the eighth grade, Dee Moines 
public schools. Distributed by Iowa Tuberculosis Association, Des Moines, 
Iowa. 

A pa.,<>eant of sunshine and shadow. By Constance D' Arcy Mackay. 
ThJs pageant was prcpnrcd for the National Child Lo.bor Committee, 105 East Twenty.second 

Street, New York CJty, and is to be used only for their benefit. It has many henlth lessons woven 
through It-tho need to o,·cry child or SWlShinc, of play, ana of Joy, and the ncca of know ledge to 
make these no<.<ihln rnr all ~.hildron. 

Heallh 
uems more 

·desirable 
when the 
'haraclers aro 
Pidures of 
health 
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Pirate Percy. By Homer N. Calver. A playlet for boys. I .l Public Health Nurae, 
vol. 14, no. 6, June, 1922. 

Prince Calorie and Princess Pieta. A play for homf economics day in schools and 
colleges. Reprinted from H ousehold Arts Review, Teachers College, New York 
December, 1914. ' 

Teaches much about foods. 

The quest of the fountain of health. By Mildred E. Dallinger. Boston, New 
England Dairy and Food C<>uncil. 

Stresses milk as a food. 

Review of the health regiment. Dy Margery M. Smith. Boston, Dietetica Bureau. 
Teaches value of milk as a food. 

The shining goddess. By Clara E. Sackett. New York, The Woman's Press, 600 
Lexington Avenue. Copyrighted by Youn6 Women's Christian AssociatiollJ 
35 cents. Acting rights reserved by author; royalty payments, $1, payable to 
author at Shirley, Mass. 

A pageant suitable lor older girls. The "Shining Godda>>" is "Glorious Health." Otlll! 
c~aracters are Foods, Fresh Air, Cleanliness, Industry, Harmony, Seli-Discipllne, Sports, Joy, 
Zeal, Enlightenment, Recreation, Play, e~c. 45 characters. 

· Twilight alley. An operetta by Mrs. Henry Backus and Paul Bliss. Cincinnati, 
Ohio, Willis Music Co. 

Bibliographies and Reoiews of Health Plcys. 

·Bibliographies of health plays. In Public Health Nurse, 14:159, March, 1922. 
(Published by National Organization for Public Health Nursing, 370 Seventh 
Avenue, New York City.) 

A list of 50 plays and publishers. 

Plays and pageantry. New York, National Tuberculosis Association, 370 Seventh 
Avenue, 1922. Leaflet. 

Gives a list of25 sele~tei health plays, wi:h number of characters, number of scenes, age; fO! 
which each is suitable, and the publisher. 

A review of twelve health plays. By James A. Tobey. In Public Health Nurse, 
vol. 14, no. 3, March, 1922. (Published at 370 Seventh Avenue, New York 
City.) 

Gives number of characters, scene~, publishers, prices, and criticism from a literury viewpoint; 
Mr. Tobey reviews the following plays: David and the good health elves; Tho j ewels of Cornell~ 
The magic basket; The magic oat field; The mountain mea1ow·; The narrow door; Our friendslbt 
foods; l'irnte l'crcy; Seven keys; and Theft or thistledown. 

Suggested plays. In Commonhealth, vol. 7, no. 4, July-August, 1020. (Published 
by the Massachusetts State Department of Public Health.) 

A list of over 40 plays and publishers. 

Associations That Haoe Published Health Plays. 

American Child Health Aasociation, 370 Seventh Avenue, New York City. 
American Red Cross, Washington, D . C 
Anti-Tuberculosis League of Cincinnati, Ohio. 
National Dairy Council, 910 South Michigan Avenue, Chicago, Ill. 
National Tuberculosis Association, 370 Seventh Avenue, New York City. The local 

tuberculosis associations also frequently publish health plays for use by Health 
Crusaders. 

New England Dairy and Food Council, Boston, Mass. 
Philadelphia Inter-State Dairy Council, 721 Head Duildin6, Philadelphia, Pa. 
Rand, McNally Co., Chicago. In Child Life Ma:,razine. This magazine publishes a 

very short health play nearly every month. . 
State Departments of Health. In their monthly bulletins they frequently pulll 

health plays and health stories. 
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Bibliography on Dramatics in Education. 

'the dramatic instinct in education. By E lnora Whitman Curtis. Boston, Hougbton 
Milltin Co. (1914.) 

· Contains chapters on the marionette or puppet play, moving pictures, and pageantry. 
Bibliography. 

Th~dramatic method of tca.chinJ. By Harriet Finlay-Johnson. London , James 
Nisbet & Co., ltd. Ill us. 

An acconot of the author's experience in t!le use of the dramatic method. She emphasizes the 
superiority of actual characters and situations o,·er allegoric:~i ones, eJpecially for young children. 
Concrete suggestions. 

Education by story-telling. By Katharine Dunlap Cather . Yonkers, N.Y., World 
Book Co., 1918. 

Contains a chapter on drnruatizntion. Bibllosrnphy. 
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The Kindergarten and Health 

.P~r't.I.-The Kindergarten as a Health 
Agency 

By ARNOLD GESELL, 

Profeuor of Child H~, Yale Univmil!l. 

t[.'fflA.T the kindergarten has important responsibil-
1J: ities in maintaining and improving the health of 
' }oung children is now admitt~d by almost every-

Ql+~·; ~ . ;~ese ~esponsibilities can be met i~ different· 
wa.ys. The kindergarten teacher can definitely deter-· 
mine to make healthy development the supreme aim 
of her educational work. The public authorities and 

_boards that control the budget and organization of the 
kindergarten can gradually bring about administrative 
changes which will enable the kindergarten to function 
riiore-~etfectively as a health promoting agency. Mean
!h:ile a vigorous interest in child hygiene on the part 
Qf ··kiiid~rgarten teachers will help to hasten these 
a#.llnistrative improvements. 

The Strategic Position of the Kindergarten. 

THE kindergarten should abandon any semblance 
· of isolation. If a gap separates the kindergarten 
·from the primary school and if a wall separates 

it:frpm the infant welfare organizations, the gap should 
ba· •.Closed· and the wall leveled. The kindergarten 
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should come into working relations with all publi~· 
and quasi-p~blic agencies which are serving the. pliysi. 
cal and mental welfare of young children-with medj. 
cal and dental clinics, with school physicians and nurses 

) 

with visiting teachers, social and child welfare workers, 
with health centers, baby welfare conferen~, ~~.; 
and it should revitalize its contacts with the ·mothers, 
fathers, and homes of its children. 

The kindergarten is so situated in the scheme of 
things that it must serve an intermediate office, align. 
ing itself with infant welfare and child hygiene activi
ties on t4e one hand and with the health service of the, 
public schools on the other. It is bec~use the kind~~ 
garten lies in the borderland between the pri.nuiry 
school and the infant welfare station that it has such 
8:Il important r6le to play as a health promoti.rlg' 
agency. 

Consultation and Health Centers 

LET us remind ourselves of what an infant welfare 
station is. It is a modern social device, a 
simple contrivance, which enables physician, 

nurse, and mother to take consultation together con· 
cerning the developmental welfare of a tiny baby. 
The physical equipment of the infant welfare center 
may be nothing more than scales, a table, a few chairs, 
and accessories, but it is none the less a social institu· 
tion of great significance. Out of it is growing a syst'em 
of consecutive health supervision which is embracing 
both sick and ,.,en babies, which is including their 
whole physical welfare in its scope and extending to 
them the benefit of periodic examinations throughout 

Health superviiion 
is now possible 
for the infant and 
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the,!~eiitire preschool period of development. Among 
th~·:mfnimum standards for child welfare which were 
drawn up by the Children's Bureau Conference of 1919 
were· the following provisions : 

· · ((lj·Complete birth registration. . 
·r(b) Suffi"cient number of children's health centers to give health 

uiatni.ction under medical supervision for all infants and children 
not·under the care of a private physician, and to give instruction to 
I!!Qthel8 in breast feeding and in care and feeding of children at least 
~~ce a month throughout the first year and at regwar intervals 
throughout the preschool age; this center to include a nutrition and 
a dental clinic. 

(c) Children's health center to provide or to cooperate with a 
sufficient number of public health nurses \9 make home visits to all 
children of preschool age needing care-one public health nurse for 
an average 'population of 2,000. 

=.:Th~~.~um standards providing complete health 
supervision of preschool children are brought nearer to 
realization with every year. Can the kindergarten 
live apart from all this infant welfare and child hygiene 
activity 9 How can it~ Even the tiny year-old baby 
who .with .amazement in his eyes is laid into the weigh
ing ·pan at the welfare station is a prekindergarten 
child\ · In three years he may be entitled to a seat in 
the:. kindergarten circle. Little wonder that some 
kindergarten teachers make a special effort to have the 
i.tifant ·welfare stations, the parent consultations and 
preschool clinics, and nutrition work conducted in their 
owri: kindergarten rooms. Thus these teachers become 
early acquainted with their later charges and gain a 

. clearer insight into the public health significance of the 
modern kindergarten. 
-.,Such vital and direct contact between the !Pnder
gf!.l"ten and baby welfare work will also have a reciprocal 
'effect upon nurses, social workers, and physicians; will 
~elp to impress upon them the actual and potential 
v.alue of the kindergarten as a health agency in the 
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domain of preschool hygiene. Considering the str~ 
gic location of the kindergarten, it seems destined to 
become a kind of developmental depot for the con. 
ditioning and the adjustment of the prospective school 
beginner. Surely physicians and child welfare workers 
will continue to look toward the kindergarten for in
creasing assistance in reducing illness and even mor. 
tality among children, in correcting their physical . 
defects, in treating developmental handicaps, and in 
promoting their mental health. 

Medical Importance of the Preschool Age 

T HE preschool period is one of great physical . 
development. The child grows from a veg&o 
tative bundle of about 7 pounds at birth to 

nearly a half hundredweight at the age of 6,. when he 
cuts his school-entrance molar. Never again will he 
grow so fast or so fundamentally. The kindergarten 
is concerned with at least the whole latter half of this 
growth period. His growth has behind it the impulse 
of inheritance, but it will be achieved completely only 
if the proper conditions of health, diet, air, sunshine, 
and play are forthcoming. Indeed, one-third of all 
the deaths of the Nation occur in the preschool period. 

Moreover, ·most of the physical defects of the school 
age originated in the preschool period. The New York 
City Bureau of Child Hygiene made a physical exami
nation of 1,000 school children of kindergarten age 
(ages 4 to 6) and compared their fuidings with the 
results of similar examinations made of the school 
population. The table subjoined which gives the com· 
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parative percentages clearly indicates the medical im
portance of the preschool age. 

Preschool School 
ago children 

Phyall:alderecu. (percent). (peroeot). 
Hypertrophied tonsils... .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 26. 3 15. 3 
Defective nasal breathing....... . . . . . . . .. . .. .. . . . 23. 1 11. 6 
llalnutrition (Sand 4).. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 19. 2 17. 5 
Defective teeth...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . 72. 6 61. 8 

. Pulmonary disease..... ....... . . . ....... . ....... 1.12 . 19 
Organic cardiac defect.. . .... ...... .... . ......... . 94 1. 3 
Nervous d.iseaae.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 66 • 5 
Orthopedic defects ....... :. . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1. 12 . 9 

From the standpoint of public health, the preschool 
area, therefore; looms up as the field for basic preven
tive work. Medical supervision·of school children will 
always be indispensable, but the forces of preventive 
hygiene must be concentrated, shifted downward, and 
deliberately focused upon the prekindergarten and kin
dergarten child. It is for this reason that the kinder
garten must become completely identified with the 
preventive public health program, not only through 
health teaching, but through actual health-promoting 
arrangements and medically directed health-serving 
activities. In other words, the kindergarten ought to 
become a. supplementary or integral factor of the whole 
preschool system of child hygien~. 

Mental Hygiene and the Kinderp~rten 

THE law which established nursery schools in Eng
land specified that these schools were for 11 children 
over 2 and under 5 years of age whose attendance 

at such a school is necessary or desirable for their 
healthy physical and mental development." This law 
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officially recognizes the existence of problems of mental 
hygiene among children of nursery and kindergarten 
age. The opportunity and the obligation of promot,. 
ing the mental welfare of kindergarten children grow 
out of the fo.ct that psychologically the preschool 
period is of such fundamental significance. In a certain 
sense the amount of mental growth which takes place 
in the first sexennium of life far exceeds anything. which 
the child achieves in any subsequent period. 

The character of this mental growth is by no means 
purely or preeminently intellectual. Almost from the 
beginning it is social, emotional, moral, and it denote! 
the organization of a personality. The infant is not 
only acquiring concep'tions and motor coordinations; 
he is acquiring attitudes toward things and persons, 
prejudices, habitual preferences, and inhibitions. He 
is incorporating modes of behavior which do not of 
course constitute a nature personally, but which will 
persist ~t the core of that personality. On every level 
of behavior, the physiological, the sensory-motor and 
the psychical, he is acquiring bo!Jl healthful and un· 
healthful habits of ~ctivity. Although he may not 
learn to read in the preschool years, he is mastering 
the alphabet of life. 

It is because the alphabet of life is so much more im
portant than the alphabet of the primer that tho health 
education of the kindergarten is of such great conse
quence. We ordinarily r eservo the term personal by· 
giene for adults and young persons who are old enough 
to read books' on how to live; but personal hygiene, 
properly conceived, begins in the nursery and kinder· 
garten. In their own immature ·hut very reru maruier, 
even tiny children, for better or for worse, are acquiriDg 
modes of wholesome and unwholesome activity; are 
a..'>Si.milating healthy and unhealthy attitudes toward 
life; are forming habits of eating, resting, playing, and 
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social adjustment which are profoundly influencing the 
organization of their personalities. The best health 
education results in personal hygiene, not, however, of 
a sophisticated or introspective kind, but rather in a. 
spo~taneous satisfaction with life a.nd in the banish
ment of feelings of inferiority even in the face of 
handicap. 

For these rea.sons, health education broadly inter
preted has to reckon in all sorts of ways, not only with 
bodily sanitation, but wjth those intimate personality 
aspects of healthy living, which yield only to the in
fluences of psychic contagion and t;he subtleties of the 
teicher's art: 

The chapter which follows indicates concretely the 
attr~ctive and fruitful opportunities which tho kinder
garten teacher enjoys in the field of health education. 
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Part /I. - Health Education in the Kinder~ 
gar len. 

By JULIA WADE ABBOT, 

The Right Environment. 

I N its first stages, .health education should be largely 
· a matter of unconscious response to the right 

kind of environment. As little children's stand
ards are very personal ones, "teacher" is a ve;ry im
portant part of this environment. The familiar 
words, "M.y mother says," are soon superseded by 
"My teacher says." Not only are the words of wisdom 
that come from her lips regarded as oracles, but her 
pretty dresses attract much more attention from the 
kindergarten child than the pictures on the walls of 
the kindergarten room. Often he unconsciously imi· 
tates her mannerisms. The very climate of his school 
life is created by her smiles and frowns. It is most 
important for the teacher of the younger children to 
embody the ideals she is trying to teach. She must 
be a healthy individual, buoyant in temperament and 
with a keen sense of humor. But there is another 
reason why the lcindergarten teacher should keep in 
perfect health, and that is because of the exhausting 
nature of her work. Children of 4 and 5 are not only 
exuberant, but they are also very unstable. Only 
that steadiness of nerves that comes from perfect 
health can meet with serenity or merriment the chaotic 
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happenings of a. kindergarten society. The kinder
garten· teacher must not only be a healthy being but 
she-.must be enthusiastic about health, and so intelli
gent:· about ways of providing for right living in the 
school room, that in health, the children "live and 
m.ove .a.nd have their being." 

While the kindergarten teacher can control the 
social·environment of her schoolroom, there are often 
~~ditions in the physical environment that are beyond 
)}er ... control. Kindergarten rooms vary from the 
~~~tra'.' room in the basement that in some localities 
is cpnsidered good enough for the babies, to the beauti
ful rooms .built especially for the kindergarten children 
iiL,.pur ·modern school buildings. The ideal kinder
garten room should have a southern exposure. It 
Bl\Qul4 have large windows, low enough for the children 
w. see the world outside. The kindergarten room 
should be provided with a separate ventilating system, 
soJha.t the room may be kept at a. lower temperature 
tha.!t:rooms where children have less physical activity. 
The floor should be scrubbed at least twice a week and 
bmshed .with damp sawdust before every session. 
'rhe .,floor should not be oiled. There should l;>e a 
~ing .room adjoining the kindergarten containing 
!lm.eJ.l. toilet seats screened in, and wash basins with 
hot :and· cold running .water. Liquid soap and indivi
dual =towels should be provided. A drinking fountain 
sho.wd, .he Jl.(}cessible for the use of the kindergarten 
children. There should be individual compartments 
in .. ~e; cloakroom for the wraps. The room should 
h~~oy~ .a. window. 
d .The educational material should· be sufficiently large 
SO·that the child will in the main use the larger muscles. 
.A,J.l. fip~ material, &uch as paper weaving and small peg 
bo~ds; . ~ho~ld be eliminated. Individual compart
meuts. ~ould be supplied in which the children may 
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keep their material. These compartments should·1W 
easily accessible to the smallest child so that he lll&y 
develop habits of order in the care of his material 
Play apparatus, slides, ba.rS, ropes, swings, seesam, 
etc., should be accessible so· that children may engage 
spontaneously in exercises which will balance the more 
intensive work with the kindergarten materials. 

Even with unfavorable conditions of housing and 
equipment the kindergarten teacher, who has 'high 
standards in regard to the health of the children in 
her care, may do much to overcome the handicaps of 
the situation. Play apparatus may be secured through 
the cooperation of the mothers' club. Where there is 
no provision for washing faces and hands, enameled 
bowls and pitchers may. be used as in some of the 
nursery schools. If the kindergarten room is not airy 
and full of sunlight, there is·more necessity for having 
the children play out of doors. No matter what the 
condition of kindergarten housing, kindergarten chil· 
dren should spend as much time as possible out of 
doors. Ideally, all kindergarten rooms should be 
open-air rooms. Advantage should be taken of mil4 
clim~tes, and in parts of the country where the weather 
is severe during the winter season, the pleasant days 
of spring ft,Ild fall should be spent out of doors as much 
as possible. In every kindergarten session of three 
hours, one-half hour spent in the open air should be 
the minimum. When the weather is inclement, there 
should be active play periods with the windows open. 
The kindergarten teacher should so order her program 
that it provides for plenty of physical activity for every 
child. It requires a firmly' implanted ideal of health 
to take 40 or more little children out of doors every 
morning when there are wraps to ·put on. In the game 
period it is much easier to have the large group of 
children sitting or standing still while the few perform 
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iJl an orderly way. The health standards of the teacher 
f.oOOh every part of her school program. A lunch 
period followed by a brief rest period is an important 
p~t of the kindergarten program. The valuable habits 
th~t C!!Jl be taught at this period will be discussed later. 

Essential Health Habits 

IN addition to providing the right kind of school 
r6gime for safeguarding the health of the kinder
garten children there are certain health habits 

:which the children should be taught in the kinder
garten. What are the essential health habits in 
which children should be .. continually trained ~ The 
follo\\jng list is given in the bulletin-Health for 
School Children, a Report of the .Advisory Committee 
on. Health Education of the National Child Health 
Council: 1 

1. Eating three warm, wholesome meals regularly each day, with 
no candy or other sweet-9 between meals. Sitting down to eat, 
chewing food thoroughly, eating slowly. 

2 • . Every day eating some fruit and two or three vegetables, 
including one green or leafy vegetable, .A.t every meal eating some 
"iihole grain bread or cereals. 

a: Drinking o.t least one pint of milk each day, but no tea or 
coffee. 

4. Drinking at least three and preferably four glasses of water 
everyday. 

5. For children of 4 and 5 sleeping at least 12 hours each night, 
well covered, with the bedroom windows open wide and a midday 
Mit. 

• 6. Devoting all leisure hours to play out of doors. When weather 
does not permit going out of doors, playing indoors with windows 
o_pen. (Children should have at least two hours of play in the 
fM!h air daily. ) 

1 Bweau of Education, School Health Studle.•, No. 1, 1923. 
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-7. A natw-al bowel movement every day (in the mo~ · 
preferably). 

8. Brushing the teeth at least once a day (twice preferably) 
especially before going to bed. ' 

9. A full tub or sponge bath_at least once a week. (Warm wata 
should be used whenever possible and plenty of soap should alwaya 
be used.) 

10. Washing the hands before eating and after going to the toileL 
11. Always carrying a handkerchief and being careful to protect 

other people by holding it over the mouth and nose, and bowing the 
head when coughing and sneezing. 

The establishment of all these habits is primarily · 
the responsibility of the home. Every child who 
comes to school should be well grounded in these 
habits. If the kindergarten could only establish pre
requisites as does the college, how much simpler would 
be the work of the elementary school. But if mothers 
are ignorant or indifferent the children must not 
suffer. While the academic type of teacher may 
believe that the establishment of health habits is the 
mother's business, the real teacher is solicitous for the 
well-being of all the children entrusted to her care. 
One type of teacher is interested in getting results in 
terms of materials. She measures the success of her 
teaching in terms of finished dances and artistic paper 
cutting. The right kind of teacher measures her 
results in terms of the growth and development of her 
children. "Clean hands and a pure ~eart" count 
more than academic achievements. The school must 
supplement the home, and cooperate with the home 
in the establishment of health habits. Repetition is a 
rule of habit formation. The school can help the home 
in the establishment of those habits which can be 
repeated with satisfaction by the children from day 
·to day in their school life. It is the responsibility of 
the home to establish those habits which relate to 
activities cruTied on in the home environment. 

By what 
shall 
success 
be 
measured? 
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Establishment of Habits 

T
HERE ~ three ways in which·. a. teacher can 

·emphasize health work in the kindergarten. 
First, by establishing habits through the chil

dren's. natural response to a. healthful environment. 
soooD.d, by giving information in relation to actual life 
situatioi:is. Third, by creating an attitude toward 
h~Alth essentials through appeal to the imagination. 
' _T1;te' most succ~sful kind of teaching is that which 
'eriliste. the child's enthusiastic co~peration in his own 
~licl!otion.' The~e ar~ many little personp.l habits 
-ihich 'the kindergarten teacher will have to conect in 
·th'e indiVidual child. The happy atmosphere of her 
,l!ll'hoolroom, the right relationship between the child 
and teacher will make the child want to do the thing 
·that is right. H there ~ not a right spitit, the sugges
_tions ,given by the teacher will deteriorate into. cc nag
ging." In some respects the teach~r has a tremendous 
:advantage over the mo!her. There is the glamour of 
·the uriusual about school. "Teacher" is the presi_ding 
~~! and one has her in small doses of three hou,rs a 
.4~Y· And she does not ,have a. dozen other things to 
~o whi.ch. interfere with answering your questions and 
.working :and playing wi.th you. . And cc teacher" has 
the" help of all the other little. boys and girls who enthu
siastically respond with blame and approval keyed to 
11 teacher's" standards. Then, too, , behavior in school 
is not such a. self-conscious matter: In the home a.l1 
Uie blame and praise-, so lavishly given by grown-ups, 
are often centered on one poor little individual. In 
_school one swings along in the group, and learning tt the 
laws of t~e jungle" is a. pleasant and profitable thing. 

In some kindergartens the morning inspection has 
~q used very successfully. The teacher inust make 
this exercise positive, and not negative. There should 
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be no unpleasant contrast made:between children who . 
are well cared for at home and who have all the facili. 
ties for keepmg'Clean, a.nd ·the little children who:ci>ii 
from neglected homes. H the child cq~es to . qc~l 
dirty, he ~hould be helped to. wash his face .and hajtdS 
before tP,~ morning inspection, so that it is a period.of 
rejoicing over cle~ess, instead of a searching .out Qf 
the dirty ones. . The pe~onal dignity of little chi!~ 
is often offended by the thoughtlessness of the overz.~~
ous aduJ.t. Some habits should be dealt with personally, 
some habitS may be developed as conscious standardS 
for the group. The first type is illustrated by such a 
habit as keeping the hands away from the mouth and 
nose; the second type-turning one's head away and 
covering the mouth when sneezmg .o:t coughing, briJi 
ing a handkerchief . to school and using it. Habits 
should be taught in relation to real situations, not· ~ 
in one kindergarten, where the teacher began the moni..~ . 
ing by having all the children blow their noses in tb~ 
proper way instead of beginning With singing. In our 
zeal for health we must not lose our sense of proportion. 
Freedom and beauty create attitudes which are facto~ 
in mental health. It would be 8. sad day if the luncheon 
period ceased to be a delightful, social occasion, and 
became· a health clinic. Just ·because it is such a happy 
period, many valuable habits may be formed in an 
incidental way. The · art of teaching is the art of 
empha8is. 

Learning Through Real Situations 

Tire Lunch Period 

I N many kindergartens a luncheon of crackers and 
milk is served in the middle of the session. The 
benefits of the lunch period are many, both in 

direct results and in by-products. Following is a list 
of habits that may be developed: 
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·1~1 Leariling to · (,lrink milk. 
_a.~,,w ashing hands before· eating. 
81· Using individual cups. 
·4i-N.ot ~changing food or picking it -up ·from the 

•floor:. 
:5. tEa.ting slowly and not wa.shing down food. 
a·. Not handling other people's food. 
7. Using a. napkin. 
;Many children have learned to drink milk for the 

fmlt. -time in the kindergarten: The sociability of the 
.lunch: hour, the plea.sant spectacle of the neat little 
,cup~. pf milk and the square graham crackers and the 
.white napkin have made their appeal, and no persua
.siolJ.i on the part of the teacher has been necessary. 
·At,the luncheon period it is very natural to talk about 
,f,Jri:pgs to eat. Foods that make us gr<,>w may very 
~turally be emphasized. Artificiai devices have often 
.b!J~ 4ltroduced into the school to teach health, when 
actual situations in the life of the school might ha.ve 
been used much more effectively. For example, the 
names of the kindergarten children have- been placed 
.on: •. l!o. chart, and . gold stars have been given to the 
.clWdren who are the proper weight for their height . 
. ';('P..e. poor little underweight children are the "non
.l!~i'' We must ·be careful not to hold children respon
mble :for conditions over which they have no control. 
WQ,cim hardly hold babies responsible for the neglect 
-of,e&rly years, for poverty and ignorance. And while 
& reward in the form of a star by one's name may seem 
~~ill tq us, we must remember the pathetic eagerness 
of.~dren to receive crowns of glory even in the form 
o~. gilt paper stars . 

. ~&rning directly from experience is also more efiec
~~~ than giving children of kindergarten age facts. 
~truction about germs has no place in the early 
gr.&des. There are plenty of situations in the life of 
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the kindergarten for le~ hygienic. prttciticet : BJ.ow. 
ing Joe's horn upqn· ·which·. he has .just perforttled, 
using Susie's bubble-pipe-thes-e· &re. taboo, 8.cdording 

':to the Iaws-of te_aChei-: · When Tony spits on. the floor, 
much more effective than a lecture on germs is .the 
ceremonial · of Tony's getting water and soap : and 
scrubbing the floor Un.der the disapproving eyes of 
"teacher" and his "pals." 

-Neither .. a.ttificial rewards nor formal instruction 
have any place in-the early grades. A negative empha. 
sis should also be avoided. .Bobbie's mother tells this 
story. He .surprised -her one morning ·by asking for 

·some coffee ih his glass of milk. - " Just one or two little 
.drops; mother," he begged. She replied in amazement, 
."Why, Bobbie,- you never have had coffee nor wanted 
·it before. What. are you thinking on" "Well, 

. mother/' ' he said, -" I :want -to tell my teacher that 
;J .'ve had coffee for breakfast, and see the face she 
:makes up when-I tell ·her. " 

:Use of the Toilet . 
:_ · There are two other habits for which the kind~ 
-garten teacher should be responsible -which have not 
-been · mentioned. One of these habits relates -to th~ 
·use of the· toilet. Some of the kindergarten children 
are near the period .of babyhood and ·need help and 
supervision ·when they use the toilet. They should be 
taught to wash their - hands after using it. They 
-should be taught habits of decency and privacy. 
When there is a toilet provided for the children adjoin
.ing the kindergarten room, it is not a difficult matter 
for the teacher to give supervision~ In many of .the 
·older buildings, however., the kindergarten children 
have to use the toilets in the basement which ·are us~ 
·by all the children in the school. Conditions vary in 
different schools as -to the position of the toilets and 
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thMi'Js'UperVision by the -janitor. . The practice of hav
,ifik tinderga.rten children· go ~ the tOilets varies with 
~erent 'teachers. In some schools all the kinder
.garteh clilldren are taken to the toilets by the teachers 
·~ a.·definite time. In other schools the kindergarten 
-cllildr~n go singly at any time during the morning, as 
·the: children do ·in the other grades. While such a 
.practice develops habits of self-reliance and independ
'ence, , and does not wa.ste the time of children who do 
'not ·need to go, · every teacher should make sure that 
'her clilldren are establishing and maintaining habits of 
·decency. : 

Posture 

.The second habit for which the kindergarten teacher 
is responsible is that of posture. In the best kinder
gartens children are free to· enga.ge.in many varieties of 
activity and there is not the danger of their forming 
~M. habits .. that there is when children have to sit still 
'forlong'periods at a tinie. The best -safeguard a.g'a.iri.st 
·bad posture for the younger children in the elementary 
grades' is the frequent change of position and th~ ·con
stant use of the larger muscles for which a right prO
gr'&m: and equipment makes provision. However, the 
kindergarten child should be taught to choose a. chair 
which is the proper size for his height, so that his feet 
:wilJrest squarely on the floor when he sits against the 
b&blr of the chair. There should be at least two heights 
'Of 'chairs in the kindergartens where children 4 and 5 
}'ears old are enrolled. Chairs should be 10 · and 12 
inches. high. There should also be two heights of 
tables,• so that the child's knees may fit under the table 
eoriiforta.bly, allowing him to assume naturally the 
right posture a.s he works. AB children usually insist 
on ·h&.ving 11 the biggest" chair available, a.s every kin
dergarten teacher can testify, it will take some persua.-
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sion and reasoning to have· ehildren form the hablt;- . 
·choosing the right chair. They may be made to reaUr;e; 
that there is a. relationship between this habit and thllir 
proper growth. Reasoning with a. 5-year-old is, .llQL 
·always a ·simple pro~s. One kindergarten teacher 
had to constantly remind a.·little boy about sitting COr
rectly. One day when he looked bored at her admo
nitions she said, "When you are a big, straight man

1 
· 

Horace,· and meet me on the street, you will thank m& 

for making you sit right when you were a. little boy,!' 
Horace replied nonchalantly, "Oh, you'll be dead when 
I'm grown up." Teachers will have to watch indi
vidual children to prevent their sitting so that their 
eyes are too near their work, and prevent children from 

-working in a. poor light, or directly facing the light. 

Menial Health 

EMPHASIS upon the responsibility of the kinder
garten teacher for the formation of all these 
health habits in her children seems to suggest 

tha.t,like Martha of old, she will be" careful and troubled 
about many things." .Again it must be repeated that 
at the kindergarten stage health education should be 
largely a matter, of unconscious response to the right 
·kind of environment. This is particularly true in the 
·matter of habits that lead to mental health. If teacher 
becomes a Martha, what hope is there for her class' 
11 To lose the joy is to lose all. '' A happy, well-balanced 
teacher who understands child nature establishes a 
social order in which blossom.S 11 the fruit of the spirit." 
The ·childlike virtues of frankness, generosity and joy, 
courage, and good nature flourish in the right a.tmos· 
phere. The natural emotions of childien have often 
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1i1Jert·so cruelly thwarted before they·reach· the ·kinder .. 
g~n that it is necessary for the s~hool .to r~tOr~ the 
MJld"s mental health. Through this soc1al order . they 
J~ii.w · ~elf-expression and self-control, leadership and 
.cop.fotmity. 

tllhe following description conies from a kindergarten 
~{Char in the foreign section of one of our large cities: 
~:~e, sunny room~ chairs and tables aoci&bly grouped 

~~er; llllllill cupboards 1illed with play material ; indiv:ld.ual 
Jor,kSI'B where each child learns the joy and responsibilities of posses
~~ .his own cra.yons, paints, and many childish treasures he is 
~9iev.fP: bringing to school-where he is possibly given his first 
~bility of being held accountable for the place and order of 
4H! ~elongings; pictures, the dear Mother Goose and many other 
~uti.fully colored ones, hanging at the level of his twinkling, 
:inquiring eyes; a victrola, with many delightful records; a bowl of 
aqldfie,h; .a jar of evergreens or red berries in the comer; a black
~ for small artists; a delightful doll comer, where small mothers 
~~.wash, and carry on the regular family life-they love to dress 
~wash and cuddle baby, for dollies are few in their own homes; 
~ .U son of the Slav race, who is "father," spends his " day at 
lloml!". playing lustily on the small piano. When asked why he 
~P.Ot " go to his job," he answered with his hands up, "No work, 
no, .job." Molly is making clay beads for the baby's birthday. 
;t'.eter is painting clay dishes for the doll's new table he has just 
iniah¢. A half dozen boys are busy with hammer and saw, brace 
u.d bit. The teacher, after showing the child how to handle his 
toola.and materials, leaves him alone, but is ever watchful. 

A shriek from the doll comer, a son of Little Italy h88 a handful 
of blonde curls, and there are teeth marks on a. pink ann. Paint.. 
bruahes are put down, blocks deserted, hammers dropped, a rush, 
:and the good citizens held their second extemporaneous meeting 
that morning. The severe sentence of "lunch by himself" W88 
~. ae Tony had had many trials. The teacher W88 always there 
_.."Ute board of appeal" tO talk it over with everyone. Underfed, 
~d,for the most part unwisely fed, Tony, with a chalky face and 
«a~e of aS-year old, had been sent to school on black coffee and 
rilaca.rmii. This is true of about half of the children. With both 
]~&rente working, or an overworked mother with so many little ones 
to care for, Mikey comes to school day after day with no lunch, or 
aometi.mes a. stale, greasy doughnut in a soiled newspaper. The 
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.city's unemployed show .in the ·ragged ,shoes, thin ·coate, and·~ 

!!19thing· . 
The room is brought to perfect order by the "good citizens!: ~IIi 

dust cloth, ·mop, and broom. They .leave it shining. The &g 
salute follows, and each child ·tella what he has done, or may do, at 
home or school, to be an American citizen. This is followed by a 
brisk marcli, a run or social dance, ·then songs ~und the·pi&no. 
A certain piano selection playa ''luncheon" ; a scurry .to tables; a 
good citizen gets out the paper towels; "girls first" wash their banda; 
paper doilies and napkins are passed. Here the first principles of 
order, good habits, table manners, politeness, and many inv&luabl& 
courtesies are socially learned. A lunch of graham cracker& and 
milk is provided for these little children in the effort to eatabliah 
certain desirable attitudes toward milk and wholesome foOd. A~ 
this time there is an informal diacuasion of social happenings, of 
home life, hygiene, and cleanliness. After "lunch the tablea are 
cle&.red and each child rests. He may choose hls own place-th& 
main object is relaxation. · ' 

Then seated on the floor come 16 minutes of rhythm wor~ Th& 
idea is to teach them to listen to good music and interpret wb&i 
they hear. Then comes dralilatic work. With these foreign chil
dren, it is baaed on ·social Situations and the beloved Mother Ooole: 
After a talk of work accomplished, or some other definite aubj~ 
the teacher wishes to bring up the story hour-the lovelies~ part of 
thwmorning comes. The Three Bears, Peter.Rabbit, the traditional 
fairy tales our little American children knew as soon as they cOuld 
talk, have never been heard before by these little children of parsnta 
who speak and read little or no English. 

· Heavy shoes are put on, the room straightened, a. personal good-by 
and hand wave to the last pair of black eyes. " Good-by teacheri 
Oo'ee, Jack Frost, he looks out!" · 

Learning Through Doing 

I N addition ·to the formation of habits more or less 
unconsciously, children of kindergarten age may 
be given some information if it is related to the 

work and play of the regular kindergarten activities. 
Even children of 4 and 5 need facts 8B well as fancies 

Many children 
learn to 
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and.childrei>. do not want their science in sugar-coated 
p~. To give children information about germs which 
tea<iher calls " little sick seeds, 11 to tell of "the bad 
d~Y fairies 11 which the too to brush must vanish, is 
nQt only ineffective but harmful. 
,&,meone has said 'that murder is committed every 

~a.y.~ our elementary schools, the murder of curiosity. 
euriosity is killed by the use of silly devices, or by 
mechanical instruction that has no r ela tion to the life 
~d interests of children. When a child's curiosity is 
~pressed _in questions, these questions should be 
answered simply, directly, and truthfully. "What do 
butterflies eat~" " Is clay cooked~ 11 

, "Are rubbers 
m!!-de out of elephant's skin~ 11 " Why do we put 
little stones on the bottom of, the canary's cage ~ 11 

"When children get big, grown-ups get littler and 
littl~, 'don' t they 111 Answering such questions is real 
8cieD.ce teaching. 

Enough information should be given to satisfy the 
child's curiosity and to encourage him to "carry on" 
in: .the valuable process of doing his own thinking. 
There is a tendency, however, in answering children's 
questions, to give them too much information. Instead 
!lf. Hf{leding a child's curiosity," formal instruction is 
su'bstituted and facts become so much "dead informa
tion." The main thing is to keep the habit of ques
Qolling lilive. This is accomplished by giving children 
as niuch information as they can assimilate on different 
levels of experience. For example, the answer to the 
question as to why gravel is put on the floor of the 
~.acy's cage would deal with facts of real interest to 
~dr.~ of kindergarten age. The statem~nt that birds 
~d chickens have no teeth is curious and therefore 
interesting. Teeth are an absorbing topic at this age 
when they are loosening and falling out. Associating 
t~th with the necessary mastication of food has 
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already been called to the children's attention attthl: 
lunch period. The simple fact could then be giv~ 
the children that birds and chickens pick up littJ&: 
stones and gravel to h"elp grind up their food bec&uie: 
they have no teeth to do this for them. The fact" th~ 
this grinding process takes place in the stomach or 
any explanation of the process of digestion would 
be. entirely out of place at this stage in the child'~~ 
development. True teaching does not consist in telling 
children all one knows but in telling children all they 
need to know at successive stages of growth. 

Play Projects 
In the modern kindergarten the child reproduces~ 

Qr her own life with play materials. Caring for th8 
doll, building with the large blocks, keeping house in 
the play-screen house, all are a repetition of his or her 
own experience and so provide play situations where 
health may be emphasized. The dolls must have · 
clean clothes and pockets with handkerchiefs. They 
mu8t ·have different kinds of clothes for different 
seasons .and different amounts of bed clothing. Tb8 
dolls must have their naps. The doll house must be 
cleaned and dusted and kept orderly. 

The beds must be put_near the windows and the beds 
must be aired. One kindergarten teacher tells this 
anecdote to show how naturally the children can teach 
one another through their play. There was a large 
family of dolls to be accommodated in a small doll 
house. · There were two beds in one room. and three 
people t-o be provided for. Lucy was planning to have 
the dolls "double up," but Shirley said, "No, we 'Will 
make another bed because when people sleep together 
they· snore the breath in each other's faces. " This·is 
a good illustration of how vivid the play with dolls 
may be and how truths go home without formal 
instruction. 
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·When i.he childreh construct grocery stores and bake 
sho'pSi sorting the merchandise and keeping it covered, 
bottling 'the milk and putting in .the caps, making bags 
~d boxes, wrapping the bread and butter, providing 
.olean· aprons and caps for the baker-all these things 
will:be discussed and played out by the children. In 
otteikindergarten the children were making a village. 
There were enough blocks to make the houses, school, 
dhuroh, n.nd fire house, but there were only enough 
blocks to ina.ke one store. One child wanted it to be 
a;candystore, but he was overruled by the group who 
declll.red .that people could get along without candy 
llut they must have food; and a grocery store was 
d~cided.'upon . 

Gardening and Care of P ds 

But real as this play is to little children, the care of 
d~lls does not take the place of care for growing things. 
Ev~ry kindergarten should have a garden. Every 
lOh~ergarten should have some kind of pets. There is 
such a direct relationship here between pure water and 
siinShi.ne, cleanliness, the right kind of food, and 
growth. Young children are ke~nly interested in 
growth and change. In one kindergarten as they were 
watching their seeds growing and sprouting, they would 
say over and over "first the seed, then the roots, then 
the stein, then some leaves, then the flower, then seeds 
again." When the mpth came out of the cocoon, the 
children began to talk of things that changed into 
something else. 11Caterpillars change into moths," 
was followed by " puppies change into dogs, and kittens 
change into cats, and baby hippopotam.usses change 
into big hippopotam.usses." The climax came when 
~ ' grand series was worked out. "Babies change 
mto .boys and •girls and they turn into fathers and 
mothe~;-. and then they're grandfathers and grand-
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mothers and then they die" (said quite cheerlllllyk 
''Getting bigger" is ·of absorbing interest. Childre!i. 
measure up against one another to see who is :taller.: 
Gaining in weight fills them with pride. The·record 
of the child's weight and height gives the kindergarten,. 
teacher an excellent opportunity to help the childten 
make the connection between growth and right hab.ita 
of eating and sleeping. 

Gardening not only gives the children practicAl 
experience in providing right conditions for ·the growth' 
of plants, but the children may become familiar with 
the vegetables which are best to plant because best 
to. eat. This subject · may be emphasized again at 
Thanksgiving time when visits are made to fa·rm and 
grocery store and when the children are preparing for 
their Thanksgiving party. 

Dramatization imJ Excursions 

Not only can health habits be strengthened thro~ 
gardening and the care of pets, but the child's instinct 
to dramatize experience may be utilized. One kinder~ 
garten te'acher describes how the children dramatize 
getting ready to come to school. They sing to the tune. 
of The Mulberry Bush: · 

This is the way we wash our{~~:dsF early in the morning; 

This is the way '~e brush our{f!irth}so early in the mornin~. 

Another verse which is used is: 
We wash our face , 
We wash otir hands, 
In wn.ter clean and cool. 
We .bruRh our teeth, -
We comb our hair, 
_,\nd ~uickly_r\ln ~0 scho"ot. 

When the play is worked .out. compl9tely, preparing 
and eating breakfast -is -dramatized. This leads very: 
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'Jlitorlffiy to- a. discussion of the right food for breakfast. 
lriug i>lav:ends with the familiar song: 

Happy Monday morning, 
Whether rain or shine, 
Little children start from home, 
And come to school on time. 

The excursions which the kindergarten children take 
·~ilj. tll."eir ·teacher are valuable in health education. 
The: Vigorous exercise in the open air, the interest 
•aw.:akened in nature, and the companionship of the 
'ijtb'er little boys and girls all are health giving. Making 
·th~ rft.c~uaintance of the policeman, the :fireman, the 
~ati:d~, .. and the motorman appeals to children's admi- Ideals 
-ratlb'n of strength and dexterity and helps them to form of 
ideals of health. health 

CAnomation Periods 
All ~hese kindergarten experiences give the children 

an· endl~ number of things to talk about. With chil
<lren of 4 or 5 doing and talking a.n.d thinking are closely 
associated. ·rn $-e informal conversation periods . the 
lllnderga.rten teacher will find one of the best opportu
nities for health teaching. One topic of conversation 
tha.~ always has interest to the children is their babies, 
which they tell about with pride. This conversation 
nat~ally leads to emphasis upon the care that is given 
the baby and the way he grows and flourishes. A 
;visit. from a mother and baby is always a part of the 
~enence of a year in kindergarten and makes a 
str()J~g appeal to the children. Food, sleep, clothing, 
&nd'cleanliness are topics naturally associated with this 
experience. 

Creating Altitudes 

WE have seen how habits may be formed through 
the right environment, and how knowledge 
may be acquired in real situations. One 

other means of health education is the creating of atti-
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tudes through an appeal to the· imagination. Pie~ 
and songs, stories &nd rhymes have an im,portan~ pla§ 
in the kindergarten, and make their appeal to ~ 
children. · 

Pictures 

Pictures of family: groups are used in all kindergar~ 
and give opportunity for talking about food and friisb 
air and proper clothing as they relate to the happin~ 
and well-being of every member of the family. ~ 
kindergarten teacher had her children make an alpha~ 
.book based on the child health alphabet. The children 
made original illustrations in drawing or paper cutting. 

A is for Apples and also for Air; 
Children need both and we have them to spare. 

In this same kindergarten the children contrib~~ 
pictures to two food charts that were hung on the wall 
As the children brought pictures from home cut out of 
magazines, the food that was good for them was pasted 
on one chart and the food that they should not eat on 
the other. 

Cltan A picture book that makes a strong appeal is Clean 
Ptttr Peter and the Children of Grubby Lea. 

Songs 

Some simple little songs which may be· associated 
with the pictures may be found in the book entitled 
Child Land in Song and Rhythm, by Jones and Barbour. 

Coffee and tea are not good for me; 
Cocoa and milk are just right for me. 

The cow says "Moo, . 
Here's milk for you. ' ' 

Early I will go to bed, 
So I won't be a sleepy head 
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-tUlla.lJies make an appeal to the children because of 
their rhythmic character. They may be sung -in tb:e 
·kindergarten at the children's rest period, and the chil
dren sing them to the doll-babies. The need for sleep 
and rest may be associated with these songs. 

~iu and Rhymes 

In the introduction of health teaching into the 
school, stories and rhymes have been used very exten
ivcly a.nd with much success. In using this material 
in the kindergarten only those stories and rhymes 
should be used which are pure literature. Such verses 
as Wee Willie Winkie and Stevenson's Friendly Cow 
suggest ideals of health, but health is a by-product. 
Literary values should be preserved for the younger 
children as jealously as for the college student. Fa
miliar~rhymes like Mother Goose have been distorted 
tO·fua.ch health truths. Mother Goose shoilld be given 
t<)Ciiildren only in its original form. It is quite a d.iffer
~t'.t.bing to have children make up their own funny 
little health rhymes. In some , schools delightful 
original verses have been inspired by the child's health 
alphabet. 

The use of pure literature teaches-health in the very 
b~t way by establishing right mental habits. In the 
story group there is repose, joy in contemplation, and 
~11-t feeling of the solidarity of the group that grown 
people experience in the theater and the church. 

A book of stories has appeared recently that contains 
stories of things which touch a little child's daily expe
rience, and which is also literature. I refer to the 
·Here and Now Stories of Lucy Sprague Mitchell. A _ 
story th~t can be used effectively with the younger 
children in relation to the health habit of taking a bath 
is called ttHow the Singing Water Got to the Tub." 
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It is full of channing rhymes and traces the water f~ 
its source to its entry into the little child's tub. . · 

I bubble up so cool 
Into the pebbly pool. 
Over the edge I spill 
And gallop down the hill r 

What shall I do, oh, what shall I d~? 
Here's a big dam a.nd I .ca.n't get through. 
Behind the dam I fill a.nd fill, 
But I wa.nt to go running and running down r 
If the pipe at the bottom will let me through, 
I'll run through the pipe! That's what I 'll do r 

Way under the street, street, street, 
I hear the feet, feet, feet; 
I feel their beat, beat, beat, 
Above on the street, street, street. 

"My! but I need a bath to-night," said the dirty little boy ashE 
'heard the water splashing in the tub. The water was still the Bin&iD& 
water that had sung a.ll the way from the far-away hills. It had 
8llllg a bubbling song when it gurgled up a.s a spring; it had.BUDga 
tinkling song as it rippled down hill as a. brook; it had crooned a 
flowing song when it bore the talking boats; it had muttered and 
throbbed a.nd sung to itself a.s it ran through the big, big pipe. Neil 
as it splashed into the dirty little boy's tub it laughed and se.ng thia 
last song: 

I run from the hill-down, down, down, 
Under the streets of the town, town, town, 
Then in the pipe, up, up, up, 
I tumble right into your tub, tub, 'tub. 

And the dirty little boy laughed and jumped into the ~ 
water r 

Cooperation with the Home 

T HE mental and physical health of children is the 
joint responsibility of the mother and teacher. 
The same standards should be maintained in 

the school and in the home, and certain habits should 
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1be<.well established when the child enters . the kinder
.garten. Lately there has been an increasing realization 
on the part of thoughtful people that an effort should 
·be made to have children come to school in the right 
physical condition and with health habits already estab
lished. In a town in New Jersey the parent-teachers' 
&!OOciation p~epared a little folder entitled "Is Your 
Child Ready ¥" This leaflet was given to the mothers 
of children who would shortly enter the kindergarten. 
On one page were printed the rules for entrance to kin
dergarten in regard to age, registration, and vaccina
tion . . .Another page was headed "Before Entering 
&hool e. Child Should Know"; and then followed a list 
of such practical suggestions as knowing his full name, 
his.father's name and address, knowing how to put on 
and remove wraps and clothing, and how to give a 
spoken answer to a simple question. Another page was 
entitled ''Health Suggestions," and contained the fol
lowing: 
·· Bathe twice a week; daily if pOBBi.ble. Ten hours of sleep at night 
with:windowe open. Regular bedtime, not later than 9 o'clock. 
Wuh·hande and face before mea.ls and at bedtime. Brush teeth at 
least tjrice a day, on rising and going to bed. Natural bowel move
men~~very day. The child should attend to this himself, especially 
before school. Proper use of the hand kerchief. Provide a clean one 
eich day, and have a pocket large enough to hold it, or pin it on. 
Height and weight tab lee are given with this booklet. Is your child 
the proper weight ior hie height? If not, the echool or the board of 
.healt\1. w:UI gladly advise suitable corrective measures. 

In regard to mental health this statement appeared 
in the leaflet: " The best thing that any child can be 
taUght is obedience. This can best be done in his own 
home while he is very young." 
·· In thus calling the parents' attention to health stand
ards" ·before tho child entered the kindergarten the 
m.other and father were made responsible for teaching 
the child certain things for which the home should be 
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responsible. · The transition from home to. school ·w~i 
also made much easier for the child. 

In New Y .9rk a notable experiment was made in' 
June, 1921, in preparing children for entrance to school 
in one of the most congested districts in the city. This: 
experiment is described in a pamphlet entitled "Ex~: 
nation of Preschool Age Children," and is.issued by the· 
health service of theN ew York County Chapter, .Ameri,, 
can Red Cross. 

Eight schools were selected for the experiment, and 
the work was done in the month of June with the chi). 

dren who were to enter school for the first time in Sep-. 
tember. · A card was sent home to the parents of thE!88 
children and contained this statement in relation to the 
information given: "Have your child examined at oncef" 
Do not delay! Start him right. The be8t time to take 
care of a child's health is before he enters school/r 
Over 1,000 children were examined, the majority 5 and . 
6 years old. Sixty-six per cent were found to have 
physical defects, and the mental age of these children · 
ranged from 3 to more than 7 years. About 25 per cent · 
were below the standard of ability usually supposed 
necessary for attendance at kindergarten. The mental . 
. tests were given by the New York State Association 01 . 
Consulting Psychologists. The nurses of the Bureau Or 
Child Hygiene did follow-up work in. the homes, and thE 
American Red Cross provided dental service. · 

This experiment through the cooperation of agenciei 
outside the school in giving physical and mental tests 
to children of preschool age suggests that the kinder· 
garten teacher may secure the help of outside agencies 
when the school system does not carry on this kind of 
work. In one city the kindergarten teacher not only 
takes her own children to the clinics but spends her 
afternoon hours in taking the children of the upper 
grades. Every kindergarten teacher should know the 
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~th- agencies in the community, and be able to give 
\hflllo'thers of her children information about their 
~g~r~tion. 

Yothers' .meetings and home visiting are a practical 
,means of securi,ng cooperation between home and school 
iirithe establishment of health habits. The following 
account from a teacher in one of our large cities is an 
W114tration of the kind of cooperation that can be 
~ on between teacher and mother: 

Some (b.y I hope to convince the parents of the children in my 
~eighliorhood that we could use my kindergarten with the room so 
rill adapted for it, for an out-door kindergarten. It is hard to con
fllice a sturdy race of people who have thrived on boiled potatoee, 
oolfee, ~d' sausage for food, cloeed windows with the fire out for sleep, 
that there is a higher form of development with wholesome food for 
lhlin, aa·well as brawn, and fresh a.i:r for blood as well as physical 
sirength. 

We have an opportunity to convince the children of this when we 
weigh and measure them, as we do on the same day at the same hour 
e.th'·month. With the children who are 10 per cent under weight, 
~have the opportunity to discuss types of breakfast, lunch, and 
ainner for children. We also discUBB the amount and time to eat 
i:iiidy, time to go to bed, the use of the toothbrush and baths. We 
dO not.<fiacUBB the horrors of coffee, tea, and even whiskey (lor we 
lite in a neighborhood of home brew), but we make it "stylish," in 
lict "the thing to do," to report each morning that "I had a bath this 
monii1;1g, '! "I drank cocoa for break-fast, '' ''I had milk for brea.l..-fnat,'' 
ar''!I had ·oats for breakfast," or "I went to bed at 7 o'clock last 
liight," or "I have a new toothbrush," etc. The natural thing, 
~illi; When \Ve gather in a group to take up the morning topic is to 
lake account of how many drank milk, how many drank cocoa, etc. 
The' effect of public opinion soon results in the coffee line dwindling 
to one or two. 
' If the mother and the teacher have the same basic knowledge of 
the period of growth the child is in and the needs of the periods, 
greater' strides can be gained. The kindt>rgarten teacher is the one 
10 give the mother this information. Our kindergarten mothers' 
club meets once a month. The mothers requested that we use some 
time in discUBBing childhood problems. At our meetings three 
lhothera give 3-minute talks or papers on their actual experiences 
with their own children as related to the topic. I prepare the main 
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talk. Since health· is the most important i.esue o{ this perio4,';·'J 
have taken health as our subject for the year. The first topic,;.. 
" Food for the School Child. 11 We include ~he periods 1 to 4,4 tot 
After a splendid discussion of the types of foods necessary for difiei:nt 
agee came a desire on the part of the mothers to lmow more about U.. 
actual structure of the child's body at different periods, the cha:a~ 
that take place, and the accompanying need. The second topi~ 
then, was a discussion of the character of the periods of growth frOJi 
ito 4, 4 to 8. One mother responded, telling in detail how her ~J 
responded to certain stimuli-the actual physical developmellt'tllii 
child had gone through and the care, with thorough exercise, clothing 
and food necelll8.1j'. 

I took the. kindergarten child and told what we tried ~ do, and 
we ended one discussion by formulating a few definite health rul111 
for the young child. Thus we hav.e been able to gain the coope~tion 
of the mothers for milk and cocoa instead of coffee; cer~, vege. 
tables, and fruit instead oi 6!1-UBage and boiled potatoes; windm 
open at night and plenty of out-door exercise during the day. The 
mothers have become so interested that they have asked for a fa. 
thers' night wh.en we will invite the fathers t9 meet with us, becall88 
the mothers say their hardest tae~ is to convince the father ·that 
things are nofas they were "when he was a boy. 11 At each mothem' 
meeting we play games, which has a twofold object, so that tJu-ough 
actually playing the games the mothers have a better understanding 
of the physical benefit, and also it helps them know games to play 
with their children or direct their children to play when they are 
busy. At one meeting we are planning to have the mothers work 
out a project to help them see the ph~ical and educational benelil. 
We learn only through doing. During the exercises when we have 
the fathers present, besides the talk we are going to have community, 
singing and games. The community recreation leaders coopera,te 
with us. The games planned for that night are those which mothe!'ll 
and fathers can use in their own homes and ba.ck yards. 

The opportunity that we have to visit the homes of our children 
gives u.s the chance to consider the individual child. The mother 
is ever eager to discuss her clrild, and a frank understanding ia a 

· splendid thing. We are pleasant, friendly, but profeBBional in our 
attitude during our visits. We. go armed with the weight and meaa
urement of child and the normal weight; even if the child is of normal 
weight or above, that, too, is an opening wedge, for nothing is finer 
than to be able to tell a mother how fine it is that she bas accom· 
pliahed so much. The teacher can learn !Ill much from the succeesful 
mother as from the unsuccessful mother. ·We are too apt to go in a 
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JIIIPtive frame of mind, but with them all I usually try in some wa.y 
before the end of the visit to find out what the child's health habits 
are at home and then incorporate in the conversation briefly the 
ideal hAbi f.<!. 

In a 11ormnl school kindergarten a very practical sug
gestion of the right kind of food to give children was 
given to the mother in the form of a Health Calendar 
which the child made for her Christmas present. The 
following description is given: 

We cut green and red cardboard, 8 by 10 in<'hes. For variety 
110me had green covers and red sheets and others red covers and 
green sheets. On the outside was pasted a picture of o. rosy-cheeked, 
healthy-looking child. On the inside of the cover was a picture of 
a child eating a wholesome breakfast. On the page opposite this 
there were a few introductory notes for mother, then a list of things 
from which to choose for a ehild 's breakfast. 

On the next page wa.s a picture of eomething wholesome for dinner, 
followed by a list of foods for a 5-year-old child 's dinner. The next 
page contained a picture appropriate for supper, followed by the 
liatoffoods good for a child's supper. 

We had the help of a dietitian in making out the food lists, so as 
to make sure they were scientific and all right. 

While these calendars were ueed as Christmas gifts, they could be 
Uled with profit at any time. 

In such practical ways the kindergarten teacher can 
brine standards of health to the mothers of kinder
g&rten children. 

The emphasis upon the kindergarten as a health 
agency gives new dignity to kindergarten teaching. 
The kindergarten teacher receiv~ the little tc beginner" 
and starts him on his school career. In a very real 
sense ·this school chapter may be a new beginning for 
each little child. Whether this chapter in his life be 
labeled "Success" or tc Failure" depends largely upon 
how a child is started in school, and health is the most 
i.tnporta.nt factor in his success. 
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Suggestions /or a· Program /or Health Teaching in the 
High School. 

INTRODUCTION. 

We certaialy owe it to enry !toy ud airl io ain tb- tbe opportllllity to read the beat ,.,.icll dnelopmeDt of wlaid tlaey u indi-riduala are capable.-L. E. Holt. 

HEALTH education as conducted in the various high schools 
of the country is as yet in an unorganized state. E very de
partment, from general science to physical education, has 

been called upon to assume the respqnsillility for teaching this sub
ject. This bulletin has been prepared with the idea of collecting 
and organizing the various suggestions and methods which have 
prov-ed successful and helpful in the presentation of this subject. 
There is no doubt that health education is a field in itself and should 
therefore receive recognition as such. 

We have not attempted to organize a complete course in health 
a.nd hygiene but to carry out the plan adopted in the preparation 
of Bulletin No. 10 of the Health Education SeTies, " Suggestions 
for a Program for Health Teaching in the Elementary Schools, 
namely: . 

:- 1. To define the goals for· an effective program. of health education in the 
schools. · 

2. To analyze the various factors of school and community that form an 
Integral part of this program, such as the board of health, school physician, 
family physician, school and family dentist, school nurse, teachers, and parents, 
and the contribution that each, if properly cooperating, may be e~ected to 
offer. 

3. To outline in a general way the school h:ealtb activities and the methods 
·-~~ teaching that may prove successful. · 

H:ealth education must conform to the standards of general educa
tion, if it is to keep abreast of the times. Health, command of 
fundamental processes, worthy home membership, citizenship, worthy 
use of leisure, and ethical character are our goals. 

The emphasis in this bulletin is piaced on two rather significant 
points: 

1. Leisurely and thorough physical examination, with practical 
discussion of points covered, and helpful follow-up work. 

1: 



2 H .EALTH TEACIDNG IN THE · HIGH SCHOOL. 

2. Adaptation of the program to the previous training, develop
ment, and needs of the adolescent. 

Whatever the program, it is well .to keep asking ourselves these 
questions: ( 1) Are we developing a health con<>iousness; are 'onr 
boys and girls learning to enjoy the " feeling" of health~ (2) Are 
we promoting and increasing the physical ability of the child and in· 
suring normal growth? In other words, we should endeavor to 
establish ideals and habits essential to health rather than mere 
know ledge concerning structure and function. . 

This is by no means a complete or final treatise on the subject. The 
Bureau of Education asks all those who study and use the sug· 
gestions contained herein kindly to criticize, supplement, and suggest 
needed changes in the program. 

What we are endeavoring to accomplish is to send out into the 
world one " crop " of adolescents physically fit, mentally awake, 
and morally straight, with, as Doctor Monroe says, " r ight habits of 
living based on a rational knowledge of the reasons why those habits 
are right." 

SECTION I.-ADAPT AT ION OF THE PROGRAM TO THE D£. 
VELOPMENT AND NEEDS OF THE CHILD. 

I. Physiological and Psychological Study of Adolescence. 

I T IS, first of all, important to realize that a study of the physio
logical and psychological characteristics of the pupils for 
whom we are preparing the work is as important in health 

teaching as in any other subject. 
We know that certain motives must be appealed to and, in adoles

cents, a certain amount of indifference overcome. 
It has been stated that the high-school age is a period for the growt~ 

of "social consciousness"; therefore we are a~orded an excelle11~ 
opportunity for the development of Community Hygiene and Sani· 
tation in the form of social responsibility. . 

Tho economic value of health, coinciding with adolescent desiies 
for economic independence, also suggests a rather effective mode of 
attack. Emphasis should be placed on the fact that one of the first 
questions that an employer puts to a prospective employee is, "How 
is your health~" A doctor's certificate is now frequently required 
by commercial houses. 

The effect of health on personal appearance offers a significant 
lead, especially for high-school girls. If wisely handled, a study of 
the direct correlation between ability in athletics nnd physical well· 
being will form an interesting project for. high-school boys. 
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Seeing i~ believing among boys and girls of this age, therefore 
the work should be developed from the scientific angle. This pro
videS a. visual as wei~ as an auditory modus operandi. 

II. Preuioas Health Knowledge. 

It is essential' in planning the work in health education :for the 
junior and senior high school that the teacher carefully survey the 
field covered in the previous grades. ·This will remove the criticism 
that the upper grades are duplicating subject matter already fa
miliar to t]:l.e pupils. 

Ill. Overcome Tendencies of Modern Civilization. 

Certain harmful tendencies of modern civilization must be coun
teracted. " The old walk to school, often of a mile or more, is 
replaced by the automobile or trolley car, which carries the child 
to the door of the school. The ' movie ' robs many children of sun
light and fresh air, and often of time necessary for sle~p," 1 and 
so on ad ip.finitum. We all know and realize these conditions and 
with this realization the possibilities for health teaching are in
creased.-

IV. Great Need for Health Teaching at This Age. 
One of the most important factors motivating us in regard to 

the health education of the adolescent is the fact that 561 of every 
thousand boys and girls who enter high school have left school 
before the end of their fourth year.2 Therefore our energies should 
be directed . at this time toward the fitting of these young people 
for modern life that they may intelligently and efficiently fulfill 
their future destiny. It is our duty, therefore, to select our mate
rial with that fact in mind and to make our teaching practical, 
sound, and appealing. 

SECTION ll.-FUNDAMENT ALS OF THE PROGRAM. 

I. Place of Health Education in the Cmicalam. 

IN the elementary and grammar grades health instruction con
sists largely of instruction in health habits ·and should be 
correlated with the other subjects in the curriculum. In the 

high school, however, a different situation exists. To a large extent 
general health instruction can and should be considered in connec
tion with other subjects, but since the study of health in the high 

'Dr. L. A. Wilkes. Content of a Jlcnltb Education Program. Report ot" Lake Mohonk 
Conference, p. 30. . 

'Bu. of Educ. Bul., 1020, No. 34-Statlstlcs of Universities, Colleges, and Professional 
Schools, 1917-18. . 
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school involves the study of physiological and biological facto11 
(i.e., the why and the how of facts previously taken for gran~) it 
should be incorporated as a separate and distinct course in the 
curriculum. In any case health instruction slu;u.ld be made to func· 
twn in t!te life of the child, otherwise there is no excuse for adding 
it to an already overcrowded curriculum. In the various high 
schools of the country the responsibility for health teaching is placed 
upon the following departments: Botany, physiology, biology, gen . 

. eral science, nursing and health, home economics, and physical edu· 
c11tion. 

Doctor Bigelow, of Teachers · College, Columbia University, has 
stated that it is possible and feasible for health education in high 
schools to be taught: 

(a) In junior high school and year 1 of fo~r-year schools (pre
scribed by law as a special subject) ; (b) in " general science; " ( o) 
in biological science; (d) in hygiene, personal and community; (e) 
in physical education; {f) in home making and home living; (g) 
in literatqre; (h) in social science and psychology; ( i) in extra· 
curricula activities; {j) in lecture series on home health and hon 
living. 

11. Natrne ol the Coarse. 

Health education in the sch9ols may be pictured as a triangular 
affair, with health teaching the base and health examination and 
physical education the sides of the triangle. Any one of these is 
futile and incomplete without the other two. Medical inspection 
and physical education can and should vitalize health teaching. 

Supplementary features of the above-mentioned three-sided study, 
such as biology, physics, and chemistry, should, where possible, be 
prerequisite or parallel courses. From suggestions offered further 
on it may be seen that interest in these latter courses can be stimu
lated through efforts to correlate them with the health teaching ·and 
vice versa. 

Such a program should necessarily promote healthful activity jor 
both mind and body. In other words, knowledge and healthy living · 
should go hand in hand. · 

In whatever course the subject is presented, whether in general 
science, biology, or .elsewhere, the nature of the course should be 
such as to continue the habits as tapght in the previous grades with 
the addition of as much scientific knowledge as is necessary to an 
understanding and practical application of the habits concern~ 
The course should be broad enough to increase and develop physical 
well-being,,a sound health lrnowledge, and wholesome health ideals, 
and should be narrow enough to make each fact taught function in 
the life of the student. 
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Ill. Health Examination. 
The first step in the promotion of physical well-being.-Every boy 

and · girl in the high school should have a health examination,1 

at least twice a year-at the beginning of the year, to show the 
physical status, and at the end to show progress or retrogression. 
This examination should be a ~eisurely, carefully conducted affair. 
The average high-school "physical examination" is a "snare and a 
delusion." The unwritten law seems to be, "Send them in, rush 
them through-next I" Their records in the various tests are then 
.filed away in a cabinet for safe-keeping until the next examination. 

The object of the examination is not, as would sometimes appear, 
a test for the examiners to see how rapidly they can run over a 
group of students. On the contrary, beside the main feature of 
discovery and correction of defects it offers an excellent opportunity 
for the examiners to "get acquainted" with the individual boys and 
girls, and to teach individual health lessons which apply to the 
actual situation and, therefore, are more impressive; this is very 
important and when it is not done it means a lost opportunity to 
teach health. To recapitulate, the physical and medical examina
tion leisurely and wisely conducted offers a very important ·and 
substantial starting point for all health education instruction. It 
should include thorough medical examination from the mental 
(behavioristic) 2 as well as the physical standpoint, and all neces
sary anthropometric measurements including height and weight 
records which are most important as a general index of normal 
well-being. A thorough orthopedic examination should also be 
included. 

IV. Weighing and Measuring. 
·· Once a month the hygiene period should be given over to weighing 
and measuring with emphasis on the periodic gain in weight. Class 
discussion should follow as to why some did not gain and why others 
.ditl. Charts of various kinds could be made during this period. 
Some to show individual and others class standing in height and 
weight, amount of sleep taken, baths, outdoor exercise, and other 

·phases of the Rules of the Health Game. 
The. spirit of fellowship and good feeling, as well as interest, is 

sure to be increased if the teacher herself partakes of this test with 
the other members of the class. 

1 Health tor School Children. Report or the Advisory Committee on Health Educn tion 
.ot the National Child Health Council. School Health Studies No. 1, Dept. of I nterior, 
Bu. ot Educ., 192:!, p. 43. · 

1 
'"A. thorough mental and physical examination ot all children at school entrance would 

ead to the discov~ry or many neurotic children nnd those showing the 11 rst signs of 
neurosis. This ought to result In such cooperation betwe<>n home n.nd school that nervous 
dlaorder mlgbt b<> correct<>d or Its progrrss arrested." llenlth for School Children. Re· 
pOrt or the Advisory Committee on Health Educntion of the Nntional Child Health 
Connell. Schoc.l Health Studies No. 1, Dept. or Interior, Bu. of Educ., 1023. p. 60. 

54893°-23--2 
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If instruction in hygiene is divided among two or more subjects 
necessitating a divided responsibility, special care should be taker 
in laying out the course for. each agency and a coordinated program 
produced. The instructors of the various subjects should cooperat! 
and maintain a mutual understanding in regard to the end and object 
of their teaching. 

V. Sabjed Content.· 

It is not our intention to present in this bulletin a complete syllahm 
on the subject matter to be covered. A cursory but by no mearu 
inclusive discussion of the field to be covered is suggested as an aid 
in laying out a health program. 

In many instances the exact nature of the high-school course wil1 
depend on the character and content of the instruction given in the 
grades and also on the nature of the course in which it is included. 

Personal hygiene, community hygiene, including the history of 
Federal and State boards of health ; home hygiene and care of the 
sick; first aid ; applied .physiology (structure, function, and hygiene 
of each system and organ); history and knowledge of communicable 
diseases; and safety-first lessons should all be included in the subject 
content. 

A brief skeleton outline is given merely as a form of suggestive 
program which might be worked out for a special course in health 
education. 

SuGGESTED O uTLINE. 

JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOL. 

I. Discussion of Health in General. 
Definition; obstacles to health ; importance of health; common 

sense and health ; false notions; patent medicines; prescription for 
promoting health; safety-first lessons. 

II. The Personal Health Problem. 
Results of physical examination; necessary knowledge concerning 

the structure, function, and care of the skin, halr, eyes, ears, 
nasal passages, throat, teeth, feet, spine, and muscles. 

III. Clothing and Health. 
:~function ; application to health problem. 

SENIOR HIGH SCHOOL (FIRST. YEAR). 

I. The Function, Structure, and H~·giene of the Respira tory System. 
Function; organs; structure of the lungs; processes involved ln 
respiration; hygiene of respiration. 

II. The Function, Structure, and I:Iygiene of the Digestive System. 
Function; foods; orgnns and their sti'UC'ture; pro<.:esses involved ln 

digestion; final products of digestion; fate of the food stuffs; prac
tical phases in the study of the nourishment of the body. 
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nL The Structure, Function, and Hygiene of the Blood Circulatory System. 
Organs; blood circulatory systems; the hlood; causal factors in 
blood fl.ow ; health problem in relation to the circulatory system. 

SENIOR HIGH SCHOOL (SECOND YEAR). 

L. General Considerations. 
Suggestions for supplementary work; factors in health promotion; 

relation of the individual to the community health problem . 
. n. The Home. 

Location; ventilation; care. 
In. Food Supply and Control. 

Pure food ·and drug act; meat inspection ; preservation of food ; 
preparation of food. 

VL Water Supply. 
Classification; source; examination; epidemics; purification. 

V: Milk Supply. 
Importance; infection; sanitary production ; .control. 

VI. Sewage and Waste DisposaL 
. Home disposal; community collection; sanitary engineering. 

VIL Disease Prevention. 
Types of disease ; transfer. 

VIIL Disinfection. 
Purpose; time for; agents; terms used. 

IX. Public Health Administration. 
Federal ; State; locaL 

X. Health Education. 
Need for ; use of exhibits; community organizations; public meeun·gs. 

SENIOR HIGH SCHOOL (THIRD YEAR). 

L First .Ald. 
U. Home Nursing (for Girls). 

ill. Sex Hygiene. 
~. Infant Care. 
V. Care of Child of Preschool Age. 
VI. ·History and Knowledge of Oommunicable Diseas€'8. 

Motlaercraft and Infant Care. 

Inasmuch as many high-school boys and girls complete their edu
cation in the high school, the need for instruction in infant care 
and the health of the preschool child are most essential phases o:f 
the subject and should be included early in the hygiene course. Boys 
as well as girls should be informed on this subject. Potential fathers 
and mothers should be adequately prepared for parenthood. " Little 
Mothers' Leagues" ·have already been formed in many cities. In 
several instances practical training is given by the school nurse with 
baby brothers and s1sters as patients. 
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Sex Education. 

Teachers and school principals throughout the country are realiz. 
ing the need among their pupils for some sort of instruction along.the 
lines of social or sex hygiene. The home has not lldequately met the 
situation. Such instruction requires great care and forethoug1tt ~ 
its introduction into the school. It is a most important task and 
decidedly difficult. The great need is for the right kind of instruc
tion. Attention must be focussed upon normal rather than upon 
abnormal conditions.1 The teacher of this subject must, first of a~ 
be respected and admired by the pupils; secondly, such a one m~ 
be in sympathy with the boys and girls; thirdly, he or she must be 
in possession of accurate and scientific knowledge with the ability 
to present the facts clearly, tactfully, and impersonally. 

Industrial Hygiene. 

Industrial hygiene is a phase of the subject that offers an unusual 
appeal· to boys: Workmen's compensation acts and employers; )ia· 

· . bility laws, types of safety devices on machines, etc., are interesting 
points of attack. The economic benefit which accrues to employers 
who install better ventilating and protective devices should be 
pointed out. Respect for human life and knowledge concerning the 
proper precautions to be taken (gas masks, frequent hand washhig, 
etc.) should be included. Prospective factory owners and future 
employees are in your hands; are you making the most of your 
opportunities~ 

VI. Correlation. 

The object of all teaching, and health teaching is not excluded, 
should be to educate the child by means of the subject; not to fill his 
mind with unrelated facts. 

As far as possible the teacher who is giving health instruction 
should keep in close touch with the teachers in the other departments 
of the school. Programs should be arranged so that related subjects 
can be studied at the same time. As, for example, it was found in 
a certain hygiene class when the subject of patent medicines was 
discussed that pupils in chemistry had, just the week before, been 
studying the composition of certain of these drugs. This fact 
made the work of greater importance and increased the interest in 
both classes. 

1 High School . and Sex Education. Prepared under the direction of the Surgeon Gen· . 
eral, U. S. Public Health Service, in collaboration with the U. S. Bureau ot Educatloa. 
Washington, Government Printing Otllce, 1922, pp. 1-4. 
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The physics and chemistry departments will prove helpful in pre
paring material for demonstration and in developing certain points. 

When the digestive process and food problems are up for d~scus
sion it would help greatly· if the chemistry department were to 
arrange for a chemical study of food composition and the action of 
certain substances (such as saliva) on the nutrients. In physics the 
study of lenses and refraction will fit well into the study of the 
hygiene of the eye. 

The art department will be helpful, if not necessary, in the prepa
ration of posters and charts. Tlirough art projects many students 
will become interested in hygiene who would otherwise be hard to · 
reach. Also the act of drawing and preparing, let us say a calorie 
food chart, wiJl help to impress the facts more vividly upon the mind 
of the student. 

High-school boys interested in shopwork can correlate their man
ual-training activities with health problems, through the construc
tion of sick-room appliances. Simple materials of slight cost can 
be used in the making of bedside tables, book rests, trays, etc. These 
articles when made will fit very well into a Home Nursing course for 
girls. In connection with household sanitation anything may be 
taught from " repairing the electric iron to painting the kitchen 
floor." · 

·Both the history and· English departments offer unlimited oppor
tunities for correlation. In fact, the wise teacher in any subject is 
the one who links up his or her subject with what the child already 
knows or is learning in other departments. In English classes, 
instead of selecting such topics as" Qhoosing an Occupation,"" Value 
of Thrift,"" My Favorite Books and Why," for exposition writing; 
why not substitute, " The Value of Milk as a Food," " What Pasteur 
Accomplished for the Service of Mankind," etc.~ 

The · plan suggested by Miss Carolyn Hoefer, of the Elizabeth 
McCormick Memorial Fund, for a seventh-grade class, combines 
health education literature and grammar. Suggestions from the 
program are outlined below : 

PnoJECT ron AN ENGLISH Cuss. 
A. Grammar. 

I. Synonyms and antonyms. 
(a) Study of all the adjectives descriptive of a person who is 

always complaining. 
(b) Study of all the adjectives descriptive of a person who is 

just the opposite. 
II. Character sketches. 
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B. Biography. 
I . Study of photographs ot Eugene Field, Charles Dickens, Theodore 

Roosevelt, Lord Byron, etc. 
(a) Selection of picture ot the person who from his appeal'ftDC! 

did not enjoy good health and write a paragraph telUng wb7 
you think so. 

(b) Selection of picture of a person who from his appearance did 
enjoy good health and write a paragraph telling why you 
think so. 

II. Read the lives of the persons selected an·d bring quotations concern
ing their health. 

C. Health education. 
I . Writing up of Imaginary conversations with the author under dis

cussion, stating your arguments and warnings concerning the par. 
tlcular health measures he should follow. 

II. Special topics assigned to the various members ot· the class, l e., 
eye specialists (take part in discussion of lite ot Mllton); athletlc . 
directors (make particular study of life ot Coleridge and Field).' 

(Pupils chosen as specialists In field where they need particular 
instruction). 

VII. Personnel. 

In some high schools of the country there is one department in 
the school embodying all the various phases of school health wor:k. 
The physi'cal director, school doctor, health education teacher, and 
nurse all go to make up the personnel. Whet:e such an organization 
is not possible, cooperation in all of these fields is absolutely neces· 
sary to promote the desired results. 

Th~ Phyaician. 

Cooperation of and with the physician is decidedly essential. IDS 
duties should include a biannual or annual medical inspection, cover· 
ing the heart, eyes, teeth, throat, skin, and hair, as well as detection 
and prevention of cont-agious diseases. He should also act in 
advisory capacity to the teachers, nurses, and parents. In some cases 
the school physician is called upon to present the lectures on sei 
education to the students. 

Th~ Nurs~. 

The duties of the nurse in the high school are many and various. 
She is essentially the right-hand man of the health education depart· 
ment. She is an important connecting link between the home and 
the school. The brunt of the responsibility rests with her in de· 
termining whether Mary's family can afford to pay for the dental ' 

• Further delllils ln regard to this plan may be obtained Crom an article entitled 
"Methods of Health Instruction In the Seventh Grade," by Carolyn Hoefer. Elementar1 
School Journal, May, 1922, vol. 22, No. 9, p. 696. 
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service necessary to put Mary's teeth in the right shape or whether 
Mary shall go to the fr"ee dental clinic. She follows up cases which 
h&ve been found by the doctor to need attention. She renders first 
aid to those who receive injuries in the gymnasi~m or elsewhere in 
the school. Her office is usually the rendezvous for those who are 
"downcast," physically and mentally. In many cases she acts as 
oonfidential adviser, which q:~akes it possible for her to come into 
closer contact with many o£ the pupils than any other member of 
the faculty. A wise teacher with a particularly refractory pupil on 
her ·hands will consuit the school nurse as to the cause and treat
ment of this refractoriness. 

The Physical Education Teacher. 

The' members of the physical education c!epartment conduct the 
physical examination, covering all necessary anthropometric meas
urements as well as inspection o£ orthopedic conditions. 

The physical education· teacher, besides providing for wholesome 
and vigorous activity for all the students, is in many instances the 
teacher of health. This is often a good arrangement, for the phys
ical director realizes that his or her work is only valuable in so 
far.as it promotes the health of the individual. The close connection 
~tween joyful play activity, general physical exercise, and healthy 
livmg should be emphasized. The physical director in many cases 
gets into as close personal touch with the students as the nurse, and 
b~tween them they can reach pr_actically all the pupils in the school. 

Responsibilities of the Teacher. 

Obviously the responsibilities of the teacher o£ health education 
are great, whether a special instructor, physical director, general 
science, home economics, or other teacher is assigned to this task. 

1. In the first place this teacher must be in possession of an ac
curate, technical, and scientific knowledge of the laws and principles 
of physiology and anatomy and their application to hygiene and 
health habits. 

2. This teacher must be capable of vitalizing and humanizing the 
information. . 

3. Most important of all, this teacher must aim to be always 
"gloriously 'well." A glowing example is half the battle, particularly 
with high-school students, in whom hero worship is strong. 

The teacher of health has no straight, easy path to follow. H ealth 
for health's sake does not appeal. Therefore, although health should 
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be considered as salable as any marketable commodity the teacher 
will do well to remember that it must be presented in the light of 
what it will do for one rather than for what it is. To be a successful 
health teacher one should be cognizant of the psychology · aDd. 
methods of salesmanship. One has to be a particularly clever sa.Jei. 
man to trade health knowledge to a group of high-school students. 
You have to prove to them that health is an essential element ior 
the complete enjoyment of life. 

Moreover , the s~ccessful teacher will be the one who sees to it 
that each fact taught is made to function in .the life of the pupil 

Finally, every teacher in the school should assume the responsi
bility·of promoting the health of the pupils. 

VIII. Clau Organization. 

Health education in all its phases is one subject of the higli
school curriculum in which the segregation of the sexes is most 
desirable. The methods of teaching and· the subject matter to be 
included vary according to the class, whether boys or girls, and 
also, as has been stated before, according to the nature of the cours8 
in which it is included. 

No matter what the course in which health ·education is included, 
a daily period should be set aside for h·ealth education instruction 
Owing to an already overcrowded curriculum, we realize that sucb 
an assignment is too idealistic for the average high school. ·.Two 
periods a week would constitute a modification or minimum re· 
quirement. The length of the period will, of course, depend on the 
time schedule of the individual school. 

The Place. 

In those schools wher~ health and physical education departments 
have been organized, special rooms have been set aside for the 
various phases of the work, i. e., (1) ,-a gymnasium with offices, 
showers, locker, and dressing-rooms ; (2) medical inspection rooms; 
and (8)-J'health education classroom. To those who have organized 
health-education classes an informal room without fixed desks has 
been found most useful. The furnishings for such rooms ar~ similar 
to those found in the domestic art rooms of the modern high school, 
i. e., long tables and m'ovable chairs. This arrangement makes pos· 
sible the development of the socialized recitation which is particu· 
larly adaptable to hygiene classes. 
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SECTION 111.-METHODS. 

I
N THE .first place; whateve.r the method of presentation we should 

endeavor to promote the consciousness that physiology and hy
giene are associated with personal and community welfare. 

'Naturally a prescribed course of study must be followed and a cer-
tain ~ount of ground covered. , 

The required work will necessarily cover a large part of the period. 
Whatever time remains might be utilized for individual projects and 
class discussions. The day of lecture note taking has, we hope, 
passed for high-school students. At any rate, for health instruction, 
one thing at a time, with undivided attention to the information 
offered by the teacher, has been found to work out most successfully. 

The use of the last 10 minutes for the development of an outline, 
on the subject matter covered, by both teacher and pupils, and the 
copying of this outline by the pupils in notebooks for future refer-
ence has, in one .school, proved quite successful. · 

The socialized class with cooperative effort is very desirable. It 
is not necessary for the teacher always to present the required facts. 

· In truth; a class responsibility in regard to the facts to be learneq. 
should be created. The suggestions which appear on the following 
pages may prove helpful. 

I. Class Management. 

At the third meeting of her class one teacher took the last 10 
minutes of the period to pass slips around on which the pupils wrote 
topics to be worked up and presented by themselves or by another 
member of the class. The pupils were permitted to take anything 
from the outlines of the course of study which had been previously 
distributed, with only one stipulation, which was that they should 
not present material already well known or too advanced for the 
class. The main idea of the topic was to choose something that 
would be of real service to the class. These topics were presented 
at future meetings of the class. This work was to be considered 
voluntary. The teacher further suggested that they leave her out 
and forget that she was present. 

Two or three girls were permitted to work together in preparing 
a topic. These topics ranged all the way from " The Germ Theory 
of Disease " to the bringing in of a magazine clipping on " Fresh 
Air." In three months' time every member of the class had chosen 
something to present to the class. Furthermore the teacher did not 
express her opinion until it was asked for. 

54893°-23-3 
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The class had organized as a club, with chairman and secretary, 
All meetings were conducted in true parliamentary style. 

Two girls who prepared a project on " The Care of Milk" went 
into it so extensively, visiting the laboratories of the city boal'd of 
health, collecting pamphlets and pictures of model milk farms, visit
ing twu milk farms, observing how the milk was handled at the lOCal 
grocery store~, that girls from other classes asked to come and visit 
when this project was presented. During the presentation. the gir~ 
paused for questions and even threw out a question now and then 
themselves. 

At length the question of credit came. up for discussion. Tht 
teacher refused to estimate the worth of the various contributions. 
The pupils debated the matter for some time, and the matter was 
finally settled by ballot. 

It is no easy task to persuade the average girl in high school to 
mark her friends, but with a skillful teacher at the helm this method 
can be adopted with great success and benefit to all· members of the 
class. In regard to marking, the suggestion has been offered that 
marks should be based largely upon the practical application that is 
made of the health knowledge. 

In the case mentioned the grades were recorded by the pupils on a 
large sheet of paper, which was marked off in squares. This record 
was hung in the classroom. Each project was given a definite num· 
her of squares according to the value. The projects which proved of 
most value to the class were given the highest grade. 

The posting of the chart brought out several points, among which 
was. the fact that some girls had done very little. The teacher had 
foreseen this event. The class took up the problem and decided that 
the class· itself was responsible; that a cooperative class s~ould 
endeavor to work out a method of helping those who were shy and 
exclusive by nature. Devices for " raising the class level " were 
thought out, some of which were as follows: 

1. To suggest appealing topics for those who had falled to interest the 
class. 

2. Pairing off-a girl weak in initiative to work with a leader. 
3. To give to those who were behind in projects the first chance to report! · 

The record of this particular class finally surpassed that of all 
the .other classes in the department. 

This use of special topics is of great educational value, particularly 
when the group spirit is emphasized. In fact, as some one has said, 
"The effect of health teaching should be similar to that produced by 

• Further details of this cla ss may be obtained from " The Modem High Scllool, 111 
Ad.m.inllrtratlon. and Extension ," by Chas. H . J obnson and others. IX, pp. 245-264. 
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Tom S~twyer when whitewashing the fence,:' so interesting that 
others will be eager to take part and have a ~and in the enterprise. 

II. Suggested List of Projeds tu1d Problems. 

The foilowing list of problems has been selected from various 
· courses of study and school health programs. In some cases they 
have been suggested by the children themselves: 

1. State and local legislation in regard to public-health problems. 
2. Functions of State and local boards of health. 
3. Yearly per capita expenditure of to\vn or city for health ex

penditure; comparison with expenditure for fire and police pro- · 
tection. 

4. Regulations governing inspection of local water, milk, and 
food supply. 

5. Local provision for instruction in matters of health. For school 
children and for grown persons. 

6. Community provision of medical and nursing care for persons 
un~ble to pay part or alJ of the cost for such service. 

1. A problem in alg~bra : " Calculation of cost of erecting and 
maintaining a water filtration plant for a city and compare with 
cost · of annual occurrence of 100 cases of typhoid, with average 
disability of eight weeks for victims." 

8. -Topic for a debate: " Resolved that our city or town should 
furnish one-half pint of milk a day at morning recess to every 
child." 

Ill. Specilic Suggestions. 

The why and the how of thin~s should 'be duly presented. For 
example: What is there in health teaching that will enable the boys 
to secure high scores in their athletic contests~ How can we bring 
our weight up to normal and what physiological facts are back of 
these measures~ . 

Once in a while a special discussion of the problem of those who 
are underweight in the class could be entered upon profitably. Help 
in planning the meals of these "below par" people might also form 
part of the discussion. 
~uch little points as the origin of heels on shoes, when the subject 

of feet a.nd footwear is being discussed, often help to make the sub
ject more interesting and impressive. 

Biographies are full of significant health messages, especially 
those of Roosevelt, Stevenson, Pasteur, John Harvey, Reed, Lister, 
and Koch. Also the story of the conquest of yellow fever in Cuba 
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and the Panama Canal Zone provides excelle~t material, particularly 
for boys. 

In one school the knowledge obtained in the home economics ~ 
partment and the health teaching department is coordinated by ~ 
making out of school lunch menus for the lunchroom with estimation 
of cost and calorific value . 

.A "food booklet" project has been tried out in another school 
The pupils are required to plan from five to eight meals; at fim 
single meals and then a day's menu. The meals must be properly 
balanced, must meet the calorie needs of the individual pupil (these 
were previously worked out by each individ_ual), and must satisfy 
all the other requirements of an adequate diet. These meal plam 
are examined and corrections made through personal conferen~ 
The food booklets are carried home and prove a very efficient meam 
of educating and assisting the mothers in preparing the fnmily diet. 
If, while the study of foods is being taken up in, let us say, the hoi!! 
economics Class, the chemistry department could render vnlunble 
assistance by demonstrating the various tests for the principal classes 
of nutrients, problems, carbohydrates. etc. The following menu was 
made out in the BmTin~er High School, Newark, N. J .: 

A we11-balanced 11Ut1·W.oua clay's m en ll f or ti/1/Belf. 

DINNER. 

Food (name). Portion or food . Calories Ounces Ouoees 
• food . prot!IL 

---- ------1---- - ---- - - 1--------
Roast chicken. . . ... ... ... .. . . ... ... 2 slices........ .. . .... . . ... .. . . ...... 200 4.. 2 lllt 
White potatoes.......... . . . .. . .... . 2 medium ones.. . ....... ......... . .. 200 7. 2 .II 
Spinacll . . ..••... ......... .......... 2 '=&ing tebtespooos.... .. . .. . .•. . . 50 3. 1 .i 

g=~-~i.::: :::::: ::::::::::: ::.: U:~:e:;.:~:::::::::::::::::: m ~L --- ----:: 
Tote! .............. . .. ........ ... .. . ..... ........ .... . ... . . ....... . . 

1- -9-50+--22.-06-r-1-:-:L!I 

1. My daily Calorie noocb are 2,100. 
27 Tile total calorlos provided are 21 1QO. 
3. Tbo ounces or protein required ruwy are about 4. 
4. Tbo ounces of protein here provided are 2.65!. 
5. Your crit icism (give at least 3 different points): I think lhls is a woll·baloaced mcau !or myself . 

.A biology teacher in the Franklin High School, Los Angeles: 
Calif., has adopted the idea of organizing "health clubs" instead of 
"health classes.'' Each student in the club is given a careful exami· 
nation, and then suggestions which meet his particular needs arc 
offe~d, covering such points as diet, sleep, bathing, exercise, etc. 
Each boy (for this-particular teacher lut.s only boys) is inspired to 
bring himself to the highest possible degree o-f efficiency. At the 
middle or close of each 20-week period he is given another searching 
examination to discover what improvement has been made. .A plan 
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of individual conferences has been developed which has had a very 
Jar-reaching effect. Duplicate blanks are retained by the instructor. · 
The following is the score sheet which is filled out by each boy. It 
·also shows thE' points covered in the examination. 

Origina.l 

HEA~TH LEAGUE 
FRANK LI N HIG H SCHOOL 

LOS ANGELES. CALIF 

No ••••••• 

Date entered ....... . ............ . 

Date returned . . ........... . ... . . . 

For. ..... .... ..... ..... .. ........ W. R . ..... ... . ........ .. 

Address........ . ............. Telephone . .... ..... . ... . 

HEALTH PLAN. 

DIET: 

Time and character of meals . . 
Foods to be avoided .. ... .. . . 

Foods to be used freely .... . . 

Water . ... . .... . .......... . 

BATHING ....••.... ...... ..... 

BXERCISES .. .. . .. . ... ...... . 

. MENTAL HYGIEN.E ••........ 

OTHER SPECIAL MEASURES 

·SCORE. 

I 

GRAND TOTAL: . . ... 

I TOTALS 

DIRECTIONS: Keep this sheet in your bedroom. Check your score every night 
before you go to bed. REMEMBER you can't jump uphill. You must climb-one 
atep .at a. time-to win HEALTH EFFICIENCY. Make each dn.y one good step. 
YOU CAN DO IT. 

54893°-23--4 
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(Reverse side ot score sheet.] 

Date ... ... ••. . ......•... 

RECORD OF EXAMINATION. 

Family History: 
Personal History: 

General health: Chief complaint: 
Illness, injuries, etc. 
Environment 

PHYSICAL CONDITIONS: Age Weight He{gbt Gen. nutrition 
Posture Skin Skel. development 
Eyes 
Hearing 
Teeth 
Nose 
Throat 
Chest and lllllg8 
Heart 
Digestion 
Elimination 
Ge.n. Ur. 

Laboratory Findings: Alb. Sug. Ind. React. 
MENTAL DEVELOPMENT: Type 

Attainment. 
NervoUB condition. 
Scholarship ability. 
Results of special testa. 

SPECIAL CONDITIONS: 

DIAGNOSIS OF NEEDS: 

RECOMMENDATIONS: 
Referred to for 
Accepted for health development 

RESULTS: 

Sp. G. Hmgbn. 

Sur.C'esa Coef. 

B.P. 

1st 2 weeks: Score....... .. ... Recommendations followed ...... ...... .. . ... . 
2d 2 weeks: Score............ Recommendations followed ..... .. .. .. .... . .. . 
Sd 2 weeks: Score. . . . . . . . . • . . Recommend o.tions followed ... ... .. ....... .. . . 

Genernl results: 
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In the William Penn High School, Philadelphia, a project relating 
to personal hygiene has been worked out along the following lines : 

L What habits are shown by my health chart (for one month)? See Fig. 1.)' 
· (a) Written record of number of-

1. Hours of sleep per day. 
2. Minutes of out-of-doors exercise per day. 
8. Times teeth are cleaned per dtly. 
4. Baths (weekly). 
5. Times nails are cleaned (weekly). 

(b) Weight, height, and age ratings from Doctor Wood's charts . 
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II. Difl'erent graphs based on information obtained from the above record,: 
(a) Am I hygienically normal or above or below normal ? 
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(b) Which of my daily habits need changing? 
(c) Is my class hygienically normal or below or above normal? 
(d) What are the main pbysicnl defects in my class? (See li'ig. 2.) 
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Suggestions tor a Daily Health Sc01·e Card. 

1 Slept nine hours out of doors or with windows open____ ________________ 10 

(Slept on mattress (not feathers)-------------- ------------ ----- ------ 1 
~Used small· pillow_________________________________________ __________ _ l 

.~Rose at 7 or earlier------- --------------------- ----------------------- 1 
·~Cleaned teeth at least twice____________________ _____ _________ _________ 5 
vDrank at_!east one glass of milk_______________________________________ 5 
~Had some ,·egetnbles and some fruif at meals--- - --- ------ - ----------- - 3 
\Drank at least four glasses of water- ------- ---------------- - - - ------- 5 
lHad a bowel mo,·emenL--------------- ---------- --------------- -- 5 
~Had an IndiYidual toweL---- ------------- ---- ------------- - ---------- 2 
~El"erclsed out of doors for two hours----- ---------------- ---- --------- 5 
{Washed hands thoroughly before each meaL________________ __ ________ 5 

. ~Cleaned hands, face, and mouth before retiring________________________ 2 

Total ------------------------------- ------ ----- --------------- 50 
Five points off for drinking tea or cofl'ee. 

Another western school reports the following method of attack: 
The particular problem to be studied is presented to the pupils 

by the teacher, who gives certain general information and offers 
helpful suggestions in regard to the particular phase that is to be 
emphasized. Reference books are then consulted by the students. 
After all available material has been collected the facts are con
densed by the class and red~tced to a summary. This summary is 
finally reduced to a health habit which can be practiced. 

The following scoring plan for measuring home, school, and com
munity health enviromnent has been worked out by the Social 
Biology Class in the ·william Penn High School, Philadelphia. 

A ScoRING PLAN. · 

l What is the percentage value of lJfy Home E1wiromnent! 
The score card specifies the following points: 

House construction and repair. 
Cellar conditions. 
Illumination. 
Heating. 
Ventilation. 
Sanitation. 
1\lethods and frequency of cleaning. 
Preparation and set·ving of food, dish washing. 
Water supply, etc. 

2~ What Is the percentage vnlue of Uti School Environme11t ? 
The score card specifies

Illumination. 
Heating. 
Ventila tion. 
Toilets. 
Water outlets (bubbling fountains, fnucets, etc.). 
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2. What is tbe percentage of Mv School Enwonm.entt-Contlnued. 
The score card speclfies-Contlnu.ed. 

Cleaning of tbe building-methods, frequency. 
Result 
Character of the food served. 
i\lethod of dish washing, etc. 
School recreation (roof garden, gymnasium, books, motion pictures, 

clubs, etc.). 
3. What is My Civic Environmentf 

The score card specifies
Disposal of waste . . 
Cleanliness and repair of streets. 
Sanitary requirements of stores, markets, etc. 
Pure-food reguations. 
Playgrounds and pa~:ks-sizes, location, equipment. 
Police protection. 
Community centers. 
Fire. prevention-

Factory inspection, fireproof buildings, etc. 
Housing conditions-

Piggerles, cesspools, alleys, tenements, etc. 
Transportation and traffic--

Trolley system-sanitation In care, etc. 
Adequate n:amc regulations. Deaths by o.ccldent. 

IV. A Jan:iOT High School Health Projed, Trenton, N. J. 

Tlae Project. 

In order that the students of the academic division of the ninth· 
grade civic classes might realize and appreciate what Trenton is 
attempting to do in regard to the safeguarding of the health of its 
'!iiizens and the necessity for this protection the following health 
project was carried out in Junior School No. 2. 

The subject was presented to the pupils in experiment form. It 
was suggested that they prove the theory that the individual is 
responsible for the promotion of community health. 

The first day was spent in considering scientific procedure. The 
nature of the experiment was discussed and also the exactness and 
care with w~ich scientific men have to work in order that the results 
of their experiments may be relied upon. 

The students were thus very much impresse~ with their obligations 
as scientific investigators. Motivation was supplied by the hope 
that their discoveries might be of great service to others and the idea 
that they would be making a definite contribution to the health 
knowledge of the world. 

The purpose of the experiment was formally stated as follows: 
"To see if there is any relationship between obeying certain carefully 
selected health rules and a gain in weight." 
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Procetlare. 

The following procedure was adopted: 
1. Consideration of known factors which might influence the 

experiment, such as: 
(a) Could such an extensive project be included in an already overcrowded 

civics course of study? . 
(b) Could enthusiasm be inspired ln view of the fact that no supplies would 

be available other than those the children should make for themselves? · 
(c) Could interest be maintained among boys and girls over such a long 

period of time, especially when no reward was offered? 
(4) Would high-school boys and girls enjoy an experiment of this sort or 

would they feel that they had exhausted the possibilities of the subject in the 
lower grades? 

Instead of discouraging the undertaking these factors only served 
to stimulate the desire for carrying on the e1periment in spite of 
difficulties. · 

2. Selection of health rules on which it was necessary to base the 
experiment. 

3. Monthly weighing and measuring. 
4. Preparation of individual health charts (Fig. 2). 
5. ·Presentation of articles on health. 
6 . .Assignment of special topics and reports. 
7. Construction of Question Box. 
8. Preparation of ;health posters, rhymes, plays, etc. 
9. Request from the pupils for an address to be given by the 

Director of Health Education Department at one of the morning 
exercises. 

10. Election of. two health 'officers from each class, who should 
·hav!l charge of all health charts. 

11. Appointment of an officer to keep the record cards made out 
by the experimenters concerning his or her observance of the health 
rules. 

In the selection of health rules each student handed in to the 
chairman a list of 10 rules which he or she considered most essen
tiaL A committee of three selected from these the 10 rules which 
would be used by the class. These were as follows : 

1. Sleep eight hours every night with windows open. 
2. Brush teeth properly for three minutes after meals and at bedtime. Wash 

hands before each meal. 
3. Cultivate the habit of keeping fingers and pencils out of the mouth. Keep 

finger nails clean. 
4. Take 10 or 12 deep breaths of fresh air every morning and follow this 

· With hygienic exercises for three minutes. 
5. A bowel movement every morning. 
6. Avoid undue exposure--always wear su.tficlent warm, loose, soft clothing. 
7. Eat regularly three tlmes a day-always include fruit and vegetables. 
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8. Eat sweet foods only at the end of a meal. . 
9. Drink milk or cocoa, but no coffee nor· tea. 
10. Nourishing foods can always be made palatable and attractive 1n ~ 

pearance. Avoid fads and self-analysis. 

The normal curve, showing average monthly gain in weight w• 
plotted in a dotted line on the health charts. (Posters which COD· 
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FIG. 3.-Health Chart, with normal and actual weight lines. 

tain the figures for " Right height and weight for boys and girls'> 
may be obtained from the United ·States Bureau of Education, 
Washington, D. C.) As shown in Figure 3, the individual weight · 
line was plotted beneath the normal line. Each month the students 
were weighed and the determinations plotted in a continuous line 
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on the.health chart. At this time the student also wrote on a card 
his special health efforts and his conclusions in regard to the rise 
or fall of his weight line. The .following is a. specimen of such a 
card: · 

LAURETTA JENK. 

N011em.ber: I have tried to live up to the eight rules. I ate more cereals. I 
ate breakfast each morning. I felt sick one day. 

·n~ber: I lived up to nine health rules most of the month. I was sick halt 
ofa day. I drank a half pint every day of December. . 
. Janua1'fl: I have not quite got enough sleep on account of exams. I have 
used more milk and gained 2· pounds. I have a cold this January 25, 1922. 
But I still drink tea. 

· Februarv: I drank more milk, one-half pint a day. I was not sick and gained 
4 pounds. I have eaten more vegetables. • 

March: I drank 1' pints of milk each day and have been hi good health. 
A.priZ: I have tried to obey the health rules. I have not been playing out 

of doors as much as usual. I have eaten more leafy vegetables. I have gftlned 
2 pounds. I am ver.v interested in the health work. 

When such a question as "What can I do to gam weight?"· was 
asked, the teacher utilize~ the opportunity to emphasize the impor
tance of the several factors which may influence gain and loss in 
weight, such as diet, rest, sleep, removal of defects, etc . 
. Between the monthly weighings various agencies were used to 

'Stimulate thought. Articles such as" Mary Pickford on High-heeled 
Shoes" and " The Dl.ary of,.a Stomach " were read and special topics 
and reports were prepared. A question box constructed by one of 
the boys was nailed up in one corner of the room. Any question 
that anyone wished to ask concerning health conservation was placed 
in that box. Once a month the questions were collected and answered 
by the Director of the Department of H ealth Education, Red Cross 
nutrition worker, and the school dentist. Health posters, health 
rh)'IP.es, and he!l-lth plays formed added incentives. All these things 
were prepared voluntarily by the children outside of school hours. 

The members of the civic classes became so enthusiastic that they 
wished to share their health information with the other students in 
the school. The Director of the Department of Health Education 
was invited by these students to add~ss the school at one of the 
.morning exercises. 

The officers., selected by the class to keep the records, prepared re
ports on the number of students who practiced the health rules 
every day. A mark of 80 was given those who observed eight rules, 
90 to those who observed nine rules, etc. These marks were added 
.monthly and an announcement made of the individual who had the 
highe8t mark and also the class with the best record. . . - . 
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At the end of the experiment it was suggested that each student 
write a letter to the teacher telling what the experiment meant tO hia; 

The following results were tabulated: 

Class. Expi!Cted gain Actual pia 
. (pounds). (pounds). 

A 19 A . . . . . . . . . . . Boys a.nd girls ...•..... . . .. ...•... 
B 29 A ............•... do ...........................•. 
C 39 A ...• .".... . . . . Girls .•.•. .... .•.. .. . ......... • .•... 

R:~i:::::::::::: ~h-1::::::::·:.-::::::::::::::::::::·:: 

167t 
196f 
not 
24H 
81t 
246~ F 69 A •.•..•...•.. Boys ....•...•.•........•.•.••....... 

1--------~------
1, 050 1,1351 

These conclusions were drawn from the experiment: 

1. That there is a direct relationship between failure to galn and Bicknell 
Vice versa, there is also a direct relationship between a steady gain and good 
health. · 

2. That the subject of health per se is interesting to boys and girls. 
3. That the thought of serving others is a more interesting reward to bo71 

and girls than any prize. . 
4. That children like a visible demonstration of what they have accomplished, 

hence the value of the graphs. 
5. That children will themselves assume responslblllty for a gain in welgbt 

nnd will carry the inspiration for good-health practices Into the homes. · 
6. That in the majority of instances those who obeyed the rules most con

sistently showed the greatest gains. 
7. That the actual loss or gain in pounds was a very small part of the claJt 

accomplishments for--
8. Positive health rules were formed. 
9. A vital interest ln health was created. 
10. Each individual through experience knew what healthy citizens can metD 

to a community. 
11. Best of all, through actually living out the health rules each student knew 

how to approach, attain, and ultimately (in the majority of cases) malntalll 
that Ideal state of being a healthy and therefore a happy citizen. 

MAKING THE TEAM. 

[Play written and produced by the Boys· Class In Junior School No.2, Trenton, N. J".] 

"ACT I . 

ScENE. A sch_oolyard 1cith several standards, bats, balls, etc., zving around. 
Tom Curwood, Joe Ashbury, and three other b01/S are standing or sitting I• 
the yard taLking. Almost immediatezv John and Pete Applegate and Alberl 
Swift, habited in sneaks and sweaters, run across the back of the stage. 

John (wav£ng hand). Hello, fellows! 
Tom. There go John, Pete, and Al training for the meet next month. They're 

In every meet we ever have. Oh, well, they're the coach's pets and, of cou.ne. 
nobody else has a chance. 
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. Joe. You said it, Tom; I know I can run as well as any of them, but the 
IX4Ich. never gives me. a chance. 
... Shorlil (ronning in with paper in hi8 hand). Hello! Whatche talkin' about? 
··Jim. ·Aw, dry up! We'r_e talking about ' those guys that always get on the 

team. 
f11&orlv. Hub! If you did what those guys did, you might be chosen for the 

teJ!IIl, too. . 
·Jim. ·Didn't I tell you to dry up once? If you seventh graders would mind 

;yotif own business once in a while, we ninth graders would get along much 
better. 
·heio. Walt, Jim! He might know what he's talking about for a change. 

What do they do, Shorty? 
Shorty. Find out for yourself if you want to be so smart. Don't you wish 

;-Ou knew what AI has on a paper In the back of his notebook that helps him 
inake the team? Well, I'll go get my ball and play with the seventh graders; 
!,be. ~th graders are too smart for your Uncle Dudley. Don't you wish you 
linew though? Yeh, boys! 

BOffa (in chorus) . Come back here! · (Shorty rons off Btage.) 
·Hairt/. Let the kid !}lone. I'll find out that wonderful secret for you. 
Tom. Where the dickens Is he going? 
jifn. ·Aw I It's another of his crazy ideas I suppose. 
ilarry (running up with not.ebook in his hand) . I've got it! 
Jim. (i()t what? 

.Prsrrv. The notebook Shorty was telling us about. Don't let Al catch us 
wt~:!t 

Tom (grabs notebook and rummages through it, scattering papers in all 
dlrection8 ; flnally he· hoMs up a piece of tJatJel·). Here it Is. (Boys gather 
a~nd ana look over his Bhoulaer while he reads the health ruz:es.) Ho! 
Ho! . Look at this 1 (Reads rules.) ' 

Joe. You can't tell me that's what gets him on the team. 
Shorty ( ronning in). Hey, fellows I Come over and play slips. 
Lew. Y~h; come .on. 
Tom. I'm not going. Let's stay here, Joe. (Other boy8 leave stage with 

Shorty.) 

Joe. ~ay, Tom, there might be something in those rules after all 
Tom. No; I don't think so. 
Joe. But listen, It wouldn't hurt to try it nnyway. 
Tpm,_No ; I think it's too much trouble. 
Joe · (jump8 in air). I know; let's go camping in spring vacation if it's not 

too co~d and try them out out there in the woods. 
Tom. That's a good idea! We have nothing else to do. I'll bring my pup 

tent' and beds. 
Joe. All right, and I'll tend to the food. 
·Tom. All right. (Bell ringB.) I'll come over to your house to-night and 

we'll plan lt. There goes tbe bell. Got your math. done? 
. Joe. Sure, all but the twelfth ; I couldn't get that. Hurry up, will you? 

I don't want to stay In for being tardy. 
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ACT II. 

SaNE. A camp in the woods. A pup tent, with a {Ire near b11 made bl/ plaeia 
a. reel light uncter a amall pile of sticks. A tew pans l11ing on the gr011a4 
an old log. · A shirt is hanging on a piece ot cora str etched from temt 
waU. Tom is 8iUing near the tent eating a sanctuach. Joe is hanging 
shirt on the cora. 

Joe. We've been having fine weather so far. Hope it keeps up. Don't y00 
Tom. Sure do. Hey, do you know this Is the last sandwich? We'll have t 

cipeo up the food you brought. 
Joe. All right; bring lt out. (Tom brings bundle out ot tent and unwrap 

tt, displaying a couple of boxes of macaroni, a boar ot rolled oats, a package o 
oheese, two cans of beans, ana a loaf ot bread.) 

Tom. Hey, what's the matter with you? Wbere's the cake and the ooc!J 
and the pie I told you to bring? (Picks up package ot cheese ancl smells it.) 
What's this? Phew! cheese! . What did you bring this for? 

Joe. Well, we're out here to obey the health rules, and they forbid canciJ 
except after meals. You and I are going to go without 1t altogether. 

Tom. I'm going to have my candy, and I'm golng to get some to-morrow. Be 
just put that ln your pipe and smoke it. 

Joe. The only place around here where you can buy anything is from the 
farmhouse at the end of the lane, and the only things you can buy are eggs 1M 
milk. Dy the way, I'll go and get some now. 

Tom. Well, while you're gone I'll cook this junk for dlnner. Some mesa I 
call lt. Next time I'll brlng the grub. (Joe gets a small pail and leaves rtaga. 
1ohile Tom breaks the macaroni into a stewpan., whistling Zustil11 the while. 
Joe returns with pail of milk.) 

'l'otn.. Hello I You back already? I'm golng to get some water to cook th~ 
stuff. Gee, Joe, that wns a scurvy trick. I'm as lmngry as a wolf and I kDow 
I won't be able to eat a bite. 

Joe. Walt and see. (He takes down shirt ancl ptds it in the tent. Taa 
returns ana puts pan on {ire then starts to ltack log. Meantime Joe cuts tAe 
bread ana cheese.) 

Tom. (suddenl11 takes pan from fire ana runs towCllrd the tent). Ouch! 
Jlmmlne I this is hot. I almost forgot the salt. 

Joe. That's just lfke you, taking the pan to the salt instead of the salt to 
the pan. Use your head. 

Tom. Tend to your own busi.oess or else cook the stul't yourself. (BO'I/1 1DW 
hancls. In a few moments Tom removes pan (rom the (!re. Joe and TOIII 
take a helping. Tom takes some on fork, makes a (ace and shudder& be(dre 
putting " into his mouth.) 

Tom. Say, Joe, you know this is better than I thought lt could be. 
Joe. Ol course it is; I told you so but you wouldn't bell eve me. (Joe fl01U" 

out two gla8&es of mille ana both drink it. After eating, Joe draws two tool/1-
brushe.t (rom pocket ana hand8 01te to Tom.) 

Joe. He1·e, take this brush and go down to the stream and clean your tee~ 
I'll join you as soon as I put the dishes together. 

Tom. What do you think I am? We came out here to have some tun. 
Joe. You want to make the team, don't you? 
Tom. Of course, but what's that got to do with brushing your teeth? 
Joe. Well, don't the health rules say clean your teeth after every meal? 
Tom. Oh, hang the health rules! 
Joe. Don't you Intend to obey them? 
Tom. No! 
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Joe. I'll tell you what we'll do. We'll draw straws and 1! you get the longer 
we won't obey the rules, but if I get the longer we wlll. Is it a go? 

Till~. All right. (Joe holds the two sUcks and Tom gets thd shorter.) Oh, 
w11at luck l 

Joe. I thought I'd win. Now, take this brush and clean your teeth. 
(2'01~ goes out while Joe piles 1tp the utensils and leaves toit'h. bucket when 

Tom returns. Tom scowl& as he passes Joe.) 
Joe. Come on, Tom; help me clear away the dishes. 
Tom. Let's wash them in the morning. 
Joe: That's a good idea. We'll sit by the tire and tell stories. 
Tom. (yawn.s). Oh! I'm too tired. Let's turn iu. Don' t the health rules 

811 anything about ~rolng to bed early? 
Joe. Quit your knockln'. I don't mind turning in though, I'm pretty tired 

myself. 
(BOJII gather things together preparatory to retiring. Curtain dratun. just 

(or a second to denote th e passage ot time.) 

ACT III. 

8cBNE. Same as Act II. Boys at·e seen rolling blankets and making other prep
arat-£on.s tor breaking camp. 

TO!n.. Hasn't this week slipped away fast? To-day is our last day. We'd 
better hurry up so as to get home by dark. 

Joe. I wish we could stay another week. I feel fine. 
Tom. So do I. I feel as I could beat Al all hollow now. 
Joe. I told you so. I'll bet we both run better for obeying the health rules. 
Tom. I think I'll make the team this spring. 
Joe. Those health rules have become a habit with me. I don't think of them 

any more. 
Tam. Same here. I'm going to obey them all the time. · I'm glad Shorty told 

us about them. 
(Boy8 start to put things on back.) 
Tom. Oh, say, Joe. We forgot our fruit this morning. I think there are a 

couple of oranges in your knapsack. 
Joe. Oh, yeh. (Rumma.ges through knapsack and tal~es 01tt f100 onmyr-.~. 

Joe puts knap8ack on his back and boys start out peeling orange.•.) 
Tom, To-morrow school again. I'll be klnda glad to see Shorty and the other 

fellows, but oh that civics! 

ACT IV. 

ScENE. Same as Act I. 

T01n. A lot of good those health rules have done us. I've been obeying them 
e\;er since camp and haven't made the team yet. 

Joe. But your gyn1 average has improved. 
TOtn, Who cares about that? 
Joe. Well, we know that the rules do some good. We've both gained In 

Weight. 
Shorty, Hey, Joe? Did you see any bears at your camp? Tom acts like one. 
Boys (in chorus ). Aw, keep quiet! 
Shorty. That's right, take a fellow's head oft', will you? That's what a guy 

gets for trying to show you how to make the team. I'm going to tell Al about 
Your taking his health rules out of his notebook. 

Bova. Squealer! 
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(Albert Swift, John a714 Pete . .Applegate null. a714 1lap Joe and Tom 0t1·U. 
back.) 

Tom (oaBpino). What's the matter? 
Albert. Haven't you heard about it? The coach has just put you and Joe• 

the relay team that's going to run against Junior 1. He says be can't llDder
stand what's happened to you, you've- improved so lately. 

Sh.ortfl. Hurray, I told you so. 
Albert. Don't forget to report to gym to-night for training. 
Joe. Didn't I tell you we'd make it? 
Tom. Well, really those hold health rules paid. I'm going to live up to tbem 
~~d~ . 

Lew. I'm going to start t hem to-day. They sure did wonders for you. 
Short11 (slap• Joe on back) . ·Keep it up, old top, eat some more mae&m~~ 

and drink some more milk. Maybe some dny you'll run as good as me. 
(Bell rings and boys.leave stage chasing Shorty.) 

END. 

V. A School Htalth Organization. 

The following program for a school board of health has been 
worked out. for the schools of Pennsylvania.: 

School boards ot heazth.-The organization and administration of such boards 
to be patterned after that of borough boards of health. In one-room schools 
the board should consist of five m"embers. In larger schools the membership 
may be Increased to include one member from each schoolroom. The term 
of office, made In accordance with local expediency, to be not less than three 
weeks nor more than ·six. Membership on the board of health should be a 
reward of merit. Upon appointment the board should proceed to elect a pres~ 
dent and secretary. Two health officers, a boy and a girl, should be appointed 
fi"Om each room, the health officers to be appointed upon the recommendatloD 
of their teachers. The board of health should enact ordinances In accordance 
wlth local conditions, no ordinance to be effective without the signature of 
the principal or the teacher in charge. 

The duUes of the president.-The president sha ll preside at all meetings and 
shall have genera l supervision of work of the board. 

The secretary shall be the custodian of a ll property of the board, shall keep 
the minutes, a record of all orders, nod shall make weekly reports to the gof· 
ernlng head of the school. 

The health officer shall make dally inspections of schoolrooms, halls, aud 
toilets; shall keep a record of the temperature of the schoolrooms, taken four 
times dally; shall call the attention to individual pupils of violation of tbe 
adopted ordinances; and shall make reports tn writing to the board of health 
at their regular weekly meeting and emergency reports to the president of tile 
board at such times as necessity mny require. 
MeetinQN.-ll.c~rolar meetings of a school board of health shall be held ooce 

n week at the time and place specified by the governing bead of the schooL 
All meetings shall be open to the school, but no persons, except members o! 

the school board of health, may be entitled to vote or participate in discussioDS 
except by permission of the board. 

Special meetings may be held upon the call of the president or any two mem
bers. A call for u special meeting must be add('essed In writing to each member 
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nt the school board of healt}l, stating the purpose of the call, and no other busi
ness except that specified may be transacted. 

The generally accepted parliamentary rules shall govern the transactions and 
business of the board. 
A majority of all members shall constitute a quorum. 
At regular meetings the following order of bus:ness shall be observed: (1) 

can to order; (2) reading and approval of minutes; (3) · reports of health 
officers; ( 4) unfinished business ; ( 5) hearing of complaints ; ( 6) new business; 
(7) adjournment. 
. Sugge8ted ordinances.-The temperature of the schoolroom shall at no time 
exceed 68• F. 

At ~.45 and 11.45 a. m. and 1.45 and 3.15 p. m. windows shall be opened and 
calisthenic exercises indulged in for the space of three minutes. 

Drj.okiog fountains shall be kept clean and in order, and the jets shall spurt 
at least 2 inches in height. (Where drinking fountains do not exist, all pupils 
sliall have individual drinking glasses.) 

Toilets shall be kept clean and in order. 
The blackboards should be cleaned and chalk dust removed every evening by 

th!l janitor. 
Trai!h should not be permitted to accumulate in desks. The ·Inside of all 

desks should be kept in order and free from dust. 
In sweeping schoolrooms, the floor should first be sprinkled with water, 

dampened sawdust, or one of the " dust-down " preparations.· It should after
ward be swept with a soft bristled brush. No stiff bristled broom may be 
allowed in the schoolroom. 

In"dustiog, no feather duster may be used. The ja nitor should be required 
to 'use a dampened cloth which removes as well as cleans . 
. Each evening all window blinds should be rolled, so that the schoolroom . 

· during hours not in use may have the advantage of the germ-destroying action 
of light. 

·Desks should be properly adjusted ·to the size of each pupil. 
School books should be kept ~lean and the wetted finger should never be used· 

in turning leaves. 
Spitting in the schoolroom is prohibited. 

·. Clean hands and nails are required. 
Clean teeth a1·e required. 
AlL coughs and sneezes should be covered with a ha ndkerchief. If there be 

no tline for that, by the hand, which should be immediately washed. 
A foo~ scraper and doormat shall be placed outside the building and no 

pupil shall be permitted to enter the school with muddy feet. 
Spitballs are prohibited. · 
.The health officer shnll ask the following questions of each pupil under his 

.lnrlsdictlon and repor t the totnls, without giving the names, at the regular 
meeting of the school board of health : Do you sleep with your wtndows open? 
Do you drink milk every dny? Do you take u hath every day? 

From April 1 until the close of school the following additional questions are 
tci be aaked : Do you know of the existence of a ny places where flies are likely 
tc breed ? Where? 

Secretaries of school boards of health should make a list of possible fly
breeding places and forward such reporfs, through the governing teacher, to 
tbe 'munlclpal health or township health authoritles.1 

'Syllabus In Health Education. Commonwealth ot Pennsylvania, Department of Public 
IDitructlon, Health Education Bur~au. 
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VI. School Health Papn . 
.A committee chosen from the hygiene classes of both boys and' 

girls might be organized to produce a school health paper or to pr.? 
duce a yearly health number of the regular school news sheet. · 

VII. Suggestions for a Demonstration Hoar . 

.A demonstration period proves useful as a visual aid in fixing the 
facts acquir.ed during the lesson period. 

The demonstration may be prepared by the teacher. .A better 
plan, however, would be to have a defiillte committee of studenl.!l 
'appointed each time to prepare material for the observation of the 
class. The material on exhibition should, of course, correlate with 
the subject of previous class discussion. 

The equipment for the health education classroom, as previously 
suggested, admirably provides for the display of exhibit materiai; 
i. e., long tables and movable chairs. · 

In order to insure, careful observation, each exhibit might be num· 
bered. If printed questions referring to the material under study 
were attached to each exhibit, the students could then be requested 
to write the answers to the questions in their notebooks, placing the 
number corresponding to the number of the exhibit before each 
answer. 

Example. Exhibit I.-The interior of a carrot, hollowed out and filled with 
molasses; the top plugged with a cork having a glass tube fitted in it Tbe 
carrot is Immersed in clean water. Questions: What change has taken place In 

·the molasses cavity? Will the water surrounding the carrot gain molasses? 
Expialn.• 

Suggest that the students secure the cooperation of the scientific 
research department of their own local and State boards of health. 
In this way much valuable material may be obtained for demon· 
stration purposes: 

Suggestions lor Demonstration Material. 

In connection with the lesson on digestion, absorption might be 
one fact graphically represented by the " carrot " experiment pre
viously described. 

Part of the demonstration correlating with a study on the hoJ.W 
care of the sick might include a display of various disinfectants · 
Short statements might be written up in each case in regard to the 
value and power of the chemical agent under observation. 

Booklets, pamphlets, and worth while succinct articles form very 
useful demonstratio~ material. Material for health exhibits may be 

1 Outline o! an Eleruentary Ccune In llflcrohlology, published by '1'. C. C. U. 
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'obtained from the U. S. Public Health Service, State and city boards 
·~£ health, and many other like organizations. Material on the fol
lowing subjects may be obtained from these sources: Flies, garbage 
,disposal, markets and food protection, mosquitoes, water supply, sew
age disposal, heating and ventilation of houses, open-air schools, etc. 
-· The services of an expert to demonstrate correct methods of mani
curing the nails and washing and dressing the hair were procured 
for the demonstration period in one school. · 

VIII. Field Trips anti Srrrveys. 

Surveys or field trips form interesting projects, and where time 
allows these trips could also be arranged to occupy the time usually 
used for the demonstration period. 

Each school will necessarily make surveys that will meet the par
~icular problems of its community. The obj~ct of each survey should 
be to enable the pupil to realize the particular features of his own 
health environment and to foster careful observance of actual con
ditions as· they are to be found in his village or city. He should be 
taught to observe his own home environment, the condition of the 
streets of bis city or village, the sanitary condition of his school, the 
loca!'dairy, and general market. 

Sanitary surveys of markets may be made, covering the· following 
points : Location, construction of building, protection against rodents, 
removal of waste, cleanliness of premises, screening of doors and win
dows; c1eanliness o£ refrigerators and clerks, source of meat, observ
ance of Federal regulations, care in delivery o£ meat, etc. Survey 
blanks may be obtained from health departments. 
· The following outline offers suggestions for a survey covering in-

. spection of the city or town health department: 
1. Organizat~on. 
2. Exhibits: (a) Type; (b) value. 
3. Experiments in chemical laboratory : (a) Purpose. 
4. Examination of applicants for working papers. 
5. The city " Vital Statistics " records. 
When the subject of air and ventilation is being considered, an in

spection o£ the school ventilating plant would not be amiss. 

IX. Health Week Program, Students of Washington Irving High 
School, New York City. 

Preliminary Preparations. 

Health posters borrowed from various city health organizations 
w~~ hung on the walls of the entrance hall of the school. A meas
uring stand and a pair of scales were placed in the center of the hall. 
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Pamphlets and leaflets, secured through. the a.id of a social workis 
from a near-by health center, were distributed by the girls to 11 
whom they thought might profit by the suggestions contained thereii 
One girl gave hers to a relative who was a dentist, to be placed~ 
his waiting room. Another hung hers in her father's grocery. A 
third gave hers to a woman " who has no children to bring things 
home to her." Another girl, who is a volunteer playground leader, 
awarded her leaflet as a prize for a relay race. 

The following slogan was placed on all the blackboards: " Health 
costs effort, but health is worth the effort it costs." 

The following 20 projects were mimeographed and distribut~ 
several days preceding Health Week. Projects 2, 3, 4, 8 were givea 
to only a few pupils, in order that the city officials concerned might 
not be deluged with visitors. 

Proj~ds on tlr~ Vala~ of H~altlt. 

1. Interview any one of the following: 
(a) A college boy who bas gone into tTainlog for some athletic contest; If. 

possible, an athlete who has woo his letter. 
(b) A physical-training teacher. 
(c) A successful business mao. 
( cl) A nurse, a physician, or Red Cross worker. 
(e) A Sunday-school teacher, settlement-house worker, or club lender, and 

ask for concrete cases and human-interes t stories to Illustrate these two facts: 
(1) Health costs etrort; (2) health is worth the etrort It costs. 

2. Find out from your school clerk the total amount of money paid to sub
stitutes in your school for teachers absent las t month (or last term) on accouut 
of Illness. What would this amount of money buy for your auditorium or 
gymnasium? 

3. Interview or write to one of the following: A labor-union official; the 
National Civic Federation; the Board of Sanitary Control ; the American Fed
erntlon of. J.abor, Wasblngtoo, D. C.; the Nntlonnl Manufacturers' Assoclatlou; 
nod try to discover different_ ways In which illness interferes with produ.ctloD. 
increases the cost of living, aggravates industrial unrest, and becomes a menace 
to our national prosperity. Report your findings to your class. 

4. Interview or write to one of the following: Your school doctor, your 
family physician, the Life Extension Institute, the Metropolitnn Life Insurance 
Company, the representative of the Charity Orgnnlzntion Society of your dis
trict . Try to discover: 

(a) How large a share does illness play in our problem of poverty. (b) 
How much of our community's Illness is preventable? Report your findings to 
your class. 

5. Submlt the following questionnaire to 10 of your friends and classmates: 
(a) Have you ever been ill with a contagious disease? It so, what was the 

disease? (b) How long were you 111? ( o) Did you sutTer any bad after
etl'ects? It so, describe. (d) Name ns many ways as you can in which thl.a 
sickness <;ost you or your parents' time, money, anxiety, sutrerlog. (e) Do 
you know how you contracted the disease? It so, describe briefly. Could you 
have been safeguarded from it? How? Tabulate your results and present thelll 
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· ~claSS. (The teacher will get Ideas for the discussion from "What Hap
-~ed to the Pa_rker Children," Woman's Home Companion, December, 1921.) 
::. 6. Watch for anyone of the following sources of danger to the community's 
. .belilth and report to' the · proper authority: (a) Contagious disease un
~tined ; (b) for files or mosquitoes, stray dogs or cats playing close to 

, U~!! children ; (c) neglect of wast'e disposal; (d) bad housing conditions; 
(B); impure food. · · 
. J,!·Observe junior and adult citizens in school, on the street, in the sub
way and elevated trains, in the parks, In _your own home, and list (a) five 
aclll which help the Individual to keep well; (b) five acts which interfere with 
the individual's health; (c) five acts which interfere with the community's 
bealth; and (d) five acts which tend to promote the community's health. 

8. Write letters to the following Government agencies asking for lists of 
their publications or for sample leaflets : City department of health; State 

~ department of health ; U. S. Public Hea~th Service, Washington, D. C.; U. S. 
Bureau of Education, Washington, D. C. 

. List 10 problems with which these agencies are concerned, indicating after 
· each problem the name of the agency interested. 

9. Watch the newspapers every day for a week, clipping any news article 
whlch has to do with the subject of community health. Paste into your civics 

· notebook, noting the name of the newspaper, the date, and a brief summary of 
the Item. At the end of the week try to draw some g~neral conclusion from the 
articles you have found. 

10. Ask some man who was in service in the World War what precautions 
· were -~aken in camp and in the trenches for the same of the health of our 

soldiers, or ask some one who used to live ·in Europe to help you contrast 
the·methods of the Old World with those of the New concerning the treatment . 
of. C!>lds, tuberculosis, skin infections, and capillary pediculosis. 

Project& on Community Health. 

U. Visit a milk station or health center and note what is done for the 
decrease of infant mortality and the betterment of the health of mothers and 
thelr _babies. 

12. Visit the headquarters of the department of health and see (a) the 
·eihibits, (b) experiments in one of the chemical laboratories, (c) testing of 
milk, :(c!) examinations of applicants for working papers, (e) the city's records 
ot its vital statistics. 

18.: Visit the museum of natural history and study the public-health exhibit. 
·-l4. VIsit one of the exhibits of an antituberculosis association or any other 

ethibit. recommended by the New York County Chapter of the American Red 
Cross, or advertised in t he dally press, and study the dift'erent activities of the 
community which help to keep us well. 

15. Repott on what is done to protect us from " imported diseases." 
16. ~ Watch in the subway, in the grocery ·store, in school, in the dairy, in the 

but~er's shop, for ' notices posted by order of the board of health to carry out 
these orders. 

17. Make a sanitary survey of your neighborhood, using Health News, pub
il8hed by the State department of health, May-June, 1921, as a help. 

18. Tench the " Rules of the game" to some child, preferably your younger 
brother or sister, and check your pupil on these rules every day for a month. 
see· that you follow these rules yourself. Find the average weight for your · 
pupil's height (see tables !lPPended) and weigh your pupil at the beginning and 
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at the end of the month. If possible, organize n band of Modern Hal 
Crusaders in your neighborhood. 

19. Make a poster which will convey to the community some health messqi 
needs and get perm;sslon to post In your school or in tlie nearest library. > 

20. Organize a Clean-Up Campaign In your school or neighborhood 1n a 
interest of health, safety, and beauty. Chalk marks, papers, rubbish, stapi 
pools of water, piles of old tin cans must go. First, pick up ; second, pabj 
third, plant. Take time in collecting your publicity material, such as JIOIIII 
banners, speeches for the school assembly, articles for the school paper; be 
it under cover untll you are ready to use It and then-A WHIRLWIND C!J 
PAIGN. Follow up with reminders six weeks later : · 

Are we still all nice and clean? 
How clean we looked slx weeks ago. 

????Do we look to-day???? 

The paper's ln the basket, . 
The fruit skin ls canned, 

The ftoors, walls, and desks are clean, 
JUST AS WE PLANNED. 

Weighing and Measuring. 

The girls of the domestic science class took charge of the weighiD& 
and measuring. Everybody-teachers, students, and visitors--wu 
measured and weighed and average weight for height and age com
puted from tables which hung conveniently near. If the individual 
being weighed was perfect, she was given a ~een ta:g; if under· 
weight, a red tag and a talk; if overweight, a yellow tag and alsJ 
a talk. 

Health A.ddreu. 

The services of "Happy," the Health Clown, were secured by ar 
rangement with the Child Health Organization. 

Two physicians accepted invitations to address the students on th 
subject of the prevention of tuberculosis. 

Two speakers were also secured to present addresses on "The Pit 
vention of Blindness" and " The Care of Convalescents to Prevent 
Bad After Effects." 

C/auroom A.divitieJ (Cooperation in All Department•)· 

Language departments: Use of vocabulary in discussing several of 
the r\tles which make for good health, "Mangez les legumes," in 
French, etc. 

Civic department: Discussions on the city health department, its 
function and service to the city. 

Mathematics department : Graphs were made showing the effect 
of fresh air on disease. The graphs conclusively proved "that there 
are fewer cases of pneumonia in May, when the windows are open, 
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tJia,n in .January, when they are closed." (Graphs may also be pre
p~ on vital statistics which can be secured from the U.S. Bureau 
.of ·the Census, Department of Commerce.) · 

English department: Each girl in each English class wrote a set 
·of seven health epigrams, one for each day in the week. There were 
·~ports and discussions on the gathering of reliable data before these 
;epigr&IDS were written in order to insure the collection of valuable 
.ihformation . 
. Some of these epigrams are as follows: "Follow the green line. 

Eat vegetables and keep safe." "A bath should be a habit-not an 
event." · "Fresh fruits will take the kick from your disposition, and 
put a punch in your personality." "Be a shifter-shift from candy 

· to calories." . 
Fifty-two $1 prizes were given by the Child Health OrganiZation 

to the 52 girls having the best sets. 
Art department: ,Preparation and arrangement of big char~s, 

posters, and models. · · 
Biology department: Circulated a set of "Rules" on the methods 

of preve~~:ting the spread of "'colds." 
Bookkeeping department : Classification of the health problem in 

true ·bookkeeping style, i. e., good health was shown to be a business 
asset, poor health a liability, and loss of health bankruptcy. 

Physical training department : During health week this d_epartment 
endeavored to find out all the cardiac cases. 

SECTION IV; 

Appendix. 

I. Equipment and Devices. 

I T IS as necessary for the teacher of hygiene to have ali adequate 
supply of tools .with which to work as it is for the physics 
teacher to have an adequately equipped laboratory. There

fore models, .illustrations, . diagrams, charts, and specimens aro all 
part of the equipment. The best part of this laboratory equipment 
is that it can be made to a large extent by the pupils themselves. 

L ist of Tools. 

Slgbt. Hearing. 
_Charts. Lectures. 
Films. Special topies. 
Posters. Debates. 

Demonstration hour, informal discussions. 

Doing. 
Health newspaper. 
Health clubs. 
School boards of health. 

Besides the devices -listed, catchy rhymes, the keeping of chore 
cards have been used successfully in many schools. The use of chore 
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cards with foreign-born students has proved most effective ~ n 
cases. 

H eaZth chores. 

Days or week. 

Statements or chores. 
Sun. Mon. Tu. Wed. Th. Fr. 

- - --1---1-
1. Iwashedmyhandsbeforeeachmealto-day . . . . •..••...•. . X X X X X X· 
2. I W&Shed not only my face but my neck and ears and I 

clean ad my tlnger naUs to-day •... • ... . •... .. . .•.. .. .. . . X X X X X X 
3. I tried to-day to keep tlnf:s, pencUs,and everything that 

mlgbt be unclean out o my mouth and nose . . .. . . ....... X ...... X X X X 
4. I draDka glass of water before each meal and before~ 

to bed, and drank no tea, co.ll"ee, or other injurious 
to-day . ... ·••· ···• ··· · .... . . ....•... ..•.... ···• · ···•··· X X X X x . X 

li. I brusned my teeth thoroughly before and after breakt&St 
and In the evening to-day . . ............................ X X X X X X 

6. I took 10 or more slow deep breaths o!!rosh air to-day •.. . X X .. .... .... ......... X . ..... 
7. I played outdoors or with windows open more than 30 

inlriutea to-day ..... .................................... X ....... X X X X 
8. I was in bed 9 hours or more last night and kept my win-

dowsopen .......... ............ ........ .. ............. X X 
9. I tried t<Hlaytosltupandstend up straight, toeatslowl&' 

and to attend to toUet and each need or my body at I 
regular time ....•................. . . ..•.•.. . .•... . .••... X X X X X X 

10. I tried to-day to keep neat and cheerful constantly and · 

11. xroo~a~~~t~C:~d&y"oiili6'w;,ekibiit'is'cibecked. X X X X X X 

(X) ................................... .......... ...... X ........ X X ..... . X 

Total number or chores done each day •. .• .•.••..•.•. . 10 7 9 I 9 10 10 

SPEOIAL DRIVES. 

.. . 
I 

In many schools the setting aside of a particular week in the yea 
for emphasis on the subject of health has proved most interestin, 
and helpful. 

FILMS • 

.As far as possible, visual instruction, which is far more importanl 
than oral instruction, should be made use of in the health proj~ 
Various health films could· be shown to great advantage during tbt 
demonstration hours or. during morning exercises. 

11. u.~ of r~xtboolcs. 

No one textbook in hygiene any more .than in any other study~ 
sufficient or complete for the use of stude~ts- Nor should they be 
permitted to think that one text or reference book will cover the 
field. Valuable training results from intelligent use of referen~ 
material and comparison of textbooks. 

For each topic covered in class the instructor should select the best 
references on the subject, submit these to the class, and then suggest 
that they use these references to round out the facts discussed in 
class. .At times it might be well to let the children choose their oWD 

references and ..at the next class meeting state why they thought the 
references that they had chosen were good. 
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THE CONTINUING NEED 
for 

TEACHERS OF CHfLD HEALTH. 

NOW, as never before,_ 
our country needs 

. men ~d women with 
strong, vigorouS, heal thy 
bodies and minds. The ca.- ~ 
pacity for endurance and the .\.\l 
robustness of the sturdy pion-~ 
eers of our country need to 
be reincor-porated in the bod
ies of their posterity. With 
the realization of the fact 
that now over half the pop-
u1ation of America resides in \ 
cities comes the thought of 
what these people have·· lost ·: 
in. the educative and recrea-
tional opportunities that re-
sult from an outdoor life. 

And what of the· other half 
of the population, those who 

~ould possess physical 'well-being through the opportunity 
to work in the great out-of-doors~ We read' "that the hetilth 
Of the people in the rural districts is on the whole below thgt' 
df'~liose liying in ·the cities. "Fo,r·ihe last five years th6 
de~th rate in: rural New York has been highet th:im ·the· des.t}ll 
rkte iii .the City of New Y ark/' 1 

~ • • • ; I , • • 

1 1,''~~Lh Essantlals for Rural Schoo1 Cblldran'l prpposed b;r the joint -commlttee on 
hiaJtb problw in edueatlon ofthe ·National COunclfor thii N'attonal Education ASs9ci&Uon 
ll'bd-ot theCounclr oil Health and· Publlo·Instructlon of tliii American Kedlcal :Aiscic:1atlon/· 
rr,pared by Dr. ~. D. Wood, 624 West 01)e .hundred and twantletb B~, .N.ew .YOfk, City, p. 3. .• . • . . . . . . . •• . . .. . • . 

(1) 
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Why is this so~ These people practically live in 
the open. Yes, but the great destroyer, Ignorance, 
roams at will in the country district. 

The rural school child does have the opportunity 
to work and play out of doors, but when it comes to 
personal hygiene, sanitation, and the correction of 
physicnl defects both he and his parents are often in 
need of enlightenment and encouragement in health 
practices. Furthermore, farm life, instead of pro
moting all-round physical development, tends in 
many cases to overdevelop certain muscles while 
completely ignoring others. 

The health problem in both rural and urban com
munities is of the greatest possible significance to 
the welfare of the Nation. It is our duty to take 
this problem upon ourselves. 

Seeing the Opportunity. 

MR. RUSSELL CONWELL tells a story about "Acres of 
Diamonds"-the story of a man who went far afield 

to .find wea.lt:h that was near at hand could he but ha\e seen 
it. School health work offers a wealth of opportunity. It is 
many-sided; each teacher, each supervisor, each person con
nected with the school system has his or her own peculiar 
opportunity to further the health of school children. For 
the superintendent it may men.n laying out a comprehensive 
program; for the school nurse, a survey of the great om.ount 
of work that might be done, and a careful choice of the 
comparatively sman number of things (considering the large 
number of children) that will count most; for the teacher 
it may mean the monthly weighing of the children and a 
constant drill in a few important health habits; for the 
domestic science teacher it may oe a consistent correlation 
with health throughout the cow·se. Health should infiltrate 
the entire school program. The opportunity is here waiting 
for every teacher to see it and make it her own. 
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Growing in Health. 
:11. is generally acknowledged ~hat he~th 

. wqrk is of no value .unless 1t functUYTUJ 
/ii)P.e lives of children. For-this reason 
Mllolth habits a.re now emphasized more 
tp~ .. health instruction. Your children 
,A!I!re .. been taught what foods they should 
·'8&t for health and growth; but do they eat 
tlw8e foods r If not, what is the reason¥ ,?4 (: · 
~t. ~ay not be the child's fault, and th~ 
cliild should not be held responsible for 
conditions over which he has no control 
Nevertheless, it should be possible for t~e 
ohild to eat regularly the foods that are 
~ecessa.ry for health and growth. It should 
b~· possible for the child to bathe regularly 
and 'form' this and other health habits. 
T~ere is no formula for the solution of th~e 
problems. School an.d home must work together for the 
~ealth of school children. The work will mean much or 
~ttie, ~ccordmg to the teacher's interest in the work and the 
time she gives to it. 

We Still have Large N umhers of Defective 
and Malnourished Children. 

1 .. N a country as rich and intelligent as ours it should be 
difficult to find even a small number of children reaching 

m&.Iihood or womanhood under the handicap of remediable 
physical. defects. We know that faulty vision and faulty 
teeth, to say nothing of undernourishment, a.re detrimental 
~ the physical and mental development of a child. Yet, in 
spite of ;much talk concerning tt t~e precious asset of child 
health," such. defects a.re so common that nobody has .ever 
t.'*.en the tro~ble to find Ol;lt exactly to what extent they . 
prev:il.il among our chil<4'en to-day.' It has been estimated '.. . . 

• Report oC National Child Health Council says from 20 to 33 per cent are m.alnouriB'hed. 
U. B. PubUo Haalth Service, No. 134, "The Campaign .Against Malnourishment." 1923. 
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that three out of e•ery four childrt>n in this 
country are suffering from some physical 
defect which might be pre•ented or cor
rected. This would mean that there ar~ 

) 

perhaps, 15,000,000 such school children 
in this country to-day handicapped by n 
slight or n. more serious physical defect. 
Most of these children ha•o not one but 
several physical defects. 

Such children fail to attain the physical 
and intellectual de•elopment of which thcr 
are capable. When weighed and measured 
they are all a little below stundarJ. There 
is a large group, possibly 6,000,000, whose 
poor physical or mental condition (or both) 
demands immediate recognition and nt.
ten tion. The large class of'' malnourished" 
and physically defecti'Ve or mentally defec
tive children is a shame to our ci•ilization. 
Can you expect such children in later 
years to "measure up"-to become men 
and women fit to guide a nn.tiori and to 
become parents of the next generation~ 

The Folly of Books B efore H ealth. 

T o attempt to force a seriously handicapped child through 
the regular mill of school work is mere foolishness. It 

results only in time and money wasted hy tho Leacher and 
the school system, and the failure and discouragement of 
the child because he can not keep up with his mates. We 
must learn to spend ouT money aml direct our energy so ihnt 
it will bring fruitful results. In dealing with seriously mal
nourished children, the most fruitful results, both mentally 
and physicn.lly, will be obtained by directing atteniion first 
toward their physical condition rn.ther than by goading 
them into mental work of which they are physically 
incapable. 
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Learn to D etect the Signs of ~ 
71K 1 . . ~r~...J," ... 1.-.1a n~trttt~. ~~);I 

~~ _general it may be said that malnourished ~ 
J!,· ~dren are usually underweight. They are fdJ 
tMro.- pale and anremic, inattentive and listless : 
in, their studies, and disinclined to run and · \ 
~Y· They are easily fatigued, both mentally ::;--:- :::___ . ~) 
~4 physically, and are often retarded in their ~ ~~-
~ool. work. They are peculiarly susceptible ~ 
to disease, and are always catching whatever ~ 
~ase happens to be making the rounds. Their \ \ 
~-us~es are soft and flabby. · ~ 

Don't Guess at the Cause- Find 
Out . 

. The case of each child must be carefully 
considered. ·The causes of his condition 
should be searched out and corr~cted through 
medical attention, health instruction, and . 
especially by training in health habits. Poverty and over
crowding, bad home habits, faulty school hygiene, physical 
defects, and acute disease are all common causes of mal
nutrition and poor physical condition. The visiting teacher 
can help tremendously in learning about home conditions 
and cooperating in corrective measures. 
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How to Begin. 

THE way to begin is to begin! 
The weighing nnd measuring 

of childrrn hns proved to be one 
of the most effective ways to begin 
health work. Gnins or losses in 
weight nrc tangihlc nnd measurable; 
they nrc personal to ench child; 
they lend naturally to health les
sons; they require the establishment 
of health habits. Any teacher. :my 
superintendent, may begin health 
work in this way. This experiment. 
involves no expensi•e apparatus. 
It requires mos t of all o. teacher of 
vision nnd energy, who will begin 
the work nnd set the ball rolling in 
the community. The results will 
speak for themselves. Scales will 
be needed ; t.hcy nrc to t.he health 

worker whnt the plumb line is to the builder or the measur
ing rod to the engineer. 

II you are fortunate enough to have scales in your school, 
have them brought into your room and do the weighing nnd 
meo.suring ns n part of some opening exercises or special 
exercise on Fridny afternoon. Make n. definite project of 
get.ting scales into every school. Until you get them in 
your school see if the school nurse can not lend you her 
scales once n. month; or take the children to some grocery 
store nnd weigh them there. Or perhnps, some butcher, 
grocer, or hardware dealer will lend you n pair of scales. 

The significa.nce of a child's weight lies in its relation to 
his ttge and his height; some children are naturally shorter 
of stature than others, without detriment to their general 
health. The height of the children must t.hereforc be care
fully ascertained. Two ynrd s ticks tacked against a flat 
wnll (yard sticks are preferable to tape lines, which stretch 
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'more or less .unde.r contmuous lise unless they are . .. ---·. __ tas. 
~ted to a fiat measuring board against the -l't~llCH ·5 
J!P), ,and a book or sq~~e blc;>ek which may. be 
:al,~d on, the top of the chl:ld's he!).d and· against 
~~.}lle.a.suring board, are l,lll , that is necessary for 
.tbjs; purpose. 

The Procedure in Weig-hinf!.-

.f. The chi~d re~oves swea~r-or c?at and- ~ho~s. ~· 
2: The he1ght 1S determmed W1th the child 

standing With head, heelS, and shoulders . against 
the 1nieasure. · "' 
· '·3! ·The weight is noted with the child standing 7/ 

. Q.~~e _center' of the sqa1e pl~tform.·. . ~---,-.a 
4. Weight and height are recorded by the chil

dren on classroom weight record charts. Samples 
of these may be obtained from the United States 
Bureau of Education. 

5. A. vera.ge weights are computed and entered 
on weight chart. 

6. Monthly weighing periods should be orga.mzed, pref~r
ably at the same hour of the day. Height should -be· 'taken 
at least twice per year; September and March are the best 
months. 

70971"-u---2 
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The Child's Age. 

"NOT every child whose weight is proper 
for his height is to be considered 

normal. Sometimes long-continued bad feed
ing or underfeeding may resul t, in children 
ns in laboratory animals, in a grent stunting 
in size as well ns in weight. The child mn.y 
then show a proper relation of weight to 
height but be far below normal in both. 
Age, therefore, must be taken into account." l 

Edwin .Allen, whose name appears at the 
top of the chart on page 10 is 10 years old; 
his height is 51 inches. Consulting the height 

• L . Emmet llolt, Food, Hcalt!J, nnd Growth. New York, Macruil· 
Inn Co., 1922, p. 213. 
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and weight table for boys (poster.• 
·prepared . by the United States 
Bjueau of Education which give 
cQ:rreot weight for boys and girls 
ot. ·various heights and ages) and 
a~g at the left-hand column, 
Jaooled 11 Height inches," follow 
d4wn this column until you come 
14 51, which represents Edwin's 
height .. The next step. is to follow 
~e line out from 5~ ·across the 
chart until the column marked 
"tO years" (Edwin's age) is 
reached. . The point at which 
these two lines intersect gives the 
average, weight for a boy 51 
inches tall and l1 years of age, 
which is-63 pounds. 

;'rbe same method can be applied 
td a child of any height and age, 
within the limits of the chart. 

Health Education Posrer No.4. 
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Emphasis . on Periodic Gain·~: -· 

.w··, Hi:LE th~ rela~io~ of weight_to - ~eig~t -U, sign~cant as 
' , · a startmg pomt to determ:me a child's condition, the 
mportant fact to be learned is how much he has gained since 
tie was last weighed. His gain is to be emphasized, not the 
amount he lacks of being the average weight for his h-eight 
and age; ·If, however, he has reached the danger zone (some 
authorities consider this · zone to be 10 per cent or tnore 
below or 20 per cent above the average), he should be an 
6bject of concern for both the school authorities and home; 
In this connection the teacher ina:y visit the home, conferring 
with his parents and securing their cooperation. 
·· ' It must be remembered, however, that with nearly all 
children there ·are periods of a few months each in 'which 
growth and gain in weight are more rapid, followed by months 
in which both are slower. Gains are usually more rapid in 
the fall and spring months; less rapid in wiriter and mid- -· 
'suinmer. Children who are much below normal weight usu
ally gain rapidly irrespective of seasons when the. cause of 
the low weight is removed and conditions for healthful 
growth are substituted. . 

Nevertheless, if you can simply get the idea firmly estab
lished in the minds of the children and your principljol that 
·a monthly gain in weight is essential you will have made a 
beginning. Other teachers Will almost certainly follow 
your example, become interested, and begin health work. 
·From just such beginnings, in the last few years, wonderful 
things have been accomplished. Much still remains to be 
done. Are you doing your· part~ 
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The N ext Step. 

REG1JLAR weighing and measuring will 
stimulate children to practice health 

habits and give them keen interest in their 
physical improvement. It is to be emphasized 
that the purpose in using the classroom weight 
record, with its n.ge-height-weight index and 
its normal increment in weights, is ltlrgelr 
educational; n.nd it is merel? the first step in 
health work. Further work must he built 
upon this beginning. This further work will be 
hn.ndicapped, however, unless the child's re
mediable physical defects are removed. I t is 
foolish to tell a child suffering from enlarged 
adenoids that he must bre;tthe through his nose 
and have plenty of fresh air. The adenoids 
must come out first. It is useless to impress 
upon a child the necessity of thoroughly chewing 
his food if his teeth are in poor condition. 
Eye strain frequently means nausea and loss 
of appetite. 

Where remediable phy.,;ical defects are found, 
exert your influence to have them r.orrected. 
Here is your opportunity to enlist the in
terest of parent-teacher association n.nd the n~ed
ical men of the community. I-hs your school 

ll school doctor and a school nurse? You may he the one 
to demonstrate the need, an cl the immediate need, of securing 
these and a "school hcnJth service." 
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The Child's-Willinf! Cooperation: . . 

UOW can the child's willing cooperation be secured? 
-~ · Shall we reward gains in weight by gold and blue stars t 
·'Rewli.rds for endeavor are more wholesome 
tlian-rewa.i-ds for perfection obtained without 0 · 
effort. In the case of some children the 
:"gold :star" should ·go to the mother of the 
Child, while for other children the keeping 
~bf a.·health rule or a gain in weight may be 
4i''trl.Um.ph. The teacher and nurse should 
-use: -considerable discretion in the use of 
artificial rewards. 

r:·'' 1t is poSsible, however, to get even small 
clilldren to Understand that for a given age 
ah_(tiheight there is an average, . and to be in 
-th'e1.'best condition they should not fall much 
llelbW. this average. · If they are so. unfortunate 
.lis to be 10 per cent or more below this average 
(and from 15 to 20 per cent of your chil~en 
may show this result), they, as future citizens, 
mus·t make a special effort to bring themselves 
·up.: Discussions will result from this in respect 
ItO the things that make children grow and the 
'thmgs that keep them from being strong and 
1he·althy. Lack of fresh air while sleeping 
·-and exercising, lack of cleanliness and proper 
·clothi.ng,· fast eating, indulgence in sweets between meals, 
ia.nd:indulgencein tea. and coffee-all of which are detrimental 
to the health of children-will be to some extent within 
·their power of choice. It is the teacher's great privilege to 
•help· her pupils to learn how and what to choose and to find 
ways and means of ~ecuring for them the essentials of health. 
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Measures for fudging Success 
in Health Teaching. 

How are you to appraise the 
success of your undertaking~ 

Apply the following questions and judge 
for yourself: 

~~'3 1. Are the children taking an interest 
in keeping "fit" ~ 

2. What are the children doing to 
promote the health of themselves and 
their community~ How much have they 
improved during the preceding year~ 

Not the knowledge itself, but the 
practical application of the facts learned, 
makes for health. The goal should be 
the formation of good health habits, 
and to be successful the teacher herself 
must radiate health. 

The Responsibility. 
"QNLY the strong, healthy body 

and mind can give us that 
J H broad, firm foundation upon which good 

community health may be built. It is only through these 
that individuals have the vision, skill, knowledge, and 
indomitable tenacity which are necessary to bring about better 
community health. The stream can rise no higher than its 
source-the community is as healthful as the health habits of 
its citizens make possible. 

"Upon the teacher falls this duty and responsibility. 
For the great bulk of her charges she holds the key to the 
citadel of health. From the kindergarten on she may 
become the most potent force for the individual and com
munity health. To a large extent, the measure of her 
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success is the health and health activities 
not only of the class or school over 
which she may preside but of the whole 
community in which that school may be 
placed. Some of the evidences of the 
success are immediate, some are remote, 
but they follow as surely as 1 the night 
the day.' " 5 

These are the rules of the game: 
1. A full bath more than once a week. 
2. Brushing the teeth at least once 

every day. 
3. Sleeping long hours with windows open. 
4. Drinking as much milk as possible, but no coffee or tea. 
5. Eating some vegetable or fruit every day. 
6. Drinking plenty of water every day. 
7. Playing part of every day out of doors. 
8. A bowel movement every morning. 
The child whose monthly rate of gain is below the average 

is losing points in the game of health. Every child wants 
to play a winning game. To do so he must obey the rules. 

The Bureau of· Education is ready to advise you and to 
help you with your problems if you will write to us concern
ing them. If you organi~e a weighing contest, tell us about 
your results. We wish to keep in touch with you. 

Address inquiries to the Bureau of Education, Washing
ton, D. C. 

• Syllabus In Health Education. Commonwealth of Pennsylvania, Department of Public 
Instruction, Health Education Bureau, Harrisburg, p. 16. 
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INTRODUCTION 

Much has been written in regard to the duties and responsibilities 
of the school nurse. It is not the purpose of this pamphlet to define 
e1the!7 her duties or her responsibilities, but to offer a few concrete, 
simple suggestions which may help her in rural-school work. 

These suggestions are in part an attempt to answer questions that 
have been asked by rural-school nurses or·those expecting to under
take rural-school nursing. Letters like the following have come . 
to us: 

I am the first county nurse in this district. There are no school nur!les here 
even In • • * (which has n population of 8,000). I cover a territory of 
1,704 mJles with a population of 17,501, of which nearly 6,000 are school 
children in 55 districts. The county is one valley with many mountains; in 
parts of the county the altitude is about 6,000 feet. 

We are trying to survey all the schools. We commenced with the most dis
tant schools-90 miles away in some instances-and have come gradually in 
toward the town. In midwinter I have to do most of my work In near-by dis
ttlcts, as the snow gets very deep. 

Everywhere we have tried to stimulate an interest in hot lunches, since the 
lunches the children bring are often inadequate and sometimes frozen. Mal
nutrition Is a big problem. So also is dental caries. You see I am just a drop 
in the bucket and need all the help I can get to make even n start. 

Some of the questions which we have endeavored to answer were 
asked us when we went out to see workers in the field. More than 
one school nurse asked : " Where can I get a specialized course in 
school nursing~ I have already had a general public-health course, 
and have had experience in school nursing. I now want a place 
where I can study the latest and most effective methods of work." 

It was to answer such questions as these that the mimeographed 
" School-Nurse Circulars" were started. Seven circulars were issued 
up to January, 1924. The demand for these exceeded the supply; 
therefore it was thought best to put into printed form such of the 
material in those circulars as is of ·permanent value. 

This pamphlet is not intended to be an outline for rural-school 
nurses. The American Red Cross, in December, 1923, issued a re
vision of its pamphlet "Rural-School Nursing; an Outline for Red 
Cross Public-Health Nurses." This outline gives the rural-school 
nurse a good idea of the essential relationships in rural-school nurs
ing work ; of the necessity for laying out a definite program of work; 
how to go about it; and other definite, practical suggestions for her 
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work. Because these points were covered iD. that "Outline," they 
are not taken up in this pamphlet, other than in a general way. 
The aim has been to put the nurse in touch with the sources of 
material and methods which will help her to begin and carry on 
some such program as that suggested in the Red Cross" Outline." 

The rural-school nurse will do well to keep in touch with the 
National Organization for Public-Health Nursing and the American 
Child-Health Association, both of which organizations are especially 
endeavoring at this time to give practical help to school nurses. 

A nurse who has entered or is· contemplating entering the field of 
school nursing should always recognize the fact that schools are 
organized for the benefit of the children who are required to attend 
them. Benefits accruing to other members of the community may be 
desirable but are not of primary consideration in school health work. 
She should realize also that nurses, physicians, teachers, or others 
working in the schools are employed for one purpose-tha..t of leading 
the child step by step to an intelligent, useful citizenship. It is 
obvious that in order to accomplish this end there must be the closest 
cooperation between all these workers, and there must be a well 
planned, correlated school program which will include all the school 
health activities. . 

Another point which needs to be remembered is that health is not 
the ultimate goal toward which we are working. Health is the path 
which leads to increased efficiency and happiness. A healthy citizen 
is much more apt to be a useful member of society than one who is 
sickly, and the best time to teach healthy living is during childhood, 
when we have plastic material with which to work. 
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I. For the Nurse Who Asks ~~How Shall I Begin?" 

The problems encountered in organizing school health work in 
urban communities differ considerably from those of strictly rural 
districts. It naturally follows, therefore, that different methods must 
be .~sed. In rural communities there is little with which to work, 
and a nurse must tax her ingenuity to the utmost to secure good 
reSults. 

Before making definite plans for work the school nurse IQ.ust make 
so~e sbrt of a survey of the problem-of the territory, the people, 
and work previously done. From the school superintendent she can 
learn about the schools-their location, the number of pupilS, the 
length o! the school term, the roads and difficulties of transportation, 

· how much time she will be allowed for her school work, and prob
ably a good many other pertinent facts. She can secure othe:r infor
mation from the school physician, if there is one, and from the county 
health officer. She should make sure she has a th9rough knowledge 
of · the laws regarding communicable diseases an,d exclusions from 
school ·· ·. ·:·. 

When the school n~rse ·has secured the above information, together 
with such additional information as she can pick up regarding gen
er~l conditions in her community, and after determining how much 
time she has available for . school work, she is ready to formulate a 
tentative p~ogram. With this as a basis she can now, in cooperation 
with the superintendent of schools and the school physician, if there 
is one, lay out a definite program of work for the year. This pro
gram may have to be modified later, but every nurse needs a program 
at the outset. 

The nurse should of course endeavor to establish friendly relations 
with the physicians and leaders of the community, as well as with 
representatives of any public or private health or welfare agencies. 

II. For the Nurse Who Asks "What Shall I Include 
in the Year's Program?" 

What the year's program shall include depends primarily on the 
amotmt of time the nurse can give to school work. 

The Red Cross " Outline " · gives a list of " feasible aims " in 
rural-school nursing. These aims include: Assisting the doctor in 

1 
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the examination of school children, making individual health in
spections of all children, securing correction of defects, visiting the 
homes of handicapped children, improving school conditions, and 
encouraging and helping teachers develop plans for interesting the 
children in the practice of health habits. 

At a regional conference in Pennsylvania recently, Miss Anna. L. 
Stanley, in showing nurses how to make a program, emphasized: 
(1) The importance of the nurse's being present and assisting the 
doctor when he makes physical ex~m.inations, in order that .she may 
have first-hand i,nformation and be in a position to talk more in
telligently to parents and teachers; (2) the importance of having at 
least four-and possibly six-inspections of all pupils during the 

A NURSE MAKING PHYSICAL EXAMINATIONS OF PUPij,S 

school year (before and after the Christmas holidays, and before and 
after the spring recess), making these inspections as expeditiously 
and quietly as possible, the children filing past the window where 
the light is good, rather than remaining in their seats; (3) and the 
desirability of having, each year, some special or "pet" project in 
addition to the regular program-such as getting all vision cases 
attended to, securing bubbling fountains, getting toothbrushes, or 
establishing hot lunches-to which the nurse can point as a definite 
accomplishment. 

Miss Stanley emphasized the nurse's special opportunity for in
spiring and assisting the teacher in health work-giving the added 
information or impetus which helps the teacher to carry out her own 
health education program. 
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· Miss Elma Rood, a nurse who is also a normal-school graduate, in 
cllarge of health education in connection with the Mansfield (Ohio) 
04ild Health Demonstration, also empha.sized the opportunity which 
the school nurse has to inspire the teacher and contribute to her fund 
of information on matters pertaining to health. 

Work with the teachers should, therefore, be provided for in plan
ning the year's program; sometime should be given them individually 
a.nd in groups, during which the nurse's program and its objectives 
can be explained, and the nurse cnn contribute ideas and materials 
for use by the teachers. All this means careful preparation and takes 
time; but it is likely to prove a help in the long run by enlisting the 
teachers' interest in the entire school health program. They, in 
turn, if they are interested and understand "what it is all about" 
can be of the greatest possible assistance to the school nurse. This 
is particularly emphasized at this point because it is the newer aspect 
of the school nurse's work. It does not supersede the work which 
the school nurse has done in the past. 

There are remedial measures, such as securing the correction of 
defects, which must be given a place in the nurses' program until 
such time as children are so cared for that they will enter school 
free from correctable defects. Even then it will be necessary to 
watch for newly developed disorders and to take every precaution 
against the spread of communicable diseases in the schools. This 
work, however, should not be allowed to consume all, or even the 
major part, of the time of a school nurse, or she will lose the most 
valuable opportunity of all-that of promoting healthy living . 

.As has been suggested, 
it is advisable for the 
nurse to be present when 
the physician makes his 
examinations. With a 
part-time physician, giv
ing such time as he has 
available, and a nurse 
with a full program, it 
is oft-en difficult for the 
physician to make an a p
pointment with the nurse 

..... 

nt a time when he can make the examination. But it is important 
that she be there, and she should make every effort to be present. 

Ill. For the Nurse Who Asks .. How Can I Help the 
Teacher?" 

As has been suggested, the nurse should explain to teachers-pref
erably in groups, as at teachers' meetings-just what her health pro
gram is for the current year and for each month ; she should suggest 

4757°-24-2 
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ways in which teachers and ·nurse can be mutually helpful in carry: 
ing out this program. · 

The health teaching, together with daily training in health habits, 
will be almost entirely in the hands' of the individual teachers. If 
the nurse will inform herself as to what the teacher has already 
done in health work, and wha.t she is striving to do, the nurse can 
help by supplementing the teacher's technical knowledge in matters 
of health and giving emphasis, before the pupils, to the teacher's 
work. 

There are several contributions which the nurse is especially quali
fied to give. She may not have time or opportunity to give all that 
she is qualified to give, but here are some of the things she may do 
well to consider. 

A. Points to Consider 

a. The Objectives of School Health Work 

The Red Cross Outline for Rural-School N"Q.rsing gives the fol
lowing three objectives of school nursing: 
· {1) To a.id the child to become physically fit through the elimina

tion of his handicaps. 
{2) To aid the child to want and to strive to be healthy. 
(3) To aid in the creation of a healthful environment at school and 

at home. 

b. The Nurse's Program for the Current Year 

The nurse should explain to all the teachers what she is trying to 
accomplish in the county and how it is to be done. She should notify 
each teacher, in advance, of the time she expects to be at her school. 

The nurse will do well to meet from time to time in conference 
with all the teachers to discuss progress and projects. 

c. Establishment of a Circulating Health Library for Teachers 

With the cooperation of the superintendent of schools, a lending 
library of books and pamphlets may be procured and made available 
to teachers. Perhaps a. health-education corner, or table, can bees-

Jablished at some place accessible to most of the teachers. One or 
two health-education magazines may be subscribed for and sent to 
different schools, to be passed on at stated times to the other schools. 
A "round robin " health letter might perhaps be written by each 
school once a month; it could contain important health news, the 
best health rhyme of the month, or something worth while in the 
health field that ope tea.cher may be glad to pass on tQ th~ other&. 
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B. Technical Information Which Nurse May Give to Teachers 

a. Instruction in First Aid 

The making of a first-aid kit for each school should be included 
in first-aid instruction. 

Ten lessons in first aid given to teachers at the Mansfield (Ohio) 
county normal class by Miss Elma Rood are as follows: 

TF..V LESSONS IN FIRST A.ID 

1. How to use a triangular bandage. 
2. How to give artificial re-spiration. 
8. How to treat a burn. 
4. How to remove objects from eye. 
5. What to do for shock. 

6. How to apply a sterile dressing. 
7. Use of Iodine. 
8. How to check bleeding. 
9. What to do for fainting. 

10. Gunshot wounds. 
FIRST-AID BOX 

Prepa.red by Allss Rood 

Cost 
1 tin lunch box for container __ $0. 35 
1 yard sterlllzed gauze_______ . 20 
1 yd. lh-lnch adhesive___ ____ . 10 

1 pkg. 2-lnch bandage ------- . . 15 * ounce medicated cotton____ • 10 
1.4, ounce aromatic spirits of am-

monia -------------- --- ----- . 10 
',(·ounce oll of cloves_________ . 10 
lA ounce Iodine (half strength), 

with glass stopper___________ .10 

Cost 
1 tube mseUne-- --------- ---- $0. 10 
1 brusb (hand)--------------- . 10 
1 pal.r blunt scissors------- --- . 15 
1 dozen tongue depressors_____ • 10 
1 yard unbleached muslin______ . 10 

TotaL---~---------- 1. 80 

To this box the children contributed one jelly glass, one spoon, 
safety pins, toothpicks, old clean muslin, stick and.stone for tourni
quet, a.nd soda.. A needle and thread, one or more small basins, 
and one or more towels would make desirable additions to this list. 

The bottles containing liquids should have glass stoppers, or the 
contents will evaporate. In the case of iodine, evaporation soon 
results in a concentrated solution. 

Not only should the teacher know what to ·do in emergencies; she 
should also teach her pupils what to do. 
It may be desirable to ha.ve the children make a. simple first-aid 

box to take home. This is done by Miss E. Meinhardt, a grade 
teacher in the Dyer School, Cincinnati, Ohio. A cigar box, painted 
or papered white, is used for the container, and the list of contents 
(which is pasted on the inside lid) is ns follows: 
Absorbent cotton. Sterile gauze. 
Adhesive plaster. Gummed labels. 
Baking soda. Needle and thread. 
Boric acid. Old handkerchiefs. 
Bandages, roller and trl· Safety pins, ussorted sl1.es. 

angular. Soap. 

Scissors. 
Vaseline, tube. 
Zinc ointment. 
Zinc oxide. 

The making of this box and lessons on how to use the con~nt!? 
is a project in the seventh grade, 
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REFERENCES FOR INSTRUCTOR 

Accident prevention. Dellneator, March, 1923, p. 48. 
Andress. First aid. In Health education In rural school. p. 98. 
Carbon monoxide. Educational Research Bulletin, Ohio State University, 

March 7, 1923. 
Cannon. Bleeding. In Bodily changes In pain, hunger, fear, and rage. p. 52. 
Gasoline poisoning. Nation's He.alth, October, 1922, p. 698. 
Hitchman. Accidents and emergencies. · I n Rand book of health. p. 314. 
Morrow. Bleeding. I11 Immediate care of injured. p. 172. 
Red Cross. First-aid book. 
Safety education. Journal National Education Association, January, 1923, 

p. 18. . 
Scoutlng !or girls. (1920 edition.) 
Sedgwick, Hugh. Care of the eyes. In The human mechanism. p. 400. 

b. Lessons in Home Nursing 

The teachers might be more than glad to attend in groups a. 
course in home nursing; or they might welcome a. few lessons on 
things which every woman is glad to know about the care and com
fort of sick people in their own homes, such as : 

1. Feeding the helpless patient: Different methods; how to make 
food look attractive; and the great importance of getting food into 
helpless patients. · 

2. How to make a patient comfortable in bed with pillows, bed 
rests, etc. 

3. Prevention of pressure spots and bed sores. 
4. How to change the sheet under a patient in bed. 
5. How to bathe a patient in bed. 
6. The care of a patient's mouth, hair, hands, etc. 
These are lessons which could be passed on by teachers to their 

older pupils. 
References : Red Cross Manual; and U. S. Bureau of Education, 

Health promotion in a continuation school, School Health Studies 
No.5, 1924. 

c. A Short Course in Health Education for the Teachers' Summer 
Institute • 

Unless the nurse has had some experience in teaching, she may 
not be able to teach such a course. Teaching is an art that must be 
learned. Nevertheless, many school nurses have been teachers prior 
to their training as nurses, and others are willing to prepare them
selves for the work. Adequate preparation should be made for each 
lesson, and visual material should be presented. If the nurse under
takes such a course, she could check herself after each lesson, just as 

• An outline for a longer course has been preparod by the American Child Health 
Aa110clatlon. 
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she checks herself after each talk she gives in a school, by llBking 
herself these questions (suggested by Miss El.ma Rood): 

1. Did I keep the children's attention and interest~ 
2. Did they understand perfectly everything I said~ 
3. Was my demonstration well planned and carried out~ If not, 

why.not1 
4. Did I make use of the children in any way~ 
5. Was I talking for entertainment, information, or action~ If 

action, are the children putting the lesson into practice~ . 
Even if the nurse do~ none of the teaching, or only a part of it, it 

would be worth-while work to organize such a course and secure the 
persOn or persons who could best present the different lessons. 

The following is an outline for such a course (suggested mainly by 
Miss Rood): 
. 1. (a) The new idea of teaching health is that of teaching through 
action and experience; (b) the old idea. was that of teaching through 
information ; and (c) the new idea resulted from the war and is be
coming world-wide. It has spread through America and Europe, 
and even in the Orient~ · 

2. Personal hygiene. An individual survey of members of the 
cl~·or of a group of children-eyes, ears, throats, etc., and care of 
tlie body. 

a. :.tiu~rition and eating. Emphasize that proper foods must be 
eaten: in order to do good work. Emphasize fruits and vegetables. 
Consideration of preschool and school child's diet. 

4; The hot lunch. Visual material and demonstrations. 
5. Weighing and measuring, figuring percentages, and the use of 

~lor projects. Tie-up closely with nutrition. · 
6. Undernourished children. Causes of undernourishme;nt, and 

what the teacher can do about it. Measures needed to overcome mal
nutrition, such as sleep, rest, food, and cheerful surroundings. 

7. Teeth and bones, as related to nutrition. Show what foods make 
good teeth and bones ; also show that decayed teeth may cause tonsi
litis and ear troubles. 

'8. Physical exercise. Relief drills, with open windows and doors, 
at least four times during the day-at the end of classes or even 
during classes. Other physical exercises. 

d. Routine and Technique of Physical Examinations and Inspections 

· In some places there is a tendency to make the physical inspection 
of school children a part of the regular duty of the .teacher. Whether 
this method is to be the usual method in the future, especially in 
rural work, can not be predicted. There is no doubt but that the 
teacher who has been properly instructed can give more intelligent 
supervision to her pupils than she otherwise could; she is likely to 
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become more interested in their health. She can furthermore assist 
very greatly in the nurse's. part of_ the school health program by 
weighing and measuring pupils,2 observing and promptly notifying 
the nurse of .the first symptoms of contagious diseases, giving first 
aid, making possible at least a partial examination of all the pupils 

EXAMINING FOR FIRST SYMPTO M S OF DISEASE 

in the schools early in the school year, and sifting out for reference 
to the nurse the cases needing urgent attention. 

Teachers, before making tests of vision and hearing and certain 
other examinations, should receive some definite instruction (prefer
ably in groups) . The nurse should also let the teacher see her make 

1 In very ma.ny schools all the welghiJig and me~um.rlng 111 done by the teachers aa a 
basis tor their bealth teaching. 
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18veral examinations, and should watch the teacher make some ex-
1;nma.tions, checking the teacher's findings and making explanations. 
, It may or may not seem desirable to have the teacher do part of 

;his work. It does seem desirable, however, that the teacher should 
mb~ something about the physical condition of her pupils. She 
Will find helpful "What a ·teacher should lmow about the physical 
~~dition o£ her pupils," by Dr. James F . Rogers, United States 
Biireau o£ Education, Health Education, 1924, No. 18. The follow
ing outline, adapted from the outline prepared for Detroit (Mich.) 
teachers by the board of health, may be helpful in the instruction of 
rural teachers. 

I£ there is a school physician he may wish to give teachers any in
$.'!lction that is given them in regard to the physical condition of 
.pilpUs. It might be possible. for him to arrange a conference, in co
.!lperation with the superintendent o£ schools, at which time the pro
cedure and findings could be demonstrated by actual examples. Such 
a:~con:ference, or institute, may not be possible or feasible in many 
localities. Where it is possible, the tactful initation of it may need .·• tQ, .come from the school nurse. 

INSTRUCTION TO TEACHERS ON PHYSICAL INSPECTION OF SCHOOL CHILDREN 

From the Detroit Manual 

In inspecting school children the teacher makes no attempt to diagnose any 
gl.yen case or ailment. She should look for abnormalities and refer for further 

.~inatlon all children having abnormalities, together with her opinion as to 

.!$~ ·degree of each abnormality. 
·:)t.ls hoped that such a preliminary Inspection will give the teacher an ever
increasing interest in the physical welfare of her pupils and enable her to see 
~ore clearly the relation betwen physical development and mental progress. 

The points for which the teacher should examine, with a brief explanation 
oi what to look for and how to record conditions found, are given in the pages 
ronowlng. 

Before attet:Jpting to inspect pupils, the teacher should watch the nurse and 
see how it is done. 

SCALE FOR RECORDING RESULTS OF INSPECTION 

· tn recording results of inspection, enter date, as October 2, 1922, and findings 
under the appropriate school grade. Teac~er's markings should be in p~tnciZ 

and physician's or nurse's in i nk. The inspection of the child consists of the 
following points: • 

Skin. 
0 Normal-no eruption, clear skin. 
2X Moderate degree of eruption, or scratch marks on back of hands 

and between fingers ; shallow ulcerated areas more or less oozing 
or covered with a scab--{)n face, margin of hair, on legs, or 
other part of body. 

SX Marked degree of el'Uption of the character designated under 2X. 

1 'l'he cases marked with nn X are to be reexamined by the physicians. 
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Unless absolutely sure that conditions are of no consequence, all skin erup. 
tions should be immediately referred to the nurse. 

Skin eruptions may be due to acute infectious diseases, or to disturbances of 
nutrition, or to local causes of nonparasitic or parasitic origin. In early youth, 
which Is the school age, the child Is able to select his food and gets plenty of 
vigorous exercise In the open air, and In consequence skin diseases due to con
stitutional disorders are rare. Localized nonparasitic eruptions may be due to 
wounds, irritation, or burns. Local eruptions may be due to animal or vege. 
table parasites which are present and grow on or in the skin . 

.Anemia. 
0 Normal color. 
1 Slightly pale. 
2X Moderately pale. 
ax SeveTely pale. 

Notice the general appearance of the child, the inside of the eyelids, the lips, 
skin of the tace,_ and the finger nails. A general paleness or lack of color of 

eyelids, lips, skin, etc., is suggestive 
of anemia. 

THYROID GLAND Anem1a is due to an impoverishment 

Thyroid. 

0 Normal. 

of the blood. The number of red cor
puscles may be reduced, and h~o
globin C1f the corpuscles, which car· 
rles oxygen, may be lessened. This 
reduces the color of the skin and 
mucous membranes, giving the appear
ance of paleness or whiteness. Anemia 
may be due to poor nourishment, lack 
of exereise, constipation, overwork, 
etc., or it may be due to actual dis
euse. Children are frequently pale 
after recovery from acute contagious 
diseases. It may be the result of 
tUberculosis, bookworm, kidney d1s· 
ease, or disease of the blood-produc
ing system. For the best interest of 
the child Its true cause should be 
determined and efforts made toward 
correction. 

1 · Slightly enlarged--i!vldent on close examination but hardly no
ticeable. 

2X Moderately enlarged-~lstakable enlargement yet not markedly 
disfiguring. 

ax Greatly enlarged-very evident and disfiguring enlargement, or 
constitutional symptoms of thyroid disease. 

Use chart In looking for this condition. The thyroid gland Is located on each 
side of the midline at the base of the neck or just below and on each side of 
the" Adam's apple." Normally it will not be evident to the eye of the observer. 
Again, it may enlarge so as to give a swollen appearance to the nec.k. Enlarged 
thyroid, or goiter, Is frequently seen In certain section.s of the United States. 
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T()11.8ila. 
00 Tonsils have been removed, the bnse of the tonsil bed is smooth. 

shows no tonsil, and chUd knows that it has been removed. 
Tonsils which have been inadequately removed will be marked 
00/2X or 00/3X, as a 
defect. If tonsil has TONSILS 
been removed, enter np
proximate date of oper
utlon In next column 
to the right direct!~· 
opposite your marking 
of the condition ns 00-
10/2/22. 

0 Normal tousn should be 
even with its surround
ing cushion or behind it. 

1 Slightly or moderately en
larged tonsil hut having 
no evidence of present 
or past infection. (A 
tonsil which is infected 
will be sore, red. col
ored, nnd project more 
or less into the cavity 
of the m011th.) 

2X SllghNy or mCIIlerutely eR
lnrged tonsil 'that Is red 
Ol' has white or cream
colored spots. Perhaps 
pus will exude upon 
pressing the tonsil with 
the tongue depressor. 
If there is u white mem
IH'nne on either tonsil, 
the case should be -im.
mcdiately referred to 
the nurse. 

3X Tonsil touching ot· almost 
touching its fellow ori 
the opposite side. 

Use chart in looking for this condi
tion. Use wooclen blade tong11e <.le
pressor' to give view of throat. The 
nurse should demonstrate the technique 
of this. 

An enlm·ged tonsil may or may not 
tlemn.nd operative attention. It is wise, 
however, to hn\·e such tonsils referred 
promptly to the nurse nnd vieweu by 

0 

NOt"'l'f'la/ 

$1/qhfiiJ 
£nlarf~d 

.3X 

Ti.~ tonqu• 3houk/ b~ dop>-eJUtl ''I 
placi"f! rh• ton9ue depr#JJor ab4ut hair 
way lu•ck . If fhlf rtljht ptJin~ I.J rlfocha<A 
Anef th' child brl!athes rapid I 'I. in and out 
M will not '1'9· A few 1r/t>/.s wrl/ tru~k.l! ytJU 
I!Xp#rt 1, lhi$ . 

n physlclnn In order to pass on theh· s ignificance. · Inflamed or Infected tonsil:; 
may be the cause of frequent sore thront." 'l'his coudition may permit the 

• Under no conditions should tbe same tongue depreRSOI' lle used on more tllnn 011e child. 
Ton~:~~o det>r~ssors mny be obtulnNl !rom the nurse. ·rttey should be discnt·ded, pln~lug 
them on o. piece- of wnste po.pet·, and Inter bumed. 

•" Infected tonsils," snys D1·. Fnmces Snge Bradley. "ru·e often the result of decayed 
ll!Cth. Infected tonsils lend to infected middle ears. Teeth, tonsiJIJ, ears, is the order of 
progt·eRRion: 1 bn\'1' not known It to fnil." 

4757°-24---3 
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Infectious agent to gnin access to the blood strettm, where it mnr nttack tilt! 
J1eurt, muscles, joints. etc. 

Jl out.h breathi11g. 
0 Normal. 
1 Slight evidence of mouth bt·eathing ( mny be temporary condition 

due to acute cold). 
2X Unmistakable evidence of mouth breathing. Child si ts with mouth 

open a good part . of the time, but condition has not pi'Ogressed 
to such nn extent as to cause n pet·muneut facinl distortion. 

SX l\Iarked e,·idence of mouth breathing. Cnn not brenthe throl!gll 
nose. 1\Iouth breathing has pt·ogressed sufficiently to cause n 
permanent facial distortion. 

Mouth breathing is best observed by watching the PUililS and making n 
separate llst of them over u period of several days. A normal child at quiet 
attention should sit with the mouth closed. In marking mouth breathing. be 
careful that the child is not suffering temtlOrorlly from an acute cold. The 

TEETH 

question to de<·ide is whether the child does or does not breath through the 
nose. If he does not, it Is probably due to the obstruction of the nasal pas· 
sage cnnsed by the enlargement of the pharyngeal tonsil located behind the 
nose and out of sight in the upper part of the throat. These enlarged tonsils 
m·e more commonly called adenoids. 

Teet1t.- Use chart in examining for this condition .. 
0 Normal- teeth clean and no evident decay. . 
1 Slight defect-teeth unclean or slight pit cnvlties in the tempot·ary 

o1· milk teeth.. (.An~· cavities in the sixth-year molat·s. which 
fll'e the first permanent teetl•, will be marked 2X; Ot' 3X if 
they are abscessed.) 

2X Moderate defect-teeth with heavy gt-een stain ot· badly broken 
down cavities In temporary teeth. Any defects iu pet·munent 
teeth should !Je marked 2X. 

SX Ut·gent conditlon-eitlter tempm·ut·y ot· i)ermaoeJit teeth whicll 
have ubs<.-esses in the gum neat· thelt· t·oots. 
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. Of necessity this must be a more or less casual examination. There is not 
Ume to explore each tooth ~arefully. The marking is a general summing up of 
ib.e condition of the mouth. Brushing the teeth should begin when children 
are very young-as soon as the teeth appear. It is a wise practice to visit 
the· dentist at least once, and better twice, a year. .He can see trouble brew
log long before the child feels it. This attention should be given to temporary 
teeth even though they are coming out to make way for the permanent teeth. 

,! neglected temporary tooth will make trouble for the future permanent 
too.th~ .Attention should be given particularly t?. the sixth-year molars, which 
a.re permanent teeth. 

'lhe temporary teeth all come through before the third year. They are 20 
in number. All the permanent molars 
erupt back of the temporary teeth. 
The ft~t permanent molar erupts when 
the age of 6 years is attained and Is 
called the sixth-year molar. Follow
Ing it are tl1e lower front or centrals 
that take the place of the front or cen
tral temporary teeth. Then at 7 year'S 
of age the upper temporary centrals 
drop out, . and the permanent centrals 
tttke their place. At approximately the 
8 to 10 years' old period, the temporary 
molars give place to the permanent 
bicuspids. At 10 to 12 the tempo
rary cuspids (wrongly called the 
canine, eye, or stomach teeth) give 
place to the permanent cuspids. Thus 
au tlle temporary teeth give place to 
the permanent centrals, laterals cus
pids, and bicuspids. At 12 the second 
permanent molar appears back of the 
sixth-year molar. 

CERVICAL GLANDS 

Malformations of mouth due to va1'ious cau.9es: De{om~ecl or project•nu teeth. 
0 Normal. 
1 Slight-high arched palate. (This condition may be the result 

of mouth breathing, which has been allowed to continue too long 
without attention.) 

(There is no 2X.) 
ax Marked-deft palate. Nasal and mouth cavities are united 

through a cleft in the palate. (This is a rather rare condition 
and will be readlly recogillzed if seen. ) 

Oet'Vical glands (or gland.~ i.n the neck) .-This refers to anterior glands. 
Use chart in grading this condition. 

00 Glands have been removed, or there is a scar f•·om previous abscess. 
0 Normal-no visible evidence. 
1 Slight enlargement-si:r.e of a shelled peanut, detected by feeling 

the region with the hand. 
2X Moderate enlargement-size of a hickory nut or a slight enlarge

ment associated with a 2X tonsil. 
ax Markedly enlarged-size of a walnut. If glands dischtu·ge pus, 

mark P after grading. 
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Thet·e will be noticed In the neck a pt·omluent muscle which extends from 
the line just behind the ear to the top of the sternum In the middle llne at 
the lower part of the nec.k In front. This muscle divides the neck Into two 
triangle8-<lne ln f ront of this muscle and one behind It There are cervical 
glands along the front nod back margins of this muscle. The cervical glands 
in front are directly connected \VIth the tonsil and are the important glands. 
The ones behind receiYe lymph from the scalp and are relatively unimportant. 

The anterior glands may become ·inflamed and enlarged from acute sore 
throat, acute tonsllltls, chronic enlarged tonsils, adenoids, and decayed teeth, 
for In all these conditions the infeded arens drain Into the same region of tbe 
neck. 

Orthopedic de{ects.-Refers chiefly to deformities of the bones, joints, nnd 
muscles. 

0 Normal. 
1 Slight impairment, which will he C\"idenced hy stooped shoulders 

or a limp in walking. 
2X Any Impairment of a slight or moderate nature which could be 

improved either by treatment ot· operation. This would Include 
such things as slight or serious postural defects, spinal curva
tures, high shoulders, hunchbacks, limping, and post paralysis 
Impairments. 

3X In this class would come the wot·st cases, children who are seri· 
ously hancllcapped in locomotion or in posture. 

Vi.rion.--Children who wear glasses should be tested with glasses. on. A 
vision chart will b"e needed. 

00 Wearing glasses. If the child sees normally with gluflses, simply 
mark 00. If, however, the vision Is defective with the glasses, 
mark 00/ 1, 002X, or 003X, as the case may ln.dlcnte. Enter 
the appt·opriate <late when the child first started to went· glasses 
in the first column to the right and directly opposite your mark
tog, as 00/2X-6/14/2L 

0 Normal- 20/ 20." 
1 20/ 30 but not 20/20. 
2X 20/40 but not 20/30. 
3X Can not read at 20/40. 

Detects other than the inability to read t11e chart may be noted by either 1, 
2X, or 3X, uccordlug to degree. Thus the ,·islon may be normal, but there 
Is strabismus (cross eye) or lacrimation (tears run constantly) or other nil: 
ment In such cases use the terms 2X or 3X. even though the vision appears 
normal. 

The first step in the vision test is to measure accurately 20 feet from the 
place you are going to stand while conducting the examination. Also measure 
off 10 feet and 15 feet and make chalk marks nt all three points. The 10 and 

o On the Snellen chart there Is n. number over each line of the tellt letter8, which shows 
the distance in feet n.t which these lettel·s should be t·oo.d by a. uormnl eye. From top to 
bottom the lines are numbered, respectlvely, 50, 40, 30, nnd 20. If n.t a. clistllltce of 20 feet 
tbe average normal eye can rell.d the letters on the 20-foot line, or make n mllltnke of only 
one or two Jetter&, the vision 1.9 marked normal, ot· 20/20. The denomlnatot· 20 represents 
the distance of the child from the chart. 

E. B. Meyrowll%, New York nnd Minneapolis, Snellen's eye charts. 
F. A. Hardy & Co., 10 South. Wabash Avenue, Cblc:ago, Snellen's chnrts (l'ulllicn.tion 

No. 987) ; .Allport's modlllc:atlon of the Snellen chart; the lette r E in different positions 
(962) and other charts tor literates and Ullterates. 

Edwin Fltzgrorgt!, agent , box 67, Trenton. N. J .. :\lcCalllc test cards. ~e n.lso "'!'be 
Eyeslgbt of School Cblldt·en," by J . H. B<'rkowltz ; U. S. Bu. of Educ., Bull. l!H9, No. 65. 
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16 foot marks may be used in the heuriug test, the 20-foot mark in both the 
vision and hearing examinations. The child should toe the 20-foot mark, and 
when standing ready for examination should be so situated that the max.imum 
o! light comes f t·om the side and wherevet· possible from the rear, never from 

. tlte front. Care should be takt>n to hold the vision chart as nearly as possible 
on a level with the child's eyes. The use of a small piece of cardboard is 
advisable for coveting the child's other ese to avoid pressure on the eyeball. 

The Yision test cau be made in conjunction with the heal"ing test. One 
cllild Is examined at a time. With a piece of cardboard over the left eye the 
cllild, standing 20 feet from the exawinet·, will endeavor to read three 20/20 
letters which will be displayed. If unnble to 1·ead two out of three letters, 
the examiner will display .a 20/ 30 cnrd, or ask the child to read the No. 30 
liue of the Snellen chart. If.stlll unnhle to read, a 20/40 card or line will be 
displayed. The cardboard is then -to be removed from the left eye, and the 
hearing test of both ears given (as des<,ribed in the next section). Following 
the bearing test, time having elapsed to permit the covered eye to reaccom
modate itself to the light, the right eye will be covered and the examination 
of the left eye proceed. 

While no distinttion is made as to the ri)!ht m· left eye, the marking on the 
card will show U1e worst condition recorded with eitller eye. 

Please note that the child always stancls on the 20-foot mark while being 
ex11miped for vision. The <:hart or cards l:lhould not be displayed previous to 
the test so that pupils have opportunity to memorize the chart. 

Hearing. 
0 NormaL 
1 Slight impairment. 
2X E·d<ient impairment. 
ax l\1at·ketl impairment. 

The whispered-Yoke test is to loe n~Nl in preference to the watch test. Care 
should be takeu to · use n uniform whis11er throu~hont the te~;;ting. Examine 
one child at a time, teRting first one ear and then the other. The child should 
stand with the ear to he examined toward the examiner and put his finger in 
the other enr. \VIlisper some instrUl·tiun l:!Uch HH . ··How old nt·e you T or 
"Raise your right hand" or have him repeat numbers such as 6, 27, 38, etc. 
In using numbers the use of tives and fours shoul1l he avoi~letl. The child's 
response will indicate the acuteness of hem·ing. If unahle to hear nt 20 feet, 
move up to 15 and then to 10 if neccssnn•. If the child hears at 20 feet, his 
hearing is 0-normnl. If the child l1enrs ut 15 feet but not at 20 feet, l1is 
hearing is 1. If he hears at 10 feet but not at 15, he should be marl•ed 2X. 
If be can not hear at 10 feet his hearinl! is 3:X. 

If either ear is dischar~ing llUS, write the letter r after the de~ree of hear
ing, as 2X P. and immediat~ly refer the child to the 11\ll'Se. Such a child 
should be excluded from school until the possibility of diphtheria has been 
excluded by a <·ulture. 

After heiug testecl for Yi:don un<l henring the child ><honld pa,;s by the ex
aminer in order that the ea1·s may be loolce<l at for any evidence of infection. 

No distinctiou is made on the rc•·or<l cnrd ns to the left or right eat-. Record 
worst condition. 

Heart a.nd lungs. 
Although no routine examination for heart nnd lungs cnn he wade hy the 

teacher, she sboultl look for certain signs which may enable bet· to recommend 
an examination. A long-continued cough, constant Joss of weight, continual 
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spitting, or any combination of these signs should be grounds for the teac:her 
recommending a lung examination. Such child should be marked 2X or. 3X 
opposite Lung Ex. Rec. 

Should child get out of breath _easily, have sudden flushing of the face, or 
have dl1Dcolty in breathing when going upstairs or when playing games with 
other children, he should be mnrked 2X or 3X opposite Heart Ex. Ree. 

In this examination, and even more especially in the observation of children 
from day to day, early signs and symptoms of communicable diseases should · 
be looked for and if found should be immediately reported to the nurse. SOme 
instruction should be given the teacher in regard to the early symptoms of the 
common communicable diseases. 

C. Other Suggestions 

a. Aid Teachers in Securing Hot School Lunches for School Children 

The following method is reported by a school nurse in Minnesota : 

In the rural schools in Ramsay County we instituted "The pint-jar method 
hot lunch." Each child brings one food In a Mason pint jar, with rubber_ band 
in place, and initials scratched on jar coYer. On reaching school the jar is ~et 
on the rack in a clothes boiler, on a two-burner oil stove. At recess the Stol"e 
i s llgbted, and by noon the contents of the jars are hot. An older pupil posses 
the jars while children are seated at their desks. 

·Eq-uipment needea: Two-burner oil stove, clothes boiler, rack, hot-can lifter, 
towel to wipe jars, newspaper or magazine for desk on which to set hot jar. 
Water should reach half way up first layer of jars; second layer is heated by 
steam. 

The child should bring a dessert spoon in the lunch bucket, with which to 
eat from the jar, as a teaspoon is too short. 

A llst of suitable foods from which to make a choice should be given to the 
child, such as cocoa, milk, soups, f ruit, vegetables, macaroni, rice, creamed 
eggs, baked beans, s tewed meat, and fowl. 

Children and teachers like this method. It Is simple and direct nnd elimi
nates coo.king_odor, and dishwashing. It economizes 'time and money. Out of 
35 schools in the county, 31last winter (1921) served the hot lunch. This year 
we shall make it 35 strong. Can anyone do better ? 

The hot dish at noon is not only necessary for the health of chil
dren; it is furthermore an educational measure of prinie importance, 
as it offers one of the best possible opportunities for health teaching. 
It can be of inestimable value in teaching the value of certain foods 
in the diet ; in teaching the children how to prepare them and how to 
select a properly balanced diet. 

Good food habits are very important factors in promoting health 
and are an essential part of every child's education. Children will 
learn to like milk, vegetables, etc., if they are attractively and taste
fully prepared, and if they are popular with other children. Foods 
can be popularized in the school in many ways: One way is to 
correlate the teaching of this subject with other studies. Correlation 
can be made with English and writing by having the children write 
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~mpositions on food and food habits. Posters can be made by the 
cliildren on foods, combining the art work with the hot noon lunch. 
The arithmetic claS'S can figure the cost of the hot lunch and the 
comparative costs of 
·new foods (which the 
children have learned to 
lik&) with other foods. 
n is helpful to consider 
relative food values in 
connection with such 
computations and to 
point out to the chil
dren that though a cer
tain food seems to cost 
more than another, the 
fOod value may be more, making it relatively cheaper. The United 
States Department of Agriculture, Washington, D. C., publishes 
material on food values. 

b. Sanitation, Lighting, Heating, Ventilation, Seating, and Water Supp~y 

· One of the objectives of school nursing is " the creation of a. 
healthful environment." -F01; the greater part of the time the 
teacher has the entire supervision of the school environment. 
Teachers aro more than ready to assist in improving the environ
m-ent if they know what needs to be done and can see a way to do it. 

Many teachers see the need of a sanitary water supply and have 
insisted on individual drinking glasses. In one school it escaped the 
teaeher's notice, however, that a grimy little hand immersed itself in 
the wate1· pail each time a glass of water was dipped from the pail. 
In ~nother school the glasses were all turned upside down near to
gether on a board, and the water from all the glasses wet the surfaces 
of the others. This was no improvement over the common drinking 
cup. Such cases could be multiplied. The nurse's specialized 
knowledge of sanitation and cleanliness should be made available 
to the teachers in her district. 

In the regional conferences for school nurses recently held in 
Pennsylvania a large part of the day was given to a consideration 
of schoolhouse cle-anliness, lighting, ventilation. water supply~ heat
ing, toilets, proper seating of pupils (both with reference to the 
size of the seats and the seating of nearsighted children where they 
can see the blackboard), and the like. Doctor Keene, from the 
State department of public instruction, not only. cxplain(>rl in detail 
what was proper and suitable in respect to the vnrions items in the 
environment which have a bearing on the health of school children; 
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but he dem011stmted and shmved by actual examples precisely what 
was incorrect and what was correct. and made suggestions as to how 
.to secure needed ch~;tnges. 

It might be possible for the school nurse to arrange a conference 
·where these matters could be discussed. Perhaps the State depart. 
ment of health or the State department of edncation;could send some 
one to speak at such a conference. 
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How to mnke n pnpcr dl'lnklug cup. 'l'o he snuitary, thi :< cup l' I'Quil·•·s c·lt•a n pnp~l'. 
dean ba.nds, o.nd a clean deak or surface to told it on. P uper s mootbl'll l.ly di r ty hnntls 
I s no longer clean. 

In all such conferences there should be actual demonstrations and 
visual material presented. Show how footstools may be made and 
used to support the feet of younger ch:ldren who must sit in seats 
too large for them. Demonstrate the making of a paper cup (see 
illustration) and how to fill it with a dipper, holding the cup over 
a basin and not over the water pail. 
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Toothbrushing may be 'demonstrated by means of a hinged set of 
t®th and a real toothbrush. Show how the toothbrush · itself may 
&; .. kept clean and safe. 

Conferences of this sort need careful planning, but they are valu
able for group instruction and for mutual help and inspiration. 
Such a conference offers opportunity for a display of charts, posters, 
and visual material helpful in health teaching. 

4757"-24---4 
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c. Occasional Talks to Pupils in the Schools 

The teacher often asks the nurse to talk to her pupils. The nurse 
should take care in this not to use more time than is allotted to 
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her. This will hav~ been considered in working out plans with the 
superintendent of schools; the nurse should know whether she is free 
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to use an unlimited period or a ·certain definite time; and if a 
limited period, she should keep within those limits. In any case 
her talk will be more successful if it is worked out beforehand 
and covers certain definite points. 

In Saginaw, Mich., the supervisor of school nurses 1 has outlines 
of four lessons which she gives in the schools. Below are given the 
outlines of two of these lessons. 

Care of the teeth. 
1. Use toothbrush at least twice a day, especially at night. 
2. Toothbrush for children should be: 

(a) Clean. Sprinkle with salt after using. 
(b) Small. 
(c) Tufts of bristles well separated, allowing them to be more. 

readily cleaned. 
3. Go to the dentist at least every six 'months. 
4. Have teeth filled as soon as cavities develop, usually several 

months before any pain is felt. 
5. Care of the baby 

teeth Is impor
tant. A good 
set of perma
nent teeth ue
pends on this 
to a l:u·ge ex
tent. Crooked 
seconu t e e t h 
are nearly al
ways causell by 
the neglect of 
baby teeth. 

6. Counting from the center front, the sixth tooth back is not a baby 
tooth. It is the largest und most important tooth in the head, 
and should be carefully watched and all small en vities filled. 

7. Milk, green vegetables, and fruit are the best foods to make good 
teeth. 

B. Hard coat·se foods, such as whole-grain breads, 1·uw fruit, and vege
tables polish the teeth ~nd keep them from decaying. 

9. Thorough chewing of food aids digestion and health. 
10. Try to get all the children in your room in the habit of using tooth-

brush and getting all dental repairs done. • 

Prevention of cof.ds (usually given in December). 
1. Dress sensibly, changing with the weather. 
2. Keep feet dry. 
3. Sweaters, coats, nnu rubbers off in the house. 
4. Keep skin in good condition by frequent bathing-cool baths in the 

morning, warm baths at night. 
5. Use own towel, wash cloth, and toothbrush. 
6. Wash hands clean before each meal. 
7. Drink. plenty of watel·. 

'Mary Chayer, supervisor of school uurses, Saglunw, Mich. 
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Prevention of colds (usually given in December)-Continued 
8. Ea.t foods that are body regula-tors--fruits, green vegetables, and 

coarse breads. 
9. Breathe fresh air day and night. 

10. Cough nnd sneeze in handkerchief. 

d . Projects for the Teacher who Wants Something New for her Health 
Teaching 

No one thi:ng can be used over and over again in health teaching; 
the children tire of repetition. The teacher therefore is on the look
out for new suggestions; and when the nurse and the teacher are both 
interested in health work and are trying to be mutually helpful, it is 
the ;most natural thing in the world for the teacher to say to the nurse, 
"Have you heard of anything new which I might try~" The nurse 
may therefore be glad of a source of information from which to an
swer such a question. Some of these projects your teacher may have 
used, but she has probably not used all of them. 

It should be kept in mind, however, that a project must have edu
cational value in order to justify the time given to it. 

The grocery store.-Only healthful foods should be sold a.t this 
st9re.. Ali experiment might be tried of pricing them according 
to their nutritional value. 

The sclwol garden.-Both the real garden and the sand-table gar
den are useful in health teaching. In the latter the vegetables and 
fruits may be made from tissue paper or cut from advertisements. 

The health apm·tment.-This is made like a doll's house by turning 
a box on its side and making cardboard partitions. Everything in 
_this apartment is put there for a health reason, and the doll family 
who-occupy it observe health habits. 
. Geography projects.-These can be used to teach health in many 
ways : A study can be made of how different peoples live, with com
parisons of their foods, clothing, houses, beds, bathing, and the like; 
or comparisons of the sanitation of different countries, and of the ef
fects it has had upon the health of rhe inhabitants. 
History.-~11at things combined to make the Greeks the nation 

the~ were physica.lly 1 How did the great plagues and scourges af
fect history~ The school might ha.ve a general scrapbook for con
tributions by pupils, teacher, nurs~ and others, of information and 

. items of interest which show the relation between health and history. 
The book of health. heroes.- Each pupil may make a book, or each 

school may make one. These may be used for contest purposes if 
that seems feasible. The health story book might contain stories of 
people who made contributions to the health of the world (Lister, 
Koch, Walter Reed, Florence Nightingale, and Gorgas are just a 
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few); those who needed health ·and had to make a struggle for it 
(Roosevelt, Bell of the Bell telephone, Stevenson, who worked in 
spite of his handicap but had to live in exile, and many others) . In 
such books try to bring out the fact that health, U/ ·worth, striving for. 

An exploring expedition.-The children may make a game of this 
and actually prepare:-so far as possible-for an exploring trip to 
the Antartic or the Arctic regions. Children can learn what they 
would have to take with them in the way of food and clothing, and 
why; and what precautions would have . to be taken. Similarly an 
exploring trip to Tropic countries would show a choice of different 
food, clothing, and precautionary measures. 

The scMol paper.-This may contain results of the regular weigh
ing and measuring of pupils and items of health interest. · 

A health- vaudeville, in which each school should have a part.-If 
little children take part, the performance should be in the daytime, 
or else . the small children should finish their parts early and leave 
and go to bed. It is not good psychology to defeat, in practice, the 
very lessons one is trying to teach in the play. Practice should con
form to teaching. 

IV. For the Nurse Who Asks" How Can the Teacher 
· Best Help the Nurse?" 

Weighing and Measuring Children 

This is done regularly by many teachers, with or without nursing 
service in the schools. 

Morning Inspection for Cleanliness and Signs of Illness 

This should be done with tact and should be made a pleasant 
time, not a humiliating thing for children. Call attention to effort 
and achievement, particularly where the child has evidently made the 
effort himself. 

Sanitary Inspection of Schoolhouse and Grounds 

Teachers can help greatly by observing and reporting insanitary 
conditions a,nd helping to make and keep the school in a healthful 
condition. Heating and ventilation ·in a rural school are almost 
entirely in the · teachers' ha,nds, and often the cleanliness of the 
schoolroom also. 

Perhaps the following score card, covering the school health en
vironment, might be filled out for each school by the teacher in charge 
as a means of making a. survey of the situation in the county. 

4757°-24-5 
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Score Ca.rd 

Cooulng School Health Bnofronmellt 

School _____________ County ___________ Date_ _________ _ 

Iteported bY------------------------------------
Teacher' 

1. Olean toilets-------------- --- - ---- - - ---------------------
2. Safe drinking water-------------------------- - -------- -------
8. Individual drinking cups-- ----------------- ---- ----------------
~· Olean fioors------------------------------------------ ------
5. Hot noon lunches------------ ------- - ----------------------
6. Mid-morning lunch provided :tor those who need IL------------
7. Walls ,made sanitary by a coating of some kind of paint or Ume __ _ 
8. Thermometer In schoolroom kept at about 68°-------------
9. Stove entirely surrounded by jacket, not touching ftoor, with door 

kept closed------------------- -------------------------
10. School warm by 8.45 a. m. through the months of November, De-. 

cember, January, February, :March, and Apr1L-----------·--
1L All desks adjusted to meet needs of children __________________ _ 

12. Proper :taciUtles for care of coats, rubbers, umbrellas, and lunch 

baskets -------------------- --------------------
18. _Paper towels or Individual, towels used ________________ _ 

1~ School yard clean - ---------------------------------------------
15. Window shades :tor all 'windows ___________________ :._ _________ _ 

16. A meeting of parent-teacher association :tor this schooL __________ _ 

Total ---------------------------------------- - - - ---- ------

Scoring An8Werl 

Score 

No ; no Intention of doing SO--------------------------------- 0 
No; promise to dO---------------------------------------- 15 
Yes, but Irregularly done __________________ ~------------- 20 
Yes, fair_________________________________________________ 50 

Yes, good---------------:-------------------------------- 75 
Yes, excellenL---- ----- ---------- - ----- - ----------- --------- 100 

Getting Ready for the Nurse's Visit 

If the te~cher knows when the nurse is expected to call at her 
school, she can make sure that pupils who especially should see the 
nurse are present at the school! and can make provision for some 
sort of screen, or semi-private place, where children can be inspecteC. 
without embarrassment. Children should not be embarrassed before 
their schoolmates. The teachar can be of gre.at assistance, also, by 
helping the children to get ready for the inspection, ·and seeing that 
they are properly dressed after inspection is over. There is usually 
but one nurse for many schools, in the country districts, and there 
is always more work which requires her particular techanical skill 
than she can possibly do. Therefore it is economy of time for the 
nurse to delegate to volunteers-teachers, parents, older pupils-
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any task which such volunteers are willing and competent to per
forin. Some parents would object to having their children weighed 
or inspected by other parents, but there would be little objection to 
the teacher's doing this when they hiLve become convinced the 

·teacher has learned how to do it; and there could be no possible 
objection to the teacher's facilitating the inspection work of the 
nurse in. every possible way. Both teacher and nurse have the good 

· of the .children at heart, and desire to better their health and to 
make use of the nun~e's time, toward accomplishing this end, to 
the best possible advantage. 

Information About Pupils 

The teacher can help the nurse very much by ascertaining the 
health needs and the health practices of her pupils. She needs 
this information for her own health-education work, as well as for 
the nurse. Home visits will be necessary ; these the teacher makes 
in any case, .but it will be helpful if she keeps the subject of health 
in mind and records her observations for future use. Another 
means of ascertaining the pupils' health needs is by means of .a 
'' Hygiene questionnaire" 8 to be filled out (but not signed) by each 
pupil. 

Hygiene Questionnaire 

PupU's ~ge ------ - - ------------ ---- - - Grade ------------------------~----
TeaCher.:. _____ ----------------------- School ____________________________ _ 

To the pup.il: 
Please answer the questions below In writing but do not sign your name. 

Be as exact as you can be In your answers. 
1. Do you sleep with bedroom windo\vs open? 
2. Do you sleep at least 10 hours every day? 
3. Are you up at 7 o'clock in the morning? 
4. Do you drink at least two glasses of milk every day? 
fi. Do you eat breakfast every day? 
6. Do you eat some fruit every day? 
7. Do you eat some vegetables every day? 
8. Do you drink plenty of water each day ? 
9. Do you drink coffee? 

10. Do you drink tea? 
11. Do you eat slowly and chew your food thoroughly? 
12. Do you have a regular time every day to go to the toilet? 
13. Do you take a bath all over at least once a week? 
14. Do you have a toothbrush of your own and do you keep it clean? 
15. Do you use it at least once a day? 
16. Have you any bad teeth? 
17. Have you ever been to a dentist? 
18. Do you often have a sore throat? 

• Suggested by Walter W. Da.vls, a.rttcle " The queatlonnaJre method In heallh educa. 
t:!on," lillementa.ry School Journal, J&Duary, 1928, published by University ot Chlcago. 
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19. Do you have headaches often? 
20. Do you ever bave earache·? 
2L Do your eyes hurt often? 
22. Can you read writing on the blackboard easily? • 
23. Can you bear easily what the teacher says? • 
24. Do you often take cold? 
25. Do you play a part of every day out ot cloors? 

V. For the Nurse Who Asks "Where Can I Get 
• Talking Points'? " 

The school nurse can not afford to neglect opportunities to speak 
before various organizations, because these are opportunities for· 
increasing community interest in her work. It is sometimes diffi· 
cult to find information which can be used effectively. Perhaps 
some of the following paragraphs JIUl,y help: 

Home Hygiene and Care of the Sick in New York City Schools 

The Board of Estimates of New. York City, after exhaustive 
tests as to the merits of the Red Cross course in home hygiene and 
care of "the sick, on May 18, 1924, appropriated funds to install 
this course as part of the curriculum in nine girls' high schools. 
Plans are under way :for its extension to other high schools as 
soon as the teaching :facilities permit. The seven Red Cross nurses 
available :for the purpose are for the first time in the city's· history 
enrolled as regular high-school teachers. · 

Malnutrition Still a Serious Problem 

The United States Public Health Service published, in 1923, Pub
lic Health Bulletin, No. 134, entitled "The Campaign Against 
Malnutrition." This is a report of the advisory committee on 
foods and nutrition of the National Child Health Council, and it 
states that at least 20 and possibly 3;3 per cent of the school children 
of the country suffer from malnutrition or general physical under· 
development. It is not confined to any one class or race, and is 
prevalent among the well-to-do no less than among the poor. It 
is evidenced, this report says, by growth records, listlessness, lack 
of color, dullness, postural defE>cts, and frequently by restlessness 
and irritability. 

Economy of Health Work 

In school parlance a " repeater" is a child who fails to pass a 
grade and must repeat that grade for another year. One mid-

• WhUe the teacher wtll know which of her pupils can hear <'ltRily. and rend the writing 
on the blackboard easily, it is well for the child to llD8wer the questions as a part of this 
general survey of hJs health habits and physica.J eondltion. 
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western State made a study of 400 such rep.eaters and learned this: 
three per cent were mentally defective and needed special instruc
tion; one-fourth had hearing defects; one-third had vision defects; 
one-half had tonsils and adenoids sufficiently bad to be responsible 
for part of the defective hearing and irregular attendance of 
pupils; and three-fourths had defective teeth. 
· One-fourth of these defects .;were corrected by comparatively sim
.ple treatment, and not one of these children failed to pass the 
~ade after· the corrections were made. The 400 repeaters cost the 
tR.xpayers $25,000 annually. The salary and expenses of the nu~ 
for ~~me year were approximately $2,500 (or one-tenth the expense 
for, the repeaters) . Yet, largely owing to her efforts, one-fourth 
of :the children were removed from the class of repeaters. 
; In Hillsboro, Ill., a study was recently made oi 782 pupils. It 
w.as found that 408, or 52 per cent of these, were " below normal 
physically "-meaning physically defective. The 782 pupils 
ranked as follows in their regular school work: Of the normal 
pupils, 58 per cent ranked 85 to 95 per cent in school work; 37 
per cent ranked 75 to 85; and 5 per cent ranked under 75.10 Of 
the physically below normal pupils, 47 per cent ranked 85 to 95 
per ce~t in school work; 42 per cent ranked 75 to 85; and 11 per 

.Cent ranked ·under 75.10 

A. similar study might be made in your own community. 

School Time l\' orth $40,000 is Saved 

· .in Denison County, Iowa, it is figured that the chapter (Red Cross) nursing 
ilervtce has increased school attendttnce, by nipping illnesses " In the bud," 
obout 36,500 pupil-days in the last two years. Since it costs (based only on 
teachers' salaries) $78.14 n year, in Denison County, to educRte one child, 
nearly $40,000 worth of educntion has been utilized and not wasted. 
· Tl:ie school superintendent states that the remarkable attendance figures 
were due to nothing but the nursing service. 

-The Red Cross Courier, December 29, 1923. 

· , The ·cost of Neglect: A Problem in School Arithmetic 

Enrollment in grade schools, total for yeat· 1916 u ____ .:__________ 398, 288 
Expenditures for gt·ade schools, total for year 1916 u - - ------ $13, 358, 750 
Average cost of school year per pupil enrolled ____ :_____________ $33. 54 
PupilB failing to- make n grade each year, average, city and 

country 1ll ---- ------- ---------------------------- ---per cent __ 
Annual number of pupils falling to make-a grade _______________ _ 
.Annual loss caused by pupils repeating gmdes ________________ _ 

•• Seventy-five J)CI." cent Is the passing grade. . 

14.3 
56,955 

$1, 910,270 

u From 20th Bien. Ret>. State supt. pub. instruction, Kansas, y~nr eudillg June 30, 1916. 
,. Total retardation-pupils one year or more behind the proper grade tor their age9-1n 

cities, 30.6 per. cent; 1n country, 30 pel" cent. Investigation conducted by School ot Edu
ca.Uon, University of Kansas, school year ending June, 1916. 
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A saving of this amount of money will not be represented by 
less money being spent on the schools, but by obtaining value re
ceived for money now being wasted. This first cost of retardation, 
if it might be so utilized, would provide the follo,ving: One school 
nurse (salaries and expenses) for each 1,000 grade pupils, and a simi
lar amount for school physicians and school clinics; one teacher of 
physical education for each 1,000 grade pupils, and similar sum for 
playground and gymnasium equipment; one special teacher for 
ungraded classes for each 1,000 grade pupils, and for the necessary 
trained medical examiners. 

Those special teachers would enable normal children to keep up 
with their grades and assist tl1e supernormal children to go ahead 
as fast ns their ability would permit. They "·ould also relieve the 
classroom of the drag of the subnormal and feeble-minded children 
and give them the rudiments of training which, supplemented by 
special institutional training/3 would make them more or less self
supporting nnd self-respecting citizens. 

Luxuries and Education 

·Research Bulletin, Vol. I, No. 2, March, 1923, of the National 
Education Association, Washington, D . C., makes n comparison of 
sums spent on luxuries in this country nnd sums spent for education 
and discusses the question of " ' 'Vhy school costs appear burden
some." 

Expenditures for luxuries, 1920 (United States) ---------- --- $17, 361, 000, 000 
Expenditures for education, 1920- ------------- ---------- ---- 1, 036, 151, 200 
Cost of public education in 1913---- - ----------------------- 521, 546,375 
Actual Increase In cost of public educatlnn over 1013- ------- - 514, 604, 834 
Amount or lnc1·ease which would have been necessary to pro-

vide for dep1·ec!ation of the dollar since 1913----------- - -- 521, 546, 375 

"We should be getting no more of culture, efficiency, and good 
citizenship in this country in 1922 than in 1911, for we are spending 
no nwre in purchasing power. We are getting more; but it is charge
able to the devotion of teachers and school administrators to the 
cause of better America." 

Question : I a your community spending as much for healthfttl 
schools aa it is for lu<euries? 

•• This esthnnted cost o! preventing retw·datlon dol's not Include the coHl of en ring for. 
the 2 pel' cen t of school children who are recognized ne tccble minded. Such care cnn not 
properly be charged to the public school funds .. l!'unde for the care of te~ble·mlnded In 
this State a•·c appropriated to th" <l!'partments of charities and cor1·ect1ons o.dmlnlstered 
by the State board of administration. 
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How Many Children Can the Rural-School Nurse Look After 
Efficiently? 

The estimates that have been made have had reference to cities. 
For example, Dr. Taliaferro Clark, of the United States Public 
Health Service, in a pamphlet entitled " The School Nurse: Her 
Duties and Responsibilities,:' says the school nurse can look after 
from 1,000 to 2,000 school children, depending upon the character 
of the country and whether or not there is a full-time or part-time 
physician. And a survey made by the United States Chamber of 
Commerce in 1922 states that" The maximum number of pupils that 
a nurse can look after with any degree of thoroughness is 3,000, and 
2,000 is a much better number." 

In the country the number of children a nurse can properly super
vise is largely a matter of distance and roads, facilities available for 
remedial work and distances at which these are situated from the 
schools, whether the nurse gives whole or part time to school work, 
and other like factors. In localities where schools can not be reached 
except in dry weather, or when there is no snow, estimates can hardly 
be made. Certainly the estimates which apply to cities do not apply 
to rural communities. 

How the Pyramids were Built 

Mrs. Ira Couch w·ood, late director of the Elizabeth McCormick 
M~morial Foundation, used to tell this story: 

A man told his friends he had finally worked out the solution of the building 
ot the pyramids-that they were built from the top down. When asked ltow 
the top stones were held up the man replied that he had worked out everything 
but that particular point. This story is npplicable to ou1· education. We have 
tried to build from the top down, beginning with putting things into a child's 
head before having his body pllysicallj" fit. 

Giving the Child a Chance 

Ray Lyman "\Vilbur, M. D., president of Stanford University and 
president o£. the American Medical Association, says: 

No progress of world peace nor of world education can hope to succeed untU 
we can fit the human being In nny given part of the world into his environment 
and give him the opportunity for normal, healthy, godly development there. 

Value of the Nurse 

William Palmer Lucas, M. D., author of "The Health of the 
Runabout," says: 

There is probably no one Individual who can bring to the home and to the 
mother knowledge of such practical value as the nurse. It is for this reason 
that I believe the more you study the normal development of childhood the 
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more valuable will be your contact, tbe greater interest you will have In 
your ever-developing work ; with this comprehension of what the normal child 
is and should be, physically, mentally, and emotionally, you will be able to: 
dect the future far more tban it has ever been possible for you or for others 
to do in the past. 

Goal of Child-Welfare Work 

Caroline Hedger, :M: D., Elizabeth McCormick Memorial Founda
tion, Chicago, lecturer on the health of school children, says: 

The child has a right to bls highest personal beauty and not to be merely 
a bag of bones. When you see a child on the street, think for yourself. is 
that child as beautiful as he might be, ls he well nourished, do his eyes shine, 
is he the best chlld we can make out of the material; ls be going to last for 
the long haul? To make this kind of child is tbe job of school inspection. 

The goal of the agencies concerned in ~d welfare should be to rear the 
man who earns his three meals a day and is not a drag on anybody. 

~ell-rounded School Health Program: City Schools 

Dr. Carl E . Buck, city health department, Detroit, Mich., says: 

I like to think of school health work as a large wheel. The rim or tire 
~hich is the real foundation of school health work, ls formed by the teaching 
of health and physical training. Medical school inspection forms the hub, and 
the spokes are composed of the various other branches of school health work, 
inclu<ling classes for the conservation of vision, classes in lip reading, open-air 
schools, open-window rooms, schools for the blind, deaf, and crippled, and 
tuberculosis sanatoria. 

The Health of Working Children 

A. total of 22 States now require the physical examination of every 
child applying for an employment certificate, according to a recent 
bulletin on "Physical Standards for Working Children," issued by 
the United States Department of Labor through the Children's 
Bureau. Virginia requires the examination of every working child 
at regular intervals during the years when he is susceptible to the 
strains of industry. In certain other States a child must be reex
amined when he goes from one employer to another, but since he 
may remain with his first employer until he has passed the certificate 
age, this is not so adequate a provision as the Virginia law. In ad
dition to 22 States requiring physical examinations before employ
ment certificates are granted,· eight others and the District of Colum
bia permit the certificate-issuing officer to require examination when, 
he is in doubt as to the child's physical fitness. In 18 States legal 
provision is still lacking for examination even for the child entering 
industry. 
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Credits for Health and Citizenship 

The child in Rochester, N. Y., is given credit :for health and 
citizenship on the same basis as he is rated in a.ny other subject. On 
his regular report card appear the following headings: " Citizenship 
habits," "Scholarship," "Arts," and "Health." Under health he is 
rated on his personal appearance, nutrition, hygiene, and exercise. 
When an unfavorable rating is given, a special report is sent to the 
parent or guardian. In connection with the rating tmder nutrition 
a 8ystem o:f colored cards is used in making special reports. All 
children are weighed and measured once each term by the health
education teachers. The children are reweighed (not. measured) 
during the thirteenth and nineteenth weeks of each term, one week 
before issuing report cards. After each of these weighings every 
child rece.ives a rating which has been very carefully worked out by 
th11 health-education division of the board of education, of which Mr. 
Herman Norton is director. 

Posture and Nutrition 

"Posturnl defects almost inYariably accompany undernutrition. 
Such defects tend to correct themselves with improved nutrition, but 
:round or winged shoulders and spinal curvatures often have become 
so marked and so fixed that special corrective work needs to be done." 
A warm meal at noon and extra milk in the morning and afternoon 
may help to improve both nutrition and posture of pupils. 

Progress in Health 

Senator Royal S. Copeland, when he was commissioner of health 
of New York City, in 1921, stated that" Generally speaking, where 
2 persons died 50 years ago out of every 1,000 population, only 1 died 
last year.'' This statement appears to be conservative by comparison 
with the statistics for that year in " A Half Century of Public 
Health," published by the American Public Health Association, in 
New York. According to their figures, there was a reduction from 
28 per 1,000 in 1869 to 12.93 per 1,000 in 1919, which means a saving 
in New York City alone of 28,000 lives per year. 

In the rapidly expanding registration area of the United States 
there was a fall in the death mte of 4.7 per 100,000 during the first 
20 years of this century, which would mean a saving of 400,000 lives. 

In regard to the acute infectious diseases of childhood, the mor
tality of children under 10 has shown a decrease, as indicated in the 
table following : 
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Mortality of children under 10 years ot age from intecti.OnB diseases of childluJOd. 

Disease Period 

Dlpbl.berla and croUP------- ----------------- ---- ---- -- ------------ --- - --------- { ~~~l~ 

Scarlet rever ___ -- ------ -------------- --- - - -----~------------------------ - - ----- - { ~~q~~ 
Measles __________________ ------ ----------------------------------------------- { ~~~l~ 

Whooping cough ___ ------ ------------ ----- ----- ------ ------------------ --------- { i~~=~WJ 

I Maximum rate average. • During yeor Hl20. 

Mortality 
per 100,000 
population 

IS'IV. ~ 
1'12.8 
12U 

I ~2G_ 2 
74.3 
34.7 

I 128.4 
3U. 
16.8 

lll. 8 
111.8 
25.& 

The low mark reached in 1919 in the infant mortality rate in the 
birth registration area is attributed in large part to the 17,000 local 
committees, organized by 11,000,000 .women (as estimated by the 
Children's Bureau) and the 11,000 nurses who were called upon to 
assist in child-welfare work. 

What are 11,000,000 women now going to do for the health and 
well-being of all school children? W11at record will our school nurses 
·have in this campaign for the health of school children '? . "When the 
work of 1919 was being done, no one lmew how it would be measured; . 
but it has been measured. So will the work of this year and next be 
measured. "W11at will the record say? · · 

There is need for work t.o be done. According to Doctor Fisk, of 
the Life Extension Institute,U the death 1;ate has increased during 
the last two decades for adults of 45 years and over. This increase 
is indicated in the following table: 

Mortali~y of ad1tlts 011e1· 45 years of age 

Ag~ I ,-- -, 
45 to 49 _______ ______ - - -- - - - --- - - - -- --- - - - - - - --- -- - --------- - --- - - --- - -------- - --- { 

. I 
50 toM_ __ ____________________ _ - - - ------- - --- - - - -- - - - ---- - - - --- - ---- ----- - - ----- - { 

I 
55 to 59--- ------ --- __ --- ------- -- -- -___ -- -- -- --- -_ --- ---- - --- - -__ __ · - ______ ----- { 

Mortality 
Period per 1,000 

population 

---
1000 14. 7 
1910 16 r. 
1000 17. 2 
1010 19.6 

1000 223 
1910 ~'7. 0 

I 

Deaths from typhoid, tuberculosis, and pneumonia have decreased; 
but there has been increase in deaths due to disorders of the nerYous 
system, heart, kidneys, urinary system, liver, and digestive system. 

The Life Extension Institute bel ieves that the dominating and out
standing cause of these increases in the mortality rate are due to the 
decrease in outdoo-r life and Yigorous muscular acti~rity. 

""Wholesome Citizens uod Spare 'l'ime," Jl. 150. 
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Schoolroom Seating and Communicable Diseases 

Dr. Willint:n F. Reasner, assistant director of hygiene in the Min
neapolis public schools, made a study from January 2 to March 16, 
1923, of the spread of communicable diseases in schoolrooms. The 
study covered 247 rooms in 18 grade schools. A plat Wl!-S. . .made of 
eaeh room, showing each seat. As soon as a communicable disease 
in any of the rooms studied was reported, the school nurses visited 
that room and marked on the plat the precise seat in which the sick 
child had sat, with the date. As soon as it could be ascertained, the 
name of the disease and the onset were also entered on the plat. .A 
similar procedure was followed in contacts, and a symbol indi
cated whether it was contact or case. If a contact became a case, 
tl).is was noted on the plat. Among the conclusions drawn by Doctor 
Reasner from his study were the following : There is imperatiYe 
need of toxin-antitoxin for children of preschool age, for immuniza
tion agninst diphtheria; the number of smallpox cases was redtteed 
50 ·per cent by a voluntary vaccination campaign during the last 
three years (vaccination can n9t legally be made a prerequisite to 
school attendance in Minnesota.) ; it is advisable to surround unpro
tected (susceptible) pupils with protected (immune) pupils during 
an epidemic, thus separating the immunes from the nonimmunes 
during the school session; and it is advisable to seat children ~s far 
apart as possible during the prevalence of colds a.nd other diseases. 
The generally admitted statement that communicable diseases occur 
most. frequently in age groups under 10 years is accepted in this 
study. The diseases recorded are diphtheria, scarlet fever, chicken 
pox, smallpox, measles, mumps, pediculosis, scabies, tuberculosis, im
petigo, conjunctivitis, whooping cough, and jaundice. 

Nutrition and Mouth Hygiene 

Doctor Fones says : " Mouth hygiene when reduced t.o its simplest 
"terms means. sound teeth, clean mouths, and healthy gums." What 
are the factors necessary for sound teeth~ 

It is definit~ly recognized that the basis of sound teeth is good 
n-utrition, beginning with the prenatal period. "Teeth like all other. 
parts of the human organism represent the food materials that 
nature has utilized in their formation." 

Physiologists seem agreed at present that the essentiaJs necessary 
for good bone and tooth formation consists of the following: 

· (1) An nncharacterized organic substance already referred to as 
· the fOlJrth vitamin (for calcium-salt deposition); (2) ca.lcium ; (3) 
phosphorus; (4) water-soluble R: (!S) fat-soluble A. Vitamin Cis 
also necessary for proper calcification of the teeth of the guinea pig. 
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. Experiments to date have not conclusively proved the relation of 
·vitamin C to calcification in the human. 

The essential elements in the diet for good tooth structure may 
still be obtained by the use of milk-at least 1 pint a day-liberal 
use of leafy greens and all other kinds of vegetables, fresh fruits, and 
who~e cereals. Hard breads, such as toast, zwieback, and hard-whent 
crackers, should be included in the diet from the early months for 
jaw and tooth development by training in mastication. 

When the child eats vegeta.bles and fruits daily in good amounts 
the vitamin needs are usually met. Lack of calcium is more apt to be 
a problem, unless the child is fond of mille Many mothers do not 
know how to include such dishes·as milk soups, creamed vegetables, 
and meats, and milk desserts (as junket, custards, and cornstarch 
pudding) in the child's diet. Often when milk desserts are made, 
they are so sweet that much of the nutritional value is counteracted 
by the effects of the ·all too-prevalent American high-sugar diet. 

An investigation by 
Sherman and Hawley 
on the calcium needs of 
the body brings out some 
interesting facts. 

Repeated experiments 
under varied conditions 
indicate that children 
do not utilize the cal
cium of vegetables as 
efficiently as they do 
that of milk. The im-

portance of vegetables in the diet of children is not questioned, 
but the vegetables should be used in addition to a liberal a1.Iowance 
of milk and should not be allowed to reduce the amount of milk 
consumed. 

That investigation, as a whole, emphasized the conclusion that,· 
however goo.d the dietary is in other respects, each child should re
ceive a quart of milk in some form every day, and that this standard 
of milk consumption should be maintained at least up to the age of 
14 years. 

In connection with a wiser choice of food materials for building 
teeth, too much emphasis can not be laid on the superior value of 
cereals and cereal products made from whole grains. Refined cereals 
have been robbed of at least 60 per cent of their mineral content as 
well as their bulk. 

The same is true of vegetables. In peeling them, one removes 
a generous portion-not knowing or heedless of the fact that the 
mineral salts are in greatest abundance directly under the skin-
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and then we boil them in two or three times the necessary amount of 
water for so long a time that the vitamins are killed, more minerals 
are extracted, and the flavor is driven to the realm of ether. We 
then pour the cooking water aown the sink. After such desecra
tion of choice garden products, we have the audacity to complain 
about their lack of flavor. And we wonder why children do not 

.like vegetables I Cook or st~am spinach in its own moisture, closely 
covered, for not more than 10 ·minutes, and you have a rare, un
familiar, but highly desirable delicacy. 

Good nutrition, then, applied to the life of the child ( espec.ially 
during the growing period) determines more than any other factor 
the hardness and density of the enamel and dentin, which density 
is one of the characteristics of sound teeth. It is a well-known fact 
clinically that immunity to caries is usually coincident with dense 
tooth structures. While it may be true that little can be done to 
improve the quality of the enamel after the teeth have once erupted, 

general health and nutri
tion do affect the condi
tion of the pulp. So 
attention to nutrition in 
its broadest aspect can 
play a definite role all 
through life in keeping 
the teeth sound. · 

As to the other two 
factors in mouth hygiene, 
clean mouths and healthy 
gums, these-provided we 

have good sound teeth-depend very largely on 'mastication, the con
sistency o:f foods, and the prophylactic care given to the oral cavity . 
...:....Adapted from an article in Dental Cosmos, for Novembe?\1~3. 

Why a Child's Birth Should be Registered 
Every child should ha,·e a birth certificate to prove his right to 

the :following: School entrance, working papers, insurance, a vote. 
marriage, passport, and protection in foreign countries as an AmPri
can citizen. 
If the child's birth is registered, it will be possible for him to get 

a certificate later when he may greatly need it. 

Summary of State Child Labor Legislation, 1923 
La1os Passed Reg·ulating Hom·s of W01'1G tor Children 

.Qelaware ______________ 8-hour <loy, 48-hour week, for all workers under 16. 
Maine ______ ___________ 8-hour day for nil under 16. 
Mississippi_ ____________ 8-hour day for all uudet· 16. 
South Dakota __________ 54-hour wee!< for nil umlet· 16. 
~yomlng_____________ 8-bour day fot· all under lG. 
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J..a·tGII Passed Regulating Night Work for Childrel~· 

Connecticut_ ___________ Work forbidden after 10 p. m. in all bowling alleys 
for those under 16. 

Delaware ___________ Work forbidden 7 p. m. to 6 a . m. for all under H, 
and for those under 16 in street occupations. 

Wyoming______________ Work prohibited 7 p. m. to 7 a. m. for all under 16. 
Farm labor and domestic service excepted. 

Law.-1 Pa~sed Setting "1ge Limit for Child Worker.~ 

Delaware __ ____________ 16-year age limit for listed dnngerou.s occupations, 

llJtocle Islaud _________ _ 
Wyoming __ :_ __________ _ 

Michigan ______________ _ 

including mines. 
15-year age limit for any manufacturing or busi.ness. 
14 years all gainful occupations; lG years dangerous 

occupations. Farm labor or domestic service ex
empted. 

20-year age limit for females working at dangerous 
machinery reduced .to 18' years. 

J,a·w-~ Pa-~sed Re{J'Itlati-n!l Commtlxoru .SchooL .-tttrndancc 

Kansas __________________ Attendance compulsory up to 16 years and comple-
tion of the eighth grade . 

. Rhode Islaoll ____________ Attendance compulsory up to 1:-i. 

Laws Passed Regulating Compensation for .llinnrR 

New York ______________ Double compensation for minors injured while iUe-
gally employed. 

Indiana ____ __ ___ ____ ____ Compensation hill s imilar tu New York's passed and 
later thrown out because of technicality. 

-The Ammi.ca1~ Child, Vol. v., Att(lttst, J!J.'e3. 

The Country Child 

When we finally recognize the fact that the American child is a country child 
and that he comes into the world far from medical nod nursing service, when 
we reach ont over the plains, down through the valleys and swamps, or climb 
high beyond the hills into the fastnesses of remote meuntains, we shall find the 
backbone of the country and really reach the ct·ux of the question, the heurt, 
the brain, the brawn of ~e American Nation. 

-Frances Sage Bradley, ltl. D., Director, Divi.'!ion of Ollila 
Hygiene, Arkansas State Dermrtment of Health. 

Herbert Hoover's "Bill of Rights " for Children 

There should be no chlld who-
Is not born under proper conditions. 
Does not live in hygienic surroundings. 
Ever suffers from malnutrition. 
Does not have prompt and efficient meuicul Inspection und attention. 
Does oot receive primary instruction In the elements of hygiene a nd 

health. 
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A Word from New Zealand 

Progress in health (and, after Oll, health means progress) appears dependent 
oa our gaining control of the growth period of the human orga·nism. The two 
greatest menaces, infectious disease and nutritional influences and disturb
ances, are eminently factors capable of human influence, and the means are 
at our command for their conquest. 

First we must have faith in the dictum of Pasteur, that the power is with
in .our grasp. What is health but the result of lllens and ideals, habits and 
customs, the establishment of which, for every generation, is essentially the 
function of the educationis.t. 

We must have hope in the investigator, with the expectant conviction that 
scienc-e will solve the problems which still oppress us, make clear the path we 
at· present see but darkly, give us a full conception of the wonderful re
sistant powers of the human body, of how to develop and reinforce these 
powers. 

We must ha'l"e hope in the legislator, for public health is purchasable and 
health insurance the cheapest, most economical and productive of all forms 
of State expenditure. We look for a statesman who will realize the obvious 
iaet that tens of thousands spent in pre,•ention is a better proposition than 
hundreds spent in curative efforts; that a health department is like our fire 
departments, which cost a great deal to keep up--money cheerfully paid for 
!res that do not occur. Democracy certainly won the war; it bas yet to win 
the 'peace campaign of health, strength, and happiness. 
·'our 'greatest ·hope is in the child and its immediate horizon, the home, and 

. sh~ I say also its mother? Health, like charity, begins at home. The right 
of every child, indeed, of everyone, to fresh air, good food, regular open-air 
exercise, decent recreation and thorough sleep, adequate weather protection, 
tbe. means for habitual cleanliness and freedom from exposure to infection, 
ih fact, a ·reasonable e:cistence tor 24 ho111'8 a day, is gradually filtering into the 
•ational consciousness. Above all, it is the child we look to as the savior 
of society, the creator of health, for it is far easier to form than to reform. 

Our motive as health workers must be unquestioned and unquestionable if 
we are to demand from parent or practitioner or legislator that cooperative 
idealism which clears away all obstructions which human selfishness and 
greed class consciousness and hatred, industrial misunderstanding and un
rest, professional conservatism and jealously, party blindness and strife, raise 
as barriers against us. Health knows no boundaries of class or creed or 
eonntry ; and firm-based on the faith of scientific truth, the hope of human 
a:J.a'CIIlbllity and adaptation, and the enthusiasm for humanity, rise uncon
~rftble to the sulvation of the nations of the earth . 

. i~. • 
-South Australian Teachers' Journa.Z, April, 1923. 

VI. For the Nurse Who Asks ." Where Can I Get Special 
Preparation for School Nursing?" 

Study Courses 

As a basis for school nursing, gradua.tion from a good hospital 
training school is the first essential. This presupposes certain educa
tiona.l requirements for entrance to the hospital; and the more 
genera.! education the school nurse has, the more fitted she will be to 
meet teachers and other educators on their own ground with a feeling 
of rquality. In her own specialized field the nmse feels that. she can 
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speak with authority; it is essential that she should be, and feel, so 
qualified. It is a. very great help to the school nurse, however, to have 
and show evidences of an education. This is true in any field, of 
course, but particularly so in the field of education. The school nurse 
should use good English in speaking and writing and should kno~ 
something besides her own work of school nursing. 

The school nurse should have at least u. four-months' course it\ a 
school of public-health nursing. In a school of public-health nursing 
the student becomes familiar with public-health problems in general, 
any or all of which she is likely to meet in school-nursing work; she 
acquires something of the social viewpoint, which is Yery essential to 
good work in school nursing, and which is acquired only with study 
and much reading; she learns how to work with other social agencies 
and finds out how she and they can be mutually helpful, she becomes 
familiar with books, magazines; and other sources of information in 
the field of public health; she has the inestimable benefit of doing 

· practical work under 
~~~~~--~~~~------~~~~ supervision, so that her 

mistakes can be quickly 
corrected and b e t t e r 
methods substituted ; she 
has the stimulus of con· 
versation with other 
nurses going into the 
same field of work. :All 
these things are so val~ 
uable as a preparation 
for school nursing that 

a nurse who wishes to enter this field should make every effort to get 
this preparatory training. 

There are at the present time n considerable number of schools 
of public-health nursing. The educational department of the Na· 
tional Organization for Public Health Nursing, of which Miss Ger
trude Hodgman is the educational secretary, endeavors to serve as a 
clearing house of information concerning preparation for the differ
ent fields of public-health nursing and where this preparation can 
be obtained. This department has been engaged in making studies of 
the various courses in public-health nursing now offered in different 
parts of the country and has helped to standardize these courses. One 
of the standards which this organization has set is that the director of 
such courses shall have had thorough preparation for the work, with 
continuous experience over a considerable period o£ time, as well as 
theoretical work. This organization has been instrumental in getting 
such courses into universities also, because such institutions offer 
opportunities for the development of sound and permanent ednca-
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tional work. The September, 1923, issue of the Public Health Nurse, 
published by this organization, gives a list of schools offering courses 
in public-health nursing. 

}jj,y of the courses mentioned in that list undoubtedly give good 
foundational training in public-health nursing, which training is 

. essential also to good school nursing. Their courses, however, are 
not identical, as some stress certain courses and experience more 
than others. The nurse who desires training for school nursing 
work particularly can obtain the catalogues of the various schools 
and ascertain which ones give the greater stress and the longer train
ing in school nursing. The Missouri School of Social Economy (St . 
Louis) gives two courses in public-health nursing, one of eight and 
one of four months, open to " qualified graduate nurses," with " lec
tures, conferences, demonstrations, and excursions " and personal 
supervision in "school nursing, bed-side care, tuberculosis nursing, 
prenatal and child-welfare work." The Boston School of Public 
Health Nursing offers two programs, one of four months, the other 
of nine months. The four-months program is one of generalized 
field work; the nine-months program permits of specialization, and 
for those interested in school nursing " periods of practice can be 
arranged in small towns and rural communities where school nurs
·ing problems differ somewhat from those of the large cities. In 
arranging such work, the school profits greatly by the assistance 
of the director of the division of hygiene of the State department 
of health (Massachusetts), and the experts in school health work 
on his staff. · Class instruction is of fundamental importance to any
one considering school nursing. Courses 'which bear directly on 
school nursing are those in public health nursing, principles of 
teaching, sanitation, teaching of personal and social hygiene, mental 
health and public speaking." The director of the Louisville (Ky.) 
School of Public Health C<?nsiders that an adequate preparation for 
school nursing requires an entire course in public health nursing; 
this course to include lectures on 'School nursing, nutrition, health 
teaching, child psychology, and practical experience in both city 
and rural work. 

The School of Public Health Nursing at Iowa State University, 
Iowa City, gives their students" a month's work with the instructor 
in school nursing" and " another month in the county with the in
structor in county nursing," during which time she gets "a little 
vision of rural-school nursing with its follow-up work." 

Massachusetts Institute of Technology has for some time been offer
ing a group of courses for health teachers and supervisors of health 
instruction, which include courses in sanitation, preventive medicine, 
etc., subjects with which the rural-school nurse should be familiar. 
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The rural-school nurse should know a little, at least, about statistics 
and what they mean in the fields of material· and child welfare. She 
should know the meaning of the terms " registration area," " infant 
death rate," "crude death rate," " tuberculosis death rate," and the 
like, not in a hazy, general way, but precisely as they are used by 
statisticians. How else can she understand and interpret to her com- .. 
munity statistical material which is helpful in convincing a com
munity of the value of health work in general~ 

Miss Hodgman, of the National Organization of Public Health 
Nursing, states that "Teachers College (Columbia. University) is 
now arranging a program of two academic years for nurses who wish 
to specialize in the field of educational work, especially as relating to 
school problems." The nurse who has had preparatory training and 
practical experience in school nursing and who wishes to get further 

training will soon, if not 
How, be able to find uni
versity courses to meet 
her particular needS-

In tllis connection the 
nurse may do well to 
look up correspondence 
courses given by such 
universities as the Uni
versity of Chicago and " 
the University of Ten
nessee. If she ·can not 

take a regular course (and the rural-school nurse's time is· usually very 
full), she may be able to · do some systematic reading of health books. 
Such a reading course is" Pathways to Health " (Reading Course No. 
25) conducted by the United States Bureau of Education. The school 
nursing number (September, 1923), page 484, of the Public Health 
Nurse gives a list of books which the school nurse should read. 

Magazines 

The school nurse should take at least one nursing magazine, pref
erably two. There should be some place, such as the superintendent's 
office, or some library, where other nursing and health magazines are 
on file which she may consult from time to time. Some of these 
magazines might be: The Nation's Health; The World's Work; The 
Survey; Hygeia; American Journal of Public Health ; The Child 
Health Magazine; The Public Health Nurse; The American Journal 
of Nursing; The Trained Nurse and Hospital Review. 
If these magazines are kept on file in some public library, it may 

be that the librarian will look through magazines for women, many 
o_f which have been publishing articles on the health of children, 
and note these for the school nurse. This would save the nurse's 
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time tremendously and make sure that she does not-miss important 
. articles. If there is no librarian nor library to do this work for the 

nurse, perhaps the parent-teacher association could delegate some 
member of their association to be responsible for health articles in 
certain magazines and refer these to the nurse. Incidentally, it. 
would not be a bad thing for teachers and parents to become familiar 
with these articles and read them critica1ly. One feature of the 
parent-teacher meeting might be a report on articles in the magazines 
which have reference to the health of children, with an open discus
sion following. 

Books and Pamphlets 

.A selected bibliography of books of especial value to the school 
nurse is given, as has been stated, on pages 55 to 59 of the new 
Red Cross outline on Rural-School Nursing. These books are ar
ranged under the following headings : General, inspection of chil
dren and correction of handicaps, school sanitation, health edu
cation, and assistance in preparing talks. The " ·health corner " 
of the library would do well to have these books; the getting of 
them might be a school project or a project for the parent-teacher 
association. 

. The set might include also the Community Score Card, pre
pared by the F ederal Council of Citizenship Training, and pub
lished by the United States Bureau of Education, 1924, 5 cents; 
and the following Public Health Service Reports: 

Public Health Serv_ice Reprints of Reports 

Nu.mber 
[Issued between April ru1d October, 1923. J 

~2. The prevention of simple goiter. By 0. P. Kimball, M. D. .April 27, 
1923. 11 pages. Free. 

833. Extent ·of rural health service in the United Stutes. By L. L. Lumsden. 
April 27, 1923. 10 pages. Superintendent of Documents, Government 
Printing Office. 5 cents. 

84o. The physical cure of rural school children. By Taliaferro Clark. June 
1, 1923. 12 pages. Free. 

841. An index to State tuberculosis laws. Compiled by James A. 'l.'obey. JunP. 
1, 1923. 12. pages. Free. 

842. Indices of nutrition: Application of certain standards of nutrition to 
506 nntiYe white children without physical defects and with "good" 
or "excellent" nutrition as judged hy clinical eYidence. By Taliaferro 
Clark, Edgar Sydimstricker, and Selwyn D. Collins. June 8, 1923. 35 
pages. Free. 

850. The National Health council ·us an aid to organized health agencies . 
. July 6, 1923. 8 pages. Free. 

864. Automobile cost in rural health work: Report on operation of automo
biles in cooperative rural health work in Virginia. By H. MeG. Rob
et·tsson. .August 31, 1923. 5 pages. Free. 

871. State nnd insular hea lth authorities, 1!>23. Director, with data as to 
appropriations and publications. September 28, 1923. 21 pages. Free. 
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If you can read but six books on your particular work .during the 
next year, include in this list "Positive Health for Nurses" by Dr. 
Caroline Hedger. It appeared in the Pacific Coast Journal, N ovem
ber, 1922 (p. 667), in the American Journal of Nursing, October, 

-1922 (p. 5), and the reprint may ·be obtained from the National 
League of Nursing Education, 370 Seventh A venue, New York 
Nm·ses in training schools learn to think of health as the outcome of 
a successful fight against disease. Public-health nurses learn to 
think of health as something which results when poor sanitation has 
been changed to good sanitation and infectious diseases have been 
overcome. There is still something beyond that. That something 
is positive health-which is more than the absence of disease. 

The nurses have learned in their training what health is not/ 
it is not disease, nor malnutrition, nor a crippled and ineffectual 
bodily machine. The nurse who is going out to do positive, con
structive work must think in a positive, constructive way. What is 

positive health 1 How 
does it manifest itseW 
W11at is its appearance~ 
Wllat does it give to its 
possessor¥ The nurse 
can well afford to do 
some studying an d 
thinking along the lines 
of positive health; to 
make a chart on which 
are listed all the dif
ferent things w h i c h 

may be used as symbols of health or to describe health to children; 
and all the rewards that come to a person by reason of a strong, 
well-nourished, well-trained, well-balanced bodily machine. It might 
be useful to her to make out a chart on positive health. In one 
column she could list all the ways she can think of to describe health, 
or make~ health picture in the minds of children-the sound apple, 
the perfect rose, the prize calf-and the points by which perfection 
is judged; in another column she could list the rewards of health
the professions that are open to the vigorous and hea.lthy, the ability 
to handle a hard job that comes only to the strong, and the like ; 
and in another column the professions and pleasures that are shut 
out from one if one's bodily machine is under par. The fallen arch 
and resulting flat foot will make a person unable to plow, unable to 
get a job in the Postal Service, to join the Army, to work in a store, 
become a trained nurse, or do anything else that requires much walk
ing or standing. And so on through other professions which require 
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good hearing or good eyesight or a good figure and bodily poise. 
Such a chart should be as concrete as possible. Any one of those 
subjects might be used as the subject of an essay contest; it will be 
profitable for children to give some thought to the rewards for 
positive health. 

VII. For the Nurse Who Asks •• Where Can I Get 
Helpful Material?" 

Inexpensive Toothbrushes 

The Massachusetts State department of public health, division of 
hygiene, Boston, can furnish information in regard to inexpensive 
toothbrushes. 

Dental Chairs 

The State department of public instruction of Pennsylvania, Har
risburg, can furnish information in regard to inexpensive and easily 
portable dental chairs. 

Playground Equipment 

Almost any school can buy at least a net and volley ball. Much 
apparatus can be made by the children. Helpful in such construc
tion may be the pamphlet "Some inexpensive playground appa
ratus," by E . H. Arnold, published by the Playground and Recrea
tion Association of America, New York. Price 5 cents. 

Another leaflet which may be helpful is "Manual training for 
Junior Red Cross auxiliaries," Simple playground equipment, Leaf
let no. 42. It may be obtained from the American Red Cross, 
Washington, D. C. · 

Nutrition and Food Posters 

Two posters on vitammes, one on food anul i1·on..-22 by 28 inches. 
Table and chart form. American Medical Association, 535 North 
Dearborn Street, Chicago, Ill. Price 40 cents each. 

Food and diet chm·ts.-U. S. Department of Agriculture. Obtain
able from Superintendent of Documents, '\iV ashington, D. C. Price 
$1 per set. · 

Mille and rat charts.-U. S. Department of Agriculture, Office of 
Illustrations. Free. 

Dog, chicken, and pig chm·ts.-Two ~tnimals of same age and 
parentage, one milk fed, the other not. 0% by 10% inches. 
National Dairy Council, 910 South Michigan Avenue, Chicago, Ill. 
Free. 
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New nutrition poster.-Colored. Legend on poster reads : " Teeth 
need to be fed. Milk, fruit, vegetables, and whole cereals build 
strong teeth and bones." American Red Cross. Price $3.75 to Red 
Cross chapters; $5 each to other organizations and individuals. 
Purchasable through Red Cross division offices. 

Five food chm·ts and food p·rimer.-Bureau of Nutrition, A. I. 
C. P., 105 East Second Street, New York City. Price $2 per set 
post paid, including primer. 

Posture Charts, Posters, Slides 

Foot-posture charts.-A set of five, size 24 by 36 inches. Na.. 
tiona! Board Y. W. C. A., 600 Lexington Avenue, New York City . 
. Price $1 per set. 

Lantern slides, reprints, tra'IJeling exhibits.-American Posture 
League, 1 Madison Avenue, New York City. 

Foot-p.ostwre· poster·s.-Women's Press, 600 Lexington Avenue, 
New York City and Women's Foundation for Health (Inc.), 120 
East Fifty-second Street, New York City. 

Other Health Posters 

Upjohn posters.-A set of 14; 19 inches high. American Child 
Health Association, 370 Seventh Avenue, New York City. Rental, 
$5 per week. Purchase price, $58.40 a set; $5.10 a single poster. 

School hygiene.-A set of about 30; city and country conditions. 
Prepared by a committee of the National Education Association and 
the American Medical Association. Charts obtainable from Dr. 
Thomas D. Wood, 525 ·west One hundred and twentieth Street, 
New York City. Price, $5 per set. 

Decom;tive posters.-Elfin figures in white and red on a black 
background. A set of four. American Child Health Association, 
370 Seventh Avenue, New York City. Price, 25 cents eilch, $1 per 
set. From the same organization, a " Bird's-eye map of healthland." . 
Price, 10 cents. 

Colored posters on8Wi'1711T1'ling, hiking, etc.-A set of five. National 
Board Y. W. C. A., 600 Lexington Avenue, New York City. Cost 
of mailing only. 

Weight-height-age talJles for boys and girls.-The American Child 
Health Association publishes one on white paper for girls and one 
on yellow paper for boys. 370 Seventh Avenue, New York City. 
The Bureau of Education publishes the same tables on blue paper, 
both tables on · one sheet. The..c;e are obtainable from the Superin
tendent of Documents, Government Printing Office, W nshington, 
D. C. Price, 5 cents a copy; when two or more copies are ordered, 5 
~nts for first copy, 1 cent each for all additional copies. 
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Sleep poste·r.-Published by United States Bureau of Education. 
Sold by Government Printing Office. Price, 5 cents. Picture of 
child asleep and table of hours a child should sleep. 

A. list of organizations publishing charts and other health ma
terial is given on page 71 of the United States Bureau of Educa
tion bulletin "Health for School Children" (School health studies, 
No. 1, 1923) ; Government Printing Office, 10 cents. 

State departments of health and State departments of education 
usually have helpfd posters, cm·ds, and other material for use in 
school health work. 

Source Material for Health Stories 

Clean Peter and the children of Grubbylea. By .Adelborg. New York, Long
mans, Green & Co., 449 Fourth Avenue. 

Cleanliness. 

The pig brotller and the tidy angel. By Laura E. Richards. In The pig 
brother and other stories. Boston, Little, Brown & Co. 

Cleanllne~s. 

Dust under the rug. By Maud Lindsay. !It Mother stories. London, George 
C. Harrap & Co. Reprinted in " Health Training in Schools," by Theresa 
Dansdlll. New York, National Tuberculosis Association. 
· Cleanliness. 

The piggy girl. By Louisa M. Alcott In Collection of stories. Bos ton, Little, 
Brown & Co. 

Cleanliness. 

The most wonderful house in the world (primer) ; The play house (reacler) ; 
and Good neighbors ( 1·eacler for upper gmdes on community health) . By 
Mary S. Haviland. Philadelphia, Pa., Lippincott. 

Physiology, hygiene, and community health. 

Yourself and your house wonderful. By H. Guerber. Philadelphia, Pu. , Up
lift Publishing Co. 

Physiology and hybriena In story form for rounger renders. 

A child's book of the teeth. By Ferguson. Yonkers, N. Y., World Book Co. 
One nurse used the Illustrations in this l>ool< as suggestions for the costuming of 

a piny which stressed cure of the teeth. The lllustrntlons could be used with a 
reflecting lnntPrn to Illustrate a talk about teeth. 

Jack O'Health and Peg O'Joy. By Herban. New York, Scribner. 
Hygiene. · 

Safety first fot· little folks. By Waldo. New York, Scribner. 
Sugg~stious for safety lessons. 

How they carne to have kite cia~· in China. In Educating by story-telling. By 
Cather. Lonclon, George C. Harrup & Co. 

A Chi.nese folk tale. Physicnl education. 

Rosy cheeks and strong heart. By Andress am4 Andress. New York City, 
Macmillan. 

Health. 

Nutrition series of readers. Detroit, Mich., Meniii-Palmer School. 
Happy's calendar. New York, American Ullild Henlth Association, 370 Seventh 

Avenue. 
J:lright su;rin~s about health wblcb can I>~ w~v~n lnt~ tnlks-a.nd plafS. 
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The little girl who grew smaller. By Leland. In Sleep. By Harriet Wedg
wood. Washington, D. C., Government Printing office. (U. S. Bureau 
of Education. Health education no. 12.) Five cents. 

Sleep and growth. 

How the sin'ging water got Into the tub. By Lucy Sprague Mitchell. 111 
Here and Now Stories. New York, E. P. Dutton & Co. 

Reprinted in "Health Training In Schools," by Theresa Dansdill, published by the 
National Tuberculosis Association, 370 Se,·entb Avenue, New Yor~. 

The story of the boy who walked around Mont St. Michel. By C. E. A.. 
Winslow. In Healthy Living, Book I . New York, Charles E. Merrlll Co. 

Reprinted in Miss Da.nsdlll's book, referred to above. 

The milk fairies. By J. V. McCrillis. Chicago, National Dairy Council. 

The jolly signposts. By Harriet W edgwood. 
Hyge1a, April, 1924. 

Chubby children and how to grow them. By Winifred Stuart Gibbs. New 
York, New Yot·k County Chapter, American Red Cross: 

Mary Gay stories. By Stella Booth. Yonkers, N. Y., World Book Co. 

Fresh air and its magic gift. In The Land of Health, by Grace T. Hallock 
and C. E. A. Winslow. ~ew York, Charles E. Merrill Co. 

See also " Oitizensbip in the land of health," contained in the same publi
cation. 

A visit to the Health King. In Suggestions for a program for health teaching 
in elementary schools. By Andress and Bragg. Washington, D. C., Gov· 
ernment Printing office. (U. S. Bureau of Education. Health educa· 
tion no. 10.) 

Biographies of men and women who have done something for the sake of 
better health in the world, such as Walter Reed, Florence Nightingale, Koch, 
and Lister, make inspiring health stories; also of men like Roosevelt and 
Alexander Graham Bell, who were handicapped in health at the start but 
by regaining their vigor made notable contributions to the world's history. 

Health Plays 

The National Tuberculosis 'Association, 370 Seventh Avenue, New 
York CitY, has issued a leaflet giving a list of plays and suggestions. 

" Dramatics for health teaching," Superintendent of Documents, 
Government Printing Office, Washington, D. C. (5 cents), gives a 
list of plays and suggestions for the use of plays in health teaching. 

Information in Regard to Open-air Schools 

Miss Mary E. Murphy, assistant director, Elizabeth McCormick 
Memorial Fund, 848 North Dearborn Street, Chicago, writes: 

You may be interested to know that we have had in this office for some time 
the national file of open-air schools. We were requested by the National Tu
berculosis Association to keep this file in our office. Since we already had a 
great deal of material, they submitted what they had to us, and we are adding 
to It as we get new information on schools we already know of, or learn ot 
the establishment of new schools. 
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Health Crusade Material 

Score cards, literature, etc., published by the National Tuberculosis 
~iation, 370 Seventh Avenue, New York City, are of value. 

Advertising Material 

"The story about teeth," issued by Colgate & Co., post-office box 
646, City Hall Station, New York City, contains good publicity ma
terial. 

"Fun and health in running water," published by tlie Curt'ainless 
Shower Co., 507 Fifth A venue, New York, is an advertising pamph
let, and the first few pages tell the story of how people in different 
ages have bathed. 

Posters on cleanliness, issued by Proctor & Gamble will be found 
helpful. Many magazines have advertising material which can be 
adapted for posters on health. Miscellaneous material can often be 
obtained from the Metropolitan, the Prudential, and other life in
surance companies, for the asking. Some of this material is very 
helpful to the school nurse. 

Cards and Posters for Coloring 

Small posters in outline for color work, illustrating health habits, 
a.M published by the .New England Dairy and Food Council, 51 
Cornhill, Boston, Mass., afford suggestions of how art work and 
health teaching may be combined. Small cuts o£ these are printed in 
this pamphlet, by permission. 

Weighing Tags 

Many plll.ceS use weight tags in three colors, with the health 
rules printed on one side of the card. Various shapes o£ weight tags 
have been published by the American Child Health Associ'ation and 
other associations. A tag in the shape of a milk bottle, published by 
~he New England Dairy and Food Council, is shown on the follow
mg page. 
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IL · ~
K 

EV rtf 

PARENTS·watch your childs ~a in. 

DATE 
5HOU'-D 
W&IGH 
A80UT 

USE A QUART OF MILK 
EACH DAY 

H. E. DAIRY AND FOOD COUNCIL 
BOSTON 



Weight, Height, and ·Age Tables for Boys and Girls 

Prepared by Baldwin and Wootl 

How to Use These Tables 

1. TAKE THE HEIGHT FIRST. Nail an accurate measure on the 
wall. Two yardsticks, a new tape measure, or a drawn scale 
will serve. Let the child stand, without shoes, flat against the 
wall, with heels, shoulders, and head touching the wall, and 
place a right-angled piece of wood (a chalk box will answer) 
firmly over his head and against the measuring scale. 

2. NEXT, WHAT IS THE CHILD'S AGE ~ ·Take the nearest 
birthday. 

3. THEN, CONSULT THE CHART FOR THE PROPER 
WEIGHT FOR THIS CHILD'S AGE AND HEIGHT. 
First find the height in the left column and follow across the 
chart to the appropriate age column. The figure so found is 
what this child should weigh. 

4. NOW WEIGH THE CHILD. Have the child, in indoor cloth
ing, but without shoes, stand in the center of the scale plat
form. Teach the child to weigh himself, but in the monthly 
weighings the teacher should do the weighing. 

li. NEXT, THE RECORD. Enter the weight on the classroom 
weight record. State the monthly weight on the monthly re
port card. 

6. SINCE THIS CHART I S CHIEFLY FOR ITS EDUCA
TIONAL VALUE, THE HEALTH LESSON IS THE 
MOST IMPORTANT PART OF THE PROCEDURE. 
Emphasize the need of weight-gains each month. Study foods 
and their relation to growth. Study health habits and their 
effect upon the weight curve. · 

7. TAKE THE CHILD'S HEIGHT AND AGE TWICE A 
YEAR-in September and January. 

49 
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WEIGHT, HEIGHT, AND AGE TABLE FOR BOYS 

Helgbt 6 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 ~• 16 16 17 18 18 
(Ins.) years years years years years years years years years years years years years years yean 

-----------1------1---- ----~--1-

38 34 34 -------- ------ - - ---- -- -- ----------------- --- - --- ---
39 35 35 ------ -- - --- -~ -- - --------- ----- - --------------------

40 36 36 -------- -- -- --- ----------- - ----- ---- --- - - - - ---------
41 38 38 38 
42 39 39 39 -39 
43 41 41 41 41 
44 44 44 44 44 

45 46 46 46 46 
46 47 48 48 48 
47 49 50 50 50 
48 52 53 53 
49 55 55 55 

50 57 58 58 
51 ---- ---- 61 61 
52 ---- ---- 63 64 
53 ---- ---- 66 67 
54 ---- ---- ---- 70 

55 --- - ---- 72 
56 ---- ---- ---- 75 
57 --- - ---- ---- ----
58 ---- ---- ---- ----
59 ---- ---- -- -- ----

60 ---- -- -- ---- -- --
61 --- - ---- -- -- ----
62 -- -- ---- ---- ----
63 ---- -- -- ---- --- -
64 ---- -- -- ---- ----

46 ---- ----
48 ---- ----
50 50 ----
53 53 ----
55 55 55 

58 58 58 
61 61 61 
64 64 64 
67 67 67 
70 70 70 

72 73 73 
76 77 77 
79 80 81 
83 84 84 

- - -- 87 88 

-- -- 91 92 
---- ---- 95 
---- ---- 100 
---- ---- 105 
---- ---- ----

---- ---- ----
---- ---- ----
---- --- - ----
---- ---- ----
---- ---- ----

58 ---- ----
61 -- -- ----
64 64 ----
68 68 ----
71 71 72 

74 74 74 
77 78 78 
81 82 83 
85 85 86 
89 89 90 

92 93 94 
96 97 99 

101 102 103 
106 107 108 
109 111 113 

----
----
----
----
----

----
----
----
----
----
-- --

80 
83 
87 
90 

95 
100 
104 
110 
115 

---- ---- ---- ---· 
---- ---- --- - ---· 
---- ---- ---- ----
---- - --- -------· 
---- ---- ---.. ---· 

i---

-- -- ---- ---- ----
---- ---- ---- ----
---- ---- ---- ----
---- ---- ---- ----
---- ---- --- - ----
---- -- -- ---- ----
-- -- ---- ---- ----
-- -- ---- ---- ----
---- ---- ---- ----

90 ---- ---- ----

96 - - -- --------
103 106 -- -- ----
107 111 116 ----
113 118 123 127 
117 121 126 130 

1---1---+--J--1--1--+--~--1--------:--f--·1--l-
65 ---------------------------- 114 117 118 120 122 127 131 134 
66 ----- - ---------------------- -- -- 119 122 125 128 132 136 139 
67 -------------------- - ---- - ------ 124 128 130 134 136 139 142 
68 ------------ ------- - ---------------- 134 134 137 141 143 147 
69 --------------- ----- --- ------ ------- 137 139 143 146 149 152 

1--~f---l--l--l--l--t--·l--t--1--1-.,-j---l------1-
70 ------------ ---- ---- __ .:_ -- - - -------- 143 144 
71 ---------- - - --- - ---- ---------------- 148 150 
72 ------ ------ ---- ---- - -- - ---- ---- ---- ---- 153 
73 -------- ------------ - -- - ------------ ---- 157 
74 ---- - -- - ----- - - -------- - ---- --- ------ - -- 160 

145 148 151 155 
151 152 154 159 
155 156 158 163 
160 162 164 167 
164 168 170 171 



HELPS FOR THE RURAL SCHOOL NURSE 

WEIGHT, HEIGHT, AND AGE TABLE FOR GIRLS 

Helcbt S 6 7 8 9 tO 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 
(JDcbes) years years years years years years years years years years years years years years 
f-- ------ ------------- -------_ _ . -

38 33 33 ---- --- - - - -- ---- ---- --- - - --- ---- ----- -- - -- ---- - -----
39 34 34 ---- ---- -- - - - - - - ---- --- - - - -- --- - - --- - - - -- - - - - - - - - - --

l--l--l----1---l--~--l------r----------

40 36 36 36 
41 37 37 37 
42 39 39 39 
43 41 41 41 41 
44 42 42 42 4.2 

'-------1---1--1--f---1---t--~--1---t-------
45 45 45 45 45 45 
46 47 47 47 48 48 
47 49 50 50 50 50 50 
48 ---- 52 52 52 52 53 53 -------- -- - - - - - - - -- - -- -- - -- ---- -
49 ---- 54 54 55 55 56 56 --- - --- - - --- -- -- - - --- - ----- -- - - -

t------- ---
50 ---- 56 56 57 58 59 61 62 - --- - --- ----- - - -- ------ --- --
51 -------- 59 60 61 61 63 65 -- ------ ____ ·_ - ---- ----- -----
52 ---- - - - - 63 64 64 64 65 67 ---------- - -- --------- - -----
53 ------ -- 66 67 67 68 68 69 71 -------- ------ -- - - - -----
54 ----- - -- ---- 69 70 70 71 71 73 --- - -- - ---- - ---- --- -- ---

--t--1--·1------ --- -
55 --- - -- - - - - - - 72 74 74 74 75 77 78 -- --- ----- ---- - - ----
56 ---·_ -- - - - - -- -- - - 76 78 78 79 81 83 -- --- ----- ----- -----
57 --- - - -- - ---- ---- 80 82 82 82 84 88 92 - - - - - - - - -- - - - - -
58 ---- - --- - ----- - ----- 84 86 86 88 93 96 101 --- - - -- - - -
59 - --- --------- - ------ 87 90 90 92 96 100 103 104 -- ---

- - --- -------------- !-- - · ---- - --
60 - --- -------------- - - 91 95 95 97 101 105 108 109 111 
61 -------- -- - - - - - - -- ------ 99 100 101 105 108 112 113 116 
62 ---- - - -- --- -- - -- - ------- 104 105 106 109 113 115 117 118 
63 - --- - -- - ----- - - --- -- - --- -- - - 110 110 112 116 117 119 120 
64 - ----------- - -- - ---- ---- - - -- 114 115 117 119 120 122 123 

- !----!--------- -
65 - - - -- - -- ----- - - ------ - -- -- -- 118 120 121 122 123 125 126 
66 -- - - ---------- -- - ------- ---- ---- 124 124 125 128 129 130 
67 -- --- --- ---- ---- --- - ---- ---- ---- 128 130 131 133 133 135 
68 - --- ----- - -- - --- -- -- ---- ------- - 131 133 135 136 138 138 
69 ---- -------- ---- - --- -- - - ---- --- - - --- 135 137 138 140 142 - - - ------------[----------c--
70 --- - -- - - - - ----- - - - - - -------- - - -- --- - 136 138 140 142 144 
71 - --- - - - -- ------------------ - -------- 138 140 142 144 145 
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CLASSROOM WEIGHT RECORD 

~--------------
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HEALTH EDUCATION SERIES 

OLA.SSROOM WEIGHT RECORD.-Single copy, 5 cents; additional copies, 
1' cent each. 
No. 1. WANTED! TEACHERS TO ENLIST FOR HEALTH SERVICE.

Single copy, 5 cents; additional copies, 1 cent each. 
No. 2. DIET FOR THE SCHOOL CHIJ.D.-Single copy, 5 cents ; additional 

. copies, 2 cents each. 
No.· 3. SUMMER HEALTH AND PLAY SOHOOL.-Single copy, 5 cents; addi

tional copies, 2 cents each. 
No. 4. TEACHING HEALTH.-S1ogle copy, 5 cents; additional copies, 2 cents 

each. 
No.- 5. CIDLD HEALTH PROGRAM FOR PARENT-TEACHER ASSOCIA

TIONS AND WOMEN'S CLUBS.-Single copy, ~ cents; additional 
copies, 3 cents_ each. 

No. 6. FURTHER STEPS IN TEACHING HEALTH.-Single copy, 5 cents; 
additional copies, 3 cents each. 

No. 7. THE LUNCH HOUR AT SCHOOr,.- Single copy, 5 cents; additional 
copies, 4 cents each. 

~o·. 8. HEALTH TRAINING FOR TEACHERS.-Single copy, 5 cents; addi-
tional copies, 2 cents each. . 

No. 9. YOUR OPPORTUNITY IN THE SCHOOLS.-Single copy, 5 cents; ad
ditional copies, 2 cents each. 

No. _10. SUGGESTION'S FOR A PROGRAM FOR HEALTH '.rEACHING IN 
• I ." THE ELEMENTARY SCHOOLS.-Single copy, 10 cents; additional 

copies, 6 cents each. 
!'io. 11. MIJ,K AND OUR SCHOOL CHILDREN.-Single copy, 5 cents; addi

tional copies, 2 cents ea<·h. 
No. 12. SLEEP.-Single copy, 5 cents; additional copies, 2 cents each. 
No. 13. DRAMA'l'ICS FQR HEALTH TEACHING.-Single copy, 5 cents; ad-

ditional copies, 2 cents each. 
No. 14. HEALTH AND THE KINDERGARTEN.-Single copy, 5 cents each; 
., additional copies, 3 cents each. 
No. 15. SUGGESTIONS FOR A PROGRAM OF HEALTH TEACHING IN 

THE HIGH SCHOOL.-Single copy, 5 cents; additional copies, 3 
cents each. 

~o. 16. THE CONTINUING NEED FOR TEACHERS OF CHILD HEALTH.
. Single copy, 5 cents; additional copies, 2 cents each. 

No. 17. HELPS FOR THE RURAL SCHOOL NURSE.-Single copy, 5 cents; 
additional copies, 3 cents each. 

No, 18. WHAT A TEACHER SHOULD KNOW ABOUT THE PH-YSICAL 
CONDITION OF HER PUPILS.-81ngle copy, 5 cents; additional 
copies, 3 cents each. 

A set of Health Education Bulletins may !Je purchased from the Government 
Printing Office for ·75 cents. 

Remittance must accompany order. 
·Stamps are not accepted. 
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SCHOOL H EALTH ST[ 'DIES 

No. 1. HlflALTH FOR SC'HOOL I' HILDREl.'\.-A report <>f the .\th·isory Com. 
ruittee of the Natil>na l Chilli H ealt h CounciL-Single copy, 10 cents; 
additional copies. T cents t•a<·h. 

No. 2. THE CHILD HEALTH SCHOOL IN THE SCHOOL OF EDUCATION 
OF 'l'HI:; UNIYEHSITY Ofi' <~HICAGO, 1!)20.-Single cop~· . 10 cents; ·. 
nd<litional COllies. T cents eath. 

No.3. WHO'~ WHO I~ HEAL'l'HL.-\ ND.-A report on methods used to stimu
late tht- :u·quisition of health habits in the puhl ic sthools nr Newton, 
l\lass.-Xiu.:::le top~·. 10 cents: additiona l COllies, G c<>uts eat11. 

No. 4. GRO,YTKG HI:;ALTHY I 'HILDHEK-A s tud.v of health superYis inn in 
the Treulun. K .r., schoui:;.-Sing-le copy, [i cents; additional <·opies, 
0 CE'll ts PaCII. 

No. 5. HBALTH PHO.\IO'flON IN A CO~TINUA'l'ION SCHOOL l ~ FALL 
HIY EH, :\L\~~.-~iugle copy, ri eents ; :uhlit imwl e•J(lit>s, H cems 
f<t:tCh. 

No.6. l\IUNICIPAL AND SCHOOL PLAYGROUND~ A .. '-'D THEIH ;\1.\.."'UGE· 
i\IEKT.-A s tatis th-a I study of tile uuruiJel' aud of the methods of 
adrui uistmtion of munitipal HlHI sehoul plan;ruuntls.-Single copy, 
5 cents;. Uthliiioual eupit'><, :! tents eaeh. 

No. 7. RECOGXITION OF HEALTH AS A~ OB.JECTIY.E.-A report on the 
Boston cunferem:e, Odoher, 1!>:!3.-~ingle <:upy, :; cents: :uhlitional 
copies, ::l c-ents each. 

No. 8. SCHOOL HEALTH SUPERYISION.-A report on the Detroit confer· 
ent·P, Ol'tuiJer , HJ::!i>.-::iingle copy, u cents; :tdtlitiunul copie><, 3 cents 
eaeb. 

PHl'SIC1lL EDl'CA TION SERIES 

!\o. 1. l 'REPAHA'l' IOX OF St'HOOL GnOU:\DS FOH I'LA \:" FIELDS AND 
ATH LETII' EYE:\TS.-~ingll' copr, 5 cents ; additional copies, 3 
('ents ea<:h. 

~t>. :.!. ATHLE1'H ' 11.\DUE 'l'ES'J'~ FOit ncn:~ A.NU UIHL~.-:-iingle <'llJlY, 5 
cents; additioua l c·upies. :{ c·ents em· h. 

J>OSTEU.\' 

1\o. -!. W I·: IGllT·IJEH:HT-A<;E T ABLE!';; l•'OR r.OYX .\:\V (: ILU.:-i.- Xingle 
topy, u t·cuts; adtlitiuual ~""Pic!>,:! cellt!> eaeb. 

N<•. G. XLEEI' l'USTEH.-Sin~lc c·op~·. fi <·ents: adclitiolllll •·upil'>', :! t'<' ll ls !':wit 

.ll/SCELLA N EOl !S 

T he following are not l:iOid at t·ltc Uo,·ernment l'riuLin)! Olliet•. Siugle copies 
rna~· !Je obtained from t b<! J:ureau of Etlueati<Jil , Cree or charge. 

Card X•>. 1. What is healt h ? 
Card No. 2. 'l'he rule!> of the game. 
Poster ~o. L Health, s t rength, joy. 
Folcler. l utt•l'l'>'t ·arousing tle,·ict>s Cor health teaching. 
Si ngle copies of all puhlicntions liRtetl nhm·e will h<• seut free or char)!e upon 

request addre!;Se<l to the Hureau of .Education, so long as the free e<li tion lnsts. 
;unterial in quantity may he purc·hnsed from the S nperinteu<lent of Docu· 

ruents, Government Printing Oflice, Was hington, D. C. Remittance must accom· 
pany order. Starups are nc•t accet)ted. 
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No. 1. 

No.2. 

No. 3. 

No.4. 

No. 5. 

No.6. 

SCHOOL HEALTH STUDIES 

HEALTH FOR SC'HOOL (' lliLOREi'\.-.\ report t•f the ,\ \ll·isot·y Com. 
mittee of the .i'Mit>na l l'hilu H ealth CounciL-Sing le com•, 10 cents; 
additional CI>Jlies. 7 c<'nts <'aC'h. 

THE CHILD HEALTH SCHOOL I~ THE SCHOOL 01>' EDOCA.TION 
01•' THE U~I\'EHSITY 01" C:IHCAGO, 1D:l0.-Single copy, 10 cents; 
additional cnpies. I cents each. 

WH0'8 WHO I:'\ HEA£,THL.-\ND.-A report on methods use!l to stimu· 
late lht> :tl·quisition of health habits in tlle puhlic st·ltuol~ of Newton, 
i\la!<s.-l"iu;.de ('up~·. 10 cents; n\lllitiPu:rl copie;;, 5 CPnts e:u:h. 

GIW\\'Ii'\G I lEALTH\' I 'HILDHEl'i.-A stuu~· of health superl'isinn in 
tiH.! Tre111nn. K .r.. s!'lloub.-~ingle copy, 5 cen ts; atlditinnal copies, 
1:1 ('('lit:< l'll l'h. 

HEAL'l'H PHO~IUTIU!\ IN A CO::'\TINUA'l'IUN SCHOOL I:\' FALL 
1:1\'EJ:, ~L\:-;:-;.-:-qn)!l u cop~· . 5 l'cnts; mltlition:tl <·npies, 3 cents 
each. 

MUNICIPAL .A~D SCHOOL PLAYGHOU.:\DS .-\...'\'0 TI·m iH ~l.~~AGE 
i\lE!\T .. -.\ s tatistkal stud.r of the uurul>e1· allll or the methods 01 

a\lmiuistmtion of mnnicip:tl !!IHI >'l·honl plnn:Tonllds.-Sin~le ttlfl~·. 

5 cents; . adtlitiunal co vie,:, :! ccur::; cudt. 
No. 7 .. UECOG~ITION OF HEALTH AS ..-\:\' OB.TECTI\'E.-A repurt on the 

Bo::;ton tuuJereuce, Uctuller, 1!J:l:~.-:-;iugle copy, :; l'CIII:<: :uhlitiullal 
cupie!<, 3 tents cacll. 

No. 8. SCHOOL HEALTH SUPERVISION.-.-\. report on the Detroit confer· 
cncP, Oetohet·, 1!:>:23.-:::ingle topy, 5 ceuts; atlditional cupie,.:, 3 cents 
each. 

PHYSICrlL EDf'CA TION SERIES 

Xo. 1. l'nEPARAT!O:\ flF S< 'HOOL GnOU:\DR FOJ{ I'L .. \ \:' I"I I~LDS AND 
t\Tl-ILBTl< · I·: n·:.:'\Tl-\.-Sin;.:le enp~·. ::; ecnt:<; ;~dditional eopies, 3 
t·cnt·s each .. 

!\u. :!. :\'l'HLE'l'l<' ll.\f><..:E TE~'I'!':i F<Ht BOYS ANIJ <.liHLS.-Siu;.:h.• copy, :i 
~:euts : additiona l ~:upil'>", :{ •·Pnb< P:wh . 

:'\o. -J. WJ·:IGJIT-IIEI<.:l·IT-.. \ UJ·; T .. \I:LJ•:s I•'OU ROYS .\ :\D <; JfU.K-Sillgle 
l'O[I~·. G l'Cills ; :ulditiuna l t·upk•s,:.! (·ents t>a<:l1. 

!'1•. ::i. S LEEP l'OS'fl~U.-Si ng-lt• !·opy, G ccnl:<: adtlitional t·opiPs, :.! t·Pnt:< P:wh . 
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The follo\\'illg are not snlu at the Uon•J·nmellt l'riuti 11g ()flir(•. Siu;,:lc copies 
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Card .:\u. 1. Wl1:1 t is hea lth? 
Canl No. 2 .. 'l'he rules M the game. 
l'nster J'\r1. 1. Health, str ength, joy. 
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Introduction 

Following a. characteristically human way of doi~g things, a 
systematic effort a.t bodily improvement of students by the introduc
tion of physical examination and the treatment of defects in colleges 
and universities was begun a half century and more since. Gradually 
it dawned that it would be wiser to begin at an earlier age and with a 
less restricted class, and medical inspection was introduced in a more 
or less haphazard fashion in public schools. 

It would be an ideal arrangement if each public school could have 
in daily attendance a specially trained physician or nurse who could 
,study and supervise the bodily welfare of each pupil, but such an 
ideal state of affairs is not likely soon to exist . 
. As Rosenau puts it," in any school system the teacher is the ulti
mate inspector," and she can do excellent work along this line, 
especially if some time has been devoted to her training. A half 
dozen States have seen the wisdom of this and require by law that 
the regular teacher shall make physical examinations. Any time 
which may be spent by the teacher at or near the beginning of the 
year in making estimations of thQ physical condition and capacity 
of her pupils is time well spent. · 

When it comes to the recognition of communicable diseases in 
schools, there can be no substitute for the teacher, as neither a doctor 
nor a nurse can always be present; while the teacher knows, Of" should 
know, better than anyone else the normal behavior of her children 
and can the more readily detect variations from that normal which 
may indicate the onset of disease. 

Ul 





What Every Teacher Should Know About 
Her Pupils 

The human body is a machine through which the mind works. 
Every exhibition of mental activity is accompanied by physical 
activity, and the quality and quantity of Illilntal work depend as 
certainly upon the condition of the machine by which it is exhibited 
as do the quantity and quality of work produced by any less comple.x 
man-made mechanism with the working of which we are familiar. 

These mind-body machines of ours vary with heredity in their 
original capacity for work,. just as one type of automobile differs 
from another; but it :would be foolish to expect any automobile to do 
its best with a flat tire, or when supplied with little oil and inferior 
gasoline, and it is just as absurd for a teacher to expect his best 
school work from a child who has defective sense organs, who is 
badly fed, insufficiently rested, or who is depressed by other faulty 
conditions or by disease. There are children who are normally 
bright and those who a·re naturally dull, but both the bright and the 
dull do finer and more persistent mental work when they are 
most .fit. 

It is unfair to the child if he is not put in his best possible work
ing condition, for otherwise he will derive less benefit from his 
schooling. . 
It is unfair to other pupils who are held back by the slower 

progress of children who, if put in good order, would do better work. 
It is a waste of energy on the part of the teacher who must labor 

with dull tools that could be sharpened to a degree. 
It is a waste of public funds to permit teachers to work with pupils 

who can not profit as much by her efforts as might be the case if their 
bodily condition w~re improved. 

In a word, it is a waste of time. and money, for all concerned, not 
to see that every little human machine is given an overhauling upon 
his entrance to school, put in his best possible condition, and in
spected from day to day thereafter to make sure that he does not 
lapse from that condition, or because of the development of acute 
disease become unfit for work or a menace to his fellows. 
· It would be absurd for a teacher of the violin not to instruct his 

pupils as to the mechanism of his instrument and as to when it is 
out of tune, and the time is not far distant when the training school 
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2 WHAT EVERY TEACHER SHOULD KNOW OF 

for teachers will include as a fundamental in its curriculum the 
close observation of the physical traits of the instruments with which 
they are to work. The material to be studied is always at hand in 
the pupils of the training school, and such a course of physical 
examination may well supplement the didactic work in physiology 
and hygiene which it will serve to bring home to the student in a 
practical way. Nor does it require a long and laborious schooling 
to prepare the teacher in such physical appraisement. If nice dis
tinctions were to be made in ·physical examinations or decisions as 
to the treatment of diseases or defects, such would be the case, but 
these are not in the domain of the teacher but are left to the physi
cian or dentist. 

While her powers of observation will be sharpened more rapidly 
by good training, the teacher, with the help of such directions as 
are herewith offered, can do effective work. 

It has been the good fortune of the writer ·to teach medical stu· 
dents, normal-school pupils, and young teachers in methods of physi
cal examination ; and, notwithstanding the time that had been spent 
by the first group in the previous study of anatomy and physiology, 
the teachers and normal students acquired the technique of exami
nation as readily as did the first group, and their proficiency was 
truly gratifying. 

Examining Tools 

The eyes and ears of the examiner are the chief toolS needed in 
the study of school children, but for more complete equipment an 
" eye card " may be added, a box of wooden tongue sticks or " tongue 
depressors," a loud-ticking watch, and a thermometer. The latter 
instrument is to be found in every well-ordered home, but, partly 
because there are few such homes, it is important that it form a part 
of the equipment of every schoolroom. Because the use of the ther
mometer has been connected with the physician or nurse does not at 
all signify that it can not be readily used by a teacher. 

A measuring tape and a pair of scales make an important addition 
to the outfit and should be obtained, if possible. All such instru
n;tents should be accurate. 

General Examination 

All of us are in the habit of estimating the general physical condi
tion of others, especially upon first sight, as to whether they appear 
tall or short for their age, alert or sluggish, robust or delicate, well 
or poorly nourished, of good or sickly color. Such general estima-
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tion will not differ much, w:hether made by a trained or untrained 
Pet-son. The teacher should be especially keen in her judgment of a 

_ p'upil, because she should have in mind the possibility of a child's 
improvement should he seem other than healthy or retarded in 
gJ:Owth. In these and other estimates of general condition the mat

:' ter of heredity and nationality will, of course, be kept in mind. 

Weighing and Measuring. 
When weighing and measuring pupils, the examiner should see 

that both the scales and measuring implement are accurate. The 
scales can be tested by placing the sliding weight at zero and ob
serving whether they ba.lance, or by weighing oneself on accurate 
store scales and finding whether he weighs the same on the school 
scales. If no scales are to be had for a school, each child can be 
weighed at a store. 

For measuring the height of the child, a tape line can be fas
tened to the wall or a yardstick nailed with the zero mark 36 
inches from the floor, the 36 inches being allowed for in the measure
ment. The child should stand naturally with head, back, and heels 
against the wall. A crayon box placed against the tape and wall 
on top of his head, or a. book similarly placed, will serve to indi
cate his height. 

Growth is not always regular, aJld measurements need not be 
made often except in cases which may be under speeial observation. 
At the beginning, the middle, and near the close of the school year 
would seem to be sufficient for the average pupil. A record of the 
height and weight should be kept. 

The average measurements of children at differ~nt ages for com
parison will be found in th·e Height-Weight Chart published by 
the United States Bureau of Education and other agencies. 

Nutrition and Growth. 
"If you measure a child, you have made a friend of him for life," 

says one experienced examiner; besides, you have interested him 
in his body and paved the way for interest in its preservation and 
healthy use and especially in the fueling of his bodily machine, the 
most important item in hygiene. Though he may be aware that 
he is inferior in size to other children of his age, he is also aware 
that he is growing, and that therefore he will (or should) ·increase 
or " improve " in weight and height. I t is this possibility of growth 
in which we are most interested. On account of the limitations 
of race and heredity, all children will not measure alike at a given 
age and can not be brought to one average, even if placed under 
the same conditions of living. It is always possible, however, that 
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a child much below or above the average height or weight :for his age 
may be suffering :from some disease or be handicapped by bad hygienic 
conditions, and such a child should receive especial care in his 
further examination and as to his habits. On the other hand, bulk 
in itself is not a criterion o:f health, and a child who is of average 
height and weight for his age may not be r ecaiving the right kind of 
food and may show signs of malnutrition. 

An experienced school medical officer remarks: "~s there are no 
definite and reliable standards by which the various factors can 
be measured, the classification of the state of nutrition o:f a child 
will largely depend . on the personal experience of the observer.:' 
Teachers will hardly differ more than medical inspectors in their 
opinion as to the healthy or unhealthy appearance of a child, and 
that, rather than size, is what we are considering when we speak of 
nutrition. The teacher should keep underheight and underweight 
in mind, btit more important are appearance of alertness or languor, 
of vigor or weakness, a clear or muddy eye, red or pale lips, a 
healthy or unhealthy skin. 

Posture. 
In her first observation of the child and in weighing and measur

ing him, the teacher will already have made conscious or unconscious 
note of his posture. 

As for general bodily form, so for posture there is no fixed type; 
and there is, at a very early age, by .heredity, a considerable varia
tion. We all have, however, a mental picture of what constitutes a 
good carriage; and we recognize at once if there is much deviation 
from it, especially in the drooping of the head, rounding of the 
shoulders, or projecting forward at the hips. When not due to in
heritance or to some bony deformity, poor posture is to be taken as 
a sign of fatigue or general weakness due to wrong feeding or some 
other condition of bad hygiene. A child who is healthy and vigor· 
ous will maintain his normal posture under almost any condition of 
child life. 

The Skin. 
Uncleanliness of the skin and hair should not be tolerated in 

schools, but may be take.n advantage of at first examination as a 
guide for the po"Ssible presence of parasitic diseases, for these are 
most likely to be found in connection with dirt. Some parasites, 
however, attack clean skin, in particular some strains of ringworm. 

The common skin diseases are ringworm, impetigo, and scabies or 
the "itch." 

Ringworm occurs on the face, neck, or arms, and has at first the 
appearance of a slightly raised, reddish scaly spot, whicli later 
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-sp~ads into a circular or oval reddish scaly ring of varying size 
with a smoother, paler center. There may be one or many "rings." 
.Impetigo is characterized by small or large, brownish or yellowish, 

usually thick crusts, apparently stuck upon the face or hands. Large 
crusts often appear behind the ear. 

Scabies often attacks the hands first and is to be suspected from 
' the s~ratching of the child or the scratches that result from these 

efforts to get rid of the itch mite which bores into the skin and sets 
up an intense irritation. Red points and lines on the skin (other 
than scratches) indicate the punctures and pathways of the insect. 

It should be kept in mind that any eruption is abnormal. When 
~t accompanies acute infection, other signs of disease are usually to 
be seen. 

Detailed Examination 

In the more intimate observation of the child it is best to follow 
a systematic order, beginning with the hair and proceeding down~ 
ward, omitting nothing of interest on the way. 

The Hair. 
Lice or pediculi are not respecters of persons, and though they 

prefer unclean and unkempt heads it should not be forgotten that 
the creature made famous by Burns was on a " lady's" bonnet and 
may have come from her own hair. A glance at the hair should give 
an impression as to its cleanliness. 

Nits or eggs of the louse will be found as oval, gray bodies, cling
ing to the hair, especially behind the ears and on the back of the 
head. Where the children come from better homes, the examination 
should not be a general and open one, but it can be made in suspicious 
cases without arousing comment. 

While certain classes of people consider the presence of lice as con~ 
ducive to health, there may be, on the other hand, much indignation 
at the suggestion of their presence, and sometimes both children and 
parents are honestly ignorant of the infestation. The frequent 
scratching of the scalp by the child should lead the teacher to sus
pect that there is something wrong with it. 

In schools where pediculi are to be expected (where bad condi~ 
tions of hygiene are known to exist in the homes), the teacher 
should be daily on the lookout for lice; for it has been found that, 
if there is one .infested pupil, one-third of the rest· (and possibly 
the teacher) will soon be attacked. If one membet" of a family 

. harbors the insects, it will usually be found that the rest are also 
affected. While usually considered only a 5ign of uncleanliness, 

7803°-24--2 
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these vermin are by no means harmless for young children, as their 
presence leads to infection by dangerous micro-organisms. 

Ringworm of the acalp is not uncommon. It is communicable and 
difficult to get rid of and should be suspected whenever the examiner 
finds small or large, nearly bald patches, with stubby hair, scurf or 
crusts. · 

Upper Extremities. 
Besides uncleanliness of the ar;ms, hands, and nails, the presence 

of scabies and of ringworm are to be looked for. Cold or purplish 
appearance of the extremities suggests something wrong with the · 
organs of circulation, that the child is not properly fed, or is in
sufficiently clothed. 

The Eyes. 
The vision of the school child is of the utmost importance, and 

the stating of such a truism should seem unnecessary. N everthe· 
less, this importance is constantly overlooked. The strenuous "!]Se 
of the eyes of the pupils in ·reading, writing, etc., is emphasized in 
teacher-training and in practice before the question of their fitneSs 
for this use is looked into. 

There is no excuse for a teacher not to know in a rough but 
sufficient way whether a chitd is handicapped by defective eyesight. 
That he is doing poor work or makes frequent mistakes in letters or· 
figures should make her suspicious. Holding a book close, leaning 
forward when viewing work at a distance on the blackboard, or 
errors in reading such work point to near sight, while complaints of 
headaches and blurred vision, pain or fatigue of the eyes, may be due 
to far sight. Headaches and blurring of vision are very frequently · 
associated with astigmatic errors, particularly those of low degree; 
though the vision, as tested by the Snellen chart, may seem to be 
normal 

On examination any teacher should be able to detect strabismus 
or" squint" and note whether the child is" cross" or" wall" eyed. 
In such a condition the vision of one eye may be excellent, but that 
of the other is· usually bad and will grow worse unless it is brought 
into use with the better one. For this reason and because of the 
handicap from its appearance, strabismus should be treated as 
early as possible. 

Red or crusted lids or the presence of styes, whid are easily ob
served, indicate eye strain. 

The appearance of the inner lining of the lower lid is often used 
a.s a. means of determining the condition of the blood, as to anemia, 
provided, however, that there is no congestion a.t the time from eye 
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strain. The lining membrane, or" conjunctiva," can readily be seen 
by pulling downward with the finger upon the skin of the lower lid. 

If the foregoing observations have been made, the use of an "eye 
card" with Snellen test letters is hardly necessary, though it may 
in many cases help to confirm opinions already formed. The test 
card (which is usually furnished by State departments of education) 
should be kept out of sight and in a clean place when not in use in 
order that the pupils may not become familiar with its letters and 
that it may be in good condition for use. (If a chart is not supplied, 
the one furnished with this publication can be removed and fastened 
by its corners to a piece of card board). It should be placed, pref
erably, so that the child can stand 20 feet from it. If it has a 15-foot 
line of letters it can be used at this shorter distance if necessary. It 
should be placed at about the height of the eyes and in a good light 
which does not shine in the pupil's eyes but comes from the side. If 
placed near a window at the front of the room, the light on a fair 
day from a side window will usually furnish good illumination. 
If there is a suitably lighted hall or vacant room, and the pupils 

can be taken from their room one at a time for examination, there 
will be less memorizing of letters. 

The test card shows rows of letters of different sizes, each with 
an indication of the number of feet distance at which it can be read 
by the normal eye singly. 

The card being hung as directed, the child should be placed at the 
desired distance and a piece of stiff card held in front of (not 
against) one eye, and he should be asked to read the letters, be
ginning with the larger ones. If he reads all the letters, including 
those for the distance at which he is placed, it will mean that he is 
not nearsighted, but it may not indicate that he is not farsighted, 
moderately astigmatic, or that he may not have muscular strain when 
using both eyes. Any signs of eye strain which may have already 
been noted must be taken into account. 
If the child reads smaller letters than are expected of the normal 

eye (as the reading of the 15-foot line at 20 feet), it means that his 
vision is keener than that for the average person. Inability to read 
the line expected of the normal eye, but only ability to read the 30 
or 40-foot line at 20 feet, may indicate not only nearsightedness, 
astigmatism, defects of the refractive media, corneal scars, etc., but 
also fairly high degrees of farsightedness. If the pupil can not 
read, with either eye, letters smaller than those of the 30-foot line at 
20 feet, he should be examined by an oculist, even though signs of 
eye strain are not present. 

While sufficient time should be used in testing vision, there should 
be no hesitation in reading the letters if the child understands what 
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is wanted of him. By an effort he may make out what- he should 
have recognized with ease. If there is a suspicion that the letters 
have been memorized, they should be read backward or out of order. 
It should al!ways be bOT'M i'TJ. mmd that the test of obf!e1"1)atiorl, of the 
daily use of the eyes OlfUi the sympt()'J'lUJ that may Ull'ise from eye (k. 
fects are of much more importance tha:n the use of the Snellen ca;rd. 

A child wearing glasses should be examined with and without 
them. Unfortunately mistakes are often made in the making of 
glasses, and we have in many cases found persons using lenses which 
did more harm than good, and in one case where the glasses had been 
broken, and the lens for the left eye replaced by that for the right 
and vice versa. As the two lenses were very different, the results 
were .disastrous, but the mifa.vorable symptoms immediately dis
appeared when the mistake was corrected. 

It should be remembered also that eyes may change from year to 
year and that glasses also may need to be changed in the course of 
time, if they are to be of most benefit. 

It is hardly advisable to use the Snellen letter test with very young 
children~rta.inly not before they are '7 or 8 years of age. 

For purposes of recording the results of the Snellen letter test, a. 
fraction is u~ed. The distance from the card ~t which the child 
stands is always the numerator, and the figures opposite the line of 
sma.llest letters which are read without mistake is the denominator. 
If he reads the 20 feet line at 20 feet the fraction t8- is set down for 
the eye tested. If he can read only down to and including all of the 
letters which the normal !3Ye reads at 40 feet, but makes mistakes in 
the ·so feet line, his vision for that eye is recorded it· This does not, 
as it seems, mean that his vision is only one-half as good as that of 
the normal eye. It may be considered much better than that, but 
the 'method of recording-is simple and in general use. If none of 
the letters can be read at 20 feet, the child should approach the card 
until he can read the largest print. The distance at which he now 
stands will serve as the numerator for recording. 

Ears. 
Next to vision the hearing of the child is of great importance in 

his school and after-school life. A considerable number of school 
childre:r:>. h&ve impaired hearing, and more are so handicapped than 
we-usually suppose. · 

The slowness or dullness or mistakes of a child in his schoolroom 
responses should make one suspicious of poor hearing, and a special 
test seems almost needless if the teacher is not wholly absorbed in 
her "subjects" rather than in her pupils. 
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. In the examination of the child a peep into his ears should be made. 
The presence of a discharge of light yellow material will indicate 
~tual ear disease, with impaired hearing in that ear. 

For the testing of the hearing the voice test may be used and will 
be described later, but there are many varieties of voice, and in the 
writer's experience the use of a watch is simpler and more satisfac
tory. As in the case of the use of the "eye card," tests of hearing 
should be more confirmatory than otherwise, but they give a more 
definite idea of the relative capacity for sound perception. 

For the purpose of examination a loud-ticking watch is best. It 
should be used in a quiet room and should be heard at a distance of 
at least 4 feet by the average ear. If only a small watch is available, 
the teacher can try her own hearing and find at what distance she 
ca,n easily distinguish its ticking. 

The examination should be made, as we have already stated, in a 
quiet room; and no other watch than the one to be used for the test 
should be in the vicinity of the examiner and pupil. 

In making the test the examiner should stand behind the child and 
hold in one hand a card of postal-card size or larger, such as she may 
have used to cover one eye in the eye test, at the side of the head of 
the child as a " blinder " to keep him from seeing the watch. She 
should hold the watch in the other hand with the palm toward the 
ear and on a level with it. It should be held at first about a foot 
from the ear, and, if heard, then carried about a foot farther; then 
another foot, and so on. 

As all of us are given to " hearing things " we are asked to hear 
or suppose we should hear, and children are especially prone to wish 
to please the teacher by responding "yes" when asked if they hear 
the watch, it is best, in order to make sure that it is heard, occa
sionally to carry the watch away at arm's length an~ turn the palm 
of the hand away from the ear. The distance and the muffiing pro
duced by bringing the hand between the ear and the watch will make 
it inaudible. 

If, when questioned, the child answers promptly that he hears 
when the watch is held at arm~s length and with the palm turned 
away from him, one may be pretty sure that he does not hear but 
either misunderstands what is wanted of him or is too desirous of 
pleasing the examiner. Another explanation and trial can be made. 

The watch should always be held at about the level of the head 
of the child and carried directly sideward from the ear. The card 
in the other hand should be held so that he does not see the watch 
or the movement of the examiner's arm and hand. 

A. child who can not hear with each ear tlhe ticking of the watch 
at·.half the distance at which the average child can hear it will cer-

7803•-24--3 
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tainly be hampered in school work unless this is taken into account. 
If the watch can only be heard a few inches from the eat, or when 
brought in contact with the head, he is most seriously handicapped. 
If the hearing is keen in one ear, there may be compensation for 
defect in the other, but the bad ear should be helped if possible. 

While much of the defective hearing in children can not be helped, 
there are a great many cases that can be improved or cured with 
comparatively simple treatment. The defect may even be due to 
nothing more than an accumulation or hardening of wax. 

Some examiners prefer the conversational voice and whisper tests. 
The child stands with his back to the examiner. Unconnected num
bers as 214, 397, 196, and unexpected sentences as "Close the door," 
are pronounced, and the child is asked to repeat them. One examiner 
of long experience has formulated the following "six-foot rule." 
"If a child does not hear whispered speech (as used near the end 
of expiration) with at least one ear at a distance of 6 feet, he can 
not profitably remain in the ordinary classes of an elementary school 
unless he is making good progress with his class." This is certainly 
a conservative standard. 

Nose. 
Every child ought to be able, e:ccept when affticted with a cold, 

to breathe freely through his.nose, and his ability to do so can easily 
be tested by having him shut his mouth and breathe through his 
nose, or the patency of each nasal passage can be tested by pressing 
on one side of his nose and then asking him to breathe with his 
mouth shut. The teacher will save time and words by showing by 
example what she wishes him to do. Some children with normal 
noses breathe through their mouths, so that mouth-breathing is not 
necessarily a sign of nasal obstruction. 

The teacher has the advantage in such examination over other 
examiners in that she can make sure whether the child is free from 
a cold at the time of examination. 

Teeth. 
In examining the teeth they should be observed with the jaws. 

closed and lips drawn apart and then with the mouth widely opened 
and head thrown back. Inflamed or ulcerated gums, carious teeth, 
and uncleanliness of the teeth should be noted. 

While decay of the first teeth is not a normal condition (though it 
is so common as to seem so) there are already at 6 or 1 years of age 
usually seven carious teeth per child mostly of this set, and their 
treatment is well-nigh out of the question. Teeth of the second set, 
however, begin to appear at this time and should be preserved, if 
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possible. The :S.rst of these "permanent" teeth appear just back of 
the molars of the first set and often begin to decay within a few 
months. 

Irregularities of the jaws or teeth which mar the facial appearance 
should be noted, and their correction secured if possible. 

Throat. 
After examining the teeth the throat should be inspected. This 

should be done with the child facing a good light. It is best to make 
this examination without the use of a "tongue stick" or "tongue de
pressor." With a little patience, by having the child open his mouth· 
wide, protrude or lower his tongue, or utter a prolonged "Ah I", the 
examiner will, in practically every case, obtain a good view of the 
throat. Should the use of a tongue depressor be found necessary 
it should not be placed too far back, and it should be destroyed im
m~diately or placed where it will not again be handled or used. 

The novice in throat examination will do well to begin with the 
familiar and proceed to the unfamiliar. The tongue can not be mis
taken, and the :soft palate and uvula are easily recognized. Extend
ing downward on either side from the soft palate toward the base of 
the tongue is a band or fold of tissue called the " anterior pillar of 
the fauces." Just behind this pillar a.nd in a niche between this and 
a second fold of tissue," the posterior pillar," lies the tonsil, if it ~as 
not been removed. It may be so small as to be invisible, but it usu
ally protrudes as a small, rotmdeq, pitted body of about the same 
color as the other structures of the mouth and about the size of the 
tip of the examiner's thumb or middle finger. 

In many cases one or both of the tonsils are very large. This need 
not be of consequence unless they interfere with the proper use of the 
voice. A much smaller tonsil may be more troublesome. 

A tonsil which has its pits or" crypts" filled with cheesy material 
and seems to be covered with yellow spots is diseased and is a menace 
to its possessor. 

A fiery red throat, with or without yellow spots on the tonsils, 
means a sore throat or tonsillitis or the beginning of scarlet fever or 
measles, while such a throat with the appearance of a small or large 
grayish patch on the tonsil or adjacent soft palate is indicative of 
diphtheria. 

When such disea'ses are abroad, the teacher should make a daily 
throat inSpection, and from her first examination she will know 
which cases to ~onsider suspicious and to refer to nurse or physician 
or to exclude. 

More important in tlie routine examination of. children for Je
fects than the appearance of the tonsils is the history of frequent at-
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tacks of tonsillitis or rheumatism. Th~ tonsils may be small and 
appear innocent otherwise, but with such a. history the child should 
be referred to a physician. 

The Breath. 
A distinguished physiologist says that "bad breath has caused 

more misery than all the bad laws ever enacted." The teacher who 
finds that a pupil has from day to day a breath of foul odor should 
do what she can in a tactful way to see that the cause, whether in 
the mouth, nose, or alimentary organs, is found and removed. 

The Neck. 
Wry Neck, or a condition in which the head is drawn toward one 

side~and the face turned toward the other, is not uncommon and can 
be helped by surgical means. 

Enlarged Lymph Glands constitute the most frequent defect or 
disease in the region of the neck. Decayed teeth and diseased tonsils 
are accompanied by such enlargement, which disappears to a. large 
extent with the treatment of these conditions. These glands may, 
however, become infected with the tubercle bacillus or other germ 
to such extent that they enlarge and become visible as lumps on the 
side of the neck, along the edge of the band-like muscle which on 
either side descends obliquely from just behind the ear to the upper 
margin of the sternum and the eollar bones. Glands which appear 
to the eye as small lumps are found to be much enlarged when ex
amined by touch. A child with such glands should receive a thor-
ough medical examination and treatment. · 

Goiter. Another gland (having entirely different function) which 
may become abnormally large is the thyroid, an organ consisting 
of two lobes about 2 inches long lying on either side of the wind
pipe at the base of the neck and connected by a narrow cross band. 
Enlargement of one or both lobes is known as a goiter. 

Simple goiterS' (without noticeable effect on health) are common 
in some sections of the country, probably because of a deficiency of 
iodine in water or food. They can easily be prevented or reduced in 
size. They are disfiguring rather than otherwise troublesome, but 
a·. thyroid which is but little enlarged is sometimes accompanied by 
yery serious disturbances o~ the nervous system and of the heart, 
the treatment of which is of immediate concern and may · prove a 
difficult matter. · 

The Chest. 
Serious deformities of the chest will be readily recognized, though, 

as· a rule, little can be done for them. • · 
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The teacher can not be expected to make an examination of the 
lungs, but she can note whether the child can ta,ke a deep· breath, 
whether the chest expands equally on both sides, or whether the 
ordinary breathing is abnormally rapid. She can note also the pres
ence of cough. 

. S4e sh~uld ob~rve also the fact that the . breathing is abnormally 
:fast on slight exertion, when walking up stairs or on playing games.
This :wiU: probably <lenote some chronic valvular disease of the 
~eart ~d. should be a.n .indication not only for having th~ child 
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referred to a physician, but for preventing his overexertion. A pur
plish color of the lips (cyanosis) is another sign of a badly working 
heart. · · 

The Back. 
By heredity there is much variety in the deeree of natural' curves 

of the spine, but the teacher will easily recognize a stoop. How far 
this ·may beeorrected it will be difficult to say, but the attempt should 
oo· made 'by making sure the seat and desk are appropriate, that poor 
vision is not present', and that· exercises for posture are given. The 
general health should, of course, be made as good as possible: 

An angular projection of the back ("gibbus" or "hunchback") 
will mean an old tubercular .process, or Potts' disease. 

' Serious lateral curvature will be detected by ~oo~g at the child 
from behind when he stands with feet together ·and both knees 
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straight and noting whether one shoulder or one hip is highel' 'than 
the other or whether one shoulder blade stands out more than the 
other. 

In severe cases the shape of the chest will indicate that the spine 
is misshapen, and upon having the child bend forward as i:f to touch 
the floor (keeping the knees straight) one side of the back·wiJl be 
more prominent than the other. 

The Legs. 
On first observation the presence of a limp or of evident deformity 

should be noticed. A shortening of on~ leg to 11-·slight or. large. de
gree, due to infantile paralysis or to. tubercular disease is often 
present. The teacher will have done something worth while if she 
makes sure that everything possible has been done for such· cases, 
either in the way of treatment or in securing proper suppo_rts . for 
the shorter leg and proper changes in these supports as thEl child 
grows. 

The Feet. 
A great deal ·of good has been done in some schools by an· exami

nation of the feet and of the shoes and stockings of the pupils. 
The wearing of shoes, together with walking upon hard pave

ments, may early in school life Mve impaired or destroyed the 
natural arches of the feet beyond restitution. Where there is any 
possibility of anything being done to save the feet from deformity, 
they should be inspected, and the unsuitability of both the siZe and 
material of stockings and the size and shape ·of sho~s brought to 
the attention of the pupil or pltrents. This is particularly· impor
tant in schools for vocational training, though the need for reduction 
of" foot trouble" is universal 

Clothing. 
· Besides t~e shoes and stockings, the clothing is of interest to the 

. teacher, and she may be a power for good in securing neatness and 
cleanliness among older pupils. 

Among younger children she should see that they are not over
clothed in school and that they do not wear overshoes in school, 
though, when worn out of doors, they have prevented mor~ colds 
and more sore throats than have been cured by all the medicines 
ever invented. 

Speech Defects and Other Abnormal Nervous Conditions. 
Speech defects, involuntary twitchings, and other nervous disturb

ances will hardly escape the notice of the examiner, but they are 
too often passed over as something for which there is no remedy. 
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Each one of such cases should be studied or referred to some one 
who may know more on the subject. 

In the routine of school work there may be certain exercises which 
are more harmful than useful for such pupils and from which 
they should be excused, while with special sympathetic care, by 
the regular teacher, they may be helped, even though the abnormal 
condition can not be fully overcome . . 

Summary of Important Points for Ohseroalion 

General: 
General impression of physique 

(age, race, and heredity taken 
into consideration) . 

VIgor or weakness. 
Alertness or llstlessness. 
Good or bad eolor. 
Cleanllness or uncleanliness. 

Fooe and lipa: 
Cleanliness. 
Pallor. 
Cyanosis or pallor of llps. 
Flush of fever. 
Rlngworm, impetigo, or other dis

ease. 
Hair and IOGlp: 

Cleanliness and neatness. 
Signs of vermin or other disease. 

JiJ11e1 and 'Vi8ion: 
Frequent errors in reading words 

or numbers. 
Complalnts of headache, pain, 

blur-red vision. 
. Holdlng book too dose. 

Evidence of difficulty in seeing at 
a distance. 

Congested eyes. 
Red or crusted llds. 
Test with Snellen letters. 

Eara ana hearing: 
Dullness and slow response. 
Presence of discharge from ear. 
Special test with watch or with 

voice. 
Noae: 

Inability to breathe freely with 
mouth closed. 

Throat: 
Signs of lnfiammation. 
Diseased tonsils. 

Throat-continued 
Obstructing tonsils. 
History of frequent sore throal 
History of rheumatism. 

Teeth: 
Decayed permanent teeth. 
Need of adjustment. 
Diseased gums. 
Uncleanliness. 

Neck: 
Enlarged lymphatic glands. 
Enlarged thyroid glands. 
Wryneck. 

Cheat: 
Deformity. 
Rapid breathlng, especially ·after 

slight exertion. 
Small expansion. 
Unequal expansion. 
Cough. 

Back: 
Round shoulders. 
Stoop. 
Projection backward of spine. 
Unequal height of shoulders. 
Unequal height of hips_ 
Projection of one shoulder blade. 

Arma: 
Etigns of scabies or ringworm. 
Coldness or bluish appearance. 

Lega: 
.A. limp. 
Unequal length or other deformity. 

Feet: 
Deformities. 
Shoes and stocklng&-shape, size, 

and condition. 
N ervo'U8 di1ordera: 

Speech defects. 
Involuntary movements. 
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Recording of History and Defects 

A record of the examiner's impressions or findings should be kept 
at time of examination. I£ a school is without blanks for the pur
pose, the examiner will find the following form useful in preparing 
his own. Chiefly" negative" findings, or such errors of hygiene and 
physical defects as may possibly be helped, are here set down, and a 
record is kept by underscoring the items with ·a pencil. Should the 
physician recommend the treatment of defects reported to him, he 
can again underscore these with a pen. A record should always be 
kept of what has been done to improve the child and the results. 

Each child should have his own record card, which in graded 
schools should accompany him from room to room throughout his 
school life. The record of his growth (height and weight) can be 
kept on a separate card or 'on a special chart. 

RECO~ CARD 
School ________________ ])ate _____ _ 

]farne ________________________ Address _____________________ _ 
Parent ___________ ____________ _ 

Country of birth __________ _ 
Occupation _______________ _ 

Age at last birthday __________________ Place of birth..-------------------
Grade _________________ ______ Grades behind------------ -------------------
Has had : Meltllle&-Scarlatina-Diphtheria-Wbooping cough-Mumps-Fre

quent sore throat-Rheumatism-Earache-Running ear-Frequent colds
Dyspepsia-Epilepsy. 

Has now: Chronic cough-Headache-Blurred vision-Impaired hearing-Bad 
breath. 

Habits: Sleeps 6-7-8-9-10 hours-Windows closed. Uses cofl'~tea-tobacco
Candy between meals. Bowels Irregular. Plays In open air 1-2-8-4 hours. 
Works 1-2-3-4 hours after school. Does not wear overshoes In wet weather. 

Home condltlons: Poor-Bad. Food inadequate. No breakfast. 
Physical defects : 

General appearance : Thin-obese-poor color-listless-poor posture. 
Height----------------Weight __________________ (may be kept for 

each year on separate blank). 
Nervous symptoms : Speech derect-tlc-excltable-dull. 
Face: Pallor-cyanosls-lmpetlgo-ringworm--eruptlon-unclean. 
Hair: Pediculosls-ringworm-favus-unclenn. 
Eyes : Headache-errors in reading-book too close-congested llds--erusted 

llds-stye-inflamed-Snellen test RE LE , with glasses RE 
LE 

Ears: Discharge-hears watch at right ear ______________ l!lft 
ear _______________ _ 

Nose: Discharge-obstruction. 
Throat: Inflamed- tonsils diseased-obstructive. 
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Physical defects-Continued. 
Teeth: Decayed permanent-need adjustment-diseased gums-unclean. 
Neck: Lymph glands vislbl~asUy palpable-goiter. · 
Chest: Asymmetrical-expansion poor-expansion unequal. 
Heart: Enlarged-Irregular-rapid-shortness of breath on exertion. 
Abdomen: Hernia. 
Back : Scollosls-rot.ation of spine-stoop-hunchback. 
Upper extremities: Scabies-ringworm-unvaccinated-hands cold-cya-
notl~ 

Lower extremities: Clubbed-pronated-shoe deformities. 
Clothing: Insufficient-too much-ill kept. 
Shoes : m fitting. 

Summary of correctable conditions=---·----- -------------------------------· 

Recommendations of physician =------·-----------------------------------
Parents informed=- ----- --- -------- ----- - --------------------------------· 
Treatment=------------- ------ - - ----·------ ------ ---- ----- ----------· 
Results of treatment=------------------------~-----------------------------

What Can Be Done After ExaminatiC?n 

Where a physician is in the employ of a school, the teacher should 
see that he examines every pupil who, in her judgment, shows signs 
of serious general or local disease or defect. She will naturally be 
interested in having everything done for these pupils that is deemed 
advisable by the physician, and she can be of·much help in securing 
the carrying out of his suggestions. 

In schools which employ no physician, the teacher should do her 
best to see that the parents have the child examined by a physician. 
Parents, notwithstanding any seeming indifference> are more in· . 
terested in the health of their chi!dren than many would suppose. 
They are often ignorant of defect or disease that exists or are un· 
aware of possibilities for improvement. A kindly and not too offi
cious interest in the child's health on the part of the teacher should 
serve as a bond between her and the parents, and by a little tact, or 
"the spirit of kindliness applied," much can be accomplished toward 
getting the child taken to a physician or to a clinic, and afterwards 
in securing the treatment which may have been recommended. · 

The school nurse, if there is one, will make it her business to see 
that everything possible is done for a child; but, where it is possible, 
the teacher should also make use of the opportunity of showing her 
interest and of helping, if need be, to overcome undue inertia on the 
part of the parents . 

.After the treatmant of a defect has been recommended by a physi· 
dan, the teacher should be interested to see that this treatment is 
carried out. Even when carried out, it may not mean that the child 
will be cured. When glasses are properly fitted for the nearsighted 
child, it is well to keep in mind that the child is still nearsighted and 
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may not be able to work as easily with glasses as a child does with 
normal eyes. Deafness may be helped in some cases but not always 
cured, and the child who is hard of hearing should be seated where 
he can hear best and should be spoken to with especial distinctness. 

Children who are under treatment for skin diseases should not be 
allowed to return to school until they are cured or are under such 
treatment as will prevent the spread of the disease. 

Daily Inspection 

The systematic physical examination which has been described is 
only preliminary and preparatory to the daily examination, espe
cially on entrance in the morning to see that each child seems up to 
what the teacher has learned is his usual condition. Any lapse from 
the normal should be noted and made allowance for in the day's 
work, and, if from fault of personal or home hygiene, endeavor 
should· be made to have it corrected. Such an examination or in
spection can be done in a few moments, while the pupils are assem
bling, and should of course include the matters of cleanline~ and 
neatness. 

That the abnorm·al condition of the child for the time may be due 
to the onset of infectious disease should always be thought of. The 
signs and symptoms of the common communicable diseases are few 
and can easily be kept in mind during the daily observation of pupils. 

Should a child show signs of acute disease, he should be seated 
apart from the rest until the teacher can give him a more thorough 
examination and decide whether or not he should remain at school. 

Signs and Symptoms of Communicable Disease 

The common comrimnicable . diseases are most readily transmitted 
in the earlier days of their onset, and a teacher can save health, per
haps life, and conserve time available for school attendance by ob
servation as to whether children appear in their normal condition or 
exhibit certain signs of acute illness. Having become, by careful 
observation early in the year, familiar with the physical appearance 
and behavior of the children, it should be a simple matter to recog
nize the onset of sickness. 

Besides the general signs of listlessneS!, weakness, drowsiness, a 
flushed :face, or undue pallor, there may be complaint of headache, 
the signs of a cold in the head, sneezing, running nose, red and water
ing eyes, coughing, vomiting, or complaint of sore throat; or an 
eruption on the face, neck, or arms may be present. 

The list of symptoms is not a long one, and no special training is 
needed to discover them. 
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By means of a. thermometer the presence of fever can be deter
mined. A sick child has no business in school , but the presence of 
fever makes it especially important that he be sent or taken home. 
If it seem inadvisable for him to go alone, he should be accompanied 
by an older pupil who has already had the usual infectious diseases. 

While it is unnecessary (and unwise) for the teacher to specify 
the exact nature of the disease, it may be of use for her to know the 
early symptoms of each of the common diseases which develop dur
ing school life; and in time of an epidemic she should be familiar 
with the symptoms of that disease which is prevalent. 
Measles.--Cold in the head, with sneezing, running nose, red and watering 

eyes, cough, fever. The eruption does not appear until the third day. 
Scarlet Fever.-Vomiting, sore throat, fever; a fine scarlet rash appears within 

24 hours on the neck, chest. arms and, to some extent, on the face. 
Diptheria.-General signs of illness. There may be vomiting or a chill or. 

only great prostration. The throat may be red and a patch of gray mem· 
brane present. Soreness may be complained of. Fever is present, though 
it is usually not high. 

A watery nasal discharge which irritates the upper lip should in time 
of epidemic make one suspicious of nasal diphtheria. 

TonsiUitis.-There is sore throat ; there may be a chill or chilly sensations and 
usually high fever. There is much prostration. The throat is very much 
inflamed, and yellowish spots may be present on the tonsils. , · 

8mallpox.-Chill, fever, backache, headache, nausea, and vomiting are u~ually 
present. The eruption appears on the second or third day. The symp
toms may be very mild and the disease difficult to distinguish from 
chicken pox. 

Ohicken P(Y.];.-.A.n eruption of discrete, red, raised spots appears usually first . 
on the forehead. There may be fever, but other symptoms are slight. 

Mumps.-There is swelling of the parotid gland, in front of and below the 
ear, on one or both sides ; there is pain in this region, especially on swal· 
lowing, and general signs of illness. 

German Measles.-The symptoms are similar to those of measles but are mild. 
In about 50 per cent of cases there is no fever, and the first sign of the 
disease is the eruption which appears first on the face and consists vf 
discrete spots of a deep pink color. 

Period of Communicability 

The communicable diseases which have been mentioned are all 
most highly contagious in their earliest days, and chiefly through the 
discharges from the nose and mouth, though these may be trans
mitted through some intermediate obj~ct which the sick and well 
have handled. 

The skin eruption which accompanies some of these conditions 
usually appears after the disease has already reached a stage in 
which it is highly contagious. 

The period of time during which it is communicable varies in 
different diseases. The time which a child who has such a disease 
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. should be i&olated is de~rmined by the health authorities of each 
State, and their rules are to be followed. The minimum periods are, · 
for measles, 7 days from time of onset; for scarlet fever, 4 weeks, 

· though it may be much longer if there are sores or discharges; for 
diphtheria, 2 weeks or more; for smallpox and chicken pox, until 
·desquamation has ceased; for mumps until the swelling of the parotid 
gland has subsided; and for whooping cough, probably about 2 weeks 
:after the "whoop" has ceased. 

· Incubation Period 

The time which communicable diseases take to develop after ex
posure differs greatly. For scarlatina the period is from 2 to 7 days; 
for diphtheria, 2 to 5 days; for measles, 7 to 18 days; for chicken pox, 
2 to 3 weeks; for smallpox, about 2 weeks; for whooping cough, 1 
qr 2 weeks. 

Other Diseases 

Besides the more common diseases which have been mentioned, 
there are others which in some localities or ~t certain times may be 
met with frequently. 

·In some sections of the country trachoma, a communicable disease 
.of the eyes, is all too common. A child having this disease (which 
attacks the lining membrane of the lids) will give ample evidence 
that there is something wrong with his eyes and that he needs to be 
examined by a physician. 

There are, of course, other diseases of the skin to be met with 
occasionally, but the ones here named are those which are common 

··and are readily communicable. 
Tuberculosis is frequent enough, but its general signs· are those 

mentioned under the symptoms of poor general condition. Tuber
. culosis of bone or joint is associated with pain and difficulty in using 
the affected part in a normal way. 

Hookworm is encountered in some parts of the country, but again 
the signs are those of general ill health. 

Methods of Teaching 

In teaching the observation of the physical traits of children no 
·long theoretical preparation is necessary, a.nd the following scheme 
· will serve to sketch such a course. 

First period. A general pr~sentation of the subject, with spec:ial 
attention to the relation of mind and body and of th~ hampenng 
effects upon the individual child, and upon all concerned, of physi
Cal disabilities. 
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The possibilities of linking physical examinations with health 
teaching should be emphasized. 

Second. General fea.tures to be observed in physical examina· 
tions: General appearance, behavior, gait, posture, nutrition, influ. 
ence of heredity, etc.; growth and factors which influence it; types 
of build; methods of weighing and measuring, and the meaning and 
uses of height and weight tables and aver11.oo-es. 

Third. Common diseases of the scalp, hair, and skin; where and 
how to examine for them; demonstration of cases if possible or use 
of pictures. 

Fourth . .Anatomy ·and physiology of the eye, especially of visible 
parts; theory of accommodation and causes of myopia, hyperopia, 
astigmatism; effects of eye strain; explanation of Snellen letters and 
of the effects of lenses on vision; d.iseases of lids, conjunctiva, cornea, 
and lachrymal apparatus. 

Demonstration on members of training class of the parts of the 
eye to be observed and the use of the Snellen chart. 

Fifth. Divide the class into sections of three or four pupils and 
have each section examine the general condition and the eyes of a. 
school child; demonstration to the class of anything of interest found 
in these children. 

Si:cth . .Anatomy and relationship of nose, throat, and ear; what 
to see and methods of examination ; examination of each other by 
members of class to locate tonsils and other parts of the throat. A. 
variety of sizes and conditions of tonsils will be disclosed. 

Seventh.· Diseases of nose, throat, and ear; causes of deafness; 
method of testing hearing; demonstration of tests of hearing. 

Eighth. Description of development and eruption of teeth, causes 
of decay, etc.; methods of examination of teeth; examination by small 
sections. of class, of school children in regard to the condition of 
nose, throat, teeth, ears, and hearing. 

Ninth. Anatomy and physiology of lymphatic glands and thyroid 
gland with demonstration by pictures and by cases. 

Tenth. The common deformities of the chest, back, and extremities, 
with their causes; demonstration by pupils and by pictures. 

Eleventh. Complete examination of children by students with 
recording of abnormal conditions to be demonstrated to class and · 
discussed. 

Twelfth. Common communicable diseases, their method of trans
mission, early symptoms, etc. 

If properly taught the student will be already keenly interested 
in the observation of physical traits, normal as well as abnormal, 
and the continuation of th~ practice in examination for another dozen 
periods w:ill make him so familiar with the normal that he will not 
overlook much that is seriously abnormal. · 
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Use of the Thermometer 

.Any physician or nurse will be glad to demonstrate the method of 
using a thermometer. 

It should always be washed with soap and cold water after use 
and kept in a tumbler containing a saturated solution of boric acid 
or some other comparatively harmless antiseptic. 

As the mercury in a clinical thermometer never falls until it is 
shaken down, one should always be sure that the top of the column 
does not stand above the normal temperature point (about 98.6°) 
before using it. 

The bulb of the thermometer should be placed under the child's 
tongue, and the lips (not the teeth) kept closed upon it for twice 
the length of time which is supposed to be needed for recording. If 
it is a " one minute" thermometer, it should be left in the mouth at 
least two minutes. 

If the child can not breathe through his nose it is not worth while 
to take the temperature by mouth. The mercury should be shaken 
to below 98°, placed in the armpit and the arm held at the side. One 
degree should be added to the reading when the temperature is taken 
in this way. 

0 
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BEFORE AFTER 

An 11 -year -old girl before and after three months' treatment for badly placed teeth and 
accompanying poor posture. She Improved not only physically but mentally. and be· 
came much more efficient in her school work. The photographs were furnished by 
Dr. Alfred D. Rogers, Forsythe Dental I nflrmary, Boston 
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LETTER OF TRANSMITTAL 

DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR, 

BUREAU OF EDUCATION, 

Washington, MOJrch 18, 19~6. 
Sm : The National Congress of Parents and Teachers, through its 

president, Mrs . .A. H. Reeve, has requested us to issue a publication 
which will serve as a guide to parents in preparing their children 
for school life. I have asked Dr. James Frederick Rogers, chief of 
the division of physical education and school hygiene, to prepare a 
manuscript on this subject, which is herewith submitted, with the 
request that it be published. 

To every parent the health of his child is of first importance. The 
school also has adopted this attitude toward the children in its care, 
and is endeavoring to put this idea into practice. The school must, 
however, fail in large degree without the cooperation of the home. 
It is the purpose of this bulletin to explain to parents why the school 
has developed this interest; what it is trying to do for the health of 
the child; and how the parents can help make its efforts in this 
direction more e:ffecti ve. 

Respectfully submitted. 
JNo. J. TIGERT, 

0 omnnissioner.. 
The SECRETARY OF THE INTERIOR. 

v 





Is Your Child Ready For School! 

I. Introductory 

Apology to ParentS 

To many parents it has doubtless seemed that school authorities 
tave been high-handed, or at least thoughtless, in taking little or no 
>&ins to explain whJ' they have recently become so much concerned 
Lbout the physical well-being of the child, and just what they are 
;rying to do for his improvement. The first, and often only, inti
nation of this new interest o.f the educator has usually been a note 
3&ying that Johnny was "apparently suffering from decayed teeth, 
a.nd should be taken to a dentist"; or that Jenny was" malnourished 
a.nd must drink more milk." 

As nothing of this sort happened in the school Q.ays of the parents 
nor in all the school days of the parents' ancestors, they #were 
naturally surprised, and perhaps a bit resentful, that the teacher 
had not taken them into her confidence in a matter in which no one 
c6uld be half so much concerned. If the principal had only invited 
them to be present at the physical examination of the child! 

In excuse for the schoolman we must point out that we all get 
into habits of doing things, and even into ruts, and as it has never 
mattered much whether the home helped with the tea~hing of read
ing, writing, or arithmetic, so it did not at first dawn upon the edu
cator that in the improvement of the physique and health of the 
pupil there could be little progress without the full cooperation· of 
the parents. This school-health work is all so new that those engaged 
in it have hardly had time to think, but it has at last occurred to 
many of them that it is a wise policy to ask the parents to be present 
at the child's physical examination. The response of the home is 
shown in the fact that in the City of London, in 192~, over 80 per 
~nt of parents accepted such an invitation. 

Why Health Work in Schools t 
In the good old days it was only necessary to provide the child 

With a. clean shirt and trousers, wake him up betimes, see that his 
1 
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face and hands were washed, and, presto, he was ready for school. 
Whether it was his first or last day, this was about all that was 
deemed necessary in the preparation of any child, from any home, 
for any school. Neither parent, teacher, nor any one else, knew 
that more might be done to p'ut him in shape for his educational 
progress. 

In the past 50 years students of both body and mind have learned 
a very great deal, and especially as to the relation of body and mind. 
We know, for example, that many children are relatively dull be
cause the tools they work with, their eyes and ears, are imperfect, 
w bile others make slower mental progress than they might because 
they are physically handicapped in other ways. Many a child who 
must repeat his year's work in school does so because of some reme-
diable defect of. ear, eye, or other organ. . 

A capable musician is not at all anxious that his instrument should 
present a handsome appearance, but he is immensely concerned that 
it be in tune and all its parts perfectly adj'usted. The wise teacher 
of the present day is not oblivious to . the need for cleanliness and 
neatness of the child, but she is much more interested as to whether 
that child is as free as possible from physical defects which may 
hamper his efforts, or whether he exhibits the alertness and energy 
for work which co111e only with the best of feeding, plep.ty of sleep, 
and other conditions for health. 

Children, even of the same family, differ widely as to their inborn 
capacities for mental attainment, but the educator is anxious that they 
respond as well as possible to the efforts which he puts forth in their 
training. It is a sheer matter of economy that the material which 
the teacher works with should be in its best possible condition for 
mental molding. Since no other agency has shown an interest or . 
has been informed in the matter, the school has taken upon itself 
to find out whether each child is fit and how he can be made fitter 
for profiting by the efforts put forth by the teacher. 

The school has remained, .as in the past, an institution primarily 
intended for the mental training of the child. It has taken up health 
work, then,· partly because it wishes to waste as little of public funds 
as possible in handling material which is unfit to be worked with, 
but also because the health of the child is fundamental for his 
happiness and productiveness after he finishes his schooling. With 
this attitude, we believe every informed parent is in sympathy. 

One other reason why the school is interested in health work is 
that it wishes to reduce the amount of absence on account of illness, 
for if a child is absent for 1 month out of 10 his school year is 
equivalent to only 9 months. Regularity has been found to have 
much to do with school progress. 
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What Does School Health Work Include~ 

The work of the school for the health of the ch,ild includes (a) 
his health examination or medical inspection made by ·the . trained 
teacher, nurse, and physican, to find out his general condition and 
such special bodily defects as may be removed or improved; {b) his 
health habit training as to regularity and rightness in eating, sleep
ing, etc. ; ( c} his acquaintance with physiology, hygiene and sanita
tion or the knowledge of his own make-up and of the rules which 
nature has laid down for those who would be as healthy as they 
can and who would keep others healthy; and (d) his physical educa
tion (physical training) or the furnishing of opportunity and in
struction in bodily exercise with the social and moral training which 
games afford. 

When to Begin and How 

It is never too late to prepare the child physically for his mental 
training, but the best time to begin to get the child ready for school 
is before he is born. The period from conception to school time is 
vastly more important than that of his school life, and the earlier 
his days the lll:ore plastic he is. There is much that we do not know 
about what to do for the child in the time of his most rapid de
velopment, but we do know that in his prenatal days the mother 
should lead as healthy and happy a life as possible, and that the 
child should be !upplied with all the food materials necessary fo.r 
his bodily building. In this day of refined and denatured foods 
there is much danger that some essential for the making of bone and 
brawn and brain may be insufficient in amount. There will be sugar 
and starch "to burn" (which is their actual use), but lime and 
iron and other elements, used in small amount but of vast importance 
for growth, may be skimpy. It is true that nature will steal from the 
mother to supply the child (as witness the destruction of teeth in 
the former to furnish material for building similar structures in the 
latter), but this is disastrous for the mother, and oug~t not :to occur. 

In a word, we should, as far as possible, begin to get the child 
ready for school long before he has reached school age. This is 
best for the child and best for the school. 

The First Year of Life 

The first year is a trying one for the child, and his care during 
this time is of more importance in his preparation for school than 
in any later period. From birth he is at the mercy, in most cases, 
of those who, neither from instinct nor knowledge, know how to 

946156°-26-2 
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deal with him, and he is easily the most helpless of new-born animals · 
for the longest period. He is the most confiding cub in the keeping 
of the most well-meaning but by far the most ignorant and be
wildered of parents. 

The child of the college-bred mother is usually little better off 
than that of the mother who can not read, since so far as the knowl
edge of the business of motherhood is concerned the head of the 
former is often as empty as the latter. Latin, mathematics, litetature, 
the dissection of frogs and the analysis of flowers help not a whit; 
but colleges arose in the musty atmosphere of monasteries, and while 
women are no longer grudgingly admitted to their precincts, there 
is still the flavor of celibacy in their training, and woman's most im
portant function finds scant reflection in the curriculum. 

With all our libraries, with all our science, and all our elaborate 
machinery of civilization, we ought to be as wise as a wild animal 
which lmows enough to furnish its young with a perfect and en
during set of teeth. Possibly we make a:s much of a mess of the 
fine art of child culture in other ways, for rotting teeth are but 
representative of other imperfections. We know that a very large 
percentage of children, even from the" best" of homes, have rickets 
in light or severe form, which is a disease affecting not only bone, 
but brain, and we do not know how far there is full recovery from 
this condition 'in later life. Parents have not hitherto been to blame, 
for science has until very recently been busy with making certain 
foods tempting instead of finding out for us just what was best 
for building beautiful bodies. 

At School Age 

If our children are already in school we can do our best to make 
them mQre perfect by carrying out the suggestions of the school a.nd 
by supporting its health work to the best of our ability. If the 
school is assisted enormously in this work by the cooperation of 
the parents, the parents will find that they ~an do far more in mold
ing the health habits of the child because of the words and influence 
of the teacher. · The assistance is mutual. 

Is My Child Defeclioel 

It is "human nature " to overlook faults in our own offspring. 
Disagreeable statistics on the subject of human imperfections do 
not impress us much, as we always apply them to other people, but 
our children are likely to be the average of children the country 
over. There is no escaping the fact that among 100 children in 
city, town, or country, about 10 need glasses; it must be taken into 
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account that two or three are more or less hard of hearing, that 
four or .five have no nose so far as use is concerned (and noses are 
essential for healthy breathing); that .five or more have worse than 
useless tonsils; that 10 of them stoop like an old man, and that at 
least ·50 are the proud possessors of rotting teeth; comparatively 
few are properly fed, and many are seriously malnourished. We 
are speaking of the child of school age, but more than half such 
defects ·are present before he enters school. Maybe your children 
do not belong to the multitude of those needing some correction of 
defects or of habits, but it is well to make sure and to remain sure. 

II. Health Examination 

Those parents are fortunate who can frequently have the services 
of a physician who knows about rear.ing healthy humans as well as 
about treating sick ones. 

A child is i.zilinitely the most complicated as he is the most valu
able machine in the world, and it is a simple matter of economy to 
have him looked over periodically, say on his birthday, to see that he 
has no loose screws or defective parts, and that he is rightly fueled 
and oiled, just as one would do with such a comparative trifle as a 
$5,000 automobile. .- · 

When it comes to health examinations in schools, the parents should 
be interested to see that the physician is not chosen because he is 
cheap or needing a job. The salary should be worthy of his posi
tion, and should at least equal that of a skilled garage machinist. 

It goes without saying that the examination should be thorough 
and not a m~re hasty "looking over " or inspection. This takes time 
·and-costs money, but should even an hour or two and the cost of a 
new hat be considered too much outlay in time and money on such a 
valuable machine~ If the child should need to repeat his year's 
work on account of physical disability, it will cost some one from 
fifty to a hundred dollars, besides the loss of time of teacher and 
:pupil and the vexation of the parent. If we really believe health 
to be as valuable a thing as we say we do, the physician who directs 
the health work of the schools should be paid accordingly. 

Much of the physical examination of school children can be done 
with advantage by trained teachers or by nurses under the supervi
sion of the school physician. In fact, the teacher who does not know 
whether the child under her care sees or hears or breathes or other
wise behaves normally will, at a no distant date, be considered as 
incompetent and absurd as a seamstress who does not know whether 
her scissors are sharp, or a professional musician who does not 
know whether his instrument is in tune. We are no longer attempt
ing in school to direct the progress of bodiless minds. 
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Is He Growingl 

Many fathers are. keenly ip.terested in the development of their 
hens and hogs. They know almost to an ounce whether .su~h live
~ock are thriving, and they manage their feeding with scientific 
nicety, but they do not know whether or not their children are runts. 
Many mothers take pride in the growth of their plants. They have 
a keen eye for signs of drooping or disinclination to bloom, and they 
sun them or change the soil with the most solicitous care. At the 
same time the children of the family may be paling and withering 
under their eyes, and they do not observe anything unusual. 

The chief business of the child is to grow, and his healthy growth 
is of more importance than that of droves of hogs or acre,s of orchids. 

The measuring and weighing of children have been fundamental 
features of school health work for .the very -good reasons that (a) 
they give us fairly accurate guides as to the child's rate of growth; 
and (b) because the child is immensely interested in his measure
ments, which serve as pegs on which to hang health lessons and estab
lish healthful habits. 

The height and weight of the child at any age depend consider
ably on heredity, but progress in growth takes place in all There 
is some seasonal variation in growth, and it takes place more 
rapidly at certain age periods. There may be progress only in height 
or only in weight for a short season, but neither is at a standstill for 
long. The school child should be weighed and measured at least 
every 6 months; the child from 3 to 6, every 3 months; and the child 
from 1 to 3, every 2 months. A. child from 3 to 14 who does not gain 
at least 2 inches in height or 3¥2 pounds in weight every year is not · 
keeping up with the average, and in some years his increase should be 
very much greater. · 

.A. child who is thin or under the average weight for his height 
may sometimes be so from hereditary causes, but he should be exam
ined most carefully for defects of body or of habit before deciding 
that this is a family trait. · The child who is excessively fat also 
deserves special study. We are interested in raising healthy, vigor
ous children rather than those of standard dimensions, but variations 
from the average should cause us to make sure they are not abnormal. 
A child who is free from disease and defect, properly fed, sunned, 
cleaned, clothed, and exercised (but not overexercised) can be trusted 
to grow as nature intended. 

Is He Well Nourished! 

V\T e hear much these days about malnutrition, and it is very com
mon. Just how much of this is due to hereditary tendencies, to 
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omissions and commissions on the part of our ancestors, to racial 
blunders, and how much is due ·to faults of feeding in the present 
generation, including prenatal days, we do. not know; but we must 
begin improvement as best we can in the present, though the imme
diate r~sults may not be all we could wish. We mean by malnutri
tion not simply that a child may be undernourished, but that there 
may not be good stuff in his tissues as indicated .by other signs than 
those of weight; in other words, .that he is not healthy. A child may · 
weigh what we should expect him to weigh and yet be badly fed. 
It has been estimated that one-third of our school chil<lren are mal
nourished, and judging by their teeth the proportion is much higher. 

" In a la.nd literally flowing with milk an.d honey several million 
children in the public schools suffer from malnutrition," and just as 
large a. proportion of children who have not yet entered the .schools 
are in like condition. This could hardly be otherwise since " there 
is good reason to believe that not only the children but all the adults 
of the country suffer from some degree of dietetic error." · · 

Faulty food and feeding do not have everything to do with mal
nutrition, for physical .defects may be to blame, and overfatigue and 
other conditions affect the use of food. 

In many schools special ~ork for the undernourished has been 
carried on. They are told what to eat, given extra meals, and made 
to rest for certain periods. Not much progress can be made, how
ever, without the help of the home. 

Does He Droop) 

A drooping plant is a sickly plant, and a drooping child is a 
sickly child. Do you ever strip your child and look him over'? 
There is nothing quite so beautiful if he is straight and strong; and, 
if he is not, he can usually be made straighter and stronger and 
by the same means one would use for a -drooping prant: Right feed
ing, resting, airing, and sunning. 

Not all healthy children have quite the same posture, for heredity 
has something to say in the matter, but they do not change for the 
worse, after assuming the upright position, without serious cause. 
Looked at from behind with his feet together and knees straight, 
the child should be fairly straight, and neither one nor both 
shoulder blades should be very prominent. Seen from the side, 
with the child's gaze directed forward, his head should not pro
trude, his shoulders droop, nor his abdomen appear prominent. 
If they do, he should be thoroughly examined to see that he is not 
diseased, -and that his feeding, sleeping, etc., · are what they should 
be. Only aft;er we have made sure of such matters, and that the 
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fit of his clothing is not to blame, should we think of- urging him 
to " stand straight," " keep head back and chin in," or do correc
tive gymnastics. It would be as absurd to try to revive a drooping 
plant by moral suasion. . 

Mental states have a powerful effect upon posture. The child 
who feels that he is unappreciated or who is in fear of parental 
censure or ill-treatment is not likely to stand proudly erect. Un
der such circumstances he can not be in the best of health either 
mentally or physically, and would be expected to droop. 

The 11-year-old girl shown in the frontispiece" Before and .After" 
had badly placed teeth, was a mouth breather, and doubtless was 
depressed mentally from awareness of the effect of these conditions 
on her appearance. The change in posture that followed three 
months of orthodontic treatment and muscular exercises was aided 
powerfully by the new mental outlook aroused by the intereSt shown 
in her case and by the anticipated improvement in her condition. 
She became much more efficient in her school work and for "the five 
years since has stood at .or near the head of her class. Posture exer
cises alone would never have produced such results. 

Does Your Child Limp;. 

Many children are the victims of infantile paralysis, tubercu
losis of bone, or other deforming disease, though the attacks may 
have been mild. We should not let even trifling deformities, from 
these or other causes, escape our notice or be passed over as of no con
sequence, for it may be possible to do something to improve them, 
and the earlier this is attempted, the better. If a child limps ever 
so slightly or one limb seems noticeably shorter than its fellow, 
or if ther~ is a deformity of the foot, it should be investigated . . 

Are His Eyes RighO 

A child's eyes are of the utmost importance, and defects of these 
organs are very frequently unnoticed by parents. One reason for 
this is that the child does not complain, for, though he may be 
half blind, he has no way of appreciating how other children see. 

The parent should carefully observe whether the child looks at 
him, or at objects, with both eyes, or whether one eye wan.ders out
ward or inward. In the former case he is what is termed "wall
eyed," and in the latter "cross-eyed." If either condition exists 
it should be treated as early as possible, for the unused, weaker 
eye grows more imperfect with disuse, and the muscular fault be
come~ more difficult of correction. 

Any signs of disease, such as red or crusted lids, a watery or 
other discharge, an inflamed or "blood-shot " ball, or avoidance 
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of light, should not escape t~e attention of the parent, and a phy
sician (not a mere fitter of glasses) should be consulted at once. 

In ~he school child holding the book too close, frequent mis
takes m letters or figures, complaints o1 blurred vision, headache 
or pain in t}:le eyes, or any of the signs given above, indicate that 
there may be something wrong with the vision, and the eyes should be 
examined by a physician if this has not already been done in the 
school. A poor report from school should in itself cause the par: 
ent to. make sure that it is not eyestrain which discourages the 
child from study." · 

If it is found that the child needs glasses the parent should bear 
in mind that they are not fitted for life, but that eyes undergo 
change, and that the glasses may need to be changed in the course 
of a year or so. 

Can Your Child Hear We/[} 

It is as important for a child's school'" work and afterlife that he 
should hear well as that he should see well ; and yet many more 
children are handicapped by defective hearing than we dream. As 
they do not know how other children hear, they patiently do the 
best they can under the circumstances, and this is usually a bad best, 
for they do not know just what is going on or what is expected of 
them. Many a child is pronounced dull and becomes a " repeater" 
of school work when he is only dull of hearing. It is not enough 
that a child see or hear; his eyes and ears should be the best we can 
secure for hini. No one can do his best work with dull tools. 

Some children are born hard of hearing, but more have deafness 
thrust upon them by disease, which is all too common. Earache 
should always be considered a serious symptom deserving the best 

. possible treatment of its present cause and the prevention of future 
attacks. If a running ear has developed, the hearing is damaged 
and will not improve until a cure is effected. 

Most ear troubles begin in the throat, and throat conditions which 
lead to a subsequent attack should be removed. It may seem a 
long way from the ear to the throat, but there is a ~ort, direct, and 
open passageway, the Eustachian tube, and it is through this canal 
that disease travels from thrqat to ear. Mouth breathers are often 
hard of hearing and much partial deafness is due merely to accumu
la~ion of wax which can readily be removed. 

Any parent can see whether his child has a running ear, but the 
ear shows no visible evidence of strain in trying to hear, as do!'!S the 
imperfect eye in trying to see ; nor is it so easy to test the hearing 
as the vision. For the parent, perhaps, the best t~ is the repetition 
by the child of words spoken in a low but distinct voice and also 
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whispered. The test should be made in a quiet room and the child 
should stand about 20 feet away and facing away from the examiner, 
so there will be no lip reading. If he does not repeat correctly he 
should be gradually approached until be bears accurately. The 
following 6-foot rule has been adopted by a school mecljcal examiner 
of long experience: 

" If a child does not bear whispered speech with at least one ear 
at a distance of 6 feet he can not profitably remain in an ordinary 
class in school." 

The hearing can al~ be roughly tested by the use of a watch, but 
the examiner must always m.a.ke sure that the child does not see the 
watch during the test. 

In many school systems special classes, with special teachers, are 
now arranged for children who are so hard of hearing that they 
can _not profit by ordinary method~ of teaching. After training in 
lip reading or improvement in hearing under treatment, many such 
children can resume their places in ordinary classrooms. 

Is His Skin Clear/ 

The skin reflects the condition of th,e body. An eruption is never 
normal, and its cause should be looked for and removed. It may 
be due to a parasite in the skin or it may accompany an infectious 
disease, or result from food poisoning or constipation. 

It is the custom among certain people to look upon the presence of 
lice in the hair as healthful, and other skin ~seases are often taken 
with as much resignation and indifference as if they also were bless
ings bestowed by a kind Providence. 

Soap and water and clean clothes usually keep vermin away, 
though the parasites are by no means a~ways respectors of cleanli
ness, and many a child from a sanitary home bas acquired a disease of 
skin or scalp from his companions at school. Nor has outer cleanli
ness any effect on skin diseases' caused from within by faulty diet, 
constipation, or communicable diseases. Every parent should be 
keenly observant for skin eruptions and for finding their cause and 
cure. 

Medical inspection of school children bad for one of its first ob
jects the eradication of skin diseases, and it bas succeeded in this to 
a very large extent. · 

Does He Breat/ze Through His Nose/ 

Every child should breathe through his nose. That is what the 
nose is for. If he can not, he is likely not only to appear, but to be, 
more or less stupid. 
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A nose may be stopped temporarily by a cold, but we refer here 
to the constant condition caused usually by adenoids. At least one 
out of 20 children has such an obstructive growth, and the conditwn 
is common before school age. A child with adenoids can not sleep 
well, and he is also likely to. be hard of hearing, both of which con
ditions make for mental dullness. Moreover, he is subject to fre-
quent colds and ear disease. · · 

To find out whether a child can breathe freely through his nose 
one has only to have him shut his mouth tight ,and try it, first show
ing him what ·one wishes him to do. .Any obstruction to nasal 
breathing should be removed as early as p,o~ible. 

A running nose is not only the accompaniment of a cold .and a 
sign of measles; but in times of diphtheria epidemics it should be re
membered that such'a disc~arge may possibly mean nasal diphtheria. 

Has Your Child Good Teeth! 

Parents are immensely intere~ted in the first teeth of their chil
dren. But interest in these organs, which are "more precious than 
diamonds," soon lapses. ·Few parents, indeed, take any forethought 
about the materials ~hat enter into the making of th~ teeth, months 
or years before they appear. It is a sad comm~ntary on human 
knowledge that very few children have very good teeth. The wild 
animal does better at the business, despite its lack of "education." 
Whether the use of wrong foods by his ancestors, or whether the 
feeding of the individual child, from his beginning, is inost at fault, 
dental decay is our most common and most expensive disease. 

The right materials for teeth must be supplied before birth and 
afterward, if we are to have sound structu·res. Unless we prefer to 
pay for fillings and false teeth, this fact should not be forgotten or 
neglected. Whole milk, butter, eggs, fruit, a~d vegetables should 
have the right of way in the diet; for, though 'candy, and cake, and 
their kind may not cause caries, they 'are likely to crowd ou~ foods 
containing essentials for tooth building and repair. A toothbrush 
and dentifrice used two or three 'times a .day will make the teeth 
look better, but no amount of brushing will .compensate for the lack 
of the right materials and good· construction in the teeth themselves. 

Up to school age children seldom have other than the "tem
porary" teeth. But even though these teeth are temporary, it was 
never nature's intention that tP,ey should decay. Unfortunately in 
many children they have hardly appeared before they begin to rot, 
and they then form th.e finest of lodging houses for all sorts of 
germs. These bacteria can sally forth to attack the lymph glands, 
tonsils, or other adjacent structures of the body as occasion offers. 

94656°-26---S 
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About the sixth year the first of the "permanent" teeth· appear; 

These ·are back teeth and are located behind the temporary molars 
(see diagram) . Alas, in many children they are not at all ·perma
nent, but begin to decay before the child is in his teens. Thev can 
at least be preserved with the help of the dentist and his fillin~. 

Parents should not lose interest in the teeth after the first ones 
appear, hut should examine them, or have them examined, D;equently 
for signs of decay~ They can be viewed by having the child open 
his mouth wide (tipping his head back for a view of the upper 
teeth) and by having him retract his lips and "show his teeth." 
With the appearance of decay, a dentist ought to . be consulted as 
to what should be done. On the appear~ce of teeth of the second 
set a dentist should see them at least every. six months, for by instru
mental examination ·he can detect the beginnings of decay, and early 
treatment is always easiest, least distressing, and best for preserva-
tion. ' 

It goes without . saying . that a child with an aching or u)cerated 
tooth · sl;l<;>1,1ld be taken to a dentist at once. · 

Everything podSible ·should ·be done for children whose teeth are 
badly placed. In this connection the frontispiece (" Befor~ a.ild 
After ") will be of interest as showing the result§, .of .. orthodontic 
treatment. • · 

Through the employment of oral ·hygienists and dentists · the 
schools are doing much to preserve tha teeth of children, and there 
is statistical evidence that such work h~s improved the scholarship 
of those treated, but it is in the home that prevention of baq teeth 
and the saving of public funds for their repair must be~ 

His Throat 

The throat is so commonly affected by disease that the parent 
should be fSJll,iliar with its appearance when tP,e child. is well, so 
that he can note any abnormal appearance if the child is ailing. 
Whether or not he complains of his throat it should be' examined if 
he seems sick lest it be the seat of infection. · In most.children the 
throat can easily be viewed in a good light by having the child open 
his mouth wide and utter a prolonged "Ah I " If necessary the' 
tongue can be pressed firmly downward out of the way by means of 
a teaspoon or "tongue depressor." The tonsils of the young child 
can usually be seen without difficulty as two. rounded, reddish, pitted 
bodies just behind the fold of membrane which ~rches downward. o~ 
either side from the projecting " uvula " of the ·. soft p~late (see 
diagram). Knowing the child's throat in h_ealth,, the pare_nt _will b~ 
able to note the abnormal redness of inflammation or the presence 
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of yellowish spots or grayish patches on the tonsils or adjacent 
structures . . These signs , may mean to_nsi,llitis,, .diphtheria., or th~ 

·beginning o,f scarlet fever. . 
Tonsils frequently become unhealthy foUowing one .. or mor~ at

tacks of disease, and they may become t~e home of . bacteria, for 
here are natural pits in which they find sh.e~ter, _food, and all "mod
ern conveniences" for living and .rearing their ~ultitudinous fami
lies. :When ·these make ~ch ·a pen;nan~n:t · · lodgm.en:t .they often 
become a menace: to the owner o£ the to~~s. ; Even ; a very small 
tonsil in this coi;tdition may be a dangerous (me. · 
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The tonsils may be much. larger or smaller than they_ appear In this diagram. Often 
tbey are so small as to be b.ldden lteb.lnd the "anterior plllar" or membrane wlrtch de
scends from the 110ft palate . 

.A.s mentioned elsewhere, there is close relation between throat 
and ear, which makes the cure and prevention of· throat disease 
especially important. · 

His Face and Lips 

Not only should the face of the child be questioned daily for evi
dence of the use of soap and water, but for the unusual flush that 
may mean fever, the pallor of illness, or the dark circles of fatigue. 
The lips are also telltale in that they may show, 'by lack of color, 
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a poor quality of blood, or by a bluish tinge ·some serious fault· of 
the organs which pump the blood .about. 

His BrC!lih 

A noted physiologist says that "bad . bre!Lth has caused . more 
misery than all the bad laws eve:~; enacted/' Su~h a .condition may 
.come from local disease of the nose or mouth., J:n~t more ofte~ fro.m 
a disordered digestion, and its cause. shoulg ·be investigated and -re:. 
moved. 

His Neck . 

Swollen lymp4 glands of the side of the neck are · readily . seen or 
felt. They usually have their origin in decayed: ·teeth, . a diseased 
nose or throat, or disease of .t4e-scalp, and only the removal of the 
cause will lead to a permanent 'cur~. ' Not infrequently the enlarge-
-ment of these glands is due. to tuberculous infection. · · 

Goiter, or enlargement ·of the thyixiid gland, 'is· indicated by a 
more general swelling toward the front of the neck. It · is rare in 
early childhood, but· is very ·common at school ·age in certain parts 
of·the country. A deficiency of ·iodine in the food or·· water is 5up~ 
posed to be the chief cause. In uncommon cases this enlargement is 
accoriiparued by ·serious nervousD.e·ss ·and other sympfums, and such 
di~ease demands the most careful treatment. · · 

Iodine should never be given to a child unless ··aavised or pre
scribed by the school or famil:y phys~cian~ 

His Chest .. 

1 A misshapen chest should be easily recognized and, though it 
may be a condition for which little or nothing can be done, it i~ 
worth while to find out. 

Every child should be able to take a. .deep brea.th without pain, and 
both sides of his chest should expand equally. 

The parent should note whether he becomes breathless on moderate 
exertion, such as going upstairs, where the adult or the average 
child would not show such signs. Such rapid breathing in a child, 
otherwise apparently well, usually indicates a leaking heart, and he 
may need to be guarded against excess in exercise. Many schools are 
taking pains to see that such children do not exercise too much at 
school and means are taken for their improvement. 

His Abdomen 

The abdomen or " stomri.ch " should not protrude as· a whole or at 
aJlY point. A lump or swelling at the navel or in the groin is not 
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natural and will probably mean 'that there is a rupture or hernia, 
not an uncommon condition in children, and one which deserves the 
attention of the physician. 

His Back 
We have already mentioned the matter of posture. Every parent 

should know the back of his child well enough to note the appearance 
of a projecting lump, or· the holding of the spine in a stiff manner as 
if the child were afraid to bend it. · Such signs may mean the begin
ning of Potts's disease, especially if he complains of pains in the 
trunk or limbs. 

The spine in the young child should deviate very little from side 
to side. If a 'lateral curve is evident, a physician' niay be ' able to 
improve the condition. · 

His Limbs 

A child's arms and hands should not .become bluish or ~old on ex
posure SJlch as. would not chill those of an ordinary child. He may 
not be _properly clothed, properly fed, or· his heart may not be normal. 
It shoUld be remembered· a.l.so that common skin dise.ases,· such as the 
~'itch," imp~tigo, and ringworm; often attack these parts of. the body. 

Compl!lint of pains in arms . or legs should alarm the parent, :for 
they ar.~, likely,. to. be due .to .sqme .infection. They should never be 
passed over as "growing .pains," for such. ~ymptoms have nothing 
to do with gro'Yth. 

Shod feet do not remain natural feet, .but lose more or less of 
their former shape and function. we can only make as wise a 
choice of stockings and shoes as is. possible . 
. Many deformities are caused by ill-fitting shoes, especially by those 

which are too short or: too nar'row·. The :condi.tion of the feet has so 
·mu'ch to do with comfort and, ()ften, working . capacity 'rn later life 
th~tt we can not afford to be careless in the matter. ' . · 

Deformities of the 'feet should be evident to the i)arent and 'should 
be treated by a specialist. as early as possible: · 

In the· schools of some foreign countries a careful exam'ination of 
feet, stockings, and shoes a're made, and parents are ad vised as to 
need of improvement. Too little has been attempted along these lines 
in our own country. 

Speech Defects 

Many children who· are learning to talk stammer to a· certain ex
tent, but if this condition persists, efforts should be made to correct it. 

In many cities classes are established: with special teachers, t~ 
treat such troublesome speech affections in children of school age. 
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Abnormal Mooements 

Involuntary twitchings and other nervous disturbances are not 
ikely to escape even casual observation, but they are too often neg
.ected. They should be studied early by a person with special train
.ng and experience in order that every:thing possible may be done for 
~he child. 

SJJ'MMARY OF h1PORTANT POINTS FOR 0BSEBVATION 

General: 
Physique. 
Heigh,t and weigh_t. 
Vigor or weakness. 
Alertness or listlessness. 
Good or bad color. 

Face and lips: 
Cleanliness. 
Pallor. 
Flush of fever. 
Skin disease. 
Pale or purple Ups. 

Hair and scalp : 
Cleanliness and neatness. 
Signs of vermin .or other disease. 

Eyes and _vision·:· -
Complaints of ·headache, pa,in, 

blurred . vision, . etc. : 
Ho~~liilg book too close. 
~vidence of difiic~ty of se~ng _at 

a distance. 
dongest.ed eyes. 
Red or crusted lids. 

Ears and hearing: 
Dullness and slow response. 
Presence of di_schat·ge from ear. 
Special test of hearing. 

'l'hroa t .: 
Signs of infiammation. · 
Diseased tonsils. 
Obstructing tonsils. 
History ~f frequent sore tlil'oat. 
History of rheumatism. 

Teeth: 
Decayed· teeth. 
Need of adjustm~~ 
Diseased gums. 
Uncleanliness. 

Neck: 
Enlarged lymphatic glands. 
Goiter. 
Wryneck. 

Chest: 
Deformt'ty. 
Rapid breathing, especially !aft~ 

slight exercise. 
Cough. 

Back: 
Round shoulders. 
Stoop. ' 
Projection of spine. 
Unequal .l;leight of sho.nJ,de,rs. 
Vnequal. height .of hips. ·' 
Projection of one or ·both shoulder 

blades . 
.Arms: 

Signs of skln disease. 
Coldness or bluish appearanre. 

Legs: . 
A limp. 
Unequal length or · other de

formity. 
Feet: Deformities. 
Nervous disorders·: 

Speech defects. 
Invoiuntary mov~ments. 

S,ign.s of Acute Diseases 

Headache, weakness, loss of .appetite, vomiting, fretfulness, listless~ 
ness, drowsiness, pallor, :flushe·d face, sneezing, running nose, water-
ing eyes, and complaints of sore throat. · 
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Treatment 'of Defects 

It is not the .purpose of health examinations or "medical inspec-
tion" to. merely find defects, for few children or adults would be pro

, nounced perfect. There. are defects and defects, .a.nd it is the very 
responsible business of the school physician to decide which .are 
serious enough to need correction or to require further special in
vestigation. WJllle th~ decisions of the examiners are based on their 
best knowledge· an'd experience, the parents are wholly responsible 
for securing the further advice of the dentist, family physician or 
specialist and for having their final decisions carried out. 

Most defects of chqdren ·are due to our general ignorance of the . 
laws of health and it is no more than fair that treatment, in whole 
or part at public' expense, should be made possible for those who 
can not afford to pay ·for it from their own funds. It is a matter of 
public economy to arrange for such assistance, since the children who 
are benefited become less of a drag upon the costly machinery of 
the school, and are less l~ely to need support at public expense 
later in life . . 

· Ill. Health Education 
Getting rid of bodily defects is only the beginnihg of health. work. 

So far we have o:rily been examining, and making needed repairs. 
We may have a machine made of the best material and perfect in 
its parts, but it will not run well without plenty of good ·fuel and oil, . 
and frequent cleaning. Moreover, the human mechanism must al
ways be given opportunity to renew its batteries from day to day 
by rest and sleep. 

Health Hahils 

The ochool desires not only to work with human machi~es which 
have the minimum of hampering defects, but w!th those which are 
kept ciean, well fueied, and well oiled each day. The parents, if they 
will stop to think, also desire this-for under such conditions it is 
evident that their children will not only do better work at school, 
but will develop better in every way, and be happier and less dif
ficult beings to deal with in the home. The well-fed, well-rested 
child is bound to be better natured than the ill-nourished and 
fatigued one, who deserves to be excused if he is often fretful and 
.intractable. So are adults under similar circumstances. 

The school is trying to get children,. especially young children, 
into ways of health, not simply by presenting them with information, 
but by teaching them and persuading them, as best they can, to do the 
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few essential things necessary for health. These few essential prac
tices are so ofte~ neglected in the home, where they should have been 
taught and supervised from birth, that the school has found it a 
matter of economy to do this in order that the children may profit 
as they ought by the work of the school. 

These "health habits" must, however, be carried out chiefly at 
home, and the school finds it difficult ot impossible to secure their 
practice without the full cooperation of parents. 

The younger the children the easier it is to shape their habits, and 
parents should begin such training as early as possible, though it is · 
never too late to accomplish something along this line. 

What are Health Habits! 

Health habits are as old as the hills. They have been essential 
for health for ages, and their faithful practice hils kept the wild 
animal in an enviable state of physical perfection. Human life has 
become so complicated by our many " discoveries " and " inventions," 
and there _is such a variety of choice of conduct, that children require 
supervision and guidance in their daily program, in order that the 
doing of the few things which make for health may become regular· 
and habitual. 

The Essentials for Health 

The habits essential for health may be briefly outlined as follows: 
(a) Eating the right foods at the right time; (b) sl~ping until 
fully refreshed and taking needed :rest between times; (c) breathing 
pure air; (d) seeking the sunlight; (e) vigorous use of body and 
mind; (f) regular use of the toilet; (g) keeping clean without; and 
(h) keeping in good humor. 

Such habits are simple and easy enough for the child at any age, 
if conditions for their practice are forthcoming through parental 
cooperation and encouragement. He may learn from his teacher 
what he should eat and when, but if the parents are not willing to 
furnish these things at the proper time the effort of teacher and 
child go for naught. Conditions for comfortable sleep must ·be sup
plied by the parents; the child can only observe the adage and go 
"early to bed." There must be access to pure fresh air if the child 

·is to breathe pure air; and opportunity for muscular and mental 
play and the means for cleanliness must be at hand if the child is 
to exercise and to ke.ep clean. 

An atmosphere of cheerfulness and of appreciation must exist in 
the home if the child is not to be unduly depressed, boreu, or 
rebellious. 
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Health habits are the same at all ages and the adult who is helping 
the child-to acquire them may not find it too late to mend his own 
ways at the same time. 

:u the child or adult, in whom correctable defects and diseases 
have been removed, practices these habits consistently, we can feel 
assured. that he is as healthy as his heredity and the effects of the 
gantlet of infectious diseases and accidents through which he has 
passed in earlier life will permit him to be. 

_ Where lo Begin 

Each function of life· is so interlaced with and dependent upon 
others that no one can be singled out as the most important. How
ever, measured by the time spent, sleep certainly deserves first place. 
It is the time of repair and also the time of growth, and the more 
rapid the growth the m~re time is needed for repose. 

Conditions for Sleep 

-Certain conditions are essential for the most beneficial sleep: Dark
ness, quiet, comfort, and pure air. Every parent knows also that 
right feeding on the previous day, or at least at the evening meal, 
makes a vast difference as to the slumber of the child. Unusual 
excitement also delays sleep. Much restlessness at night is due · to 
an overheated room or to excessive clothing. Children who kick 
the covers off usually do so in self-defense in an effort to be more 
comfortable. 

Length of sleep.-The length o~ sleep depends on age and on the 
individuality and health of the child. He can not be made to fit any 
of the various schedules laid down for him, but the following has 
been found by Dr. Malcolm Gross to be about the average time 
.needed in winter: Age 3 to 6 years, 11 hours; 7 to 11 years, 10lj2 
hours; 12 to 15 years, 10 hours. Children sleep about a half hour 
less in summer. · 

No child can be made to sleep. We can only give him such con
ditions as conduce to sleep and he will sleep as much as he needs; 
but, where it seems wise, he can be made to rest in the horizontal 
position even if not asleep, and such periods of rest may be very 
beneficial for the delicate, ill-nourished, or nervous child. 

Early to bea.-For the p5.6School child it does not signify so much 
when he goes to bed, so it be a regular ·time; but it is o{ the first 
importance that the school child shall go to bed at such an hour that 
he will be ready to start the day aright. . Of all faults in child cul
ture probably that of late rising is most common, and late rising 
usually means late to bed. 
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Early to ri8e.-To be really ready for school the child should be 
_up at least an hour and a half before school, for there are impprtant 
matters to attend to which require ample time, as follows: (a) Bath
ing of hands, fac~ ears, and neck; (b) use of tooth brush; (c) care
ful dressing and care of hair; (d) eating, without being hurried, an 
ample breakfast; (e) visiting the toilet; and (f) time for reaching 
school without hurry. 

Where more time is required for reaching school the hour of rising 
should be set accordingly. 

Dawdling over dresf?ing, meals, or anything else should be dis
couraged, but there should never be hurry or anxiety lest he be late 
for school. 

Noon Lunch 

The noon lunch should be in readiness on the child's return, and 
he should have ample time for eating it deliberately and for leisurely 
returning to school. Where the distance to school is too great to al
low this, the lunch should be carried to school or bought at school. 
The child should not rush to vigorous play immediately after eating. 

After School 

The period after school should be devoted to play in the open air 
if possible, and in a safe place with such company as the parents 
can trust. If there is adult supernsion of a general nature on a 
school or other playground, so much the better for the welfare of 
the child. 

Eoening Meal 

There should be ample time for the evening meal, and the time im
mediately afterwards should not be spent in vigorous play or study. 
Younger children can amuse themselves with quiet games, and older 
children can very well assist with light work of the home. 

Eoening Occupation 

The evening should be spent at home in play, reading, or study. 
If the movies must be visited, it would best be· on Saturday after
noons. Parties and entertainments should be confined to Friday and 
Saturday evenings. 

Like a cat after its tail, we have again arrived at bedtime, whic~ 
should. be early and may well be preceded by a warm tub or sponge 
bath at least once a week. This can, of course, be taken on rising, 
provided it is followed by a dash of cold water; but, if so, ample time 
must be allowed for it by earlier rising. 
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Nutrition 

Why we eat.-What the child puts in his stomach and when he puts 
it there is of the utmost importance. · 

Modern civilization has made the business of human feeding ex
ceedingly complicated, and especially by making it seem chiefly a 
matter of pleasure. We have our minds centered on the enjoyment 
of food, which is well in a way, but causes us to lose sight of the 
fact that this is not the prime object of food. The harm comes 
when we allow food that is prepared particularly to please the palate 
to crowd from the table, and to replace appeti~e for pabulum that 
is possibly less attractive but more needed. There is little wonder 
that the mind of the child is even more centered on the appearance 

_ and taste of food than is that of the adult. It would be a strange 
child who does not prefer candy to carrots. 

We eat primarily to keep up repairs of the bodily machinery, to 
get energy for keeping the body warm, for getting about, and for 
doing work. The child should be fed for all these purposes and 
also to obtai,n the right materials for the very important business 
of growth. If food fulfilling these primary needs can be made to 
look and taste good, all the better. · 

What to eat.-It is unnecessary to know the learned names about 
foodstuffs which the scientists invent. What the child needs are the 
foods which contain the right materials for growth and for other 
purposes naiQ.ed. These are whole milk, whole flour bread, butter, 
fruit, vegetables, eggs, meat, fish, and whole cereals. They are all 
very common, but any child who gets all he needs of these things each 
day will have all he needs for •growth, repair, and for his other 
activities. These are the things he is told and asked to eat, by the 
teacher, but whether he gets them or eats them will depend on the 
parents. 

If these foods are continually crowded out by concoctions which 
taste better, such as candy, cake, cookies, and conserves, and white 
breads, there will be the mischief and money to pay to the dentist 
and other tinkerers of faulty bodies. White bread, jellies, cookies, 
cake, and candy are all excellent foods, but not when they elbow 
aside bacon and eggs and brown bread, and butter, milk, apples, 
oranges, potatoes, cabbage,_ lettuce, celery, and prunes. 

The " do's " should shoulder the " don'ts " aside in health work, 
and we might mention here that among some bad food habits of 
ehildren to be ousted by better ones is the use of coffee.. While a 
spoonful of coffee or tea added to a glass of milk for flavoring may 
not be harmful, the coffee drinking child usually imbibes a concoc
tion of water, sugar, and a powerful nerve and heart stimulant. The 
modern child gets more than enough sugar and is sufficiently. nervous 
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and active without the use of this exciting beverage. Hot milk or 
qot cocoa, with or without vanilla, makes a far better drink and 
.contains good food materials; 

The lure of the candy counter is a difficult one to overcome by mere 
r.rohibit~on. Candy is a good food if ta}ren at the right time and 
1ID the r1ght amount. If allowed after dinner frequently, the child 
will not find it so difficult to escape the habit of eating it in quantity 
at a time when it will spoil his appetite for more needed foods. 

Rapid eating and rushing off to 'vigorous play is frowned upon in 
school health teaching. For the nervous and ill-nourished child, 
complete rest after eating may be advisable. 

Muk.-We all began our careers on a milk diet and owe much of 
the best in our physical foundations to the quality of that food. 
Since it contains all essentials for growth and repair, clean and safe 
milk may well hold an important place in the diet of the growing 
child, and certainly a pint a day is little enough for the school child. 

Water should be taken freely at meals and between times. No 
fixed amount can be prescribed, as this will depend on the activit-y 
of the child, the amount he takes in milk and other foeds, the state 
of the atmosphere in and out of doors, etc. 

The aclwollunch.-Where the distance to school is so great that 
the child has not time for leisurely consuming his noon meal, he will 
need to take his lunch in school. Where it is not supplied at school, 

: it should at least be supervised, and warm soup, cocoa, or milk fur
nished, and the efforts of the teacher to make the school lunch hour 
what it should be, should receive the hearty support of the parents. 
If the child must carry his meal, it should be sufficient in amount, as 
well as nutritious and attractive. 

The following suggestions for a basket luncheon are made by 
Lucy H. Gillett, in "Diet for the School Child" (U. S. Bureau of 
Education, Health Education, No.2): 

The most feasible are sandwiches, dessert, fruit, and a bottle of mlik. 
For sandwiches use tbe most nourishing kinds of bread, such as whole wheat, 

oatmeal, brown, raisin, or nut bread. Appetizing fillings may be egg, chopped 
meat, cheese (American), fresh cottage cheese plain or combined with dried 
fruit, sliced tomatoes, chopped vegetables (such as beets or lettuce), jelly or 
peanut butter, and chopped raisins or dates. .A. baked custard adds variety. 
If fruit is not inc~uded in the ftlling of the sandwiches, a small glass jar 

of some stewed fruit or apple sauce may be added, or some fresh ripe frui t or 
a few dates. 

For dessert, ginger, date, or plain cookies, with cheese, sponge cake, ginger
bread, or sweet chocolate. It is easy to get a small jar with a tight screw top 
for sauce, puddings, and custards, and to get a bottle for carrying milk. 

Midmorning l!umcli.-For a midmorning lunch, if needed, fruit, 
crackers, or a sandwich should be substituted for candy. Where a 
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school furnishes milk or milk and crackers, these should be pur
chased. Children who are well fed at home often do not need this 
lunch, and it then does more harm than good by spoiling their 
appetite for the next meal. Appetite is usually the best of guides as 
to whether a child is in need of food. 

Exercise 

One of . the big factors for health is exercise which brings into 
use the larger muscles. Formerly there was abundant room for play, 
and the child needed no incentive to enter into games of all sorts. 
To-day school authorities often have difficulty in securing sufficient 
playground space, or gymnasium room, while many children must 
be urged and even taught to play. How this attitude on the part of 
the child came to pass has never been clearly explained, but it de
veloped at a time when harmful overrefinement of foods and ham
·pering sophistication in clothing were in progress. Brown sugar 
was turning white, white bread was becoming whiter, while the 
plain shirt was sublimed by starch and supplemented by standing 
collars, the pants were pressed, and the feet encased the year round 
in polished "prison cells of pride." For girls high heels were added 
and the corset was donned at an early age. The child was thus 
placed in a position where he could not play without spoiling his 

· clothes and his fine appearance. About this time the &chool boards 
(his parents) came to the adult decision that it was not economical 
to furnish him with expensive space for play; in other words, with 
a place on which he might damage his costly wearing apparel. 
Even the educator further discouraged play by consuming the recess 
period with mental activities. 

We know bett-er now with regard to the value of play, the need for 
playgrounds and for playtime, and we realize also that some super
vision and even teaching of physical activities is usually needed. In 
nearly every school something is done in the way of physical train
ing. The time devoted to this in school sessions can, however, be 
hardly equal to the needs of the child, for two hours a day of play 
(if possible in the open air) would be little enough. · 

In many communities the need for supervision of play after 
school and on Saturday is being met to a considerable extent by 
school departments · or other public agencies. 

In the larger cities there is scant room for play, except on school 
or other public playgrounds. All parents will be interested in hav
ing ample play room for their own and for other children, and for 
securing such supervision as is needed. 

Happy is the home in which there is a bit of ground, or at least a 
room, which the child can call his own and where with his chosen 
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companions he can be fancy free. The apparatus for games may be 
meager-but the lack of such will be supplied by the imagination of 
the children. · 

While exercise is necessary to health there is such a thing as too 
much of it for many children. Complaint or signs of more than 
passing fatigue or loss of weight should be considered danger 
signals and the amount of muscular activity reduced. 

The out of doors.-We all lead too much of our life in stale air and 
shadow, and are correspondingly dull and gloomy. If we can not 
get out in the sun and the wind ourselves, we should at least see 
to it that our children at all ages enjoy seasonably these quickeners 
of all living things. This does not mean that either sunburn or 
bronzing of the skin is essential for health or that needless expo_sure 
to excessive cold or heat is good for us, but intimacy with nature and 

·her most bounteous gifts, sunlight and pure air, is hest for both 
bodily and mental health. 

Dress 

The school seldom comments on the subject, but children are often 
too much dressed to play. They might better be clad in such clotheS 
as those of the boy and girl scouts, which allow full freedom of move
ment and are not seriously damaged in ordinary games. The next 
best thing is to supply a special gymnasium and athletic costume.. · 
Where there is a gymnasium in the school these are· really neces-
sary and a matter of economy. · 

Fashion rules with a strong hand, but it is to.pe hoped the parent 
sees that the child has comfortable, never too short or too narrow, 
strong shoes with reasonably low heels. :Much foot trouble begins in 
childhood and from bad shoeing, and there is too much of it in 
later life. 
: Every child should be equipped with a nonleaking pair of over

shoes to be worn only out of doors in damp or -rainy weather. So 
used, they are a better protection against colds and sore throats than 
the whole stock of the apothecary. A raincoat or umbrella should 
also be provided. Wet clothing should be replaced by dry as early 
as possible. 

Clothing for the school child should not be so heavy that he will 
be too warm indoors, as indicated especially by sweating. Outer 
wraps should be ample for comfort in all conditi~ns of weather. 

Cleanliness 

Of other habits to be established at home none is more important 
than that of in,ternal cleanliness-of regular and free movements of 
the bowels. There should be an appointed time for this cleansing
preferably after breakfast; there should be plenty of time for it, 
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a.n.d this function should be looked after religiously. Nor should 
the statement of the young child always be considered sufficient 
information on the subject until his habits are well established. 

Laxatives are seldom needed if plenty of water is taken and the 
diet contains sufficient fruit and coarse vegetables. 

External cleanliness is, of course, preached by the school-teacher, 
and we do not need to suggest that the child be sent to school clean 
from head to foot. · 

Po!lure 

The school believes that a. child should present a. good appearance 
and insists Qn his assuming as fine a posture as is possible. 

The confinement of the schoolroom and bending over desks is not 
conducive to the best posture, but the school tries to counteract these 
conditions by fitting the seat and desk to the child, by frequent 
changes of QCCupation, and by special gymnastic exercises. The 
robust child seldom acquires a. bad posture, so that the preserving of 
good posture is chiefly one of keeping the child in good health by 
the best of feeding, sleeping, etc. ; in other words, by the practice 
of health habits. It is not worth while to say " Sit up straight, 
Johnny," to a child who is too weak or tired to keep such a posi-

. tion. The clothing should not draw or hold the shoulders or the 
neck forward, and the chores which the child is set to perform 
should not be too much for his strength. After health conditions are 
£ulfilled we can then attempt to overcome bad habits the child may 
have· acquired by urging him to "sit up straight," "stand tall," to 

. " stretch up with chin in and shoulders back." 

Mind aruJ Health 

Parents do not need to be informed that mental states have 
much to do with hel\.lth. They know this from their own experience, 
but sometimes they forget that such conditions apply also to chil
dren. Cheerfulness and good humor go with good digestion. Those 
powerful stimulants, appreciation, and confidence, have a very dif
ferent effect on health from nagging and distrust. 

Children are very much like adults save that they have a more 
sensitive and unstable nervous system. They are, therefore, to be 
forgiven much, especially by parents who have not forgotten. their 
own younger experiences. 

The irritable and fretful child is not a well child. His mental 
experiences may be the cause but more frequently his physical con
dition is at fault. The machine is out of fix and there is creaking 
and groaning and rattling. Any degree of nervousness or irritability 
ca.n. be produced experimentally in animals by feeding them on food 
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deficient in certain essentials, and the origin of unhappy mental 
traits of children (and also adults) is often in the stomach, and, 
farther back, in the family kitchen, or the candy store. The fault 
may be in lack of sleep, overexercise, eye strain, or other conditions 
affecting the daily renewal and growth of the child's delicately bal
anced and infinitely complicated machinery. 

Variety 

Variety or change is truly the spice of life and it is one of the 
essentials for mental and physical health. Children need change 
more than adults and they profit by new and different experienres. 

" Difficult Children " 

There are many truly " difficult" children, but there are perhaps 
more difficult parents. It is, moreover, the business of the parents to 
try to understand the child, and not of the child to comprehend the 
parents. A strolling stranger who piped an appropriate and persua
sive tune had more influence over both the rats and children of 
Hamelin than all the fuming aldermen and all the fretting parents 
of that city. · 

In o'ur efforts at understanding and shaping the lives of children 
we might remember the words of Marshal Saxe, who "never be
sieged a fortress he did not take, nor fought a battle he did not win." 
He said: 

Man is nn engine whose motive power is the soul; and the largest quantity 
of work will not be done by this curious engine for pay, or under pressure, 
or by help of any kind of fuel which may be supplied from the kitchen. It 
will be done only when the will or spirit of the creature is brought to ita 
greatest s trength by its own proper fuel, namely, the affections. 

Tact should come before talk. Talk about health or disease should 
be kept at a minimum. Example speaks louder than words and we 
need to set an ex1,1mple for our children by our own practice of the 
few essentials which make for good health. 

Much of the difficulty of the feeding of children wo'uld not exist 
if it were not for the example set by adults. When the latter must 
each have a different kind of cereal, eggs cooked in a different way, 
a different salad dressing, different dessert, etc., it is hardly to be 
expected that the young child, who is a very imitative animal 
possessed of a will of his own, will always readily conform to a 
prescribed diet. The child is only following parental example when 
he chooses that which pleases his palate, and having once been 
allowed to eat what and when he pleases he naturally objects to a 
change of habits. 
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The parent-who is firm. and at the same time reasonable will have 
Jittle difficulty in securing the acceptance of the essential foods at 
regular times. An appetite begot of out-of-door life and plenty of 
p~ay is not finicky unless spoiled by confections between meals, and 
the desire for these is not urgent where they are allowed in reason
able amount as dessert. Even the child who does not like milk 
seldom balks at milk containing a trifling amount of flavoring ex
tract or cocoa. 

Help for Habit Formation 

The ·establishn;lex;tt of good habits is easier the earlier we begin. 
However, at school age, with the powerful help of the teacher and 
example of fellow pupils, it becomes more a matter of cooperation 
on the. part of the ho,me than of effort. The school furnishes the 
incentive and information, the home ought not to find it difficult to 
do the rest. 

Home Conditions for Study 

Many children are required to study at home. The parents should 
be interested 'to see that the child works in a good light, so placed and 
shaded that it will not shine ill his eyes nor be reflected directly 
from his book or papers. He should also have lltS suitable a chair 
and table as the home affords so that he will not need to bend over 
his work too much. The school is interested in preserving or culti
vating a fine posture and, while this depends to some extent on 
heredity and more on general health, faulty habits o£ standing and 
sitting may have much to do with it. 

School Books 

· For children in the older grades very interesting textbooks on 
health' have bee~ prepared. They contain matter not only on per
sonal hygiene, but on home sanitation and public health. Have 
you ever shown your interest_in.this study by examining your child's 
school books? You may iearn something yourself by so doing, 
for much progress in health work has been made since you went to 
school. 

.F am fly Superstitions 

The formation of habits which make for better health on the part 
of the child may require the upsetting of many parental ideas and 
family customs which we have always considered good because we 
and our ancestors have practiced them. There is the closed-window 
habit, the tea or coffee ·habit, which has already been mentioned, the 
no-milk habit, the condensed-milk habit, the no-fruit habit, the no-
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vegetable habit, the no-meat habit, the fatalistic habit, which sees no 
use in attempting to remedy defects or in trying to prevent measles, 
mumps, smallpox, or any other disease. Not least objectionable is the 
no-play habit, which develops in many people who have forgotten 
that life is for living as well as for making money, for moments of 
joy as well as for monotonous routine. 

There' is the patent-medicine habit, which costs the country about 
$200,000,000 a year. With this may be classed the habit of consulting 
a neighbor and taking the advice and adopting the practice of Mrs. 
Jories rather than of some one who can examine the individual child, 
.find out just what is wrong with him, and what treatment he need~. 
In this conne·ction it should· be emphasized that physicians are not 
to be measured nowadays so much by their prescription of drugs as 
by their advice concerning such physical and mental conditions 
for health as have been mentioned in these pages. 

The Preschool Child 

All the health habits taught the school child apply also to the 
child from babyhood. In fact, the earlier the child is started the 
better. The child of preschool age may need more meals a day, 
but his practice is of the same :few essential.s if he is to grow and 
be as healthy as he might. · 

IV. Sex Education 
Sex knowledge ·will have much to do with health some time. 

Where did you get your education on this subject and when¥ Was 
it from the right source 1 Did it come at the right time¥ Was it 
of ·the right sort~ · 

The schools have, as a rule, done little more than teach the funda
mental facts of sex in connection with biology. They believe ques
tions which every child asks on this subject, often before school age, 
should be given honest, satisfactory answers by the parents. The 
facts of sex life are too marvelous, too fine, and too important to 
be left to those who usually dispense information on this subject. 

" All the truth is safe and nothing else is safe." 

V. Communicable Diseases 

No child who is acutely ill shoUld be in school. Such illnesses 
in children who follow the health habits previously discussed are 
almost invariably due to communicable diSeases. Most parents 
know the signs of the beginning of such diseases, though they not 
infrequently fail to pay due attention to them. They should al-
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ways give ear to such complaints as headache, earache, sore throa,t, 
chilliness, faintness, weakness, and should be on the lookout for 
such signs as listlessness and drowsiness, loss of appetite, vomiting, 
a pallid or .flushed face, red or watering eyes, running nose, sneez
ing, coughing, or the app~rance of an eruption. With any of these 
signals one should suspect that something is seriously wrong. The 
throat should be at once examined for signs of inflammation and 
the temperature taken. . 

Every home should own a thermometer and the parents should 
know how to use it. .Any physician or· nurse will be ·glad to dem
onstrate the method of using a: thermomete~. 

As the mercury in a clinical thermometer never falls · until it is 
shaken down, one should always be sure that the top of the column 
does not stand above the normal temperature point (about 98.6) 
before using it. 

The bulb of the thermometer should be placed well under the 
child's tongue, and the lips (not the teeth) kept closed upon it for 
twice the length of time which is supposed to be needed for record
ing. I£ it is. a " one minute " thermometer, it should be left in the 
mouth at least two minutes. 

If the child· is too young or can not breathe through his nose, it 
is not worth while to try to take the temperature by mouth. The 
mercury should be shaken to below 98°, placed high in the armpit 
next the skin, and the arm held at the side. One degree should be 
added to the reading when the temperature is taken in this way. 

After use, the thermometer should be washed carefully with soap 
and cold water, wiped with a clean towel, and the mercury shaken 
below 98°. 

No chil~ with a fever should be allowed to go to school, but should 
be kept in bed until his temperature is normal and he is evidently 
well. A child with a recently developed eruption should be kept at 
home, whether he has a fever or not, until it is learned that the 
eruption is not of serious consequence. Children with other signs 
of disease should not be permitted to go to school until it is certain 
they have no disease to communicate to others. Other children in 
the family should be protected by isolating the acutely ill child until 
his ailment is determined, and the former should be carefully watched 
for signs o£ illness. 

Because they are so common many people do not consider a " cold " 
or " sore throat " a disease. A child who is sick with a cold or sore 
throat has no business in school, since he is in no condition for school 
work and may communicate his disease to his fellows. Beaides, his 
"cold" may not be a cold (if we may so express it), but the begin
ning of measles or influenza or of pneumonia, and his sore throat, 
which is bad enough in itself, may be the beginning of scarlet fever 
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or diphtheria. Not only will the recovery of the child be hastened 
by proper care at home, but the total illness in the school will be 
reduced by sucn isolation. 

A. fatalistic and often fatal notion, which dates back to a time when 
we knew nothing about the cause and prevention of disease, still 
lingers in many households. It is the idea that children will get the 
measles, mumps, or other communicable disease sooner or later, and 
so the earlier they have them the better. 

The practice of deliberately exposing children to such diseases or 
of taking no precaution to prevent such exposure might be well 
enough if they always recovered, but where death does not ensue these 
disease.s frequently- leave a long train of defects behind them, in
cluding damaged eyesight and defective hearing. Fortunately, va-c
cination affords protection against some of these diseases and many 
schools are offering this protection to pupils. Such protection 
should always be taken advantage of. 

The schools are teaching how contagious diseases are communicated 
by the sick and also by the well, who may carry the germs of these 
diseases in their mouths or noses. The children are taught to . avoid 
the common drinking cup and the mouthing of articles used by 
other children. They are taught to turn the head to one side and 
to use a handkerchief as a shield when sneezing or coughing in the 
presence of their fellows. Parents should help establish these habits, 
which in some measure diminish contagion. They are only a help 
in the direction, however, and do not make a.ny less needful the im
mediate isolation of every child showing the first signs of these 
diseases, until it is certain he is not a menace to his fellows. 

VI. The Other Child 
While looking after the welfare of our own child we should not 

forget the children of others. From this point of view we can well 
afford to see that the quality and quantity of health work conducted 
in the school~r and in the community is of the best. We are our 
brother's keeper and the keepers of our brother's child. The more 
we do for . the present health of the latter, the less we may need to 
do later in the way of helping to keep human derelicts afloat, for a 
large percentage of these are adrift through ill health. 

There are certain diseases by which humanity has long been 
scourged for its ignorance of the laws of health but which can now 
be practically abolished if we wish, and at comparatively small cost. 
We refer especially to such plagues as smallpox, typhoid, diphtheria, 
malaria, and hookworm. Moreover, our annual slaughter of infants 
can be checked to a large degree by better education for parenthood 
and through more adequate public health activities. 
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VII. ·The End of Health Work 
We do not investigate the condition of a motor ·car and keep it 

clean, oiled, and fueled merely that it may look well and last long, 
and the final goal of health work in schooLand home is not the bring
ing of the child to such a state of health as will improve his appear
ance and conduce to longevity. Health for health's sake is of as little 
interest a~ art for art's sake. What we are really driving at is -the 
preparation of the child for the work and play of the school and the 
work and play of the world. Moreover, unlike man-made machines, 
the human mechanism thrives on use, and it is only through exercise 
of body and mind tha~ health develops to the full. 

Not all children can be brought to the same mental and physical 
perfection. There are dull brains in sound bodies, and a fine mind is 
often associated with a frail physique, but the most can be made of 
both types only by bringing them to their best state of health. 

The matter futally resolves itself into the question of whether the 
parents will go to the small trouble of helping, as best they can, to 
lead the footsteps of their children alm:ig the comp&ratively straight 
and easy highway of health, paved with good habits and curbed 
with moderation, rather than allow them to wander at will into the 
alluring byways created by the cunning of civilization, which lead 
to bad health and to a less useful and .happy existence. · 

0 
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BETTER TEETH 

I. The Making of Good Teeth 
Following his disastrous encounter with the shepherds, Don Quixote said 

to his squire, " Reach hither thy hand, and feel how many teeth are wanting on 
the right side of my upper jaw; for there I feel the pain." Sancho put his 
:finger into Don Quixote's mouth and feeling about said, " How many teeth 
had your . worship on this side?"" "Four," answered Don Qnlxote, "besides 
the eyetooth, all perfect and sound." " Think well what you say, sir," 
answered Sancho. " I say four, if not five," answered Don Quixote; "for 
.in my whole llle I never had a tooth drawn, nor have I lost one by rheum 
()r decay." "Well, then," said Sancho, "on this upper side your worship has 
but two teeth ·and a hal!; and, in the lower, neither half nor whole; all Ia 
as smooth and even as the palm of my hand.'' " Unfortunate that I am ! " said 
Don Quixote, hearing these sad tidings from his squire; " I had rather they 
had torn ofl' a.n arm, provided it were not the sword arm, for thou must know, 
Sancho, that a mouth without teeth J.s like a mill without a stone, and that 
a diamond is not so precious as a tooth." 

Cervantes did not exaggerate the val~e of teeth, both for use and 
for beauty, when he placed them above diamonds. Nevertheless, a 
mouth which has not lost one of these jewels or in which some 
of them are not in part artificial is exceedingly rare. Dental caries 
is a most common and most expensive disease, and we have ·ac
<:epted this condition with a calmness, resignation, and indifference· 
begot of familiarity, ignoran~e, and helplessness. That there is no 
necessity for this disease on such a grand scale is inq..icated by the. 
fact that among wild animals decayed or ill-placed teeth are almost 
unknown; nor are they frequent among some races of men. · 

These useful jewels ~o ire4Juently turn out to be paste diamonds, 
looking well at first, but wearing badly, because there is something 
lacking in the raw stuff of which they were made or with which they 
are kept in repair. Good bricks can not be made of mere mud; nor 
can such marvelous structure,s as good teeth be made of everything 
or anything we attempt to use for the purpose. Tooth-making cells 
must receive through the blood stream sufficient calcium, mag
nesium, phosphorus, fluorine, and other essentials if they are to turn 
out teeth which will not only look well but last a lifetime. 

Chronologically, bad teeth date back to a time long before. the 
begiiinings of history, to the discovery of fire, and the development 
of the art of making certain foods unduly tempting, and coinci-

1 
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dentally the change of the business of eating from one of profit to 
one of pleasure. Decaying teeth have especially plagued those peo
ples, ancient and modern, that have sinned most against- nature's 
law of dental health, while races which perforce have followed more 
closely her rules in the matter, such as the Eskimos, Maoris, African . 
negroes, certain tribe:; of Indians, 1 and the peasants of some Euro
pean countries, have excellent teeth.2 The lack of vigorous use of 
the teeth on raw foods has been blamed for dental defects, but if this 
was originally a factor in bad teeth, it is not necessarily so, for many 
persons to-day have beautiful teeth who have rarely exercised them 
on anything more resistant than a piece of steak. It would seem · 
about as. logical to blame bowlegs due to rickets (a disease of mal
nutrition allied to, and about as frequent as, dental decay) to lack of 
use of the limhs, or to attribu~ loss of teeth from scurvy (formerly 
not uncommon, but now prevented by the eating of fresh fruit or 
vegetables) to neglect of mastication. 

Heredity has been made the scapegoat for bad teeth;. but although 
good teeth " run in families " to some extent, family foods and other 
hygiene are at the bottom of this good fortune. If heredity were 
an important factor, dental decay would never have occurred, for 
time was when it did not exist, and certainly bad teeth have not been 
an aid to survival. Hereditary tendency should be even more 
strongly influential for the production of good teeth than of bad ones. 

Disastrous effects have been produced unintentionally upon the 
teeth of wild animals in captivity and experimentally in labora
tories by wrong feeding; while in man a change in food habits, or 
of such· habits combined with other conditions affectii!g nutrition, 
has had similar effects on the teeth in a comparatively short time. 

As stated by Sir .Arthur Keith: 
Our search !or an ideal dentition leads us to the conclusion that the best 

conceivable, the · best obtainable, is that which nature has to offer every one 
of us. Only we must realize that she lays down conditions which have to be 
discovered as well as accepted and .observed. • • • We expect her to keep 
up the standardS of her dental workmanship owben we swamp ' our own bodies, 
as well as the developing tissues of the foetus and infant, with ,substances she 
ftnds difficult to handle and utilize. We demand that she will adjust a t once 
her adaptational machinery to our new modes of li"\'ing and blame her when 
she fails to respond. It is all so childish and unreasonable! All she asks of 
11s is that we shall understand the method of her workmanship and the mate
rials which she requires in the fashioning of teeth, and if we patiently apply 
ourselves to her behests, I, for one, believe she will give us the dentition we 
deserve.' 

1 Pickerill, H. P. The prevention of dentnl caries. London, 1912... 
• Ninety-six per cent of children from southern Italy examined by a Boston dentist lul.d 

110und teeth, though this percentage of Boston-born children showed decayed teeth, 
~Keith, Arthur. The ideal tooth. Lancet, Nov. 11, 1924. 
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When Are Teeth Madel 

We are accustomed to think of teeth as formed· at or just before 
their appearance, but instead of having their beginning about the 
sixth month of the child's -postnatal eareer they are already building 
a year earlier, :iir the sixth week of his antenatal existence and from . ' this early time right material and right conditions must be present,. 
if they are to be perfect. Even the second set are begun long before 
birth, and the first of these to make their appearance, the "sixth
year molars," are having their finishing coat of enamel laid on at 
birth. 

d]~~~-~~~~e~-=~:;:~··• of foetat me 

----_.;;.------=~ years 
First set of teeth . 

FIG. 1.-Calclllcntlon of the temporary nnd permanent teetb. The process proceeds from 
tbe crowns toward the roots 

The feeding of the infant is also of great importance. For the 
production of good teeth there can be no deficiency in essential 
materials, or, what may amount to t-he same thing, excess in non
essentials. But right feeding is not quite sufficient, for, as in the 
building of a similar structure-bone-there is need of all other 
conditions for good nutrition-pure air, sunlight, exercise, etc. 

Studies of children of Seattle, 2 to 1 years of age, showed that 
those who bad been fed in their first months on sweetened condensed 
milk had nearly twice as many carious teeth as those nursed by the 
mother or fed on cow's milk modified to approximate human milk:} 

After the enamel, or exposed adamantine covering of 'tfre tooth 
(whether of the first or second set), is finished, its preservation must 
still be dependent to some extent on the food the child receives and 
on his general hygiene. 

The too exclusive use of foods robbed of important substances in 
order that they may look better and sell better, such as white brea<:f, 
white sugar, and polished rice, and the robbery of appetite for tooth-

• Durand, Jay I. Influence or diet on developmoot and health or teetb. Jour. A.. ~ 
Assoc., Au~r. 19, 1916. 
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making foods by candy between meals, is not conducive to the 
making or preservation of good teeth. These foods are good in them
selves, but they can not compensate for pov~rty in other essentials. 
In a study of the teeth of school children made in New Zealand· it 
was found that the amount of caries in children living near a candy 
store was 25 per cent greater than in those remote from such a store. 
It ·was concluded that "the store which mainly sells sweets and 
biscuits to children is ·therefore responsible for a quarter of the dental 
caries found in schools." 5 ' 

The effect of different diets on the teeth was apparent in. a recent 
experiment in a London hospital after · only eight months. The 
children were about 'T years of age. OnE} group was given daily 1% 
to 2 pints of milk, eggs, 1% ounces of sugar, butter, rice, meat, fruit, 
bread, vegetables, and cod-liver oil. The food of another group was 
similar, save that they had only a half to three-quarters of a pint of 
milk per day, very little egg, 3 ounces of sugar, more potato but less 
of other vegetables, a.J.ittle oatmeal, more bread, but no bu~ter, and no 
cod-liver oil. .At the end of the experiment there was an increase of 
over twice as many decayed teeth in the second group, and the exten
sion of caries existing at the beginning was more than ·two and one
half times as great.' The diet of the second group was good so far 
as it went, but was evidently deficient in certain essentials for the 
making or preservation of teeth. 

So far then" as II!ay be seen from recent research, dental disorders 
. are to be considered as fundamentally due to irregular metabolism, 

which, in turn, is due, in large part, to the character of the diet." 1 

We have not yet mastered fully this important lesson in hygiene, 
but we know that the foods especially important for the formation 
and preservation of teeth are milk, butter, eggs, fish, whole cereals, 
fresh fruit, and vegetables; and that sunlight, fresh air, rest, exer
cise, and other common conditions for health conduce to the use of 
these materials in the making of good dental structures. 

Eruption of the Teeth 

The 20 deciduous or "temporary" teeth begin to appear from the 
fifth to the ninth month, and usually they are all in place by the 
twenty-fourth month. By substituting years for months we have 
approximately the time of eruption of the 32 members of the second 
set which (pathetically for most people) are called " permanent." 

• Report o! Director General o! Health, New Zealand. YEU ending- Mar. 31, 1923. 
• Mellanby, Pattison, nnd Proud. Eft'ects of diet on development and extension ·ot 

carle& in teeth of cWldren. British Med. J"our~ Aug. 30, 192(. 
• Howe, Percy R. Progress in dental dietetic research. Dental C08Ulos, ;r aD~ 1925. 

43555°-27-2 
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The first of this latter set appear just behind the molars of the 
deciduous set. With healthy teeth all of the temporary and all 
four of these permanent molars are usually in place during the 
sixth year. 

The first set of teeth are norm~lly shed from about the seventh to 
the fifteenth year. 

FtG. 3.-Tbe teeth at 6 years of age. All •ot the t emporary aet and the first permanent 
molars ln place 

Decay of the Teeth 

There should be no decay either of the first or second set of teeth, 
but, unfortunately, this is rarely the case in civilized countries. 
In a considerable percentage of children the temporary teeth hardly 
appear before they begin to rot, and not infrequently all are decaying 
before the second set arrive. The permanent teeth may not be of 
much bettm- material, and the sixth-year molar seems especially 
poor and unresistant to microbial action. Ninety per cent of school 
children have carious teeth at some stage of their career, and in 
the first and second sets there is from the fifth to .the thirteenth 
year an average of seven cavities per child. (See Fig. 5.) 
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Effects of Diseased Teeth 

The loss of a tooth is, in itself, as serious a matter as Don Quixote 
observed, for we have none too many for either utilitarian or resthetic 
purposes; but the possession of a diseased tooth is even more serious. 
An aching or abscessed tooth disturbs the tenor of the child's 'or 
adult's life, and school might as well be dismissed so far as a pupil 

Jl'IG. 4.-The teeth at 8 years ot age. First molars and incisors of permanent set in place 

with such a tooth is concerned. The pain is a blessing only in that 
it leads to" having something done about it," but too often, however, 
the best that can be done is to extract the tooth or to fill its roots. 
Nature never expected us to be cursed with carious teeth, or she would 
have arranged for the ache at the beginning of decay rather than 
near the end. 
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Decayed teeth can not but affect the health and working capacity 
even when they are not painful, for they become the homes of 
m_yriads of microbes. That the body is kept busy defending itself 
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BEFORE AFTER 

An 11-year-old ~lrl before and after three months' treatment for badly placed teeth and 
accompanying poor posture. She Improved not only physically but mentally, and became 
much more efficient In her school work. The photographs were furnished by Dr. Alfred 
D. Rogers, Forsyth Infirmary, Boston 
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against these and their poisonous products is shown by the enlarge
ment of the glands under the jaw into which the lymph stream from 
such teeth drains. There is in children usually sufficient visible. or 
palpable evidence in the enlargement of these protective structures so 
that the examiner need not look in the mouth to discover the dire 
condition. As Fones remarks: 

We must deduce from our analysis of school hygiene that the most conspic
uous def~t of the chlld is the insanitary condition of the mouth. Like a 
pigpen or garbage drain, slowly seeping its polson into the brook. which, 
fiowing into the reservoir, contaminates the water supply to a city, so do the 
products of abscessed and decayed teeth, with decomposing food, slowly, but 
surely, poison the human system.• 

Not only do local abscesses occur, but disease processes may be set 
up in distant organs. 

Malformation and Malocclwion 

Malformed jaws and ill-placed teeth. are, like decayed teeth, char
acteristic of man. These conditions, however, appear in animals fed 
on foods lacking in certain substa~ces, and it can hardly be doubted 
that such deformities in childre)\ are the resvlts of d~:ficiencies in the 
diet of the mother or of the child, or of conditions which affect the 
use of such materials. . '.I'hese deformities are not only disfiguring 
and a source of mental suffermg in consequence, but the· proper use 
of the teeth is interfered with, and even nasal obstruction may result. 
A case of this kind, before and after treatment, is here illustrated. 
The results in better mental work were doubtless due as much to 
a c}:lariged mental outlook as to the physical improvement. 

Teeth of School Children 

The child arrives at school with the temporary teeth already formed 
(and often much decayed) and with the second set well advanced in 
the making, and usually with the first molars of this set already 
through the gums. We can only see that these teeth are preserved 
so far as possible by diet and good hygiene, by securing repair of 
damage already done and preventing by dental skill future decay. 

The number of decayed teeth presented by school children from 
year to year has been so great that nowhere has the school hitherto 
been able to solve the problem. It was estimated that for the city 
of Boston it would require a staff of 1,000 full-time dentists to cope 
with the situation, and the teeth of Boston children are not worse 
than those elsewhere. Fortunately a method has recently been 

• Fones, A. C. Five years or mouth hygiene in B...tdgeport, Conn. Brldg>eport Dept. or 
Health. 
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worked out in the Forsyth Dental Clinic of that city which promises 
not only to make adequate treatment possible, but to diminish the 
amoUnt of.dental disease below what was ever dreamed. 

The method consists in the examination of the teeth at once after 
their eruption and the removal or filling of the faults of development 
(pits and fissures) which are present in about 90 p~r cent of children . 
and in which decay begins. 

Strangely enough this new method is not new. Nearly a century 
and a half ag9 an English surgeon-dentist, Woofendale, wr~te: 
It is common to discover on the grinding cusps of these four teeth [the 

sixth-year molars] and on their first appearance through the gums, several 
small holes, or hollows, in the enaniel of each of them ; often six, eight, or more . 
.As these teeth, as also the teeth which come behind them, are not succeeded 

ISSURE 

FIG. 6.- A magnified section cut, from above downward, through a tooth having a deep 
fi ssure In the enamel (after Noyes) 

by any others when from any cause they are lost, so the small holes above 
mentioned ought to be stopped (filled or stopped with gold, he r emarks else.. 
where] as soon as possible after they are discovered, otherwise each bole daily 
enlarges a little, by food lodging in it, till they all, or most of them, meet and 
break into one, whereby the teeth continue to decay and are forever lost.• 

Happily the method has been revived or rediscovered and tried 
out over a period of years and on a large scale by American dentists. 

Teeth treated in this way, unless some serious nutritional condition appears, 
will last these children during their whole lifetime. It may be necessary to 
replace some of the fillings, depending upon tbe thoroughness with which they 
were originally done, but otherwise the teeth will be serviceable.•• 

As stated by W oofendale, the first molars of the second set are 
particularly prone to faults of enamel, and without early filling they 
rarely last to adult years. It is, in fact, uncommon to find them 
sound at 12. 

0 Wootendale, R. Practical observations on the human teeth. IJverpool, 1788. 
'° Cross, Harold De W. Possibilities in dental hygiene. Am. J. Pub. Health. March, 

1926. Also personal letter to this bureau. 
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By the above method of early repair the loss of these teeth in 
children, says Doctor Cross-
has been reduced from 1 in every 3 teeth to only 1 in every 200, the 1 in every 
200 being from the mouth of a child from some outlying town or district where 
early attention bas not been deftnltely given. • • • If the plan of early 
treatment as suggested could be adopted in all public-school clinics and private 
practice for chUdren, within a few years most of the· procedures of dentbtry, 
such as the insertion of large fillings and inlays, the construction and appllca
tlon of crowns, bridges, and dentures, would be obsolete. Probably around 90 
per cent of the caries which was believed to be unavoidable, and which we · 
have b~n trying to prevent by toothbrushing, is easily controlled by this early 
plan of treatment .... 

This program of-prophylaxis is not only wise, but practicable, and 
eighty times less expensive, for whereas 1,000 dentists would formerly 
have been needed for Boston, it is estimated that only 12 would be 
necessary with the new method. In other words, for the dental work 
of this preventive kind, only one full-time dentist per 10,000 children 
will be nelded. Since about 90 per cent of children have· these faults 
of structure, the first examinations would be made most economically 
by a dentist, the necessary treatp1ent being given at the time of 
examination. · 

Such a program omits the dental diseases which have developed in 
children who have not had this opportunity for early treatment, and 
it goes without saying that as much should be done for these children 
as possible by the school dentist and by urging those who can afford 
it to seek private denta! service. 

All children, but especially this latter group, should be taught to 
ha. ve their teeth examined every six months for filling or cleaning. 

Cleanliness and Decay 

Wild animals use no toothbrushes or other artificial aids to cleanli
ness of the teeth, nor is it proved that the Yse of such agencies has 
any measurable effect in preserving the teeth from decay. As Doc
tor Bridge notes, "it is a striking fact that among those children 
wh<1 are found to have a sound set of teeth, the teeth themselves are 
generally clean and in perfect condition, although they are un
familiar with a brush." 12 Nevertheless, the use of appropriate 
means of cleanliness (by the dentist, if necessary) should be en
couraged as a matter of resthetics and with the hope that the cleans
ing of the teeth may possibly have some saving effect, and certainly 
the removal of irritating deposits of tartar must be beneficial. " The 
dentifrice may have an indirect value in that it promotes the habit 
of using the toothbrush. . Its psychological value may thus elevate it 
to a position of importance in the hygiene of the mouth." . 

u Cr9srt Harold De W. Possibilities in dental hygiene. Am. J . Pub. Health, Marcb, 
1926. Also personal letter to this bureau. 

,. Fourth An. Rep. on Med. lnl;pect:ion ot Sch. Children 1n Dunfermline, lll09. 
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11. Dental Prophylaxis and Hygiene in Schools 
The health of the child is considered a most important obiective 

in education. This being the case, it is incumbent on the school to 
do what it can to preserve the teeth of the present generation and 
to improve those of t'b.e generations to come. Incidentally the school 
attenda.nce and ·work of the child are to be considered, and, if we 
may tr:ust the reports along these lines, there is a very decided saving 
in outlay of time and money by keeping the teeth of the pupils in 
good condition. Speaking from a longer experience with school 
health work than obtains in this country, James Kerr, school medical 
officer for London, says: 
. There is no field of public endeavor which has been followed by so great 
immediate success, and from. which so much benefit yet remains to be reaped, 
as the introduction of dental care among children; for the magnitude of the 
result, the cost has been almost negligible. · ' 

And this remark applied to the methods used heretofore of treat
ing dental disease rather .than preventing it. Viewed from the 
standpoint of saving of money paid for treating or replacing teeth 
after school life, consequent on dental disease, prophylactic school 
dental work offers an enormous financial saving, as well as returns 
in public health on the investment. 

Denial Wor~ 

The physical examination of the child before or just after entrance 
at school is the foundation of health work, and in this connection it 
is of the utmost importance that the teeth be examined and that 
disease and other defects of the first set be treated so far as possible, 
but it is on the prevention of decay of the permanent teeth that 
attention and effort should be centered. If the child has reached the 
age of 6 or 1 he should be examined by a dentist and treated immedi
ately for the faults of development already mentioned. In the third 
and sixth grades he should again be examined by the dentist and 
treated at the time for similar conditions in the enamel of teeth 
which appear at these periods. 

If the prophylactic care of the teeth on eruption can be accom
plished through the family dentist, well and good, but it will. prob
ably be some time before many of these are prepared to do preventive 
work of this order, their training, like that of the physician, having 
been for purposes of treating disease, of which there is more than 
enough to keep them busy. Tlie school dental clinic is a far more 
certain and less expensive means of securing good teeth for the 
majority of children. Already practically every city having a popu
lation over 30,000, and a considerable portion of those of smaller 
size, now employs one or more dentists who work along the usual 
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lines of patching or removing from the mouths the hideous results 
of man's ignorance 9f hygiene. Compared with this method, the 
prevention c;>f decay is incomparably more economical and useful. 
In smaller communities, the local dental societies may be interested 
in conducting a school clinic. In rural sections tr~~:veling clinics 
have ~oven highly successful. 

Reparative work, fillings, extractions, and straightening should 
be carried on so far as they can be; but examination for and treat~ 
ment of faults of enamel are needed only in the first, third, and sixth . 
grades, and it is estimated that one full~time dentist can do preven~ 
.tive work for from 2,000 to 3,000 children. 

Only a very few clinics, so far, have adopted tbis kind of a plan, but thOse 
that have done so are extremely enthusiastic over the su~cess and the results 
which have been obtained. 

A check-up over n period o! years was made by the Association for Improv~ · 
ing the Condition of the Poor, in New York City, with very satisfactory and 
gratifying results in t he reduction of ~avities appearing. in the teeth of children 
in this group. In the Cleveland public schOQl dental clinics, under the direction 
of Dr. Harris Wilson, the same policy is in operation; and the success is just 
the same and just as satisfactory as that obtained at the Forsyth clinics, but 
it is something which can be adopted and carried into etiect in any clinic where 
it is so desired to do. 

By adopting this early treatment plan it is possible not only to reduce the 
number of visits in order to put a child's 'mquth into order, but the total 
number of visits during his school life can be very materially reduced, inasmuch 
as it Is not necessary to do much filling, except at the periods immediately 
following the eruption of. each pair of teeth. A carefUl watch and follow up
cleaning the teeth and examining for new cavities or for the recurrence of 
decay around an old ftlling-should of course be done at frequent periodic 
intervals. 

It should be uunecessary for every clinic to go through the process of ex
perimentation and elimination to discover this principle, as it Is possible for 
them to begin with all of this knowledge ready-made and with exact informa
tion as to how to carry it 0ut." 

The Denial Hygienist 

The dental hygienist has proved useful as a special instructor in 
oral hygiene or as supervisor of such instruction, b.ut all health 
teaching should center in the teacher, who should be fully equipped 
from her own interest, knowledge, practice, and pedagogical training 
to give appropriate instruction in dental hygiene to the child at 
different ages. It is for the thorough examination of the teeth, for 
their instrumental cleaning, and for assisting the dentist that her 
training especially fits her. 

11 Cross, Harold De W. Ch11dren's dentistry as practiced in institutions and pobllc
school clinics. The Commonwealth, vol. 13, July-September, 1926. AlBo letter to this 
olll.ce. 
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The teeth of the permanent set appearing after the first molars 
are less subject to faults of development, and it would seem eco
nomical for the hygienist to save the time of the dentist by examining 
these later teeth on their eruption and referring the children to the 
dentist when prophylactic treatment is needed. 

As pointed out in Health Education No. 18, "What Every teacher 
Should Know About the Physical Condition of Her Pupils," H the 
teacher is as capable of examining for evidence of dental disease, 
deformity, and uncleanliness as other examiners, aside from the den
tist and dental hygienist. As already stated, the search for.pits and 
fissures in the enamel is the business .of these specialists, but until 
prophylactic work as here outlined is introduced into a school, and 
where the work of examining for disease or deformity is not assigned 
to some other person, it is incumbent on the teacher to look for dental 
defects periodically and to be alert for signs of these conditions at 
other times. 

The cursory daily inspection of the teeth will stimulate the pupil 
more than words to the formation of habits of mouth cleanliness, while 
the saving of even a few dental diamonds from destruction will be 
worth the brief time it takes to make a more careful examination for 
decay once a term. Treatment of disease should be secured as early 
as possible through the available sources. 

•The examination and treatment · of the teeth must impress the 
child and his parents from the start with the importance of these 
structures and of their care and should be made the basis of instruc
tion in dental hygiene. Evidence has been given that teeth already 
formed may often be improved and preserved longer than they other
wise would be by improving the diet; but whether this is accom
plished or not, the food and feeding of the child are of first impor
tance. The essentials for good nutrition and the methods of 
influencing the habits of the child are set forth in every recent work 
on health education; for example, in "Suggestions for a Program of 
Health Education in Elementary Schools," by Andress and Bragg, 
United States Bureau of Education, Health Education No. 10. 

As pointed out in Health Education No. 19, "Is Your Child Ready 
for School~" the cooperation of the home is essential for best results 
in all health-habit teaching and can readily be secured through tactful 
approach. 

Early habits are likely to persist more or less, and improvement in 
feeding brought about in early school days should have an effect 
in the next generation, and the " only prospect of relief from present 
deplorable conditions lies in attention to the formation of teeth in 
generations to be." Yet it is not merely a matter of food and feeding, 
but the practice of all habits conducive to health. 

"U. S. Bureau of Education, 1924. 
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The importance of clean teeth for good looks and for good breath 
should be taught by word and example. Nature arranges for the 
cleanliness of the mouths of those who obey her laws to the lett-er, 
but lawbreakers are so common that naturally clean teeth are rare. 

So many rules have been laid down as to the number of times and 
the length of time a brush should be used, and the methods of brush
ing, as to sorely perplex the searcher after health. Perhaps on 
rising and before going to bed are times most likely to be observed 

(a) (b) 

F10. 7.-Diagrnm of incisor tooth (a) showing principal structures, ( b) showing begin· 
nlng of decay ond after the process bas reached the pulp 

by the child, and a thorough brushing of all surfaces of the teeth and 
gums is sufficient direction as to how and how long. Brushes are of 
such a variety of shapes and sizes that a choice of one not too large 
for the mouth and one shaped to the outer surfaces of the teeth 
would seem sensible. (A toothbrush drill is appended.) A brush 
made of poor materials or a frayed one which injures gums is cer
tainly to be avoided. After use the water should be shaken out of 
the brush, and it should be kept in a clean place where it will dry 
easily. 
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The same brush should never be used by two persons . 
.A. dentifrice serves as an additional cleansing ag1mt and by its 

taste promotes the use of a brush by children. 
The importance of visiting a dentist semiannually for examina

tion and cleaning or other treatment should be emphasized with older 
children. 

The structure of the tooth can be pictured along with what takes 
place when a tooth decays. The fact should be impressed that we 
can not know when our teeth are decaying and that when pain begins 
disease is far advance4. Hence the need for frequent examinations. 

It should be taught that the teeth are wonderful living structures 
depending for their health on the condition of the body as a whole, 
and, in turn, affecting, by any abnormal condition, the health of the 
body. 

Lastly, in our efforts to secure these diamonds of inestimable value 
to the race (from a monetary as well as healijl standpoint), the 
child should not be allowed to leave schoo.l without being impressed 

·with the fact that teeth are begun long before birth, that appro
priate materials must be ·furnished for their making, that their 
quality will depend not only on the food and hygiene of the infant, 
but on the food of the mother and other conditions influencing the 
nutrition of the child before birth, and that on their appearance they 
should be examined and tested for faults of development which may 
possibly have occurred despite precautions for improvement on the 
customs and ignorance of our forbears. Parents should not be so 
much interested in the eruption of the first teeth as in the quality 
of all of them. The importance of preservation of the temporary 
.as well as of the permanent teeth should be taught, and examination 
.and treatment for possible faults of enamel should be made· when 
these teeth are in place, in the child's second or third year. 

In not a few schools rivalry between rooms in attaining 100 per 
cent dental treatment has proven a powerful stimulant to reparative 
work, and at least one junior high school has made this a requirement 
for graduation. In the schools of Bridgeport, Conn., a child with 
cavities in his permanent teeth is not promoted from the fifth to 
the sixth grade.15 

Summary of School Dental Wor~ 

Ewam:i?U~JtJion arnd tre(l)tment.-1. The cliild should be examined in 
the first, third, and sixth grades by t he school dentist, and defects 
of development in the second teeth should be appropriately treated 
at the time of examination. 

>I Fones, A. C. Five years ot mouth by&iene In Bride;eport, CoDll. Bridgeport Dept, ot 
Health. 
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·2. Children should be examined annually by the teacher, n~rse, 
dental hygienist, dentist, or medical inspector in charge of the physi~ 
cal examinations, and all cavities and other diseases should be treated 
by the family or school dentist so far as possible. 

3. Treatment should be secured for all cases of deformity of the 
jaws or malocclusion. 
· 4. The instrumental cleaning of the teeth should be done by a 
dental hygienist if one is employed. 

Teaf!hing of dental hygiene.-The teacher should present at appro
priate ages the following information in regard to the teeth, the 
details being found ·~ny recent textbook of hygiene. 

1. That straight, sound teeth are of the greatest importance _(a} 
for use, (b) for looks, (c) for health. 

2. The making of teeth begins long before birth. 
3. Good teeth can be made· and preserved only from right mate

rials derived from right food and feeding and the practice of other 
health habits essential for good nutrition. 

4. Wild animals have perfect teeth, and many tribes of men have 
few imperfect ones. 

5. Our defective teeth come from racial and parental ignorance on 
this subject, and we should make the best of what we have and try to 
improve the teeth of our children. 

6. Teeth are more or less living structures, and not only depend 
for their health on the ·body in general, but the health of the body 
is affected by disease of the teeth. 

7. The permanent teeth of 90 per cent of children have, on their 
first appearance, imperfections of enamel, in which decay will prob
ably begin unless they are treated. 

8. The earlier that decaying teeth are treated, the surer will be 
their preservation. 

9. There are no nerve structures in the enamel of the teeth; there 
is, therefore, no pain or other sensation at the beginnings of decay, 
and these beginnings can only be detected by examination. There 
is least discomfort from treatment and less likelihood of subsequent 
disease if it is done at this time. It is therefore best, from evelj'" 
point of view, to visit the dentist for examination at least twice a 
year. 

10. Crooked or misplaced teeth look badly, they may affect the 
health, and much can be done toward their improvement. 

11. Nothing adds more to the appearance of well-placed teeth 
than cleanliness, and this is accomplished by the use, morning ·and 
night, of a good brush, supplemented by instrumental cleaning by 
a dentist or dental hygienist if necessary. 
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12. We all desire better teeth for our children, and these depend 
to a large extent on the health habits of the mother, and the quality 
of food materials she furnishes to the ciiild from its conception. 
Feeding, sunning, airing, sleeping, exercising, and clothing of the 
·child after birth are just as important if he is to have· the best 
teeth which it is possible for him to possess, for these conditions all 
affect his nutrition more or less. 

TYPICAL TOOTHBRUSH DRILL 
• The most effective use of a toothbrush can best be taught individ-

ually, but for classroom purpose we publish a. drill after the form 
advised by the $econd District Dental Association of New York. 
The teacher may illustrate the method and lead the drill, or two or 
three children, each provided with toothbrushes, dentrifices, ~ups, 
water, and a basin, may demonstrate it before the class. 

Every member of the class should follow the leaders in pantomime. 

ATTENTION! (All in line, elbows close to side, with brushes in right hand 
and cups in left.) 

1. R eady. 

2. Outside surfaces. (Brush inserted under cheek, t eeth closed. Brush gunis-
as well as teeth.) 

Left side-Ready-Count 1 to 16. 
Right side- " " 
Front side- " 

3. Inside surfaces. (Month wide open, s traight motion front to back.) 
Upper left side-Ready-Count 1 to 16. 

Front side- " " 
Right side- " .. " 

Lower left side- " " " 
Right side- " .. " 
Front side- " " 

4. Chewing surfaces (scrubbing vigorously). 
Upper left side-Ready-Count 1 to 16. 

Right s ide- " " " 
L ower left side- " " " 

Right !>ide- " 
5. Rinse mouth-Ready-Count 1 to 16. 
6. Rinse brush- " " 

(Shake ott excess o! water over basin.) 
N. B.- Counting by leader should be rather brisk but even. 

Materials : 
1. Toothbrushes (brought to school wrapped in wax paper). 

· 2. Dentifrice. 
S. Individual cups for leaders to be half filled with water by monitor. 
4. One pitcher of water. 
5. One tin basin for each demonstrator. 
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